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SAM Champs Moves to
Las Vegas -- October 9 -13
1989 SAM Champs
The 1989 SAM Champs have been moved to Las Vegas,
Nevada. The actual headquarters will be the Gold Strike
Inn, located 23 miles south of Las Vegas on U.S. Highway
15. U.S. 15 is the highway running between Los Angeles
and Las Vegas. The flying site is Jean Dry Lake located just
4 miles from the hotel.
The good news is that the date has been changed to
October 9 thru 13. This is the time of the very best weather
(80 degrees and no wind) in Southern Nevada.
The best news is that we are looking at $16.00 per day for
brand new double occupancy rooms. The hotel has brand
new restaurants, live entertainment and gambling for those
that do.
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The hotel also has trailer and camper facilities but not full
hook-ups. They also have an airstrip for those planning on
flying in. (Look for Jean on your air maps.)
Conditions beyond our control forced us to cancel our plans
to hold the contest in Reno or Carson City. The new site is
ig, excellent, and the new dates (October 9 - 13, 1989,
Monday thru Friday) will assure us of the very best weather
that Nevada has to offer.
The new contest manager is Larry Jenno and his assistant is
Phil McCary, both of SAM 25.
More details will be forth coming in the January-February
issue of SAM Speaks.
SAM Speaks is published six times/year by the Society of
Antique Modelers: 2538 North Spurgeon Street, Santa
Ana, CA 92706
Dues are $10.00 per year and are due on the first day of
January. If you wish to pay for two years or three years,
make your check for $20.00 or $30.00 as you desire. Life
memberships are still $100.00.

Bill Darkow, the new SAM Speaks Editor, with Atwood 60
powered Playboy. Bill's address: 7603 Greenridge Loop
S.W., Olympia, Washington 98502, (206) 352-7737

SAM Membership Renewals
The plan to inaugurate a new billing system for SAM has
been set aside for the present. The computer system that
we have been using is involved in the switchover to the new
editorial offices of SAM in Olympia, Washington, and the
new hills could not be issued at this time.
Members should continue to send their dues renewals to
Bob Dodds as in the past. His address is:
209 Summerside Place
Encinitas, California 92024
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SAMs Editor Speaks by Jim Adams

"How time flys when your having fun" is the way the old
expression goes. This is my final issue of SAM Speaks as
your editor. This tremendously happy time in my modeling
experience began in December 1979. In many ways being
your editor has been like building a new model. You lay out
the plans, cut-out the parts and after what seems like an
eternity getting it all put together--you get to lean back and
look at your latest production with the pride of seeing your
own creation.
The hundreds of letters of praise from you readers has been
reward enough for my struggles and I have a feeling of
satisfaction that I have been able to share my own feelings
about this wonderful hobby of ours. The fact that it is more
than a hobby to most of us, more like an obsession, is borne
out by our complete fascination with models since we were
bitten by the model airplane bug at an early age.
Many members of SAM have written to me to say how they
modeled airplanes as young men and then went away from
the hobby for years to raise their families and make their
fortunes, only to return to their first love when retirement
approached. How lucky we are to have this mutual love of
things that fly and the ability and resources to again enjoy
modeling as it was meant to be.
Your new SAM Editor is Bill Darkow from Olympia,
Washington. Bill has been modeling since 1939 and has
tried it all including free flight, U-control, radio control, and
his favorite thing right now is flying wings. Bill has been
editing SAM 8's newsletter, "The Classic Flyer", for the past
two years and is greatly responsible for the growing interest
in "Old Timers" in the Pacific Northwest. Bill and his wife
Caroline are responsible for putting out his fine desk top
computer created newsletter for the Old Time modelers in
the Washington area. Bill and Caroline have teaching
backgrounds and have recently been in the newsletter
business professionally. I expect that you will be favorably
impressed with the changes that I expect to see in SAM
Speaks in the coming issues.

beat the summer heat and to give us time to re-plan the
contest. This is the very best time to hold a contest in
Southern Nevada. Currently the annual Quarter Scale R/C
Fun Fly and the Tournament of Champions, held by CircusCircus, are held near there in this time frame.
Plans arc underway at this writing to put together the SAM
Champs flyer for this meet. The contest entry forms and
information package will be printed in SAM Speaks in the
near future. The package will not appear in the Jan-Feb
issue as it has in the past, however, because of the new later
contest date. We have had an offer from one of the local
hotels to provide 200 rooms at rates less than single person
occupancy in national hotel chains. I am excitedly awaiting
further details of the SAM Champs plans.
The idea of a SAM Champs in the spring or the fall of the
year has been proposed for several years at SAM business
meetings, to try to beat the heat at our summer contests.
This will be a first. The location at Las Vegas could not be
better. I have attended contests at Las Vegas for several
years and I can attest to the excellent 80 degree
temperatures, no wind conditions in the area during
October.
The Contest Directors, Jim Persson for Free Flight and
Don Bekins for Radio, will remain in their jobs. These two
experienced gentlemen bring a wealth of experience to
these jobs. Everything points to a great SAM Champs in
1989. The field there is two miles wide and three miles
long, and there is not one single obstacle standing on the
field except the contestants cars, bikes, and trailers. You
can fly there without worry about putting any scratches or
dents in your favorite models.

It was with regret that I received word from John Pond that
he was going to withdraw from the job as manager of the
1989 SAM Champs. The initial plans made by John were to
hold the 1989 SAM Champs in Rcno, Nevada, in early June
next year. Dissatisfaction with the free flight site in Reno
caused SAM to choose a new site in Carson City. This
location was found to be unobtainable. The private owner
of the dry lake site is not agreeable to the use of the
property by any group, especially one where automobiles
would be present.
SAM has decided to accept an offer from SAM Chapter 25
in Las Vegas, Nevada, to hold the 1989 SAM Champs on
one of their dry lake sites. It has been decided to change
the date of the contest to mid-October. The reasons arc to

Jim Adams holding his OS 60 four stroke powered "Miss
America'. The ship was entered in the Spirit of SAM
Concours event.
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SAM 24 Las Vegas "VAMPS"
Over 40 contestants from Nevada, Arizona, California, and
Utah showed up at the VAMPS annual held October 23 and
24 at El Dorado Dry Lake site of the 1977 SAM Champs.
The VAMPS contest featured 18 events. These included all
the basic SAM events plus .020 Replica, 1/2A Texaco,
Nostalgia, Old Time Gas Scale, Commercial Rubber, and
Modern AMA Gas events.
The C.D.'s for this meet were Georgc Niebauer, Larry
Jenno, and Bill Madden. The photos for this story were
taken by Frank Gable.
The weather was outstanding with little or no wind in the
mornings both days and the usual gusty conditions later in
the day. There were many outstanding models being flown.
The members of the VAMPS are to be commended for
their generosity. Sonny Soto, Mike Poorman, Bill and
Phyllis Hanmer, Frank Gable, Larry Lake, Bill Holt,
George Niebauer, William Madden, Larry Schwarz, and
Fred Caballero donated the many beautiful event plaques
that were given away as prizes.

Bob Chambers (VAMPS Sparkplug) with his Slick
Canadian Wasp. Ship is nicely powered by Herb Wahl
Bunch Tiger replica.

George Niebauer (VAMPS C.D.) with his beautiful McCoy
60 powered Comet Sailplane. George lowered the
compression ratio to get a more dependable engine.

SAM Legal Design Books
Release of the new SAM Legal Design books has been
delayed. The compilation of the books has proved to be a
tougher job than we had anticipated.
The books will be well worth the wait so please be patient.
The books will be mailed to each member in the very near
future.

Phil McCary and Larry Jenno (VAMPS newcomers)
coaching each other on flying Elfin 2:49 powered A/B
Stratostreak.
CG N T.
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DIEGO

by Alex Imrie

I have always wanted an Elf corncob, and after searching for
years for one without success, resignedly settled for a
replica that a friend of mine, who now resides in New
Zealand, made from castings. When he got the engine
going he called me with it running in the background, and
on receiving the engine from him in February 1988, 1 called
him back and repeated the performance, so that little motor
is probably the only engine to have sent its song of power
and speed across 13,000 miles... twice! Having the engine

Reprinted with the kind permission of "Aero News", the
newsletter of SAM 41 (the San Diego Aeroneers) Editor
Jim Alaback.

there was no need to look for a suitable design for it to fly
in; ever since Miss San Diego appeared in Model Airplane.
News, October 1939, and in Air Age Gas Models I had

resolved to make it someday. Being in touch with Jim
Alaback, I told him of my intention and had decided to
duplicate Joe Weathers' second version which was all yellow
with the name "Elf Engines" on the fuselage sides,
advertising the fact that Joe had become the Southern
California distributor for Dan Calkin's fine little motor. I
knew that originally Joe's model had been "a vivid orange"
and bore the name Miss San Diego done in a particularly
attractive style from the cockpit aft, so imagine my
excitement when Jim, who had been sifting through some of
Joe's memorabilia, found the original piece of fuselage
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The inspiration for Alex imrle's model of Miss San Diego:
The original 1935 full size plans, xerox copy of Joe
Weather's original "Miss San Diego Logo Type - (also
reproduced here as the title of this article), a copy of the
October, 1939, Model Air Plane News which published
Weather's plan and article, and mounted in the fuselage
framework, the reproduction Elf corncob engine-the
corner stone of Alex's project!

tissue with the name in black on an orange background and
sent me a Xerox copy and a color sample! With this
information my model just had to be a replica of Joe's
original model, and work was started right away. I had the
MA.N. article and the full-size drawings done by Joe in
November, 1935 (from John Pond's Old Time Plan Service).
I found that there were detail differences between these two
sources, the most significant being the use of an untapered
spar on the tailplane, duplicated wing root ribs and no
information at all on the location of the ignition circuit
components on the 1935 drawings. The construction, as
might be expected, followed rubber model lines and this was
not unrelated to the low power output of the Elf At 48
inches wingspan, the model had to be light and the wood
sizes used were smaller than what one would use today on a
similar mode!. The fuselage is a basic box of 1/8 square
topped by a semi-circular decking in 1/32 sheet aft, while
that forward is removable via four dress-snaps and is of
1/16 sheet formers with 1/16 square stringers. The wing
and tail unit leading edges are covered in 1/64 sheet, and
my attempts to reduce 1/32 sheet being unsuccessful, I used
1/32 and sanded it down in place. Used to heftier wood
sizes generally, this job rapidly took on a "watchmaking"
aspect for me, especially did it cause me to appreciate the
skill of the rubber model enthusiast and peanut builder who
work with small sizes. The wing is attached via a 1/16 piano
wire cabane sliding in aluminum faced slots in the fuselage,
the strut ends being held by tension into four aluminum tabs
glued to the end center-section ribs. However, the tension
bowed Theribs sufficiently to introduce warps in the wing
panels, so I resorted to Joe's original double rib at this
location, sandwiching the metal tabs between them. Joe's
model was covered with "Mina" tissue, which was a light
weight bamboo paper with parallel watermark lines about
one inch apart and it was one of the many coincidences
associated with my model, when I found a piece of this

Finished ready for covering, the 10 x 4 Top Flite prop is
fitted. Note the fuel tank In the center-section. I covered
the cockpit space for strength and fitted the Austin
ignition timer there. Joe, of course, did not use such a
device (it had not been invented then!)

ancient material in my tissue box! There was sufficient to
cover the fuselage. This paper did not have a grain and its
fibres came up like sandpaper after doping. Wings and tail
unit were covered in Japanese tissue. I applied this too
tightly, used ovcrstrong dope and that light wing structure
deformed under the treatment, the most marked being that
the trailing edge arched upwards between the ribs, so that it
had to be held in a jib for a few days after final doping. The
bottom right-hand longer on pulled in since it obviously was
not as strong as its neighbor due to my hasty and faulty
material selection, so I had to open up the belly of the
fuselage and insert sections of 1/8 square to take out the
unwanted curves between the cross-pieces. The engine was
installed with all electrics including an Austin timer in the
cockpit, and 2-3/4 inch diameter Trexler airwheels were
fitted, under-inflated to imitate the 2 1/2 inch diameter
M&M wheels originally fitted.
I decided to decorate the mode! only after proving it in
flight. Its weight in the basic finish, ready to fly, was 20 1/2
ounces.
After some push ROGs and hand glides, the model was first
flown in calm conditions using the Top-Flite 10 by 4
propeller, and after normal adjustments of thrust line and
rudder tab, was soon describing fairly tight left-hand power
patterns with wider left-hand glides. Using the fuel tank in
the center-section meant that I soon got fuel inside the
wing, and since the amount carried was unnecessary I
henceforth flew with fuel in the carburetor float chamber
only, a system that Joe had used. The Elf is so economical
that this meager amount is sufficient for 50 seconds engine
run and because I was limiting the flight to 30 second on the
Austin timer, the short fuel supply was a good back-up in
case the airdraulic timer did not function. The model
looked great in the air, just like a rubber model,
accompanied by the subdued whirr of the Elf.
The attraction of the original Chauvier-shaped 12 by 6 1/2
propeller had caused me to take steps to secure one of
these. I had Dan Catkin's block drawing and obtained some
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About Alex Imrie...
Alex Imrie is President of SAM 35 (England) and wellknown to American readers as the author of The Vintage
Corner, the old timer column in Aeromodeller magazine.
He is also the author of five published aviation books and
currently has another underway. Earlier this year he
retired from a long career in full-scale aviation, primarily
as an airline pilot.
We are honored that Alex Imrie has written this story
about his Weathers' Miss San Diego specifically for the
members of the San Diego Aeroneers, the club that Joe
Weathers founded.

first class walnut and when I failed to get an original Elf
propeller that was offered in a MECA swap sheet, carved
my own. This took me all day and the disappointment was
great when the model refused to fly with it! The 4500 rpm
possible with the Top-Flite propeller had dwindled to about
2800 rpm but worse than that was the fact that there was
little thrust. in some 10 flight attempts I got two hesitating
circuits... so much for my skill as a propeller-carver! I
reworked the propeller, and made another one paying more
attention to the airfoil section; static power was about 2500
rpm there being a noticeable loss due to driving the
revolution counter. It was hard to believe that the model
would fly on this power, but it did and how! Immediately
after launching one could hear a marked increase in rpm
once the model get under way, but one problem of using
this larger diameter propeller and the almost scale position
of the landing pear is that sometimes the tip of the propeller
touches the ground first on landing, thus breakages can
occur. Up to the present I have made four Elf propellers,
but that distinctive shape is so much a part of the model
that I would not fly the model with anything else!
The model had done about 50 flights when it seemed to
develop a tendency to "come-in" under power, also the glide
pattern was not always left, but varied through a straight
glide to a right turn. I fly in a small tree-bordered field and

like a left-left pattern, but the straight glides were obviously
going to put the model into the trees sooner or later, so I
really worked at that trim! In the event, the model did end
up outside the field on four occasions and this was due to a
falling-off in engine power, the offset allowance then being
too much for the reduced engine torque and the model flew
away in a straight line. Once on a low straight flight it
clipped the tops of some tall grass and was precipitated onto
a road removing part of a cylinder fin, breaking the
propeller and narrowly missed being run over by a car! On
another occasion it hit a wood pole which spun it over a
hedge into somebody's bird bath! This irregular power
output highlighted another problem. Flying in light breeze
conditions with the motor laboring on the Elf propeller the
model was often in a new level flight attitude when it
commenced the torque turn, this then became a steep bank
from which the only way out was down. After the model
had "come in" like this a few times, it dawned on me that
perhaps the CG and CLA were displaced vertically,
producing the couple that charlie Grant delights in (sec his
book, Model Airplane Design, pages 430-432) and discusses
in Gas Lines, MAN, April, 1937, when he points out that
early gas modelers, reared on rubber designs, tended to use
too much dihedral. There is 14 degrees dihedral on Miss
San Diego, but my problem was not of Joe's making! I
made a scale card cut-out of the model and hung it up to
find the CLA. This was just inside the windshield at the top
longeron. I then suspended the model to find the CG and
this was further forward, of course, but it was about one
inch below the CIA! The reason for this was, that in trying
to reproduce joes original model I had lashed the coil to the
bottom of the fuselage since I could only assume that he
might have done this at the time. it is significant that in the
October, 1939, MAN drawing, which shows the location of
ignition circuit components, the coil and battery are raised
above the bottom longerons by the use of coil mounts and a
raised floor. Joe, flying an original more powerful Elf might
never have encountered this trouble, but I re-located the
coil upwards and even on engine "Off-days" in breezy
conditions my model has now lost the notion of making
those hair-raising steeply-banked turns that produced
cartwheel arrivals. A point about survivability. I had doubts
about the rigidity of the parasol wing fixing struts, they
seemed altogether too solid, but the model having made a
good number of wing tip landings and "come-in" a few times
under power without structural damage proves that the
method works OK and as Joe said, "the structure can take
it".
My flying is usually done in the still air of evening, but the
most flights done in one day took place when on a
particularly fine day in September I went out in the late
morning and in a fairly short time had completed over 30
flights. Flying Miss San Diego is pure joy; the engine being
stopped in the air by the Austin timer allows the right
amount of mixture to be sucked in during the last few
propeller revolutions, in readiness for the new flight. All
that is necessary is to refuel the float chamber, plug in the
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Just had to take her picture with the first Elf-type prop.
This is the first example that took me all day to make and
just before going to fly in the evening when my propellercarving was put to the test and failed to deliver the thrust!
August 17th.
booster battery and the engine usually starts first flick, no
need to choke or touch the needle valve at all, just pull out
the knob of the Austin timer, disconnect the booster and
away she goes again, straight ahead for 50 yards then round
into that left torque turn spiraling upwards to over 100 feet
until the timer cuts the engine for a "ditto repeato". On this
day eventually the engine began firing unevenly in the air
obviously due to the flight battery running down and on the
next flight the engine was well down on power and the
model landed engine-on and stood on its nose near the
footpath where a man was walking his Grosser Schnauzer
dog (named "Kaiser', I learned later). the dog immediately
investigated the model, apparently did not like what it saw
and turned through 45 degrees, lifting its leg to irrigate the
orange insect. The dogs owner and I both shouted at the
same time, and the dog, startled, hit the port tailplane with
a paw the size of a loaf of bread before making off! Since
our cat had already walked on the wing necessitating some
repairs, one wonders if Joe Weathers was an animal lover?
The broken trailing edge and ribs put an end to that flying
session, but repairs were undertaken immediately and the
model was out again in the evening. I forgot to change the
flight battery and after a few flights intermittent running set
in and the engine power faded on the eighth flight and as
explained the model once again departed in a straight line.
I started to run after it since the light was failing, and as the
power fell off further, very slowly the model started a right
turn; it was now outside the field over the trees and the
right turn continued but the model was now descending. It
almost made it back to the field but collected the top of a
Hawthorn tree. I heard the noise of it entering the
branches but it took some time to find it about 20 feet up.
Later I returned with two eight-foot bamboo poles that I
keep for such occasions, some parcel tape to hind them
together and a torch, because it was now quite dark. In the
beam of the flashlight I poked the end of the pole through
the landing gear and yanked the model free, backwards, out

The cat walked on the wing so I left that part at home and
took the fuselage to Old Warden on Saturday, August
20th, for Aeromodeller Vintage Week-end where I ran the
engine many times for interested modelers. The prop on
the model is the second Elf type prop I made the day
before.
of the branches. It slid down the pole until I could catch it,
and found to my amazement that there was only one hole in
the wing tissue. So thus ended a perfect day during which
Miss San Diego had done 43 flights. The wing and tailplane
have yet to be doped orange and since they bear the patches
and scars of over 200 flights maybe it is time to recover and
paint them, and so finally finish this most enjoyable model
to show how the first Miss San Diego looked 54 years ago.
Although Joe ended his article in MAN by saying that

photographs of models would be welcomed by Model
Airplane News, presumably for inclusion in the regular "Gas
Lines" column, none seem to have appeared, so possible not
many were built at that time (end of 1939), with the
emphasis on ever-improving performance, builders of small
gas models were concentrating on more modern designs for
their Madewells, Atoms, and Bantams, and there was less
interest in making the little old fashioned open cockpit
parasol. Remember, there was no Old timer movement
then, and old designs and old engines did not breed the
fever of interest that they do today. Quite apart from its
price of $21.50 making it one of the most expensive small
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engines on the market, compared to the reliability and
simplicity of the new engines mentioned, there is no doubt
that modelers found the Elf a fiddley proposition. the
complexity of its float carburetor, fed by a remote tank,
multi-bolt propeller hub and the care needed with the
watchmaking precision of the enclosed "automobile type
timer" were not in keeping with the practical advances being
made with the power-packed motors of the recently
introduced Class A size. Notwithstanding the surge of
interest in small gas models, one wonders why MAN
decided to publish such an out of date design anyway, but
interest in Joe Weathers' later models like Winged Victory
(MAN, Sept/Oct. 1937), Westerner (MAN, May/June,
1938) and Mystery Man (Air Trials, June/July, 1939)
obviously decreed that any Weathers design would be
eagerly snapped up.
However, in the four years since its inception, such was the
pace of power model development, that Miss San Diego had
already become as antiquated as a World One SPAD -- her
shape and structure belonged to that golden period of
modeling of the early "thirties, when many models were of
similar layout: high or parasol wing designs having the
perpetual open cockpit with its windshield and headrest that
immediately brings to mind what are now nostalgic names
like MAN Navy Racter, Sky-Hi Bullet, Jimmie Allen Blue
Bird, Flying Aces Navy Pursuit... the list is endless, but Miss
San Diego is the fairest of them all. Shc was not a scale
model, but she could have been, and being gas- powered,
was truly a real airplane in miniature. W-58G is assured of
a place in modeling history -- not because of records broken
or numbers built, but because of her sheer beauty of line,
and the fact that she was the first gas-powered model
airplane in San Diego.

Miss San Diego in flight, the name Just being legible .
Same day as the previous photo, September 20th, 1988.
It flew only a few more days after this until on October 3rC
the model did the bird bath landing (Cat's Eyes
Cunningham, the famous night fighter WW2 pilot, lives
nearby and when the model did this landing he came
rushing up saying "I do hope its all right!"). The total
flights stood at 181 and I did not fly the model again until
Sunday, November 6th, when it did another 20 excellent
flights.

This photo was taken on the day that I recount when the
model flew 43 flights and was kicked by Kaiser!
September 20th. Observe that the name and tail number
are applied, following the fuselage decor from the Xerox
of Joe's original model.

Skylark by Lou Garami

Basil Healy, SAM 1788 President, poses with his
Goldberg sailplane. Powered by an Enya 60 F/S and
features a retractable landing gear that can be lowered or
raised in flight. Basil says you can really see a difference
in the glide when gear is repositioned.
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Letter to the Editor
1872 Stevensville Road,
Stevensville, Ontario
Canada Los 1S0
23 November, 1988
Society of Antique Modelers
2538 N. Spurgeon St.,
Santa Ana, California 92706
Dear Sir:
As usual, I read with greatest interest my copy of the latest
issue of "SAM Speaks," which to me is consistently a most
worthy publication.
Page 6, of issue number 85, depicts what is termed a "1936
Wakefield winner", held by Mr. Keith Wyllie of Edmonton,
Alberta. the point is raised in the caption concerning the
plans for this machine. The model is definitely not the 1936
Canadian Wakefield winner (which was by Paul Verdier, of
Ottawa, Ontario) as the ships varied considerably in many
areas. From both general outline and detail visible in the
photo, I would be inclined to view this as the "1939
Canadian Wakefield winner", kitted by Easybuilt Models,
now of Grimsby, Ontario. This was built by Richard
Morgan, of Windsor, Ontario, and won the Canadian
Wakefield trophy at the Canadian National contest on
Tuesday, 29-August, 1939, with a flight average of 10
minutes and 39 seconds.

Fred Caballero (VAMPS) won the Texaco Unlimited Gas
event with this Ohlsson 29 Powered Taibi 'Powerhouse".

Morgan's machine had a wingspan of 45", a length of 31",
area of 200 square inches, and a weight of 8 oz.
Incidentally, this contest was different from the 1939
eliminations for the Canadian Wakefield at that event.
Lavelle Walters (I believe from Windsor, Ontario) came
1st, Ted Booth 2nd, Fred Bower 3rd, Roy Nelder (of 1939
and 1940 Moffet Fame) can 4th, and Steve French came
5th. The last two modellers were from Toronto. Nelder is
still alive but not aeromodelling; I have often toyed with the
idea of seeing if the others arc still about -- what grand
stories (and possibly photos!) they must have.

Larry Schwarz (VAMPS) fires-up his nostalgia
"Sandy Hogan".

As you know, Fred Bowers was second, after Korda's
magnificent flight, later that summer.
Unfortunately, I know nothing of Richard Morgan's
subsequent modelling accomplishments, I hope this has
been of some assistance and interest.
Yours sincerely,
David Owen
P.S. John Pond has plans for "1939 Canadian Wakefield
winner", which is still being kitted by Easybuilt Models, the
original kitter so many years ago.

Sonny Soto (VAMPS) uses a "chicken stick" on his
Playboy Junior. Look at that field, have you every seen a
place so flat?
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SAM 41 San Diego Aeroneers
San Diego Acroncers held a great two day Old Timer meet
on October 15 and 16. The second day of the meet was
marred by high winds called Santa Ana's here in Southern
California.
R/C flying proceeded on Sunday despite the winds that
made penetration difficult and landings hazardous.
Your SAM Speaks editor attended in order to see the new
event -- the 'SAM Concours" -- in action. The event has
been plugged by SAM Speaks, Bob Munn and Jim Alaback.
A large number of beautiful Old Timers were entered. Bob
Munn won the event with his Super Buccaneer. Runners-up
were Dale Tower with a "Bomber" and Al Hellman with a
"Red Zephr". The award is made on beauty and
craftsmanship.

Al Hellman, member of SAM 49, seen here at the SAM
41's Concours Event. Thats the "Red Zephyr" that took
3rd place.

Seldom seen "Sadler Pacemaker" flown by Bob Holman

at the San Diego Aeroneers Spirit of SAM Concours
event.

Bob Munn proudly shows off his Super Buccaneer,
winner of the Spirit of SAM Cnni-nlirc (Phntn Alaharkl

111 \
Ken Myers' M.G. Cabin entered In the Spirit of SAM
Concours held October 15 and 16 in San Diego.

Dale Tower with his Lanzo Bomber (Ohlsson 60) which
won three Flying events and took second place in the
Spirit of SAM Concours (Photo Alaback).
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EVERYTHAVG FOR THE VINTAGE MODELER

ARGO - U.S.A.
ELFLN 249 cc DIESEL ENGINES
• ORWICK ENGINES
IGNITION • DIESEL - (RAW
BATTLEAXE - DIESEL ENGINES
• SPARK PLUGS
• TRANS. K3NITION anu
• POUR STROKE • GLOW ENGINE
• GLOW PLUGS
• MOTOR MOUNTS • GLASS FILLED
• ACCESSORIES

3229 Dianora Dr. Palos Verdes, CA 90274
Phone (213) 377-6186

"BUILD THIS SMOOTH FLYER!"
Jim Bohash original 1939 design "U.S. Standard Wakefield."
Plans never published nor in kit. Approved by SAM as authentic
antique. Full size plans $5.00 U.S. - $10.00 outside U.S. Ship
flew on U.S. Wakefield team 1938 & 1939, Paris, France &
Bendix, N.J.
Order from:

Jim Bohash
20721 Millard Street
Taylor, MI 48180

Join us for the 39th annual
AMA Suctioned AAA Contest

Southwest Regionals
Model Airplane Championships
Feb.4-5 9 1989 • Eloy, Arizona
Free Flight
IC Old Timers
IC Soaring

Dick Bringgold

937 Emit Lois Limo
Phoenix, AZ 85020

!RCA (Model Engine
Collectors Assoc.)
COLLECTO

0

P.O. Box 7334 • Van Nuys, CA 91409

110 9L2 TIER "C•92112"?
1111 TREY MU
A 1930's MODEL SHOP

sawed prop blanks,
balloon/WWI/Streamline balsa wheels, Hinoki wood,
colored nitrate dope, thrust buttons & bearings, bamboo, silver Jap tissue, prop hardware, special washers,
winders, rubber, hundreds of old Scale/Contest plans
& more! Shop from our illustrated catalog. Send$2.00

New SAM Items
SAM Speaks office just got a new coffee mug courtesy of
Argo-USA. The new item has the familiar SAM logo
emblazoned on one side.
It looks like a great Christmas gift idea. If you're interested
in getting one for a friend write to:
Argo-USA
3229 Diaora Drive
Palos Verdes, California 90274
The price is six bucks each, they pay the postage.
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SAM 100 "The Second Chance Squadron' from Lancaster, PA. Left to right (rear) Bob Bennethum III, Bob
Benethum, Jr., Dick Bezzard, Dick Shifter, John Delagrange, Sam Behney, Mark DeAngelis, Walt Kempe,
Jack Springer, Paul Ahnert, Howard Rittle. Left to right (front) Joe Spett, Jerry Hoffman, Mickey DeAngelis,
Patty Velucci, Ray Primaldi, Paul Murr, Bill Stoller.
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PRESIDENT'S CORNER

THIRD ANNUAL SAM 58 MEET

by Jim Adams

by Harold E. Stewart, SAM #992

The good news is that we've gotten past the crisis
of the 1989 SAM Champs location. For a while there
in December, it looked like we were in real trouble. The
alternate site to Reno - Carson City, Nevada - proved
to be unobtainable.
John Pond put a great deal of effort into the plans
for the 1989 Champs and he is to be commended for
his Herculean efforts to bring us an International SAM
Champs in the Reno area. The plans went to pieces
when the Reno field was found to be unsuitable for free
flight activity, The high desert in northern Nevada is
very soft and completely unsuitable for motor bike
riding as done by modelers.
The new location that I hurriedly announced in the
Nov/Dec '88 issue of SAM SPEAKS, looks better and
better. The dry lake at Jean, Nevada is excellent for
flying models. The surface is hard, dry and completely free of obstacles. The temperatures in southern
Nevada will be at their best, with cool nights and hovering around 80 in the daytime. The winds are at their
lowest during October.
The hotel that we have chosen for headquarters, the
Gold Strike, is new and the rooms are large and only
$16 per weekday for double occupancy - $29 per day
on weekends and holidays. There are three restaurants in the hotel. The same company is building
another hotel that will have the same accomodations
across the hiway. It is scheduled for completion by
June, 1989.
This will be a first for the SAM Champs - a Fall contest with everyone staying at the same location. The
flying field is only three and a half miles away with good
roads leading to it. For those who want to see the
lights of Las Vegas, it's also within easy reach - only 23
miles away.
I want to apologize again for announcing that the
new "SAM-Legal Design" books would be available for
members by December. The job has proven a little bigger than I thought it would be. George Armstead and
I, with help from Ernie Linn, are shaping it up and hope
to be able to publish the book very soon.
We are hosting visitors from England's SAM 35
chapter for the Golden Anniversary Wakefield meet at
Taft over Memorial Day weekend in May. Events there
will include:
1. Pre-1937
4 oz. Wakefield
2. 1938-39
8 oz. Wakefield
3. 1940-51
8 oz. Nostalgia Wakefield
I look forward to a great year In SAM. The SAM
Champs are well on their way to becoming a great meet
this year at Las Vegas, and I hope to have a few more
pleasant surprises for you in the very near future.

SAM 58 is pleased to announce the third renewal of
their R/C Assist, Old Timer and Antique Model
Aeroplane Contest of Central New York at Grenadier
Flying Field, Caughdenoy, N.Y. - 10 miles west of
Syracuse on June 10-11, 1989.
This meet continues to grow and last year our contestants came from Michigan, Canada, New Jersey and
Pennsylvania as well as New York. They included such
notables as "Bucky" Zayre and Walt Geary.
The contest site, the Grenadiers R/C flying field,
covers about 200 acres in a rural area with open
farmland surrounding it. It also has a paved runway.
For more information, write or call: Dick Sargent,
C.D., 105 Chestnut Heights Dr., Liverpool, NY 13088,
Phone: (315) 457-3375 after 6pm.

NEW SAM CHAPTERS
Everett "Woody" Woodman, SAM Chapter Coordinator, announces that the following new SAM chapters have been issued since Nov. 1988:
SAM 10 - Capital Area Antique Modelers Association.
Jack Bolton, 3433 Lyrac St., Oakton, VA 22124.
SAM 12 - SAM 12 Skyblazers. Walt Geary, 622
Franklin Blvd., Absecon, NJ 08201.
SAM 14 - (No name as yet). James B. Onofri, 78 Harrison Ave., Morrisville, PA 19067.
SAM 28 - Flying Circuits Old Fort Flyers. Dick Brace,
6121 Northampton Pl., Fort Wayne, IN 46815.
SAM 69 - SAM Manitoba. President, J.K. (Jack)
Hodges, Box 95, St. Vital P.O., Winnipeg, Manitoba
2N1 4A5, CANADA
SAM 74 - Clearlake Aero Rubber Power Squadron.
John E. (Jack) Tatum, P.O. Box 4294, Clearlake, CA
95422.
SAM 88 - Bay City Flyers. Fred Mullholland, 15410
Stonecreek Lane, Tampa, FL 33613.

cover: Henry Struck's Ohlsson-powered "Boomer
Bus", patterned after the efficient full-scale "Baby Albatross" sailplane built by Hawley Bowlus, is frozen in
time at the critical moment of launch by aviation artist,
Bob Benjamin. The drawing is based on a photograph
of Ted Katsanis, SAM 8 president, launching his
"Boomer Bus." If you have an 8 by 10 glossy of a
favorite Antique or Old Timer in action, and would like
to have it considered as a candidate for cover art, send
it in. If you don't have a photograph, send in your
nomination of the plane(s) you'd most like to see on
the cover.
The original monochrome (B&W) water color is
available for sale from Bob Benjamin Aviation Art.
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NEW SAM-APPROVED ENGINE

VINTAGE EVENT AT '89 AMA NATS
F/F & R/C ASSIST ONE-ON-ONE

The SAM Engine Committee has approved the "Barrett Banshee" engine as a legal old time engine. The
Banshee has a displacement of .64 cu. in. with a .950
bore and .900 stroke. The engine is of 2-cycle design.
The piston is cast iron. The cylinder is steel with a
brazed single bypass and the crankcase and cylinder
head are aluminum.
The engine employs auto type points and Is rear
rotary valve induction design. The engines are being
assembled using most of the parts from the original
production run. The engine weighs 16 oz. less tank
and propellor.
The committee tested the engine at 80 degrees
temperature using a 4 to 1 gas/oil fuel. The results
were: 7700 rpm with a 13 x 5-1/2 Top Flite and 7600
rpm using a 14 x 6 Top Flite. The engine was not completely broken in, but ran well enough to get good readings.
The "Barrett Banshee" was produced in 1946 by the
Weatherhead Co., located in St. Thomas, Ontario,
Canada. It is believed that 1000 engine parts were
produced and approximately 100 engines were sold.
The SAM member who submitted the engine for test is
Peter M. Mann, 36 Sydenham St., Guelph, Ontario,
Canada, N1H 2W4. The price quoted is $195.00 ppd

by Joe Beshar, SAM Past President

NEW SAM APPROVED DESIGNS
-

I

The following designs have been approved by Bob
Larsh's Old Timer Design Review Committee for use in
SAM contests. Four of them (marked *) are changes
from previous releases.
SPAN
DESIGNER CLASS
NAME
Classy Gassy 365* Musicano O/T Gas Fuse
61"
Cruisair
Peterson O/T Gas Fuse
40°
Cloud Snooper 40 Konefes O/T Gas Fuse
Cloud Snooper 50 Konefes O/T Gas Fuse
50"
79°
Cloud Snooper 79 Konefes O/T Gas Fuse
Super Viking C
Wensel
0/T Gas Pylon
78'.
Roeser
O/T Gas Pylon
Swoose A/B
Hermes 0/T Gas Fuse
Hayseed A/6*
Hermes 0/1- Gas Fuse
Hayseed C*
Naples
0/1- Gas Fuse
Box Car
Wren
Comm Rub Stick 36"
Heeb
42"
CI D Rub Stick
Blunder Bus
Heeb
Antique Fuse
144"
Racer
Lanzo
1937 Low Wing*
Kleuser
Antique Fuse
Feather Merch. 46 Lehmberg 0/T Gas Fuse
46"
72"
Feather Merch. 72 Lehm berg 0/T Gas Fuse
Lehmberg O/T Gas Fuse
76"
Goon

AMA Vintage Event (701) will be run again on Monday, July 16, 1989 during the AMA Nationals at Badger
Mountain, Richland, Washington. Classes are A, B,
and C. Any ignition-powered, original size, SAM-legal
model qualifies, whether Free Flight or R/C Assist. See
detailed Vintage Gas Rules as published in the 1988
AMA Rule Book - Event 701.
Registration at Badger Mountain will be on July 16,
1989 - 8am-9am. Registration and entry fee is $20.00
for any and all classes. Early entry is encouraged.
Help the C.D. by sending in entry form now. Make
check out to: Joe Beshar, Director, AMA Vintage Event,
198 Merritt Drive, Oradell, NJ 07649.

Winners of the first AMA Vintage Event held at the 19OLS Nationals.
L. to R.: Ken Hinton, Everett 'Woody" Woodman, Murvil Lipsey.
Event Director Joe Basher presented the awards.

OHLSSON EVENTS AT SAM CHAMPS
by Don Bekins, R/C Assist C.D.
SAM 27, SAM 00 and SAM 30 will be sponsoring and
coordinating two Special Events at the '89 SAM
Champs. They are the Ohlsson .23 and the Ohlsson
Sideport Events. Howard Osegueda of SAM 00 will be
supervising the events.
A new Ohlsson .23 Perpetual Trophy will be
presented in honor of Irwin Ohlsson, the famous
manufacturer of these "Model T" engines from the Old
Timer Golden Age of Aeromodeling. Irwin himself will
present the trophy at the Awards Banquet. In addition
to the Perpetual Trophy, a "keeper" trophy and an O&R
.60 squareport "runner" will also be presented.
The ready availability and relatively low cost of
Ohlsson engines on the antique engine market influenced the decision to sponsor this event. The sponsors believe it truly reflects the intent of the SAM
preamble.
It is hoped that this event will promote participation
of some new and unusual Old Timers in addition to the
usual Bombers and Playboys.
For a complete set of rules, send SASE to: Don
3 Bekins, P.O. Box 722, Tiburon, CA 94920.

"SPIRIT OF SAM" CONCOURS EVENT
Sponsored by Jim Adams
Jim Adams will be putting up a "super gorgeous" perpetual trophy for this event at this year's SAM Champs
during October in Jean, Nevada. It is your editor's understanding that Bob Munn of the San Diego Aeroneers
(SAM 41) pioneered this type of event.
It is a just-for-fun R/C and F/F event in which the
flyers themselves decide which of the models entered
best represents that spirit of imagination, experimentation and craftsmanship which characterized the early
days of aeromodelling.
It is an event for those old time models which, while
not necessarily competitive under current durationbased rules, nevertheless reward flyer and spectator
alike with the pleasure of seeing them take gracefully
to the air.
1. No entry fee. Prizes for first through fifth place.
2. Any model (no scaling permitted) which qualifies
under SAM rules as an Antique or Old Timer, designed
for gas-powered free flight or flying scale. No restrictions on engine types or sizes, including electrics. No
wing area or power loading requirements.
3. No documentation, formal judging, or timed
flights. The aircraft entered in this event are expected
to fly at least once at any time during the general contest. The flight shall consist of take-off or hand launch,
climb for altitude, power cut-off, and glide to landing.
It is recommended that this one required flight be kept
under five minutes and that one or more of the other
flyers entered in this event be invited to observe the
qualifying flight. Other flights may be made as time
permits.
4. A model that is also entered in one of the duration-based competitive SAM events need not make a
separate flight for the 'Spirit of SAM" Concours Event.
5. Models entered in the "Spirit of SAM' event will be
identified by a special tag with a number on it. This tag
should be hung on the model in some readily visible
place at all times when the model is on display. The
number shall be used for identifying purposes when
voting.
6. All participants in the general contest, whether
entered in the "Spirit of SAM" Concours Event or not,
will be invited to vote for a first and a second choice in
this event, using special ballots which will be provided.
In making the choice, such factors as use of appropriate materials of the era, construction techniques,
uniqueness and special interest of the design, complexity, general workmanship and graceful flight
characteristics should be taken into account. Criteria
for selection are deliberately vague. Each participant
should choose the aircraft which best represents his
concept of the 'Spirit of SAM.'
7. Ballots should be placed in the designated box at
the contest control table no later than one hour before
the scheduled close of the contest. Each ballot should
indicate, by model number, a first and second choice
for the "Spirit of SAM Concours Award.

Tom McCoy's Cabin Playboy which took 3rd place in Old Timer at
Toledo. (Photo by Joe Elgin - designer of the Playboy)

19th US FREE FLIGHT CHAMPS AT TAFT
TO FEATURE 50th ANNIVERSARY
WAKEFIELDS
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One of America's premier free flight meets, the USFF
Champs will be held at Taft, California, May 27-29. The
meet will be administered by the southern California
SAM chapters, and will include a Golden Anniversary
Wakefield event. Other events are: AMA F/F, FA1 F/F,
Old Timer, Scale, Nostalgia, Special Events and Indoor. For advance entry and other information, send
SASE to: P.O. Box 4203, Carlsbad, CA 92008.
Test flying will be permitted on Thursday and Friday,
May 25 and 26. People start gathering there earlier
each year. There is plenty of room for on-site camping with tents and trailers, but no hook-ups. Showers
are available at the municipal swimming pool in town.
Wakefield will be run on Memorial Day, Monday, May
29 and will feature three classes of models, A large
contingent of British aeromodelers is expected to include: David Baker, Bob Copland, Ron Moulton, Reg
Parham, George Stephenson, Martin Pressner, Adrian
Culf, the two Beales Boys, Ken Young, George Nol1 in gd al e, Gerry Hudson, Vic Westcar, Mike
Hetherington and Brian Martin.
The week following the meet will feature trips around
southern California for the Brits topped off with a rubber Fun-Fly and Bar-B-0 picnic hosted by the SCIFS
and SCAMPS June 4 at Mile Square Park.
List of Motels in the Taft area:
Capris - 222 Kern St., Taft, CA 93268
(805) 765-2161
Topper - 101 E. Kern St., Taft, CA 93268
(805) 765-4145
Best Western - Maricopa, CA (6 mi. from Taft)
(805) 769-8291
West Side Inn - 531 Warren St., Taft, CA 93268
(805) 765-5267
Motel Dar-Dana - Hwy 58 at 1-5 (18 mi. from Taft)
(805) 764-5117
Motel 6 - Hwy 58 at 1-5 (18 mi. from Taft)
(805) 764-5166
Taft Chamber of Commerce - Ask for Judy
(805) 765-2165

preamble and winning is based on more than the flight
duration of a lightly-loaded plane with a "hot" engine.

SAM SPEAKS' EDITOR SPEAKS
by Bill Darkow

Where's all the "stuff" for the 1989 SAM Champs?
There was just too much for this issue (approximately
6 pages) and, since the SAM Champs won't be held till
October, It was felt that putting it in the March/April
issue would still give contestants ample "lead time" to
make their plans.

Why is this issue of SAM SPEAKS late (again)?
Thank you for your patience. Having your first issue of
1989 arrive so late is not the beginning I had planned.
You deserve an explanation.
Jim Adams, Bob Dodds and I worked together to assure a smooth and orderly transfer of the newsletter
and SAM address list from California to Washington
state. We thought we had it all worked out, but we forgot about Murphy's Law. My 1982 vintage word
processor died and Washington was hit with the worst
winter storm in 40 years on Feb. 1 - the day I started
work on this issue. Two weeks of frantic scrambling
resulted in a "loaner" word processor that got updated
address lists to Jim and Bob, but it was inadequate for
the newsletter.
I now have a new word processor which I am learning to operate while learning to produce SAM SPEAKS
- sort of like trying to build your model while you're
flying it. Please bear with me. I should be caught up
by June.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
from: Ferdi Gale'- International P.R. for SAM Italia,
Chapter 62
Editor - "Old Timer Gazette" (Modellistica)
There is a point I would like to raise to you, as editor
of SAM SPEAKS - that is the relations (or lack of) between the various SAM chapters around the world.
Everybody goes his own way, with his own rules, since
the development of flying models has been different in
each country, also because of WWII. I wonder whether
it would be possible to verify whether there are commonalities in order to arrive at a kind of "SAM International" organization.
Perhaps a starting point would be to analyze each
one's rules, starting from the cut-off dates, classes and
categories.
Then publish a world-wide list of SAM members (with
addresses) so that also individual modelers, when
traveling abroad for business or vacation can meet and
chat. This would be mostly appreciated by the SAM
chapters around the world.
If you look at the matter with a detached eye, all
these foreign (outside U.S.) chapters followed your example, adopted the SAM designation (In conjunction
with their own, as did Italy, France and Germany) and
logo, got a diploma from SAM USA. This is all!
Part of the point I am raising is the types of models
that are built around the world. Everybody seems to
prefer models of his own country (with remarkable exceptions, of course).
Since the name of the game is preservation of
vintage aircraft, via reproduction and flight, ideally
drawings should be spread on a wide basis, so that we
will see not only American models all over the world,
but also, say French models in Australia, Italian ones
in USA, USA models in Sweden, and so on. This would
give the Old Timer movement a real international connotation.
Your comments would be greatly appreciated.
Happy Landings!
Dr. Ing., Ferdinando Gale', Via Marconi 10, 28042
Baveno (No), ITALY
P.S. I am a retired aeromechanical engineer. I have
been in your country 51 times since 1952. I started
modeling in 1934. I am now building my 438th model
aircraft.

Why all the fuss about diesels? It seems to me that
any proposal to ban or limit a particular type of engine
is a well-meant attempt to solve a problem by dealing
with its results instead of its causes. There is merit to
arguments on both sides of the issue. But no matter
which point of view prevails, the basic problem will
remain and its symptoms will reappear in some other
form.
I believe the problem is how we are to direct and
control a natural part of our competitive society - the
desire to win, to be Number One, the Greatest, etc. It
is this urge that drives us to seek the winning edge" in
any competitive event. If it is properly developed and
disciplined, we can benefit from it. But when it is overstimulated and we get mottos like "Winning isn't everything - it's the only thing," this urge can be twisted back
upon itself and damage both competitor and sport. I'm
sure you can recall plenty of recent examples in professional as well as "amateur" sports.
The statements in SAM's preamble and membership
application are expressions of an attempt to deal with
the cause of the problem. Competition yes - but with
an emphasis on increased general participation - not
winning. Our challenge is to try to keep our priorities
straight and maintain our perspective while providing
enough competition to satisfy us and still make increased general participation interesting and attractive. That's very difficult to do when we're spending so
much time and energy debating rule changes in an attempt to achieve some kind of questionable equity
among engines.
We might better serve SAM and the Old Time
Aeromodefing movement in general if we put more emphasis on developing events like "Spirit of SAM" events that are more in keeping with the intent of SAM's
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THE ED MANNING TAILLESS
by Edward P. "Bud" Manning Jr.
We can thank SAM member Chuck Camilleri for
bringing Eut Tileston's article on flying wings in the
Jan/Feb '88 issue of SAM SPEAKS to my attention. I
flew free flight with Chuck in the late 40's. We were
members of the Detroit Sky Guys.
Model airplanes first came into my life at about the
age of ten or eleven, with crudely built solid Nieuports
and SE5's, then a Dallaire "Sky High" and Baby ROG's,
often flown in the living room. The kids in the neighborhood and I used to decorate balsa gliders with WWI insignia and have dogfights in a vacant lot.
1 became a voracious reader of Bill Barnes Air Trails,
Flying Aces and Model Airplane News, reading and rereading them until they virtually fell apart.
The real clincher came when my dad took me to the
1936 Nationals at the Wayne County Airport. I saw real
live gas models for the first time. I knew I had to have
one. It wasn't until late summer of 1937 that my dream
started to come true. My dad returned from a trip to
California with an Ohlsson Miniature gas engine. The
plan was we would each build a plane and share the
engine.
My choice was a Dallaire Sportster. I will never forget getting that kit. The Dallaire's store was in the
basement of their house. You walked in the side door
and started down the steps. Suddenly you were
greeted by the wonderful odor of airplane dope and
balsa wood. The Dallaire Sportster didn't come in a
box. Frank Dallaire filled a four-foot tall paper bag with
balsa, spruce, band-sawed ribs, music wire, four and
a half inch air wheels, glue, dope, bamboo paper and
the plans - that was the kit. With help and advice from
my dad and a friend who had just built a Miss America,
I built the Sportster and had it ready to fly in the spring
of 1938.
My dad designed and built a 10-foot tailless based
on an early Lippisch design. It took him a while to get
it to fly successfully, which he did by increasing the
washout at the tips that already had an inverted airfoil.

Ed Manning's first tailless In Its
Plane did not fly successfully

First successful flights. Note extensive washout in outer panels and
cabin added to fuselage. Lansing, Michigan - May 1938. Similar
photo of same plane appeared in Air Trails, April 1939.

•

New fuselage with trim tabs added to rudders. Toledo, Ohio - June
1938. Photo appeared in Model Airplane News "Gas Lines" as Pict.
No.14. "Ed Manning and his tailless model. This ship made a number of very fine flights. It recovered quickly from dangerous attitudes." Note inverted airfoil in outer panels.

The original wing was used, with modifications, on
three different fuselages. The last was made of 1/32
aircraft plywood.
Sharing the Ohlsson didn't work out, so we traded it
in and bought two Brown D's. After a faltering start in
the spring of 1938, the Sportster was made to fly so I
entered it in the Nationals and placed second in Junior
Gas. Somewhere that summer, I won a Super Buccaneer kit and a Forster .99 engine. That was the last
kit job I built. From then on, I tried to design my own
models. The 1938 Zaic Yearbook became my Bible
and, like my magazines, was soon dog-eared and tattered.
My dad built five more tailless models from 1938 to
1941. The last three, which he flew at the 1941 AMA
Nationals in Chicago, were the best. They were Class
A. B, and C, powered by .19, .23, and .60 Ohlssons.
The October 1941 Model Airplane News had this to say

original form. Ten-foot wingspan.
in this configuration. Note 'Bud'

Manning's Dallaire Sportster In background. Photo dated 3-8-38.
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about them: "The most stable and efficient tailless gas
model we have seen is shown in picture 16 with its
builder, Ed Manning. Most tailless planes cavort all
over the sky, turning one way and then another with little stability. This ship's flight however, was perfectly
steady; its success being chiefly due to the extreme
upturned wingtips. Manning flew three classes of tailless ships." I don't remember what happened to the
Class C, but he flew the Class A and B after the war
until about 1946 or '47 when he quit modeling.

VIM 3'5
YEAR IBM(

Ed Manning's A, B, and C Class tailless models referenced in the
main article at the 1941 Nationals in Chicago. Model Airplane News
called them, "The best flying tailless we ever saw."
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Our British colleagues of SAM 35 (UK) certainly
know how to do It right. Peter Michel edited their fifth
annual In seven years. Plans are by David Baker, and
Les Hoy did the cover shown above. There aren't
enough superlatives in the English language to adequately describe it. Every one of its 156 pages Is full
of interesting and useful information for the Old Time
Aeromodeller.
Jim Adams, SAM president, is ordering 200 of them.
I predict that it won't be nearly enough. Price from Jim
Is predicted to be 58.25 post paid to U.S. and Canadian
members.
When is SAM going to produce its first one?

Ed Manning with Ohlsson .23-powered Class B in 1941. The wing
was joined in the center with aluminum blades bent to match the
sweepback. The wings of all his tailless models were made in two
pieces.

I still have the Class A and B. They were stored for
years in a cupboard at our place of business. The
Class B hangs in my basement in original shape. The
Class A needs to be cleaned up and re-covered. None
of the original drawings exist, but since I have the two
models, I have been thinking of drawing up a set of
plans for one of them. (Do it! Please! - Ed.)
As for myself, I am still building and flying R/C
sailplanes and indoor and outdoor free flight. My most
recent sailplane is a tailless flying plank.
Edward P. (Bud) Manning, Jr., 1822 Wickham, Royal
Oak, MI 48073
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"Bud" Manning Jr. with his latest R/C sailplane, "Whiskey Foxtrot',
a modified "Wind Freak.'

FREE FLIGHT RULES CHANGE
PROPOSALS
Submitted by Robert K. Larsh.
Proposal No. 1 and Rationale - It is
proposed that a wing loading of B oz. per sq.
ft. of projected wing area be imposed on the
30-second Antique models as is required
with the Old Timers. Antique is one of SAM's
most prestigious classes and we should
strive to maintain these designs as such and
discourage the practice of flying lightweight,
overpowered models.
The current rule has encouraged the
reduction of construction members, sizes
used and the use of high-powered diesels
which eliminate coil and batteries. Spark ignition engine-powered models should not
have to compete under such conditions as
pre-1950 diesels are classified as original ignition engines under SAM rules.
Change Part 3 of SECTION I - Definitions
and Basic Regulations - to read: "Antique
category models shall be powered with
original ignition engines only and be
divided into two events: Fuel Allotment Antique (6 It. minimum wingspan) and 30second Antique (no size limitations)." by adding: The 30-second Antique models shall
weigh a minimum of 8 oz. per sq. ft. of
projected wing area.'
Proposal No. 2 and Rationale - It is
proposed that diesel engines be made ineligible for the Antique events. These events
in particular should be the most representative of the intent of SAM's preamble
and the pre-1939 gas modeling era. Diesel
engines were not in use until the early postwar period and even then saw very limited
action in the United States. Therefore, only
original spark ignition engines should compete in our most prestigious showcase
event.
The current rule has encouraged the
development, manufacture and use of highpowered 'replica" diesels, which is akin to
competing with glow engines, in pre-1939
models. Also, the fact that diesels require
no spark ignition components such as coil
and batteries gives them a distinct advantage over spark ignition engines in the
30-second Antique event.
Change Part 3 of SECTION I - Definitions
and Basic Regulations -by adding: "The use
of diesel engines is not permitted in the Antique events.'
Change Part 2 of SECTION III Power and
Classes - to read: "For basic SAM events, ignition engines shall be limited to original ignition engines, or diesels manufactured
prior to January 1, 1950 or approved glow
engine conversions to spark ignition.* by inserting after 1950: "(with the exception of Antique events)".

requirement for 30-second Antique and
render the diesel ineligible in both Antique
classes.

submitted by Elmer Jordan.
Proposal and Rationale - It is proposed
that all diesel engines be made ineligible for
the basic free flight events. Diesels were
seldom if ever used during the Old Timer
time frame of 1932 to 1942. Therefore they
are not representative of that era.
The current rules allowing diesels have
encouraged the development, manufacture
and use of high-powered so-called replica
diesels which have now placed the ignition
engines at a distinct disadvantage. The
situation is the same as allowing glow engines to compete on an equal basis. The
fact that no coils or batteries are required allows the diesel-powered models to be "built
up' to the required flying weight, whereas
ignition models invariably end up overweight, creating another
disadvantage.
Change: Part 1 of SECTION III - Power and
Classes - which reads, "Except as provided
elsewhere, Old Timer models may be flown
with either ignition, glow (see Special
Events) or diesel engines". to read 'Except
as provided elsewhere, Old Timer models
may be flown with ignition engines. Glow
and diesel engines may be used as specified
in the F/F Special Events, (Ref. page F/F 7.)"
Change: Part 2 of SECTION III (previously
quoted) to read, "For basic SAM events, ignition engines shall be limited to original ignition engines or approved glow engines
converted to spark ignition."
Change: Part 9 of SECTION III - "Diesel engines manufactured prior to 1950 shall be
termed as original spark engines for classification purposes." to read, "Diesel engines are not eligible to be flown in any of
the basic events."

Submitted by Jim Adams.
Proposal and Rationale - It is proposed
that a statement concerning the use of Thermal Detection Devices be added to SECTION VI - Flight Rules. The addition to read.
"8. Thermal detection devices such as thermal sniffers, electronic thermal detectors,
bubble machines and mylar ribbons shall
not be used to assist the contestant in determining the optimum time of launch of his
model."
The use of thermal detection devices has
been frowned on by most Old Timer flyers
and Contest Directors for several years. The
purpose of this added rule would be to make
the outlawing of such devices universal.

Maximum displacement of the engine shall
be .051. Engines used may be reed or rotary
valve design. Diesels and diesel conversions shall not be allowed.
There are no size or weight limitations.
The models may be scaled up or down from
the original. Construction shall follow the
form of the original. Wood sizes may be
scaled accordingly to agree with the
model's scale.
Any alcohol-based (only) fuel may be
used. A maximum of 1/2 oz. of fuel may be
used. The C.D. may specify a smaller
amount if the size of the field dictates limiting flight times.
There will be no maximum times. The use
of a dethermalizer is at the discretion of the
flyer. The timer stays at the point of take-off
or launch. The take-off shall be R.O.G. or
hand launch as declared by the C.D.
Three official flights allowed with total accumulated time used to determine the winners. Three unofficial flights (attempts) will
be allowed. A flight of two minutes or less is
an unofficial flight or attempt unless
declared otherwise by the contestant at the
time of landing. Timing starts at the moment of release and ends when the model
again touches down or can no longer be
seen by the timer.
The 1/2-A Texaco event shall be added to
the list of Special F/F Events.
The 1/2-A Texaco or .051 fuel allotment
event has become a very popular event in
many parts of the U.S. The event rivals the
.020 Replica event at many SAM chapter
contests and SAM Annuals held in the southwest part of the country. For this reason and
to make the rules and specifications uniform
and available to all SAM members, I propose
that we add this set of rules to the SAM Rule
Book.

UNITED STATES
OUTDOOR
CHAMPIONSHIPS
SPONSORS
NFFS
SAM 57
FAC
OMS

JUNE 19- 23, 1989
MID - AMERICA AIR CENTER
LAWRENCEVILLE, IL.
25 AMA TYPE EVENTS

6 NOSTALGIA EVENTS
21 SAM EVENTS
6 FAC EVENTS
SENDSASE TO
AMA &NOST.

USIC,1655 REVERE DR
BROOKFIELD, WI 53005
SAM

Summary: Based on the given rationales
of these proposals, it is felt that a vote to the
affirmative is justified and that they
will give more credence to our Old Timer
movement philosophies. The acceptance of
both proposals will introduce a wing loading

Proposal and Rationale - It is proposed
that a set of 1/2-A Texaco rules be added to
the Free Flight section of the SAM Rule
Book. The rules would read as follows:
1/2-A Texaco - Any pre-1939 gas model
design powered by a glow ignition engine.
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DON SACHTJEN,RRS, BOX 568
BLOOMFIELD, IN 47424
FAC

LIN REICHEL, 3301 CINDY LN
ERIE, PA 16506

RESPONSE TO RULES CHANGE
PROPOSAL REGARDING
USE OF DIESEL ENGINES
by Bruce Augustus
My motivation is to increase participation
in SAM events. I trust yours is too. Participation is what it's all about. The more
people and airplanes and engines, the more
fun.
The proposal outlawing diesels will
reduce the number of engines available for
SAM events and is counterproductive. A rule
which would disqualify any original engine
is unthinkable.
Diesels are legitimate SAM engines.
They were used universally outside America
during the post-war years for a variety of
reasons. Even now, in the glow era, diesels
are the engines of choice on every other continent. It is inaccurate to suggest that they
were not in use during the "good old days"
and that they are not now.
Diesels are legitimately representative of
the state of aeromodelling in the rest of the
world, Their use is neither arcane nor unfair.
The majority of existing diesels are
smaller than 3.5cc (.21 cu. in.) so the diesel
issue affects only Class A events.
A good Class A sparker is hard to find. I
don't want to pay collectors prices for 'New
In the Box Engines". Other engines for sale
are generally pretty well used and still cost
more than a new K&B racing engine. Diesels
are a solution to a very
real engine shortage. Their use should be
encouraged by aeromodellers, not discouraged.
Unfortunately, good pre-1950 diesels are
also in short supply. No engines were built
In England or Europe during WWII and very
few during the early post-war years. Those
engines which were built from 1946 to 1952
wore generally pre-war designs, crudely
built with poor materials. Few of them have
held together for the past 40 years.
How many people have you seen turned
off by the prospect of having to hunt for a 40year-old engine, and then pay more than a
new one in order to gain entry to SAM's
sacred halls? It is axiomatic that availability
of usable engines is a key to participation.
Please do not further limit the engine sources. We need to go in the other direction.
It is true that you can save weight with
diesels. Almost all diesels are heavier than
equivalent sparkers, and structures must be
stronger to tolerate the greater vibration., so
the net weight saving is small.
Expert builders have a tough time building Class A models to the 8 ounce rule;
beginners have no chance. The diesel is one
means of allowing an inexpert builder to
produce a competitive airplane that is strong
enough to survive the rigors of contest
flying. This is not to advocate mediocrity,
nor lower the level of craftsmanship to the
lowest common denominator. Rather these
are elementary requirements to attract and
hold new flyers. In keeping with the fun-

damental premises of SAM, let us continue
to follow policies which encourage participation, good sportsmanship, and fairness.
We need to enlarge the supply of eligible
engines, not shrink it. We must encourage
replica builders and discourage engine
hoarding. We cannot consider outlawing
Original engines of any kind. Any proposal
that does so is damaging to the very foundation of the SAM movement. Vote against it.

Diesels in 30-second Antique 30-second Antique is an event of unlimited airplane size. It is well-known that
large models fly better than small ones.
They are also easier to see.
As stated earlier, there no large diesel engines, so anyone desiring to build a dieselpowered Antique must search for a small
one or fly a grossly underpowered large one.
Either way, diesels are operating under a
considerable handicap. If anything, diesels
are at a distinct disadvantage in 30-second
Antique.
Since there are very few pre-1939 designs
under 6 feet span, the only effect of this
proposal would be to eliminate diesels in a
handful of small designs. That would effectively eliminate these designs as well since
they usually cannot carry the weight of an ignition system and still be competitive. Even
if good sparkers were available, few competitors would want to build a small, overweight Antique to compete with a large one.
Diesels allow people to fly a few small Antique designs which otherwise could never
compete.
This proposal is even more damaging to
the SAM movement than the previous one
because, In addition to banning original engines, it effectively eliminates the small Antique designs. Vote against it.

PROTEST NO. 2 - THE "DIESEL
PROBLEM"
by Jim Walston from SAM 47's "SEKS
TALKS"
There is a strong feeling amongst many
SAM Free Flighters against allowing the Elfin
2.49cc diesel engine to be used in Class A
F/F. Some are for disallowing all diesels in
all SAM events. A petition was started at the
1988 SAM Champs to make a rules change.
It is the position of this newsletter that a
change is warranted. However, THE
CHANGE SHOULD BE SELECTIVE. It is not
right to penalize a whole category of engines
because of one engine.
The development of diesel engines filled
a part of our history too. Read The Development of Diesels' by Jim Noonan in AIR
TRAILS, September, 1947. Here are the alternatives:
1. Declare the Elfin 2.49cc diesel engine
Ineligible for Free Flight Basic Events. This
should include the original and repro versions and probably also the Elfin 1.8cc
original (which originated in June 1948) and
Is soon to be available in a repro version.
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2. Change Section III - Power and Classes,
paragraphs 2 and 9, by deleting 1950 and
replacing it with 1948.
The argument that there is a shortage of
ignition engines in Class A is baloney. The
1988 SAM Champs had 109 entries in Class
A - F/F Fuselage (40), F/F Pylon (50), and
R/C Ign (19). This may be the largest total
number of Class A entrants at any SAM contest ever... It is interesting to note that 4 of
the top 5 places in R/C Ign were won with Elfins and first place in both F/F Fuselage and
Pylon were won with Elfins. So 6 places
went to Elfin diesels and 9 to various ignition
engines. This was not a startling discovery.
If action is taken on this as far as SAM
events go, all is not lost for the Elfin diesels.
They are very eligible Nostalgia Event engines and can have their true moment in the
sun in those events. They will be very competitive.

RESPONSE TO THE DIESEL
PROBLEM"
by John Pond
I am appalled that even more engines are
being considered for disqualification. The
history of SAM, with regard to engine rules,
has been one long joke with repeated attempts to control power through rules that
disqualify (or virtually eliminate) various
types of engines.
On the other side of the coin, more 'hot"
ignition engines are being admitted. The
reworked John Morrill engines, for example,
run at least 1,000 rpm faster than their contemporaries. The new "repro° engines (Torpedo, Orwick, Sky Devil, etc.) in almost all
cases, run 500 to 1,000 rpm faster than the
originals.
What is going on? I have three shelves full
of engines that have been rule-changed out
of use during the past ten years.
If we are going to banish all hot-performing antique engines, I have - PROTEST NO.
3 - THE "BOMBER" PROBLEM.
It is abundantly clear that the latest rage,
the Lanzo Bomber, is paralyzing the competition. An excellent example of this is that
the first 16 places out of 18 entries in the Antique Event at the Buckeye Southeast
Regionals were taken by Lanza Bombers!
Ever since then, all events that permit the
Bomber have been dominated by this
design. This is not a derogatory comment
against the Bomber except that Chet Lanzo
has produced such a superior design that all
these events have degenerated into a "Bomber Event."
The only solution I see is to stage a Lanzo
Bomber Event for this design. I submit that
this idea has as much merit as the banning
of the Elfin 2.49cc diesel which has been
purchased by many modelers in good faith.
In short, we can't keep changing the rules
simply because one item seems to be superior to another. Sooner or later, someone
will build a better mousetrap.

WELCOME TO YOUR PAST & PRESENT
by Jim Adams

Winners and officials at the first SAM contest of the newly-formed
Bay City Flyers (SAM 88). Contest was held Nov. 20,1988 at Tampa,
Florida. Top Row, L. to R.: Jim Rice, Bob Cooper, Calvin Knight,
Harvey Cohen, Rus Preston (who won Best-of-Show with his "Miss
America"), Chet Lanzo (who presented the awards), Ed Simpson,
and Bruce Horvath. Bottom Row, L. to R.: Pete Rafferty, Dan Page,
Fred Mulholland (Grand Champion), Tim Meyer, Ray Alanzo.
(Photo submitted by Fred Mullholland)

Flying Video Productions recently released a video
tape about Old Time aeromodelling titled "Welcome To
Your Past & Present." I have reviewed the tape and feel
that it is very well done. The producers were kind
enough to give SAM the recognition that the organization deserves for the growth of the Old Timer movement.
I was so favorably impressed with the tape that I
authorized Bob Dodds to purchase copies for members of SAM that I believe have given unselfishly of their
time and energies during the growth years of SAM.
It gives me great pleasure to present each of the following members with a copy of this tape for his enjoyment:
John Pond
Sal Taibi
Tim Banaszak Bob Dodds
Joe Beshar
Abe Gallas
Bob Larsh
Woody Bartelt
Al Hellman
Don Bekins
Mike Granieri
Pete Vano
Woody Woodman
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you
gentlemen for your wonderful support of the Society of
Antique Modelers over the past twenty years.

Eut Tileston has submitted this flying wing, designed
and built by Bernard Gross in 1941, for SAM approval
as an Old Timer. Eut says, "It is the best looking of all
the 'tailless' models." The original was powered with a
Brown Jr., had a wingspan of 6 feet and weighed 2-1/2
pounds. A picture of this model appeared in the
January, 1942 issue of Air Trails magazine.
According to Eut, "Its glide is as good as many conventional models. Its climb is outstanding but inconsistent because I lose directional control about 15
seconds into the vertical climb. The control is by
elevons, not rudder, and this is part of the problem. I
am sure that by incorporating rudder controls, this
problem can be overcome." (SAM SPEAKS - Jan/Feb
'88)
Plans are available for the 6-foot original ($7.50) and
scaled up to 81 inches ($10.00). Plans for a 1/2-A
sized version will be ready soon. Eut Tileston, 1800
Carmelo Dr., Carmichael, CA 95608.

•
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GROSS FLYING WING

I
tiro Sykora 's

MODEL SUPPLY
0

P.O. Box 7334 • Van Nuys, CA 91409

NEED OLD TIMER " GOODIES"?
HERE THEY AWE!
sawed prop blanks,
A 1930's MODEL SHOP!
balloon/WWI/Streamline balsa wheels, Hinoki wood,
colored nitrate dope, thrust buttons & bearings, bamboo, silver Jap tissue, prop hardware, special washers,
winders, rubber, hundreds of old Scale/Contest plans
& more! Shop from our illustrated catalog. Send$2.00
10
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TH.ING FOR THE VINTAGE MODELER

ARGO - U.S.A.
• ELFIN 2.49 r.4. DIESEL ENGLNES
• °MICK ENGNES
IGNITION - DIESEL - GLOW
• KArn.EA.XE - DIESEL ENGINES
• SPARK PLUGS
• TRANS. IGNITION COILS
• POUR STROKE • GLOW ENGINE
• 01.0W PLUGS
• MOTOR MOUNTS - GLASS MELO)
• ACCESSORIES

3229 Dianora Dr. Palos Verdes, CA 90274

Phone (213) 377-6186

The GOOD OLD DAYS are alive and well
with CLASSIC AIR RACE Collector Prints
from Robert A. Benjamin Aviation Art.
You've seen them on the covers of "Model Builder" .
. now you can have collector-quality, custom-made
prints of the original paintings in your home. Made to
order using state-of-the-art photoprint technology,
your print will be individually inspected and hand
signed by the artist. Prints are superbly accurate
reproductions of the original art, with none of the
typographic material on the magazine cover. Six subjects are available:
Travel Air R "Mystery Ship" - (Model Builder, Feb. '88)
Laird Super Solution - (Model Builder, April '88)
Gee Bee R-1 - (Model Builder, June '88)
Howard °Pete" - (Model Builder, September '88)
Gee Bee "Z" - (Model Builder, November '88)
Howard "Mister Mulligan" - (Model Builder, Feb. '89)
Prints are 16" by 20" and are shipped unframed.
$67.50 each, all shipping included. Washington residents please include 7.5% sales tax. Send your check
or money order to:
Robert A. Benjamin Aviation Art, 1222 26th Ave. NE,
Olympia, WA 98506. Please include a complete street
address for UPS shipping.
We welcome your VISA or MASTERCARD by phone
order at (206) 352-2602.
Catalogs available on request.

6%.
"BUILD THIS SMOOTH FLYER"
Jim Bohash original 1939 design "U.S. Standard
Wakefield.' Ship flew on U.S. Wakefield team 1938 &
1939, Paris, France and Bendix, New Jersey. Bohash
also won 1940 Canadian National Championship and
Michigan State Championships - 1939 & 1952. Plans
never published nor in kit. Approved by SAM as
authentic Antique. Full size plans $5.00 U.S. - $10.00
outside U.S. Order from: Jim Bohash, 20721 Millard
St., Taylor, MI 48180.
ti

1989 SAM MEMBERSHIP
RENEWALS DUE
by Bob Dodds, Secretary/Treasurer
If you have not already sent in your dues,
they are due now for January thru December
1989. Dues are $10 per year. You may pay up
to three years in advance or buy a Life Membership for $100. All life members are authorized
to put an "L" prior to their SAM number, i.e. L
150. All paid-up members will receive a copy of
our newsletter, SAM SPEAKS, every two
months.
SAM decals are 50 cents each, large or
small. Patches are $2. Make checks payable to
SAM and send to: Bob Dodds, 209 Summerside
Lane, Encinitas, CA 92024. If you have a SAM
number, please include it on your check.

SUPER CYCLONE ENGINES
P. 0. BOX 26390
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85068
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•• A CLASSIC COLLECTORS VIDEO CONTAINING:
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60 min. broadcast

•

quality...
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*Visits with notables whose

•
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•

memories recall more than a
half century of free flight activity
Prominent persons and planes in a
parade of the past—and present.

••
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),.-4 A wealth of news and information about

Ai gi e 1 9 a 10 110
v

c1COT\- pRES

•
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current events, trends, etc.

•

•
• All this—and much more blend into a most
• entertaining story narrated by R. J. Theiss,
•• dean of air show action.

• This, the first release of the collectors' class
•
• series Is available for only $34.95 plus $2.00
•
•
•
•

•
•

NY COPY THE TAPE 'WELCOME TO YOUR PAST
AND PRESENT' TWO DAYS AGO. I PLAVED IT ALMOST
INSTANTLY. IT 18 A GOOD TAPE AND 1 ENJOYED IT VERY
MUCH. THE SHOTS OF MODELS IN THE AIR ARE ABOUT THE
REST I HAVE SEEN. IT DOES A GOOD JOE OF SUMMING VP
WHAT F/F, SAM AND FAC ARE ALL ABOUT. I REALLY ENJOYED
THE REMARK ABOUT R/C CONTESTING HAVING AN EFFECT ON
ONES HEALTH, SO FAR 80 GOOD.
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I RECEIVED

I just received your tape, •Welcom• to your nest and present - .
An excellent production in every respect.

MEMORABLE MOMENTS
with antique modelers

A.

SAM Members

Aft model
aircraft can
trace their roots
to the earliest days
of free flight.

time when rubber bands,
compressed air, white gas

(and a good throwing arm) com•
prised the power for flying models

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
•

••
•
••
•
•

This is the video
that recaptures those
memorable moments of a

handling

PLUS TX IN CT

SIR,

•••
•
••

FREE FLIGHT

.

Received the taps and se very favorably lepressed.
I believe that this Is as good as any thins/ t ,let the
ARA has produced.

VISA and 114astorCard accepted
call 203 264 3667
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•
•
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•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•

For additional Information concerning this and future
•
model aviation releases—write: Flying Video Productions •
•
920 Main St. North
•
Last Chance 10 27.95 Inc snipping—
Southbury, CT 06488
•
PLUS TX IN CT
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MEMPHIS MODEL MARKET - The mid-south's
greatest hobby show, will be held April 29-30 at the
Memphis Airport Hilton in Memphis, Tennessee. The
show will feature Antique Engine Collections and Old
Time model aircraft as well as R/C model cars, product
displays, static displays and judging, helicopters and

a swap shop. Sponsored by Mid-South R/C Association. For information, call (901) 398-9791 or write P.O.
Box 16900, Memphis, TN 38116.
Submitted by: Edward R. Stanley, 1704 Tissington
Dr., Horn Lake, MS 38637.
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THE SPIRIT OF OLD TIME MODELING!
Photo and article by Jim Alaback

THE ORIGINAL "TRENTON TERROR" MICKEY DEANGELIS & 1/2-A TEXACO
"KLOUD QUEEN" - 1989 (Page 2)

We have never seen a picture that represented the
joy or spirit of Old Time modeling better than this one!
It is Ken MacLean of the San Diego Aeroneers with his
fine Quaker Flash as often seen this past summer at
the Aeroneers' monthly flying sessions.
Ken's well-built model is very attractive with its yellow finish trimmed in black. It is powered with an Enya
.25 glow engine which must have as much power as a
Brown Jr. .60; it really is a "Flash" on the climb-out.
The Quaker Flash was developed from the larger
Flying Quaker, Megow's first gas model, which was introduced in 1936. The Quaker Flash was introduced in
1937. It was not quite an exact scale-down, since it
had a little higher aspect ratio. It was more easily
transported than its big sister and became more
popular as a result. Both designs were representative
of the first generation of gas model kits in 1936 - 37.
(From the Jan. '89 issue of "Aero News," the San
Diego Aeroneers national award-winning newsletter.)

THE ORIGINAL "TRENTON TERROR" Emilio "Mickey" DeAngelis
by John Delagrange
Mickey was born in Trenton, New Jersey on January
9, 1916. He started model building in the late 20's. His
neighbor, Frank Molnar, was also a model builder.
Frank helped young Mickey build stick models and rubber-powered ships from the Collins Book of Model
Airplanes, published in 1919. His first plane was called
the R.O.G. Stick Model.
Mickey remembers building a three-cylinder, all
brass, compressed air engine from plans in a model
engine magazine, probably Bert Pond's engine.
His first engine was a V-4 I.M.P. from International
Model Products. It ran on gas generated from carbide.
He put it in a "Corben Super Ace", but it was a marginal
flyer.
Mickey built numerous indoor and outdoor rubber
ships in the early 30's. He designed 25-cent rubberpowered models which he sold to various companies,
including a twin tail design for Reginald Denny.
Then along came the Brown engines and Mickey
was seriously into gas-power ships.
His first experimental ship was the "Misfortune X" in
1935 which had numerous variations, but was never
kitted. Mickey's friend, George Van Ness, built a 7-foot
"Misfortune X' in 1937.

Mickey and the Kloud Queen - 1938

The "Trenton Terror" was published in the April 1938
issue of 'Flying Aces" and was designed specifically for
the following reason: At $21.50, the Brown motor was
more expensive than most people could afford in the
30's, so Mickey designed a ship that you could build
and fly even though you didn't own a Brown. The
motor mounts were designed in such a way that one
screw would lock a begged, borrowed or communityowned Brown into your "Trenton Terror" and you were
ready to fly.
The Trenton Model Airplane Club had jointly purchased several Brown engines and most everyone had
a "Trenton Terror". It was a beautiful idea. It gave
everyone a chance to fly a gas-powered ship and
fostered a "camaraderie" within the club that was the
envy of other groups.
After the Second World War, from 1945 to about
1955, Mickey was away from building and flying. He
did some sporadic modeling from 1955 through to
about 1984.
He retired from work at G.E. Aerospace in 1978 and
After 52 years, she flies again. Motor is Morrill Hornet .19.
started a small lawn mower sales and repair shop "to
Original Denny wheels. Built by Carl Hatrak - 1987.
keep myself busy". Mickey is an example to us all that,
at
age 73, you can still be active and excited and inThen came the "Miss Trenton Times" and "Miss Trenvolved,
and having fun.
ton" - neither was ever kitted. Then the "Kloud King"
Mickey's
good friend, Carl Hatrak, has been very indesigned for 30-second engine run and kitted by "The
strumental
in
getting Mickey back into serious building
Hobby Shop" which was owned and operated by Mickand
flying
again.
Carl was the person who got his
ey in Trenton in the late 30's.
hands
on
Mickey's
original plans for "Misfortune X"
Next came the "Kloud Queen" for 15-second engine
(drawn
on
wallpaper).
He and Ken Sykora got the ship
run, a beautiful twin rudder design with optional single
approved
by
the
SAM
committee.
rudder. Finally came his namesake, the "Trenton TerMickey had a very special friend in Bill Giblin. Bill
ror", a scaled down version of the earlier "Miss Trenwas
"special" in that he was one of the "Little People".
ton". Page 2

Bill drew up and inked the plans for Mickey's "Kloud
King" that appeared in April 1938 Flying Models
magazine. Bill was famous as one of the 'Munchkins"
in 'Wizard of Oz".

Bill was also one of the Sunshine "Little Bakers" at
the 1939 World's Fair in New York. He died about four
years ago, but fond memories of him live on in Mickey's
heart.

Bill Giblin with Wakefield ship - 1938

Bill Giblin - 1955

Carl Hatrak (r), Mickey DeAngelis (1) '1980

About five years ago, Mickey went to a SAM contest
in Newton, New Jersey for Flying Aces Old Time 11/C
events. He saw Leon Shulman again for the first time
in years; also Mike Granieri and Joe Beshar -some real
proponents of SAM and the Old Timer movement.
Mickey says, "Boy, I was hooked all over again. But
this 'new-fangled' radio assist is tough for me. Even
though I can still see good and my hands don't shake .
.. my reflexes ain't there anymore!'
God Bless You, Mickey - you are still there and that's
what counts!
In closing, I must tell you that it was Ray Primaldi who
suggested that I do an article on Mickey, even though I
knew that, with all Mickey's history, there would be a
problem squeezing 100 lbs. of story onto a 1 oz. page,
(John Delagrange is editor of 'Old Time Plane Talk"
from SAM 100 "The Second Chance Squadron" - 1822
Longview Drive, Lancaster, PA 17601.)

Model Airplane Club 1936

In 1933, Mickey was a member of the Chambersburg, N.J. Model Airplane Club. In 1936, it became the Trenton Model Airplane Club. Carl
Hatrak, Barney Onofri, Steve Vosa, Leonard Chester, Sam Sheetz, Joe Spett, Fred Doldi, Bill Giblin, Milton Schmidt, Richard Scott, Al Jacobsen, Louis Schinkle, Jules Craynock, Jack Eckstine, Bob Laing, Jack Maurer, Harry Moser, Joe Mull. Marty Glendon, Joseph Boodley, Burke
McNeal, John Gaydos, Earl Van Horn, George Van Ness ... the list goes on and on, with names of the early pioneers on the East Coast that
were Mickey's flying buddies. Mickey is not in the photo above - ho was at a national meet in Detroit.
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CHAPTER REVIEW
SAM_Be. - "The Vintagents'
Colin W. Borthwick, 52 Chapel Hill Road,
Chapel Hill 40690, AUSTRALIA
The newest SAM chapter - Welcome!

SAM 00
Pres. - Howard Osegueda, 7000 Utica Ct.,
Dublin, CA 94568
Editor - "The Quaker Flash', Dale Bowers,
2582 Abaca Way, Fremont, CA 94539
Meetings are held the first Tuesday of
each month at Howard Osegueda's house.
Howard will be managing the Ohlsson
Sideport (.19, .23 and .60) and Ohlsson .23
R/C Special Events at the SAM Champs in
Jean, Nevada. October 8-13.
SAM 27 and SAM 00 donated a perpetual
award honoring Irwin Ohlsson who will
present the trophy to the winner.
February newsletter included a fascinating Scandinavian Old Timer, the "Agaton" by
Bjorn Karlstrom from the July 1940 issue of
"FLYGNING".

MIIIfCk

.

SAM #1 - Model Museum Flying Club
Pres. - Mike Fields
Editor - Art Grosheider, 2045 So. St. Paul,
Denver, CO 80210
SAM 1 currently has nearly 50 members,
about half of which are active flyers.
We also have what is perhaps one of the
best flying sites in the country. It's on state
property that was once an old ICBM site.
There isn't a tree in any direction for miles,
and the entire eastern range of the Rocky
Mountains is visible trom the site. It's far
enough out in the country to be relatively
free of radio interference. It's reallly nice when the wind doesn't blow.
We had a good turn-out for the March
warm-up at Ft. Logan altho it was a bit
breezy once we got there. The usual mass
launch of Strato-Streaks was fun and accompanied by lots of moaning and muttering.
The highlight of the day was watching Dave
Ramsey's HLG disappear in a thermal on its
way to Utah.
As for the April contest, a bunch of us
showed up all primed and ready to fly. As
per usual, it turned out to be one of our annual wind-watching and cussing contests
wherein we mill about whining mightily. As
the day wore on, the wind died down just as
it began to rain and snow. Some of the guys
played with HLG's and some sillies, Mike
Fields, Jim Lang and Karl Bruggeman, put
up gassies - once,

SAM #5 - Pacific Northwest Chapter
Pres. - Ted Katsanis, 16760 NE 33rd Place,
Bellevue, WA 98008.
Everybody who's anybody in the Pacific
NW F/F scene, including Oregonians and
Canadians, was at the combined SAM 8 and
Boeing F/F Hawks Spring Opener April 1516 at Ft. Lewis on Hart Lake Prairie. If you
missed it, you won't get another chance till
May 28-29.
It opened cold, wet and windy, but after
the faint-hearted and thin-skinned gave up
and went home, It cleared and calmed
enough for 2-3 hours of good flying.
Distinguished visitor was Ted Enticknap,
whose 'Goo!" helped put the Pacific NW of
the F/F map in the early 50's. Was he
pleasantly surprised to see Clarence Bull's
brand-new Anderson Spitfire-powered
'Goal Later Ted was seen helping a 5-year
old future flyer get a "Sleek Streek' to fly
properly.
Sunday was much the same. Although it
cleared earlier, the wind was tough on
planes out of trim and flyers out of shape
after a long winter.
SAM 8 is also experimenting with some
new Special Events - Old Time Indoor, sponsored by Ed Lamb, and Old Time HLG, sponsored by Mark Sexton and Mike Valdrow.

- "The Hayshakers'
Pres. - John Bloom, Editor - Nick Nicholau.
2329 Hall St., Marysville, CA 95901
We have decided to go ahead with our
plans to add a Class B Electric event.
Several flyers have put together models.
With a little more push, electric power will be
the answer to finding flying sites where
noise has been a problem. So get hot and
build yourself a big model. That's another
thing - we can build bigger planes.
Received entry forms for the 1/2-A Texaco
R/C Postal Team Challenge. Will select a
team, alternates and flying site at our May
meeting. Flying site may be the Kazanga
Flats. You know, that's where hawks, buzzards, etc. starve to death trying to get out
of thermals.
Attended the SAM 51 meet in Woodland
April 8-9. They had a good turnout and it
was great to see friends from most of the
California clubs. Friend Ken Myers ("The
Kid") really got 'em laughing in the Texaco
water event. When he took a rowboat onto
the lake to retrieve a model, his problems
began. The oars kept coming out of the
locks and the wind blew him all over the
place. He finally drifted back to shore 50
feet east of the dock. The model? It rode
out the waves and drifted back to the dock.

SAI/1135
siPiAiRs
SAM 21 - "The Blackjack Club"
Pres. - Dave Lewis, 4709 Malero Pl., San
Jose, CA 95125
Editor - The Clipper", Steve Roselle, 933
Barbara Ave., Mountain View, CA 94040
Club meets at John Pond's Plans Shop.
John brought some very nice patches and
decals from Australia to give away after the
meeting. Seems that everyone down under
who's met John refers to him as "Ponsiel
Fred Terzian announced an NFFS contest
at Waegel Field. Also, the NFFS Free Flight
Symposium is now available.
Steve Roselle, Dave and Arlene Marshall,
and Bob Walton attended the Control Line
Fun Fly. Great weather, great fun. Helped a
young fellow with his first flights. Steve
reports that Zimmerman field is slated to become a police station!
Dennis King converted an OS 61 4-cycle
to ignition from an article in an Australian
model mag. Points and cam are driven off
the valve timing cam. Says it runs very well.
The Northern California Old Timer R/C
Classic Contest will be held June 3-4 at
Waegell Field near Sacramento. Contest
Director is Steve Roselle at (415) 969-1721.
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SAM 35 (United Kingdom)
Pres. - Alex lmrie, 66 Tufnells Way, Harpenden. Herts., ENGLAND
Editor 'SAM 35 SPEAKS", Andy Brough,
13 Winston Ave., Bamford, Rochdale,
Lancs. OL11 5JA. ENGLAND
Viruage R/C Organization in U S,A.
I mentioned in a previous column the continuing saga in MAN entitled "The Golden
Years of R/C" written by Harold DeBolt. I
knew that he, along with Bill Winter, was
keen on having an organization in the U.S.A.
to encourage Old Time R/C.
From responses to the magazine articles,
it was apparent that there was a need to
communicate and compare projects. Additionally, established activities were required
where the capabilities of O/T R/C models
could be demonstrated - perhaps fun-fly
type events or simple low-key competition,
like we have in Britain.
The organization could centralize information on O/T R/C plans, kits and equipment by listing sources of supply.
Well, the formation of a Vintage or Old
Time R/C Society is now under way In

America. The man in charge at present is
Joe Beshar, who also happens to be a pastpresident of SAM U.S.A.
Models would fit into one of three
categories: Early Antique (planes before
Dec. 31, 1950), Early Bird (Jan. 1951 to Dec.
1955), and Vintage (Jan. 1956 to Dec. 1965).
It will be interesting to see how the three-tier
concept works out and what events are held
for the earlier models. I will keep you informed via this column.
Alan Walker, 5 Farm Close, Belper, Derby.
DE5 1RY, ENGLAND
(From a letter to Keith Harris) Dear 'Norseman" Keith J. Harris;
First, I want to thank you for the report in
SAM 35 (UK) SPEAKS 11/88. I'm one of the
founders of the Antik Modellflugfreunde
Deutschland, e.V./SAM 85.
We are flying all those models you mentioned, partly with original Kratsch, Felgiebel and Eisfeld engines.
The building and flying of aeromodels
from the turn of the century up to 1955, the
readmission of flying sport by the victorious
powers, is the early history of aviation. And
these beginnings, especially of aeromodeling, we want to maintain and show it to the
youth to enthuse them for aeromodeling.
- Friedhelm Mink

SAM 17
by Olin D. Tisdale, Rt. 8, Box 726-M, Pensacola, FL 32526
SAM 17 is the forgotten group from the
"Annapolis of the Air" - Pensacola.
Our elite crew consists of: Tom McLaughlan, retired aircraft machinist, also of
FAI fame; Norman Byrd, retired master
aircraft mechanic; John Roberts, retired
mechanical engineer and MECA member;
George Delius, shipbuilder and me.
Our group is not very large, but we enjoy
the best flying facilities in the country. We
have a superb working relationship with the
Naval Aviation establishment which allows
us access to the training fields any time they
are not in use. This relationship has been
maintained for over 25 years by sheer determination to show respect for the privilege by
caring for and protecting the property
entrusted to our use. Believe me, it's worth
the effort
We sponsor two contests annually - the
Fiesta of Five Flags in June and the Gathering of the Turkeys in October. Both are
usually endowed with superb flying weather.
I have been needling Tom McLaughlan for
four years to get the plane that he flew at the
1941 AMA Nationals SAM certified. I have
redrawn the plans and built the plane. On
its first flight, March 26, it "flew right off the
drawing board". I have submitted the plans
for approval and am anxiously awaiting to
hear from 'somebody". I should have a B&W
picture for the next edition of SAM SPEAKS.
On any given weekend, anyone who
would like to visit the coast and fly with us
would be welcome. Tom's phone is (904)
438-5372 and mine is (904) 944-2670. 'Y'all
come'.

SAM41 - San Diego Aeroneers
Pres. - Leroy Brooks
Editor - Jim Alaback, ''Aero News", 16634
Diaz Dr., San Diego, CA 92128
mai:I/wiz 1916 - 1989
Joe Havlik died suddenly, of a heart attack, on the 15th of April. It was a shock to
his family and all who knew him, for he always had such zest and the energy to outpace many younger men.
Model building was Joe's profession as
well as his life-long avocation. Joe said he
dated his professional career from his sale
of a patent model for $50 at age 14. He went
on to attend Aero Industries Technical Institute in Los Angeles. Following his graduation in 1939, Joe worked for Consolidated
Aircraft where he was frozen in his job for the
duration of WW II. From 1945 to 1950, he
owned and operated H & H Model Craft
stores in San Diego. He then returned to industrial model making at the Navy
Electronics Laboratory Center in San Diego.
He retired from the NELC in 1979 after many
years as head of their Model Shop and much
fame in Navy circles for the brass ships he
created.
A large number of Aeroneers were present
at Joe's funeral, including Ray Crowell, who
gave the eulogy. Ray, a long-time friend of
Joe, said Joe could best be characterized as
"sharing" and "caring".
We will especially remember Joe for his
many contributions to the San Diego
Aeroneers and the San Diego Aerospace
Museum. In recent years, Joe had served
the Aeroneers as Treasurer and as VicePresident. He was the club contest champion for 1985 and was leading in 1989.
Joe also conceived, designed and built
the perpetual Joe Weathers Memorial
Trophy for the annual club championship.
That magnificent trophy will new serve as a
remembrance of Joe Havlik as well as Joe
Weathers.
In the past year, Joe also completed restorations of his own Mad Missle control-line
speed model and Jim Adams' model of the
pioneer 1935 K-G 3 gas model. Both of
these models are planned for permanent
display in the San Diego Aerospace
Museum's "History of Model Aviation"
Museum. These too will be tangible
reminders of the sharing and caring of Joe
Havlik.
Joe is survived by his wife Margaret and
their daughter Margo, to whom we extend
our deepest sympathy
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SAM 51 -*The Nifty One'
Pres. - Robin Pharis
Editor - Eut Tileston, 1800 Carmelo Drive,
Carmichael, CA 95608
SAM SPEAKS does not usually publish the
results of local chapter meets, but SAM 51
held a big one on April 8-9. 27 contestants
flew 84 entries including an Old Time Glider
event. Top ten planes in 1/2-A Texaco R/C
are:
Gross Flying Wing
E. Tileston
1186 200
6
Lanzo Bomber
D. Bekins
Playboy
D. Lewis
1592
1 4 6 1465
Ed Hamler
Quaker
H. Osegueda
Hornet
1429
11428
Brigadier
B. Grice
Kerswap
H. Robinson
1406
A. Cummins
Dallaire
1370
T. Palethorpe
Lanzo Bomber
1318
S. Roselle
Bay Ridge Mike
1107
No further comment is needed.

SAM 56 - "Wichita Historical Aircraft
Modelers"
Pres. Jack Phelps, 5149 Armstrong,
Wichita, KS 67204
Editor, Ernie Linn, 3505 East Mt. Vernon,
Wichita, KS 67218
SAM 56 is the host chapter for the 1989
1/2-A Texaco R/C Challenge Postal Meet.
(Details elsewhere in SAM SPEAKS.)
Ernie Linn notes that Model Aviation
magazine can be sent to school libraries for
only $9.00 per year a good way to make information about our hobby available to
youth. You can have the magazine sent to
the school library of your choice by sending
in the library's mailing address and $9.00 to
Model Aviation per instructions on the index
page.
A couple of cottage industries that might
be of interest to Old Time modelers are: Jim
Noonan, 7454 West Thurston, Milwaukee, WI
53219. Jim was selling plans and handcarved rubber model props ($1 /inch) at the
SAM Champs in Lawrenceville last year.
Pitch/Diameter is 1.3.
J. Root, Country Club Aero Supply, 3412
Norton, MO 64502. C/C Aero Supply sells
deluxe celluloid and several other types of
wheels and full-size Jimmie Allen Blue Bird
plans. The cellluloid wheels are lighter than
balsa and have solid hubs.

Several SAM 66 members are heading for
Lawrenceville, Illinois to try to bring back
some hardware from both the NFFS and
SAM events. Bill Brenchley is an Event
Director, so his commitment is firm. Jim
Davenport and Skip Williams are also committed. Charlie Thuet and I are still talking
about it.
For the second year in a row, several of us
went to the Lebanon, Pennsylvania
Modelers Flea Market. Many Old Timer supplies were available. SAM 100, the Lancaster chapter, had a table selling wooden
engine display mounts, magazine organizers and parts for old engines. It's a
good day's outing for any modeler.

SAM 62 - SAM Italia
Ferdinando Gale' Via Marconi 10, 28042
Baveno No., ITALY
I am sending you some drawings of Italian
vintage model aircraft; some explanatory
notes are written on the back of each. Also
there is a list of drawings of American
models which I would like to get if at all possible. Consider it a priority list.
In my letter to you which appears in the
Jan/Feb issue of SAM SPEAKS, there is a
mistake which I kindly ask you to correct. It
states that I have built 438 model airplanes.
The correct number is 138. Since SAM
SPEAKS is also read over here, my friends
could be tempted to think that I am inclined
to "baloney" which is quite far from true. My
138th craft is not an "Old Timer"; it is a Bostonian which appears in the Jan/Feb issue
of "Aviazione Giovani' (Youth Aviation) a
copy of which is sent to you along with the
the drawings.

SAM 66 - "Golden Era Flyers"
Editor, John Scott, 1408 Carson Road, Wilmington, DE 19803 Phone: (302) 4786576.
Plans for two chapter contests are in the
works for 1989. Sunday, July 2 and Sunday
October 1 have been reserved with Mike
Granieri, Eastern SAM VP for our contests.
The Gunning Bedford High School has given
verbal permission for the use of the field July
2. This is the same site as our 1988 Fall contest.
We are looking for a good site for future
events. If anyone has a suggestion, please
call or drop me a note. The Gunning Bedford site is the home field of the Silent
Knights Glider Club and we cannot depend
on their generosity forever. Scheduling
around their activities and other SAM contests in the Northeas`, has been a real hassle
this year. Note the large number of SAM
contests listed in the Upcoming Event Section.
Bill Brenchley, Charlie Thuet, Skip Williams and I have been driving around the
New Jersey, Delaware and Maryland
countrys'de examining prospective sites.
Maybe the October contest will be held at
the site you suggest. Give me a call.

LANCASTER, PA.

,SAM 10Q - "The Second Chance Squadron"
Editor, "Old Time Plane Talk", John
Delagrange, 1822 Longview Drive, Lancaster, PA 17601
Recently featured in a group photo on the
back page of SAM SPEAKS (Nov/Dec '88),
this relatively new chapter is a real "corner"
In the East. One of their more unique features is that since so many of their members
are involved in other modeling groups, they
have no president. The chapter is run by a
steering committee consisting of Paul Ahnert, Dick Bezzard, Walt Kempf and John
Delagrange. Meetings are held quarterly.
The chapter's first contest, an R/C Assist
Old Timers "Open Air Convention", will be
held Sunday, May 7 at the Lebanon Valley
R/C Club Flying Field in Myerstown, Pennsylvania. Contest Director is a nervous
Eugene F. Eshbach, 18 Casey Drive, Willow
Street, PA 17584.
Special Award is the new 'DeAngelis Golden Anniversary, 1939-1989" Club Perpetual
Trophy which will be awarded to the SAM
100 high point scorer.
The chapter is growing rapidly and now
has nearly 60 members. Part of the reason
is lots of Fun Flys, club activities like a visit
to Herb What's shop, a fund-raising and
recruiting booth at the Lebanon Flea Market
and a great newsletter that reports it all with
good pictures. SAM SPEAKS article on
"Mickey DeAngelis - The Original Trenton
Terror', came from the 'Modeler of the
Month" section. Thanks, John.
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SAM 8.5 - (West Germany)
Pres. - Friedhelm Mink, Im Wiesengrund 9,
BRD-5778 Meschede 12, W. Germany
(From SAM 35 (UK) SPEAKS, March 1989)
- Invitation to the two antique Motor Flight
Meetings of the Antik Modellflugfreunde
Deutschland e.V./SAM 85. At May 13-15, the
AMU e.V/SAM 85 organize an international
motorflight meeting at the LSV Hude, with
the postcode 2872, near Bremen. It begins
on Saturday, May 13 at 2pm. Training flights
after 10am possible. All antique motorflight
friends, with excessive insurance coverage
and admissible remote control can take part.
Guest pilots with antique motor flight
models are heartfelt invited. All antique
motor flight models till the year 1955 can fly
in the classes of: rubber, petrol, diesel, fourstroke and electric motors, Also rocket,
Jetex, and CO-2 motor flight models can
take part in air displays. Also, from the 16th
to the 18th of June, there is to be another international meeting at Wasserkuppe, the
famous and historic glider site. Obviously
the Wasserkuppe, the cradle of world gliding, is geared to sailplanes. but what's in a
model? Here on the Wasserkuppe, SAM
Germany might just establish an Old Timer
Museum as well.
One of the great aviation journals of the
world is about to be reprinted - FLUGSPORT,
which was published from late 1908 to 1944
about every two weeks in Frankfurt. Just
about everything concerning German
aeroplanes is recorded here in detail and
scale modelers would find all their questions
answered here. It was also the magazine for
early German aeromodeling activities and,
as such, of great interest to the SAM movement.
Plans are for a volume (one year - 24 issues) to be made available every 2 months.
This would then be a six-year project. In
case of interest amongst aeromodellers and
others, I would be prepared to obtain these
locally as they become available and mail
them at the present rate of exchange, the
cost would be 100 pounds sterling per
volume.
Gerhard Everwyn, Dachstelnstr. 12A, D8000, Munchen 82, W. Germany, (Ed. note:
My bank tells me that, at the current rate of
exchange, that's $162.75 - about $7 per
issue. Not bad actually when you consider
what a reprint of one of the early years of
Flying Aces or Model Airplane News would
cost. The Germans, the British and the
Italians certainly seem to be serious about
preserving their aeromodeling heritage and
have a world-wide view of the SAM movement - how serious are the Americans?)

SAM 57 - The Variety Group"
Edward H. Aikman,1111 N. Van Buren,
Marion, II 62959

SAM 57 is a rather loose type of organization in regard to meetings and structure.
However, our activity level is high. Don
Sachtjen has done a wonderful job of
promoting contest activity. Usually about 410 members meet each Tuesday evening at
my workshop for an engine-running and
problem-solving session.
HISTORY - The idea of forming a SAM
chapter in Marion had been discussed for
some time when Bill Brenchley moved into
the area. Bill is an engineer with Lockheed
Aircraft and had been a SAM chapter member in several other locations. With considerable enthusiasm, Bill handled the
paperwork of organizing a SAM chapter.
Original members were Bill Brenchley, Dave
Bunch, Matt Basta, Lewis and Dot Odum and
Ed Aikman.
It was known that others interested in SAM
lived in Paducah, KY and Mt. Vernon, II.
These towns are located on 1-57, so 57
seemed a logical number for the chapter.
When Bill registered us. he was asked for a
name and his first thought was "The Variety
Group' for the make-up of our group and
Heinz Soup Company's sponsorship of Roscoe Turner's famous Weddell-Williams
racer.
The first meeting was held at Marion and,
after a June contest, Bill's list of members
had expanded. It seemed that many
modelers over a wide area were SAM members or interested in Old Time modeling.
However, there had been no chapter available to direct contest activity.
Bud Brown, director of several contests at
the Mid-America Air Center near Lawrenceville, II, soon provided key assistance.
Don Sachtjen, long-time friend of Bill
Brenchely, soon added his interest to the
group. Don's business trips to Marion aided
in SAM 57 activity plans.
Chairman Bill Brenchley was transferred
to Maryland and Bud Puckett became chairman. The first SAM 57 contest was organized and held on June 22, 1986. Following its success, a two-day SAM meet was
planned for June 1987. Bud Puckett moved
and Don Sachtjen became the current chairman of SAM 57.

6th ANNUAL CANADIAN SAM
F/F CHAMPS

NATIONAL 1/2-A TEXACO R/C
POSTAL TEAM CHALLENGE

by John Bortnak

by Bill Schmidt, Contest Director

The Canadian SAM Free Flight Champs
will be held August 19.20 at the CMAC flying
site in Calgary, Alberta. Events will include:
30-Second Antique
O/T Pylon (Classes A, B & C)
O/T Fuselage (Classes A, B & C) Rubber
Stick (LARGE & small)
Rubber Fuselage (LARGE & small)
Rubber Scale
Gas Scale
Fuel Allotment
.020 Replica
Towline Glider
Hand Launch Glider
for a total of 17 events in all with awards to
3rd place in each event. Entry fee will be
$5.00 per event. Pre-entry to the address
below would be appreciated.
Location Is the club flying site on the N.E.
corner of Glenmore Trail and 52nd Street
S.E. Join us at the best flying site in
Canada. For more information, contact:
John Bortnak, Contest Director
740 Lake Ontario Drive SE
Calgary, Alberta T2J 3J8 CANADA
Phone: (403) 278-0507

The annual National 1/2-A Texaco R/C
Postal Team Challenge has Just been announced by Bill Schmidt of SAM 56, Wichita,
Kansas. Please contact Bill at your earliest
convenience if your chapter plans to compete.
Entry forms are available with SASE to Bill
Schmidt, 4647 Krueger St., Wichita, KS
67220.
Challenge is open to any SAM chapter,
worldwide. Your team may be of any number, but only five scores can be entered.
SAM rules apply. Flying dates are Saturday,
August 19 or Sunday, August 20. No rain
dates. All teams must fly on either day.
Please mail your completed entry form after
flying by Monday, August 21 to Bill.
If your team does not fly due to weather,
or you do not elect to fly at this time, just
return the entry form with a note of explanation. To expedite processing of results.
completed entry forms received after August
30 will not be counted.
Trophy will be forwarded by UPS to the
winning team and all teams will be notified
of the results as soon as possible.

MORE CANADIAN CONTESTS
by Peter Mann
O/T EVENTS AT THE NATIONALS
We have prevailed upon the Coordinator
to include a few Old Timer R/C and F/F
events in this year's Canadian Nationals at
Centralia. These events will be conducted
under the 1988-89 SAM rules. R/C events
will be flown only on Saturday, July 1, from
1300 to 2030 hours and are:
Pylon/Cabin Combined
Texaco
1/2-A Texaco
F/F events are:
Open Power, ABC Comb. July 1, 1300 - 2030
Open Rubber Cabin, July 2, 0900 - 2030
Open Rubber Stick, July 2, 0900 - 2030
I am announcing a Postal Contest for the
50th Anniversary of the Canadian Jimmy
Allen Model which is currently being kitted
by Easybuilt Models of Beamsville, Ontario.
Interested members may get full particulars
by writing to me at the address below.
We are also holding a 50th Anniversary
Contest for replicas of Fred Bower's 1939
model which placed 2nd in the 1939
Wakefield. This event will be held in September 1989 at the 34th Annual Eastern
Canada Open at the Gananoque Airport,
Gananoque, Ontario. Plans for the Bower
model are available from John Pond, #10B2
or from me ($5.00 ppd). If you are interested
in participating in this event and/or other
events in the Eastern Canada Open, please
contact me at:
36 Sydenham St.
Geulph, Ontario N11-1 2W4 CANADA
Phone: (519) 822-9582
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BOOK REVIEW RUBBER-POWERED MODEL
AIRPLANES
by Don Ross (reviewed by Bob Meuser)
At first blush, l thought that no publisher
in his/her right mind would publish a book
totally about free flight models when the
whole world knows that R/C is the only way
to fly; time will tell on that score.
At second blush, after looking at the first
few pages, I thought "stick it in the kiddybooks section of your local library and forget
it.' But it goes a lot farther than that; getting
into the heavy competition stuff like stooges
and winding tubes and dethermalizers.
It starts off at the lowest possible level cutting sticks square, gluing joints - but
progresses rapidly to advanced sport and
competition classes. It is well illustrated
with first-class line drawings and photos.
The author is obviously experienced in the
art and calls on the experience of other
modelers too.
I think even the most sophisticated
modeler will find something of value in the
book, and it is certainly THE book I would
recommend to anyone, of any age, who is
starting out in rubber-powered free flight.
Paperback, 5-3/4" x 8-1/4% 168 pages.
Published by and available from Motorbooks International, P.O. Box 1, Osceola, WI
54020. Phone: 1-800-458-0454. $12.95 plus
$3.95 postage & handling per order.
(Bob Mouser is editor of "Free Flight", the
NFFS Digest)

THE LYKENS BROWN
ENGINE PROJECT
From a letter by Herb Wahl, 3/14/89
I know you and many others have been
wondering and waiting to hear about the
Lykens Brown project. Well, it has been very
difficult for me too. I simply have not been
able to get Bill Brown to work on his Lykens
or turn the project over to me. It has been 4
years of frustration ... "good intentions', but
I've not seen an engine yet. Although he had
many major parts done, all the terribly difficult little parts, plus pistons and lots of
other main parts, are still needed.
Bill has finally agreed to turn it all over to
me! I could hardly believe my ears. I drove
to his home, fully expecting a change of
mind, and there we worked out an agreement. It's all mine to do. That's the good
news.
The tough part is, as many of you know, I
am still in the middle of my difficult-to-build
Bunch engine project. I am getting the
Bunches out at only about 11 to 14 per
month. My ability to fit the Lykens in is
going to be a real problem. But this I knew if I did not accept the Lykens project, it
would never get done! So, on behalf of
everyone who ordered the Lykens, . I accepted the project to finish. I feel sure it's
what you all would want.
Physically, things are splendid. The parts
and tooling Bill has done are just beautiful .
. . cylinders, crankcases, partly done
crankshafts, etc. It will test my skill to do as
well to complete all the remaining things
and finally turn everything into finished engines. Some of the original techniques Bill
used on the Lykens, which I will faithfully redo, are not the easiest way to do things.
Financial arrangements are not too good
for me. Bill, to whom I have given all the
deposit money long ago, will keep that; in
fact, I will pay him an additional amount for
each engine I eventually ship. So, although
I do not have any of the funds, I consider the
received parts and tooling worth it, and besides, there was simply no other way to get
the engines built.
When? That's a difficult question. I feel
that I must complete the Bunches first and
that work is far behind schedule. However, I
will try to mesh some of the Lykens work in
as I go. My decision to take the project and
finish it was based on the many letters and
phone calls from those of you waiting for the
Lykens. It is to get you your engines that I
accepted the work. I ask all of you to understand that this puts me, as they say, "back
to Square One" in this matter. But at least I
now know who is responsible for the Lykens
project. You must be patient - almost as if
you had just placed your order. I could easily be a year or more into this thing before I
can get my head above water.
In summary:
1. I have the Lykens project and will complete it.
2. I don't have its funds, but will find some
way to finance the remaining work.

3. You, and I too, will finally get our
Lykens Ltd. engines.
I anxiously await any reply, response or
questions you may have. I need your confidence in my decision and want to be sure
you understand.
(Herb Wahl is the proprietor of 'Herb's
Model Motors". Located at: Box 61, Rt. 87,
Forksville, PA 18616)

NEW COX TEXACO .049 ENGINE
For the first time in SAM's existence, a
major model engine manufacturer, Cox, has
released a new engine designed specifically
for a SAM event - 1/2-A Texaco.
Cox Hobbies, Inc., located at 1525 East
Warner Ave. in Santa Ana, CA 92705. recently released their new Texaco .049 engine. It
has the same dimensions as their Black
Widow .049 and is slightly detuned with a
.062 dia. carb throat to give a more positive
needle valve setting.
Exterior differences include a new, lightweight polymer plastic tank back replacing
the old metal die casting, anodized red tank,
black crankcase and a larger aluminum glohead with added fins for better cooling.
There is also a center boss on the propellor rear drive plate to help center the recommended 7 x 3.1/2 propellor. Anticipated
duration is 5-6 minutes at 9100-9600 RPM.
This new engine has undergone considerable testing by a committee consisting
of chairman Al Heinreich, West Coast VP,
Bob Angel and Rocky Mountain VP, Bill
Schmidt. They have approved the engine
for use in all appropriate SAM-conducted
events.
This special committee was appointed by
SAM president, Jim Adams because of their
experience in flying 1/2-A Texaco and their
familiarity with its rules and requirements.
This Is the first case of testing a modern glow
engine for a SAM event and did not fall exactly under the charter of the existing engine
approval committee.

NEW SERVICE FOR MEMBERS
In response to many requests, SAM
SPEAKS is instituting a classified ad service
on a trial basis for SAM members. Ads will
be for members personal modeling equipment only and will be printed in a 4-column
format similar to the AMA Contest Calendar
In "Model Aviation".
Per issue cost will be 10 cents per word
with a minimum of $2.50. Name. address
and SAM number are free. Phone number
counts as one word. Abbreviations will also
count as whole words and may be spelled
out at the editor's discretion.
Placement of ads is on a space-available
and first-come, first-served basis. Please
submit payment with clearly printed out ad
copy. Send payment to:
SAM SPEAKS
7603 Greenridge Loop SW
Olympia, WA 98502.
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SAM SONG?
This all started when your editor noted In
SAM 100's newsletter, "Old Time Plane
Talk", that their March meeting ended out In
the workshop with Bob Key and Charlie
Clark on guitars and John Delagrange on 5string banjo.
I casually mentioned that SAM didn't have
an official song and maybe it would be a
good thing if we did. Darned if those guys
didn't go and write one - ten verses at last
count! I can't reveal It yet as they're still putting the final touches on it. However, here's
a sample of a different one to get you in the
mood:

SAM WIVE'S SONG
by Ann Onymus
(to "I'm An Old Cowhand')
He's a modelin' man.
He belongs to SAM.
With his roaring Brown
And his rubber bands.
He knows every plane
since the Brothers Wright.
Everything that's even attempted flight.
And he talks of airplanes
both day and night.
Whoopee Fly-0, Fly-A
He's a modelin' man.
He belongs to SAM.
And he loves to cut.
And he loves to sand.
He's built all the models he ever should.
With his dope and silk and his balsa wood.
And he's flown them all
till he's really good.
Whoopee Fly-O, Fly-A
He's a modelin' man.
He belongs to SAM.
With his glue-stained hands
And his cheeks of tan.
And he's in the shop with the other guys,
Or he's at the field where he loves to fly,
But I haven't seen him since last July.
Whoopee Fly-0, Fly-A

SAM 35 (UK) YEARBOOKS
Jim Adams has over 100 copies of the new
SAM 35 (UK) yearbook No. 5 on hand ready
for immediate delivery. They are going fast
as he has Just mailed the first ten copies.
The 156-page book is outstanding. It
looks great and should be enjoyable reading
for all serious Old Time aeromodelers.
Price has been fixed at $8.50 per copy
postpaid to US and Canadian SAM members. Such a deal! Order from:
Jim Adams
2538 N. Spurgeon St.
Santa Ma, CA 92706.
A few copies of No. 4 are still available at
$10.50 plus $2.50 for shipping from Ken
Sykora, Old Timer Model Supply, P.O. Box
7334, Van Nuys, CA 91409.

ENTRY FORM
1989 SAM CHAMPS (AMA Sanction No. 362)
JEAN, NEVADA OCTOBER 8 - 13, 1989
ENTRY MUST BE POSTMARKED NO LATER THAN SEPTEMBER 1st 1989
Contest Mgr.:
Larry Jenno
4341 Flandes St.
Las Vegas, NV
89121
(702) 731-4029

Free Flight C.D.:
Asst. Contest Mgr.:
Jim Persson
Phil McCrary
532 College Dr. #212 3747 Gettysburg Ct.
Pleasanton, CA
Henderson, NV
94566
89015
(415) 846-3999
(702) 564-6663

R/C - C.D.:
Don Bekins
85 Bellview
Belvedere, CA
94920
(415) 435-1535

ENTRY FEES - $10.00 for 1st event. $5.00 for each additional event.
Maximum pre-entry fee - $30.00. Late entry - $10.00 per event.
Total Entry Fees =
Bean Feed - Mon. Oct. 9, - $4.00/person x No. of tickets
Victory Banquet - Fri. Oct. 13, - $12.50/person x No. of tickets = $
Make checks or M/0 payable to Society of Antique Modelers.
$
Mail to: Larry Jenno, Contest Mgr., at address above. Total =
Note: AMA rules require a supplemental $10.00 insurance fee
for contestants from outside the U.S.A. (Paid at time of registration.)
LADIES SLOTS TOURNAMENT - Wed. Oct. 11, 10am till noon - FREE - CASH PRIZES
Check here
Pre-entry required by Sept. 1st. Must be over 21.
SAM T-shirts - $8.00 ea. x Sm.___ Med.___ Lrg.___ XLrg.___. Total $
(Indicate quantity of each size.)
SAM Caps - $6.00 ea. x Quantity
=
Total $
Make check or M/0 payable to Larry Jenno. Mail w/entry form.Total $
NAME
ADDRESS

AMA No.
CITY

SAM No.
STATE

ZIP
(please print)
WAIVER: I (we) hereby release the Society of Antique Modelers and all
persons connected with this meet from any liability whatsoever for any
while participating in this meet. I (we) also agree to
accidents incurred
abide by all flying and field rules in force at this meet.
SIGNATURE (Parent or guardian if under 21)
I (we) certify that all models entered in this contest
specificiations listed in the S.A.M. 1988-1989 Rule Book.
SIGNATURE
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comply with the
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ELITE SCHEDULE
FILL OUT COMPLETELY THE EVENTS YOU WILL ENTER AND MAIL IN WITH ENTRY FORM
TUESDAY - 7:30AM - 4:
MODEL
ENGINE

WING AREA REQ.WT: FREQ.
**R/C CL. A IGN. LER
**R/C CL. A GLOW LER
**R/C 1/2-A TEXACO
R/C O&R .23 EVENT
F/F COMM. RUBBER
F/F .020 REPLICA
* F/F CL. C GAS FUSE.
* F/F 30-SEC. ANTIQUE
F/F PRE-37 WAKE.
SPIRIT OF SAM CONCOURS EVENT - MODEL
Judging will
be done on Tuesday. Oct. 10.
Entries MUR+ hp in the riinlay
room by 6:00PM.
Doors will be open at 5:00PM.
Judging will be between
6:0D and 9:00PM. Trophies to 3rd place.
**R/C
**R/C
R/C
F/F
* F/F
* F/F
* F/F
* F/F
# LEE

WEDNESDAY - 7:30AM - 4:30PM
CL. C ION. LER
CL. C GLOW LER
ELECT. TEXACO
38-39 WAKE.
CL. B GAS PYLON
LRG. RUB. STICK
SM. RUB. STICK
CL. A GAS FUSE.
RENAUD 1/2-A TEXACO!

**R/C
**R/C
**R/C
F/F
* F/F
* F/F
* F/F
* F/F
* F/F

CL. B IGN. LER
CL. B GLOW LER
TEXACO
1/2-A TEXACO
H.L.G.
CL. A GAS PYLON
CL. B GAS FUSE.
LRG. RUB. CABIN
SM. RUB. CABIN

R/C
**R/C
R/C
R/C
**R/C
F/F
* F/F
F/F
* F/F
F/F
F/F

O&R S/P EVENT
ANTIQUE
ELECT. LER
0/T TOWLINE
PURE ANTIQUE
GAS SCALE
CL. C GAS PYLON
RUBBER SCALE
FUEL ALLOTMENT
COMPRRESSED AIR
TWIN PUSHER

THURSDAY - 7:30AM - 4:30PM

FRIDAY - 7:30AM - 3:00
p

** R/C Grand Champion Events
R/C TEXACO - Flight times - 40 min. max.
* F/F Grand Champion Events
# Sponsored by Airtronics - No registration or entry fee.
NOTE; Test flying is permitted on Sunday and Monday.
All non-flying
activities will be held in the Gold Strike Hotel Banquet Room.
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NEES 2nd ANNUAL NOSTALGIA CHAMPS
OCTOBER 10-13, 1989
JEAN, NEVADA
(Held in conjunction with the 1989 SAM CHAMPS)
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE NO.(

)

AMA No.
CITY
(Please Print) DATE

STATE

ZIP

C.D.: Ralph Prey, 4859 W. 97th St., Inglewood, CA 90301, Ph: (213) 671-8695
PLEASE CHECK EVENTS AND FILL OUT COMPLETELY. TWO MODELS ALLOWED PER EVENT
DAY

EVENT

MODEL DESIGN NAME
(See NFFS List 2.)

WING
AREA

REQ.
WT.

ACTUAL
WEIGHT

#1
_t
#2
#1
#2
1/2-A #1
(.026-.050) #2
A/B
#1
(.051-.300) #2
#1
C/D
(.301-.650) #2
FRI. - 7:30AM-3:00PM
FLYING HOURS: TUE., WED., THU. - 7 30AM-4:30PM
* ENTRY FEES: First event - $6.00. Each added event - $4.00
Total entry fees enclosed $
* ADVANCE ENTRY: Entry must be postmarked by Sept. 1, otherwise,
a $4.00 late entry fee must be charged.
* NOTE: The NFFS Nostalgia Champs is operated & funded separately from the
SAM Champs.
Make checks payable to: NFFS, Ralph Prey, at the address
above. Phone calls will be returned COLLECT during evenings & weekends.
* TROPHIES: Will be awarded to three places in each event.
Trophies will
be awarded at the end of each day's flying. Trophies will be shipped via
UPS at contestant's prepaid expense.
* NFFS RULES: Will apply to all glow events. NFFS Rules with Eligible
Engine List and Eligible Model List was published in the NFFS Digest, April
1986.
Copies of NFFS Rules, Eligible Engine List and revised Eligible
Model List #2 are available for an additional $3.00 to cover copying,
postage and handling. Indicate your request. YES
* IGNITION NOSTALGIA RULES: Engines must be original ignition type or
replica thereof.
Converted glow and diesel engines are not eligible.
Recent production engines such as Remco, Spielmaker's Golden Eagle, Morrill
Hornet and Simplex, etc. are eligible.
Fuel to be gas and oil only.
Models must be legal NOSTALGIA designs which show ONLY an ignition engine
on the plans or referenced in a published article. Models which show both
ignition and glow installations, such as the A/B Zeek and Civy Boy, are not
eligible. Models may not be scaled unless sizes are specified on the plan
or article.
Wing loading requirement is 8 oz./sq. ft. of projected wing
area. Models are to be hand-launched. Engine runs & max flight time to be
determined by CD.
* FLIGHT CARDS: must be brought to the event table and recorded AFTER EVERY
FLIGHT. Failure to do so will VOID the unrecorded flights. This is a
FLY ONE - TIME ONE contest.
WAIVER: I
(WE) RELEASE THE NFFS, SAM AND ALL PERSONS CONNECTED WITH THIS
MEET FROM LIABILITY FOR ACCIDENTS WHILE PARTICIPATING IN THIS CONTEST.
Signature
(Parent/Guardian if under 21)
Please indicate whether you are a member of NFFS: YES
NO
TUE.
10
TUE.
10
WED.
11
THU.
12
FRI.
13

1/4-A
(.010-.025)
IGNITION

ENGINE MFG.
& DISP.

-
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RESPONSE TO "DIESEL ENGINE
PROBLEM"
by Clarence Bull
One of the biggest fabrications in SAM
has been engine controversies; first the glo
engines/glo conversions, 4-strokers and
now the diesels. The message is always the
same - good running spark ignition engines
are too hard to find and too expensive.
A quick scan of the latest MECA swap
sheet reveals that neither of the above is
true. I recently sold a cherry O&R .29 for
$75, a good-running O&R .23 SP for $60, an
Arden .19 in original condition for $120 and
a good Vivell .35 for $55.
There are a lot of good Bantams and Ardens around, besides the Morrell Lindberg
.19's at $150 and repro Bantams about the
same.
Where do you find new Elfin diesels or
other legal "killer' diesels for less than this?
The fact of the matter is, a diesel will handle at least one size larger prop than the same
size spark ignition engine. Thrust is what
counts and Old Timers like big. slow-turning
props.
Now throw in the weight factor for a given
size engine. An Elfin weighs very little more
than a Morrell Lindberg Hornet or a converted OS Max .15. The Elfin would need to
be at least 3 ounces heavier than an
equivalent sparker to compensate for the
weight of coil, batteries, condenser and
wiring harness. The diesel has a definite advantage over spark in both thrust and
weight.
In summary, all I can say is: get serious
'leaders", read the SAM preamble and quit
playing politics with rules changes.

A CANADIAN VIEW OF "THE
DIESEL ISSUE"
from Dan McLeod
Let's be positive about diesels and not a
bunch of 'moaners and groaners'. As Dale
Carnegie said, "If you have lemons, make
lemonade.' If we have good diesel engines,
let's make an event for them. Diesels are not
spark ignition engines, so let's remove them
from that classification NOW. Let's quit
wasting time and newsletter space on 'The
Great Debate' over the Elfin 2.49.
We of SAM 86, here in Ottawa, are trying
to promote the use of diesel engines, including the Elfin 2.49cc brought to us by John
Targos. Initially, we had little experience
with diesels. Fortunately, an expert, Al
Wale, helped us through the problem times
with his diesel column in our newsletter.
In the Fall of 1987, before all the moaning
about diesels started in SAM SPEAKS, I
proposed a SPECIAL DIESEL for SAM
86 The Vintage 101 It was a forum to
promote the use of all diesel engines. It was
aimed at the smaller models which are so
popular in 1/2-A Texaco and the Flying Fifteen event in England. Cut-off date was ex-

HOW COME?
panded to 1953 to include the many elegant
English models that fit Into this size range
and fly well in all weather conditions.
Engine size was initially limited to 1.5cc,
but the Vintage class can be easily expanded to 2.5cc. One of my main criteria
was to have as tew rules as possible. In my
opinion, SAM is being strangled with too
many inane rules. I used the KISS principle
(Keep It Simple, Stupid) as my philosophy
and it works. Thank you, John Oldenkamp,
of the San Diego Orbiteers, for the great idea
you used for PeeWee 30 and which I have imitated.
Vintage is open to both F/F and R/C flyers
or as separate events. There are no restrictions on how you limit your engine run. As
a point of interest, it is quite difficult for an
R/C model to compete with an equivalent
F/F model under these rules and is very
challenging. (Ed. note - Sounds similar to
the AMA Vintage Event.)
The event was conceived to be challenging and furl and to make the most of the
diesel engine. Let's give diesels their own
eventjust as we have done with the Cox reed
valve .049. For a copy of the rules for the
Vintage event, send a SASE to:
Dan McLeod
1275 Hanbury St.
Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2M 1, CANADA

MORE ON THE DIESEL CONTROVERSY"
by Bill Schmidt, SAM VP (Rocky Mtn.)
This diesel controversy reminds me of the
terrible fight we saw two years ago over the
R/C rules changes. Constantly changing
the rules is not only counter-productive, as
the super-modelers win anyway, but the
fight drives many members away from the
organization.
I wish there was some way to check these
rules fights and stem some of these overzealous crusaders who want to re-write history to serve their own desires.

I see allowing contrived rules changes as
opening a Pandora's box (of endless
troubles). Once you deny that the Gas Bird
be allowed to fly in 30-second Antique and
outlaw the Ellin (or all diesels) there is no
stopping where this will go.

AN EDITOR'S THOUGHTS ON
BANNING THE ELFIN 2.49
by Joe Percy, Editor, "Plane Talk', SAM 29
If we follow the line of thought that we
should ban the Elfin 2.49 diesel because it
has an unfair advantage over spark ignition
engines, we will eventually wind up banning
Ohlssons and Orwicks because they have an
unfair advantage over Super Cykes, and
banning Super Cykes because they have an
unfair advantage over Browns, etc. etc.
People have spent good money buying
diesel engines. It occurs to me we have had
enough of this sort of thing with the .90 4cycle fiasco.
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by Ralph Vescera
A SHORT HISTORY AND MYSTERY
ON 'OLD TIME FREE FLIGHT

Why is December 31, 1942 the date ending the Old Time Free Flight era? Did the
rules change? Was free flight modeling
stopped by WWII, or was the date picked out
of a hat?
Actually, the rules remained essentially
the same from around 1940 to December
1947. The rule makers decreed that little
airplanes should look like big airplanes.
Models flew under wing area loading, power
loading and fuselage cross-section area
rules. Contest Directors were exhausted by
the time processing was over. Carl
Goldberg was no help with his elliptical-surfaced Zipper and Sailplane and their oval
fuselages.
There was an interval during WW II when
the rule makers eliminated the cross-section
rules. Graceful "Pencil Bombers" took to the
skies and also most of the contest awards.
The rule makers were aghast. These did not
look like big airplanes. Where were the
cabins? Back came the old fuselage crosssection rule.
Free flighters took their revenge at the
1947 Nationals. Their motto was "A curved
line is the most beautiful thing between two
points." CO's were overwhelmed with
processing and never completed the job.
The word was out - 'Endurance is the contest". and models did not have to look like
big airplanes.
However, the new January 1948 rules
retained and raised the power loading. The
rule makers tried to convince model builders
to put smaller engines in their present
designs. No way, Renee and Jose!
By mid-1947, Ray Arden's glow plug was
on the market and was adopted entirely by
modelers with the 1948 rules. Flight times
jumped 30 to 40%.
The December 1942 cut-off date remains
a mystery. History tells us that December
1947 is the actual transition date when the
"Old Timer" era ended and the age of

"Modern' free flight began.

SCHEDULE of EVENTS

SUNDAY, OCT. 8

Hotel Reservations - After 12:00 Noon
MECA Collecto - 12:00 Noon - 4:00PM $3.00 donation
12:00 Noon to 7:00PM - Contestant Registration

MONDAY, OCT. 9

9:00AM - 3:00PM - Contestant Registration
12:00 Noon - Hotel Registration
6:30PM - 7:30PM - No Host Cocktail Party
7:30PM - 9:00PM - Bean Feed
9:00PM - 10:00PM - Contestant Orientation Meeting

TUESDAY, OCT. 10

7:30AM - 4:30PM - Flying Events (See Flite Schedule)
NFFS 2nd Annual Nostalgia Champs* - 1/4-A & Ign. F/F
6:00PM - 9:00PM - Spirit of SAM Concours (Beauty) Event
Gold Strike Banquet Room

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 11 7:30AM - 4:30PM - Flying Continues (See Flite Schedule)
NFFS 2nd Annual Nostalgia Champs* - 1/2-A F/F
Lee Renaud 1/2-A Texaco Event - Sponsored by Airtronics
(No registration or entry fee)
10:00AM - 12:00 Noon - Ladies Slots Tournament
7:00PM - 9:00PM - SAM Hall of Fame V.I.P. Awards and
Annual Business Meeting
THURSDAY, OCT. 12

7:30AM - 4:30PM - Flying Continues (See Flite Schedule)
NFFS 2nd Annual Nostalgia Champs* - Cl. A & B F/F
Free Evening - Do Your Own Thing.

FRIDAY, OCT. 13

7:30AM NFFS 2nd
6:00PM 7:00PM 9:00PM -

3:00PM - Flying Continues, Last Day
Annual Nostalgia Champs* - Cl. C & D F/F
7:00PM - No Host Cocktail Party
9:00PM - Awards Banquet
10:00PM - Awards Presentation

*NFFS 2nd Annual Nostalgia Champs - will be held in conjunction with the
SAM Champs as was done in 1988. For entry blanks and information, contact
Ralph Prey, 4859 W. 97th St., Inglewood, CA 90301. Phone: (213) 671-8695.
Please enclose S.A.S.E. (Business-size w/50-cents postage required.)
SAM Headquarters will be at the Gold Strike Hotel, P.O. Box 278, Jean,
NV 89019.
We have 200 rooms reserved beginning Sunday, October 8th. Make
reservations with them direct. Phone: 1-800-634-1359.
Tell them you are
with SAM. There will be a special parking area for RV's at the hotel.
Nearly all rooms have two queen-size beds.
Rates are $16.00 per
night, Sunday thru Thursday, and $29.00 per night, Friday and Saturday.
October 7-9 is a three-day weekend, so if you're thinking of arriving early
on Saturday, October 7, get your reservations in early.
There is a 4500-foot airstrip near the hotel with plenty of tiedowns.
Elevation is 2833 ft. and 122.9 is monitored. No refueling accomodations
or lights. Other hotels are:
Circus Circus Hotel
2880 Las Vegas Blvd. S.
Las Vegas, NV 89109
1-800-634-3450
(Las Vegas Strip)

Hacienda Resort Hotel
3950 Las Vegas Blvd. S.
Las Vegas, NV 89109
1-800-634-6713
(Las Vegas Strip)
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Whiskey Pete's Hotel
P.O. Box 93718
Stateline, NV 89193
1-800-367-7383
(12 mi.S.of Gold Strike)

SAM CHAMPS SPECIAL F/F RULES
Max Flights - LARGE Rubber - 5 min.
Small Rubber - 3 min.
Compressed Air - 5 min.
.020 Replica - 3 min.
Hand-launch Glider - 2 min.
Fuel Allotment must R.O.G.
30-Second Antique must R.O.G.
Commercial Rubber must R.O.G.
.020 Replica must R.O.G.
Pre-1937 WAKFFIFI D - Models to be 1936
vintage or older. Proof of design required.
Wing area - 200 sq. in +1- 10 sq. in. Minimum flying weight - 4 oz. including rubber.
R.O.G. required. Fuselage cross-section L2/100. 5 min. maxes.
1/2-A IFXAO0 - Replicas of Antique Gas
models only. No weight restrictions. Any
glo engine of .010 to .051 disp. 1/2 oz. of
fuel is allowed. R.O.G. is required. Official
time is the total of 3 out of 6 attempts. 2 min.
or less is declared an attempt unless otherwise declared by the contestant as official.
NOTE: An official flight must be made within
5 min. from the time that the timer secures
the flight card and the time the airplane is
launched. No waiting for thermals.
R118E3FR SCAT F - Three-minute mazes.
Official time is the best three of six attempts.
1938-39 WAKEFIFI D - Any model kitted or
published in 1938 or 1939 and meeting
these rules qualifies for this event. Model
must weight a minimum of 8 oz. including
rubber. Wing area - 200 sq. in. + /- 10 sq. in.
Fuselage cross-section rule: L2/100 applies.
Stabilizer area not to exceed 33% of wing
area. R.O.G. required.
Free Flight processing will be done at the
field.
NOTE' Free Flight Fuel Allotment and Gas
Scale must be flown between 7:30AM and
1:00PM on Friday, Oct. 13.
No binoculars allowed in Free Flight
events.
Ft IGHT CARD - must be returned to the
tabulation desk alter each attempt or official
flight. An official flight must be posted
before another flight is made. If two fights
are made consecutively, only the first one
will count as an official. The second one will
be considered an attempt.

EQRAOREINEC
Send SASE to:
Jim Persson, Free Flight C.D.
3747 Gettysburg Ct.
Pleasonton, CA 94566
Phone: (415) 846-3999

SAM CHAMPS SPECIAL R/C RULES
OHLSSON SIDE-PORT EVENT
1. Ohlsson sideport engines on ignition only.
(.19, .23,.60)
2. Antique models only. No scaling.
3. 45-second engine run.
4. Three 7-minute max flights.
5. Four attempts for 3 officials.

6. No pressurized engines.
7. 10 oz. wing loading.
QHt SSON .23 EVER.'
1. Ohlsson .23 FRV and side-port engines on
ignition only.
2. Any 0/T models. Scaling allowed_ Minimum wing area - 450 sq. in.
3. Engine runs: Sideport - 35 seconds Front
Rotor - 25 seconds.
4. Three 5-minute max flights.
5. Four attempts for 3 officials.
6. No pressurized engines.
7. 10 oz. wing loading.
0/T R/C GLIDFR EVFNT
1. Any glider model or model of a full-scale
glider/sailplane which was first designed,
kitted, or had plans published prior to Dec.
31, 1946 is eligible to compete in this event.
Nordic designs and hand-launched gliders
are excluded.
2. All appropriate and applicable SAM R/C
rules will be followed with respect to plans,
construction methods, allowable modifications, number of models. etc. plus flying
rules such as on-field landing requirements,
flyoffs, etc. The only exceptions follow:
3. R.O.G. is not required. Timing begins at
towline release and ends at initial touchdown. Every launch or release is an official
flight. No attempts.
4. Wingspan is limited to 120 inches. planform measurement. Scaling is permitted.
No wing loading requirement.
5. Contest management will provide at least
one launch device (Hi-start - maximum line
length from ground anchor point to glider is
700 feet stretched.) Any contestant may
provide his own launching device, provided
he allows other contestants to use it.
6. Three official flights are permitted with a
time target of exactly 20 minutes cumulative
time for all flights. Fewer than 3 flights may
be taken. Each second over 1200 will be
deducted from the flight score.
05 ELECTRIC R/C OLD TIM FR
Any SAM recognized Old Timer Gas
model may be flown in this event. The
model may be proportionally scaled up or
down from the original size plans.
There is no minimum or maximum size or
weight of the model for this event, but (as
per SAM Section 1, par. 5) it must have a
minimum wing loading of 8 oz./sq. ft. Wing
area Is calculated from the PLANFORM, not
projected, area.
Any direct current, permanent magnet
electric motor up to and Including any
production 05 motor or less may be used,
i.e. 035 motors are OK.
A production 05 ferrite magnet motor is
defined as follows:
1. Frame size: 35mm dia. by 49mm length
maximum.
2. Armature displacement: 9.5cc max.
3. Motors must have 3-bar commutator.
4. Motor armature shall be wound with not
more than 28 turns of wire.
5. Motors must be readily available through
national hobby trade.
A production 05 non-ferrite magnet motor
(including, but not limited to) is defined as
follows:
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1. Armature displacement: 10.5cc max.
2. Motor armature shall be wound with not
more than 7 turns of wire.
3. Motors must be readily available through
national hobby trade.
Motors may drive the propellor directly or
indirectly via a gear or belt speed reduction
drive.
Ferrite magnet motors or non-Ferrite
motors (i.e Cobalt) may be used.
A maximum of 7-cell Ni-cad rechargeable
pack with a MAXIMUM RATED capacity of
800 mah shall be allowed.
For the Electric Texaco Event only, the
model must weigh a minimum of:
1. 5 oz./cell for ferrite motors.
2. 6 oz./cell for non-ferrite motors.
Power flow from batteries to motor shall
be controlled ONLY by a servo-actuated
ON/OFF switch. This switch may be
mechanical or electronic. Proportional and
resistive speed controls are NOT allowed.
PROPEL LOBS - Folding props may be used
as long as they are restrained from folding
in flight. The intent is to provide protection
for the motor/gearbox in the event of a noseover, while neutralizing any aerodynamic
advantage. Prop hubs which are partially
cut through in order to protect the gearbox
In the event of a nose-over are NOT allowed.
This creates an operational safety hazard
and is NOT permitted!
GENERAL Ft IGHT RULES - LMR & TEXACO
All models must R.O.G. unless the Contest Director determines that hand launching
is allowed due to field conditions.
Flight time shall begin upon start of the
forward motion of the model for release and
ends when the model touches the ground or
a ground-based object.
Compliance to motor, battery packs and
propellor rules shall be the responsibility of
the contestant.
LIMITED MOTOR RUN - FLIGHT RIII FR
Standard motor run shall be a single continuous run time of:
1. Ferrites - 90 seconds
2. Non-ferrites - 75 seconds
There shall be four attempts allowed for 3
official flights. An attempt for an official
flight may be aborted only during the motor
run time.
Maximum scoring flight time of each flight
shall be 7 minutes. There Is no penalty for
flight overtime.
Scoring shall be in seconds: a perfect
flight time of 7 minutes equals 420 points.
Total score is the sum of the first three official flights. Therefore the total for 3 flights
would be 1260 points maximum.
TFXACO (Energy Allot.) - FLIGHT RULES
Motor may be started and stopped one or
more times (at the discretion of the pilot)
until the battery pack is exhausted. The
motor run time is considered as part of the
total flight time.
There shall be 3 attempts allowed for TWO
official flights. An attempt for an official
flight may be aborted only during the first
two minutes of the flight. Maximmum flight
time (for scoring purposes) shall be 15

minutes. There is no penalty for flight overtime.
Scoring shall be in seconds: a perfect
flight time of 15 minutes equals 900 points.
Total score is the SUM of the first TWO official flights. Therefore, the total for 2 flights
would be 1800 points maximum.
Unless stated otherwise, the model shall
conform to applicable SAM R/C Old Timer
rules.
FLEMOBEANEC/BMAllalCMBS,RULES
Send SASE to:
Don Bekins, R/C C.D.
85 Bellview
Belvedere, CA 94920
Phone: (415) 435-1535

HOW TO GET THERE
There are two gravel access roads to the
contest site on the lake bed of Jean Dry
Lake. Because of an underpass, we suggest
that RV's use the northern road. Please
drive slowly to keep the dust down. Overnite
parking on the field is permitted. There are
no hookups. See map for route to dump site
at the rest stop.
Chase bikes may be used for retrieval
only. All other riding is forbidden.
There will be a first aid station and portapotties on the field.

SAM HALL OF FAME
The SAM Hall of Fame was established by
SAM president, Jim Adams, to officially
honor the modelers who have made substantial contributions to Old Time modeling
as we know It today. These men are the folk
heroes of modelers around the world - men
who pioneered rubber and gas-powered
model airplanes of the 30's and 40's.
After Charles Lindbergh's solo flight
across the Atlanic in 1927, the youth of the
world discovered rrictiel airplanes, and this
discovery led to the greatest growth of any
one hobby for young men the world has ever
seen.
During the years preceding WW II, the
number of young people building and flying
model airplanes grew to nearly half a million
in the United States alone. This tremendous
interest resulted in many young men choosing aviation as their career. Many of these
men are now retired and form the basis of
the Society of Antique Modelers.
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It is entirely fitting then, that we who have
benefitted so fully from the leadership of
these men, should should show our appreciation for their pioneering spirit, moral
values, and competitive strength.
The choices for the first inductees was
made to cover the different regimes of
modeling: rubber, gas, compressed air,
radio control and the writers of the model
aviation press.
The following honorees have been
selected by the Society of Antique Modelers
for Induction into the SAM Hall of Fame
which will be inaugurated this year at the
SAM National Champs in Las Vegas;
Maxwell Bassett
Walter Good
Dick Korda
Chet Lanzo
Gordon Light
Irwin Ohlsson
Bert Pond
John Pond
Sal Taibi
Frank Zaic
The presentations will be made in the
main dining room of the Gold Strike Hotel at
7:30pm October 11, 1989. Following the
SAM business meeting, awards will be given
to those honorees present.
Jim Adams, SAM president, announced
that the honorees have been invited to attend the SAM Champs as our guests. Those
not able to attend will receive their honorary
awards in their homes.
The awards consist of large plaques,
suitably engraved with words capturing the
contributions that each made to the
progress of modeling. Each honoree who is
not currently a life member of SAM will be
given such a membership in the Society of
Antique Modelers.
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According to Larry Jenno, SAM Champs
Contest Manager, every first-place winner
Elev.
2-re4 will receive a trophy and an Old Time kit at
the Awards Banquet. Over 50 kits have been
donated by Klarich Kustom Kits of Rancho
Cordova, California and Hobby Horn of
Santa Ana, California.
At this time, at least 12 engines and
several kits have been donated for door
prizes at the banquet. Six of the engines are
spark ignition and six are Cox engines, including three of the new Cox .049 Texaco engines.
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Speaking of fun, the Gold Strike Hotel in
Jean, Nevada is sponsoring a free "Slots
Tournament" for the ladies at the SAM
Champs. This event will be run on Wednesday, October 11, from 10am till noon.
Scores will be kept and the high-point winners will receive cash prizes.

NEW SAM-APPROVED DESIGNS
From Bob Larsh, Chairman,
Design Approval Board
The "CLASSIC', a Cabin and Wakefield
Rubber model of 47 inches span and 210 sq.
In. area. It Is OK for '38-'39 Wakefield using
the small alternate stab. Designer - Chet
Lanza. Obtain plans from him.

The "CIRRUS CRUISER", a small Rubber
Cabin model of 36 inch span and 150 sq. in.
area. Designer - Hank Cole. NOTE; Hank's
post-war version with single rudder appears
in Nov. '47 Air World and is almost identical
to the approved twin-rudder pre-war model,
The single rudder configuration is not SAMeligible. Obtain plans from Bob Larsh.

Mike Granieri (L.), designer of the MG, and Ralph Turner (R.) at the
1988 SAM Nationals with two of Ralph's MG's. Both planes placed
with the Class C job taking first in Glow. (Photo by Joe Elgin)

LEE RENAUD MEMORIAL (1/2-A
TEXACO) AT '89 SAM CHAMPS

The "BLUNDER BUS' - From Frank Heeb
comes this correction to the listing of SAMapproved designs on page 3 of the Jan/Feb
'89 issue of SAM SPEAKS. 'My 'Blunder Bus'
is a 1941 Wakefield or cabin rubber job. It
meets the L2/100 rule with a horrible fat
Clodhopper fuselage."

SUPER CYCLONE ENGINES
P. 0. BOX 26390
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85068

by Joe Beshar, SAM Past President
Another Lee Renaud Memorial Event wilt be held at
Jean, Nevada during the 1989 SAM Champs. It is
scheduled for Wednesday, Oct. 11. It will be another
1 /2-A Texaco Event separate from the official SAM 1 /2A Texaco on Oct. 10. SAM rules will prevail except that
flights exceeding max will be penalized one point per
second. Here's your opportunity to fly 1/2-A Texaco
twice and win a necklace-type Olympic medal and an
Airtronics radio in the National Lee Renaud
sweepstakes drawing.
Register at the flying field on Oct. 11 There is no
entry fee. Event Director - Joe Beshar.
Page 16

RULES CHANGE "FREEZE"
The rules change "freeze" that was passed in 1986
affected R/C rules only. It does not apply to free flight
or other aspects of Old Time modeling covered by the
SAM Rule Book. Refer to page 18, paragraph D. under
Article IX, Section 2. - Rules Proposals - in your SAM
Rule Book. "A one-time moratorium on rules changes
for the R/C section (only) was passed In 1986, to take
effect upon completion of the then current rules cycle."
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.049
TEXACO
Cox Hobbies, the small engine people,
proudly announce their newest specialty
engine, the TEXACO .049. Working
closely with the top 1/2 A Texaco competitors in the country. Cox engineers have
designed a unique extended duration
production engine that yields the special
combination of fuel economy and power
needed to win V2 A Texaco events. The
Cox TEXACO .049 features include a
high velocity .062" diameter venturi, a
new tree flowing reed holder and a lightweight polymer tank back. The propeller
rear drive plate incorporates a center
boss to aid in centering different props. A
7" D x 31/2" P prop is recommended (not
Included). The red tank and black crankcase distinctively mark this new engine.
RPM range is 9,100 to 9,600 with a 7" D
x 31/2" P prop white duration is 5 to 6
minutes_ Tank size is Texaco regulation
BCC.

COX HOBBIES INC.
1525 E. Warner Avenue
Santa Ana, CA 92705
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SAM-APPROVED PRE-1950
DIESELS (revised)
Following Is a revised compilation of
diesel engines that should qualify under the
SAM pre-1950 rule. The original list appeared in the March 1985 issue of SAM
SPEAKS. Comments and corrections were
requested at that time. This list includes all
changes received to date.
AMERICA
Air-O-Diesel .27
Arden .09/.19 cony.
C.I.E..12
Deezil .12
Delong .29
Drone .29
Mite .09
Speed Demon .30
Vivell .09
AUSTRALIA
Deezil .12 (Burford Copy)
G.B.50 - Stunta Mote"
G.B.50 "Stunta Mote" Mk II
G.B.250 2.5
Mills Copies
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Husicka 2.5cc
Letmo M.D. 2.5cc
Letmo M.D.3 2.7cc
Moucha Atom 1.8cc
Moucha Super Atom 1.8cc
M.Super Atom Major 3.5cc
NV-21 2.1cc
Septacek 2cc
DENMARK
Ceros 3.5cc
Diesella 2.4cc
Mikro I 2cc
Mikro II 2cc
Monsun 2.4cc
Thorning Bensen 1A 2.5cc
Thorning 3 2.5cc
Thorning 3.5cc
Viking 2.4cc
ENGLAND
Airstar 2.15cc (1948)
Allbon 2.8cc (1948)
Allbon 2.8cc Mk II (1948)
Amco 3.5cc PB Mk I (1949)
B.M.P. 21 3.5cc (1947)
Clansman 5cc (1946)
D.C. Wildcat Mk I (1947)
D.C. Wildcat Mk II (1948)
D.C. Wildcat Mk III (1949)
Dyne "2' 2cc (1947)
Dyne "3' 3cc (1947)
Dyne "3' 3cc Mk 5 (1949)
E.D. Bee Mk I 1cc (1948)
E.D. Mk II 2cc (1947)
E.D. Comp. Spcl. 2cc (1948)
E.D. Mk III 2.49cc (1949)
E.D. Mk IV Hunter 3.46cc (1949)
Electra 2cc (1946)
Elfin 1.8cc PB (1948)
Elfin 2.49cc (1949)
Elfin 2.49cc (Dunham Copy)
E.R.E. 2.48cc (1948)
ETA 5 (1947)
ETA 5 Type R (Red Head) (1948)
Frog 100 Mk II 1cc

Frog 180 1.6cc (1948)
G.H.G. 2cc Mk I (1946)
G.H.G. 2.4cc (1948)
Hallam 2.5cc (1948)
H.P. Mk III Ser I 4cc (1947)
H.P. Mk Ill Ser II 4cc (1947)
H.P. IX 3.4/3.9cc (1948)
K Falcon 1.96cc (1949)
K Falcon Mk II 2.37cc (1949)
K Falcon Mk II 2.5cc (1949)
K Kestrel 1.9cc (1949)
K Tornado 1.9cc
K Vulture I 5cc (1948)
K Vulture II 5cc (1949)
K Vulture Mk III 5cc (1949)
Kemp 4.4cc (1947)
Leesil 2.4cc (1946/47)
Maddox Mite 1.7cc (late 40's)
Majesco 2cc (1946)
Majesco 2.2cc (1947)
Masco Buzzard 2.8cc (1949)
Masco 5cc (1947)
M.E.C. 1.2 & 2cc (1949)
Mills Mk I, II .75cc (1948)
Mills Mk I 1.3cc (1946-48)
Mills Mk II 1.3cc (1948)
Mills Mk III 1.3cc (1949)
(set. no. starting with 26460)
Mills 2.4cc (1948)
M.S. 2.5cc (1948)
Oliver Battleax 2cc (1947)
Oliver Fury 2cc
Oliver Fury 2.5cc
Oliver Jaguar 2.5cc (1948)
Oliver Panther (1949)
Oliver Tiger Mk I 2.5cc (1949)
OWAT 5cc (1946)
Premier Lionheart 2.48cc (1949)
Rapier 3cc (1948)
Rawlings 18 1.8cc (1948)
Rawlings 30 3.0cc (1948)
Reeves 1.8cc (1947)
Reeves 3.4cc (1947)
Weston 'B' 3.5cc (1949)
Weston 'C' 5cc (1948)
Weston 'D' 5cc (twin) (1948)
FRANCE
Airplan "Normandie' 5cc (1945)
Airplan 2.15cc (1947)
Allouchery 3cc (1945)
Allouchery 4cc (1945)
Bos Morin 3.5cc (1947)
Bonnier Type A 5cc (1945)
Bonnier Type B 5cc
Comete Jr. 5A 5.3cc (1945)
Delmo 2.56cc (1945)
Delmo 3.5cc (1946)
Super Delmo 5cc (1946)
D.O.B. 5cc (1946)
Jide 8 1.7cc (1945)
Jide 12 3cc (1946)
Maraget Meteore 1.7cc (1946)
Maraget 3cc (1945)
Maraget 4.8cc (twin) (1945)
Marquet M5 5cc (1945)
M.G. 5cc (1946)
Micromoteur 1.99cc (1949)
Micron 2.8cc (1945)
Micron 2.47cc (1945)
Micron 5AA 5cc (1943)
Morin 47 4cc (1946)
Morin 81 5cc (1946)
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Ouragan 2.8cc (1946)
Ouragan 3.3cc (1946)
Rambaud 5cc (1946
S.T.A.B. 3.52cc (1945)
GERMANY (WEST)
Eisfeld DV 2 6cc
Eisfeld DV 3 2.5cc
Kemmerling 5cc
Ridi 2.2cc (1949)
ITALY
Alcar 5cc (1945)
AS 5cc
Antares 4 4cc (1944/45)
Automatic 4 4cc (1943)
Delta 2cc (1947/48)
Elia 4.2cc (1946/47)
Elica (1947)
Eolo 5cc (1946)
Folgore L.N.2 2.04cc (1946)
Giglio 2cc (1945)
Ghezzi 4cc
Helium M.B.6 6cc (1946)
Helium C.6 6.3cc (1946)
Mancini Alfa 1 1.8cc (1945)
Mancini M.20E 3.68cc (1944)
Movo D.2 2cc (1944)
OSAM (Super Tigre) G.18 3.5cc
OSAM G.9 5cc
OSAM G.13 5.29cc (1943)
OSAM G.14 5.65cc (1946)
S.E. Titano 3.5cc (1948)
Uranio 4cc (1948)
Vantini 7.5cc (1945)
LUXEMBURG
Retro 2.5cc (1949)
NEW ZEALAND
Pepperel 1.6cc (1949)
Pepperel 2cc (1946)
Pepperel 5cc
NORWAY
David Andersen 2.5cc (late 40's) (Jan D.
Andersen was probably the designer of a
1946, 2.4cc engine that was know simply as
"Diesel 2.4."
David Andersen 3.5cc (1944)

POLAND
Fegad 2 2.38cc (1946)
Gado Ill 3cc (1946)
SIM-2 2.76cc
SWEDEN
G.P. 1001 1cc (1949)
G.P. 1.5cc (1944)
Komet 2.68cc (1946)
Rogstadius 2cc (1943)
Vasteras-dieseln 2cc (1944)
SWITZERLAND
Dyne 2cc (1942)
EVERYTHING: FOR THE VINTAGE A/00E1ER

ARGO - U.S.A.
• ELFIN 2.49 cc DIESEL ENGINES
• ORWPCX ENGDIES
IGNITION DIESEL - GLOW
• BATTLEAXE - DIESEL P.NGINFS
• SPARK PLUGS
• TRANS. IGNMON COILS
• POUR STROKE - GLOW ENGINE
• GLOW PLUGS
• MOTOR MOUNTS - GLASS FILLED
• ACCESSORIES
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Superior Aircraft Materials
12020-G Centralia • Hawaiian Gardens, California 90716 • (213) 865 3220
-

Handling Charge • S5.00 • Add $3.00 for C.O.D. • Minimum Order $20.00 F.O.B. Factory
We accept Personal checks and C.O.D. • Caldornta Residents add 6•% Sales Tax
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P.O. Box 7334 • Van Nuys, CA 91409

SESD OLD 'Nail "GOODIES"?
HERE THEY UZI
sawed prop blanks,
A 1930's MODEL SHOP'
balloon/WWI/Streamline balsa wheels, Hinoki wood,
colored nitrate dope, thrust buttons & bearings, bamboo, silver Jap tissue, prop hardware, special washers.
winders, rubber, hundreds of old Scale/Contest plans
& more! Shop from our illustrated catalog. Send$2.00

"BUILD THIS SMOOTH FLYER"
Jim Bohash original 1939 design "U.S. Standard
Wakefield." Ship flew on U.S. Wakefield team 1938 &
1939, Paris, France and Bendix, New Jersey. Bohash
also won 1940 Canadian National Championship and
Michigan State Championships - 1939 & 1952. Plans
never published nor in kit. Approved by SAM as
authentic Antique. Full size plans $5.00 U.S. - $10.00
outside U.S. Order from: Jim Bohash, 20721 Millard
St., Taylor, MI 48180.

HERB'S MODEL MOTORS
• HLIRLEMAN ENGINES & PARTS
• HROWN JR. PARTS & OVI•RHAUI.
• ME 40hlt ANNIVERSARY HROWN JR. ENGINE
• I HE WAHE•BROWN JR ENGINES
• THE OHLSSON COMMEIMORATI% I. ENGINE
• THE WAHL fiLIN(.11 TIGER ENGINES

Herb Wahl, Prwrietor
Dedicated To Providing

And

Maintaining Vintage Ignition Engines

Box 61 RI. 87 Forksvitle, PA
Phone (7171 924-3892

18616
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* Visits with notables whose
memories recall more than a
half century of free flight actovity
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Prominent persons and planes In 8
parade of the past—end present
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All mode!
aircraft C8 n
trace their roots
to the earliest days
of free flight.

••
A wealth of news end Information about
•
current events, trends, etc.
•
• All this—and much more blend info a most
• entertaining story narrated by R. J. Theiss,
•• dean of air show action
.

• This, the first release of the collectors' class
•
• series is available for only $34.93 plus $2.00
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SIR,

PLUS TA IN CT

I RECEIVED MY COPY THE TAPE *WELCOME TO YOUR PAST
AND PRESENT' TWO DAYS AGO. I PLAYED IT ALMOST
INSTANTLY. IT IS A GOOD TAPE AND I ENJOYED IT VERY
MUCH. THE SHOTS OF MODELS IN THE AIR ARE ABOUT THE
BEST I HAVE SEEN. IT DOES A GOOD JOB OF BUMMING UP
WHAT F/F. SAM AND FAC ARE ALL ABOUT. I REALLY ENJOYED
THE REMARK WW1 R/C CONTESTING HAVING AN EFFECT ON
ONES MeaLim.
SO FAR SO GOOD.

••
•

.

iep

Received the taps and an very favorably
d.
I believe that this Is as good as any thing that the
AMA has produced.

Deer Sirt
I just received your tape, •Welcome to your beet and present".

••

An excellent production in every respect.

•

MEMORABLE MOMENTS

•
•
•

with antique modelers

•

This Is the video
that recaptures those
memorable moments of a
time when rubber bends,
compressed air, white gas
(and a good throwing arm) comprised the power for flying models

handling

••
••
•
•••
••
••

* SAM Members

VISA and Ma•t•rCard
call 203 264 3667

accepted

•
••
••
••
••

•
•
•

•

•

•
For additional Information concerning this and future
•
model aviation releases—write: Flying Video Productions •
•
920 Main St. North
•
30.00 inc shipping...
Southbury, CT 06488
•

PLUS TX /N CI
•
•• ••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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SOME DUES ARE STILL DUE

by Jim Adams

by Bob Dodds. Sec'y/Treas, SAM

By now, you should have received a combined mailing containing your ballot for the
free flight rules change proposals and an announcement of the SAM Raffle.
It is SAM's good fortune to have inherited
a large collection of model engines and kits
left to us by one of our Life Members, Paul
0. Surber. Paul asked us in his will to distribute the items to the SAM membership by
holding a raffle or giving them as prizes_ I
have followed his wishes by doing both.
A Honda 90 trail bike, two dozen engines
(most of them ignition), and 25 kits are included in the SAM Raffle. Ten more engines
and 72 kits will be given away as prizes at
this year's SAM Champs.
The list of raffle prizes has been published
and each item has been given a number.
Our plan is to draw the winners names
Thursday evening, Oct. 12, at the SAM
Champs. As each winner's name is drawn.
his name will be fastened to the prize that he
has won. Winners do not need to be present
to win.
A great deal of thought was put into how
we would raffle off such a valuable list of
prizes and give every SAM member an equal
chance to win. By mailing every SAM member an announcement and 10 tickets, we
believe that we have given everyone a
chance and have not limited winners to
those who attend the SAM Champs. If you
have not received your tickets or would like
to buy more, please write me.
The raffle is open to all SAM members in
good standing - which means paid-up members. Bob Dodds has asked that we set a
deadline of Oct. 1, for all donations and tickets to be sent to him. HOWEVER, raffle tickets will be available at the SAM Headquarters desk until Thursday evening at the
SAM Champs in Jean, Nevada.
SPIRIT OF SAM CONCOURS
I would like to remind each of you that this
event will be initiated at this year's SAM
Champs. I have just purchased a beautiful
silver tray to be presented to the winner as a
perpetual award. The tray will be suitably
engraved and a winner's name will be added
each year. In addition to the perpetual
award, regular SAM Champs plaques will be
presented to first through fifth places.
The Spirit of SAM Concours is a new event
that places emphasis on models that show
the builders craftsmanship in the tradition of
Old Timers as we have come to know them.
(For rules, see SAM SPEAKS, Jan/Feb 1989.
pg. 4.) This event will be judged by all the
contestants Tuesday evening in the banquet
room at the Gold Strike Hotel. If you are
proud of the models you build. then this
event is for you.
FOREIGN VISITORS TO SAM CHAMPS•
Be sure to bring your national organization membership card with you. It is necessary to provide proof of current membership. Without it, you will be required to join
the AMA.

Upon reviewing SAM's membership list, I
was surprised to discover that one out of five
members have not yet paid their annual
dues. If you are in doubt about your status,
would you please review your records or
check with me to verify your membership?
Although you are receiving SAM SPEAKS,
it does not necessarily mean you are a paidup member. The editor, Bill Darkow, maintains the mailing list and I maintain the membership list. He gets changes of address for
current members. I send him new members
addresses and cancellations.
We also have a tolerance policy which allows you to continue receiving SAM SPEAKS
for a time until your dues are current. This
is done as a convenience for you and to save
SAM postage mailing back issues.
Would you please do your part and examine your records to determine your membership status?
Remember, only paid-up members in
good standing are eligible to participate in
the drawing for many excellent prizes at the
SAM Champs.

A NEW APPROACH TO DYED
TISSUE
by Bud Perry
Read on - I am not trying to talk you into
another of those bathtub brainstorms.
I've been coloring model airplanes using
this method for years. Unlike Floquil or
butyrate jar skimming, I don't have to take
out a loan to finish a project.
All large food markets and fabric outlets
sell Rit dye. The powdered kind comes in an
infinite variety of colors, and can be used
straight or mixed with other colors to give
that "just right" blend.
I use baby food jars for mixing. Open a
pouch of Rit dye and pour a few of the
"beads' in the Jar, then pour some dope thinner on top of them. You'll be surprised how
quickly the thinner "snatches" the color from
the dye.
Keep blending and putting raw balsa
sticks in the jar and holding them next to the
sample color you want. When you are satisfied as to the proper shade, add about 20%
clear dope to your mix.
I always put a couple of thin coats of clear
dope on the model to eliminate 'creeping'
before I start adding color. Rit gives you a
really lively-looking color. 11 is formulated to
resist fading in sunlight, and if you save a little in a jar, you'll have some for patching.
Just add thinner - there's no pigment to
worry about.
Rit gives a "richer than life' color to Golden Age aircraft and flats sprayed on for
military jobs are really life-like.
Work with it - it takes longer to tell you
about it than it does to do it! (From Flying
Aces Club News - Lin Reichel, Editor and
Aero News - Jim Alaback, Editor)
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HEADS UP!
As of July 15, 1989, your editor (and SAM
SPEAKS) will have a new address:
Bill Darkow, Editor
Phone:
SAM SPEAKS
(206) 272-6395
1237 S. Grant St.
Tacoma, WA 98405
You are a member of one of the fastestgrowing model airplane organizations in the
world! The Society of Antique Modelers and
the "Old Timer' movement is a spontaneous
world-wide phenomenon with new chapters
being formed in the United States, Canada,
England, Australia, New Zealand, France,
Germany, Italy and other countries.
The unique aeromodeling philosophy expressed in the SAM creed and given life in
SAM activities is swelling our ranks with
"Sunday Flyers' and sport modelers who are
enjoying our hobby/recreation. Thousands
of veteran modelers are preserving our
aeromodeling heritage by replicating and
flying classic model airplanes. Intense competition-weary modelers are rediscovering
the relaxing pleasures of flying for fun.
One result of this rapid growth is that SAM
SPEAKS is being hard-pressed to keep you
fully informed of regional. national and international activities and developments. Since
it usually contains only 12 pages and is
published every 2 months, it may soon become inadequate to represent such a rapidly growing organization. Without an effective newsletter, the continuing development
of the 'Old Timer' movement could be
seriously handicapped.
With a total domestic and overseas circulation of nearly 2500 and growing, SAM
SPEAKS will soon be beyond the ability of
one person, the editor, to produce the highquality newsletter SAM needs.
A publications team of associate editors
from various modeling disciplines and SAM
regions is being formed to help SAM
SPEAKS become the best possible advocate
for Old Time aeromodeling. By using a wellorganized and coordinated "team' method,
each member will carry only his share of the
production load and we should get a better
newsletter as a result.
We need at least one contributing editor
from each SAM region. (SAM VP's?) We
also need one or more contributing editors
from each of the following disciplines:
F/F Gas (both Antique and 0/T)
F/F Rubber (including Wakefield)
R/C Assist
0/T Glider (both Towline and HLG)
Scale
Engines (Spark, Diesel, Glow, CO-2, Compressed Air, Electric, etc.)
Advertising
Meet Schedules (Regional)
Any other categories you can think of.
If you would like to be considered for
membership on this team, please write me
at the address above. Also indicate how
often you can participate in the production
of SAM SPEAKS, i.e. every issue, once a
year, or somewhere between.

`I

Don Sachtjen with SAM 57 hat and T-shirt at Lawrenceville. IL. June
'89. Note "Red Ripper" in background. Photo submitted by Bill

"Buck" Zehr fine tunes Anderson Spitfire powered Goldberg
Sailplane at Lawrenceville, IL. June '89. Photo submitted by Bill

Brenchley.

Brenchley.

ACCOLADES FOR THE
LAWRENCEVILLE SAM MEET
by Bill Brenchley
For those SAM members who were fortunate enough to have attended the joint
NFFS, FAC and SAM meet held concurrently at Lawrenceville, June 19-23, I think I can
speak in your behalf in regard to the excellent planning in providing the site and official direction for participants in the meet.
I would like to acknowledge the City of
Lawrenceville and the Airport Board
Authority whose cooperation provided unimpeded access to one of the premier flying
sites in the nation.
Thank you also to the several event CD's,
both F/F and R/C, and their designated officials and timekeepers whose dedication to
the meaning of our SAM preamble provided
both a well-run meet and a truly memorable
modeling experience for us.
Finally, please join me in thanking Don
Sachtjen, SAM 57 meet manager, for his tireless efforts in putting it all together. With
meet managers like Don providing inspiration and direction, SAM will continue to grow
and flourish.

AMILIELECOMEE - John Schifko of SAM

John Pond has NOT shrunk. OS 60 F/S powered "outsized" Comet
Clipper makes him look small though. Lawrenceville. IL, June '89.
Photo submitted by Bill Brenchley.
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57 commissioned this Bob Benjamin drawing of his Forster .29-powered Goldberg
'Zipper" being launched at Lawrenceville in
1988. Drawing is based on a photo taken by
Bob Newman of the Kirwood Thermaleers
Free Right Club.
If you have a good action photo of a
favorite Antique or Old Timer and would like
to have it considered as a candidate for
cover art, send it in.

50th ANNIVERSARY WAKEFIELD
- TAFT
by Jim Adams
The annual Wakefield bash held between
the SAM 35 group from England and SAM
chapters 3, 13 and 41 was joined by SAM
members from the Midwest this year.
Notable was Ernie Linn from Kansas, Tom
McCoy, Chet Lanzo and Richard Thompson
from Michigan and points nearby.
Over 40 contestants fought it out in the
"winds" of Taft for the coveted first places.
This year's contest was run in conjunction
with the Free Flight Champs that convenes
each year over the Memorial Day weekend.
The British "Team" this year was made up
of David Baker, Reg Parham, Adam Beales,
George Stephenson, Brian Martin, Adrian
Culf, Mike Heatherington, Walter Kennett
and Vic Westcar.
Thursday, which was 'test flight day' for
many of the new models, was marked by
rather stiff breezes which abated only slightly over the weekend. The unusual winds
gave many of the models and modelers a
good bit of trouble and a great deal of retrimming was going on the whole weekend.
Several new "old faces' were present for
the Old Time Wakefield events that seem to
be attracting a lot of interest. I noticed Joe
Foster, Bill McConachie, Graham Podd, Bill
Cushenberry and J. Roguski were among
the attendees this year. The list goes on and
on, but when you're trying to get in your
flights and take photos and notes. there just
isn't enough time to get everything.
The number of events was expanded to include pre-1937 four-ounce, Anniversary
eight-ounce, Vintage 1940 through 1955 and
a Korda Wakefield Scramble. This last event
was dreamed up by Joe Norcross and consists of trying to log as much flight time as
possible during 43 minutes, which was the
length of Dick Korda's fabled flight posted at
the International Wakefield meet held at the
New York World's fair in August 1939.
Highlight of the meet was the huge,
airplane-eating Thermal Monster that hung
over the field Monday morning during the
Scramble. At one point, I counted 12
Wakefields circling in lift, all getting higher
and higher and many having been launched
with long fuses or no fuses at all. I overheard
Sal Taibi ribbing Chet Lanzo about his "new"
foolproof mechanical D/T timer. It seems
that Chet forgot to release the stop and the
Lanzo Classic went out of sight over the field
at 26 minutes.
Ken Sykora M.C.'ed the Victory Banquet
Monday evening at the (now) world-famous
White Elephant restaurant in Taft.
Frank Zaic was Guest of Honor and gave
a keynote address on the international
qualities of aeromodeling.
John Crean won the Anniversary event
with a perfect three maxes and was awarded
the beautiful Wakefield Perpetual Anniversary trophy by Frank Zaic. John, who flies
with the SCAMPS, is a relative newcomer
who has just recently returned to free flight
after a many-year lay-off.

Some of the "Brits" - (L to R) David Baker, Adrian CuIf. Brian Martin,
Mike Heatherington and Reg Parham. Not pictured - Walter Kennett and Vic Westcar.

Left to Right - Mike Myers, John Crean, Art Watkins, Sat Taibi

John Crean (R), 1989 Korda Wakefield winner, receives perpetual
trophy from Frank Zaic (L), Guest of Honor and Keynote Speaker at
the 50th Anniversary Wakefield Banquet.
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Everyone had a great time and many
promises of "See you again next year at
Barkston.' were heard among the contestants. Barkston, an RAF base about 100
miles north of London, seems the likely location for next year's get-together.
110z.ANNIVERSARY.
1.
John Crean
USA
2.
Art Watkins
USA
Jim Adams
3.
USA
4.
Graham Podd
USA
George Stephenson UK
5.

RESULTS OF 23rd ANNUAL
NORTHROP FLYING WING CONTEST
Flown at USF/F Champs
Taft, Calif. - May 28, 1989

4 Oz. POE-1937

by Carl J. Hatrak, C.O.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Andy Faykun
Brian Martin
Joe Foster
Mike Heatherington
Adam Beales

USA
UK
USA
UK
UK

VINTAGE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

J. Roguski
Bill Cushenberry
Hal Cover
George Stephenson
Adam Beales

USA
USA
USA
UK
UK

SCRAMRI F
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bill McConachie
Bob Langdon
B.M.S. Team
Andy Faykun
Alfy Faulkner

USA
USA
USA
USA
USA

GAS & ELECTRIC
360 (2 maxes)
Wade Wiley
320
B. Wainfan
264 (O.O.S.)
Dick Lyons
180 (1 flight)
Jim Robinson
122
Art Watkins
RUBBER
250
Chas Lindley
245
B. Wainfan
224
Al Faulkner
219 (2 flights)
Wade Wiley
(Proxy for John Pool of England who suffered a dislocated shoulder. Model sustained fuselage damage after second flight.
Not John's best day!)
158
Hank Cole

Ken Sykora (L) and Carl Hermes (R) discussing

NEW SAM-APPROVED DESIGNS

Carl's model at Taft. Carl designed the

by Bob Larsh, Chairman, Design Review
Committee

"Hayseed" and was on US Wakefield team
in the 50's. Photo by Bill Darkow.

The "SKY QUEEN" - A Roy Thomason
designed Large Rubber Stick model of
45.75" wingspan and 210 sq. in. area.
Fuselage length Is 35 in. and total weight is
8.5 oz. Plans are found on pages 10-12 In
June '48 MAN. SAM SPEAKS has a copy and
will send you a set of photocopies for $2.
The original "SKY QUEEN" was built
during the summer of 1938. Note: Approved
for single-bladed folding prop only as shown
on plan.
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TOWLINE
315
Lynn Wainfan
Al Faulkner
154
Tony Naccarato
DNQ
SCALE
Mike Myers
DNQ
Mik Mikkelson
DNQ
Ken Sykora
DNQ
Ken Johnson
DNQ
LEE RENAUD MEMORIAL
Wade Wiley
B. Wainfan
Dick Lyons
JUDGE'S AWARD
John Pool

David Baker, leader of the British
contingent and his Poole- designed,
tailless rubber winner.

The "BIG OLD PLANE" - A Tom McLaughlan designed Old Timer for Class C
Pylon with 76" wingspan and approx. 778 sq.
in. area.
This model was mentioned in SAM
SPEAKS' March/April '89 "Chapter Review"
section under SAM 17. Plane flew at the
1941 AMA Nationals and was successful
prior to that.
Olin Tisdale redrew the plans and built a
replica. Note: Approved for two-wheel landing gear only as shown on plans submitted.
(SAM SPEAKS is anxiously awaiting a
B&W photo and a clarification regarding
source for copies of plans.)

CHAPTER REVIEW

mmFCEdff
SAM 1 - Model Museum Flying Club
Pres. - Mike Fields, 2435 Overlook Dr.,
Broomfield, CO 80020
Editor - Art Grosheider, 2045 S. St. Paul,
Denver, CO 80210
April - A fair turnout of hardy souls
shivered and bitched, but flew anyway. Actually, it wasn't bad flying - only a very gentle
breeze and just a tad cold. Ugh-huh. Several
notaable pantywaist club members stayed
home by the fire and missed a really fun
time. There were some flyaways by Bill
Etherington who could find a thermal on the
moon. He also managed to strain his 1/2-A
Nostalgia thru the spokes of a motorbike first time I ever saw a Cox sheared in half.
With Bill out of the way, it left Mike and I
a shot. Mike stayed warm by entering everything as usual. Jack Warkins hid in his
camper early on but got active later in the
day. Norm Frawley never got around to officially entering the contest which is why his
Sailplane maxed out. Hillis suffered some
strange plague in his 4S - probably carburetor ice. Tom brought a brand new
Brooklyn Dodger, but the Torp refused to
light oft.
Yours truly nearly had cardiac arrest when
my 1/2-A Tex went pouf into the lower than I
thought clouds. A panic dive made it reappear, but it kept doing it. I thought that engine would never quit.
Anyhow, us stalwarts had a good time and
went home feeling smug and tough. The
end results were that Bill Etherington took
firsts In .020, rubber and scale. Mike won
HLG, Nostalgia, Antique and Cabin. Norm
Frawley got ABC F/F. Jack Watkins
grabbed firsts in R/C 0/T and 4-cycle. Me
myself took home the 1/2-A Tex win.
May - Altogether a pretty nice day sliced
down the middle by the usual wind. And not
a bad turnout altho not everyone who came
got around to entering, which is OK because
the more the merrier.
Lang, who has vowed not to compete this
year, stayed true to his word, but it just isn't
the same without his invective filling the air.
Ed showed up in his temporary funny hat
and lost his Strato-Streak to the thermal
gods. Mike managed to break a lot of what
he brung, the most spectacular being his
Clipper sans rudder doing a zillion mph dive
into the ground right in front of a tent full of
kibitizers who never heard it coming because of the noise the wind was making.
Bill showed off by flying his miserable little Comet Taylorcraft in conditions that had
the R/C boys cowering. Karl filled in on the
language lessons - mainly directed at a

balky ST .35 and Jackson's launching technique, Hillis' Sailplane flew beautifully altho
the .48 Surpass powering it has been a real
dud so far.
Dave Ramsey arrived too late for the good
conditions which we swore existed earlier
and which returned with about half an hour
to go. Ralph brought along a mock-up of a
very neat Tomy Timer set-up. Tom finally
got his Torp started and the virgin flight of
his Brooklyn Dodger was right nice, with due
credit to Les who's forgotten more about ignition engines and trimming than most of us
will ever know.
Wally was there and Kirk managed to have
a bum day by cracking up one of his scale
ships and losing the NV out of a TO .02
'somewhere out there' in the vast
landscape.
Yours truly flew a restored Al White 'So
Long" in spite of a ratty-running O&R .23 and
committed the Ultimate Sin of forgetting to
turn on the RX in his 1/2-A Tex Playboy, said
model then promptly catching a major thermal and going 00S. Much to my amazement, I got a call the following Thursday
from a guy who found it whilst plowing a
field down by Kiowa, about 20 miles south.
All in all, a kind of mixed day, but we did
have a good time and that's what its' all
about anyway.

admit that we are spoiled when, in 30
minutes. a person can fly in a dry lake bed
that is four miles long and over a mile wide.
Because of our good location, most of us
have our Old Timers pretty well trimmed,
and the flying of these little sport jobs appears to be enjoyed by an increasing number of the members. Give it a try guys, because if lots of fun.
(From "The Vegas Free s=lighter")

SANLI 0 - CAA MA'
Capital Area Antique Modelers Assoc.
Dedicated to all forms of Free Flight including R/C Assist.
* SAM * NFFS Nostalgia * AMA
Flying field for Association use.
Contact: Jack Bolton, 3433 Lyrae St., Oakton, VA 22124.
Home phone: (703) 620-1138.
Monthly meetings will be held the third
Thursday of each month at 7pm at the
Thomas Jefferson Library, 7415 Arlington
Blvd., Falls Church, VA, Tel. (703) 573-1060.
CAAMA currently has over 40 members in.
cluding many well-known modelers among
the newcomers. They recently held an ambitious Fun Fly at their excellent field. There
were 9 SAM F/F events and 5 SAM R/C Assist events, 2 NFFS Nostalgia events and 2
AMA Gas events. Photos when available.

SAM 26 - "The Central Coast Chapter"

SAM 25 - `Vegas Antique Model Plane
Society" (VAMPS)
President: Larry Jenno, 4341 Flanders St.,
Las Vegas, NV 89121
Home phone: (702) 731-4029
Editor: Phil McCary, 532 College Dr. #212,
Henderson, NV 889015
Home phone: (702) 564-6663
Old Timer and Antique free flight models
are the mainstays of the VAMPS and it is
these types of models that are closest to our
hearts. However, there is a growing Interest
in the flying of small sport models because
most of us can fly every week and we have
one of the greatest flying sites of all time
close at hand.
These smaller models take less time and
money to build and are easy to transport and
fly. Several members, including myself,
have built and are flying P-30. Pee-Wee 30,
electric, sport .020, CO-2 and small rubber
models for fun. These little ships can
achieve some respectable times and are
low-stress items compared to the big ignition-powered Old Timers. This change in
pace and variety adds a little more spice to
free flight.
It is unfortunate that not all free-tlighters
have the facilities that we have and I must
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President: Ron Doig, 1029 N, Lupine St.,
Lompoc, CA 93436
Home phone: (805) 736-9840
Contact: Bob Angel. 1001 Patterson Rd.,
Santa Maria, CA 93455
Home phone: (805) 937-5145
"Coastal Cooler' Invitational Fun-Fly, Sunday, July 2 at Lompoc - A mostly unstructured all day 0/T A/C Fun-Fly.
Time will be from when you get there until
when you leave after the barbecue later in
the afternoon.
Invitations are extended to all you valley
dwellers who would like to escape the heat
and go fly on the 4th of July weekend. 50
entry fee will be refunded if high noon
temperature exceeds 79 degrees F. Also all
you folks who think SAM is too competitive
are invited to show up or shut up.
We will serve lunch and dinner on the field
for a modest donation to cover food costs.
For early arrivals, we may gather at a home,
restaurant or the Lompoc Valley Club for a
Saturday night dinner or Santa Maria Style
Barbecue.
Oh yes, the flying. No entry lees and
probably no trophies, but there could be
some fun-type awards. Some scores may
be kept or maybe not_ You can record your
own score in a "Mixed Texaco' event with
1/2-A and full-sized models flying against
each other with a 30 minute max. We'll also
"fly what you brung' in a mixed ABC LER
event. SAM competition specs will be loose,
but we recommend only pre-1943 model
designs.
If your ship has a sick ignition engine,
bring it along anyway. and we'll have some
troubleshooting equipment available along
with unlimited "expert" advice.

Bob Gordon (R) and Jack McGillivary (L) with their models for the
1/2-A Texaco Scale R/C event. Bob has a French Farman 400 with
42" span and 306 sq. in. at 17 oz. Jack has a 1935 Taylor Cub with
44" span and 288 sq. in. Photo from Jack G. Brown.
SAMAa - 'Niagara Frontier Chapter'
Contact: Jack Brown, 1446 Red Jacket Rd.,
Grand Island, NY 14072.
Home phone: (716) 773-5674.
Special Events:
1/2-A Texaco Scale R/C Model shall be a replica of a reciprocating
engine powered, man-carrying aircraft of
pre-1943 vintage. Model shall be capable of
R.O.G. Powered sailplanes are not acceptable.
Although models are not judged for scale,
a reasonable effort should be made to simulate realistic coloring and markings.
Minimum wing loading: Monoplane - 8
oz./sq. ft., Multiplane - 6 oz./sq. ft.
Model shall be powered with Cox .049
reed valve type engine with maximum 8cc
fuel tank. No throttles. No diesels. Maximum propellor diameter - 8". Commercially
available glow fuel only.
Model to be balsa/plywood construction.
Foam to be used for detail only. No foam
ARFs. Plan or 3-views needs for confirmation. The bottom line is that the model must
resemble a real plane of the era.
All flying and scoring regulations of SAM
1/2-A Texaco will apply to this event. Three
attempts allowed for two officials. 15minute max per flight. A flight of 40 seconds
or less is an automatic attempt. A flight
under 4 minutes is an attempt unless contestant declares otherwise.

SAM 5fi - 'W.H.A.M." (Wichita Historical
Aircraft Modelers)
President: Jack Phelps, 5149 Armstrong,
Wichita, KS 67204, Phone: (316) 838-8144.
Editor: Ernie Linn, 3505 East Mt. Vernon,
Wichita, KS 67218, Phone: (316) 687-9552.

Sal Taibi fueling up Vivell .35 powered Corben Super Ace at
SCAMPS Annual, April '89. Flight time was 19:54 for first place.

SAM 56 members visited the Topeka
Model Aircrafters Club (TOPMAC) SAM 71
first ever Kansas Indoor State Model
Airplane Championships (KISMAC). Jack
Koehlar, TOPMAC and SAM 71 founder and
sparkplug, is hoping that this event will become self-supporting. 'We had 17 flyers
who entered an average of 3 events each. If
we'd had twice as many entrants, we would
have broken even."
Stan Chilton recently repossessed the
AMA EZ-B record for a 26-foot ceiling with a
16 min. 9 sec. flight.
SAM 56 Is sponsoring their 3rd Annual Invitational Category III Free Flight Meet. It
will be flown simultaneously with the 40th
Annual Oklahoma Glue Dobbers Free Flight
Contest, August 12-13 at Perry Municipal Airport - located 6 miles north of Perry, Oklahoma on US 77.
Contest Directors are: Ernie Linn and
Larry Bishop. Trophies through third place.
Events are:
.020 Replica
Rubber Stick
Rubber Fuselage
Rubber Scale
A/B/C Pylon/Cabin Combo
1/2-A Texaco R/C Assist
Special Event:
50th Anniversary Wakefield.
SAM 56's really big meet, the 5th Annual
SAM WHAM BAM, will be held Sept. 16-17
about 3 miles off US Hwy. 54 near the Augusta, Kansas airport.
Contest Directors are: Ernie Linn and Jim
O'Reilly, 4760 N. Battin, Wichita, KS 67220,
Phone: (316) 744-0856.
There will be 5 R/C events and 5 F/F
events plus a Craftsmanship and 50th Anniversary Wakefield special event.
Page 7

6th ANNUAL WESTERN NY SAM
CHAMPS
by Jack Brown. Contest Director
SAM_48 - 'Niagara Frontier Chapter" and
"The Aircrafters Model Airplane Club' will cohost this all R/C Assist meet Saturday,
August 12 from 9am to 5pm and Sunday,
August 13 from 9am to 4pm at the Hamburg
Model Airplane Field, Lake Road, Hamburg,
New York.
Saturday's events will include:
0.50 Electric
1/2-A Texaco (Hand Launch)
Texaco
90-second Cabin
Antique C
Sunday's events will include:
1/2-A Texaco Scale
Pure Antique
Class A LER
Class B LER
Class C LER
SAM rules will prevail_ Contest Director
reserves the right to make changes due to
weather conditions. Circle rule is waived.
Entry fees are: Pre-registration - $6 first
event, $3 each added event to a $15 maximum. Field registration - $6 per event, no
maximum. Trophies will be awarded to third
place in each event.
Refreshments will be served on the field
both days. Full deluxe Smorgasbord Banquet dinner will be held Saturday night at
7pm at the Lake View Hotel, just down the
road from the field - $13 each prepaid.

Jack Brown, Contest Director
1446 Red Jacket Road
Grand Island, NY 14072
or call eves: (716) 773-5674
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A PAIR OF 'WASPS" FROM
OVERSEAS
VESPA
Plans for the "VESPA", a small, high performing power model from SAM ITALIA, were
provided by Ferdinando Gale' of Chapter 62
for SAM USA.
CERTIFICATION - Marino Bagalini designed
and flew this free flight model at the 1941
Italian National Contest, where it took fourth
place. With a 30-second engine run, it flew
4 minutes and 31 seconds.
Adriano Castellani presented this model
in the #12 issue of the "L'Aquilone"
magazine, 22 March 1942.
This 1988 drawing of a radio-assisted version strictly conforms to the configuration of
the original model and the rules of SAM
ITALIA, Chapter 62 - Mario Marengo, SAM
ITALIA, #54.
Wing span
1300 mm (51.181
0/A length
900 mm (35.401
Wing airfoil
Eiffel 400
Tail airfoil
NACA 0009
Full-size plans are available from SAM
SPEAKS for $5 each. Send to:
SAM SPEAKS
1237 S. Grant St.
Tacoma, WA 98405
Proceeds from the sale of plans will be
used to help pay the operating expenses of
SAM SPEAKS.

THE VINTAGE CORNER
by Alex Imrie, President, SAM 35 (UK)

(From "Aeromodeller", July 1981)
"WASP" - Various vintage modellers have
offered help with material for this column,
and I am sure that many tine contributions
will be received in due course. However, I
am pleased to report that the most active
response has come from original vintage
modelers who are still very much with the
hobby today. This month, L.S. Wigdor, who
has been at the game for almost 50 years,
provides the source.
In 1937, he received a small Elf petrol engine from his penfriend, Elbert J. Weathers,
in California. This engine, although of
limited power for its 2.3cc capacity, was a
smooth-running sand-cast beauty, and had
an ignition coil that would work satisfactorily on only 1.5 volts.
A feature of this engine was its very great
fuel economy. It could drive the 12 x 6
Chauviere-type propellor supplied with the
engine at 3500rpm for 40 minutes on one
ounce of fuel!
Other features not usually found on so
small an engine were a float chamber carburetor, adjustable and completely
enclosed contact breaker points at the rear
of the engine, three piston rings and a "fullsize' type of airscrew hub which, in addition
to the normal crankshaft nut, also used four
bolts which passed through the propellor
into tapped holes in the drive washer.

However, although these features were most impressive, the engine's light weight (4 oz. bare) coupled
with its single cell flight battery were even more impressive and simply called out for a really small petr-'l
model.

-

Jay

—
L. S. Wigdor's original "WASP" with Elf 2.3cc petrol engine. Note 12
x 6 Chauviere-type propellor.

L.S. Wigdor had already built petrol models powered
by both the Brown Jr. and the Baby Cyclone engines.
These were mainly large machines of around 8 ft.
wingspan. An attempt to fit these engines into a 50inch span model had not been overly successful and,
wanting a small model, he now enthusiastically started
a design for the Elf.
The machine that emerged in the summer of 1937
was named "WASP" and had a parasol-mounted wing
of 39.5 in. span. It resembled the Kovel-Grant layout,
but had the spidery wire undercarriage of a rubberdriven model. The long undercarriage was needed to
provide clearance for the 12 in. propellor. Replicas
usually use smaller propellors, but the length of the undercarriage should not be reduced since this will
change the whole appearance of the model. The
reversed rake tip on the tailfin was a typical Wigdor
trademark.
The Elf was fitted inverted, and booster battery contacts, modified clock timer, and access panel for the
flight battery were located on the top of the rear
fuselage.

Alex !nine's 'WASP" with Frog 1.75cc petrol engine.
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Andy Brough's "Wigdor WASP' at Barkston Heath during the 1985
(U/K) F/F Nationals. Powered by the Innes 1.25cc glow engine
described elsewhere in SAM SPEAKS.

Covered with bamboo paper, treated with full
strength Titanine tautening dope and finished in
aluminum, the model weighed 17 oz. This light weight
resulted in slow flight speeds of between 15 and 20
mph. The model was stable and performed best in fairly tight circling flight, being quite sensitive to adjustments of the large rudder tab.
The Elf engine was responsible for quite a spate of
small power designs in the United States - the better
known being "Miss San Diego" (48" span) by Joe
Weathers (see SAM SPEAKS, Nov/Dec'88), "CAVU"
(44' span) by Ken Willard, and the "S - 4" (36" span) by
Malcolm J. Abzug.ln England, the attraction of such a
small power model as the "WASP" led to a description
and plans appearing in Aeromodeller magazine during
1938. The 'WASP" drawing. which was originally a
double-page layout in the larger pre-war Aeromodeller,
is reproduced here as a single page. The dimensions
are easy to read and airfoil sections are given full-size,
(Ed. note: pg. 375 not included - use a photocopier to
enlarge), so it should be a simple matter for enthusiasts
to produce a "WASP" replica. The original wheels were
turned balsa doughnuts.
In recent years, at least two "WASPS" have been
flying regularly. One, built by David Baker, has given
excellent service powered by an elderly FROG 100
diesel. This model had an unusually slow glide, being
covered with silkspan and lacking the usual weighty
spark ignition components. My model was built in
1974 and powered by a FROG 1.75cc petrol engine.
Replicas of this design can be powered by any of the
popular small diesels of 1cc or less displacement with
the Mills .75cc possibly being the best power unit. (Ed.
note: Looks like a great candidate for 1/2-A Texaco.

The WASP — a 40in. Span Petrol 'Plane Ys
N, B. Full-size wing, fin and tail sections on page 375
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ENGINE REVIEW

INNES 1.25cc - 1937

Elfin 2.49cc Diesel
Repro vs. Original

by Andy Brough, Editor, SAM 35 SPEAKS

by Allen Heinreich
Chairman, Engine Committee
In view of all the recent poo-bah about the
Repro Elfin 2.49cc diesel, I felt that, as chairman of the Engine Committee, I should do a
comparison of the repro vs. the original. I
was not on the Engine Committee when the
Elfin was first submitted for approval.
Upon first inspection, I noticed that there
were some external differences. The
original had more cooling fins and the
mounting area was thinner.
After taking the engine apart, I noticed a
few more differences:
1. The original piston is .002" larger than
the repro.
2. The original piston has a tapered crown;
the repro is flat-topped.
3. The original intake ports are milled on
the inside like a Cox. The ports on the repro
are drilled through from the outside. The
timing appears to be about the same.
4. The repro crankshaft has a solid disk
whereas the original has two flats ground on
either side of the crankpin for some counterbalancing.
5. The original intake tube measures .192"
versus .225' for the repro.
6. The original weighs 109 grams. The
repro weighs 125 grams - a little over 1/2 oz.
difference.
The temperature was about 70 degrees
and I used Aerodyne's Standard Diesel Fuel.
I also used the same props and tach for all
tests.
Original Elfin:
Top Flite 9 x 4 wood - 10,200 RPM
Top Flite 10 x 3-1/2 wood - 8.800 RPM
Repro:
Top Flite 9 x 4 wood - 10,100 RPM
Top Flite 10 x 3-1/2 wood - 8,900 RPM
The repro engine was near new, but had
been broken in. The original was the first
one I was able to get and was well-used.
There were obviously some minor differences between the two engines, but I
believe they were done to expedite manufacturing and keep the costs down. The repro
engine is definitely NOT 'hopped up" as
some people are reporting.
Therefore, if you're looking for the best
power/weight ratio, find yourself a good
original Elfin.
However, the repro has a couple of advantages. First, it is readily available and
second, spare parts are easily obtainable.
Allen Heinreich, 398 W. Wilson, Apt. F-214,
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
(Editor's Note: 'Analysis of Engine Data'
by P.G.F. Chinn in Oct. 1949 'Model Aircraft'
- Elfin 2.49cc diesel. Bore .560", Stroke .620',
Weight 3-1/2 oz. Performance: (maker's
figures using nitrated diesel fuel) .2 bhp at
10,000rpm, 11.000rpm with 9 x 4 airscrew.)

The story starts in 1937 when Mr. Innes Sr.
heard about an engine of about 1.5cc made
by a Mr. R. Trethwick. Mr. Innes Sr.. who was
a keen tethered hydroplane builder and
hence was accustomed to constructing his
own engines, was inspired by the idea of
making a miniature engine and decided to
make one smaller than Trethwick's, i.e.
under 1cc. This he accomplished and a
photo of his .87cc 2-stroke installed in a boat
is pictured in a 1937 copy of The Model Engineer.
The story now moves to 1982 when his
son. John, found the original wooden patterns and decided (was persuaded because
I wanted one) to make two replicas.
A local engineering firm cast the
crankcases and barrels via the back door,
and Tony Eifflander, of PAW fame, supplied
the cast iron for the liners and pistons. The
crankshafts were made of mild steel,
counter balanced and then cyanide hardened, followed by grinding.
An unusual feature is the crankpin, which
consists of a bushed left-hand threaded
screw in order that the engine can be assembled - the con rod running in a slot in the
crankcase.

Although the original engine was 0.87cc,
John decided to up the capacity to 1.25cc
for the replicas because they would be
powering aeroplanes and the weight of the
ignition system could prove critical for such
a small capacity. In all other respects, the
two engines are exactly like the original in
construction, materials and finish.
Both have bench-run quite briskly on glow
plug ignition, cams and points not yet being
made.
The above tale is a great example of how
the vintage movement has brought the
heritage of aeromodeling to life. Here we
have a bloke who has no contest interests but even if he had, progress has meant that
to make a contest type engine of any class,
extensive facilities and money would be
needed - and only basic tools were needed
to recreate his father's engine. Pleasure
comes from running it at any speed, regardless of the performance level.
A few years ago, such an endeavour would
have seemed pointless, but SAM has shown
where the lasting pleasures in aeromodelling lie.
(from SAM 35 SPEAKS (UK), Dec_ 1983)
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avid Baker's "WASP" with Frog 100 diesel. Model is nicely
decorated with the old black and gold NGA (National Guild of
Aeromodelists) insignia.
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Color needed here. Walt Geary and pink
'Flamingo` with OS 40 4S. 6th Annual SAM
76 meet, May '89, Hatfield, PA.
Photo by Pete Van Dore.

Caleb Butler, SAM 60, Johnstown, PA
fuels his Ohlsson .60 powered 'Spook".
fith Annual SAM 76 meet, May '89,
Hatfield, PA. Photo by Pete Van Dore.

"BUILD THIS SMOOTH FLYER"

Vernon Wood and Astro Cobalt 15 powered "Cabin Playboy".
Geared with 12 "1200" cells. 6th Annual SAM 76 meet, May '89, Hatfield, PA. Photo by Pete Van Dore.
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Jim Bohash original 1939 design "U.S. Standard
Wakefield." Ship flew on U.S. Wakefield team 1938 &
1939, Paris, France and Bendix, New Jersey. Bohash
also won 1940 Canadian National Championship and
Michigan State Championships - 1939 & 1952. Plans
never published nor in kit. Approved by SAM as
authentic Antique. Full size plans $5.00 U.S. - $10.00
outside U.S. Order from: Jim Bohash, 20721 Millard
St., Taylor, MI 48180.

THE GATHERING"
by Bruce Abell, 17 Ferguson St., Cessnock,
New South Wales 2325, Australia
It's over! The inaugural Aeromodeling
Veterans Gathering was held in Muswellbrook on the week-end of May 20/21
despite two months of almost continual rain!
We must have done something right, as
everyone there was able to fly nearly as often
as they wished.
However, things looked anything but
promising the weekend before as a
downpour on Friday night washed out the
creek crossing into the field and we had to
organize a working-bee to rebuild itl More
steady rain throughout the following week
caused us to make arrangements for a large
hall to gather in if the field didn't dry out
enough by Saturday morning. But by the
20th, the field, though sodden, was OK to
use. The weather steadily improved until
there were clear skies and no wind when the
entire meet was wound up on Sunday. Aline
example of an inverse application of
Murphy's Law!
Unfortunately, the heavy rain (MOST unseasonal) persisted along the coast (Muswellbrook is about 60 miles inland) and
many modelers stayed home and missed
out on a really great week-end!
Special Guest, Nancy Bird-Walton completely captivated some 50 people at the dinner Saturday night. Nancy was the first
woman to fly a commercial aircraft in
Australia when she was retained by the Bush
Nursing Service to fly their Nursing Sisters
to isolated settlements in outback New
South Wales during the early 1930's. She
spoke extensively on early Australian aviation and thoroughly delighted everyone
present! She showed herself to be a most
charming lady with a boundless energy and
a great enthusiasm for people and things
aeronautical. For everyone there, she was
one of the highlights of their weekend.
Harold Stevenson brought a collection of
motors he and the late Bill Marden built
during the 40's and 50's. He even flew a
Miss America powered by the original .60
motor that held the Australian Open Speed
record in the late 40's! I'll bet no other Miss
America has ever gone "upstairs" so quickly!
Harold also had the original speed model
there. He flew a Debby with a .23 he
designed and built in the late 40's and a Gas
Bird with one of the MS .29's he and Bill Marden made and sold in the early 50's.
I had a problem with the Atom Minor Mk III
in a Rocketeer, so it didn't get airborne, but
my twice-size Fugitive glider put in a lot of
flights and showed that it could handle the
10-knot breeze on Saturday. I also put in
one reasonably good flight with a Frog 500
powered Hot Rock on Sunday after curing a
faulty plug gasket.
The breeze was a bit too strong for comfort for the free flighters, so I left my Flying
Minutes and Warring Zombie in the car as
they were not properly trimmed. However, I
did see a Tomboy, Mamselle, Minnie Weaver
and sundry other F/F models flying, but I

was too busy to go over and identify them.
I never even had time to get my camera out
and take some photos!!
Bob Meyer was also flying a couple of
electric powered models other than his 1936
Borysko Flying Wing. Bruce Knight, with his
Lanzo Bomber, and Frank Moore. with a
Lackey Zenith, put in innumerable flights, interspersed with some very lively performances by the Champ of Dennis "Minder"
Westerman.
It was really great to meet modelers I
hadn't seen for many years. The last time I
saw Noel Shennen was at the first two competitions I ever attended in 1949. We both
had our old photo albums and were able to
identify many of the modelers in them and
share some great memories, Allan Villiers
came up from Victoria and we were able to
reminisce about modelers and models in the
Maitland area during the early 50's. This
went on during the whole week-end modelers meeting and swapping yarns
about their successes, failures and experiences "way back when".
At the very beginning, it was decided that
there was to be no competition whatsoever!
Consequently, there were no trophies or
prizes, but we felt that 'outstanding" effort
and/or endeavour should receive appropriate recognition and reward.
The first recipient of one of the "Fun"
awards was none other than Mery Buckmaster, 'Ye Editor" of the Australian modeling magazine - Airbourne"! Morv's efforts in
being the first to retrieve his F/F model from
outside the confines of the flying field
earned him the "Where Did It Go?' award an empty plinth with a suitably engraved plaque.

CANADIAN SAM F/F CHAMPS
by John Bortnak
The Canadian SAM Free Flight Champs
will be held August 19-20 at the CMAC flying
site in Calgary, Alberta.
Events will include:
30-second Antique
0/T Pylon (Classes A, B & C)
0/T Fuselage (Classes A, B & C)
Rubber Stick (LARGE & small)
Rubber Fuselage (LARGE & small)
Rubber Scale
Gas Scale
Fuel Allotment
.020 Replica
Towline Glider
Hand Launch Glider
17 events in all with awards to 3rd plane
in each event. Entry fee will be $5 per event.
Pre-entry to the address below will be appreciated.
Location is the club flying site on the N.E.
corner of Glenmore Trail and 52nd St. S.E.
Join us at the best flying site in Canada. For
more information contact:
John Bortnak, Contest Director
740 Lake Ontario Drive S.E.
Calgary, Alberta T2J 3J8 CANADA
Phone: (403) 278-0507
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Harold Stevenson of M.S. engine fame
received the "Let's See You Start THIS!"
award consisting of an old diesel bolted
through the crankshaft and crankcase and
fitted with a copper tubing intercooler, lawn
mower sparkplug and an 8x10 racing prop.
Other "winners" included Frank Moore,
(the "OUCH!" award), Bert Ronke,
('BEGINNER'S' award) and Paul Dewhurst,
("DON'T DO IT AGAIN!' award).
Bob Meyer of Tamworth earned the one
serious award, "Most Interesting Model", for
his magnificent electric powered model of
the 1936 Borysko Tailless. The award was
decided by popular vote and consisted of an
18' antique propellor hand-carved from
laminated strips of white pine and red cedar
mounted on a laminated plinth and fitted
with a suitable plaque.
The unanimous opinion of all participants
is that we MUST do it again, and the committee of the 6 Hunter Valley clubs will meet
soon to read and assess the submissions
from those who attended "The Gathering'
and decide when the next one will be.

VINTAGE RADIO CONTROL
SOCIETY
by John Worth
The new Vintage R/C Society, which was
described in the January 1989 issue of
Cloud 9, is now in being. As of the first of
May, there were 114 members registered,
Many of the pioneers of R/C history such as
Walt Good, Norm Rosenstock, Bill Winter,
Lou Andrews, Claude McCullough and
Harold deBolt are members.
Those who have not yet joined probably
missed the early low-key announcements,
but there will be more news of the organization forthcoming, so there will be ample opportunity for them to become charter members. It is currently intended that anyone
who pays the $15 initiation fee in 1989 will
be designated as a charter member.
Anyone interested in joining the Vintage
R/C Society may do so by sending $15 to
Joe Beshar, 198 Merritt Drive, Oradell, NJ
07649. Joe is acting as Treasurer until
things get more organized. He has persuaded me to act as President until we get
around to more formal procedures.
Meanwhile, Joe, Bill Winter and Hal deBolt
will act as informal advisors to me.
Art Schroeder - for many years R/C editor
for Model Airplane News - has accepted the
responsibility for producing a newsletter. It
will start out as a quarterly publication with
the first issue to be distributed in June.
(From "Cloud 9", May 1989)
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3016• 12424
3710 A 12 x 40

74
14 6
2.93
5.65

420

176
3_66
7.12
74
1.46
293
6 45

LITE PLYWOOD
14 • 12 4 12
118 a 12 x 24
FM • 12 • 01

112
724

TAPERED TRAILING

EDGE

36' 48'

11.6 x 112
3110 a 314
114 4 1
5118 1Vs
3751 1 14

22
29
42
44
.62

.)1:
40
55
61
72

Superior Aircraft Materials
12020-G Centralia • Hawaiian Gardens, California 90716 • (213) 865-3220
Handling Charge -55.00 • Add $3.00 for C.O.D. • Minimum Order $20.00 F.O.B. Factory
We accept Personal checks and C.O.D. • California Residents add 51/2% Sales Tax

DON'T LOSE YOUR NEXT MASTERPIECE
INSTALL THE "SCREAMER BEEPER"

Super loud audio beeper - 96db at a frequency
where the human ear is most sensitive. Audible up to
1500 ft. when the model is airborne - 300 to 400 ft. on
the ground. The sound will direct you immediately to
the model whether it's in trees, crops, tall grass, brush,
ravines, etc.

er"r"
,ellaSpow.
y
t ?

The "SCREAMER BEEPER" is ready to mount in your
plane - complete with 16-hr. battery and DT trigger
switch.

hen Sykora :s

UWTIM
0

Total installed weight - 19 grams (a little over 1/2
oz.). Great for Large Rubber, Glider or Gas model.

MODEL SUPPLY

$19.95 Post Paid. (US Only) Check or Money Order.
California residents add 6.5% Sales Tax. Make checks
payable to:
Bill Turner, Spectronics, Inc.
3027 Rutgers Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90808
Phone: (213) 429-7255

P.O. Box 7334 • Van Nuys, CA 91409

HID Ma TIMER

"ceenizs"?
HERE THEY ABI:

sawed prop blanks,
A 1930's MODEL SHOP!
balloon/WWI/Streamline balsa wheels, Hinoki wood,
Colored nitrate dope, thrust buttons & bearings, bamboo, silver Jap tissue, prop hardware, special washers,
winders, rubber, hundreds of old ScalelContest plans
& more! Shop from our illustrated catalog. Send $2.00

EVERYTHING FOR THE VINTAGE MODELER

ARGO - U.S.A.
ELFIN 249 cc MEM- ENGINES
ORW ICE ENGINES

IGNITION • DIESEL • GLOW
BATT] ,EAXF. • DIESEL ENGINES
SPARK PLUGS
TRANS IGNITION COILS
FOUR STROKE • GLOW FarGrarE
GLOW PLUGS
MOTOR MOUNTS - GLASS FILLED
A CCESSOR CES

•

SUPER CYCLONE ENGINES
P. 0. BOX 26390
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85068

3229 Dianora Dr. Palos Verdes, CA 90274
Phone (213) 377-6186
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BOX 1059
BEAMSVILLE, ONTARIO
LOR 1B0

WE STOCK
12 & 21 GRAM PER
SO. METER
EASY SPAN
COVERING MATERIAL
RED, YELLOW, GREEN
BLUE, ORANGE, BLACK
WHITE
PROPS 3-1/2'10 12 1
RUBBER .045" THICK
1/16"-1/8"-3/16"-1/4"
SEND FOR PRICES

FF1
FF-2
FF-3
FF-4
FF-5
FF -6
FF -7
FF -8
FF -9
FF-10
FF-11
FF-12
FF -13
FF-14
FF-15
FF-16
FF-17
FF-18
FF -19
FF -20
FF-21
FT -22
FF-23
Fr-24
FF - 25
FF-26
FF-27
FF-28
FF-29
FF-30
FF-31
FF-32
FF -33
FE -34
FF-35
FF-36
FF-37
FF-38

RI":
P.IANTOM
BELL AIRCOBRA
MISS CANADA JR.
JR. COMMERCIAL
FAIRCHILD PI 19
SPITFIRE
WAKEFIELD
RAINBOW
SUNBEAM
MISS CANADA SR.
SKOKIE
SKIATTERBRAIN
BABY FLEA
TAYLOR CUB
STINSON 105
MILES MOHAWK
RYAN ST.
HAWKER HURRICANE
REARWIN SPORTSTER
1939 AERONCA
PIPER CUB
STINSON RELIANT
LEOPARD MOTH
SPITFIRE
FOKKER D-7
BEL AIRCOBRA
M.E. 109
HEINKEL
BABY COMMERCIAL
BABY HORNET
WACO CUSTOM
FAIRY FOX
TAYLOR CUB
STINSON RELIANT
MONOCOUPS 90-A
FAIRCHILD
ART CHESTER RACER

30'

ao.
35^
25'
25"
35'
35'
45'
36'
36'
36"
24"
30'
24'
18'
20'
20'
20'
20'
22"
20'
22"
18'
22'
24'
18"
24"
24'
24'
24'

30"
18"
20'
12'
12"
12"
12'
12'

Fr-59
FF-40
FF-41
FF-42
FF-43
FF-44
FF-45
FF-46
FF-47
FF-48
FF-49
FF-50
FF-51
FF-52
FF-53
FF-54
Fr-55
FF-56
FF-57
FF-58
FF-59
FF-60
FF-6I
FF-62
FF-63
FF-64
F=-65
FF-66
F-67
FF-68
Fr-69
FF-70
FF-7:
FF-72
FF-73
FF - 74
FF-75
FF-76

RYAN ST.

REARWIN SPEEDSTER
WACO 'C'
HAWKER HURRICANE
MILES MOHAN%
CURTISS ROBIN
PERCIVAL MEW GULL
RED FLASH
HOWARD DG9
TAYLORCRAFT
SPITFIRE
WESTLAND LYSANDER
GLOSTER GLADIATOR
TAYLORCRAFT
STINSON VOYAGER
FAIRCHILD RANGER
SPITFIRE
CURTISS TOMAHAWK
HAWKER HURRICANE
WESTLAND LYSANDER
S.E. 5
"CUB STD:"
TIGER MOTH
FLEET CANUK ON FLOATS
R.A.F. SE 5
CURTISS TOMAHAWK
GRUMMAN WILDCAT
MUSTANG
HAWKER TYPHOON
JIMMIE ALLEN M.
GROMMAh AVENGER
VOUSHT CORSAIR
THUNDERS067 RAZOR
CURTISS HELLDIVER
GRUMMAN HELLCAT
BO-TON PAUL DEFIANT
ST-JKA DIVE BOMBER
M.E. 109

12'
12'
1?'
12'
12'
12^
12'
15'
15'
15'
17'
15'
15"
50'
50'
50'
50"
50'
50"
48'
50'
12"
20"
20"
18'
24"
25'
28'
28'
28"
28'
28'
28"
28'
28"
30'
30"
30"

FF-77
FF-78
FF-79

HARVARD TRAINER
WESTLAND LYSANDER
HAWKER HURRICANE
FF-8O REARWIN SPEEDSTER
FF-81 MONOCOUPE 90A
FF-82 MOFFAT - ROY WELDER'S
FF-83 INDOOR/OUTDOOR - IMP
FF-84 INDOOR/OUTDOOR-ENFAPIT
FF-85 LITTLE RICHARD
FF-86 FRESHMAN
ERC-1 ELECTRIC BEAVER
ERC-2 TYALORCRAFT
ERC-3 STINSON VOYAGER
ERC-4 FAIRCHILD 24
ERC-14 BEBE JODEL
ERC-15 POBER PIXIE
ERC-16 PILATUS PORTER
D-1
MOSWITO BOMBER
D-2
HUDSON BOMBER
D-3
LANCASTER BOMBER
D-4
MITCHELL BOMBER
D-5
CATALINA FLYING BOAT
0-6
WESTLAND WHIRLWIND
D-7
HAMPDEN BOMBER
BRISTOL BEAUFIGHTER
D-8
D-9
SILVER DART
0-10
WRIGHT FLYER I
D-11
IKERIOT XI
FFP-1 POCIELCRAFT HORNET
F;:0-2 MODELCRAFT WASP
FFP-3 NOCELCRA.F7 COM/SAND°
FFP-4 MODELCRAFT WASP 1/2A
VULCAN
G-1
G-3
GREMLIN
SUPER SOARER
0-4
0.4R: SUPER SOARER
5-5
MUSKOKA SOARER
G-6
C.A.r TRAINER

35'
36'
36^
36"
40'
46"
15'
13"
12"
18'
57'
50"
50'
50^
50'
56'
53'
25'
30"
38'
38'
54 -

30'
30'
50'
24'
24"
161$`
48 60"
5C"
45'
12'

40'
72'
72'
36'
18'

CATALOGE & BUILDING BOOK $2.00 POST PAID .
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ECHOES OF LAWRENCEVILLE
by Bill Brenchley
What would you think about attending a
model airplane meet where contemporary
free flight events are held every day for five
consecutive days? And Old Time models,
both F/F and R/C Assist, are flown in events
for three days? And FAC (Flying Aces Club)
fly their exquisite rubber-powered SCALE
models for two days of the meet?
How about an ex-bomber training airfield
with runways over a mile long and several
hundred feet wide to fly from? Now throw in
five perfect flying weather days and you'll
have a good idea of the BIG meet held in
Lawrenceville, Illinois, June 19-23.
You say you want some statistics? 45
people signed up to fly in the FAC events.
159 modelers signed up to fly in the SAM F/F
and R/C Assist events. Well over 200 contestants flew contemporary free flight events
during the week.
I've been asked to serve as SAM CoManager for the 1990 affair. We plan to add
an additional day to the SAM events (making
it four) and also add more SAM categories in
which to fly. Lodging will probably again be
available at Vincennes University and the
cafeteria will be serving breakfast.
So start planning now for next year. Build
the models for the events and let's have
another go at what should be another
memorable modeling experience next June
in Illinois.

1

OP.

— -itp? '011
rlilkl!S'C.,

i

Dot and Lewis Odum with Lanzo Cabin in Large Rubber.

Cart Spielmaker launching his Lanzo Convertible in pre-1937 Wakefield.

Would you buy a used car from this man?
Dick Stouffer, official SAM photographer for
the midwest. Sweatband courtesy of Dot
Odum.

Larry Davidson's Lanzo Bomber, Orwick .54.

THE PRESIDENT'S CORNER
by Jim Adams, President, SAM

Gus Olenhoff of St. Louis, Missouri and his Lanzo Duplex.

Robert Walker with Lanzo Cabin Stick and Orwick .64 in Texaco.

Mitch Post of Chicago about to spin the Madewell .49 in his Comet Clipper.
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In the Sept. '89 issue of Model Aviation, we
were treated to a preview of the National
Model & Sport Aviation Center that the AMA
proposes to build somewhere in the midwestern United States. This center would Include the AMA Museum and provide
facilities for operating what the AMA considers the most popular types of models.
The writer goes on to say that all types of
modeling have been given consideration.
The article also states that, on occasion, this
could be the site of future AMA Nets. As I
remember when the idea was first proposed,
the plan was to find areas that could be acquired and would be large enough to hold
future Nats. This site seems to have the
same shortcomings that all Nats sites have
had in recent years; it is not large enough to
hold all of the AMA events - especially if free
flight events are included.
The writer also refers to the similarity between the AMA's planned faciliity and the
E.A.A.'s great layout for their gathering each
year at Oshkosh. Even part of the name of
the AMA's new center seems to have been
taken from the E.A.A.'s very popular monthly magazine, "Sport Aviation".
One of the AMA's goals for the new center
seems to be the creation of a center where
the outside world can be shown that we have
matured and the idea that we no longer play
with "those darned toy airplanes' can be
demonstrated to the public.
Unlike the E.A.A., which still emphasizes
home-builts and individual "grass roots'
support of aviation, the new AMA center will
emphasize expensive radio-controlled type
models - planes, boats and cars. (Control
Line will share space with the cars.)
A mention was made that, on special occasions, free flight could be flown if all the
other areas were shut down. "Scheduling
Free Flight separately from, rather than concurrently with, other events would allow
them to have uncompromised use of the
area.' No mention was made of prevailing
wind direction or the various man-made
obstacles.
It would appear that what started out as a
plan to get some permanent sites for AMA's
national modeling contests has been
changed into a public relations plan to improve the AMA's "image' - ("this prospective
national center will unquestionably(?) enhance the visibility and prestige of our
sport.")
Unlike the E.A.A., which exists to champion the cause of "the little guy" - the Individual builder/flyer - The AMA seems intent on perpetuating an organization that
builds on itself. Their goals now seem to be
focused on building a bigger and more
powerful empire that supports the needs of
affluent adult modelers. (" - our sport is an
important recreation for all ages, and especially so for the middle-through-senior age
groups")
Now that the AMA Executive Council has
"agreed' to let the NFFS lake over the run-

ping of the Nats next year, it would appear
that another pesky burden has been lifted
from the AMA's shoulders. The job of keeping free flight alive and the Nets a real contest will no longer be their problem. The
plan Is to rotate the Nets every other year
from the midwest to the Pacific coast where
the organizers of the Free Flight Champs at
Taft can be talked into running the Free
Flight Nats.,
Somewhere along the way, the spirit of
cooperation between the free flighters and
the AMA seems to have been lost. The free
flighters prefer doing their national contest
themselves rather than suffer through
another lousy AMA Nats. It would appear
that the free 'lighters have good reason to
not rely on the support of the AMA. As the
number of free flighters has eroded over the
years, so has AMA support. Enthusiasm for
maintaining free flight has been waning at
AMA headquarters for several years. The job
of locating a site suitable for all AMA events
to be flown at the Nats has become more
and more difficult. The job of keeping
thousands of R/C sport flyers happy has become the AMA's highest goal. This job
seems easy when all that is needed Is sponsorship of a big Fun-Fly and an international hobby show,
is this the future of model aviation in
America? What will the definition of
aeromodeling be in a few more years? Will
there be any more kids actually building
models or carving props or enjoying the thrill
of putting one of their own creations into a
thermal? Is model aviation going to be
reserved for adults who have the big bucks
needed to fly R/C?
Somewhere we've "missed the boat' and
a monument to glorify the joys of R/C
modeling doesn't seem to me to be the best
way to build a future for aeromodeling.

OHLSSON .23 EVENT
MORE PLANS AVAILABLE
by Don Bekins
Under Special Events at the SAM Champs,
I have some more information on the
Ohlsson .23 Event. The list of plans available in the 450 sq. in. size has expanded
substantially so I am enclosing a new list.
John Pond has them available through his
Plans Service and Harry Klarich of Klarich
Kustom Kits, 2301 Sonata Drive, Rancho
Cordova, CA 95670, Phone: (916) 635-4588
can provide partial kits with plans.
Anderson Pylon Brigadier
Brooklyn Dodger Buccaneer B
Clipper Mk II
Dallaire
Foote Westerner Foo-2-U
Goldberg Gas BirdLanzo Bomber
Pacer B
Playboy Sr.
Scientific Ensign Wildcat B
Winged Victory Zipper
Miss Philly V
Zomby
Those contestants who enter and fly in the
Ohlsson events will also qualify for a raffle
of an Ohlsson .23 and an Ohlsson .60
squareport 'runner". The winners of the
events will receive a perpetual and a
"keeper" trophy, but everyone who flies will
have a chance to win an engine prize.

Chet Lanzo at Taft 50th Anniversary Wakefield with his "Classic".

CHET LANZO 1914-1989
by Tom McCoy
It is with a heavy heart my sad duty to
report to the Society the death of Chester
Lanzo. Chet died on Sunday, August 13 of
heart failure. He was 75 years old.
To properly list all of Chet's accomplishments would take this entire journal. He was
an electrical, instrumental, nuclear and laser
engineer. He worked at NASA's Lewis
Research Center as a nuclear engineer until
he retired in 1974.
As modelers, we all will remember him for
his outstanding model designs and contributions to aeromodeling. Chet's memory
will live on in the hearts of all modelers. His
gift to us is the pleasure we derive from
modeling and flying one of his designs.
Chet was a modest, soft-spoken, gentle
man. The closest I ever heard Chet come to
bragging was his little saying when he saw
one of his designs being flown by another
modeler - "a beautifully engineered model"
he'd say and just beam.

Chet had literally hundreds of friends and
acquaintances who were model enthusiasts.
He was easy to meet and made everyone
feel at ease.
I was privileged to attend the 50th Anniversary Wakefield at Taft, California with Chet
and he literally spent half his time meeting
new people and posing for pictures with different modelers - a great memory for him
and all of us.
Chet had built a new 4-ounce Duplex and
was test flying it with just a few turns An
unidentified modeler, who didn't know him,
was giving him advice on trimming the
model. Chet was very courteous and said,
"Well, I may try your idea. Thanks for your
help." I thought at the time, "What a gentle
man".
(Ed. note: From Tom McCoy's cover letter
- 'As you know, Chet and I were flying buddies and this has been a tough job for me. I
guess we all lost a good friend.")

_

Aiia•
Larry Latowski's Anderson .65-powered Lanza Record Breaker.
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RESULT
NATIONAL 1/2-A TEXACO
R/C ASSIST POSTAL TEAM
CHALLENGE
by Bill Schmidt, CD
Well, here are the results. I found the outcome to be very interesting. Notice the first
two places. SAM 1836 in Houston had unbelievable thermal conditions with four
maxes, but their fifth teammate unfortunately suffered a crash early on. That one low
score really affected the outcome dramatically.
SAM 51 slipped in there with two maxes
and the balance of the scores way up there
for a good overall job and the trophy. My
congratulations to the guys in SAM 51 for a
great job.
This means that the trophy has left California only once in its history, and that was for
a one-year repose on the great plains of Kansas. I am looking forward to next year and a
shot at it again by everyone in SAM. (Ed.
Note: Remember, Bill, "everyone in SAM" Includes the overseas members.)
This event is truly fun and I got to talk to
a lot of great people during the course of
running it.
I do have some observations I would like
to share. I know that the weather and flying
conditions vary a lot among the different
parts of the country, but the basic equation
for a successful 1/2-A Texaco R/C Assist
remains constant. You have only a given
(fixed) amount of power available and you
must vary the size/weight of your model in
order to attain maximum altitude/time In
this event.
I believe that when you exceed 16 ounces
of airplane mass, you are on the back side
of the power curve and you must have optimum flying conditions to be successful.
Other things also come into consideration, such as being able to see the model at
altitude which means some of us must fly
the largest possible models.
1 SAM 51 - 'The Nifty One
Fair Oaks. California
Team Manager, Bob Grice
Bohle Giant
Tom Vincent
Gross Wing
Eut Tileston
Foote Westerner
Ken Kullman
Brigadier
Bob Grice
Dallaire
Art Cummins
8708
2. SAM 1836 - "The Alamo Chapter"
Corpus Christi, Texas
Team Manager, Harvy Duck
Turner Special
Wayne Belcher
Playboy
Roy Fox
Harvy Duck
Ole Reliable
Lee Granberry
Turner Special
Turner Special
Carl Vickers
7740
3. SAM 56 - "W. H.A. M."
Wichita, Kansas
Team Manager, Bill Schmidt
Lamoine Schrock Strato Streak
Larry Bishop Playboy

1800
1800
1780
1751
1577

1800
1800
1800
1800
540

1800
1759

1384
Bill Schmidt
Alert
Greg Peters
Sailplane
1362
Courtney Clark
136Q
Nimbus
7665
4. SAM 1 - 'Model Museum Flying Club"
Denver, Colorado
Team Manager, Jack Warkins
Playboy
1800
Art Grosheider
Bay Ridge Mike
1681
Jack Warkins
1479
Miss America
Ed Smull
1479
Challenger
Tom Boyle
Brigadier
1044
Art Grosheider
7419
5. SAM 82 - "SAM Houston 82"
Houston, Texas
Team Manager, Jim Horner
1800
A. Donovan Milam RC-1
1499
Playboy
Dave Gilbert
RC-1
1498
Eddie Thomas
Playboy
1328
Charles Hill
Buzzard Bombshell 1215
B. Frazier
7340
6. SAM 41 - "San Diego Aeroneers"
San Diego, California
Team Manager, George Wagner
Tlush Mite
1732
Ernie Wrisley
Ehling
1531
Ron Falk
Playboy
Dick Munz
1506
Lanzo Rcrd. Brkr. 1232
Ken Maclean
Bay Ridge Mike
1227
Robert Munn
7228
7. SAM 57 - The Variety Group"
Vincennes. Indiana
Team Manager, Frank Roales
Miss America
1800
John Bell
VK Challenger
1701
Al Boeglin
Miss America
1485
Frank Roales
Bay Ridge Mike
1239
Gene Miller
VK Challenger
Don Sachtjen
..821
7046
8. SAM 100 - "The Second Chance
Squadron"
Lancaster, Pennsylvania
Team Manager, John Delagrange
So Long
1510
Ed Goretzka
1304
E. Jerry Hoffman Bay Ridge Mike
1257
Andrew Philipczak Kerswap
John Delagrange Mis-Fortune X
1200
1317
Harold W. Layser Lanzo Rcrd. Brkr.
6588
9. SAM 27
Napa, California
Team Manager, Edward Hamler
1704
Lanzo Bomber
Don Bekins
Simplex
1790
Gino Ferrarlo
Carl Righetti
Shrimpo
1406
843
Quaker
Ed Hamler
Wasp
Ron Kell
230
6441
10. SAM 66 - "Delaware Golden Era Flyers"
Elkton, Maryland
Team Manager, Bill Brenchley
Playboy
1233
Jim Davenport
Challenger
1106
Tony Albence
Commodore Jr.
1081
John Scott
P6-2
1021
Skip Williams
1034
Playboy
Charles Thuet
5475
11. SAM 77 - 'Sun Coast SAM"
Tampa, Florida
Team Manager, Roger Laudati
1275
Miss America
Frank Marsalek
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Playboy
1257
Chris Maniatls
1193
Bill Stoutenburg Miss America
Lanzo Bomber
1048
Bruce Horvath
Kerswap
Roger Laudati
97?
5745
12. SAM 59
Lacombe, Louisiana
Team Manager, Earl Rodriguez
1394
Rick Richardson MG-1
713
Brigadier
Tom Lindholm
895
Brigadier
Don Bird
Miss America
971
Al Gisevius
Strato Streak
Stan Appelt
1Q51.
5026
13. SAM 00 - "Second Time Around Gang"
Dublin, California
Team Manager, Howard Osegueda
Howard OseguedaDiamond Demon 1363
Bay Ridge Mike
1038
Dave Steinel
Brigadier
922
Bob Riggio
859
Commando
Dale Bowers
Debbie McConniel Commando
5E1
4743
14. SAM 25 - "VAMPS"
Las Vegas, Nevada
Team Manager, Sonny Soto
886
Shrimpo S-4
Frank Gable
Aerbo
00S
Larry Jenno
710
Charles Atkinson Albatross
1187
Bill Hanmer
Bay Ridge Mike
Zenith
917
Sonny Soto
3770
15. SAM 39
Sandusky, Ohio
Team Manager, Buckey Walters
881
Wayne Jenkins
Kerswap
757
Howard Robinson Lanzo Bomber
Lanzo Bomber
720
Art White
640
Robert J. Walter Lanzo Bomber
Jack Ross
MG-1
412
3470
16. SAM 8 - "Pacific Northwest Chapter"
Seattle, Washington
Team Manager, Ed Lamb
718
Eugene Evenson Ehling
Buzzard Bombshell _783
Ed Lamb
1501

FINDING & RIDING THERMALS
USING R/C ASSIST
by Don Bekins. SAM 27
Our Old Time models are essentially
powered gliders that emulate the thermal
riders of nature such as hawks, eagles and
turkey vultures. Free to fly wherever they
desire, these soarers of the feathered
kingdom have become my teachers on how
to tap the vertical movement of air around
us. Hawks and eagles help in locating high
thermals; turkey vultures show us the way to
low altitude vertical air movement.
Through years of observation of these
birds, I have gained an instinctive
knowledge of how and where thermals are
generated, and how to catch them, The following is intended to be some help on how
to find those elusive, invisible thermals.

Don Bekins with Leon Shulman-designed
"Zomby". Don built Elfin-powered R/C Assist model from original kit.

In the spring and summer months, take
some time off from your model building and
go outdoors. Look up. Observe the clouds
and creatures that make the sky their home
and playground. On the edge of every community there are parks and fields where
these birds make their rounds and can be
observed.
The signs of upward moving air are
clouds, dust devils (miniature cones of circular, vertical air movement; i.e., baby tornados), and our soaring feathered teachers,
Insects and other signs.
Cumulus clouds, those fair weather cotton
balls that float slowly across the sky, particularly after a weather front has passed
through, are sure signs of vertical air movement. In late afternoon in the Plains states,
these often build up into thunderheads.
These clouds sometimes have centers
darker than the perimeters. That's where
the big lift is. Keep your model circling
under those centers, taking care not to get
sucked into the white cloud formation and
lose sight of it. That happened to me at the
Texas SAM Champs. In the effort to get my
1/2-A Texaco model down below the cloud
again, I folded the wing.
Many times, when your Old Timer is at 500
feet or more, some sociable turkey vultures
will come over to investigate this strange
flying object. If your model is in a thermal,
the vulture will join It In slow graceful circles.
If you or your timer spot one In the distance,
try to move your model over to the bird's territory and start circling in his thermal. After
all, they are much better at detecting thermals than you are. If they retract their wings
slightly and move off in a straight line from
where the two of you are flying, there's no
reason for you to stay there either.
This works great with turkey vultures and
sometimes with hawks too. However, one
time I moved my Old Timer over to investigate the thermal a red-tailed hawk was
flying in and got a rude reception. The hawk
took two fast swipes at my model and nearly turned it upside down. Later, when I
landed, there were two holes in a wing panel
where the hawk's talons had hit. That has
only happened to me once, but there have
been many threatening passes by these

beautiful raptors. Other modelers have had
their planes severely damaged.
These first two thermal riding methods are
the easy ones. The next ones are harder to
recognize. They require great concentration
on the model's flying attitude at all times. I
try to take an Old Timer upwind under power
at about a 45 degree angle or less. That
way, when the engine stops, the model is far
enough away so you can get some perspective on it when it passes through either upward or downward moving air.
In the power climb, the model occasionally passes through an active thermal. You
can tell this by a wobbling of the wings or an
appearance of a great increase in the climb
rate. If this happens, immediately go into a
tight, spiraling climb to take advantage of
that "good air', Climbing in a thermal is a
particularly effective way to gain altitude in
the Texaco events.
After the engine stops, immediately set up
a search pattern for thermals. Since thermals travel downwind and are relatively
small, you should fly at a 45 degree angle to
the prevailing wind while going upwind to
cover as much ground as possible. The telltale signs of a thermal are a wobbling wing
or a lifting tail. You are on the outer edge of
a cone-shaped thermal if one wingtip lifts
without you touching the controls. That will
turn your model away from the thermal,
Thus, you should immediately turn your
model 90 degrees toward the lifting wing
panel, count 3 seconds, then start tight right
or left turn.
If you are not centered in the thermal, the
model will appear to go up on one side of its
circling pattern, and clown on the other. By
concentrated observation, you can tell
where the center of the thermal is located.
Try to get centered and do particularly tight
circles when you are near the ground As
you gain altitude, the cone of the thermal will
broaden out and you can increase the
diameter of your circling.
You can often detect thermals passing
through the field by a puff of warm air, followed by a rapid change in the wind direction. Then the wind gradually moves back
to the direction It was originally blowing
from. If you are unable to locate a thermal
by the above methods, you can fly directly
downwind and search for that puff that Just
went through. Be careful, If you locate that
Irresistable 'boomer' downwind, it's easy to
get hypnotized by that beautifully circling
model climbing to the heavens and forget
that it is rapidly flying away from you and
can be Lost, out of sight, like a free flight.
Look over the physical surroundings of
the flying site. Thermals are created by the
sun's heating of dark, heat-absorbing surfaces; roads, parked cars, newly plowed
fields or the flying field itself. A bubble of
warm air is formed by the warming sun, and
will break loose, creating Its own wind,
moving in circles and pushed along by the
prevailing wind. Fly your model over those
likely spots while thermal hunting.
Therein lies the magic of R/C Assist in Old
Timer. You can circle your model in a therPage 5

mal and stay in it with radio assist. It is how
you pilot your model that is the thrill and
secret to success for Old Timers with radio
control. I have run a GHQ and an Ohlsson
Gold Seal, neither of which are known for
their great power, and won Texaco events.
it is not so much the super powerful engine
or the sleek, beautiful model that wins contests -- it Is the ability to consistently find
and stay In those thermals that brings home
the gold.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN REVIEW
by Bill Schmidt, SAM V/P
The Rocky Mountain Region of SAM has
about the same number of states in its composition as the other four regions, but only
about 1/8 of the total membership. We
cover a large geographic area with some
wide-open spaces, and we also boast some
of the more notorious wind-belt areas on the
U.S. mainland.
All of these factors come together when
one sets out to put on the SAM Champs
every fourth year. Texas did one of the best
Jobs we've seen lately with no glitches in running the '87 SAM Champs. It was hampered
with high winds for four days, but one could
expect that to happen.
Where does all this take us? Well, I would
like to invite all SAM Chapters in the Rocky
Mountain Region to begin thinking about
hosting the SAM Champs in 1991. Do not
expect to run the events by yourselves because this probably will not be workable. All
clubs seem to have a few "spark plugs' who
do all the work while the others follow or
watch. Alter a while, the "spark plugs' burn
out and the club languishes or ceases to
exist.
A few "spark plugs" can't run the SAM
Champs. tf necessary, help may have to be
sought from outside the area to assist in running the meet, so bear this in mind. Write
me or Jim Adams with your ideas and offers
of assistance.
One thing that is most promising about
this year's SAM Champs is that it is being
held in the fall. I've always wanted to fully
enjoy the meet and the terrible heat of the
past few years has really detracted from the
fun of the event. Let's hope the fall
schedule gives us a more enjoyable and
safer SAM Champs.

"TO SEE OURSELVES
AS OTHERS SEE US"
by Neil D. Markee, Editor, LIRCS Newsletter,
102 Emerson St.. Port Jefferson, NY 11777
SOAP BOX .. SAM AT IT AGAIN
Another SAM rule change is in the wind.
This one affects free flight only. Actually
there are five changes. One would bar
diesels from regular Antique events.
I suspect one group of SAM competitors
has been losing to another and has decided
to try and ban the engines the winners have
been using. In retaliation, the band of baddies who have been using these unfair
kerosene burners will probably try to raise
the minimum weight to penalize those who
win by building light. And then to offset
flying skill ..

GETTING UP TO DATE
WITH OLD-TIME RUBBER
POWER
by Jim Alaback, Editor, "Aero News'
SAM 41, San Diego Aeroneers
Several modelers have expressed an interest in trying SAM rubber events, but they
have been away from rubber power for a
while. Also, the changes in recent years,
especially the Tomy timer dethermalizers,
are sometimes a psychological barrier, if
nothing else.
Fortunately, there are several good OldTime rubber designs available again in kit
form. These include: 'Flying Aces Moth' by
Peck-Polymers described under SAM 41 in
"Chapter Review" of this issue, and the 30"
wingspan "Pacific Ace' - $7.50 plus $1.50
postage, direct from Seaglen Model Co.,
P.O. Box 123, Plympton, MA 02367.
Both of these are fine flyers. They are
both competitive in 0/T Rubber. Both kits
can be built as shown on their plans using
the materials supplied - including the plastic propellor with Its built-in free-wheeler.
Built this way, they are fun flyers and can get
you started again.
Furthermore, both can be altered, If
desired, in several ways to make them even
better suited for 0/T flying. Some of the
changes you might consider are as follows:
1. Add a rudder lab. Could be a balsa flap
built into the fin outline or a clear plastic tab
added to the fin. Hinge with two short
lengths of soft wire.
2. Use the original-size wheels. On the
Moth, 1-3/8" dia.; on the Pacific Ace, 1-1/4"
dia. (Both kits include 1' dia. wheels.)
Turned balsa wheels are available from OldTimer Model Supply. (See ad in this issue.)
3. Widen the rear fuselage at the rear motor
peg to provide clearance for a winding tube
if you plan to use one.
4. Carve your own balsa propellor. This is
quite a bit of extra work (a couple of hours),
but will add noticeably to the flying performance. Recommended SAM-legal prop
blanks are shown in Figs. 1 & 2.
5. With hand-carved props, you can use
more power. Try 4 strands of 3/16"
FAI/Peck rubber for the Moth and 10 to 12
strands of 1/8" FAI/Peck rubber for the
Pacific Ace.
6. Longer flights can be achieved by making
the motors 1-1/2 times the length from the
prop hook to the rear motor peg. Braid the
motor so the extra length will not bunch up
in the fuselage as it unwinds and shift the
model's balance in the glide.
7. With the changes noted previously, your
model should be flying so well that you'll
need a dethermalizer! Many flying sites
prohibit fuse-type D/T's because of the fire
hazard. However, a suitable mechanical
timer can be made using a Tomy toy
mechanism.
I have built about 10 Tomy systems to
date. The version shown here has proven to
be light (the total system adds .13 oz. to the

model), simple to install, and simple to service in the field.
The plan accompanying this article gives
details for a Tomy timer D/T installed on a
Moth. The same drawing can be used for a
Pacific Ace installation.
1. First, you need to get and modify a Tomy
toy mechanism. Basically, this consists of
removing the mechanism from the toy, clipping off the output shafts, and removing the
spring from the upper case. The procedures
were covered in detail in "Aero News", Nov.
and Dec. '87. Reprints of the articles are
available from Jim Alaback, 16634 Diaz
Drive, San Diego, CA 92128. Phone: (619)
487-6716,
2. Provide a sheet balsa base for the Tomy
mechanism on the bottom of the fuselage as
shown on the plan. Make the retaining
bracket from beverage can aluminum. Fit
the bracket to the height and width of the
particular mechanism you have, with the
ears on each side being made to the dimensions given in the plan "Detail'. Use two of
the smallest screws you can get. Make sure
the screw points do not come through the
tapping blocks, as the points could contact
and damage the rubber motor. Use deeper
tapping blocks or cut off the screws if necessary.
3. The plywood disc must be glued to the
Tomy plastic knob. The 3/16' hole in the
disc will have to be slightly enlarged to slip
snugly over the minor diameter of the Tomy
knob. Then glue with thin CA and add a fillet of thick CA adhesive. Press the knobdisc assembly onto the Tomy mechanism
shaft.
4. Before covering the fuselage or stabilizer,
make a stabilizer key to fit the rear fuselage
of your model. (The rear fuselage shown on
the plan has been widened to clear a winding tube.) The stabilizer key must be fitted
carefully between the longerons so it is a
close, but free, fit.
5. Aline your stabilizer carefully with the
fuselage and secure it in this position temporarily with pins. Then glue the stabilizer
alinement key to the bottom of the stabilizer.
Next, with the stabilizer still pinned in position, set the pivot block snugly against the
stabilizer pivot plate and glue the pivot block
to the longerons. After the glue sets, remove
the pins and check that the stabilizer can be
freely pivoted up to a 45 degree angle and
back down again, keyed into the proper
position on the fuselage.
6. For final assembly, insert the rubber
hooks and anchor as shown on the plan.
Use a drop of thin CA at each to secure it better. Make the wire clip and aluminum ring
shown on the plan. Make up the nylon lines,
tying square knots at attachment points and
put thick CA on the knot. The #16 rubber
band is looped through the ring and then inserted in the clip at the other end. (A 1/4 lb.
of #12 and #16 rubber bands can be purchased at an office supply store for about
$1.50 each. This will give you a consistent
supply of rubber bands from one project to
the next and also provide a uniform supply
of replacements for existing models, thus
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eliminating a major source of 'fiddling" to
get these systems to work properly.)
7. Check and calibrate the system. I use a
long, thin strip of white writing paper over
the tissue paper on the fuselage bottom,
right under the D/T line. I mark the time on
this paper so I can set 60 sec. for test flights
and 120 - 180 sec. for contests. If the timer
slows down and slops before releasing, you
can shorten the 5' line in front to get more
tension on the rubber band, but that will
shorten the maximum running time, so do
not shorten more than necessary.
My thanks to Dick Munz and Ernie Wrisley
for their original help In getting me started
on these timers a few years ago. Also,
thanks to Bill Hannan for his encouragement
and help in the preparation of this article.
If you have any questions, comments, or
suggestions about this article, please call or
write Jim Alaback, 16634 Diaz Drive, San
Diego, CA 92128. Phone: (619) 487-6716.
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CHAPTER REVIEW

SAM 00
Pres. - Howard Osegueda, 7000 Utica Ct.,
Dublin, CA 94568 (415) 829.6914
Editor - The Quaker Flash", Dale Bowers,
2582 Abaca Way, Fremont, CA 94539 (415)
656-2367

SAM 1 - Model Museum Flying Club
Pres. - Mike Fields, 2435 Overlook Drive,
Broomfield, CO 80020
Editor - Art Grosheider, 2045 So. St. Paul,
Denver, CO 80210
August 1989 - OUR 27th YEAR OF CLINGING
TO THE PAST!

OrRfCEdff

THE QUAKER
1---<FLASH! <

Meetings are held the first Tuesday of
each month at Howard Osegueda's house.
July meeting - Show and Tell - Jim
Persson brought his 1/2-A engine collection.
Don Parmenter showed his Anderson pylon
with O&R .23. Don Bekins displayed his
O&R .60-powered Big Bomber with a fuschia
and white color scheme.
Editorial & Other Musings Well folks, we are one month closer to the
BIG ONE (SAM Champs at Jean, Nevada,
Oct. 8-13) and I hope you all are out there
building your faces off (as Howard says).
My Flying Quaker is finished and has been
test flown by the able hands of Dave Steinal
and it flys well, even in my hands ('ol
Shakey). Now if I can get it off the ground
without ground looping it, I will be OK. Still
cringing over the 1/2-A debacle at Taft.
(KILLER COMMANDO) for those who know.
Which brings me to the main point of all
this rambling. How many of you out there
don't go to contests because:
1. You don't fly as well as "The Big Boys"?
2. Your airplane isn't competitive?
3. You don't know anyone there?
4. Contests make you nervous?
Well, friend, most of the above problems
are imaginary.
1. The "John Pond Equation" applies here.
2. The same equation also applies here.
3. Go to some contests. Get involved. Even
if all you do is time some flights or help in
the pits or scoring area, you will soon get to
know a lot of good people who will give you
all the help you need when you're a contestant.
4. SAM contests are very laid-back and are,
for the most part, just great fun and games
for everyone involved. As for "Contest Nerves', you should see me in action! All your
fears will disappear because you'll know you
could never be that bad! The bottom line is
that I have fun at contests. I enjoy the
people, the planes, the action, sights,
sounds - even the smells. It's just plain fun
watching your comrades do the same silly
things you're doing and kidding each other
about it.
The "John Pond Equation'? "Any plane in
the air at any time is a threat to the competition."

Meetings are held on the second
Thursday of each month.
July Contest - Lookie this! Pretty classy
report by the July CD. Could we encourage
other CD's to submit this sort of thing?
CONTEST DIRECTOR'S REPORT
by Bill Etherington, 23 July 1989
The 23 July SAM 1 contest was one of the
best this season with 12 contestants completing a total of 88 flights. This was in spite
of gusty winds that persisted all day, interspersed with periods of relative calm. Art
Grosheider was the most active and successful competitor, completing 22 flights in
8 events, He won 3 firsts, 2 seconds and 3
third places, then left early to meet relatives!
The Most Spectacular Flight Of The Day"
award went to Mike Fields, whose green and
white New Ruler shed its wing in two halves
at about 200 feet while in a violent thermal
(CAT?) The wing left at 1:38 and the fuselage
and tail hit at 1:41, thus setting a new World
Record for a Terminal Velocity Dive to Total
Destruction I
Norm Frawley gave us all a flying lesson
with his '1941 Original" Goldberg Sailplane.
He put up 3 very long flights to win the ABC
Gas Free Flight event. I think he was inspired by his visiting relatives, because his
Dad (also Norm), his Son, and his visiting
Nephew were there to watch him fly.
Jack Warkins was the first to arrive at the
contest and was the last to fly. By late afternoon on Sunday, most of the thermals were
gone and the wind was increasing. In spite
of that, Jack did his best to overtake Art
Grosheider in 0/T R/C, but his final 5minute flight wasn't quite good enough to
do it.
All in all, it was an excellent day of flying,
with lots of competitors and a very high
standard of flying.

New Member - We were honored to have
Bill Gibbons join our ranks at the July contest. Bill, as many of you know, specializes
in rubber and he is a builder par-excellence.
He is also going to the SAM Champs at Jean,
Nevada in October with a potful! of planes
and serious intentions. Personally, I am
delighted to have Bill join SAM 1 - Lord
knows, we need members who FLY! Bill is
also a lifetime member of SAM. His address
is: 7422 Clubhouse Rd., Boulder, CO 80301.
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Art Grosheider, SAM 1 newsletter editor, and
his Atwood .60-powered renovated Lanzo
RC-1. Art is not small, it's just that the RC-1
is a big airplane. Also note the wide-open
spaces. Future SAM Champs site?

SAM 21 - 'The Blackjack Club'
Pres. - Dave Lewis, 4709 Maier° Place, San
Jose, CA 95125 (408) 246-2257
Editor - "The Clipper", Steve Roselle, 933
Barbara Ave., Mountain View, CA 94040

Meetings are held at John Pond's Plans
Shop, 253 N. 4th St. in San Jose the first
Thursday of each month.
Editor Finally Sees What Develops!
Guess what? I found those photos I
misplaced last month - right after getting
back from the printers with the July "Clipper'. No matter. We'll just make August the
photo issue that I've promised for these
many months. (SAM Ed. Note: It would sure
be nice if you'd share some of them with the
rest of the country too - hint, hint. The same
applies to all you other newsletter editors
out there.)
New Members - Please Welcome:
Brian Chan, 20 Lemon Ct., Hillsboro, CA
94010
Henry Heckendorn, 663 S. Bernado Ave.,
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
Einar Nielsen, 2854 Regnart Way, Santa
Clara, CA 95051
Henry Smith, 247 Wheelock Rd., Watsonville, CA 95076
Carl Hermes, 255 Wyndham, Portola Valley,
CA 94028

SAM 12 - "Jersey Coast Skyblazers"
Contact: Walt Geary, 622 Franklin Blvd., Absecon, NJ 08201
June 4, Egg Harbor, New Jersey and the

wind did blow again. The field is on top of a
small hill and is surrounded by scrub brush
and low pine trees. Lots of good overflying
area there.

The day got off to an auspicious start
when Skip Williams threw a hand-launched
glider while waiting for the festivities to start.
A thermal was lurking just above the field
waiting for a balsa wood breakfast. A minor
rocking of the wings announced that the
thermal had a firm grip. It was gone!
John Scott launched his 1/2-A Texaco for
his first official flight Into the teeth of the
gale. He lost it in the sun and it was gone!
Several other with large X-section
fuselage models elected to sit this one out.
Some of those who didn't, wished that they
had. Bill Brenchley broke the fuselage of his
1937 Ehling Gas Job when the wind won the
battle during landing. Joe Beshar snapped
the wing on his pylon model trying to keep
it under control. The model came straight
down. No spin or flutter, just straight down
- but he did land on the field. Jim Schlapfer
could not get the ususal altitude with his 1/2A Texaco because so much time had to be
spent Just getting upwind. Jim come
home with 3rd place, L.E.R. (Glo) with his
Miss Arpiem.
CD Walt Geary called an early halt because so many people decided not to fight
the wind.
Models on display were: Miss Fortune X,
Bay Ridge Mike, Sailplane, Cornet, RC-1, So
Long, Playboy pylon and a Brigadier. - by
John Scott from the SAM 66 "Communicator', June/July 1989.

SAM 25 - "VAMPS" (Vegas Antique Model

Which brings us to the results of the
August 6th contest which was a laid-back
event with some good frights and some notso-good. Bill Hanmer flew his Lanzo Record
Breaker with a Torp .29 and it went great. He
took first in Fuel Allotment and Antique.
Mike Poorman has his Playboy Sr. with a
pressure OS .40 going as fast as ever.
George Niebauer has his Comet Sailplane
repaired and is working on trimming. It is
impressive. That pressure McCoy .60 up
front really hauls that big airplane. Charlie
Atkinson was flying his Bay Ridge Mike with
an Elfin diesel and has it performing well.
We lost the ship for a little while and while
we were looking for it, we got another example of Why You Shouldn't Go Flying
Alone. - Don Weitz had a tire go flat at the far
end of the dry lake. He broke down about 4
miles south of the R/C area and about 2
miles from the highway. Most of us couldn't
have walked out of there in the heat of the
day, much less changed a heavy tire.
Any time we fly, we should not go alone.
As we all know, many things can happen
when flying - injury, illness, car trouble or
other factors can trap us out there with no
way to seek help. So play it safe everyone
and don't go flying alone. It could be your
last thermal.

SAM 26 - 'The Central Coast Chapter'
President - Ron Doig, 1029 N. Lupine St.,
Lompoc, CA 93436, (805) 736-9840
Editor - Bob Angel, 1001 Patterson Rd.,
Santa Maria, CA 93455, (805) 937-5145

Plane Society)
President - Larry Jenno, 4341 Flanders St.,
Las Vegas, NV 89121, (702) 731-4029
Editor - Phil McCary, 532 College Dr. #212,
Henderson, NV 89015, (702) 564-6663
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Meetings are held on the third Wednesday
of each month at 7pm in Larry Jenno's
home.
It is August already and the SAM Champs
will be on top of us before we realize it.
Everyone get on the ball and finish those
airplanes and get them tested. Also, you
local members, we will be starting work
crews about the middle of September to get
things ready for the SAM Champs. We will
need bodies, pick-ups and vans, so keep
some time open.
There has been a change in the standings
of members in the monthly club contests.
Mike Poorman is now in first, with Frank
Gable second, Larry Jenno third and your
editor, fourth.

Fun-Fly Report - The second non-annual,
once every now and again, °Coastal Cooler
Invitational Fun-Fly" has happened. Besides
good representation from SAM 49, and fair
representation from SAM 5 1 we also
gathered in a few of our own scattered members from SAM 26, some to meet each other
for the first time.
Weather cooperated beautifully and we
didn't have to pay oft on our advertised
return of entry fees if the noon temperature
exceeded 79 degrees.
There was a kickoff banquet Saturday
night at one of Lompoc's restaurants,
preceded and followed by "hangar flying'
sessions in Ron Doig's model hangar.
The fog cleared nicely Sunday morning
and the wind never did get really serious.
Don Bishop probably hit the best thermal of
the day with a Texaco caliber off a stuttering
20-second engine run on his shiny new Bomber. We had a nice on-field barbecue and,
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as the breeze picked up a little, folks leisurely picked up their gear and stowed it. Flying
gave way to kites which a few aces had won
for earlier flight performances.
Once again, we proved that a fun-fly can
be fun, but it'll never draw the crowd that a
regular competition does.

SAM 27
Editor - "The Antique Flyer' - Ned NeveI9,
1045 Foster Road, Napa, CA 94558
Contact - Don Bekins, 85 Bellview, Belvedere, CA 94920. Phone: (415) 435-1535

The members of SAM 27 would like to extend to you our invitation to come and share
the fun with us at our 12th Annual Crash &
Bash held this year at Loren Schmidt's ranch

in Elk Grove, California near Sacramento on
Sept. 23-24.
As past attendees at this annual contest
can attest, fun, friendly competition and fellowship mix quite well with our good food
and genuine love for Old Time aeromodeling.
Our contest this year falls two weeks prior
to the SAM Champs in Jean, Nevada and
should provide an excellent tune-up for
those planning to attend the SAM Champs
or a great local contest for those who can't
make it to the SAM Champs.
For whatever reason, we would love for
you to attend, bring models and fly with us
or simply drop by to say hello and enjoy the
fun with your friends.
Several Special Events will be offered.
Both of the standard electric Old Timer
events, LMR and Texaco, will be flown according to the "California Rules' established
In 1988. We will also be flying the new Class
B Old Timer electric event as published by
Jack Alten and SAM 21.
We will be flying our own Ohlsson .23
event for Front Rotor and Sideport motors as
well as the Ohlsson Sideport event. The Old
Time Glider event created and popularized
by SAM 27 will also be flown.
Our chapter has also voted to conduct a
Spirit of SAM Concours event as it will be
held at the SAM Champs. This event is intended for models that best represent the
ideals of the SAM movement. ft is a combination beauty and flying event as in the
Berryloid Trophy competition of the 30's.
Everyone seems to feel that this new event
is a real 'winner" and interest is high.

s
The

'Hayshakers'

1,

SAM 3fl- "The Hayshakers'
Editor - Nick Nicholau, 2329 Hall St.. Marysville, CA 95901, Phone: (916) 742-1231.
We were honored to have Milt Dyer attend
our August meeting. Milt suffered a severe
heart attack some months ago and was left
paralyzed. But he's too good a man to be
kept down and has been making a remarkable recovery. Milt has regained some of his
mobility and we hope that he will be able to
fly again with us soon. Milt loves electrics
and that will make it easy for him to fly by
just hitting a switch to start his motor. Altaboy, Mill, we're pulling for you.
Also had a guest modeler attend - Spiro
Nicholaw. (No relation - he's from the other
side of Greece.) Spiro has moved to the
north, just above the Oroville area. He likes
free flight and OT/RC. I met Spiro about ten
years ago at Taft. He'll like Kazanga Flat and
the thermals there.
Because business and farming have kept
our president, John Bloom, too busy, he has
asked Dan Klarich to act as president during
the rest of the meetings. Loren Schmidt will
act as VP during the rest of the year.
We have changed our next contest date to
Oct. 28-29. This will be held at Schmidt
Ranch in Elk Grove. Details and events will
be given in our next newsletter.

AMP S
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SAM 51 -'The Nifty One'
FOUNDED 1935
AMA 349
SAM 41
SAM31. - San Diego Aeroneers
Pres. - Leroy Brooks (619) 466-8049
Editor - 'Aero News' - Jim Alaback, 16634
Diaz Drive, San Diego, CA 92128, (619) 4876716
Bob and Sandy Peck Honored San Diego Aeroneers members Bob and
Sandy Peck have been honored by election
to the National Free Flight Society's Hall of
Fame this year.
The NFFS announcement says: 'Bob and
Sandy Peck - two people in love - with model
airplanes in a form that is understandable to
the novice. Creators of fine scale kits and
simple devices for them.'
Congratulations Bob and Sandy!
We might add that Bob and Sandy have
also made a significant contribution to Old
Time modeling with their recent introduction
of a Flying Aces Moth kit! The kit is a great
way to get into (or back into) Old Time rubber-powered flying. Featuring a 24'
wingspan, cost is $8.95 plus tax at hobby
shops. Add $2.00 postage if ordered direct
from Peck-Polymers, Box 2498, La Mesa, CA
92128.

■ 0C1. 1, V.

SAM 32 - Stockton "AMPS' (Antique Model
Plane Society)
Editor - Jim Persson, 3479 Gettysburg Ct.,
Pleasanton, CA 94566, (415) 846-3999
(Ed. note: Jim is the F/F CD at the SAM
Champs coming up in October at Jean,
Nevada.)
I'm trying to put together my final layouts
and schedule. tf you would like to help at
the desk or whatever, (even if you've already
mentioned it to me) please contact me. This
is very important since this will be my last
notice before the SAM Champs. Please
make the effort as I really need all the help I
can get. You will still be able to fly as much
as you want. Thanks, in advance, for your
assistance.
Would also like to invite all of you to the
combined Fresno GMAC's Golden Anniversary 50th Annual Free Flight and Stockton
AMPS 29th Annual Old Timer contest at
Madera on Sept. 23 & 24. It'll be a big one.
Sweeps prize is a Precision Unimat 3 lathe
donated by Emco Maier Hobby Products
and authorized distributor, Jim Crocket
Replicas.
For information, contact Jim Crocket,
1442 N. Fruit, Fresno, CA 93728, (209) 2330131 or Bill Booth Sr., 2937 E. San Gabriel,
Fresno, CA 93726, (209) 227-7217.

SAM 49 - '49'ers, So. California"
Pies. - Ken Myers, 9564 Turtledove Ave.,
Fountain Valley, CA 92708, (714) 968.6901
Editor -*The Forty-Niner', Tom Empey, 1915
W. 241st St., Lomita, CA 90717
The Otto Bernhardt Craftsmanship Award
was presented to Dale Towers for his
Playboy done in transparent blue Monokote
at the 49'ers Summer Party. The party was
hosted by Ken Myers and also featured plenty of good weather, good food, good friends
and model airplanes.
Second place went to new member Jim
Johnson's Commodore while third was
awarded to Al Heilman for his red and yellow
New Ruler done in silk.
Thanks to all who brought models to enter
in this event. Craftsmanship was Otto's middle name and to this writer, it's a great way
to show our affection.
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Pres. - Robin Pharis, 713 Figueroa St., Folsom, CA 95630, 985-3569
Editors - Bob Grice/Eut Tileston, 1800 Carmelo Dr., Carmichael, CA 95608, 4811871
July 9 Waegel Field Contest The weather was near perfect, but thermals were elusive and times were not high.
Attendance was good, with members from
SAM 21, SAM 27 and SAM 34 flying as well
as our own from SAM 51. It was good to see
Jim Stimson down from Carson City,
Nevada with his reconditioned Dallaire.
Our CD, Bill Bowen managed to skin the
back of his left hand with his new Edco Sky
Devil during a needle valve adjustment. It
will require many months healing and much
attention, bandage changing, etc. Bill Is OK
and latest word is that he will not need a skin
graft. His vacation in New Zealand this
August should help give his hand a chance
to heal away from spinning props.
Visitors From Australia Colin and Merrillyn Borthwlck, SAM 51
members from Chapel Hill, Queensland,
were at the Sacramento Inn for several days
recently. Colin attended our Tuesday outing
on July 18 at the Woodland/Davis Field with
video and 35mm cameras. He had plenty of
action to record.
Eut Tileston squired his friends around
with a trip to Tahoe and various side trips.
Delores Grice and Merrillyn did the
Sacramento shops. Colin's final tour was of
the Robin Pharis Airplane Factory.
Colin writes the "For Old Timer Sake" articles in Australia's "Airborne' model
airplane magazine. It is similar to John
Pond's column in 'Model Builder".
Colin is an avid Old Time modeler and
proponent of the SAM movement. He is also
president of SAM 84, "The Vintagents",
which is Australia's newest SAM chapter.
We hope that next time there will be a
longer or permanent "focus" here in
Sacramento. Make it soon, Colin and Merrillyn! - Bob Grice

SAM 1785 - Australian Chapter
President - Mike Pettigrew, P.O. Box 72, East
Doncaster, Victoria, 3109, AUSTRALIA

SANIL.6.15 -'Golden Era Flyers'
Editor - 'The Communicator', John Scott,
1408 Carson Rd., Wilmington, DE 19803
(302) 478-6576
Bill Brenchley will CD the Fall Flyoff on October 1 at the Cherry Hill Middle School approximately 5 miles north of Elkton,
Maryland on Rte. 213.
Bill says it looks great. The school district
permit and AMA sanction are in hand and Bill
Is assembling a mailing with a map.
We will run 1/2-A Texaco. Fuel Allotment
and Limited Engine Run events. Bill Is trying
a new event at this contest. A HandLaunched Glider contest will be run for the
14 and under group. A 1-day AMA membership will be available for those Juniors who
are not already members.
Tony Albence has sketched more Old
Time models to become plaques for presentation to the winners. We will use at least
one new sketch for an award at this meet.
Come on out and join the fun - help run
the contest or, even better, fly in the contest
and win an Albence work of art. Bill can be
reached at: 101 Cohee Lane, Elkton, MD
21921, (301) 398-4611.
July 2 Contest Report The contest was held at the Gunning Bedford Junior High School on a beautiful day
NOT typical of a contest day. Fourteen
flyers registered with 30 models spread out
over four events.
It was a very busy day for flyers who
entered multiple events, The meet was shut
down at 4pm with flyers still trying to make
officials. Two 1/2-A Texaco models got
away. One was recovered two days later,
fortunately before the monsoon of July 5.
Charlie Thuet had his Steve Kowalikdesigned Miss Delaware II out for its first
contest and he did very well with it.
I finally identified the builder/flyer of the
beautiful Goldberg Sailplane seen at a few
contests previously this year. Larry Davidson has the privilege of carrying this one In
the back of his vehicle.
Mike Granieri, SAM V/P, Eastern Region
and Scotty Moyer, AMA Delaware A/V/P,
were available most of the day to answer
questions regarding their respective organizations and help time flyers.
Bill Bates, one of the designers of the
Douglas Hardware Antique model featured
In Model Aviation magazine, stopped by to
talk about Old Timers and the finer points of
the Douglas Hardware. Bill graciously
volunteered a reduced size set of plans for
the Douglas. He said they were full size for
an electric version he is flying. Bill lives in
Glen Mills, Pennsylvania and flys with the
Salem County, New Jersey R/C Club. He is
now on our newsletter mailing list, so if
anyone wants to contact Bill, I will be glad to
put you in touch.

SAM 100 and the Lebanon Valley R/C club
are sponsoring the 1st Annual Harry Moyer
Memorial Fun Fly at the L.V.R.C. field at
Myerstown, Pennsylvania on Sunday,
August 27th. A photo history of Harry Moyer
and his models will be on display.

HARRY E. MOYFR. 1898 - 1972

SAM 100 - "The Second Chance Squadron'
Editor - "Old Time Plane Talk", John
Delagrange, 1822 Longview Drive, Lancaster, PA 17601. (717) 569-7243
The Free Flight Get Together held July 30
at the L.A.S.S. Sod Farm Field was a great
success thanks to the efforts of SAM 100
Steering Committee members Walt Kempf,
Dick Bezzard and Paul Ahnert.
A big 'THANK YOU" also goes to L.A.S.S.
president Karl Fotz and all the members who
voted us the use of the Sod Farm Flying
Field.
Reported by Walt Kempf - Ray Sherman,
the old F/F Master, was a godsend to me
and Ed Goretzka for his aid in trimming out
the O/T H/L Catapult Gliders. Too bad he
left early - his wisdom and expertise could
have been useful all day.
It was a pleasure to see Jerry Zeigenfuse
(LFS Level 5) flying rubber models and a
folding wing catapult glider. He's as good
in F/F as he is in flying an R/C Paragon.
Jack Conrad supplied the F/F aerobatics
with his CO-2 powered parasol plane. The
rest of Jack's carload of planes flew in the
conventional manner. His Moth had some
beautiful flights.
It was good to see the L.A.S.S. members
present enjoying watching and flying F/F.
Maybe we can get a few good members from
them. Jim Schemm flew a CO-2 model.
John Eshbach proxy flew John Delagrange's
O/T H/L glider. Some difference from flying
Windsongsl
Bob's (Jr. and III) Bennethum had just
returned from a 3-week western vacation
and looked a bit tired, but both were busy
flying rubber.
CD Paul Ahnert was reminded of his Air
Force days as he carried his clipboard organizing the flying events. Can't shout as
loud as he once could, though.
Paul Bricknell and his wife visited from
Hershey. Paul talked to quite a few people
and found one who has a model of the same
English design that Paul is now building. He
built the original model many years ago
when he lived in England.

SUPER CYCLONE
ENGINES

SAM 85 - Antik Modellflugfreunde
Deutschland e.V.
President - Friedhelm Mink, lm Weisengrund
9, BRD-5778 Meschede 12, West Germany
Contact: - Gerhard Everwyn,
Dachsteinstrasse 12 A, D-8000 Munchen 82,
West Germany

P.O. BOX 1809
SHOW LOW, AZ 85901

Harry first became interested in model
airplanes in 1905 in Harrisburg. Pennsylvania. He moved to Lebanon in 1912 and
later opened a model shop on 12th Street
where he sold pine sticks, banana oil, wire,
rubber, bamboo paper, etc.
In 1914, he built a rubber-powered model
of the Curtiss Biplane. It flew to a height of
200 feet.
In 1917, he joined the Army Aviation
Corps, served in Texas and was honorably
discharged in 1920.
Harry was the founder of the Lebanon
Model Airplane Club during the 20's, when
he was instrumental in helping and encouraging numerous young persons in
building and flying model aircraft.
Harry loved model aviation and gave
generously of his time and talent to help
aspiring model builders throughout eastern
Pennsylvania. He worked with high school
students in 1931, building a full-size glider.
He helped promote the American Air
Cadets whose stated purpose was: 'The
purpose of the Air Cadets is not for profit to
anyone, but to coordinate the Aircraft Model
Clubs of the nation in a practical manner for
the benefit of all and the advancement of
aviation.'
The principles and the aims of this organization far overshadow any personal ambitions of its sponsors - It is based on a sincere desire to provide the youth of America
the wherewith to learn about and take part in
the most important and epoch-making event
of all history - Aviation."
Along with Gordon Light and others, Harry
served on committees, sponsored contests
and, in general, contributed beyond
measure to furthering the building and enjoyment of model aircraft from the 1920's up
until the day he died.
In 1937, Harry designed the Cloud Cruiser
- a great flying free flight ship. Plans were
featured in the July 1937 issue of Model
Airplane News.
Harry was one of the first modelers in the
area to build a radio-controlled model.
Harry was a generous person when it
came to models. During the years when he
operated his hobby shop, when a youngster
came in and had only 10 cents, but the kit he
wanted cost 25 cents, Harry would give
the model for 10 cents. That may not so,:nd
like much by today's standards, but in the
1930's, that was a lot of money and it
showed Harry's willingness to help young
modelers get started.
Modelers the world over owe a debt of
gratitude to Harry Moyer and all the early
model aviators who gave us this wonderful
hobby that we enjoy today.
Thank you and God Bless you, Harry.
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STILL MORE COVERING USES
FOR WHITE GLUE
by Walter Rozelle, extracted from Bill
Baker's excellent newsletter and lifted from
"The Vegas Freeflighter'.
Anyone who still applies tissue by going
through the age-old ritual of brushing on
several coats of clear dope and then soaking
through the paper with thinner, just hasn't
been listening for a few years. Most
modelers now know that using thinned white
glue instead of clear dope Is faster and
simpler.
I recently discovered that the uses of white
glue in covering go even further.
After framing up a new 1/2-A Astrostar
(Terry Thorkildsen's NFFS Small Power
Model of the year for 1988), I decided to follow Terry's advice and cover the wing and
stab with clear Micafilm.
It's been widely reported that a disadvantage of Micafilm is the small range between application temperature to adhere the
film to Balsarite and the film's shrinking
temperature. A common problem is that the
film will creep from the edge when you
shrink the open areas. And a common solution has been to apply an adhesive such as
3M 77 spray cement on the edges a use Balsarite on the open area framework.
After Bill Baker mentioned reading where
Old Time Free}lighter and former National
Champion, Woody Blanchard, used white
glue to attach Micafilm on an R/C electric
model, I decided to try it on the Astrostar.
Flying blind, I brushed on two thinned
(50/50) coats of Franklin Home, Shop &
Craft Glue around the stab outline. Then I
set my Monokote iron at 11 o'clock, drew a
deep breath, and started to iron on the
Micafilm.
I'm standing here with my right hand
raised and swearing to you that it worked
like a charm. I learned real quickly to use
only the nose of the iron and to work with the
rest of the iron outside the framework; doing
otherwise shrinks the film before it is attached to the edges.
Next, I discovered that white glue will also
work well on the overlap joints, like at the
wing polyhedral-joint rib. I just brushed on a
couple of thin coats and slapped the
Micafilm down on top. I also found out that
I didn't have to wait for the glue to dry if I
nudged the iron temperature up just a hair.
Eager to share my discovery, I called Jim
Walston, retiring editor of 'SEKS Talks', the
SAM 47 newsletter. When not building outstanding Old Time F/F power models, Jim is
a distributor of hardware products, including
Franklin products.
Jim patiently listened and stifled a few
yawns as I excitedly related my newfound
discovery. Then he asked if I had tried the
white glue trick on silk. He proceeded to tell
me how he brushes white glue onto the undercambered rib surfaces and then attaches
the silk with a covering Iron.
If you have not tried it, Franklin White Glue
(in a bright blue bottle) has some advantages over regular Titebond for normal
gluing applications. It is thick and will not

run when applied to a vertical surface. And
it dries clear without shrinking. This glue
also requires some patience when stirring
before it thoroughly blends with water when
thinning it for covering purposes.

OFFICIAL SAM SONG?
from SAM 100
John Delagrange of SAM 100, "The
Second Chance Squadron' in Lancaster,
Pennsylvania has made a tape of It.
Joe Basher played it at a special meeting
of SAM 11, The Old Time Eagles", in New
Jersey and reported that there were some
misty eyes in the group.
As promised in SAM SPEAKS March/April
issue #88, here are the words to what could
become our official SAM song:
THE SOCIETY OF ANTIQUE MODELERS
(sung to the tune of "Red River Valley")
rThorus:
We're the Society of Antique Modelers.
We're scattered far and wide o'er sea and
land.
Our Preamble tells you why we've joined
together.
If you like us, why not join us, we're called
SAM.

Verse _1
At our SAM Champs we all have a good time.
There's camaraderie, friendship and good
cheer,
As we fly our Old Timers in mem'ry
Of those happy golden days of yesteryear.
Verse 2
The Free Flight purist holds to true tradition.
They take it to the limit you could say.
They send their planes aloft in perfect
freedom.
The good Lord sees they do not go astray.

Verse 3
R/C'ers know Old Time ships were Free
Flight.
And they mean no disrespect to days gone
by.
Open spaces aren't as open as they once
were.
And an R/C unit enables them to fly.

Verse 4
Old Engine Buffs keep tradin' and collectin'.
Making sure those good old engines never
die.
They keep us in spare parts and running engines.
So we can fly our Old Timers 'cross the sky.

Verse 5
The Indoor Flyers have a special talent.
Steady nerves, keen eyes and a surgeon's
hand.
They can build a plane so fine and gentle.
It floats and floats like it will never land.
Verse fi
The Flying Scale guys really are authentic.
A real airplane scaled down to fly, no less,
So when you see a scale job flying just
remember.
It takes a skill that very few possess.
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V_er.se_i
Now we can't forget Gliders and Twin
Pushers.
Wakefield, Rubber and Jimmy Allen too.
The planes that started us in this great
hobby.
They hold precious memories so true.
Verse a
To Our wives and our families so patient,
Who endure balsa sawdust, dope and glue.
Though you don't win the prizes and
trophies,
We of SAM take our hats off to you.

VeLse_9.
So crank up that good old spark Ignition.
Wind those rubber motors tight.
A boomer's comin' thru and if you catch it,
We will see you a little later on tonight.
Verse 10
Well there my friends now you've heard our
story
'Bout the hobby that we love so very well.
You will see us standing out there in the sunshine
Enjoying Old Time flying can't you tell?
Repeat Chorus
SAM56 (Wichita Historical
Aircraft Modelers)
President - Jack Phelps, 5149 Armstrong,
Wichita, KS 67204, (316) 838-8144.
Editor - Ernie Linn, 3505 East Mt. Vernon,
Wichita, KS 67218, (316) 687-9552.
Preview of SAM Champs Accomodationa While on our way to Taft, Susie and I stayed
overnight at the Gold Strike Inn in Jean,
Nevada, to be the headquarters of the 1989
SAM Champs, coming Oct. 8-13.
What a choice spot for the event! If the
flying site quality is comparable, this will be
the best ever. The Gold Strike is a 5-story,
relatively new motel with acres of parking
space, nice rooms, excellent restaurant
facilities, and a very large gambling casino.
Rooms run about $30 a night for two people
on Fridays and Saturdays - about $17 a night
the rest of the week. "No Smoking" rooms
are on the 5th floor.
Breakfast can be had for as little as 95
cents (available 24 hours a day). Lunch and
dinner is available at Burger King, or an "allyou-can-eat" buffeteria of unusually high
quality which goes for about $3.69 per person and includes drinks and dessert.
Another similar motel by the same owners
was in an advanced stage of construction
about a mile away. - Ernie Linn

S9f11 $8 - "Bay City Flyers"
'Fly the friendly skies with the Bay City
guys.'
Contact - Fred Mulholland, 15410
Stonecreek Lane, Tampa, FL 33613, (813)
962-7020
Fred will CD an Old Timer Contest for R/C
Assist on November 19th at the Hillsborough
County Land Fill on Linebaugh Ave. in
Tampa, Florida. Co-Director is Pete Rafferty at (813) 837-9617.
There will be nine basic SAM events and
three special electric events.
Plaques to 3rd place. Best-Of-Show and
Grand Champion.

********************************
1ST /111/0141 PEdell ST4TE
"SAN CIMAIPS"
OCT 28-29 ROME Or4 8•004A1-4:00Phl
EVENTS

OT GAS PYLON - LARGE*
OT GAS CABIN - LARGE*
OT OAS PYLON - SMALL*
OT OAS CABIN - SMALL*
30 SECOND ANTIQUE
020 REPLICIA
1/2A NOSTALGIA (NFFS RULES)
ABC NOSTALGIA (NFFS RULES)

OT RUBBER STICK - LARGE**
OT RUBBER CABIN - LARGE**
OT RUBBER STICK - SMALL**
OT RUBBER CABIN - SMALL**
COMMERCIAL RUBBER***
OT P 30 (FMA RULES)
OT FLYING SCALE
OT HAND LAUNCHED GLIDER

cONT ST DIRECTOR

C. N. "NORM" PURDY
664 TOM READ DRIVE
MARIETTA, GA 30062

-

-

3357

(404)428-1390

AWARDS
ONE PLAQUE WILL BE AWARDED TO EACH CONTESTANT
FOR PLACING IN AN EVENT, WITH ADDITIONAL PLATES
AWARDED FOR PLACING IN OTHER EVENTS. MERCHAN
DISE CERTIFICATES, MERCHANDISE, ETC., WILL
ALSO BE AWARDED. HIGH POINT TROPHY WILL BE A
PERPETUAL TROPHY AND WILL BE RETURNED TO SAM 47
PRIOR TO THE NEXT ANNUAL PEACH STATE SAM CHAMPS.

FOR ADDITONAL

INFORMATION CALL OR WRITEI

CONTEST PROMOTION MANAGER
F.B. "FRANK" HODSON
1495 SOUTH OLA ROAD
LOCUST GROVE, OA 30248

(404)957-9830

********************************
EVERYTHWG FOR THE VAVrAG€ MODELER

ARGO - U.S.A.
ELFIN 219 cc DIESF1. ENOCNES
ORWICX ENGINES
IGNITION - DIESEL - GLOW
RATTLEAXE - DIESEL ENGINES
SPARK PLUGS
TRANS. KINMON (DIU
POUR STROKE - GLOW ENGINE
OW** PLUGS
MOTOR M( rNTS • GLASS
ACCESSORIES

PULED

3229 Dianora Dr. Palos Verdes, CA 90274
Phone (213) 377-6186

•

"VESPA"

"BUILD THIS SMOOTH FLYER"

Full-size plans for this R/C Assist high performance
1941 vintage model from SAM Italia, Chapter 62 are
available from SAM SPEAKS for $5.00 each. Plane was
featured in May/June 1989 issue of SAM SPEAKS.
Wing area - approx. 480 sq. in. Aspect Ratio: approx.
5:1. Proceeds from the sale of plans will be used to
help pay the operating expenses of SAM SPEAKS.
Order from: SAM SPEAKS, 1237 S. Grant St., Tacoma,
WA 98405.
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Jim Bohash original 1939 design 'U.S. Standard
Wakefield". Ship flew on U.S. Wakefield team 1938 &
1939, Paris, France and Bendix, New Jersey. Bohash
also won 1940 Canadian National Championship and
Michigan State Championships - 1939 & 1952. Plans
never published nor In kit. Approved by SAM as
authentic Antique Full-size plans $5.00 U.S. - $10.00
outside U.S. Post paid. Order from: Jim Bohash,
20721 Millard St., Taylor, MI 48180.

CANADIAN NATIONALS
OLD TIMER EVENTS

YE GADS! NOT ANOTHER
ENGINE CONTROVERSY!

Huron Park, Ontario - July 1-2, 1989
by Peter Mann, Event Director

Martin H. Schindler, 304 Roosevelt Ct. NE,
Vienna, VA 22180. SAM #0017
I have been connected with SAM a long
time. In tact, one of my friends gave me a
SAM brochure in which I was listed as one of
the people who sparked SAM into being.
However, every year or two I ask myself, 'Do
I want to keep belonging to an organization
that spends time arguing over what is a legal
engine to use in Old Time flying, instead of
encouraging people to go out and have fun
flying the old design models?'
I have had friends who were very active in
SAM drop out due to various engine controversies. Years ago, I made many trips to
San Jose, California, and every time I visited
John Pond, he would show me his latest collection of engines that were no longer legal
to use In SAM events.
I recommend that we knock off arguing
over what are legal engines to use and get
on with flying and having fun. (HEAR!
HEAR! ed.)
Hopefully, by the time this letter is
received, the 'diesel controversy' will have
been settled by the membership vote.
In closing, I have to say that I agree with
the sentiments expressed by Bill Schmidt
and Joe Percy in the March/April '89 issue
of SAM SPEAKS. If we ban the Elfin, next
someone will want to ban some other engine
or model due to a supposed unfair advantage over another, I believe It is time we
put a stop to this sort of contrived rule changes.

Two days of nearly perfect weather - clear
sky, temperatures in the 80's, light breezes
and low drift were enjoyed by contestants in
the Old Timer events at the Canadian Nationals. They had the entire airport to themselves except for occasional full-size plane
activity at the far end of the field.
Since we had only two days, events were
limited to: R/C Assist - LER (pylon & cabin
comb.), Texaco and 1/2-A Texaco; F/F Open Power, ABC comb., Open Rubber
Cabin and Stick.
Turnout was low, possibly due to a latehour decision to hold the events which
limited the lead time needed to notify potential contestants and subsequent difficulty in
"getting the word out". However, those who
participated enjoyed excellent flying. R/C
Assist results are:

(L. to R.) Spectator, Bob Cladding, Don
Scott, Vince Gavagnin. Peter Mann. Lanzo
Bomber (Gavagnin), Lanzo Bomber (Scott),
Brooklyn Dodger (Gavagnin), Super Buccaneer (Scott).

LEB
Vincent Gavagnin
Don Scott
Don Scott
Harry Barnard
Mark Barnard
George Ens

Lanzo Bomber
20:00
Lanzo Bomber
17:18
Super Buccaneer 07:03
Buzzard Bombshe1104:59
Buzzard Bombshe1104:12
M.C. Hornet 03:39

TFXACO
Don Scott
Vincent Gavagnin
Harry Barnard
Mark Barnard

Lanzo Bomber
19:34
Lanzo Bomber
16:24
Buzzard Bombshe1115:00
Buzzard Bombshe1115:00

1/2-A TEXACO
Vincent Gavagnin Brooklyn Dodger 10:03
Bob Gladding Guff (0.0.S.) 30:00+
Hornet
George Ens
Cladding's "Guff" decided to go 'fly
about". Shortly after he launched it, Bob
reported that he had lost control of the
model. Fortunately it was circling at the
time, but unfortunately it was in a thermal.
We watched it circle higher and higher as It
drifted slowly downfield toward the industrial park. After 30 minutes, we gave It
up for lost. Gladding didn't. He put an ad
in the London (Ontario) Free Press and the
plane was returned to him later in the week.
When asked if he had his name and addrress on the model, Bob's Immediate reply
was, "Why? It's radio controlled.'
FRFE FLIGHT POWFR - Little to tell. No
one showed up. A perfect day wasted. (Ed.If you'd only known, eh?)
RUBBER POWER - Same story.
Will there be Old Timer events at the next
Canadian Nationals? Is it worth the time and
trouble to schedule them? Would you
please let me know if you are interested in
participating in future Canadian/Ontario
Old Timer events and if you would like to
receive Information on them when it is available? Please indicate whether your interest
is R/C Assist, F/F or both.
Peter Mann, 36 Sydenham St., Guelph,
Ontario, CANADA, N1H 2W4.

SAI/111
YEAR IBCCIK

RECALL AND MODIFICATIONS
ON COX 1/2-A TEXACO .049's
by Bill Schmidt, SAM VP, Rocky Mtn. Region

I Dedicated to the pi ewivotion vntage model omit I
—

MORE SAM 35 (UK) YEARBOOKS
Jim Adams, SAM president, has received
another shipment of the best yearbook SAM
35 (UK) has yet produced. The 156-page
book Is filled with excellent photos and
drawings of vintage models and engines.
First-class articles by well-known British
aeromodelers too. This book is a must for
all dedicated Old Timers.
The first set went fast and these are the
last ones, so get your order in to Jim now.
Price is $8.50 each postpaid to US and
Canadian SAM members. Jim Adams, 2538
N. Spurgeon St., Santa Ana, CA 92706,

WANTFD - An OS, Enya or Saito, .40 size 4stroke. Must be one of the earlier versions
with exposed rocker arms. Prefer New In
Box or Low Time. Will be flown. Francis X.
Ryan, Rt-1 Box 66, Amenia, NY 12501. SAM
#2223, (914) 373-8358.
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Some Cox Texaco .049 engines reached
the field with an excessive crankshaft to
crankcase clearance, resulting in a sloppy
main bearing fit. When the engine is running, this causes fuel spray from the area of
the prop drive washer and, in some cases,
low base compression and unsteady running characteristics.
I talked with Dave Duncan at Cox Hobbies,
and he indicated that some bad black
crankcases got loose in the field, and that
Cox would trade any customer a new correct
one upon receipt of his defective crankcase.
Send to:
Cox Hobbies, Inc.
1525 East Warner Ave.
Santa Ana, CA 92705
Mr. Duncan also noted several cases
where slipstream caused fuel to siphon from
the filler pipe of the new style back plate assembly. Very low running times of as little
as two minutes were noted in these cases.
Should you experience poor running times
with this engine, check for this possibility, If
it is siphoning, install a short length of fuel
tubing over the filler pipe. Cut the top of the
tube at an angle facing the slipstream and
that should prevent any fuel siphoning In
flight.

TAIBI

1441621

BALSA WOOD
STICKS'
36 -

1/164NCH

174 ik 1116
1/16 x 322
1/16 x 118
1111 t 3(16
11165 114
1116 x 34
1118 x 112
1116 314

48'

06
07

66
70
10

13
. 16
. 21
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Superior Aircraft Materials
12020-G Centralia • Hawaiian Gardens, California 90716 • (213) 865-3220
Handling Charge . $5.00 • Add $3.00 for C.O.D. • Minimum Order $20.00 F.O.B. Factory
We accept Personal checks and C.O.D. • California Residents add 61/2% Sales Tax

hen Sykora 's

MODEL SUPPLY
P.O. Box 7334 • Van Nuys, CA 91409

DEED OLD TIMER "GOODIES"?
ME THEY UV
A 1930's MODEL SHOP! .. . sawed prop blanks,
balloon/WWI/Streamline balsa wheels. Hinoki wood,
colored nitrate dope, thrust buttons & bearings, bamboo, silver Jap tissue, prop hardware, special washers,
winders, rubber, hundreds of old Scale/Contest plans
& more! Shop from our illustrated catalog. Send S2.00

by Bob Angel, SAM V/P, West Coast Region
I am using and can recommend a digital
tachometer produced by H&N Electronics, a
small business in California City. This is one
of the few tachometers giving a 4-digit
readout over the range to 30,000rpm. It
seems very accurate, and has an electronic
eye that can usually pick up Its signal, even
from a slight angle, such as when you set It
flat on the ground in front of a running engine. Don't confuse this product with the
more highly advertised Nor-Cal 'Accu-Tach'.
You must add one zero to all readings,
and therefore you get a reading to the
nearest 10rpm. Very handy when porting
and fine tuning that GHQ to get it from

A3

16•

DON'T LOSE
YOUR NEXT MASTERPIECE
INSTALL THE
SCREAMER BEEPER

1
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SALSA PLANKS
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146 x 12 a 12
1164 x 12a24
3.60
16161 1214 7.00
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Super loud audio Beeper, 96 decibels at a frequency
where the ear is most sensitive. Audible up to 1500 feet
when the model is airborne or 300 to 400 feet on the
ground. The sound will direct you immediately to the lost
model whether in trees, corn, tall grass, brush, ravines,
etc.
The Screamer-Beeper is ready to mount in your plane
complete with 16 hr. battery and DT trigger switch. Total
installed weight: 19 Grams-little over 1/2 Oz.
Great for Wakefield size rubber or any power ship.
$19.95 Post Paid. (US Only) Check or M.O.
Make checks payable to Bill Turner
(CA residents add 6.5% Sales Tax)
Bill Turner, 3027 Rutgers Ave., Long Beach, CA 90808

12,590 to 12,600rpm on a 14x8 prop.
The Instrument also has a pulse counting
feature for use in adjusting your radio and
servos for proper centering on every channel
by measuring the pulse width output from
the receiver going to the servos.
In use, the tachometer actually 'counts"
revolutions and updates the digital display
every .3 second. This sounds fast, but it's
just slow enough that you can read the display OK without getting dizzy from the flashing numbers. Or you can freeze the display
with a hold button should your usually trigger-quick mind be clouded by a rough previous night.
I did have an electronic 'gremlin" in my
unit, which I believe is not typical. And although I had let it slip well past the 3-month
guarantee, Harold Ackerman of H&N went
Page 15

well beyond the usual expectations to see
that it was corrected.
To Summarize: I recommend this
tachometer as probably the best available
when you need + or - 10rpm readouts, with
a stated (probably conservatively) overall
accuracy of + or - 50rom, Disadvantages?
1) It Isn't a pocket-sized unit, but built Into a
metal box about 1.3/4' X 3-1/4" X 6". 2) Display is in red 1/2" LED numerals, but needs
to be shaded to be read in direct sunlight.
3) Not a problem for most of us, but you
must convert readings for a 3-bladed or
other odd prop.
Cost was about $80 when I bought mine
from:
H & N Electronics
10937 Rome Beauty Drive
California City, CA 93505

• 0

WE STOCK
114

EASY SPAN
COVERING MATERIAL
12 & 21 GRAM
PER SO. METER
RED, YELLOW. GREEN
BLUE, ORANGE, BLACK
WHITE
PROPS 3-1/2" TO 12"
RUBBER .045" THICK
1/16"-1/8"-3/16"-1/4"
SEND FOR PRICES

BOX 1059
BEAMSVILLE, ONTARIO
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Drawing by Tony Albence of SAM 66. Tony has done a series of
these drawings featuring the Comet Clipper, the Swift, the
Gladiator, the Buzzard Bombshell and the KG-2 which are

Tony Albence, SAM 66 master artist, drew
the authentic, special decal on the model he
is holding. John Scott, editor of "The Communicator", SAM 66's newsletter, rebuilt the
model which is the AMA Museum's example
of Ben Shereshaw's 'Commodore".

decopaged to plaques and used as prizes at SAM 66 meets. If your
chapter might be interested, he can be contacted at 415 Geddes
St., Wilmington, DE 19805.

The winner is a famous SAM member shown here, center, with the
model he designed. If you can't figure out both names. turn in your
SAM membership card. (Hint: His initials are S.T.)

A line up of sea-going putt-putts just before the contest. If names
mean anything, the Clipper in the foreground should be right at
home. (Winning model - upper right.)
Typical pose of average model. However, once the "boys" got the
hang of it, things just "sailed' along. It was like the old days. (Ed
note: 4-5 years ago!) if it flew, you were good.

FUN ON FLOATS !
from 'Air Trails", November 1939
The opening to a photo feature article
reads, "Seaplane contest at Lake Hopatcong, New Jersey proved a natural. In fact,
it was more of a picnic than a contest."
Sound familiar?
The same edition also contains plans for
Dick Korda's Wakefield winner and Maurice
Schoenbrun's Rocketeer shown In such an
undignified position. Take-offs proved difficult Models were dunked frequently modelers occasionally.
i.

The idea is to dunk the model without soaking the engine. A Rocketeer demonstrates the technique. Note the three pontoons.

The winning model putting in one of its three flights.
No delayed flights either. (He was doing it even then.)

Here's the winning model, a Forster .99-powered Powerhouse by
Sal Taibi. Floats are similar to those described in June & July issues. Taibi's consistency (!!!) proved practicability of these floats.

Here's one Zipper that didn't zip. Floats are a great equalizer wrong floats = no takeoff. (Note the twin-stack Brown.)
page 2

"Flying Scale was my original love," John Pond said in a recent
letter. Probably many Old Timers share this feeling - certainly rubber-powered scale jobs were by far the best selling flying model kits
in the pre-1943 era covered by SAM.
Despite the nostalgia for scale, there seem to be few Old Timer
scale model contest events - especially in the otherwise popular
R/C-assisted events. However, this year saw two rather wellpublicized contests for R/C-Assist 0/T Scale: SAM 48, the Niagara
Frontier Chapter in New York and SAM 41, the San Diego Aeroneers
in California.
The New York special event was for 1/2-A Texaco Scale R/C Assist. The full rules were given in SAM SPEAKS issue #89, May/June
1989, page 7. Briefly, models powered by Cox .049 reed-valve engines could be of any pre-1943 full-scale airplane and had to be of
built-up structure typical of pre-1943 models - no foam or ARF's allowed! Minimum wing loading was the usual 8 oz./sq. ft. except for
biplanes which were allowed 6 oz./sq. ft. Flying rules were similar
to the basic 1/2-A Texaco event.
The California contest was billed as the 'First Annual Old Timer
Flying Scale Contest" and included three events: Rubber-Power per
current SAM rules, R/C Assist Gas and R/C Assist Electric. Both the
R/C events also called for models to be built from pre-1943 plans
with scaling allowed. Since very few pre-war scale gas plans are
available, building and/or scaling from rubber-powered model
plans was also allowed.
Scoring in the gas and electric events was weighted 1/3 each for
duration, realism in flight and workmanship. Gas models were allowed 45-second engine runs. Electrics were allowed 90 seconds.
Any engine or motor size could be used. Two flights were allowed
- realism could be judged on one, duration on the other.
Woody Woodman won the New York SAM 48 event flying a Rearwin Speedster. Several other planes have been built and flown
since the August contest. The most successful so far is Walter
Lawrence's Curtiss Robin, a realistic flyer which handles nicely.
In California, Leroy Brooks won the Gas event with a 7-foot DeHavilland Puss Moth, Jim Baron took top honors in Electric with a
57' Stahl-designed Fokker 0-8 and Ernie Wrisley won Rubber with
a Puss Moth by Chet Lanzo.

Both the New York and the California contest were judged successful by their sponsors. Jack Brown of SAM 48 says that three
more scale contests are being planned for 1990. SAM 41 is planning for two scale contests in 1990.
There appear to be two major decisions required in planning an
R/C-Assist Scale model contest.
The first is model eligibility. There are only 51 pre-1943
published scale gas model plans known to this writer. This is kits
and magazines combined.
The Niagara Frontier club overcame this limitation by allowing
later model designs, provided the subject was a full-scale airplane
from the pre-1943 era and that the model used pre-1943 built-up
construction as noted earlier.
The San Diego Aeroneers considered this same approach, but
ended up allowing the use of rubber-powered models, with scaling
permitted, as enlarging the pool of eligible designs.
The second major decision is scoring. The Niagara Frontier system (a pure duration contest, using 1/2-A Texaco rules) is the ultimate in simplicity for the builder and the Contest Director, and it
avoids that unrealistic skyrocket climb that a limited engine run encourages.
The Aeroneeers approach of using a limited motor run and requiring judging panels for flight realism and workmanship lacks the
advantages cited for the Niagara Frontier approach. SAM 41 members are now considering adopting the New York approach for their
1990 R/C gas and electric events and adding the 1/2-A Texaco
Scale event.
For more information on the scale contests covered here, contact: Jack Brown (SAM 48), 1446 Red Jacket Rd., Grand Island, NY
14072. Home phone: (716) 773-5674, or Jim Alaback (SAM 41),
16634 Diaz Drive, San Diego, CA 92128. Phone: (619) 487-6716.

Larry Clark with Rearwin Speedster. Scaled twice size of original
Earl Stahl design. Cox .049.

Mutt & Jeff. Leroy Brooks' impressive 7-foot model of the DeHavilland Puss Moth - winner of the SAM 41 gas scale event. Built
from Pat Sweeney's 1935 plans and powered with a K & B .40, it was
Walter Lawrence with his winning 1/2-A Texaco Scale R/C Curtiss
the largest model entered. By coincidence, the smallest entry,
Robin. Wingspan 48" scaled up from 41" plane. Wing area - 330
shown under the wing, was also a model of James Mollison's transsq. in. Weight - 20-1/2 oz. Walter is from SAM 54 in New Market,
Atlantic Puss Moth - Jim Alaback's 16" span model. Photo by Jim
Ontario, CANADA. page 3 Alaback.

PRE-1943 GAS-POWERED SCALE MODEL PLANS
by Jim Alaback
There is no great surplus of Old-Time gas-powered scale jobs.
These are all I could find in a recent thorough search. Full-size
plans for all are available from John Pond Old Time Plan Service,
253 North 4th St., San Jose, CA 95109-3310,

MODEL
SOURCE
WINGSPAN
Aeronca Tandem
Albert (A/T, 2/42)
50
Aeronca Chief
Lipari (F/A, 9/41)
52
Aeronca Chief
Lindberg (P/A, 4/39)
53
Bellance Skyrocket
Tuxworth (M/M, 1938)
80
Berliner-Joyce P-16
Lindberg (P/A, 7/37)
60
Berliner-Joyce P-16
Evans (M/M, 8/35)
66
Boeing F4B-4
Miniature Aircraft Corp.
66
Brewster Buffalo
Lindbert (P/A, 1/39)
43
Buhl Bull Pup
Lacey (MAN, 8/36)
96
Chester Jeep
Lindbert (P/A, 12/37)
71
54*
Corben Super Ace
Peerless Model Co.
72
Corben Super Ace
Modeicraft
72
Curtiss Page Navy Racer/Lindberg (P/A, 3/38)
Curtiss Robin
Comet Model & Supply Co. 72
De Havilland Puss Moth/Uptown Model Shop
84
Dewoitine 0-535
Henry Stiglmeier (1/37)
72
Douglas 0-43A
Miniature Aircraft Corp.
48
Douglas 0-43A
Roberts (F/A, 12/38)
50
Mountjoy (M/C, 1942)
71
Ercoupe
Fairchild 24R
Roberts (F/A, 2/38)
69
Lindberg (P/A, 10/37
Fairchild 24R
80
Fairchild Amphibian Mountjoy (MAN, 10/42)
72
Fleet Model II
Bobrovsky (1937)
54
40
Fleetwings Amphibian Lindberg (P/A, 5/39)
Limber (F/A, 2/40)
Focke-Wulf FW-56
50*
Miniature Aircraft Corp.
Fokker D-8
39
Stahl (MAN, 6&7/41)
57
Fokker D-8
Howard DGA-8
Lindberg (P/A, 8/37)
76
Howard Mr. Mulligan Ott (P/M, 1/37)
60
Mountjoy (F/A, 12/40)
93
Luscombe 50
76
Luscombe Phantom Lindberg (P/A, 11/37)
Monocoupe 90A
Lindberg (P/A, 2/38)
77
46
Nieuport 17
Lindberg (P/A, 8/39)
42
North American 0-47 Lindberg (P/A. 6/39)
Megow
53
Piper Cub
70
Peerless Model Co.
Piper Cub
56
Miniature Aircraft Corp.
Rearwin Speedster
Cleve. Model & Supply Co. 64
Rearwin Speedster
74
Lindberg (P/A, 6&7/36)
Rearwin Speedster
47*
Lindberg (P/A, 9/38)
Ryan SCW
48
Kronfeldt (MAN, 4/39)
S.E.5
53
Lindberg (P/A, 7/39)
Stinson 105
Cleve. Model & Supply Co. 84
Stinson Reliant
84
Lindberg (P/A, 9/37)
Stinson Reliant
72
Aircraft
Taylor Cub J-2
Davidson
(MAN,
2&3/38)
72
Taylor Cub J-2
78
Lindberg (P/A, 1/38)
Taylor Cub J-2
72
Plecan (A/T, 4/38)
Taylorcraft
Miniature Aircraft Corp.
108
Taylorcraft
Struhl (MAN, 11/42)
49
Taylorcraft 0-57
54
Mountjoy (MC, 9/41)
Waco Cabin
*Gas or Rubber. A/T.Air Trails, F/A' Flying Aces, MAN-Model
Airplane News, M/C Model Craftsman, M/M Modern Mechanics,
P/A Popular Aviation, P/M -Popular Mechanics.

Ray Newman of Ganges, B.G. with OS Max .15 in RoOiditeer A.

Father T. Dignan, Tioga, N.D.. and OS Max .15 In So Long A.

John Bortnak, Calgary, Alberta,
with OS Max .35 in Canadian "WASP*.

page 4 Ray Newman launching .020 Replica "Spook'.

1989 CANADIAN SAM CHAMPS
by John Bortnak, 740 Lake Ontario Drive

SAM RAFFLE

MORE NEW SAM CHAPTERS!

by Jim Adams

from Everett "Woody" Woodman
SAM Chapter Coordinator

Si.. Calgary, Alberta T2J 3JB, CANADA
We had two nice days weatherwise on
August 19 & 20 with the exception of a
shower on Saturday afternoon.
Winds were light, temperatures in the
70's. Keith Wyllie, Edmonton Alberta lost his
.020 Replica 'Playboy' after two maxes. His
was the only offering to the thermal gods.
We were most happy in a 100% increase
in our Junior ranks with the most welcome
addition of Nicholas Hatch to our ranks!

Nicholas Hatch. 8 yrs. old,
with Garami Gullwing.

The raffle for the Honda chase bike and
the fifty other prizes consisting of engines
and kits was held on Thursday night at the
Jean SAMCHAMPS.
The bike was won by Henry F. Williams,
SAM 2207, of Elkton, Maryland. He is a free
flighter and will put it to good use. The other
winners are:
ENCI1NES.
Forster .99

Daniel Libro #2170
Anderson Spitfire Ron Ford #915
Wahl Ohlsson
Ron Doig #111
Brown Jr.
Bud Perry #543
Atwood Super Champ/Stan Lane #515
Ohlsson .60 Special/Jerry Rocha #380
Wahl Brown Jr.
Al Rassmussen #1631
Contestor .60
Ross Thomas #1721
Super Cyclone
Parker Abbott #105
Dennymite
Ed Hamler #170
Rogers .35
Elliot Berelson #665
Hurricane .24
Louis Merlotti #486
Bunch Tiger
Martin Gettig #2003
Phantom P-30
John Falter #2407
Rocket .45
Richard Dwyer #159
Robert Stephens #954
Syncro B30
Genie .29
L.D. Spratt #840
Madewell .49
Jim Fiorello #1053
Brown Jr.
Jim Coffin #63
0. K..29
Iry Stein #2090
G. H, Q.1
Terry Rimert #964
Vivell .35
Bob Baker #1300
Cox .010
Ray Dorkoskie #1760
Wankel .33
John Targos #269
0/T Electric
Thomas Tarbert #644
KITS

Jason Ycuck - 15 years old - continued his
winning ways in small cabin by winning this
event for the second year in a row.

SAM PREAMBLE: The competition flying of
free flight and radio-controlled model
aircraft of vintage design is intended to be
casual, enjoyable and interesting for both
competitor and spectator alike.
It is neither desired to advance ihe stale
of the art of aeromodeling per se, other then
to increase participation in the sport
generally, nor to reprove again that which is
already recorded in aeromodeling nistory
books.
The intent of the rules is to categorize the
basic types of vintage models and to establish an equitable and simple framework of
regulations for competition purposes.
Therefore, model designs that
revolutionized free flight competition and
necessitated the formation of two basic classifications, 'ANTIQUE" and "OLD TIMER',
are expected to compete in the Old Timer
Events.

Sailplane
Walter Conrad #1313
Gentle Lady
Van Wilson #1605
Scientific Mercury Van Wilson #1605
A/T Sportster
M.D. Hood #745
Comet Clipper
Robert Higgins #761
Playboy Jr.
Don Makarov #1443
A/B Spacer
Dan Smith #1074
1/2-A Zeek
Robert Hess #681
Lil' Esquire
John Nataloni #1609
Spirit/St. Louis
Ed Kelleher #700
1/2 A Blazer
Gordon Light #129
Jetco Nordic
Robert Erpelding #1552
Black Bullet
Angus Crosby #1422
1/2-A Cavalier
Mitch Post #194
Bellanca Skyrocket Emery Buckner #1100
So - Long
Danny Sheelds #323
Buzzard Bombshell/Harry Murphy #70
Miss America
A.G. Hagen #258
Strato-Streak
Robert Schneider #1290
Brooklyn Dodger Ed Blanchfield #1672
.020 Playboy
J.E. Craig #1666
Re-Quest
Charlie Poulton #1079
1/2-A Zeek
James Wood #1800
1/2-A Spacer
Damond Adcock #555
These prizes have all been shipped to the
winners or given out to the winners present
at the SAMCHAMPS.
-
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Vernon Haynes (SAM 10 L.) has helped
form a new SAM chapter in North Carolina.
They have been given number 200 and will
be known as the Honey Bee Squadron.
At last report, they are off to a good start
with 18 members and are generating lots of
interest among other potential "Old Timers"
in the area.
If you know of anyone who might be interested In joining the group, Vernon can be
contacted at: 1305 Fairfield Dr., Gastonia,
NC 28052. Phone: (704) 865-1415.
Roger L. Dillion is the contact for the
newly-formed Springfield (Ohio) Antique
Modelers, Chapter 67. Roger's address is:
311 East High St., London, OH 43140.
Finally, Sven-Olov Linden, president of
the Swedish Oldtimer Society, SAM Chapter
67, lives at: Hovstavagen 15, 703 63 Orebro,
Sweden.

WHAT'S A U-CONTROL MODEL
DOING IN SAM SPEAKS?
by Bill Darkow
You may have been surprised and a bit
shocked to find an ad for a control-liner in
what is essentially a free-flight and R/C publication.
Well, it's not generally known, but the Jim
Walker 'Fireball" is a SAM-legal free flight!
Yes, that's right, and the documentation is
provided by the U.S. Navy.
The American Junior Aircraft Company
Fireballs under contract with the U.S.
Navy in early 1942. (Here I must caution
sensitive modelers to read further at their
own risk.) They were equipped with Ohlsson
.23 Ignition engines, painted bright orange
and launched free-flight from ships at sea
for target practice. (In case you haven't
heard, war is not only hell - but it is also extremely wasteful.)
There is no record as to how successful
this program was, but nevertheless it was
implemented.
If you doubt that a Fireball can fly successfully as a free-flight, check with Clarence
Bull, winner of the Spirit of SAM Concours
event at the 1989 SAM Champs. He'll be
glad to show you how his Bantam .19powered version performs.
Who'll be the first to fly an R/C version?
built

EDITORIAL COMMENTS
AT THE END OF YEAR ONE
As noted In the previous edition, the Board
of Directors is allowing me to pilot SAM
SPEAKS for another year. There were a
couple of times when I felt like 'bailing out".
The first was when my old word processor
died in the midst of transferring SAM's mailing list and getting out the first issue of the
year. That necessitated the purchase of a
new computer and learning to run a new
program while trying to get SAM SPEAKS out
on time.
I was almost caught up when the second
shoe hit the floor. I returned home from Taft
in June to learn that I had become unemployed and that we were moving to
Tacoma. This time in the midst of putting
out the special raffle/rules ballot mailing
and the May/June issue of SAM SPEAKS.
Since then, with a lot of help, patience and
understanding from my wife and all my
friends in SAM, things have gradually improved until I may actually start 1990 on
schedule.
When I was selected as your editor, I took
over the operation of a newsletter that was
functioning smoothly. Upon reviewing back
issues, it was apparent that every editor SAM
SPEAKS has ever had has built upon the
work of his predecessors and turned over to
his successor a bigger and better publication than he received. It's an awesome
responsibility and one that I intend to make
every effort to fulfill.
In terms of SAM SPEAKS content and format, your feedback tells me that you approve of the subject matter and that the
changes I have made are generally regarded
as improvements. You should soon see further improvements as a result of the Board's
decision to provide SAM SPEAKS with desk
top publishing software.
LOOKING AHEAD Keep that material coming! Newsletters,
articles, photos, plans, drawings, contest
results, building & flying tips, etc.- all that
and more is needed and welcome. SAM
SPEAKS is your publication. Deadline for
material - it must be in my hands by the 8th
of even-numbered months.
Since SAM SPEAKS covers the activities of
2400 members in the United States, Canada
and overseas with only 16 pages every two
months, your contribution may not show up
immediately and may possibly never make
it, but please don't get discouraged.
I have just learned from Bob Hunt, editor
of Flying Models magazine, that I have been
selected as their "Old Timer" columnist for
1990, so some of the "stuff" you send me
may show up in that publication.
Newsletter Editors - it would be a great help
if you'd highlight material you'd like to see
under "Chapter Review' in SAM SPEAKS.
Anicle Writers - the conflict between writer
and editor is eternal. We can keep it to a
minimum if you'll try to keep your article to
a minimum. There is never enough space in
each edition to publish all the material I
receive.

Photograph.= - people and airplanes go
together. Clear, sharply focused B & W
prints with good contrast are preferred. A
test for color prints is to run a B & W
photocopy of them. Slides can be used, but
are expensive to convert to prints. Watch
your shadows, especially faces and backgrounds. Please send complete descriptions of your photos.
Dick Stouffer did a great job with those
photos of the Lawrenceville SAM Meet and
thanks to Harold Johnson for most of the
photos on the 1989 SAM Champs at Jean,
NV.
Contest Coordinators & Directors- I'd like to
start a regional listing of SAM meets. Your
cooperation would be appreciated. Addresses or mailing labels of SAM members in
your area are available from SAM SPEAKS.
If you can't do it yourself, could you
please appoint someone to get results and
photos of your contest to SAM SPEAKS? If
you want, send you a SASE when I publish the announcement of your meet.

CHAPTER REVIEW
SAM 00
Pres. - Howard Osegueda, 7000 Utica Ct.,
Dublin, CA 94568. (415) 829-6914
Editor - The Quaker Flash", Dale Bowers,
2582 Abaca Way, Fremont, CA 94539
(415) 656-2367

THE QUAKER
FLASH!
Well, it's that time of year again, and
now's time to sit back and reflect on our successes, forget about our failures and plan or
scheme toward 1990's contests and meets.
I can already smell the insulation burning in
ole Oz's brain on how to beat BRASS TANKS!
I am scheming on how to get some of you to
write something for our newsletter - fat
chance huh!
Rumor Control has It that Steve Roselle is
quitting the SAM 21 newsletter to become an
active modeler. What a rat! He will be
missed as he is an extremely good writer,
and I for one, will miss his writing as I have
stolen from it on many occasions and will
now have to do with what I think up. We are
doomed! Thanks, Steve.
More Rumor Control - Howard is now
building the Ultimate Texaco Threat - a
double-size Diamond Demon - over 8 feet
span! And you thought Quakers were ugly!
I wish to thank you all for putting up with
this drivel for the past year, I hope to do better next year. I now have a word processor
and publisher to help get this stuff out.
With the change of the year, I see some
other changes coming already. SAM 30 has
a new newsletter editor and I would like to
welcome him to the clan. Harry Klarich,
good luck in your new job. Loren Schmidt is
now the president of that chapter and we
wish him welcome also.
And that folks is 30 and the last for this
year.
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HOW TO GET STARTED
IN OLD-TIME MODELING
Article Review by Bill Darkow
Bob Aberle, Technical Editor for Flying
Models magazine, has written an article on
how to get started in Old Time modeling. It
will appear in the February or March (1990)
issue of Flying Models. It was a result of his
enjoyable experiences at his first Old Time
contest on the east end of Long Island.
Friends Joe Beshar and Larry Davidson invited Bob to the contest. His class C
Kerswap managed to place first in LER glow
and he was hooked!
Bob sent me a copy of the article for my
review. It's the best definitive work on the
subject I have seen yet. I am sure it will
motivate and inspire many new "Old Timers'
to give it a try.
It also has helpful information for experienced "Old Timers". Bob names names
and gives addresses and phone numbers for
locating materials and information.
I recommend it highly for your reading.
SAM 1 - "Model Museum Flying Club"
President Mike Fields, 2435 Overlook Dr.,
Broomfield. CO 80020. Phone: (303) 4655723.
Editor - Art Grosheider, 2045 S. St. Paul,
Denver, CO 80210. Phone: (303) 756-1331.

Mill El
THE KATZENJAMMER KIDS
FLY 1/2-A TEXACO To quote an old cliche', the day dawned
bright and clear. By 9am, only three of us
had showed up wondering where everybody
else was.
Just to get things rolling, yours truly
decided to put in a test flight on the
venerable Playboy, said plane not having
flown since its ill-fated journey to Kiowa.
The little bugger fired up straight away and I
gave it a mighty heave. At a few hundred
feet, I gave it a little right to open up the
climb. Nothing happened, so I gave it some
more right. Still nothing, so I gave it up and
down as a mounting panic began to fill my
loins. "I ain't got no control"! I screamed.
*Fire up the chase bike"!
Hillis, filled with wonder and evident disgust, politely inquired, "You didn't do it
again did you"?
Sure enough. once more I had launched
without turning on the RX - something I seem
to be gaining a reputation for. We watched
as the plane circled higher and higher
straight overhead. Unfortunately, the new
engine ran perfectly for five minutes. Praying it wouldn't find a brick lifter, we watched
It circle. For a change there was no wind and
it began to descend slowly, finally plopping
down about 50 yards away. Hillis just shook
his head. He thinks he has all the luck of the
Irish.

During all this Ed Smull arrived with his
new Miss America and Tom Boyle's Challenger. Jim Lang came next and shortly
thereafter some serious test flying began.
Suddenly the air was rent by anguished
screams and curses. Jim was In the process
of pulling the same stunt I had pulled earlier.
He was spinning in circles yelling that he
wasn't fit to live on this planet. In the meantime his Lanzo headed merrily for who
knows where.
Hillis once again fired up the bike to give
chase, riding away in a cloud of blue smoke
while Jim was creating a cloud of his own.
After a while, Art came back, glumly announcing that he had finally lost the Lanzo
from sight a zillion feet up.
By this time, Jim was turning purple,
stomping about and raising great clouds of
dust. Finally, he jumped in his car and drove
away in a terrible funk.
Figuring our luck was in peril, we began
some official flying, me first. The Playboy
promptly put in a max which we felt was a
good omen. Tiny engines fired up and
Warkins, in his haste to grab some good air,
launched forthwith. After a minute and a
half, his engine quit (he had forgotten to fill
the tank) but his luck didn't and a passing
thermal took his Bay Ridge Mike to an
awesome height for another max. Ed
promptly maxed his Miss America and so it
went. The Playboy turned in a second max
and we were getting pretty wired.
We then tried to get Tom's Challenger
sorted out but couldn't get an engine run
worth diddly. Close to giving up, I suggested we swap engines with one of mine.
That done, I lit it off and, with Ed at the controls, gave it a lusty toss and watched it
climb out to a perfect max.
Jim having gone home, left us with only
four planes, so I broke out my old Brigadier
and flew it as our fifth. While it was the only
plane to not get a max, it did fill out the team.
Meanwhile, in our flurry of activity, Ken
Phair (the nationally known FAI power
maven) had been there all along watching
our foolishness. When Jim lost his Lanzo,
Ken blew off after it on his dirt bike unbeknownst to any of us. A while after Jim
left, Ken casually came riding up with the
plane in hand and Inquired if any of us might
have lost it. Slack-jawed, we admitted
someone had, but the owner was home
trying on his favorite hair shirt. Seems Ken
had plucked the plane from one of the few
trees several miles downwind.
In spite of it all, this had been one of our
better days, and when Jack added up the
scores, we had bested our previous year's
score and ended up in fourth place nationally. In spite of our oddball approach, we bested many vaunted and professional clubs
proving once again that luck and superstition can beat skill and science.
Mike called me later in the week and admitted that he had forgotten to come. Jim
Lang gave up his planned suicide and owes
Ken a lot. Tom Boyle owes all of us for advice, engine changes, pilot time, etc.
General concensus is that a string from my

RX switch be tied to a sensitive part of my
anatomy. Still, not bad for a pack of nitwits
- just wait till we get our act together!
Many thanks to Art Hillis who timed,
chased and tried not to laugh too hard.

SAM21 - 'The Blackjack Club'
Pres. - Dave Lewis, 4709 Malero Place, San
Jose, CA 95125. (408) 246-2257
Editor - "The Clipper' - Steve Roselle, 933
Barbara Ave., Mt. View, CA 94040. (415)
969-1721

Waegell NCFFC #6 by Steve Roselle George Joki and I got an early start Sunday after a leisurley breakfast at Mr. Coffee's
in Sacramento. Arrived at Waegell Field
around Sam. It was kinda nice not to have
just driven the normal 2.1/2 hour drive from
the Bay area.
Weather was cool with a light breeze early
on, but the temps warmed by noon to T-shirt
weather and the breeze just died off. BALMY
was the word. A small turnout in R/C was
the reason for a very `laid back" flying session. It was a perfect day for Spring Fever,
except that the date was the 29th of October.
A good-sized contingent from SAM 21
turned out - bent on grabbing some late
season points for the club perpetual trophy
races. Jack Alton, George Joki, Dave Lewis,
John Pond and myself all enjoyed the R/C
events, while Stu Bennett, Serge Milisch and
Bob Risvold enjoyed Free Flight.
George walked off with Electric, with Jack
second. Stu won the F/F Catapult Glider
going away with two maxes on his 7-gram indoor glider. Yours truly won HLG with a
swept-wing 1936 Hervat 0/T glider design.
With mediocre scores and few entrants, I
think HLG needs a boost,
Special new concept tried this day in F/F
was a high time award. This was open to any
category model with each entrant using the
flyoff rules of his own class model.
FAI gas man Doug Galbreath flew off his
hot .15 glo-powered model against Roger
Gregory's beautiful Mulvihill Rubber model.
Doug flew a consistent series of 3-minute
maxes, while Roger flew a series of maxeseach one a minute more than the previous
one. Neither contestant was in a great rush.
On the contrary, each was very methodical
in checking out their model between flights.
We lett after the fourth round at nearly
5pm and it was getting dark very quickly.
Stu said at the club meeting later that the
event ended when Roger decided not to risk
his model in the almost total darkness - after
Doug had declared his last flight due to the
same reason. Doug was ahead by only a
couple of minutes and Roger might have
beat him if he'd flown.
If you'd seen the Mulvihill's tissue covering glow and gleam in the failing light, you'd
have known that Roger made the right
decision not to sacrifice the model for the
sake of winning. page 7

RESULTS 1/2-A Texaco
Eut Tileston 28:49
George Joki 10:12
John Pond
DNF
Electric
George Jokl 21:00
20:26
Jack Allen
Steve Roselle 17:54
14:34
John Pond

Antique (no entries)
Texaco
Tom Smith
22:16
Craig Barton 15:17
LER
Eut Tileston 21:00
Dave Lewis
19:02
Craig Barton 14:08

199(1 CONTEST CAI ENDAR Feb. 10-11 SW Regionals - Eloy, AZ
Mar. 17-18 SAM 26 Spring Opener - Taft
Apr. 7-8
SAM 51 Bill Barton Mem.
- Woodland
Apr. 28-29 SAM 49 Spring Annual Taft
May 5-6
SAM 30 Spring Annual
- Schmidt Ranch
May 19-20 SAM 21 West Coast SAM
Champs - ???
Sep. 22-23 SAM 27 Crash & Bash
- Schmidt Ranch
SAM 30 Fall Annual
Oct. 6-7
- Schmidt Ranch
Nov. 10-11 SAM 49 Fall Annual - Taft
Note: NCFFC 1990 schedule has not yet
been recieved.
For modern F/F events, call Ken Oliver @
(916) 363-2017.
For all 0/T events, call Bill Bowen @ (209)
368-4614.
SAM 2fi - "The Central Coast Chapter"
President - Ron Doig, 1029 N. Lupine St.,
Lompoc, CA 93436. (805) 736-9840
Editor - Bob Angel, 1001 Patterson Rd.,
Santa Maria, CA 93455. (805) 937-5145
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As everyone knows, there's more to being
a winner than a clean, straight airplane and
good equipment. It takes a positive attitude,
precise planning, logic, a knowledge of
statistics and probabilities, and a mastery of
subtle gamesmanship to make a real winner.
Consider how Colonel Albrecht wins
regularly with less than perfect distance
vision; how Eut Tileston wins regularly even
after his equipment of choice is outlawed;
how Don Bekins wins with sometimes oddball/strange airplanes. Or consider Jim
Reynolds recent sweep of the SAM Champs
in which he had the R/C Championship
trophy so locked up that he didn't bother to
fly the last day and pitched in to help run the
contest.
Now your average bumpkin probably
thought Jim was just being a nice guy (which
he is); but at the same time, he was just really sacrificing another trophy or two now to
set up his 1990 SAM Champs Sweepstakes
win! I overheard several people say, "If he
can do this, what's the use of me even building a whole bunch of new planes for next
year?" Gamesmanship.

SAM 32 'A.M.P.S.' (Antique Model Plane

SAM 41 - San Diego Aeroneers

SAM 48 "Niagara Frontier Chapter'

Society)
Editor - Jim Persson, 3479 Gettysburg Ct.,
Pleasanton, CA 94566. (415) 846-3999

Pres. - Leroy Brooks - (619) 466.8049
Editor • 'Aero News' - Jim Alaback, 16634
Diaz Drive, San Diego, CA 92128 (619) 4876716

Contact - Jack Brown, 1446 Red Jacket Rd.,
Grand Island, NY 14072.
Homo Phone: (716) 773-5674

AMP.
Awroaau•
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Dear Bill: Enclosed please find a photo of
the winner of our 1/2-A Texaco Scale R/C Assist contest of October 29, at Niagara Falls.
The winner, Walter Lawrence of SAM 54 from
New Market, Ontario, CANADA, with his Curtiss Robin, won with two 15-minute maxes.
The plane is beautiful and flys even better.
(See photo elsewhere in SAM SPEAKS.) We
did not expect this performance from a
plane that large.
Our first contest of the New Year will be
about May 1. We are planning to have four
1/2-A contests thru 1990. Will keep you informed. Merry Christmas & Happy New
Year.

•OCI ■ T,

We will have our annual business meeting
on Saturday, January 27, 1990 at Don
Wrench's Warehouse, 14236 Doolittle Drive,
San Leandro. Phone: (415) 357-4824. Don's
home phone is (415) 483-9603.
At 10:30am, we will have an engine running & B.S. session, followed by a business
meeting, election of officers, 1990 scheduling and more B.S.
We need a new local flying site. Look
around guys and see what you can find.
Get out those old dusty, rusty, trusty
motors - we'll have hookups and fuel.

SAM 35 - 'SAM 35 SPEAKS"
Editor - Andy Brough, 13 Winston Ave., Bamford, Rochdale, Lancs. OL11 5JA ENGLAND

SAI/111
SFEAIRS

.44

Here in the land of Old Warden, we have
an annual competition on Vintage Weekend
for the 'Fireball Trophy'. This event is for all
types of pre-1950 Control Line designs
where the criteria is authenticity of construction, finish, adherence to the original design
including use of original motors, fittings,
etc.
This year, out of at least 200 models, the
judges selected a dozen which they considered the most authentic and the owners
were asked to fly them. (See photo) Again,
the criteria is that the flight must be authentic, i.e. a stunt model must 'do the book' as
best as the original was able to and a speed
model must fly fast, etc. A great variety of
models were selected including speed,
trainers, stunt and scale. The eventual winner was a McCoy .29-powered biplane speed
trainer called the "Tyro Trainer" and flown by
John Roberts. Of interest to American
readers was the twin Dooling .29-powered
Gruman F7F Tigercat vintage scale job that
sounded very sweet and flew somewhat
quickly!
One fact that always seems to emerge is
that the C/L modelers produce the most
authentic models with great care being
taken to use original motors and parts such
as wheels, homemade metal tanks, etc. Any
suggestion that C/L is not a vintage activity
certainly doesn't hold water in the UK.

-

SAM 49

First Annual 0/T Flying Scale Model Contest
The San Diego Aeroneers' First Annual
0/T Flying Scale Model Contest was held on
Nov. 5, 1989 after a two-week delay. The
day was quite breezy, which caused some
problems, especially for the rubber-powered
entries. Ron Falk's jumbo Aeronca crashed
and Ernie Wrisley's Lanzo OH Puss Moth
ended up in a tree.
Several contestants from other clubs who
showed up on the original contest date were
not present after two postponements. John
Pond offered the feeble of an earthquake for
not attending. However, there were seven
scale models present from the Aeroneers
membership: four rubber-powered, two gas
and one electric. One gas job was unable to
compete due to its inability to ROG from the
dirt runway. As a result, there was only one
official entry in gas, so the new scoring system devised for gas and electric was not
used or evaluated. In rubber, SAM rules
were used and the highest time to three
flights was scored.
The contest was enjoyable for the
entrants, and the others present showed
much interest in the models and their flights.
Workmanship was of a high order, and it was
a real thrill to see these Old Time scale
models back in the air once again.
Further description of the models is given
in the photo captions. San Diego Aeroneers
president Leroy Brooks was Contest Director
and the prime-mover in creating this contest
concept. It is based on a proposal by the
late Bob Harrah who had provided the plaques which were awarded to the winners.

RESULTSRubber:
:54
Ernie Wrisley 1939 Lanzo Puss Moth
Larry Oliver 1940 Stahl Rearwin
Speedster
:50
Jim Alaback 1935 Comet DH Puss Moth:43
Ron Falk
Comet Aeronca Chief
:13
(54" kit still avail.)
Electric:
3:28
Jim Baron
1941 Stahl Fokker 0.8
Gas:
Leroy Brooks 1935 DH Puss Moth
2:00
Ernie Wrisley 1936 Taylor Cub E-2
dnf
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"The 49'ers. So. California"
Pres. - Ken Myers, 9564 Turtledove Ave.,
Fountain Valley, CA 92708, (714) 968-6901
Editor - "The Forty-Niner", Tom Empey, 1915
W. 241st St., Lomita, CA 90717
Phone: (213) 530-0235
-

SAM 49'ers Fall Annual - November 11-12
The feeling that pervaded the Fall Annual
can be summed up in one word; LAID BACK.
Heck, that's two words. Well, you know the
theme song - "Don't worry. Be happy!"
Saturday dawned clear and still as contestants pitched in to raise the canopy and
set up the tables. As things developed, it became apparent that one piece of equipment
had not materialized. No frequency
carousel! Ken Myers and I kept our fingers
crossed through the pilot's meeting, hoping
for the best.
As the day progressed, it appeared we
had the best - the best bunch of flyers ever!
Our carousel never did arrive, but everyone
pitched in to help things run smoothly. Two
serious glitches did occur, but It seemed to
be interference rather than frequency pin
problems. By Sunday, we had developed an
impromptu frequency control system utilizing clothespins and clothesline which
worked fine.
Thanks go to all who helped at the desk
and otherwise. Marge Bernhardt was at the
table all day, both days. John "Super Chef"
Targos and his wife Millie, Marge and my
fiancee', Pattee handled the culinary chores.
The single-sheet scorecards were
provided by Don Bekins and Ned Novels.
Thank you gentlemen. There were a lot of
blank spaces on the cards which in turn left
some blank spaces on the results. I'll take
the heat for not monitoring that more closely. In other words, I'll get you rascals next
time!

The pot for the raffle was sweetened by
donations from all quarters. Thanks to Jack
Albrecht, John and Millie Targos, Howard
Osegueda and the good folks at 77 Products
- even Pattee threw in a pair of her "TieDowns- .
The total number of contestants was a little light compared to past years, though with
26 flyers, our makeshift transmitter control
was not too burdened to work properly.
Speaking of numbers, when looking at the
results, it is apparent that the electric events
are as popular as any of the "regular" events.
In the electric events, some flyers missed
the flyoffs by a few seconds. There was very
nearly a 7-way flyoff in 05 LMR and a 5-way
flyoff nearly occurred in Electric Texaco!
It was apparent that Dave Lewis had a
painfully HONEST scorekeeper in A ignition.
He got two maxes and a 6:59! Is It true he
told timer George Joki to oil his stopwatch?
Several Free Flight brothers joined us at
the buffet' at the White Elephant in Taft. Abe
Gallas was two feet off the ground with a first
in Wakefield after a 10-year quest. Congrats, Abe.
Sunday was as windless as Saturday with
perfect temperature. The only drawback to
Ken and me was that we were NOT FLYING.
I should have saved crying towels from the
banquet.
The day was busy with lots of flying,
lunch. the raffle, a 4-way fly-off in Electric
LMR. Frank Heacox and his Brigadier were
pitted against three Bombers and came
within 10 seconds of beating one of them!
When the dust had settled, sixteen
trophies and lots of balsa was distributed to
the winners with Dale Tower taking the
Sweepstakes Trophy.
Thanks to all who helped tear down the
equipment and to Bob Angel who helped me
police the few pieces of litter from the field.
I hope everyone had a good time. Thanks
from Ken and myself to you flyers for helping make our first crack at running a contest
a pleasant experience.
See you at Eloy!

SAM 51 - "The Nifty One"
Editors - Eut Tileston, 1800 Carmelo Dr., Carmichael, CA 95608 and Bob Grice, 4351
Greenvale Rd., Fair Oaks, CA 95628.

The club is planning on having a U-Control contest! Robin Pharis is handling it and
he can be contacted at: 713 Figueroa St.,
Folsom, CA 95630. Phone: 985-3569.
New officers for 1990 will be: President John McRae, VP - Craig Barton, Secretary Robin Pharis, Treasurer - Harry Jencks.
The committee for setting up the Old Time
contest on April 7.8, 1990 is Bob Grice, Tom
Vincent and Harry Jencks.
What do you call a tighter pilot who flys a
Lanzo Bomber? Surely not a Bomber pilot!
A recent letter to Eut revealed this serious
problem. It reared its ugly head at the SAM
Champs in Jean, Nevada. Gerald Martin, a
fighter pilot in the Confederate Air Force,
flew a couple of Lanzo Bombers and someone referred to him as a "Bomber Pilot'.
The dispute between bomber and fighter
pilots must not be allowed to enter the world
of model airplanes! As Gerald says, "The
fighter boys told better jokes, had more fun
and made up great songs". One such song
was:
By the ring around his eyeball,
You can tell a bombardier.
You can tell a bomber pilot
By the spread across his rear.
You can tell a navigator
By his maps & charts & such.
You can tell a fighter pilot,
But you sure can't tell him much!
Now, for those of you who don't want to
offend, take care not to call a person who

SAM 5f - "W.H.A.M." (Wichita Historical
Aircraft Modelers)
President - Jack Phelps, 5149 Armstrong,
Wichita, KS 67204. Phone: (316) 838-8144.
Editor - Ernie Linn, 3505 East Mt. Vernon,
Wichita. KS 67218. Phone: (316) 687-9552.
1/2-A Texaco Perpetual Trophy • Reported
by Bill Schmidt, SAM Rocky Mtn. VP.
Lamoine Schrock walked away with the
trophy this year (as well as several others).
Congratulations, Lamoine!
With the honor and glory of this award
also comes the responsibility of running the
three 1/2-A Texaco perpetual events in 1990.
Here's the breakdown of the total points
in this event for everyone participating.
These numbers reflect the two best times
out of the three events.
1. Lamoine Schrock
3446
3113
2. Larry Bishop
2936
3. Greg Peters
4. Dean Zongker
2799
2592
5. Jack Phelps
2468
6. Courtney Clark
7. Bill Schmidt
2444
8. Dan Benner
2359
9. Dan Walton
2230
10-Eldon Breezier
1497
11.Jim Kutkuhn
1135

ITALIAN "VESPA" ENDORSED

is/was a fighter pilot a "bomber pilot', even

SAIL62 - "SAM Italia"

BY SAM 51

if he is flying a Lanzo Bomber. If you do,
remember to look out at 6 o'clock!

Contact - Ing. Ferdinando Gale', Via Marconi
10, 28042 Baveno (No.), 0323 - 922089 ITALY

From the Nov./Dec. '89 issue of SAM 51,
"The Nifty One": "Tuesday at Woodland,
November 21, John Fulton flew his new
Italian "Vespa" from the SAM SPEAKS
centerfold plans. It's a .15 size, goes up like
a rocket, stable as a duck and is a real
floater. Thanks Bill Darkow for a plan that's
a good one". - Bob Grice
Plans for the "Vespa' (Italian for 'Wasp')
were featured on pages 8 and 9 of the
May/June '89 issue of SAM SPEAKS. Fullsize plans showing an R/C version are available from SAM SPEAKS for $5 each. It has
a 51' wingspan and the area has been accurately calculated by Don Bekins to be 460
sq. in. Fuselage length is 35.4".
The original set of plans for this 1941
vintage, high-performing Italian power
model were provided by Ferdi Gale' of SAM
Italia, Chapter 62.

Dear Bill: We are happy that several
Americans have got the drawings of the
"Vespa". If you happen to get pictures of
American-built "Vespas", I would appreciate
it very much if you shared them with us even after they have appeared in SAM
SPEAKS.
If we intend to move slowly toward an "International SAM" organization, perhaps the
first, inexpensive steps could be the following:
A) Each national chapter could send to a
predetermined point (such as Jim Adams or
someone delegated by him) the following information:
1) List of classes and categories along with
the relevant cut-off dates.
2) List of approved drawings and engines.
3) List of officers on duty or the officer in
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charge of these international matters.
B) All the above is circulated to the chapters
In the participating countries, with each national chapter being asked to reimburse
their share of the printing and mailing expenses.
C) Chapters may then decide whether or not
to formally accept the lists which would establish a kind of 'International SAM
Protocol".
If they do so, a drawing and/or engine
which is considered legal within one national chapter is considered legal within all participating chapters. This would not change
anyone's cut-off dates or engine eligibility,
but would simply make it possible to compete internationally within one's own.
guidelines For example, a 1946 Italian
design could compete In the U.S.. but a 1946
U.S. design could not compete in Italy,
How does it sound to you? Any constructive criticism and/or other proposals would
be welcomed!
If you happen to have at hand the up-todate rules for a 1/2-A Texaco R/C contest,
we would appreciate getting a copy so we
can be ready if and when a postal contest is
organized.
Attached to this letter, you will find some
pictures concerning our activity. Perhaps if
you can publish the one with Stefanie, the
pretty young lady, we would appreciate it
very much. She is the wife of Cesare De
Robertis, one of our most enthusiastic (and
young) members. Since she goes to Russia
for business on a regular basis, she takes
some time for collecting data and information on Russian Old-Time models and engines. A booklet on them will be published
here soon.
I am enclosing also a picture of a model
of mine, a 1/2-A "Quaker Flash' ready for the
postal contest.
Smooth Flights & Best Regards,
Ferdi

Ferdi Gale'of SAM Italia, Chapter 62, with his 1/2-A Texaco R/C
Quaker Flash. It is his 137th model built since 1934. (Hey, the
Italians are ready. When does the contest start?)
SAM 1066
Contact - David Baker, 26 Pinetrees Terrace,
Weston Favell, Northampton NN3 3ET,
ENGLAND

England now has two SAM chapters. SAM
1066 specializes in vintage free flight, both
gas and rubber, and towline glider. SAM 35
includes free flight and all other types of
vintage models, such as control line and
R/C. Each chapter also has its own publication.
Invitation to Anniversary Wakefield Meet David Baker of SAM 1066 has issued an invitation to all Wakefield flyers to attend
another Old Time Wakefield Celebration.
The 1990 meeting will be held in England.
Probable dates will be in late September or
early August. The plan is to include attendance at Old Warden Vintage Day, the
Wakefield Anniversary Contest and the
English Nationals. These events will be held
on three different successive weekends.
The Anniversary Wakefield will feature
events for pre-1937 four-ounce Wakefields
and eight-ounce 1938-1950 designs. Old
Warden events will also Include the mass
launch Wakefield and Twin Pusher A-Frame
plus Rubber Scale.
Those interested in attending should write
to David Baker at the address above. He has
accomodations for about 16 singles and can
assist with accomodations for couples,

Lovely lady reluctantly regarding antique airplane. David Baker's
Bella signorina, Stefania, wife of Cesare De Robertis, holding her
page 10 better half with scaled-down version of George Reich's Albatross.
husband's 'Wedgy", a free-flight design by Leon Shulman.

MORE ON THE "MOAR"
by Bill Darkow
Dr. D.B. Mathews introduced It in his R/C
Old Timers column found in the January
1990 edition of Model Aviation magazine.
While SAM SPEAKS does not have copies
of Yearbook #3 from England's SAM 35, I do
have a set of full-size plans from Ferdi Gale'
of SAM Italia, Chapter 62. Copies are available from SAM SPEAKS for $8 plus $2 handling and postage.
Unfortunately, Doc neglected to mention
that the "hoar" does not meet the cut-off
date requirements for SAM North America
and is therefore not eligible to compete in
SAM contests. A great shame for it is truly a
magnificent model airplane. Photos are
found elsewhere in SAM SPEAKS.
Maybe its time for SAM North America to
seriously consider modifying its cut-off
dates to accomodate some of the historic
designs from the rest of the world. Perhaps
extending it to 1947 for designs from outside
North America?

A small, but extremely efficient, British representation did show up
at the 1989 Italian National Contest held at Pisa (the city of the leaning tower). Barry Horncastle presented this beautiful R/C

SAM 85 - Antik Modellflugfreunde
Deutschland e.V.
Everwyn,
Gerhard
Contact:
Dachsteinstrasse 12 A, D-8000 Munchen 82,
West Germany
I am sending you a copy of all the 3-view
line drawings in "Modellflug', This will
provide an initial overview and they are easy
to publish in a newsletter. For a large number of them, lull-size drawings are available,
from that time, either from me or Friedhelm
Mink. Between the two of us we must have
just about everything, but it is all not yet on
a common database. Everything I have in
the line of plans is available on microfilm,
Xerox transparencies, and paper copies for
the cost of reproduction and mailing. Even
originals if I have a duplicate.
"Flugsport" is a full-scale airplane project
and not mine. It is something for people
with $200 a volume, 36 volumes in all and a
six-year patience. However, "Flugsport" was
the German model magazine from about
1910 to approximately 1930.
"Modellflug' was published during 1936 to
1944. I have nicely photocopied and bound
reproductions of these, available for those
who are interested. Not cheap mind you,
due to lack of any sort of production run.
Like the 3-views herewith, just all of it. I can
supply the index on its own, leaving it to
people to select their "theme'.
Another very good record is the magazine,
"Der Deutsche Sportflieger" 1933 to 1944.
Essentially big aviation-sport, it covered the
model scene very well from a news and technical detail point of view without going into
the theory of flight or plans to build. In all,
there are 500 pages of model "stuff"; all
ready.
"Deutsche Luftwacht - Ausgabe
Modeliflug" was published in Berlin from
1936 to 1944. In each February Issue of
1942, 1943 and 1944 respectively, the most
successful models of the preceding year,
1941, 1942 and 1943 were featured in the
form of 3-view line drawings as enclosed.

'Mom" with Italian colors. Also the other models presented by the
British were with Italian colors - a gesture much appreciated by
Chapter 62, SAM Italia.

SAM 88 - 'Bay City Flyers"
"Fly the Friendly Skies with the Bay City
Guys."
Contact - Fred Mulholland, 15410
Stonecreek Lane, Tampa, FL 33613
Phone (813) 962-7020
Results of R/C Old Timer Contest held
November 19. There were 20 contestants
with 39 airplanes who put in 125 official
flights in 12 events. The 48 event entries
received a total of 35 awards. The weather
was clear with mixed clouds and 5.15mph
winds - a great contest!
RESlIl TR 1/2-A Texaco
Class A Fuselage
1. John Schneider 1. Roger Laudati
2. Ed Simpson
2. Bill Stoutenburg
3. Bruce Horvath
Class B Fuselage Class C Fuselage
1. Charlie Poulton 1. Charlie Poulton
2. Roger Laudati
2. G. Kerr
3. Jim Rice
3. F. Marsalek
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Class A Pylon
Class B Pylon
1. Fred Mulholland 1. Fred Mulholland
2. Ron Cheshire
3. Pete Rafferty
Class C Pylon
Electric Sailplane
1. Fred Mulholland 1. Stan Narby
2. Pete Rafferty
2. Bob Nelson

3. Ed Simpson
3. Pete Rafferty
ABC Ignition
ABC Fuel Allotment
1. Fred Mullholland 1. Pete Rafferty
2. Ed Simpson
2. G. Kerr
3. Pete Rafferty
3. Arnie Hernandez
0/T Electric I
0/T Electric II
1. Fred Mulholland 1. Pete Rafferty
2. Pete Rafferty
2. Calvin Knight
3. Calvin Knight
3. Bob Nelson
Best of Show - Roger Laudati
Grand Champion - Fred Mulholland

SCALE FIX ASSIST ?
by Bob Munn, 7945 Grape St., La Mesa, CA
92041. SAM 474 L
Dear Bill: For years I have felt that there
should be some form of Scale event in the
R/C Assist section of SAM. Several clubs I
have belonged to have tried this event in a
variety of forms.
With a view to encouraging further experimentation so that an appropriate and viable event can be developed, I hope you can
publish the following in SAM SPEAKS:
SAM members who fly free flight and rubber power have had the opportunity to participate in a scale-type event for several
years. The idea of a similar event in R/C Assist has apparently simmered on the back
burner for a while, with a few clubs trying
local versions of events which encourage
modelers to try building to scale.
I have been promoting the idea for over
ten years, during which time discussions
with many R/C Assist participants have led
to the development of a set of rules which I
believe to be simple and easy to administer.
Why not give them a try during the season
ahead?
The philosophy behind these suggestions
consists of principles which have long been
proven as guidelines in the formation of
other events.
A. Emphasize flight duration performancn.

This encourages light weight construction
typical of the Old Timer scale models when
power was a problem. It promotes
aerodynamic adjustments for efficiency and
allows use of existing SAM practices for LER
events.
B. Allow the widest possible choice of scale
subjects. While many man-carrying aircraft

were modelled and duly published prior to
the Old Timer cut-off date, many others were
tried only later as better equipment became
available. In the case of scale prototypes.

the fact that the (full-scale) aircraft appeared
early is more important than the date of the
(model) plan.
C. Make it possible for the modeler to use
whatever equipment lielitheadyhae. Small

models are popular, but many find the
motors too critical in adjustment and the
sub-miniature R/C equipment too expensive
and of limited utility. It seems desirable to
have an event for the average type of equipment.
D. incorporate some restrictions in the rules
Which will lead to more scale-like perfor-

mance.
E. Design the event so that it is easy to build,
for and to administer

With those thoughts in mind, here is a set
of rules for your consideration:
AIRPLANE: Must be a recognizable representation of any man-carrying aircraft flown
before December 31, 1942.
a. Any plan of any date may be used or it
may be scratch-built from photos or 3-views.
b. No documentation required unless the
plane is a rare or unknown type. In which
case, photos or 3-views should be available
to show that there was Indeed such an
aircraft.
c. Any engine can be used. Mufflers are encouraged.
d. Engine size is limited by wing area: .10 cu.
in. displacement allowed for each 300 sq. in.
of wing area. For purposes of calculating required wing area, the effective displacement
of the various types of engines should be
determined as follows:
2-stroke glow
100% disp.
4-stroke glow
80% disp.
Cony. Ignition
60% disp,
Orig Ignition
50% disp.
e. No restrictions on R/C equipment or controls.
f. No interior detail allowed with the exception of a profile pilot if desired.
g. No undercambered airfoils allowed.

SCALE JUDGING: The CD (who may also be
a contestant) and two other contestants
form a judging committee which, by
majority vote, shall rate the aircraft on a
scale of 1 to 10 with 10 being the highest
rating. Half-points can be used although
comparable aircraft could receive the same
rating.
a. Criteria to be applied in judging include
complexity of the prototype, use of typical
Old Time construction materials and techniques (molded foam or ARF-type models
severely down graded), surface detail,
finish, general workmanship and any other
factors contributing to a realistic appearance.
b. Each scale point awarded shall be
counted as 20 seconds of flight time which
is to be added to the actual duration
achieved in the longest flight. Note that by
changing the value of each scale point, one
can reduce or add to the emphasis on the
scale aspect. 20 seconds encourages some
scale effort, but a more performanceoriented model remains fully competitive.
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE: Three attempts allowed to obtain two official flights, with only
the longest one counting.
a. Engine run limited to 45 seconds.
b. Take-off must be ROG and landing must
be within a designated area to obtain an official score.
c. Bonus 'flight seconds" could be added for
landing within some more limited zone, say
a circle perhaps 50 feet in diameter.
d. A maximum flight is 10 minutes. A fly-off
can be conducted if a tie is found to exist in
the final scoring (actual flight time plus scale
points plus landing bonus If used).
e. Electric power "05" may be used with a 90second motor run.

Tom Hammond, Los Angeles, with Bantam .19-powered Winged
Yankee. Note Southern California Ignition Flyers T-shirt.
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THE BOYS OF SUMMER
by Art Grosheider, Contributing Philosopher
shown here with his favorite design, an R/C
Playboy.

Well, here it is Labor Day Weekend already. My usual lament, and probably yous
too, is where the hell did summer go? They
seem to quicker all the time - much like when
we were in grade school. How time does
seem to go by before we notice. Witness
that this is the 50th anniversary of the start
of WW II. How much things have changed
since we were all kids and young men!

Perhaps that swift passage of time somewhat explains our continuing love affair with
the planes and engines of our youth. When
that Sailplane or Playboy climbs out into a
cloud-dappled summer sky, we are once
again the boys of summer - the sights and
smells of our boyhood fresh in our eyes and
noses - the future spread out before us as an
endless path to fun and adventure. For
many of us who grew up in the 30's and 40's,
there is no prettier sight on this planet than
a model airplane soaring above us in the
Clear summer sky.
It's taking time to smell the roses once
more. We often discuss why so many in the
club never seem to get around to it - too
busy, too tired, family, other commitments,
other interests, next week, next month, next
year, etc. The more you don't do it, the more
likely you never will. Conversely, the more
you do the more likely you will be inspired
to continue.
For most of us, it isn't the competition
that's the fun - it's the creation, the wonder,
the being with the boys - the sharing of the
summer, the freedom, the dreams.

For me, being twelve years old was a
magic time. I try to be twelve once again
and many of my old fantasies come true - I
can drive my own car and the planes I build
actually fly and I can buy that engine I want
and I can stay up late and eat junk food and
I don't have to do my homework. Best of all,
I can play all summer with my friends and
my dog, smell the fresh cut grass, lay on my
back, watch the clouds and dream.
My best guess is the reason God loves
kids is that they know how to have fun and if
you want to get close to the creator, you had
best relearn what you knew as a kid and have
forgotten. As a kid, I thought grown-ups
were a pain in the ass and I haven't changed
my opinion.
The older I gel, the more I'm convinced we
were put here to appreciate and enjoy, and
when we don't, we're a major disappointment.
As summer winds down, stop doing what
you think is so important, go find some nice
grass, lay down, watch the clouds and be a
boy again. We're all running out of summers
and mustn't waste them.

ODE TO AN R/C ASSIST MODEL
(adapted from ''Aeromodeller" Oct. '51 with
apologies to the original author, R.D.R.)
Oh, labour of love,
Thou bird so graceful
To the admiring eye.
Wilt thou realize my ambition,
And really fly?

P.O. BOX 1809
SHOW LOW, AZ 85901

Many hours you've taken,
And great was your cost.
Wilt thou obey me,
And never be lost?

Or will there be triumph
With each press of a switch?
Wilt thou do my bidding
With never a glitch?

Or will I perceive thee,
On wings of the morn,
Fleeing unheeding,
Leaving me so forlorn?

Will I soar thee and glide thee
And steer thee to fame?
Will thou gain reputation,
As an obedient plane?

Or with servos immobile,
And left wing so low,
Will I see thee go spinning,
And dig a big hole?

But whatever the ending,
Please heed my demanding,
And let me have just one
Perfect Spot Landing.

EWRI, T7-1.1A1G FOR THE wNrAcE MODELER

FREE FLYING WISHES
FOR THE NEW YEAR

ARGO - U.S.A.

May you always stop your winder
Before that 'one last turn'.

May your modeling years be many,
And filled with good times too.
(OLD TIME STUNTERS TOO)

May your engines start first flip,
And propellors smoothly spin.
May your towline never tangle.
May you always launch upwind.

When your plane is upside down,
And your stomach's in a knot.
Remember then that up is down,
And down is up - and up not!
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(inspiration from "Aeromodeller" Dec. '49)
May your model always thermal,
May your timers always function, And drift back to you.
And your fuses always burn.

• ELYN 2.49 “ DffSEL t.NCENT S
• ORwICK ENGNES
IGI`OTION • DIESEL - GLOW
• BATTLEAXE - DIESEL P.NGINTS
• SPARK PLCGS
• TRANS IGNMON COILS
• POUR STROKE. GLOW F_NG1NE
• GLOW Pt.CGS
• MOTOR MOVNTS GLASS FILLED
;owe

NIRGOS • '00,14269 •

411A.235 • MFC.A 117 1 1

3229 Dianora Drive
Palos Verdes Peninsula, CA 90274
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MODEL SUPPLY

P.O. Box 7334 • Van Nuys, CA 91409

SEED OLD TIMER "COODIZS"?
HERZ THY UV'
.sawed prop blanks,
A 1930's MODEL SHOP!
balloon/WWI/Streamline balsa wheels, Hinoki wood,
colored nitrate dope, thrust buttons & bearings, bam•
boo, silver Jap tissue, prop hardware, special washers,
winders, rubber, hundreds of old Scale/Contest plans
& more! Shop from our illustrated catalog. Send slop

best! Final selection from about 200 control line
models competing for the "Fireball Trophy " in Vintage U-C at Old
Warden, England. Winner was biplane at top center. Twin Dooling
.29 F7F Tigercat mentioned in article is at far left.
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Winners & Officials - SAM 88 Old Timer Contest. Nov. 19, 1989 Standing (L. to R.) Tim Meyer, John Schneider, Pete Rafferty, Rich
Spring, Gerry Kerr, Roger Laudati, Tony Naples, Bob Nelson. Kneeling (L. to R.) Bruce Horvath, Ed Simpson, Fred Mulholland,
Bill Stoutenburg, Jim Rice, Ernie Hernandez.

SAM 28 Old Fort Flyers Flying Circuits of Fort Wayne, Indiana
comes this photo of 'some of the boys with our Boehle "Giant". Unfortunately, no further details. Contact is Dick Brace, 6121 Northampton P1., Ft. Wayne, IN 46815.
From
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Learn why the best
lessons in electric R/C are
taught by old-titners.
and flying a Leisure Playboy or Lanzo Bomber
Building
Old•timer
can teach some valuable electric 'VC less,ons•
Like building light. Fundamental to good electric flight
lightvieight airframe. Leisure's Playboy and
performance
is aOld-timers both feature lightweight airframes
Lanz° Bomber
that combine powerful takeoff and climb capabilities with
minimum sink rates for long flights and slow landings.
Another lesson is haw to build-in stability for easy flying.
Consider that the original Playboy and Bomber designs started
out life as free flights. Our two old-timers fly hands off too.
make the perfect R/C trainer.

rya: .576
ng Weight: 32-38 oz. Gonad 2.5:1
e isure 05 got*,
Ponert L

really do

That's why they
Maybe the most important lesson the Leisure Playboy and
Bomber Old-timer kits can teach
you because
is how to
open electric
up and
You see,
they're
almost
keep more R/C flying sit es. silent. You can
actically
powered they're
pr fly them
anywhere, anytime,
ick up a Leisure
See your local R/C hobby dealer and p
or Lance Bomber kit and an inexpensive Leisure 05
Playboy
flight system. You're in for some good lessons — take it from
an old-timer.
more errialion

Oft fhc

Molars,
-Tinier Kits,
NiCd batteries. <boners stamped.
and
other accessories send a
ockfresod business sized

For

Leisure 0

Tlit Leisure lame Bninber
lifingspan: 70,4"
Wing Arco: 630 sq.
Weight: 3.40
oz. grared 2_5:1
mater
Piing
Power: Leisure 05

self

O

Munro Electronics.

envelope to:
Triton Way, Unit El.
Z97l
at 92653.
Laguna HillsC

Leisure Electronics offers a 25% discount to all paid-up SAM members. They will also take Visa/Master Card over the phone.

"BUILD THIS SMOOTH FLYER"
Jim Bohash original 1939 design "U.S. Standard
Wakefield". Ship flew on U.S. Wakefield team 1938 &
1939, Paris. France and Bendix, New Jersey. Bohash
also won 1940 Canadian National Championship and
Michigan State Championships - 1939 & 1952. Plans
never published nor in kit. Approved by SAM as
authentic Antique. Full-size plans $5.00 U.S. - $10.00
outside U.S. Post paid. Order from: Jim Bohash,
20721 Millard St., Taylor, MI 48180.
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1940-1990

ANNIVERSARY

LIMITED EDITION

e 'ft*

;41 14E8411

After many years of experimentation and development, Jim Walker flew the first Fireball in
the spring of 1937. During the following several
years production capabilities were perfected at
A-J and the Fireball (with U-Control) was
manufactured for the local market. Finally, In
the summer of 1940, it was introduced nationally and thus began a whole new concept in
model aviation.
To commemorate the birth of U-Control, we proudly announce the 50th Anniversary. "Limited Edition" of Jim Walker's
1940 Fireball_ Each kit will feature the fully carved balsa fuselage,
all balsa wing and tail parts cut to shape, hardware, motor mount,
decals, construction illustrations and instructions, including a

SAM SPEAKS is the official publication of the
Society of Antique Modelers and is
published 6 times/year. Unless specifically
stated, SAM does not endorse any product
or service mentioned herein.
Editor: Bill Darkow
1237 S. Grant St.
Tacoma, WA 98405
Phone: (206) 272-6395
Commercial advertising rates (per issue):
S3/col.in., 1/3 pg. wide, $6 minimum.
S5/col.in., 1/2 pg. wide, $10 minimum.
Top hall outside back pg., $25 min., $75
max.
1/2-pg. max on any page. Placement in last
4 pages at editor's discretion or as agreed
with advertiser. SAM members and regular
advertisers have placement priority.

brief history of the A-J Fireball. The box and label will also be
authentic, taken from the original art.
This is truly a "Collector' kit for those who love the history of
American Junior Aircraft. To help us determine the number of
kits to produce (and the price) your early response is needed. Remember, your vote counts.
ACT NOW!! For more detailed information on the 50th Anniversary Limited Edition of the A-J Fireball, please send selfaddressed, stamped envelope to:
A-J Manufacturing, Inc.
P.O. Box 68132
Portland, OR 97268

(503) 653-2038

Officers - Society of Antique Modelers:
President: Jim Adams, 2538 N. Spurgeon
St.. Santa Ana, CA 92706
Eastern VP: Mike Granieri, 3 Dryden Rd., Box
78, Pottersville, NJ 07979
Midwest VP: Bob Larsh, 45 S. Whitcomb
Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46241
Rocky Mtn. VP: Bill Schmidt, 4647 Krueger,

Personal ad rate: 10 cents/word with $2.50
minimum. Name, address and SAM number
are free. Phone no. counts as one word. Abbreviations will count as whole words and
may be spelled out at editor's discretion.
Please submit payment with camera-ready
ad copy or clearly printed text to editor.
Make checks payable to SAM SPEAKS.

Wichita, KS 67220

Western VP: Bob Angel, 1001 Patterson Rd.,
Santa Maria, CA 93455
F/F Coordinator: Abe Gallas, 28 Rustling
Wind, Irvine, CA 92715
R/C Coordinator: "Woody' Woodman, 233
Longview Dr., Bayville, NJ 08721
Sec'y/Treas: Bob Dodds, 209 Summerside
Place, Encinitas, CA 92024
Full membership dues: $10/yr. with up to 3
yrs. pre-paid. Life membership is $100.

SAM SPEAKS
Official Publication of the Society of Antique Modelers
1237 S. Grant St., Tacoma, WA 98405
Address Correction Requested

1383
R. W. FRIESTAD
1640 NORTH KELLOGG ST.
GALESBURG, IL 61401

START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT!
with a copy of SAM 35 (England) Yearbook,

issue No. 5. It's a reference book no serious
modeler should be without! 156 pages of illustrated articles, plans, engines, etc. Price
is $8.50 each ppd. to North American SAM
members. Jim Adams, 2538 N. Spurgeon
St., Santa Ana, CA 92706.

BULK RATE
U.S. POSTAGE
PAID
PERMIT NO. 98
OLYMPIA, WA

SAM SPEAKS
Official Publication

Society of Antique Modelers
Dedicated to Old Time Modelers Everywhere
Number 93
January/February 1990
1/2-A TEXACO R/C POSTAL
CONTEST GOES INTERNATIONAL
from Bob Grief:. SAM 51 Action Officer
SAM 51, last year's winner, is the host
chapter and Bob GrIce is in charge of planning, advertising and tallying the results of
SAM's annual 1/2-A Texaco R/C Postal
Contest. Bob Is preparing a flier announcing the details to be sent to all SAM chapters, including those overseas.
Contest dates are August 18 or 19. Cutoff' date for Bob to receive completed entry
forms with results Is September 8th.
Further details will be published in the
next issue of SAM SPEAKS. For you anxious
folks, send an SASE to:
Bob Grim - SAM 51
4351 Greenvale Road
Fair Oaks, CA 95628.
ENGLAND'S ANSWER
TO THE "MOAR"
Noel Barker, SAM 35 & Tom Cope. SAM 8
(From "Arromodeller, Oct. 1944 article
on the Sir John Shelley Cup competition of
Sept. 3, 1944.)
"Bill White. of Blackheath, with one of the
nicest-looking machines of the day, also
experienced motor trouble. Here again, perseverance showed results and the model
took off for an excellent test hop.
Wing hold-down appears a bit unusual. Note RAF
Biggies-type mustache. (On Noel, not the model')
Noel Barker with the "BIB White".

ELECTION FOR SAM OFFICERS

SAMCHAMPS '90

It's time to elect (or re-elect) SAM officers
this spring. "Members of the Board of
Directors shall be elected for a two (2) year
term by the general membership. Term to
begin at the SAM Annual Business Meeting
during even numbered years."
A check with the Incumbent officers indicates they are going to run for office again in
1990. If you would like to nominate a
member who is willing to run for one of the
offices, get his approval, then submit his
name to Jim Adams, SAM President. Nominations will be accepted up to and including
the first week of March.
The ballot will be published in the March/
April issue #94 of SAM SPEAKS, so be sure
to get a photo and campaign material in the
first week of April. Elections will be held
during May. Results will be announced at
the Annual Meeting and in SAM SPEAKS.

George Armstcad, Contest Manager, has
announced that the 1990 SAMCI !AMPS will
be held July 2-5 at Westover Air Forre Base
in Chicopee, Massachusetts.
A Collectogether is planned for Sunday.
July 1 In conjunction with the meet. Test
flying at the field will probably also be approved for Sunday. The Awards Banquet is
scheduled for Thursday evening. July 5.
Further details about the contest and accommodations will be published in the
March/April issue #94 of SAM SPEAKS.
For those of you who can't wait, write:
George Armstcad
89 Harvest Lane
Glastonbury, CT 06033.
Please be sure to Include a large SASE
with adequate postage.

Above is Bill White and his 7ft. span machine , not forgetting brother, who gave
noble assistance. The model, of outstanding construction, is red silk covered with monococque fuselage and a
pylon wing. It is powered with a Pace.
Brown Jr. (article contd. next page)

ENGLAND'S ANSWER

(cont'd.)
ilowever, Bill's "gremlin" must have been
hovering near, as a few minutes later, whilst
attempting his first competition flight, the
motor stalled at take-off with disastrous
results to the engine mount. Why do these
air-screws always meet terra firma in the
downward position?"
(From "Aeromodeller", May 1945 article
on the Sir John Shelley Cup competition
held at Sutton Park. Birmingham on June
3, 1945.)
'The engine trouble "gremlin" did not pick
Dunsmore as his only victim. Amongst the
others was Bill White of Northern Heights
who took the field for the first fly-off. The
model, his own design, weighed 4-3/4 lbs.
and incorporated a planked monococquc
fuselage, specially stressed elliptical wings
and tail, and a parasol pylon-mounted wing
with a transparent faired windscreen in
front. The engine, a lOce. Brown Jr., was
mounted upright in a neat aluminum cowling.
He was dogged by bad luck, however, all
through the afternoon. Each time his model
came unstuck, the wind caught it and flung
it back on the ground. Here the complicated
structure of wing and tail proved itself many
a time, never suffering the slightest damage.
Finally, though, the trouble with his engine
forced him to abandon the attempt."
(From "Model Aircraft - The Journal of the
SMAE" (Society of Model Aero Engineers).
Feb. 1946, Vol. 5, No. 2.)
"Cover Story - The cover photograph shows
Bill White with his attractive 6ft. span petrol
model, undoubtedly the most photographed
model of the 1945 season.
Possessing an unusually pleasing appearance, enhanced by meticulous workmanship, it attracts immediate attention
wherever it makes an appearance. As is
often the case, much of the work that has
been put into this model is not visible and
this applies to the wings in particular, which
are a monument to Bill White's patience and
constructive skill. The built-up wing ribs
and diagonal strutting have resulted in over
a thousand pieces in the wing structure
alone.
Unfortunately, 13il1 White has been dogged by ill-luck with his motors throughout
the past season. But on the occasions In
which the machine has taken to the air
successfully. it has demonstrated its stability and an exceptionally flat glide. The
builder deserves better luck for 1946."
(From a letter by Noel Barker to Tom Cope
- April, 1989.)
"Dear Tom, As you can see from the
clippings, Bill did not have much success.
The model flew well enough - when he could
keep his motor running. As it was explained
to me sonic time ago, (1) there was no proper
outlet for cooling air, and (2) the "finger hole"
in the side of the fuselage just to the rear of
the cowling for choking the Brown, acted
like a venturi and starved the motor (for air)
as soon as the model got up any airspeed! and no amount of good advice could change
Bill's mind about it.
I also originally had the same hole in
mine, but when I decided to use a Super
Cyclone, the choke was in the front. I also
made cooling "gills" on each side of the

The "Bill White" atop Noel Barker's Austin Mini-van. Note insignia of SMAE and slight
dihedral in stabilizer. Model is done in red silk and trimmed in red with clear fuselage.
Mao note vacuum-operated ignition cut-offi
cowling aft of the cylinder to allow air circulation.
By the way, in the photo of Bill and his
brother, you can see the wide centre section
to make 7ft. span. !lope this will be of some
help and interest. All the best - Noel"
(From a letter by Tom Cope to Bill Darkow
- June, 1989.)
"Dear Bill, - While on duty with the RAF in
Southern Rhodesia after the war in 1945,
Noel Barker found a copy of the Model
Aeronautical Digest, 1944, in Capetown,
South Africa. The center spread pages
showed the model.
The designer, 13111 White, was in very poor
health and died not may years later. Ile had
designed the model to produce a pylon on
the "American style" of the period, but retain
a pleasing smooth, curved shape and a form
of cabin. It was never given a name, was
never published as a full-size plan and was
never kitted - too complex construction.
Noel was immediately hooked on the model
and knew he had to build it some day, which
he did - years later.
There arc some interesting things to tell
about it. Noel built it from the small detailed
center spread with a 6ft. wingspan. You will
note the wing was in two pieces that plugged
into a center section. Noel built his in one
piece. After he got to flying it. he noticed that
the model flew very well with a fast, flat
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glide. But he always felt that it could use a
bit more wing area. On a calm day. it had to
be hand launched by throwing it like a
javelin and it would ROG only from a smooth
surface with a good shove.
About a year ago. with tears in his eyes, he
sawed the wing in half and inserted a 12"
addition to the center section. Imagine his
surprise when he discovered. in a 1944
Acromodeller, a picture of Bill White and his
"7ft. span machine"! (Sec photo page 1.)
Look closely and you can sec that the original designer, Bill White, had also added 12"
to the center section!
(Editor's comments): Here again, like the
"MOAR", we have a truly beautiful. classic
example of an aeromodeler's art that is not
eligible to compete in SAM North American
events simply because it does not meet our
design cut-off dates. Amending our cut-off
dates to accomodate designs from outside
North America will not compromise our own
aeromodcling heritage nor will it result in an
influx of aerodynamically super "foreign"
designs that will dominate competition.
SAM-approved American and Canadian
designs can and do compete in any other
SAM national chapter in the world. Isn't it
about time we honored the achievements of
our fellow modelers by recognizing their
cut-off dates and allowing their designs to
compete In our meets?

PRESIDENTS CORNER
by Jim Adams

SAM has arrivecli The flying of Old Timer
models grows steadily more popular with
each passing month. Membership in SAM
world-wide has just passed 3.600 and shows
no sign of slowing. SAM North America
(USA, Canada, Mexico and Puerto Rico) has
just passed 2.100, adding 100 in the past
two months,
Recent reports from Vince Mankowski at
AMA headquarters lists only 2,400 free
fighters on the AMA rolls. From these
numbers. it would appear that nearly all the
AMA free fighters are in SAM.
Recent excellent promotional articles by
Bill Darkow (SAMCUAMPS '89. February
'90 issue of Model Aviation) and John Pond
with the tremendous centerfold spread in
Model Builder February '90 have put Sam in
the modeling spotlight.
All this good publicity was followed by a
super article on SAM and SAM-type flying in
the February '90 Flying Models. The article
by Bob Aberle and an editorial by Bob Hunt
can be credited with giving SAM another big
boost. Bob Aberle, who is technical editor
for the magazine, was introduced to SAM
competition by Larry Davidson and Joe
Beshar and has fallen for our type of flying.
The article displays a real understanding of
what SAM R/C competition is all about and
Bob's enthusiasm for flying Old Timers really
shows through In his writing.
Not to be outdone by the other magazines,
Model Airplane News ran plans for I lal
DeBoles Old Timer, "Blitzkreig" in the November '89 issue and followed It up with
Rand Wrisley's 1936 Flying Aces Stick in the
February '90 issue. Hal DeBolt's column.
"Golden Age of R/C" continues to be one of
the most readable Old Timer reports around
and, in my opinion, Is the best column in
MAN.
If you arc into Old Timer seaplanes, don't
miss the plans for Nick Ziroli's 1989
"Swoosc". The original, designed by Stoltzenberger, appeared as an Atom .09-powered
free flight in the October 1946 MAN. The
new super-slick 12/C version appears in the
October 1989 issue as Plan #10892.
"Old Time Fever - is spreading around the
globe. Sam has just signed up a new
chapter that is 165 strong in Sweden and
headed by Sven-Olaf Linden, a long-time
contributor to John Pond's "Plug Sparks"
column. I received a letter at Christmas
time from Jean-Marie Pieclnotr telling me
that he has been elevated to president of
SAM 70, the French chapter. Jean-Marie
reports that they have 84 members, all
anxious to start corresponding with other
SAM members in chapters around the world.
In Australia, SAM chapter 1788 is alive and
growing at 175 members under the capable
guidance of their new president and editor,
Mike Pettigrew. The Vintagents, a new
Australian chapter located in Queensland,
has sprung to life under the leadership of
Colin Borthwick. Cohn writes for "Airborne',
the Australian model magazine. The tremendous interest shown by these men is
evidenced by the fact that they have both
visited here on SAM business In recent
months. New Zealand's chapter is planning

another Wakefield reunion for the year and
rumors have It that SAM Italia, Chapter 62,
is planning a SAMCHAMPS for 1990.
To top all this off, we continue to get
invitations from SAM 85's president, Friedhelm Mink, to attend Old Timer glider meets
being held in Germany.
What does all this activity mean to us here
in SAM? Well, the magazine publicity has
resulted in a big jump in US membership
and a parallel increase in affiliated and
overseas groups. As the number of articles
and plans for Old Timers has increased in
the modeling press, enthusiasm and interest in SAM has grown accordingly.
This year AMA has reported an increase
in membership to 152,000. From their reports, it would appear that most of these
flyers are from the ranks of R/C Sport,
Scale, Quarter Scale. Pattern, Pylon Racing
and Jets. One can only figure that the flyers
interested in Old Time "build it yourself'
competition arc turning to SAM type of
flying.
Of course. underlying all this interest. it's
apparent that there's a desire to get back to
a casual, relaxed type of modeling that
promises FUN and comradeship with our
modeling friends.

EDITORIAL
by Guest Editor
On the threshold of manhood, American
boys in their teens stand inspired and
impelled to seek self-expression - ready to
"try their wings". From this urge, saints or
sinners are born: led into one channel or the
other by the instrument of expression put
into their hands at that vital moment. It Is
that instrument which exercises body, mind
and spirit for creation or destruction.
What will help build them into mature
men? What will inspire them. prompt Initiative, cultivate patience and tenacity, build
their minds and bodies? Isere lies no great
mystery. Model airplanes have developed
these virtues in the past and bless the
future with the promise of greater continued
service. They give life to the dreams of our
young men, in simple form and at little cost,
guiding them along the road to unbounded
research, knowledge and skill. Lilienthal.
Langley, Wright, Curtiss. Douglas and a
host of others have used them as stepping
stones to success and greater aeronautical
knowledge.
In miniature, models present the problems of the large airplane designer, builder
and flyer, and the challenge of their solution
to those who would become great, Their
delicate structures materialize the secret of
the craftsman's skilled fingers: the -magic
touch", which also gives life and form to the
modern air giants that serve our country
today.
All of these virtues, plus the blessings of
vital physical activity in the effort to follow
fleeting planes, are the heritage of the aeromodeler. If boys make models, models will
make men.
(by C. li. Grant, editor, written for the May
1941 issue of Model Airplane News. As true
today as it was nearly 50 years ago. Think
about it - then do something about it.)
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LOOKING AHEAD
by Bill Darkow
After twenty-five years of gradual growth,
SAM has Indeed arrived. Thanks to good
leadership, careful planning, patient effort
and an unswerving belief in the principles of
the SAM preamble, tt looks as though we are
going to enjoy unprecedented growth during the 1990's.
With about 50 new members joining SAM
each month, we can reasonably expect that
SAM North America. plus overseas affiliates. will reach nearly 3,000 by the end of
this ye ar. Independent SAM groups could
raise that to 4,000 Old Time builders and
flyers world-wide.
SAM's Board of Directors: the president.
secretary/treasurer and four regional vicepresidents, have responded well to this rapid
growth. Thanks to good management by the
president and secretary/treasurer. SAM now
has a bank balance of nearly S50.000,
making us one of the wealthiest as well as
one of the largest special-Interest aeromodeling groups in the United States.
If SAM is to maintain this growth and
meet the needs of its increasing membership, there are many questions ahead that
will need to be answered. Policies and
procedures that worked well when SAM had
only a few hundred members may need to be
reconsidered and modified.
For example: Should SAM develop an
Annual Budget? Currently, the president
authorizes the secretary/treasurer to disburse from SAM's account, then those disbursals and income are reported to the
membership at the Annual Meeting for their
approval. This has worked well. However.
it leaves the president with no estimate of
anticipated income or clear guidelines from
the membership on which to base his spending decisions for the corning year - a heavy
responsibility.
Without an Annual Budget, SAM's future
could be uncertain. With such a budget, we
can establish our priorities and plan for the
future by allocating our resources to achieve
our goals.
Another result of this rapid growth has
been increased difficulty in keeping track of
and reporting on the activities of such a
widespread group with diverse interests. It
has also required an increase in the quantity and size of SAM SPEAKS. When I
became editor just a year ago, the press run
of 2,200 twelve-page issues was enough.
Now it takes 2,700 sixteen-page issues.
That will almost certainly go to 3,000 by the
end of this year. 1991?

"NEW WOK" FOR SAM SPEAKS
Thanks to the generosity of Bob SW, this
issue of SAM SPEAKS has been produced
using desk-top publishing software to provide camera-ready copy for the printer.
The new masthead, suggested by SAM
President. Jim Adams, is intended to give
SAM SPEAKS a more distinctive appearance. The previous masthead, with its blue
band, bore a striking resemblance to the
NFFS Digest and caused some confusion
among those who receive both newsletters.

the flyoff times in calm air substantially
exceeded the maximum flight times called
for in SAM rules.
If we take the example of the ideal engine
run time described earlier, then with the
conditions we had throughout most of the
SAM Champs, there should have been only
one set of triple maxes, not tent Also remember that 8 of the 10 involved in the flyoff
substantially exceeded the 7-minute max.
Obviously, an improvement can be made in
the rules for engine run times. They are too
long.
A POSSIBLE
Perhaps if we take a percentage of the
maxcs to the flights actually flown, we could
come up with a formula for a reduction in
engine run times that would be fair and
reduce the number of triple mazes that
consistently occur at our contests.
In C Ignition, there were 11 sets of triple
rnaxes for 33 max flights out of 124 flights
posted for 26%. (13111 Schmidt asked his
timer to deduct one second from his score
because he did not wish to participate in the
flyoff.)
In C Glow there were 5 sets of triple maxes
for 15 MAX flights out of 59 flights posted for
25%. Therefore, if we reduce the engine run
time in C Ignition by 26%, we get a revised
engine run time of 33 seconds rounded to
the nearest whole second. In C Glow, the
engine run time for a schneurle would be 15
seconds and cross-scavenged, 19 seconds.
Because of the amount of time it takes to
get off the ground and transition to climb as
a percentage of the total engine run time,
the times could be adjusted to 16 seconds
for schneurte and 20 seconds for crossscavenged.
You may say that when glow and ignition
are combined, the ignition engines have an
advantage. From the results at the SAM
Champs, that is so, but it is only a one or two
percentage point advantage and we are giving
that back by the takeoff transition time
bonus. It is certainly a debatable question
and only trial and error will give us a fair
takeoff transition bonus.
Perhaps it's worth a try to reduce each of
the engine run handicaps for all classes of
LER events using a similar formula. The
differences in Classes A and B Ignition and
Glow are not as great as they are in Class C.
but a similar formula can be used. Then a
temporary test could be implemented by
SAM for one year of competition in regularly
scheduled regional meets, ending at the
following SAM Champs.
If the results of all these meets were reported consistently to the R/C Coordinator,
then tabulated, we would have solid data on
which to base a permanent rules change
proposal.
The R/C rules freeze voted by the members
was for 5 years. That freeze expires in 1990.
This is an ideal opportunity to put some
logic behind future proposals.
Please send your comments, questions
and suggestions to your regional vice-president or:

sournoN

Don Bekins with Oh'son .23 FRV-powered, silk-covered1Ensign" built from original
kit. Don flew It in the Ohlason R/C Special Event at the SAMCHAMPS between long
sessions on the mike at frequency control. Plane also competed In Spirit of SAM Event.
SAMCHAMPS '89 LESSONS LEARNED: PART 1
by Don Bekins. R/C CD
With the near-ideal weather conditions we
had at the Jean, Nevada SAM Champs; with
the very best flyers and models competing;
we can draw some interesting conclusions
regarding our current R/C rules.
I have been closely involved with R/C rules
recommendations for some years now, and
have helped write some of them. Our intent
has always been to make rules as fair as
possible to all contestants, to give no advantage to one type of model or engine over another and to make Old -Tinter flying relaxed
and fun; flying our models in friendly competition in the spirit of the SAM Preamble.
Here are some of my recommendations
based on observations and analysis of the
R/C results:
LER EVENT ENGINE RUN TIMES Because Old Timers are thermal-riding
model aircraft, ideally the engine run for
each class should be set so the very best
model in totally calm, zero lift conditions
should not quite be able to post a max flight
time.
For example, in Class C Ignition, a skilled
flyer with a perfect takeoff, engine run,
climb out and glide should post a best
possible time of 6:55 under those conditions. If he should detect the slightest
amount of thermal activity and pilot his
model to take advantage of it, he could post
a max score of 7:00 or more. if he does that

three times in succession and "mazes out,
he has demonstrated the superiority of his
flying skills and deserves to win. That is
what R/C Assist flying is all about.
Building the optimum Old Time model
under the SAM rules, powering it with the
optimum engine, then flying it with the thermaling skills exhibited by our feathered
friends; hawks, vultures and eagles. (See
"Finding & Riding Thermals Using R/C
Assist" - SAM SPEAKS. July/August 1989.
pgs. 4-5)
THE PROBLEM Now let's look at what actually happened in
Class C Ignition in the calm, no-lift conditions at Jean. Forty-two competitors flew
and posted 124 flights. About 25% of them,
10 pilots, posted 3 max flights each in nearly
zero lift conditions - earning the chance to
compete in the flyoffs. Then, with the exception of first place. there were only seconds
between the 2nd through 8th place finishers when they flew off at 7:30am in dead
calm, cool air.
Now let's look at Class C Glow LER. Five
out of the 25 contestants who flev. , - 2096 were in the flyoffs. Eut Tileston won that
event by only 39 seconds - again in dead
calm, no lift, morning air.
In each case above, the flyoff times were
substantially above the max times. If we
average the flyoff times of the first three
places In each, they exceed the allowable
max time by 171% and 144% respectively.
With the exception of B Ignition, in all other
LER events, including the Antique events,
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Don Bekins
P.O. Box 722
Tiburon, CA 94920.

OHLSSON .23 PERPETUAL TROPHY
DEED OF GIFT To the president of thc Society of Antique
Modelers:
The undersigned offered a perpetual trophy designated as the "Ohlsson .23 Perpetual Trophy to the Society of Antique Modelers at the Awards Banquet for the SAM
Champs to Jean. Nevada on Friday. October
13, 1989. Irwin Ohlsson presented it for the
first time to Jim Kyncy, a member of SAM 20
from Oroville, California, who won It with an
Anderson Pylon model and a 3-flight total of
12:51.
The purpose of thc award is to honor and
keep alive the pioneering work of Irwin
Ohlsson in the design and manufacture of
Ohlsson & Rice engines, of which the Ohlsson
.23 was by far the most popular, some
700.000 having been produced between
1939 and 1950.
Old Timer models of a minimum standard
size, powered by an 0 & R .23 which most
typifies the intent of the SAM Preamble,
shall be flown in friendly competition for
this award.
Competition for this award shall be for
Radio Control (R/C) Assist Old Timers in
accordance with the following requirements:
I. Only those modelers who are members in
good standing of the Society of Antique
Modelers (SAM) and the Academy of Model
Aeronautics (AMA) shall be eligible to compete for the award.
2. The models shall conform to the rules for
the SAM Ohlsson .23 Special Event which
are as follows:
a. Only original spark-ignition Ohlsson
.23 sideport and front rotary valve WW1
engines may be used.
b. Any Old Timer model as defined by the
official SAM Rule Book may be used. Scaling is permitted. The minimum wing planform area is 450 square inches.
c. Engine run times shall be 35 seconds for
sldeport and 25 seconds for FRV.
d. There shall be three official flights
scored from a maximum of four attempts.
Maximum flight time shall be five (5) minutes.
e. There shall be no pressurized engines.
f. All models shall have a 10 ounce wing
loading.
3. The award shall be the property of SAM,
not the members thereof, nor the winning
contestants.
4. At the option of SAM, the award may be
retained by SAM or placed In the custody of
each annual winner. SAM shall provide for
the engraving of the winner's name, model.
SAM chapter and year of the award.
5. The award shall be returned to SAM prior
to the SAM Champs to be placed in competition each year.
6. In the event that the Ohlsson .23 Special
Event is no longer held at the annual SAM
Champs competition, or that SAM ceases to
exist, the award shall be returned to the
donors named below with collect charges
after notification by mail or phone.
Respectfully Submitted,
Donald M. Bekins, SAM 27
Howard Osegueda, SAM 00

A pair of "8-Balls" . Marty Leet with Zipper and pipe (left). Art Christensen with Forster
.29 - powered first original design - lost 00S during the summer of 1942. Photo taken
in May. 1942. Both models built in "Jack's Basement." Note radio behind Art - No TVI

JACK'S BASEMENT
by Art Christensen
Winter has arrived in the Chicago area and
our flying turns to (hard to find) indoor sites.
Of course, this reduces the amount of Old
Timer activities that most of our gang relishes! But cold weather has some advantages as it gives us time to repair and build
models for the next competition season.
Spring, summer, and fall are time for enjoying the results of our winter hibernation.
It's been this way since pre-Pearl Harbor
days for this writer, along with members of
the two clubs where I have enjoyed my free
flight activities.
Speaking of clubs, 1 believe that some of
the lack of growth in free flight is proportional to the decline of the number of free
flight clubs. Our hobby is not difficult to
learn if a new modeler is fortunate enough to
become a member of a group where he may
learn some of the tricks we "Old Timers" take
for granted.
As an example, before joining my first club,
the Chicago Flying 8-Balls in 1940, my
airplanes were full of wrinkles and had a
tendency to disintegrate on most attempts
to fly. This changed when a friend introduced me to "Jack's Basement". What a
Utopia for a kid who was desperate to learn
how to build a model without wrinkles,
sagging dihedral, backwards propellors and
just get a model airplane Lo ilyl
Try to picture ten avid model builders in a
crowded basement that was replete with
balsa dust, dope, glue, and yes, cigarette
smoke. It was social and technical for four
years. Surprisingly, through our joint efforts, we became darn good free fighters as
well as good citizens with better than average educations.
During those years, our working class
neighborhood presented more than the usual
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temptations for the teen-age boy who didn't
have a lot of money and who needed an
outlet for youthful energy. "Jack's Basement" provided the 8-Balls with the social
outlet that many modern suburban communities fail to offer.
Forty years after enjoying my basement
time, 1 questioned Jack's mother on the
reason for allowing us to be an obviously
noisy, sometimes messy and smelly problem. The answer was simple. "I knew where
Jack was and what he was doing."
Jack was a good friend from 1940 until his
death a short while ago. It's difficult to lose
a friend of so many years, but nothing can
diminish my memories of "Jack's Basement."
HINT OF THE MONTH
from Dave Gilbert, SAM i louston 82
The Good 01' Boys"
I have found that, in order to be most
successful, Old Timer models need to be
recreated in the same atmosphere and spirit
in which they were originally created.
One way to accomplish this is to build
them to a background of "Big Band" music.
Benny Goodman seems to be the most effective with "Flyin' Home", "Stompin' At The
Savoy" and "One O'Clock Jump" being particularly noteworthy examples. Artie Shaw's
"Summit Ridge Drive: and -Jungle Drums"
will do it too. The model seems to come to life
right on your workbench. There are probably others.
(Ed. Note: Naturally, I wouldn't pass along
such a valuable and important tip without
testing it first. While Benny Goodman
seemed to be OK. I found that Glenn Miller's
"In The Mood" got better results. However,
overexposure can lead to a slight twitchiness In the tail section and a tendency to
"Dutch Roll" rhythmically in the glide.)

RED ALERT! RED ALERT!
Time is taking its inevitable toll on SAM

members, and there is nothing we can do
about that. However. as the following article
suggests, we may be unaware that some of
the materials we are using may be cutting
that time shorter.

A STICK IN TIME...?
by Chris Escritt,
Vice-Chairman, SAM 35
Flat 2, 8 Weston Rd.,
Olney, Bucks. MK46 513D, ENGLAND

(from SAM 35 SPEAKS, Nov. 1989)
A lifelong aeromodeling friend of mine has
suffered from a history of respiratory problems. We have both noticed that after
frenzied building periods, his problems arc
far worse and, coincidentally, like me, in the
last few years he has become a devotee of
"super glue".
I Hs demise has prompted to turn to some
correspondence that I had with Ben Buckle
a while back on the use of these products
when lien commented on flu-like symptoms
after prolonged exposure through his intense model building program. At that time,
with a group of industrial chemists working
for me, we decided to look a bit further into
these seemingly miracle fluids. Our findings were, to say the very least, disturbing.
Cyanoacrylate adhesives are complex ester-based chemicals with the main constituent being an ethyl cyanoacrylate monomer. They exhibit most of the nasty characteristics of nitrates, acrylic acid derivatives
and ester-based compounds, but in a combined manner that makes them effective
people-haters" in a fairly unique way!
Leaving aside their well-known ability to
produce webbed fingers, a reference to SAX,
a 3,000 page chemist's book on the toxic/
dangerous properties of industrial chemicals, reveals some very serious risks for the
unwary aeromodeler. To name but a few:
(1) These compounds emit a fatal hydrogen
cyanide gas if overheated. (Getting hot
soldering iron or covering iron close to them
will do it.)
(2) Their fumes possess a potentially lethal
toxicity rating as they are rapidly ingested
via the lungs into the blood supply.
(3) They are capable of producing edemas
-

(an excessive accumulation of sub-surface
fluids that inhibit the transfer of oxygen/
CO-2) in the lung tissues/fibres.
(4) They are a recognized carcinogen.
Other than the normal "skin/eye irritant use with adequate ventilation" warnings,
it's difficult to understand how little further
information is offered with a bottle of fluid
having those characteristics. Presumably,
no manufacturer is very interested to (increasing its profits) at the expense of our
good health.
The growth of sales of these products has
been phenomenal in recent years with specialized versions appearing for our convenience to seduce us even further. But the
risks of respiratory injury have also increased in proportion to the availability of
larger volume containers and catalytic sprays
for fast setting.
The purpose of this article is not to plead
with any modeler to desist altogether in
their usage. By now, most of us would not
recognize an aliphatic/resin glue bottle if we
fell over it! However, common sense is an
integral part of the survival instinct, so
some usage advice may help the process of
modeling longevity.
• Use a fan to blow fumes away from your
work area and better still, fit an exhaust fan
In your work area.
• Never breathe the fumes directly by bending close over your work area.
• Stop work periodically and step outside to
get some fresh air.
• lf you must work in a confined area, use an
activated filter mask.
• Use other glues where appropriate.
• If you have any respiratory weakness or
problems of any kind, don't use these products at all and avoid quick-set sprays like a
disease.
Suppliers of these compounds may respond by saying that to date there are no
reported or proven cases of harm directly
attributable to them. Time will tell, however, and sadly, the same argument has

n101.,/ HeRerh,s5 Now ge.fle -ribs
you.? Apvmf..e /S GE71PN/6 Coast
smokers in closed gatherings where smoking is allowed. As SAM members, I know
that we are considerate of each other on the
flying field. I ask each of us and host
chapters to extend this same consideration
to off-field activities and plan ahead to eliminate this problem.)

R/C RULES FREEZE
DUE FOR THAW
The 5-year freeze on SAM R/C rule changes
will come off in 1991. According to the bylaws, any changes will be voted on in 1991
and will appear in the 1992-93 SAM Rule
Book to be released in January 1992.
In order to be included in the ballot for the
next rules cycle, proposed changes in SAM
R/C rules should be mailed by July 31,
1990 to the R/C Rules Coordinator:
Woody Woodman
233 Longview Drive
Bayvillc, NJ 08721

SAM 1990-91 RULE BOOKS

been used to justify the presence in the

New Rule Books were published and mailed

market place of virtually every insidiously
damaging chemical to date.
(Ed. Note:lhave also received several letters
and some calls asking me to call attention to
health problems that arc aggravated by
tobacco smoke - particularly those of non-

to all members January 15th. The new
books contain five free flight rules changes
passed this year and two by-law changes
passed at the Annual Meeting in Jean.
Nevada during the Oct. '89 SAMCHAMPS.
If you are a paid-up member, you should
have received one by now. If you have not.
send an SASE with your SAM membership
number to Bob Dodds, 209 Summerside
Lane. Encinitas, CA 92024

SAM ANNUAL DUES ARE DUE - NOW
from Bob Dodds. Sec'y./Treas.

Art Watkins packs winds in his Tse-Tse Fly by C.H. Grant. Photo by Harold Johnson.
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If you have already paid your annual SAM
dues for 1990 or pay them before the end of
March. 1990, you will continue to receive
SAM SPEAKS regularly. However, if you are
not a paid-up member by the time the next
issue of SAM SPEAKS goes to press, you
could experience a delay in delivery of your
March/April issue. Get your 1990 dues in
now and keep SAM SPEAKS coming regularly. Send your 1990 dues to:
Bob Dodds
209 Summerside Place
Encinitas, CA 92024

MEMORIAL WEEKEND
1990
NEW LOCATION FOR 20th ANNUAL
U. S. FREE FLIGHT CHAMPS
from Mik Mikkelson

sive or most complicated model. No one was
so busy with his own model that he couldn't
help out a fellow competitor. Though it was
important to win, It was even more Important to have an enjoyable day with good
friends. They did that and had good-flying
airplanes too.
Though this was a small contest by R/C
standards, sonic of the contestants had
traveled two or three hours to get there. The
winners were awarded some nice trophies.
In fact, some went unclaimed because of a
lack of entries in some categories.
Maybe, since they have been driven underground. Free Flighters have formed a bond
that seems to be missing In R/C. They have
a more difficult problem with flying sites
than we do, but they are alive and well and
still kicking. Maybe we can learn from them
that it's more important to relax and enjoy
the hobby.
SAM REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

Lost Hills, California will be the new site of
one of the biggest free flight meets west of
the Mississippi. The USW Champs will be
held Memorial Weekend, May 26-28 at Lost
Hills, about 40 miles north of Taft. the
former site. The new site makes Taft look
small by comparison. It is virtually flat as
far as you can see, and there is no "pucker
brush" to punch holes in your models. Like
Taft, there are no camping facilities (water,
power) on the site. it is about 5 miles to the
town of Lost 11111s, which has two 200-room
motels and other facilities.
Bill Booth Jr. will be Contest Director again
this year. There will be a full schedule of Old
Timer, Nostalgia and modern Free Flight
events. For advance entry and other information. send a large SASE to Bill at P.O. Box
4203, Carlsbad, CA 92088.
Carl liatrak will also repeat as CD for the
Flying Wing event sponsored by Bill
Northrop. editor and publisher of Model
Builder magazine.

The SAM Executive Board, at the 1990
SAMCHAMPS Annual Meeting in Jean,
Nevada, took issue with the practice by
many SAM Chapters of calling their regional
meets SAM Champs. The point made was
that this is confusing and takes away from
the importance of the national SAMCI TAMPS
meeting.
SAM president. Jim Adams. was asked by
the Board to contact the various chapters
around the country and ask that they discontinue this practice.
The members of the Executive Board suggested that regional or area championships
be called "Regional Champs" or "Area
Champs", It was noted that affixing the
name SAM to the meets is very welcome, but
the title SAMCI1AMPS should be reserved
for the national meeting.

CARL FRIES - IN MEMORIAM
by Vie Cunnyngharn
Carl Fries was born on January 22. 1915
and passed away December 7, 1989.
Carl and I were the last of the active model
builders from the early 1930's Stix Baer and
Fuller model airplane club in St. Louis.
Missouri. We both joined in 1930 and have
been friends ever since.
Carl was the co-founder of the National
Free Flight Society in 1966-67. He was a
true free flight modeler. Carl set his first
world record with a twin pusher in 1930 in
St. Louis. He did everything in his power to
improve and develop the free flight model
airplane hobby.
When Carl and Dick Black started the
National Free Flight Society, I am sure they
did not realize how important it would become for all free flight modelers.
Carl started modeling in 1925 and was a
member of the Airplane Model League of
America, the National Aeronautic Association, and a charter member of the Academy
of Model Aeronautics. He was given membership card *2 in the NFFS and was inducted into the NFFS Hall of fame in 1979.
In 1989. I nominated Carl for the AMA Hall
of Fame. I am hopeful that, in 1990, he will
be elected into that prestigious group. On
his nomination. I wrote: "Having an old
friend is always enjoyable. It is one of the
bonuses of life. for it enables you both to
recapture and relive earlier times that might
otherwise remain buried in your past without recall. Such memories are priceless."
Besides Carl's work and his love for free
flight model airplanes, he and his lovely
wife. Delores, raised four fine children.
May the Lord let him rest in peace and
watch over us. Farewell to my friend of sixty
years.

NEW SAM-APPROVED DESIGNS
by Bob Larsh, Chairman,
Design Review Committee

THE "OTHER SIDE" OF MODELING
(The following article Is from 'The Tailspinnee newsletter , voice of the Aeromasters
MAC of Fredericksburg. Virginia: Charles T.
Rector, Editor.)
We who are R/C-oriented seldom give a
thought to the '"other modelers", the ones
who fly Free Flight and Control Line In Its
various forms. Because of the sheer number of enthusiasts, the market for R/C
products has grown by leaps and bounds,
while the needs of the "other modelers"
have, for the most part, been ignored by the
major manufacturers and importers o f hobby
goods. What most of us may not realize is
that there are still a lot of modelers out there
who do not spend megabucks on the latest
high performance engines and super "all
the bells and whistles" radios.
The Tailspinner was recently privileged to
attend a Free Flight contest that had something we seem to have lost in recent years.
There was camaraderie - the modelers were
having fun! They were competing, but more
important was the fact that they were enjoying what they were doing. Missing was the
clement of having the fanciest, most expen-

1. "Gross FlyingWing". 6-11. wingspan 1941
design by Bernard Gross. This model was
pictured in the January 1942 Ai r Trails. Eut
Tileston researched this design and drew up
the plans which he has available in three
sizes:
- $5. 72"w,s. - $7.50, and
81"w.s. - $10.00. Eut's address is 1800
Carmelo Drive. Carmichael, CA 95608.
2. "Cloudbuster", 49-inch wingspan 1938
gas model design by Paul Linberg, has been
approved for Antique status. Plans for this
design appeared in the February 1939 issue
of Model Aviation.
3. 'Yonder", 50-inch wingspan large rubber stick model 'tined in 1946 by Wilport
Models, but first flown in 1940. Ads for this
kit appeared in the Nov. and Dec. issues of
Model Airplane News.
4. The Board, based on original design
Information provided by the designer, Wally
Simmers, has approved the use of 13" and
13-1/2" dia. pmpellors on the Gollywock,
Jabber.vock and Dyna Moe rubber-powered
models. The prop supplied in the original
kits was 12" in diameter because that was
the maximum length the manufacturer's
cutting machine could handle.
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John Nogg (right) of the Southern California Ignition Fliers Society (S.C.I.F.S.)
presents a 1/2-A Texaco R/C Assist replica of Maxwell Basset' ■ "Miss Philadelphia IV" to his friend, David Baker, of
SAM 1066, England. David was "on holiday" visiting the 50th Anniversary Wakefield meet at Taft in May of 1989.
John passed away in January 1990. He
will be missed by his many friends.

CHAPTER REVIEW
SAM 00 "Second Time Around Squadron"
Pres. - I toward Osegueda, 7000 Utica CL ,
Dublin. CA 94568, (415) 829-6914.
Editor - "The Quaker Flash". Dale Bowers,
2582 Abaca Way, Fremont, CA 94539. (415)
656-2367.
RUMOR CONTROL - Steve Roselle from
SAM 21 is the CD for the West Coast SAM
Regional Champs coming May 19-20 to
Madera, CA. You might call him at (415)
969-1721 and ask if he could use your help
running it because its a big job. With his
track record as CD, the contest should be a
great one and you can say that you helped
make it so.
Phil Bernhardt is now devoting full time to
his business. 77 Products. He has a line of
spark plugs, coils and other items like electronic ignition modules. His main area of
expertise Is converting glow engines back to
spark ignition with the addition of his beautiful point assemblies that 1 think he machines out of old brass monkey parts. These
point assemblies arc real works of art and
work as well as they look.
I larry Klarich has a new line of Old Timer
kits out, as seen at the Jean SAMCI - 1AMPS.
They are quite nice as the parts arc neat and
clean, the plans readable, and the landing
gear is pre-formed. The box is of an unusual
shape to help you get it by customs at your
house as your better half may think you Just
bought a picture or something. This clever
box is accomplished by omitting the strip
wood and other long pieces. It might be a
good idea if included a shopping list of
wood needed to complete the kit.

SAM 1 "Model Museum Flying Club"
President - Mike Fields, 2435 Overlook Drive,
Broomfield, CO 130020. (303) 465-5723.
Editor - Art Grosheider, 2045 S. St. Paul,
Denver, CO 80210. (303) 756-1331.
NICAD BATTERIES & - MEMORY EFFECT'
Jim Lang was kind enough to share an
article from Machine Design on rechargeable batteries (all kinds) by Richard S. Stickel
of Gates Energy Products. Gates. as you
may not know, makes a large percentage of
the NiCads for names such as EvcrReady,
Radio Shack. etc. Since the article is quite
long, I will take parts of it and try to summarize a bit in this and forthcoming newsletters. Last month, I mentioned the "memory
effect" which all of us who fiddle around with
R/C have heard a lot about. This is what Mr.
Stickel says about that:
'he infamous label "memory effect" has
haunted NiCad cells since the mid-60's. It
originated to describe a phenomenon observed in the power system of a U.S. satel
lite. The "memory effect" implies that a
N (Cad cell can "forget" how to deliver all of its
charge if continually partially discharged to
the same level. I n other words, if a rechargeable 2-hr. battery runs 5 min. each day, it
will eventually turn into a 5-min. battery.
"Memory effect" seems to be brought about
by certain conditions. First, the battery

must be designed with cell cutoffs above one
volt. Second, it must be repeatedly discharged to about the same shallow level.
Third, it must receive no overcharge. If
these three conditions are satisfied, then
there is a remote chance of permanent loss
of some capacity.
"Memory effect" has since been listed as
the "cause:" of almost every conceivable
rechargeable product malfunction. To avoid
it. fearful users have vigilantly enforced
complete discharge of the battery on each
cycle. In reality. "memory effect" has been
officially diagnosed in only that one instance in satellite usage.
The overuse of the term may be a case of
confusing memory with a similar phenomenon called "voltage depression". This term
refers to a drop in NiCad discharge voltage.
It is caused by a combination of poor design
and product misuse which lowers anode
oxidation efficiency during discharge. Again,
cutoff voltage must be above one volt. In this
case however, the battery must be excessively overcharged for extended periods of
time. When these conditions coincide,
products may experience voltage depression which, like a high cutoff, reduces run
time.
"Voltage depression" was somewhat of a
problem with early NiCad technology. It was
common with improperly applied batteries
made with primitive electrode technologies
of that time.
However, modern electrode technology has
nearly eliminated the problem. The ability
to prevent voltage depression is in the hands
of the designers. Keep the cutoffs below one
volt and the effect will not be noticed. Users
can help by varying the depth of discharge
or run time occasionally, but voltage depression is practically a non-issue because
it is completely reversed after the first duty
cycle. If it does occur, it shortens only the
first run." (Like Santa Claus, I predict this
myth will have a long and happy life.)

SAM 4 "Michigan Antique Modelers"
Editor - Karl Spielmaker, 4690 Burlingame
S.W., Wyoming. MI 49509. (616) 538-3077.
Bob Pattison, 7778 Walnut. Jennison, MI
49428.
NEW FREE FLIGHT CLUBI - The West
Michigan Free Flight Club was organized in
November and Is now meeting regularly at
Kelloggville High School. At the first meeting. there were 12 adults and 8 JUNIORS!
President is Tim Sarbcr, 2541 Sharon SW,
Wyoming, MI 49509.
The Michigan Antique Modelers will hold
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their annual conte s t June 9-10 at Sturgis,
MI. They have added three new events' to
an already large selection. The events are:
Free Flight
Sat, June 9
Class A/HCalitn
Class ri/e Pylon
Rubber Scale
NosGas A/B/C
.020 Replica
HL Glider
Jimmie Allen'
Pee-Wee 30'

Sun.. June 10
Class A Pylon
Claes C Cabin
Rubber Stk D
Rbr Stk/Cbn C
Slag Engine
NosGas 1/2-A
Compress Mr
NosGas Ign'

Radio Control
A PER
B LF:R
1/2-A Texaco

Antique
C LER
Texaco

Kids Special Events
Pee-Wee 30

/11. Glider

Pacific Ace 30

1, -30 Glider

1990 AREA CONTEST SCHEDULE
May 19-20 Fun Fly
WPM'S, Dayton 011
June 2-3 COFFC F/F Meet
WPAYM Dayton, Oil
June 3
0/T Meet
Bong Field. WI
June 9.10 MAM F/F Meet
Sturgis. MI
June 24
Pelican's Combo F/F Meet
Bong Field. WI
July 7-8
FA1 Invitational
Bong Field. WI
Bong Field. WI
July 22
IMAC F/F Meet
July 28-29 CIA 0/T & NorsCas Meet
WPM-ft Dayton. 011
Bong Field, WI
Aug. 5
Hong Eagles Meet
Aug. 11.12 NOF'FA F/F Meet
WPAF11, Dayton, Olt
Aug. 25e28 COFFC F/F Meet
WPAFiel, Dayton, 011
Sept. 3
Orr Meet
Bong Field. W1
Sept 9
Mich. State Meet
Utica. MI
Sept. 15-16 CIA F/F Meet
WPAIII, Dayton, OH
Sept 29-30 Mid-America F/F Chairmen
Lawrenceville, IL
Fun Fly
Oct. 6.7
WPA1-11, Dayton, OH
Oct. 16-20 USOC/AMA/NFFS F/F Nate
Lawrenceville, IL

SAM 8 "Pacific Northwest Chapter"
President - Dick Lee, 2613 S. Melrose St.,
Tacoma, WA 98405. (206) 272-1944.
Editor - Ted Katsanis, 16760 NE 33rd Place,
Bellevue, WA 98008. (206) 881-2233.
The club will have a display booth at the
1990 NW Model Expo, Washington State's
Largest model hobby show, In Puyallup, WA
on Feb. 3-4.
The Pacific NW F/F clubs have an excellent
cooperative schedule going for maximum
participation in F/F activities. The 1990
schedule is as follows:
Mar. 17-18 SAM 8 Misery Meet
Rainier Prairie
Apr. 7.8
SAM 8 Spring Opener Hart Lk. Prairie'
May 5-6
SOH RAC. Meet
Hart Lk. Prairie'
May 19-20 SAM 8 Annual
Hart Lk. Prairie'
May 19-20 Western Canada F/F Champs
Kamloops, BC
June 16-17 SAM 8 Monthly
I lart 1.k. Prairie'
July 14-15 SAM 8 Monthly
Hart Lk. Prairie'
July 14-15 SOB Western FM Challenge Meet
Hart Lk. Prairie'
Aug. 18-19 NW F/F Champs
Parker's Field. OR
Aug. 25-267NW No Doc Scale Meet Snohomish. WA
Sept. 1.3 SAM 8 Monthly
Hart 1.k. Prairie
Sept. 15-16 orr Champs
Parker's Field, OR
Oct. 6.7
Annual F/F Meet
Parker's Fteld, OR
Oct. 13-14 Autumn Thrash
Hart 1..k. Prattle
SAM 6/SOB
Oct. 16.20 NFTS/AMA F/F Nat. Lawrenceville. IL

All hart Lake Prairie dates/locations are
subject to military approval. For further
information, please contact one of the reps.
listed below.
Boeing Free Flight I lawks: Ed Lamb, 15911
SE 42nd Place, Bellevue, WA 98006. (206)
747-7806.
Seattle Strat-O-Bats: Kevin Collins, 2320
Sahalec Dr. E. Redmond, WA 98053. (206)
868-8273.
Willamette Model Club: Bob Stalick, 5066
NW Picadilly Circle, Albany, OR 97321.
(503) 928-8101.

The WEST MICHIGAN FREE FLIGHT CLUB: (Back Row - left to right) Bob Pattison, Bob
Hoffman, President Tim Sarber, Dave Shank, Bill Butenhuis, Jim Tasna &Bill. Schottey.
(Middle Row - left to right) Jim Hresnak, Tim Anderson. Steve Baker, Ronie Shank. &
Rayon Wanble. (Front Row - left to right) Chris Mouw, Joel Postma, Steve Lenge, Mike
Holtz. Chris Tasna & Lisa Sarber. Photo by Hari Spiebnaker.

Vancouver (Canada) F/F Club: Doug
I lannay, 4823 13th ave. Delta, 13C V4M 287
CANADA. (604) 949-5501.
Scale: Ric Dittman, 6001 219th SE 4115.
Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043.

SAM 10 "Capital Area Antique Modelers Association" (CAAMA)
President -liurstI3owers. 1649 Birch Road,
McLean, VA 22101. (703) 356-1320.
Sec'y/Treas. - Martin Schindler, 1649 Birch
Road, McLean, VA 22101. (703) 938-2975.
Meetings are held on the third Wednesday
of every month at Ernie Greene's home,
8103 Falstaff Road, McLean, VA 22102.
Flying sessions are held the Sunday following each meeting at the Jack 11111 Farm
flying site near Culpepper. VA.
One of their recommended additional activities to be included in their 1990 Fun Flys
is a 1/2-A Texaco R/0 Scale event. It was
also suggested that, to encourage more flying
at these events, each participant would be
given a raffle ticket after completing an
official flight. Then, after the flying was
over, tickets would be drawn to determine
who won the prizes. More flight = more
tickets = better chances of winning a prize.
Great Ideal
Dick Selzo was appointed keeper of the
CAAMA Scrap Book, Dick lives close to the
Jack I fill Farm and takes such good photographs that he was a natural for the job.
Congratulations, Dickl (Ed. Note: Would
you be willing to share some of those photos
with the rest of SAM through SAM SPEAKS?)

Sam 13 "Southern California Antique Model
Plane Society" (SCAMPS)
Pres. - Leon Nadolski. 6562 Sabbicas
Huntington Beach, CA 92647. (714) 8421645.

Editor - "GAS LINES", Gene Wallock, 220
Leroy Ave., Arcadia, CA 91007. (818) 4455091.
Most normal people look forward to new
horizons with the start of the new year. Old
Timers look forward to seeing what's new
that's old. I must confess to never getting
tired of the "same model" in the winners
circle. Some wags, who complain that the
same models (and modelers) keep showing
up, never seem to appreciate the craftsmanship displayed, nor do they understand that
those who participate really do have a good
time. I'll guess that 1990 will see a plethora
of Playboys, Kerswaps, and Taibi Powerhouses. (Ed.: What, no Lanzo Bombers?)
Has anyone seen a built-up 'Hcp Cat" by
Paul M. Marchal? John Pond has the plans
and they're gorgeous. The "Hcp Cat" is a
Bunch Tiger-powered "pencil bomber" and
deserves to see the light of Taft. Maybe I'll
build it myself.
The Irving Mills (.75cc diesel) is available
and is a really well-built, steady-mauling
engine. Mine turned a 9/4 at 6200 right out
of the box. Should be Ideal for scale.
Ken Sykora's Old Timer Model Supply is
offering double-size Earl Stahl plans at $5
each,
The first SCAMPS contest of the year is the
liaggard-Bowden two-minute precision for
0/T and Antique cabin models. The contest
will be held Sunday, Feb. 4, at Lucerne
Valley Dry Lake. Other events include
Ohisson and Cameron .23 Cabin, A/B Pylon. C Pylon, and Nostalgia.

SAM 25 "Vegas Antique Model Plane Society"
(VAMPS)
President - Larry Jenno, 4341 Flandes St.,
Las Vegas, NV 89121. (702) 731-4029.
Editor - Phil McCary, 532 College Dr. #212,
Henderson, NV 89015. (702) 564-6663.
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MONOKOTE IN 19381 - (from an ad In
MAN, Dec. '38, pg. 57)
"PLANEFILM for covering model planes.
Works like magic. Stretches itself - drumlike. No wrinkles - No seams - No glue or
dope necessary. Patches easily, quickly and
invisibly. Ready for applying when it reaches
your hands. Tough. elastic, attractive, and
at least 5096 lighter in weight.
PLANEFILM stretches itself, drumlike over
the wings and fuselage, completely eliminating one of the most troublesome and
tricky operations in covering a model plane.
That is, stretching silk or paper over the
frame, then brushing on the many coats of
dope necessary to give it the appearance you
desire. Will not tear, but if it is pierced, the
repair can be made on the field in a fraction
of a minute.
PLANEFILM is scientifically manufactured
on micrometer machinery which is adjusted
as close as ten-thousandths of an inch.
PLANEFILM is attached to a backing sheet,
therefore it is easily handled and easy to cut
to shape. After you have cut the PLANEFILM to fit a particular part, you then strip
the film from Its backing sheet. It is soft,
pliable and actually forms itself to the many
curves necessary in model building.
PLANEFILM DIV., Lock Box 166. Dayton,
OH
Anyone know anything about it? With this
information available, the results of the
Spirit of SAM Concours event at Jean might
have been different. None of the models in
the top five places had plastic covering.

SAM 28 "The Central Coast Chapter"
President - Ron Doig, 1029 N. Lupine,
Lompoc, CA 93436. (805) 736-9840.
Editor - Bob Angel, 1001 Patterson Rd.,
Santa Maria, CA 93455. (805) 937-5145.
OHLSSON TUNING TIP #1: One of the
early things to look for when tweaking an
O&R engine is to check the alinement of the
crankpin in the conrod hole. I've found a fair
percentage out of alinement, Le., the conrod
hole is not at a right angle to the frontplate
mounting face on the case. Correction by
replacing or straightening the rod is necessary for the engine to spin freely at peak
RPM.
Fully retard the timer to lift the moving
point off the crank cam, and remove the
prop nut, washers and three casebolts.
Loosen the Iron tplate by rotating It to save
the gasket. Then pull the frontplate forward
along the crank about 1/4" . letting the
crankpin stay solidly in the conrod. Hold
the engine upright with the crank pointing
to your right, so you can sight across the flat
surface machined on the casefront.
Hold the outer crank end so neither the
frontplate nor conrod can slip in or out
along the shaft. Now gently move the outer
end of the crankshaft up and down In the
conrod hole, while observing the relative top
and bottom gap between the frontplate and
its mounting surface. Repeat this with the
conrod/piston in both their full up and
down positions.
You arc trying to determine whether the
rod hole points at a reasonable right angle to

the frontplatc mounting surface.
Another method Is to remove the front end
entirely and use a 1/4" drill bit in the conrod
hole and observe it against a right angle
template on the casefront. If the rod isn't
alined, insert a close-fitting drill bit and
bend up or down a bit as necessary. Go
easy, the rods bend easily. Re-check and
tweak as necessary.
8th ANNUAL SAM 26 SPRING OPENER
OLD TIMER R/C CONTEST - MARCH 17-18
CONDOR FIELD - TAFT
Saturday
Sunday
Texaco
1/2-A Texaco
LER Class B
LER Class A
LER Class C
Antique
LMR Electric
Pure Antique
Electric Texaco
Ohlsson Side port
O/T R/C Glider
SAM 28 "The Old Fort Flyers"

Contact: - Dick Brace. 8121 N. Hampton
Place, Fort Wayne, IN 46815. (219) 4858673.
Greetings from SAM 28. We are one of the
newer chapters and have about 18 members. We are all members of "The Flying
Circuits, Inc." R/C club and are a specialinterest group within it.
The "Boehle Giant" pictured in the Nov./
Dec. issue #92 of SAM SPEAKS was a group
project and a lot of fun to build. It's powered
with an OS .60 long stroke and is a beautiful
flyer. It certainly generates a crowd when
flown. Dick Colter is the chief pilot. Most of
the building took place at his home - he has
lots of room. We also "hangar" it there.
Plans are underway for our 2nd Annual
Old Timers Contest - a two-day meet to be
held on Wed. June 20, and Thurs. June 21.
On Wednesday, we'll have 1/2-A Texaco
and Old Timer LER with all classes combined. On Thursday, we'll fly regular Texaco. Antique and Electric Old Timer (7-cell).
In order to encourage more spark ignition
type flyers, our club has agreed to waive the
muffler rule for those two days. We're also

having an original 'Bean Feed" (beans.
burgers & beer) at the field Wednesday
evening - free to all contestants.
We have one of the premier flying sites in
the midwest and we are very proud of it.
There are good, clean restrooms, running
water and electricity. Overnight hookups
for travel trailers are available at no charge.
SAM 35

-

England
President - Ron Mouton. 2 Avenue Rise,
Bushey, Watford. / lerts. WD2 3AS.
Chairman - Stan Horne, 5 Rayne' Way,
Leeds, West Yorks. LS16 6JU.
Vice-Chair. - Chris Eseritt, Flat 2. 8 Weston
Road, Olney, Bucks. Mk46 513D.
Editor - - SAM 35 SPEAKS". Alan Walker, 5
Farm Close, Belper. Derby, Derbyshire, DE5
TRY.
As can be seen from the above, there has
been a complete "Changing Of The Guard"
at the top in SAM 35's administration.
Thanks to those who have done their bit,
and welcome to those whom we look forward
to working with. See Chris Escritt's excellent article elsewhere in SAM SPEAKS on
the potentially hazardous materials we work
with.
SAM 41 San Diego

Aeroneers

Editor - "Aero News: - Jim Alaback, 16634
Diaz Drive, San Diego, CA 92128
THE FIRST MODEL AIRPLANE - Last
month's article by Ray Crowell on the first
known model airplane in history, a handlaunched glider in the form of a bird, resulted in several inquiries to the editor.
We herewith present a drawing of the 8"
glider which appears in Bill liannan's book,
Peanut Power. In this drawing. taken from
a photograph, the missing stabilizer has
been added. (Ed. Note: Might it be more
likely to be fan shaped that elliptical?) Bill's
book will be back in print again in an
updated edition published by Aviation Heri-

Henry Bohunek, SAM 51. at Woodland-Davis site preparing to
launch his R/C Assist "Red Zephyr". Photos: Bob Grice.

This Egyptian relic, now in • museum, is
a HUG which has been dated back over
2,000 years.

tage/Sunshine House. When ordering information is available, we will include it in a
future issue of Aero News.

SAM 51 "The Nifty One
President - John McRae, 555 W. Deodara,
Vacaville. CA 95688. (707) 448-0369.
SAM 51 will present its annual "Old Time
Model Airplane Contest" April 7-Bat California's finest R/C flying site, Mavis Henson
Field in Woodland, California. Special event
will be Old Time Stunt control line fun fly.
Other events include:
Saturday, April 7
Sunday April 8
Texaco
1/2-A Texaco
ROW Texaco'
Antique
Pure Antique
Cl. A LER lgn
Cl. A LER Glo
Cl. 13 LER Glo
Cl. C LER Ign
Cl. B LER [gr.'
Electric LER
Cl. C LER Glo
Ohlsson Sideport O/T Glider
Control Line
Control Line
'Same rules as for big Texaco except that
plane must take off and land on water. Lake
and retrieval boats provided.
Contest Director. Tom Vincent, 2160 Live
Oak Blvd. #18, Yuba City, CA 95991 or
contact Harry Jencks, 6905 Linda Sue Way,
Fair Oaks, CA 95628. Phone: (916) 9676632.

John Fulton with OS .15-powered Italian 'Vespa". Reduced to
337.5 sq. in., plane has impressive climb and fine glide.
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Association
ces Amateurs

SAM 54 "Maple Leaf Chapter"
President - Walt Lawrence. 189 Lloyd Avenue, Newmarket, Ontario, L3Y 5L4, CANADA

VT\7

SAM 58
Contact • Dick Sargent, 105 Chestnut

d'Aeromocieles
Anciens

Heights Dr., Liverpool, NY 13088.
Phone: (315) 457-3375 (after 6pm).
SAM 58 will hold its 4th Annual R/C Assist
Old Timer & Antique Model Aeroplane
Contest of Central New York on June 9-10 at
the Grenadier Flying Field near Caughdenoy, New York which is I0 miles NW of
Syracuse. Events will include:
Saturday, June 9 Sunday June 10
Texaco
Antique Glo
Pure Antique
Cl. A & B Glo
Cl. C Glo & Ign
Cl. A & B Ign
1/2-A Texaco
050 Electric
90- second Cabin

SAM 65 "SAM Alaska"
President - Van Wilson. 127 Briarcliff Ct..
Soldotna, AK 99669.
SAM Alaska will be holding its 5th Annual
Summit Lake Old Timers Contest on March
3-4. This is their first contest since forming
SAM 65 and will be the Alaska State SAM
Championship meet for this year.

Ierold, 93340 Le Rainey, France.
Seey./Editor - "Bulletin', Jean Chtunpenots, 1 Ave. Jean Bart, 91650 Breuillet,
France.
Mr. Piednotr has just been elected the new
president of SAM 70. They presently have
82 members and want to exchange information, plans, etc. with other SAM members.
SAM 70's new administration has more of
a world view of acromodeling. One of their
goals is to write a history of French modeling
and its place in the evolution of modeling
world wide.
Within the next two years. SAM 70 plans to
have its own exhibition hall in the Air
Museum in Le Brouget Lindberg!).
44-YEAR OLD SPEED RECORD BROKEN
- On October 7, 1945. Max Plan and A.
Gladieux, flying a 'Griffon - free flight model
powered with A. Gladieux Micron 5cc. fixed
compression diesel, set a world record for
free flight speed of 30.5mph. The speed was
the average of two flights In opposite directions over a 100 meter course within 30
minutes.
Pierre Dupin and Michel Pierrard, two of
the founders of SAM 70, broke that longstanding record on October 14, 1989 with a
speed of 43.1mph, using an R/C assisted
replica of the original model and engine,

SAM 74
President/Editor - Jack Tatum
P.O. Box 4294
Clear Lake, CA 95422
1990 WEST COAST AREA
SAM CONTEST SCHEDULE
1st NCFFC Meet
Wwel Fled
Mar. 4

SVENSKA mODELLFLIGARES

OLDT1MERSAttSKAP

SAM 67 "Svenska Modellflygares Oldtimersallskap"
(Swedish Modelllyers OIdtimer Society)
President - Sven-Olaf Linden, frovstavagen
15, S-703 63 Orebro, Sweden.

SAM 70 "Association Des Arnatuers D'Aeromodeles Anciens" (AAAA)
President - Jean-Marie Peidnotr, 23 Alice

Msr. 17-18 SA.M 20 OT
Mow Taft. CA
Spring Annual
2nd NCFFC Meet
Woodland-Dar.s. CA
Mar. 25
April 0-8 Weak Signals 11/C Expo Toledo. OH
April 7 - 8 SAM ra OT R/C Assist Woodland-Davie. CA
Spring Annuad
Waggel Field
April 21-22 3rd NCEFC Meet
April 28-29 SAM 49 Cff R/C Assist Taft, CA
Spring Annual
May 5-6 SAM 30 OT R/C Arista
L Schrnkit's Ranch
Spring Annual
Elk Grove, CA
May 214, 29 SAM 21 OT Ft/C. Assist Madera, CA
July 15
Stockton Summer Hash Waggel Fteld
August 19 4th NCEFC Meet
Waggel Find
Sept. 8-9 John Pond Comercorative
OT R/C Assist
Taft, CA
Sept 22.23 SAM 27 UT R/C Assist L Sciuntdt's Ranch
Crash and Dash
Elk Grove, CA
Oct 22.23 SAM 30 OT R/C Assist L Schmidt's Ranch
Fall Annual
Elk Grove, CA
Waggel Field
Oct 26
5th [CFTC Meet
Nov. 22-23 SAM 30 OT R/C Assist Taft, CA,
Fall Arun] al

For more information, send an SASE to:
Jack R. Albrecht, R/C Contest Coordinator
1809 Portofino Drive
Oceanside, CA 92054
Home: (619) 757-6168
A1RTRONICS: (714) 830-8769
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SAM 75
President - Larry Davidson, 1 Salisbury Dr.
N., East Northport, NY 11731. Phone: (516)
261-1265.
A SAM contest is scheduled for August 5,
at the Long Island Radio Control Society's
club field in Calverton, Long Island.
The following events are planned at this
time: 1/2-A Texaco, Texaco, ABC Comb.
LER Ign. and CL C Antique.

SAM 84 "The Vintagents"
President - Cohn Horthwick. 52 Chapel Hill
Rd., Chapel !bill, Queensland 4069,
Australia.

SAM 85 "SAM Germany"
President - Frtedhlcm Mink. Im Weisengrund, 9. BRO-5778, Meschede 12.
Germany.

SAM 100 "The Second Chance Squadron"
Editor - "Old Time Plane Talk", John Delagrange, 1822 Longview Dr.. Lancaster, PA
17601. (717) 569 -7243.
As I sit here writing these thoughts. snow
is gently falling outside reminding me that
winter is here and it's time to "get cracking"
on some "new" Old Timers that I've always
wanted to build. I think build Mike
Granieri's MG-1 and power it with a McCoy
.60 sparker...or maybe Leo n Shulman's
"Zombie" with an Ohlsson .23...or maybe
Joe Weathers beautiful gull-wing "Mystery
Man"...or another DeAngelis 84" "Miss Fortue X"...or maybe...
I'll bet this sounds Just like yout There are
so many good old ships and not enough time
to build them: but, you know, I think Just
dreaming about building them is almost as
much fun as seeing one built by a fellow
SAM flyer and letting him know what a
beautiful job he's done and someday you're
going to build that one too - cover it with real
silk and put an old sparker in it like it Was
designed for.
I would trade you all the hobbies In the
world forfus t the one fulfilling hobby of SAM
Old Time Model Building. You and I know
what SAM stands for and. God willing, were
not going to let it "go by the boards" as long
as the grass grows and the wind blows and
plans and balsa and kits and engines arc
still available to us,

SAM 100 - SCHEDULE OF EVENTS - 1990
May 6

SAM 11 0/T Edgies
Fairlawn- NJ
1/2.A Tex. et 1/2-A Tex. Scale
May 13
SAM 100 O/T Convention
All SAM R/C
LVRC Myerstoum
May 20
SAM 76 Content
Hatfield, PA
June 3
SAM 12 C.ontrat
Egg Harbor, NJ
June 16 SAM 100 Pun Fly
Site THA
July 8
SAM 76 Content
Hatfield, PA
July 15
SAM 36 JAM Contest 13ridgewater, NJ
July 29
SAM 100 0/T Convention
No Power
LVRC Myeratown Fld
Aug. 5
SAM 75 Content
Calverton.
Aug. 26
2nd Annual Harry Moyer Memorial run Fly
LVRC Myerstown lid
SAM 15 sPar Contest Bridgewater, NJ
Sept. 9
Oct. 7
SAM 66 Contest
(Tentative)
SAM 100 Pun Fly
Cht. 14
Site TBA
N.V. 11
SAM 100 0/7 Convention
All SAM R/C
INRC Myerstown Fld

SAM 1788
President - Mike Pettigrew, P.O. Box 72,
East Doncaster, Victoria 3109, Australia.

Lanzo and Al Boroz. Joe reworked the print
until it reproduced pretty good. Dick and
Chet must have been about 19 or 20 years
old at the time of the photo. Joe gave me a
copy to send to John Pond, A really great
photo!
Peggy Lanza told me that Dick Korda's nickname was "Moose" due to his long chin and
Chet's nickname was "Ace".
TENTATIVE SAM 39 CONTEST SCE I EDULE
May 20
Plum Brook
June 9-10
Sturgis, MI (SAM 4)
June 24
Shelby, Ohio
July 22
Shelby or Welker" Ap
Aug. 11-12
Hamburg, NY (SAM 48)
Aug. 19
1/2-A Texaco Postal
Sept. 16
Shelby, OH
Oct. 7
Plum Brook

SAM 88
LAST MLNUTE ARRIVALS
SAM 39
President - Robert J. "Bucky" Walter, 5807
Cambridge Circle. Sandusky, OH 44870.
Phone: (419) 625-9078
Sec'y. /Treas. - Thad Kusak. 10991 Westborough Rd,. Parma Hgts.. 011 44130.
Phone: (216) 884 - 1317
SAM 39 Xmas Party . . . Dec. 10, 1989.
Another great time was had by the following: Lynn & Nancy Cole, Jim & Margaret
Deats, Joe & Amy Elgin. Karl & Edna Erode,
Wayne & Joyce Jenkins, Thad & Dorothy
Kusak, Joe Macay. Torn & Millie McCoy,
Larry & Alberta Mullen, Luther & Janice
Peters, Howard Robinson, Jack & Ruth
Ross, Buddy & Anita Tanner, Ralph &
Margaret Turner, Bucky & Joan Walter,
Stuart Warner, Warren & Margaret Weisenbach, Art White and Frank Humberg. Thirtythree attended the SAM 39 Xmas party
hosted by Ruth & Jack Ross.
We all converged on the Ross's house, the
women took over the dining mom table and
front room, the men took over Jack's basement model shop/rec morn. There sure was
a lot of talking about the models under
construction,
Thad Kusak brought his newly-constructed
Dallaire, scaled down for Class A Ignition. It
Is powered by a Bantam .19 and covered
with silk. Thad always does an outstanding
job of building and covering with silk and
dope. The model weighed in at 21.5 ozs.
Jack Ross has a Thermal Magnet under
construction, so just about everyone had to
finger it.
Stu Warner brought a 1/2-A Texaco Pursuffer uncovered. Stu does a great job. It's
great to be around guys who can really
build.
Jack Ross had two Ohls-son .60's. one
Ohlsson .23 and a Brown Jr. on the table as
centerpieces. Sure beats the hell out of
flowers! Some guys tried to pocket them,
but Jack had a metal detector at the door.
Joe Elgin had visited Dick Korda to present
Dick's SAM I fall of Fame award. Dick was
quite pleased and Joe received two of Dick's
trophies. Hopefully they will be sent to Jim
Adams to be awarded to SAM free flight
winners as perpetual trophies. Joe also got
an old photo of Dick Korda, Bert Pond, Chet

Editor - Al Wale "SAM 86 SPEAKS"
Box 403, Cumberland, °nutria KOA ISO,
VANADA. (613) 833-2499
oboe Way To Improve Your 0/T R/C Score
by Dave Larkin
How would you like to get higher times with
the same models in 0/T R/C? Watching the
flying at Gananocque, I was struck with the
thought that the flyers didn't seem to be able
to "play the air" as well as the R/C glider
community. in fact, I heard Bob Gordon
say, "It is quite different picking thermals on
the ground to picking them when the model
is in flight."
So my suggestion is that O/T enthusiasts
would benefit from a little experience with
the glider soaring community. The basic
problem they face is the same, and the
performance of the older simple floater type
of glider is not much different front a good
Old Timer power model.
A little while ago, Joe Bedford wrote an
article for MAAC Mag on finding thermals -

and that should be well worth reading - in
fact, I'm still hoping to find a copy, Without
trying to put myself In the same league as
Joe, I am going to suggest some R/C soaring
Ups that might apply to O/T R/C flying.
1) Watch for where other planes or birds
are finding lift and fly in that area.
2) Look for topographical features that
might provide lift. This might be slope lift,
or areas like runways and tarmac which
might generate rising air.
3) If you find yourself in sinking air, don't
fly downwind, you will just stay in the sink
as it moves with the wind. Instead, fly to the
side or. if you have enough altitude, fly
upwind.
4)11your model lifts a wingtip to turn, then
turn back toward the high tip to regain lift.
Similarly, if it straightens out from a turn,
turn back in again.
5) I f you find slope lift, then fly to and fro at
right angles to the wind. You might find
this, for example. over a line of houses or
trees.
6) Don't overlook the effect of lift on poweron climb. My 48-inch Hepeat is marginally
powered with a Mills 1.3cc diesel and would
only fly level at 7000 ft. in the Austrian Alps,
but I used to work It up to several hundred
feet above launch altitude by finding patches
of lift on the 'climb".
7) Avoid flying downwind of the launch
spot. If you are upwind, you can choose to
fly in any direction in search of lift - but if
downwind, you are forced to fly back upwind, and that may not be where the lift is_
Happy Soaring!

Tom Smith releases Eut TtLeston's "Red Lancer" for a win in Class "C" Glow at the 1989
SAMCHAMPS. Photo by Bob Munn. (What is Tom saying? Why has he assumed this
position? Creative readers are invited to provide an appropriate answer by submitting
a caption to SAM SPEAKS, Those fit for publication will be presented in a future issue.)
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"BUILD THIS SMOOTH FLYER"
Jim Bohash original 1939 design 'U.S. Standard
Wakefield". Ship flew on U.S. Wakefield team 1938 &
1939, Paris, France and Bendix, New Jersey. Bohash
also won 1940 Canadian National Championship and
Michigan State Championships - 1939 & 1952. Plans
never published nor in kit. Approved by SAM as
authentic Antique. Full-size plans $5.00 U.S. - $10.00
outside U.S. Post paid. Order from: Jim Bohash,
20721 Millard St., Taylor, MI 48180.

EARL STAHL FLYING SCALE
RUBBER-POWERED DESIGNS
This list was compiled with the assistance of Earl Stahl. To the best
of our knowledge, it is the most complete list of his published flying
scale rubber-powered designs.
Model

Wi n gs p an

Source

Albatross D-5
Bell Aircobra
Blackburn Skua
I3oulton Paul Defiant
Caudron C-371
Cessna 195
Curtiss P-40
Curtiss Seagull SO3C-1
Curtiss Ascender XP-55
Fairchild PT-19
Fairchild 24K
Fairey Barracuda
Fleet Canuck
General Skyfarer
General Skyfarer
Globe Swift
Grumman F4F Wildcat

17.5'22"
25"
36"
22"
33"
24'23.5"
22"
23"
29"
20"
26.5"
29"
31.5"
20"
19"

MAN, 2/45
MAN, 6/41
MAN. 6/42
AT, 7/42
MAN, 4/40
MAN. 4/50
MAN. 10/42
MAN. 12/41
MAN. 7/45
AT, 12/40
MAN, 2/40
MAN, 10/44
MAN. 3/44
MAN. 11/41
MB, 6/75
MAN, 1/47
AT, 11/42

CUSTOM KITS
GIANT SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT
ANTIQUE MODELS
SHORT KITS

2301 Sonata Drive, Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 • (916) 635-4588
VISAIMASTERCARD ACCEPTED
Grumman F4F Wildcat
Hawker flurricaine
Howard GH-1 (DGA-1511
Interstate Cadet
Luscombe 10
Messerschmitt 109
Mikoyan M1G-3
Miles Magister
No. American P-51B Mustang
No. American P-51 Mustang'
No. American P-51 Mustang
No. American Navion
Rcarwin Speedster
Stinson 0-49
Stinson Voyager
Stinson 125
Stinson 125
Taylorcraft 0-57
Vickers Supermarine Spitfire
Vickers Supermarine Spitfire IX
Vultee Vanguard
Vultee XP-54
Waco Cabin E
AT= Air Trails, ATMA= Air Trails
Airplane Ncws, MB= Model Builder

19"
26"
24"
30"
23"
21"
22.5"
27"
23"
32"
25.5"
30"
28"
31.5"
30.5"
31"
31'32.5"
27"
17.5"
23.5"
18.5"
21"
Model Annual,

ATMA, 1943
MAN. 9/41
MAN, 8/42
MAN, 1/41
MAN, 9/46
MAN, 11/40
MAN, 1/43
MAN, 2/42
MAN, 5/44
AT, 3/42
AT. 6/46
AT, 8/47
MAN, 1/40
MAN, 7/41
MAN, 6/48
AT, 7/45
ATMA, 1946
MAN. 4/42
MAN, 8/40
AW, 8/40
MAN, 10/40
MAN, 5/45
MAN, 7/40
MAN= Model

Ron Boots of San Fernando (SAM 3) with his super flying Earl
Stahl Fokker 13-8 at Taft. Photo by Mik Mikkelson.
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GRAPHICS

ITALIAN VINTAGE GLIDER REDRAWN FOR
RADlo - ASSISTANCE_BY THE DESIGNER,
FERDINANDO GALE - SAM ITALIA

SA/4 24 90

CUSTOM LETTERING

FULL SIZE PLANS ARE AVAILABLE,
SHOWING ALL RIBS AND FORMERS,
COMPLETE WITH DOCUMENTATION,
$17.00 POSTAGE PAID.

PERSONALIZE YOUR AIRCRAFT
MODEL OR FULL SCALE — LETTERS, NUMBERS, NAMES
Pre-spaced - Ready to apply - 20 colors • 11 typestyles including Military Block

dblzsumitable in "'aiming .fr,vii9
• N/NC Numbers
• HAM Call Numbers
• Easy to apply
• Fuel Resistant

• AMA/1MAA Numbers
• Static Display Cards
XXXX
.N.lit... • Premium Quality
• Creat Looking

CMWMA.

CLI1 or onto for rreo RAICIVMV %mol•
5207 Freedom Mill lid_ - Guxtmnin, NC 25052
(709) 869-2038 - 4.11 p.m. Eamtern Timc

B2 _ _

00 OM, SW
•=1.
BO
Or

nes

Super Cyclone Engines
P.O. Box 1809
Show Low, AZ 85901

P.O. Box 976 Olalla, WA 98359
OTHER SAM Atm NH'S 'NOSTALGIA'
DESIGNS ARE AVAILABLE, SEND SASE
FOR CATALOG.

ELECTRIC R/C SPECIAL EVENT RULES

7-CELL

Limited Motor Run (LMR) &
'Texaco Combined (formerly 05 Electric Rules)
Originated: March 19, 1988 (Taft, CA)
Revised: October 12, 1989 (Jean, NV)
These rules were revised at a meeting at
Jean, NV and agreed to by designated representatives from SAM 00, 02. 21. 26, 27.
41, & 49. They will be used for the 1990
contest year. They will also submitted to
SAM to be voted on at the end of the R/C
rules freeze.
SECTION 1 - MODEL
A. Any SAM-recognized Old Timer model
may be flown in this event. The model may
be proportionally scaled up or down from
the original size plans.
B. Unless stated otherwise, the model shall
conform to applicable SAM 1990 R/C Old
Timer rules.
C. There is no minimum or maximum size
or weight of model, but it must have a minimum wing loading of 8 oz./sq.ft, of wing
planform area.
SECTION II.- EQUIPMENT
A. BATTERIES - (1) A 7-cell NiCad rechargeable pack with a (manufacturer's
marked) maximum rated capacity of 800
mah shall be allowed. (2) Packs with unmarked rating must be tested for capacity
for the Texaco event.
B. MOTORS - (1) Any direct current, per-

manent magnet electric motor that operates
on 7 cells ( including any production 05
motor) may be used. (2) Motors may drive
the propellor directly or indirectly via a gear
or belt reduction drive. (3) Either ferrite or
non-ferrite (i.e. cobalt) magnet motors may
be used.
C. POWER CONTROL - (1) Power flow from
batteries to motor may be controlled by any
method. (2) Power shut-off must be demonstrated to timer.
D. PROPELLORS - Folding props may be
used as long as they are restrained from
folding in flight. The intent Is to provide
protection for the motor/gearbox in the
event of a noseover, while neutralizing any
aerodynamic advantage. (2) Prop hubs which
are partially cut through are NOT allowed.
This creates an operational safety hazard
and is NOT permitted.
SECTION 111. - GENERAL FLIGHT RULES
A. All models must ROG unless the Contest Director determines that, due to field
conditions, hand launching is allowed.
B. Flight time shall begin upon start of
forward motion of the model for release, and
end when the model next touches the ground
or some ground-based object.
C. Compliance to motor, battery pack and
propellor rules in Section II. of these rules
shall be the responsibility of the contestant.
SECTION IV. - LI MITED MOTOR RUN (LMR)
FLI GI IT RULES
A. Standard motor run shall be a single
continuous run time of 90 seconds for fcrpage 14

rite motors and 75 seconds for non-ferrite
motors.
13. There shall be four attempts allowed for
three official flights. An attempt for an
official flight may be aborted only during the
motor run time.
C. Maximum scoring flight time of each
flight shall be 7 minutes. No penalty for
flight overtime.
SECTION IV. - TEXACO (Energy Allotment)
FLIGHT RULES
A. Motor may be started and stopped one
or more times at the discretion of the pilot
until the battery pack is exhausted. The
motor run time is considered part of the
total flight time.
B. There shall be three attempts allowed
for two official flights, An attempt for an
official flight may be aborted only during the
first 2 minutes of the flight.
C. Maximum flight time for scoring purposes shall be 15 minutes. No penalty for
flight overtime.
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"the standard of EXCELLENCE"
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BALSA W000
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irie.ittCH
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I/16 x 1)18
1113 x 3132
1/16 x 14
1/1e 3116
1/16 It 114
I/16 x 341
1016 It 14
1(112 x 3)4
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.00
.10
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.16
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34124421
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372x 3210
322 it IN
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3122 K 112
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16 We
1165
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CUT BALSA
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3/45351536
1,1,36
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61
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312x1
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3116 K 1
1A x1
34x1
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.65
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114 5 3
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302 x 4
118 x 4
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.46
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30312

L 78
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3.03
230
3 29
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1(16 x 3

142
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14112 x 2
116x2
3)32 x 2
118x2
3116x2

BALSA PLANKS
114 x 3 36
152)(38
153,36
154,38
242,36
253,36
144436
3.3,36
344436

!INCH

BALSA SHEETS

.83
.77
1

2 . 2
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37213
.40
.44
.40
47

.84

143
1 50

341 x 4
12.4

15545 12512
1/64* 12524
144 x 12 5 44
1464 am 416
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2. 19
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3.61
7.28

36.12

8
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142 5 12 5 12
142 5 12 5 24
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1.19
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4.73
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MG K 12* 12
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1.46
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318 12 ic 02
32B • 12 it 24
318 12 lc 48
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7.20

112 5 12 K
112 5 12 x 24
1.12 x 12 5 48
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4.05
61311

1.20

4.6s

342 x

x 12
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302 5 12 I 24
3122 x 12 x 46

_91
1 81
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7_23

1456512
14 x 12 5 12
14 x 12 24
14 x 12 5 48

1-00
119
3 97 TAPERED TRALING
794

3)16 x 6 5 12
3)112 x 12 I 12
3116 It 12 5 24
31 16 x 12 x 48

74
1.46
240
5.26

*

Super-kir .Aircraft Materials

114mex 12
12 5 58
114 5 12 5 24
1/4 x 12548
1/11

UTE PLYWOOD

116 x 12 ti 12

61
122
244

16.12,24
lie • 12 x46

EDGE
Ire 1)2

36'

3116 x 314
1/4 x 1
5/18 x 114
:141 •

44'

22
29

30
40

.42

as
6/

52

72

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC *

12020-G Centralia • Hawaiian Gardens, California 90716 • (213) 865-3220
Handling Charge - 65.00 • Add S3.00 tor C.O.D. • Minimum Order S20.00 plus U.PS.
We accept Personal checks and C.O.D. • California Residents add 61/2% Sales Tax

a

DON'T LOSE
_
YOUR NEXT MASTERPIECE
INSTALL THE
•
SCREAMER BEEPER

'

I

Super loud audio Beeper, 96 decibels at a frequency
where the ear is most sensitive. Audible up to 1500 feet
when the model is airborne or 300 to 400 feet on the
ground. The sound will direct you immediately to the lost
model whether in trees, corn, tall grass, brush, ravines,
etc.

hen Sykora 's

oirlloadt, MODEL SUPPLY

P.O. Box 7334 • Van Nuys, CA 91409

"GOMIS"?
HERE THEY ARV

Great for Wakefield size rubber or any power ship.
$19.95 Post Paid. (US Only) Check or M.O.
Make checks payable to Bill Turner
(CA residents add 6.5°/ci Sales Tax)

. sawed prop blanks,
A 1930's MODEL SHOP'
balloon/WWI/Streamiine balsa wheels, Hinoki wood,
colored nitrate dope, thrust buttons & bearings. bamboo, silver Jap tissue, prop hardware, special washers.
winders, rubber, hundreds of old Scale/Contest plans
& more? Shop from our illustrated catalog. Send $2.00
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The Screamer-Beeper is ready to mount in your plane
complete with 16 hr. battery and DT trigger switch. Total
installed weight: 19 Grams-little over 112 Oz.
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Learn why the best
lessons in electric R/C are
taught by oldotizners.
Building and flying a Leisure Playboy or Lanz° Bomber

valuable electric R/C lessons-

Old-tinter can teach some

Like building light Fundamental to good electric flight
performance is a lightweight airframe. Leisure's Playboy and
Lanzo Bomber Old-timers both feature lightweight airframes
that combine powerful takeoff and climb capabilities
with
landings.
minimum sink rates - for long flights and slow
Another lesson is how to build-in stability for easy flying.ed
Playboy and Bomber designs start
off too_
original
Our two old-timers fly hands
Consider that the
trainer.
hts.
flig
make the perfect R/C
outlife
l as fret
That's wh y they

really do

Maybe the most important lesson the Leisure Playboy and
-timer kits can teach you is how to open up and
Bomber
OldR/C flying sites. You see, because they're electric
keep more
powered they're practkalty silent You can fly them almost
anywhere, anytime.
See your local R/C hobby dealer and pick up alLeisure
Playboy or Lazio Bomber kit and an inexpensive Leisure 05
flight system- You're in for some good lessons - take it from
art old•timer.
For

the
more Warwic's art moors.
Tisarr Klts.

Leassre

ChertErS

NiCri &IMAM
other =cosmic& scarf a s

LW" 8PM4ber

Ike l eis•
WiAgSPaX: 70':"

in.

Wing .-trrx: 630
oz,
}tying If regta: 35-40
motor geared 2.51i
II;

pidresred banana siTer—
self
etosalopr Leirtrre Eiciresits.
Way. asir
22971 Trios
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lagasia Hills. CA
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Leisure Electronics offers a 25% discount to all paid-up SAM members. They will also take Visa/Master Card over the
SAM SPEAKS is the official publication of
the Society of Antique Modelers and is
published 6 times/year. Unless specifically
stated, SAM does not endorse any product
or service mentioned herein.
Editor: Bill Darkow
1237 S. Grant St
Tacoma, WA 98405
Phone: (206) 272-6395
Commercial advertising rates (per issue):
S3/col. in., 1/3 pg. wide, $6 minimum.
$5/col. in.. 1/2 pg. wide, $10 minimum.
1/2-pg. maximum on any page. Placement
in last 4 pages at editor's discretion or as
agreed with advertiser. SAM members and
regular advertisers have placement priority.
Persona] ad rate: 10 cents/word with $2.50
minimum. Name, address and SAM number are free. Phone no. counts as one word.
Abbreviations will count as whole words
and may be spelled out at editor's discretion.
Please submit payment with camera-ready
ad copy or clearly printed text to editor.
Make checks payable to SAM SPEAKS.
FOR SALE - Two (2) OS MAX .35 engines
converted to spark ignition by 77 Products.
NIB complete with plug, coil and condenser.
8105 each. Francis X. Ryan, SAN #2223,
Rt. 1 Box 66. Amenia, NY 12501. (914) 3738358 evenings.

Officers - Society of Antique Modelers
President: Jim Adams, 2538 N. Spurgeon
St., Santa Ana, CA 92706
Eastern VP: Mike Granted, 3 Dryden Rd.,
Box 78, Pottersville, NJ 07979
Midwest VP: Bob Larsh, 45 S. Whitcomb
Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46241
Rocky Mtn. VP: Bill Schmidt. 4647 Krueger,
Wichita, KS 67220
Western VP: Bob Angel, 1001 Patterston
Rd., Santa Maria, CA 92715
F/F Coordinator: Abe Gallas, 28 Rustling
Wind, Irvine, CA 92715
R/C Coordinator: "Woody" Woodman, 233
Longview Dr., I3ayville, NJ 08721
See'y./Tre-as.: Bob Dodds, 209 Summerside
Place, Encinitas, CA 92024

phone.

SAM PREAMBLE: The competition flying of free

SAM SPEAKS
Official Publication
Society of Antique Modelers
1237 S. Grant St., Tacoma, WA 98405
Address Correction Requested

1383
R. W. FRIESTAD
1640 NORTH KELLOGG ST .
GALESBURG, IL 61401

flight and radio-controlled model aircraft of
design is intended to be casual enjoyable and
interesting for both competitor and spectator alike.
I t is neither desired to advance the state of the art
of aeroniodeling per KC other than to increase participation in the sport generally, nor to reprove
again that which is already recorded in aeromodeling history books.
The intent of the rates is to categorize the basic
types of vintage models and to establish an equitable and simple framework of regulations for
competition purposes. Therefore, model designs
that revolutionized free flight competition and
necessitated the formation of two basic classifications, "ANTIQUE" and "OW TIMER", are expected
to compete in the Old -lino es'ents.
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Dedicated to Old Time Modelers Everywhere
Number 94
March/April 1990
ELECTIONS FOR SAM OFFICERS
In the previous issue of SAM SPEAKS. It
was reported that all incumbent officers
were going to run again in 1990. That
statement has been corrected by Bill
Schmidt, Rocky Mountain VP, who notified
us that he does not intend to run again. Bill
cited business pressures that will keep him
from devoting enough time to the job.

Art with his Ohlsson .23 sideport-powered "So Long" at the SAMCHAMPS
"Spirit of SAM" event, Jean, NV, 1989. Model was restored by Art, but suffered
structural fatigue (the plane, not him) during the flight portion of the event.

Bill Schmidt with class A sailplane at
1989 SAMCHAMPS, Jean, Nevada.
Bill has done an excellent job during his
tenure In office, serving the members of his
region as well as SAM North America. He
has served well on several key committees
and made lasting contributions to the progress and improvement of SAM. Bill Is wellknown as an intense competitor who Is also
willing to help his fellow modelers. He will
continue flying as a member of SAM, so we'll
still see him at the field. Well done, Hill, and
were glad you're still with us.
Jim Adams, SAM President. has since received a letter nominating Art Grosheider of
SAM 1. the Model Museum Flying Club in
Denver, Colorado, for the position of Rocky
Mountain VP. The nomination was made by
Jack Phelps, president of SAM 5.6, the Wichita I listorical Aircraft Modelers in Wichita,
Kansas. Jack has this to say about Art; "Art
is a good communicator as evidenced by the
newsletter he produces for SAM 1."
Art has accepted the nomination and submitted the brief autobiography following
this article. He has appeared in SAM SPEAKS
before as the author of some feature articles. most notably, "Acromcxleling As An
Art Form - and "The Boys of Summer."

ART GROSHEIDER - CANDIDATE FOR
ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION VP

CZECHOSLOVAKIA JOINS SAM

(SAM Lifer 2436, AMA 1545, MECA 891)

by Jaroslav Rybak
(from a letter to Woody Woodman,
SAM Chapter Coordinator)

When they busted up Ma Bell back in
1983, the Golden Opportunity to retire
presented itself and I took it. My first
priority was to get back to model planes.
The obvious move was to join SAM 1. For
the past several years, I've been sect'/treasurer and newsletter editor of this venerable
SAM chapter.
I'm a crossover flier and enjoy both R/C
and free flight in equal measure. SAM is the
glue that keeps us together and I'm a big
supporter of the SAM Preamble. Foremost.
we are in it for the fun and friendship and to
keep alive the Golden Age of modeling.
I believe that every member is important,
no matter how remote. The Rocky Mountain
Region covers a huge piece of geography and
those of us within it are pretty spread out. I
would move to provide personal attention to
the needs and desires of all the region's
members. To represent so many fine people
is truly an honor and a challenge.
Like so many of us. I was formerly something else - a manager at Mountain Bell, a
Navy Intelligence Officer, a marathon runner. etc. Presently, however, I'm a happy kid
In an old body enjoying a lifelong love of
models.

I became a member of SAM North America
in 1972 with the number of 1095 and I have
been modeling over 40 years.
It is a lot of years that I am missing regular
receiving of the magazine SAM SPEAKS.
Thanks to the understanding of my friend
Mr. Colin I3orthwick. who Is editor of the
column "Old Timer" in the magazine "Airborne" from Australia, I have received your
address.
Regarding the new political situation here
in Czechoslovakia, I and my friends took the
decision to found the club SAM Czechoslovakia . My friends are also lovers of the Old
Time models.
We shall be very glad if you could hcip us
with some hints and recommendations and
so support our endeavor.
We are interested in the organization, details of const ruction, competitions and other
features of SAM North America Its
constitution, by-laws, flying rules, etc. We
are also interested in all promotional materials you could send us along with emblems,
badges and all that concerns Old Time
engines and replicas. (cont'd. next page)

SAM CZECHOSLOVAKIA (cont 'd.)
We shall gladly accept any advice you
could give us and will greatly appreciate
your helping us. Thanking you in advance,
I remain yours sincerely, Jaroslav Rybak,
kpt, Nalepky 45, 568-02 Svitavy. Czechoslovakia.
(Editor's Note): Woody Woodman has designated this new group as Chapter 78, SAM
Czechoslovakia.
In honor of SAM's newest overseas chapter, plans for a "historical motor model". V13551 "Vitez" (The Winner), a 1939 vintage
Czech free flight, are presented in this issue
of SAM SPEAKS. The drawing is by another
famous Czech modeler Radoslav Cizek of
Zilinska 160, 273-01 Kam. Zehrovice,
Czechoslovakia. Mr. Cizek is well-known In
America for his beautifully-rendered drawings of models featured In the NFFS Digest.
As noted, the model was also featured in the
March 1989 issue of "Modelar" the Czech
model magazine.

EDITOR MAKES MISTAKE!
ITALIAN "MOAR" SAM-ELIGIBLE
from a letter by Ferdi Gale'
PR Officer. SAM Italia, Chapter 62
Dear Bill, I would like to correct your statement about the eligibility of the "MOAR
1943" for SAM North America.
The original "MOAR 1943" was built by
Mozzarini Arve (hence the MOAR acronym)
in 1942. Plan and description, with all
construction details, was published In Issue
#52 of "L'Aquilonc" (The Kite) dated 27
December 1942. It was presented as "A
model for the New Year" hence the "1943"
added to the original designation. A photocopy of the complete magazine is here attached for your convenience.
It would appear to me that the "MOAR
1943" qualifies (for approval) under SAM
North America rules. If there Is any established procedure to follow (for approval),
please let me know.
In addition to the magazine article, there
arc still some eyewitnesses (for as long as
they last . . .) who saw the MOAR fly in 1942.
In June 1986, at Pavullo, a famous pre-war
sailplane airfield, when we established SAM
Italia, Mozzarini (a long-time friend of mine
who built his first model in 1932) was still
flying the MOAR with the original lOce
spark ignition engine, which he had built in
1941.
Happy Landings!
(Ed. Note: I have seldom been so pleased to
be wrong and have my error corrected.
Apologies also to Dr. D.B. Mathews who
properly listed the MOAR as an Old Timer in
his R/C Old Timers column in the January
1990 issue of Model Aviation.
Full-size plans of the MOAR are available
from SAM SPEAKS for $10 a copy. Wingspan is 94 inches with approximately 950
sq. in. area. As can be seen from the photos
in SAM SPEAKS Nov./Dec. 1989, it is a
beautiful model.)

SAM DUES ARE DUE
(See Page 15)
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RETURN TO CAMELOT
by Bill Winter
I am always pleased when SAM SPEAKS
arrives, particularly when I sec photos of
planes and mentions of events, when I had
seen the originals, knew their designers.
and often saw some now famous winning
flight. I had fantastic luck in being on the
precise spot at the right time. In fact, it
sometimes seems downright spooky to me.
Your issue of Nov./Dec. 1989 evoked another special bit of trivia.
As Associate Editor of Air Trails, 1 had
assigned Al Daraghy, a friend of mine who
was not a modeler, to take the pictures you
published. The actual date of that rare little
meet may have before WWII began in Europe - or about that time.
I recall the pictures and their subjects so
vividly because it must have been a hazy
day. Evidently, AI had to open up his
camera and, as I have often noted of such
pix, the result is a lovely softness, a kind of
mystical quality. 1 just loved choosingamong
those pix for the ones that were published.
I think the one on the cover, lower right.
catches the enchantment of that wonderful
flying day. It is evident that they sure
enjoyed themselves. Someone (you know

who!) had to win. Two faces to his right, f see
I3erkeley's Bill Effinger.
Though I had not attended, selecting those
photos was an unforgettable delight. I will
always remember, too, writing the captions
and trying to capture the flavor and spirit of
the day. I suspect who won didn't matter all
that much to the guys dunking their models.
You mentioned other contents in that issue of Air Trails. Dick's Wakefield plan was
drawn by me (moonlighting I guess) and, by
the luck 1 spoke of earlier, I had timed his
great flight, along with Al Casano. We had
lain on the ground so long, looking up
almost vertically, that my chest was sunburned through my shirt. You know, of
course, that Dick's motor had 12 knots and
was hand-stretched and wound for the
winning flight, to not much more than 1/3
capacity. Dick said I drew his landing gear
too short. I sure did and wondered about his
clearance when 1 drew it; poor communimtions to blame and something to do with
projection. Dick also had keys which he
called out as "warts". I did too. Some
readers got on me for the "warts", but not
one for the gear.
I'd give It all now to be at Lake I lopatcong.
New Jersey on that day in Camelot.

A. Piacentini of England's SAM 35 with his R/C MOVO M18 by Mozzarini Arve,
designer of the MOAR. Model had been flown in British SAM R/C competitions
with good success - took many firsts and won the SAM League in 1988.
Another great model by Mozzarini.
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(THE WINNER)
DESIGNED . AND BUILD BY
JAR.VYSKOCIL and GUS. BUSEK
PRAHA CZECHOSLOVAKIA

SAM CHAMPS '89 LESSONS LEARNED: PART II
by Don Bekins, R/C CD
In the last SAM SPEAKS. I made some
suggestions regarding a reduction in engine
run times for the Limited Engine Run (LER)
events. Those suggestions are based on the
percentage of maxes of the total number of
flights flown in the dead air conditions at the
SAMCHAMPS in Jean, Nevada.
SAM president. Jim Adams, reviewed this
study and suggested that input be solicited
from a broad cross section of competition
modelers across the country. The purpose
would be to see if there is general agreement, first on the concept of reducing engine run times and second, on the time reductions I suggested for LER and other
events.
I have heard from Jim Reynolds. current
R/C Grand Champion. Bill Schmidt. SAM
VP and past R/C Sweepstakes winner, Bob
Angel, SAM VP and past SAMCHAMPS R/C
Contest Director, and Ed Hornier. who created the posting and time card system at the
Champs and reported all the results In a
manner that was both timely and useful for
data collection.
Each of these men agree that LER engine
run times should be reduced. Here is a
summary of some of their suggestions:

Ignition
Cony. Ign.
Cross Scay.
Schneurle

Angel
38 sec.
30
24
19

Hamler
30 sec.
25
20
15

Bekins
33 sec.
24
20
16

We can look at each of the standard R/C
events in like fashion using the percentage
reduction formula:
Event
Pure Ant.
Antique
Texaco

Mazes
12
18
6

Flights
73
67
123

% Adj.
16%
26%
4%

When you have just missed a max flight,
and looked at all the maxes posted by others, how many of us have observed the
posted results during a contest? Knowing
that it is not that difficult to max, you often
make a decision not to fly anymore because
you know that you can't win or even place In
some events without three max flights. if
engine run times were shortened, making
maxes difficult, then you might try to get in
the rest of your flights. After all, that's why
you travel so far to contests - to participate
and fly.
The R/C rules freeze voted by SAM members was for 5 years. That freeze expires this
year (1990). This is an ideal time to put
some logic behind future proposals.
TEXACO TIMES Thc big Texaco event is a different problem.
SAM rules say this event has an unlimited
time for the longest single flight in which the
pilot has three attempts to make two officials.
As CD, l knew there would be a massive
number of entries at the Champs (64, second only to 1/2-A Texaco). If we allowed all
64 contestants to have an unlimited time in

unknown conditions, and those conditions
turned out to be booming thermals, we
could still be at Jean trying to get in all the
flights the contestants had traveled so far to
make.
In California, some local CD's have set an
arbitrary limit of 30 minutes in order to free
up frequencies so all can fly. I was CD once
when there was a worst-case scenario. There
was booming lift and we had eight 30minute mazes out of 27 entries. We got the
flyoffs accomplished, but not before 5:30pm.
Nevertheless, everyone got to fly because
there was limited tieup of frequencies due to
the max times.
In the case of the Jean SAMCHAMPS, we
compromised and established a 40-minute
max, crossing our fingers that we would not
have a crowd of Texaco flyoffs. Larry Jenno's
prediction of windless weather came true
and Jim Reynolds produced the only max of
the event. However, there were 7 flights
around 30 minutes in the calm air. Perhaps
a 30-minute max is fair and should be made
legal with a future rules proposal.
On the other hand, perhaps we should
reduce the fuel allotment from 4cc's per
pound for glow and converted ignition to
3ce's per pound, and reduce original spark
ignition engines from Sec's to 4cc's per
pound.
However, in fairness to all competitors. I do
feel a max time of 30 minutes should be
made mandatory, simply because of possible frequency ticups during the generally
accepted prime thermal time period between 1 tarn and 2pm.
SPECIAL EVENTS I felt that the special events offered at the
1989 SAMCliAMPS had excellent participation. Each had between 21 and 25 entries,
with the exception of O/T Towline Glider
which had 11 entrants and 6 flyers. The
Jury is still out on general acceptance of this
event at the SAMCIIAMPS. However, it is
being flown in regional meets and has a
small, but loyal following.
The new Ohlsson .23 event garnered an
impressive turnout for a first-time trial with
25 entries and 18 flyers. In Ohlsson Sideport, there were 24 entrants and 19 flyers.
Both events have had similar popularity in
regional meets. Irwin Ohlsson's endorsement of the events seems to have helped.
Hopefully, they will become very popular
spark ignition O/T events in the future.
The Electric special events have had a long
and checkered history in regional meets as
a standard set of rules continues to evolve.
Participants from several SAM chapters met
at the SAMCHAMPS and established a standard set of rules for 1990. Those rules were
published in the Jan./Feb. 1990 SAM
SPEAKS issue *93. In the meantime, the
age-old problem of flying sites is getting
worse. The O/T Electric event is one way to
keep alive the interest and pleasure of flying
Old Timers where noise abatement Is a
problem.
WRAP-UP In summary, I am recommending a reduction in engine run time in LER and Antique
events based on a formula derived from the
'89 SAMCHAMPS results. In addition, I
suggest that there be an official max time
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and a reduction in fuel allotments for the
Texaco event.
Four of the five Special Events had a total
of 104 entries and 209 flights were posted.
If these events continue to retain their popularity. say for three years, then they should
be made part of the basic SAMCHAMPS
events as 1/2-A Texaco was a couple of
years ago.
Please send your comments, questions
and suggestions to your regional vice-president or: Don Bekins, P.O. Box 722, Tiburon,
CA 94920 .

SAM FLYING RULES
CHANGE PROCEDURE
Any SAM member wanting to submit a
flying rules change proposal may do so by
following the guidelines on pg. 18 of the 199091 edition SAM Official Rules Book, Section
2, Rules Proposals, A. through D.
Basically, you write a proposal. noting
which sections of the rule book will be
affected, get 25 SAM members in good standing to sign it, then send it to Jim Adams.
SAM president, before July 31, 1990. The
valid proposals will be voted on before July
31, 1991. Those rules that arc passed will
take effect on January 1, 1992.
(Ed. Note) - Submitting a rules proposal to
SAM SPEAKS does not constitute formal
proposal to the Society. Only those proposals approved by the Flying Rules Committee
and forwarded to SAM SPEAKS for publication are considered official. All other proposals published in SAM SPEAKS are intended for discussion purposes only and are
not official proposals. Only official rules
proposals are eligible to be voted on by the
membership and adopted by the Society.
For examples of official rules change proposals. see SAM SPEAKS #87, Jan. /Feb.'89,
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SAM HALL OF FAME
by Jim Adams
Ten persons will again be chosen this year
to be Inducted into the SAM Hall of Fame at
the SAMCHAMPS meeting to be held at
Chicopee, Massachusetts, July 4, 1990.
SAM members who would like to nominate
a famous modeling personality are invited
to write Jim Adams, chairman of the committee responsible for making the selections.
All submittals should be accompanied by a
write-up giving the details about your candidate's qualifications for the honor. The
committee, consisting of the SAM Board of
Directors, will meet prior to the July meeting and select the choices for this year which
will be announced in SAM SPEAKS.
The men selected for the SAM flail of Fame
will be invited to be our guests at the SAM
Annual Meeting at Chicopee. where their
awards will be presented.
Submittals should be addressed to:
Jim Adams, SAM President,
2538 N. Spurgeon St.
Santa Ana, CA 92706

connotation, nor is it in the spirit of the SAM
preamble". Sometimes In the proce s s of
improving or expanding, we tend to forget or
put aside our original goals. This may be the
case here.
From my limited viewpoint, I had strictly
1/2-A in mind. Primarily because they are
small and more easily constructed in a
reasonable amount of time. Most people
who fly in SAM competitions want to fly in
more than one event. Relative simplicity is,
therefore, very important because you can
build only a limited number of airplanes.
Most importantly, I just wanted to say that
it is a pleasure to sec how well people in the
SAM movement work together to develop
new events such as this. The atmosphere is
always friendly and the comments obviously result from a lot of good thought
processes. Whatever evolves, it will still be
fun)

MORE FROM JACK'S BASEMENT
by Art Christensen

Jim Alaback with his 1935 Flying Aces Stick Gas Model. Power is OS .28 FS.
Covering is sky blue and yellow Monokote. First place in Texaco event at San
Diego Aeroneers' monthly conest. 2/25/90. (Photo by Larry Oliver)
OLD TIMER FLYING SCALE
by Jim Alaback
(from "Aero News", March 1990)
There appears to be a current national
interest in Old Timer Flying Scale. It is a
change of pace for those who have been
active in our regular events and may bring
out some of our scale- oriented members
who arc not currently active in our regular
events. Gene Walloc.k, the new editor of
SAM 13's "Gas Lines", has these observations on the subject of Old Timer Flying
Scale event rules.
"1 /2 A Texaco Scale R/C seems to be arriving as
-

an event for those so inclined and I had It entertaining to track the various restrictions being tried out
In the name of equality. Such things as type of
engine, wing loading, max prop size. etc.. ad
nauseund
It blows my mind that so many so-called Old
Timers apparently don't understand the SAM
Preamble. Far be it from me to release them from
their ever-diminishing circles by pointing out the
obvious - the qualified competitor will win regardless of the restrictions.
can honestly say Bud McNorgan has the only
approach to Old Timer flying that makes sense:
'Build what you want, fly what you want, and if it
doesn't fit the rules - don't enter. But under all
circumstances, keep flying.' (Well said. Bud.)
Thumbing through the SAM Rule Book, it's interesting to note the basic difference between F/F
Scale Rubber and Gas. Rubber models must be
built from model aircraft that meet the requirements of Section 1. paragraph 1, whereas Gas
Scale refers to full-size aircraft built prior to January 1943. Methinks someone's been looking under
their bed for turbulators again."

Another view comes from Bob Aberle, Technical Editor of Flying Models magazine.
"My question Li. 'Which direction do we take?' Will
the term "replica" be taken to mean exact scale
from an original three- view? Or will it mean
building a model from a set of scale model plans
published prior to 1943? In my opinion, one concept can't compete against the other. The "modified" designs, in almost all eases, will have an
advantage.
From a personal viewpoint. I'd like to see the scale

variant of 1/2-A Texaco R/C be exact scale. I think
it imposes a real challenge to the modeler's skills.
both in building and flying. Other scale-type
events can certainly be introduced, but let's keep
I/2-A Texaco as PURE SCALE."

I agree with Bob Aberle's comments that a
pure scale event is challenging and could
make an interesting new event. flowever, it
might be better suited for an AMA event
than for SAM. "Challenging" Is opposed to
the SAM Preamble's "casual. enjoyable" event
concept. Also, an exact scale replica model
Is not an Old Time, SAM-era model. For
more on that, here's what Alex Imrie, past
president of SAM 35, England. had to say in
the January, 1990 Issue of Aeromodeller:
An early flying scale model of the 1930's type h119
a special attraction all its own. Despite (or more
-

correctly, because of) its inaccuracies, it is a different breed altogether from the splendid. exact-scale
models that are so much a part of the present-day
It is true that most modelers change vintage
designs during construction. Don't change too
much and get carried away with modifications if
you wish to retain that certain aura that only the
oldies possess Don't alter the decoration. finish
and markings either. Use the old (even though incorrect) color schemes and insignia and you will
have something special that present-day designs
do not have."

1 have just received a letter from Pat Clarke
of SAM 55 In New Zealand, also expressing
interest In scale vintage events and asking
about the latest on rules. I hope that this
discussion, along with actual contest experience this year, will help guide us collectively in SAM to an event of great appeal to
all our members, whatever form It may
finally take - even if It's not just exactly the
way I think it should go.
(Response from Bob Aberle, March 1990) I have a feeling, after reading most of the
correspondence to date, that my original
comments concerning 1/2-A Texaco Scale
were superficial. I agree with Gene Wallock
when he states that this type of scale event
(exact scale) doesn't have "an Old Timer
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lhavejust concluded a five-week training session
for beginners. All this bunk about free flight being
dead is Just baloney. The kids, ages 10 to 13, were
hooked after our first flying session. Frank Garcher.
president of Midwest Products and an old friend
(Chicago Aeronut) donated his beginner series for
the kids.
Kids arc no different today than in my time. The
problem of attracting new modelers could be solved
if all our clubs would pitch in and get the youngsters startedi The second session starts to May ncw builders and holdovers from our first session.
The Chicago Aeronuts will hold their annual
Spring and Fall Old Timer events on June 3rd and
Sept. 3rd at Bong Field. Kenosha. Wisconsin. For
over 30 years. we have enjoyed more than moderate success with the largest growth in Rubber
Cabin and Stick. The caliber of flying is top-notch
with Ed Konefes. two-time National F/F Champ
Bob Watson. Joe Konefes. Otto Curth, Mitch Post.
Milt Burley, George Gordey, Charley Sotich, etc. in
attendance_ Bong is no longer an ideal place to fly.
but by today's standards, we consider it to be one
of the best fields in the Midwest.
On a social note, the Aeronuts are having their
55th Annual Banquet on May 12th at the Midway
Motor Lodge in Elk Grove, Illinois. It might be a
good idea to contact old flying buddies from the
past and join us for an evening of tall talcs and good
times! It's great to meet old friends and reminisce
about the enjoyment we experienced in flying (and
chasing) free 'light models_ Our 50th banquet
attracted nearly 200 guests from all over the United
States. if you are looking forward to joining a great
group of Old Time Free Righters. contact Otto
Curth, president. at 2107 Center St.. Northbrook.
IL 60062.
Speaking of Old Timers,1 had a conversation with
the elder statesman of the Chicago Aeronuta and I
believe he probably has the greatest longevity in
the free flight community today. lie told me that.
as a boy in Nebraska. he would procure a cedar
fence post and carefully strip pieces to use in
buikling the framework of his models. Newspaper
was used for covering and flour and water adhered
the covering to the frame) This was over 70 years
ago and Milt Burley is still building and chasing
free flight models) Has latest project is a "B" Zipper
that will be ready for our contests this year. Milt
builds only Old Timers and doesn't have much use
for all the gadgetry required on modern free flights.

SAM DUES ARE DUE!
(See Page 15)

"HOT STUFF" -"
SEPARATING FACT FROM FICTION
by 13111 Hunter, President. Satellite City
We think modelers everywhere owe a vote
of thanks to Mr. Escritt, vice-chairman,
SAM Chapter 35 (England), for the good
intentions he displayed in writing an article
for his chapter's newsletter, his information
notwithstanding. While it is important to
use care with all the materials modelers employ. and to be v_m careful with some, it Is
our opinion that innuendoes and partial
facts regarding imaginary or exaggerated
dangers about anything does more harm
than good. At the very least it diminishes, in
the mind of the modeler, areas of real danger
in the hobby room. As they say. 'A little
knowledge is a dangerous thing'. Had Mr.
Escritt done complete research for his article, it would have had a much different
tone. If ever written at all.
By now, reprints of Mr. Escritt's condemnation of Instant glue in the hobby industry
will probably be reprinted in many different
newsletters and magazines - all with the
best intentions we arc sure. Unfortunately
for the readers of those publications, the
inference is that it must be true because Ii
is in print. The article will not appear In
those publications with editors who take
time to confirm Mr. Escritt's statements.
For those ofyou who have read Mr. Escritt's
article, allow us to set the record straight.
We will address each of his sensational
subjects in the order in which he wrote them
and only in regard to our Satellite City
products.
I) Speakin g of cyanoacrylates, (instant glue),
Mr. Escritt says, "These compounds emit a
fatal hydrogen cyanide gas if overheated.
Getting a hot soldering iron or covering iron
close to them will do It." - Sound ominous?
In fact, it takes burning to decomposition.
in like trace amounts is givenThesamg,
off by wool or silk under the same conditions. That's right, wool, silk! Most organic
substances containing nitrogen give of this
gas in trace amounts when heated to decomposition. Firefighters attacking a serious fire inside a building must take precautions against It, but a model builder would
have to decompose a lot of adhesive to create
any real danger from this source.
2) Speaking of cyanoacrylates, (instant
glue), Mr. Escritt says, 'Their fumes possess
a potentially lethal toxicity rating as they are
rapidly ingested via the lungs into the blood
supply.' - Sound ominous?
According to the American Conference of
Governmental Industrial Hygienists, an
instant glue's curing fumes are noticeable
at 1 part per million. At twice that amount,
or 2 parts per million, the fumes arc at what
is generally considered the TLV (the maximum level the average person can safely
tolerate). Above this level, there may be
irritation of the mucous membrane and
eyes. At higher levels, say 4-5 parts per
million, eyes water and noses run; most
people can't stand to be in the same room
with such a concentration. We arc talking
about a really unpleasant smell. Unlike the
old days of using nitrate dope that tended to
fill a room, at least for a modeler, with a
pleasant aroma. With most instant glues.

fumes reaching 4-5 parts per million literally force you out of the room. When you
think about it, this is as it should be because, for example, that pleasant smell of
nitrate dope allowed us to take in fumes
from sources from all over the building
room, some of which may have been cumulative.
3) Speaking of cyanoacrylates, (instant
glue). Mr. Escritt says, 'They are a recognized carcinogen.' - Sound ominous?
We have to wonder who it is that recognizes
this. No Information supportingMr. Escritt's
statement can be found to the sixth or
seventh edition (the latter being the most
recent) of 'Dangerous Properties of Industrial Materials' by N. Irving Sax. This respected author always informs of even the
hint of danger, when It exists. Further
research also revealed no such support for
Mr. Escritt's statement. On the contrary, a
survey done by a consultant toxicologist
found no data to support that statement.
4) Speaking of cyanoacrylates, (instant
glue), Mr. Escritt says, '...risks of respiratory injury have also increased In proportion to the availability of larger volume
containers and catalytic sprays.' - Sound
ominous?
Almost without exception, household and
hobby chemical labeling Includes use with
adequate ventilation', and/or other advice
for the user's safety. Following these
directions is just Plain good sense and Mr.
Escritt correctly called attention to the need
for ventilation. In addition to these instructions, the modeler benefits when the material is detectable In very low amounts and
especially when the odor is intolerable before serious amounts can accumulate. While
it is correct that excessive fumes from most
instant glues can irritate the eyes and lungs
of some people, removal of these persons
from the affected area will result in disappearance of irritation without permanent
effects.
Putting this into perspective, with a sore
foot, one should not wear tight boots and
climb mountains.
Of course, those modelers with conditions,
such as emphysema or allergies are more
likely to be affected when working around
any material giving off fumes. In cases like
this, the modeler should be using "UFO''''"
(User-Friendly Odorless) instant glue which
has a much lower volatility and no odor.
5) Speaking of cyanoacrylates. (instant
glue), Mr. Escritt says, '...avoid quick-set
sprays like a disease.' - Sound ominous?
All instant glues do give off some curing
fumes. While most modelers are not bothered by this, we've never met anyone who
enjoys smelling curing instant glue. Aside
from the obvious benefit of faster curing for
the modeler. 'quick-set sprays' (accelera•
tors) also get over any fuming in a hurry. We
cannot know which 'quick-set sprays' Mr.
Escritt had In mind, but speaking for our
two, 110T SHOT° and HICK-iT°4 , we can
say this: Fora given amount of instant glue,
let us say one drop on a flat surface, there
will be a given amount of fuming during the
course of curing. With all circumstances
equal. that same drop will give off almost the
exact amount of fumes when sprayed with
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accelerator. The only significant difference
is that the accelerator shortens the time.
We are sure that Mr. Escritt believed he
was doing a service with his article. We
sincerely wish, however, that his information had been better researched because the
statements he made were not based on
complete facts. As a consequence, his article may do more harm than good for those
modelers who take his words as fact.
Upon our receipt of a copy of Mr. Escritt's
article, we felt It was our responsibility to
modelers everywhere to respond as quickly
as possible

1990 WEST COAST AREA SAM
CONTEST SCHEDULE
by Jack Albrecht. R/C Assist Contest Coordinator. 1809 Portofino Drive, Oceanside,
CA 92054. Home: (619) 757-6168
Office: (714) 830-8769 (AIRMONICS)
May 5-6 SAM 30 0/T R/C Amain L. Schroldts Ranch
Spring Annual
Elk Grove. CA
May 19.20 SAM 21 O/T R/C Amin Madera. CA Ave 20
Madera Miracle Meet CD Steve Roselle
(4151969-1721
May 26-28 US Free Might Champs Lost Hills Field
The 1110 onel
Lost 11111a, CA
June 16.17 SAM 41 Acroneers
Alpine. CA
Father's Day Annual
ilcnic June 17
July 15 • Stockton Summer Bash Waegell field
Aug. 18 or 19
International R/C Moist 1/2-A Texaco
Postal Challenge
Your Field
Aug. 19 • 4th NCFFC Meet
Waegell Field
Sept 8-9 John Pond Commem Tuft, CA
O/T R/C Assist
Sept 22-23 SAM 27 0/T R/C Amorist L Schmidt. Ranch
Crash & Bash
Elk Crow. CA
Oct 6.7 SAM 30 OfT R/C Aasist L Schmidt. Ranch
Fall Annual
Elk Grove, CA
Oct. 28 • NCFFC 15, NoCal O/T Waegell Field
Championship event Sacramento
Nov. 10-11 SAM 49 Fall Annual
Condor Field
• NOTE. These meets include the following 0/T R/Ceetedak
l /2-A Texaco, Antique. Texaco, °Meson. A. B.0 Combined
LER, 05 Electric. 06 Electric Texaco.

CHAPTER REVIEW
SAM 00 "Second Time Around Squadron"
Pres. - 'toward Osegueda, 7000 Utica Ct..
Dublin. CA 94568. Phone: (415) 829-6914.
Editor - 'The Quaker Flash". Dale Bowers,
2582 Abaco Way, Fremont. CA 94539.
Phone: (415) 656-2367.
EDITORIAL MUSINGS - Should weal] build
nothing but L.anzo Bombers, as It looked
like at the SAMCHAMPS, or should we try to
get back to the spirit of our SAM movement
and build the planes that we all liked and
admired? It might be that we could split the
classes of airplanes into Fuselage and Pylon
like they did In Free Flight or go to a Pure
Antique Cabin event.
I've heard some talk of holding Concours
events just to get the old hangar queens to
the field, and this seems to point out the
problem. Everyone who wants to compete
and win or place is going to bite the bullet
and build a Bomber. Eut Tileston's T-shirt
says it best, "I'd rather eat worms than win
with a Bomber."
There are people who are not even going to
contests anymore as they are tired of watching fleets of Bombers circle In light lift while
their Pride and Joy rapidly comes down to
earth - making a good flight, but not good
enough.

1 for one don't have any of the answers to
this problem. 1 just think something has to
be done about it, and soon, as there are
some who have been heard to say, 'Why
should l go to a contest just to get my butt
beat by a bunch of Bomber clones?'
As much as Chet Lanza did for the hobby,
I seriously don't think he would enjoy seeing
nothing but Bombers filling the sky at every
contest. Maybe it might be a good Idea if we
held a contest to come up with a good set of
rules for an event that would make it equitable for all of the antique aircraft to compete on a level playing field, as it sure would
be nice to see more of the other designs that
were popular back then.

SAM 1 "Model Museum Flying Club"
President - Mike Fields, 2435 Overlook Dr..
Broomfield. CO 80020. Ph.: (3031465-5723.
Editor - Art Groshelder, 2045 S. St. Pout,
Denver, CO 80210. Phone: (303) 756-133 I .
KID STUFF: Dave Delapp's "Colorado High
School Free Flight Invitational" will be held
Saturday, May 5 from 9:30am to 2:30pm at
Lowry AFB. E. 6th Ave, & Quebec. Several
schools will be represented. This small
rubber model contest should be great fun.
Dave is also asking for help from SAM 1
and the MMM to help time, trim and whatever. Work tables and canopies would be a
welcome addition. lied also like some show
material such as any models you might care
to bring for show or fly (maybe I /2-A Tex.).
This is a good opportunity to maybe Inspire
some future modelers, so it behooves us to
show up and give a hand - and have a lot of
fun to boot. The meet will be held on the
parade grounds near the museum.
Please call Dave at 779-1667 with your
offer of help and support and please come to
the meet. If you have ever whined about the
lack of young modelers, this is your chance
to put your money where your mouth Is.

SAM 10 - "Capital Area Antique Modelers Association" (CAAMA)
President - Hurst Bowers, 1649 Birch Road,
McLean, VA 22101. Phone: (703) 356-1320.
Scc'y/Trcas. - Martin Schindler, 304 Roosevelt Ct. NE, Vienna, VA 22180. Phone: (703)
938-2975.
SPRING FREE FLIGHT ROUNDUP - Presented by CAAMA SAM Chapter 10 and the
Baltimore Aero Craftsmen - May 5-6, 1990
at Jack JIM Farm. Culpepper. Virginia.
CD(s): Jim Coffin, 4604 Hillbrook Dr.,
Annadale, VA 22003. Ph.: (703) 256-3685.
Jack Bolton, 3433 Lyrae St., Oakton, VA
22124. Ph.: (703) 620-1138.
Events: Saturday, May 5, 9am-4pm. Field
open for test flying and "Free Flight Fun Fly".
Rules and awards to be announced at field.
Sunday, May 6, Sam-4pm. MECA Region 11
Collecto. Flying events: Fifteen SAM, NFFS
and AMA events. Too many to list here.
Contact CD's for details.
Awards: AMA events - trophies to first two
places. SAM and NFFS events - Plaques and
plates to third. Jr./Sr. High Point Trophy
and merchandise for some events.

COMING EVENTS MAY 19-20 Annual E3rainbuster Spring
Free Flight Contest at Petersburg, VA Airport. Contact: Abram Van Dover, 112 Tilleson Dr., Newport News, VA 23606. Phone:
(804) 877-2830.

SAM 11 -'Old Time Eagles"
Contact - Joe Beshar, 198 Merritt Drive,
Oradell, NJ 07649. Ph.: (201) 261-1281,
OLD TIME EAGLES PAVE THE WAY
FOR NEW 1/2-A TEXACO SCALE R/C
May 6, 1990 (lOam - 3pm)
1/2-A Texaco Scale R/C
1/2-A Texaco Duration R/C
LEE RENAUD Memorial Awards
1/2-A Scale Rules - Basic SAM rules except
model must be a replica of pre-1943 reciprocating engine power-cd man-carrying
aircraft. AMA membership required. $5
entry fee. Awards to 3rd place. Dunkerhook
Park, William St., Fairlawn, NJ - 10 miles
west of the George Washington Bridge.
LEE RENAUD - A dedicated modeler - AMA
Hall of Fame participated in free flight,
Wakefield, soaring. etc. A designer/craftsman cxtraordinaire, he founded Airtrontes
Corp. of California which has grown to be
one of the top-of-the-line suppliers.
During the early days of SAM, when it had
about 200 members and $250 in the treasury. he always showed interest in it, always
supported it in the background with more
than words, and his encouragement contributed to SAM's growth to about 1800
members.
At the 1989 SAMCHAMPS. Joe Beshar directed a special event in Lee's memory as
part of the "National Lee Renaud Memorial
Program". That event was basically the
same as the SAM 1/2-A Texaco Duration
Radio Control event.
In memory of Lee Renaud, Airtronies has
showed their continuing support of SAM by
the addition of Olympic-type medals to many
1/2-A Texaco R/C Assist winners in 1989
as well as donating substantial material
prizes and a complete Airtronics Radio to
the 1989 SAMCHAMPS.

SAM 21 - "The Blackjack Club"
President/Editor - "The Clipper" - Dave
Lewis, 4709 Malero Place, San Jose, CA
95129. Phone: (408) 246-2257.
Madera Miracle Meet - "If it doesn't rain, it's
a miraclel"
R/C Old Timer Contest - May 19/20. Beautiful color information sheets available from
CD Steve Roselle, 933 Barbara St., Mt.
View, CA 94040. Phone: (415) 969-1721.
This is a BIG ONE!
Events - Saturday, May 19th, Include Texaco. 1/2-A Texaco. Antique, A LER Ignition.
B/C LER Ignition, Electric Texaco and
Ohlsson .23. Sunday, May 20th, Pure
Antique, A LER Glow, B/C LER Glow,
Ohlsson Sideport Electric
F/F Twin
Pusher, 0/T Glider.
Entry - $5/event (F/F Twin Pusher - S2).
Prizes - Merchandise and/or balsa to 3rd,
Grand Champion perpetual trophy, Special
Prize for most full scale-like model in 1/2-A
Texaco.
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Flying Site - About 5 miles north of Madera
at the Fresno Gas Modelers site. FGMA will
be conducting their monthly Free Flight
meet. The field is an abandoned housing
development: open grasslands with a
gridvmrk of hard-surfaced mads. There are
no trees or structures for several miles in
any direction - (ideal for Er/1.1.
• Come prepared for plenty of sun.
• Lunch available at the field both days $2.50 per day.
• Banquet Saturday night in Madera (arrangements TI3A).
• Porta-Potties will be provided.
• RV camping OK, but must be self-contained (no hookups).

SAM 29 - "The Planesmen"
President - L.A. Johnston, 401 Roy Court,
Keller, TX 76248. Phone: (817) 379-5704.
Editor - -Plane Talk". John O'Dwyer, 2100
Kimberly, Arlington, TX 76010. Phone:
(817) 275-8666.
REPORT ON SW REGIONALS - ELOY, AZ Feb. l0-11. by Joe Percy.
The weather at Eloy for this years SW Regional Contest was absolutely unbelievable
...about 75 degrees and a feather would
have dropped straight to the ground. There
was some lift both days, however no real
boomers...just right for a good contest.
The attendance was very good this year.
However, I don't know the number of entries. GORDON DAVIES was the CD for the
RC portion of the contest. Gordon and his
assistants really put on a good contest and
are to be congratulated for their efforts.
We flew from a field just south of the airport
where It was held last year. I rained on
Friday which settled the dust and made the
flying field perfect.
The following Texans attended the RC portion of the contest TOM and FRANK
JOZWIAK, GERALD MARTIN, MURVIL
LIPSEY, DON BLACKBURN, JACK ELROD
and me. I don't remember all the trophies
the Texans took, but it was from one to three
trophies each.
Murvil Lipsey had a very unfortunate accident, got his left hand in a screaming prop.
and sustained a severe injury. I understand
he had to have 17 stitches, shattered a
knuckle and did ligament and nerve damage. We all hope Murvil has a speedy and
uneventful recovery.
Don Blackburn did well with his O&R .60powered "GHQ Sportster". I was lucky
enough to win the RC Championship. Like
I told Gerald Martin - if I won, there must
have been some mistake - his dog flies better
than I do.
I wish I could report on the Free Flight
portion as well. It was held about 7 miles
from the R/C portion, so we did not get to
take any of it in. Everybody had a good time
and it was good to see all the guys from California and Arizona.
EDITORIAL - Murvil Lipsey's injury seems
to be happening all too frequently lately.
This Is not a new problem - it is Just doing
more damage. I remember encounters with
wooden props on control line speed models
and the props broke before too much damage was done. Maybe our new fiber-reinforced plastic props are too strong.

About forty years ago, this problem was
discussed at an AMA Symposium and, as I
remember, none other than CARL GOLDBERG was asked if he had any solution to
the "hand in the prop" problem. He noted
that, from the front, the rotating prop tended
to suck your fingers into the disk while, at
the rear, the airflow did the opposite, while
the slipstream reminded the modeler to stay
clear.
Maybe the person applying the starter to
the front of a big SAM ship should not be the
person who removes the glow plug connector and adjusts the throttle. This would cut
down on the tendency to reach through the
disk to do these things. Maybe dayglo
stripes on all props would help too.

SAM 26 - "Central Coast Chapter"
Pres. - Ron Dolg, 1029 N. Lupine, Lompoc.
CA 93436, (805) 736-9840.
Editor - Bob Angel, 1001 Patterson Rd.,
Santa Marla, CA 93455, (805) 937-5145.
OHLSSON TUNING TIP #2 - TIMERS: The
O&R timer has a tendency to loosen and
drift off setting. It's hard to tighten the two
holding screws enough without distorting
the timer housing. They need frequent resnugging. It helps to use Loctite #290 on the
threads and to snug them just short of
distorting the housing. Loctite works best if
put on clean, dry threads before assembly.
In the field, it seems to help if you just loosen
the screws a little, flush what you can see
with a drying solvent, then put a drop of
Loctite where each screw enters the timer
arm and re-snug the screws.
I had an Ohisson .60 which was stuttering
at high speeds only. Stuttering can be
caused by a dirty plug, weak batteries, loose
wiring, dirty points, weak coil, etc. The
wiring was solid and a new plug and fresh
batteries didn't help. A continuity light
showed the engine had only about 15 degrees dwell. (Ed. Note: Dwell Is that portion
of 360 degrees of crankshaft rotation during
which the points are closed, i.e., in contact
with each other). With low dwell, an engine
can sound OK at slow speeds, but at higher
speeds, the points aren't closed long enough
for the coil to build up enough energy and
the stutter develops.
The points probably had excessive gap to
begin with, but they were sent "over the hill"
by repeated tightening "tweaks" of the fixed
point nut during frequent engine changes.
This squashed the insulating washer just
enough to open the points almost completely. Some people bend the moving point
arm to adjust, but I don't recommend this
unless the geometry of the whole timer
assembly is so far off that it's the only way
to make it work. Original Ohlsson moving
point arms are very hard and can be broken
this way.
It's slower because you have to disassemble the timer and "cut and try'r" but I
prefer to stack small, thin washers under
the insulated stationary point for adjustment. You need only one insulated washer
inside the timer housing. The other washers can be either insulated or metal.
While the insulated point is removed, grind
a small flat on either side of the round point

surface with a fine wheel. Then you can use
small forceps or tweezers to hold the point
while installing the nut. The small amount
of metal removed will never be missed,
especially with a transistorized Ignition
system. Try for about .007 to .011 point
gap, but gap usually isn't critical on an
Ohisson as long as you have dwell in the 60
to 100 degree range.

SAM 35 - England
President - Ron Moulton. 2 Avenue Rise,
Bushey. Watford, Herts. WD2 3AS.
Chairman - Stan Home, 5 Raynel Way,
Leeds, West Yorks. LS16 6JU.
Vice-Chair. - Chris Escrttt. Flat 2, 8 Weston
Road, Olney, Bucks. MK46 5BD.
Editor - "SAM 35 SPEAKS", Alan Walker, 5
Farm Close, Belper, Derby. Derbyshire, DE5
1RY.
CHAIRMAN'S NOTES - There have been
letters passed between Jim Adams of SAM
North America and Peter Michel of SAM 35
on producing a combined yearbook. The
pms and cons of this are being looked into.
1 know that Peter has been having problems
getting enough quality articles from our own
sources. Maybe it would broaden our scope
by including our colonial cousins from across
the sea. It may be possible to go even further
and ask all foreign branches of SAM to
contribute - there's a lot of knowledge out
there to tap - although the Yearbook will
remain under British control.
BATTLE OF BRITAIN - 50th Anniversary (From SAM 4, Michigan Antique Modeler's
newsletter by Karl Spielmaker). How about
a "Battle of Britain" mass launch event?
There will be quite a few events in England
this summer commemorating the decisive
series of aerial battles between Germany
and Britain when the Luftwaffe confronted
the Royal Air Force during August thru
September of 1940.
Who but Winston Churchill could have put
it so eloquently? 'The gratitude of every
home in our Island, in our Empire, and
indeed throughout the world, except in the
abodes of the guilty, goes out to the British
airmen who, undaunted by odds, unwearied in their constant challenge and mortal
danger, are turning the tide of the World
War by their prowess and by their devotion.
Never in the history of human conflict was
so much owed by so many to so few."
According to the RAF, more than 80 events
are scheduled from February thru October
and more are being listed all the time.
This would make an excellent basis for a
SAM commemorative event and the Earl
Stahl "Hurricane", "Messerschrnitt" and
"Spitfire", to name only a few, would make
excellent subjects. (Ed. Note: Are you reading this, Jim Alaback?)

SAM 41 - "San Diego Aeroneers"
Editor - "Aero News", Jim Alaback, 16634
Diaz Drive, San Diego, CA 92128. Phone:
(619) 487-6716.
WALT MOONEY - (1926-1990) Walt
Mooney, a former member of the San Diego
Aeroneers, died suddenly on March 1, 1990.
An extensive obituary was published in the
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San Diego Union newspaper. The following
is a personal tribute by his friend and fellow
Acroneer, Bill Hannan.
FAREWELL, WALT - How can one let go of
such a friend? By reflecting on his accomplishments? By remembering joys shared
with him?
Walt was an artist, author, engineer, historian, test pilot, lecturer, TV performer and
possibly the most productive designer of
model airplanes in the United States, if not
the world.
Truly a "total aviation person", he was
equally at home in the spheres of model
aircraft, sailplanes. llghtplanes and aerospace vehicles, although one suspects that
the smallest ones were his favorites.
Walt's enthusiasm for life was contagious
- he delighted in sharing his pleasures with
others - and gave freely of his encyclopedic
knowledge. His energy seemed boundless.
and he packed more living into a day than
anyone else I've ever met. His curiosity was
unlimited, extending far beyond aviation,
encompassing animals, especially birds,
machinery, languages and philosophy.
He had friends throughout the world, and
a large portion of his spare(?) time was devoted to answering mail. Ile also had strong
feelings for political injustice and used his
powerful pen to make his opinions known.
Counterbalancing this was his remarkable
ability to deliver jokes and puns in apparently endless variety.
To Walt, each day was a new adventure,
and he made the most of it, finding "silver
linings" even in situations that would have
discouraged most people. For example,
when confined to a hospital bed some years
ago with a serious heart condition, Walt
didn't feel sorry for himself at all. Rather, he
seized the opportunity to design and draw
half a dozen new Peanut scale modclsl His
positive outlook made such an impact on
the nurses that they told me he was one of
the very few patients they didn't want to
leave...
Walt leaves us with a rich legacy - his
family - all of which are endowed with
sizeable portions of his philosophy, his legions of friends who will keep his memory
alive, and, of course, his designs which are
now such an Integral part of both full-size
and miniature aviation.
In thinking back over the many years it
was my good fortune to know Walt Mooney,
I remember most his cheerful disposition,
optimism, patience and willingness to share.
One special experience stands out: During
a glorious summer day near Lake Elsinore,
one of Walt's models caught a thermal and
headed for the horizon, with the two of us
running, eyes skyward, to keep it within
view. When the model finally landed, we
were far from the contest site and weary
from the long chase. It was only as we gazed
around us that we noticed thousands of
brilliant wildflowers In variegated colors
extending to all directions. As we sat down
among them to rest, Walt turned to me and
said, "You know i lannan, this is probably as
close to Heaven as we'll ever be here on
earth." How right he was.. .

FLY FOR FUN
IN NEW ENGLAND
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WESTOVER A.F.B.
CHICOPEE, MASS.
JULY 2, 3, 4, AND 5,1990 AMA SANCTIONED
FREE FLIGHT
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OLD TIMER AND ANTIQUE EVENTS
SAM HEADQUARTERS - COMFORT INN

CHICOPEE, MASS.
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9am - 5pm
Flying
Westover AFB
Free Flight
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9am - 5pm
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Westover AFB
Free Flight
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Rubber
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Westover AFB
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Sm.tick•
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Cab in
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**
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Air

Compressed
Air

Compressed
Air

Compressed
Air

Radio Control

Radio Control
Class B Glo
(LER) *

Radio Control
Class A lgn
(LER) *

Radio Control

1/2. A Texaco
Texaco *
Penni, p

Agirit.r;.*
foe

em
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.1111'
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Free Flight_
Lg. Cabin •
Rubber
Hand Launch
Glider

*

165

, Pure Antlque

O.T. Electric Class C Ign
1/2 A Scale
(LER) *
* Basic Events - 1980 S.A.M. Rules
** Mass Launch
ILERI Limited Engine Run
8 pm
8 pm
4:30 - 10 pm
M.E.C.A.
Concours
S.A.M.
D'Elegance
Annual
Collect°
Comfort Inn
Meeting
Comfort Inn
Comfort Inn

I.

MO.

Antique

•

Westover AFB

*

Clas

AGlo

(LER)
Class
(LER)

C Glo

*

Class B Ign
(LER) *

6 pm
Cash Bar
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Victory
Banquet
Comfort inn

Entry Form
24th SAM Champs July 2-5, 1990
Westover AFB Chicopee MA
Free Flight CD: Jack Chilmark
Radio Control CD: Bill Brenchley
Contest Manager: George Armstead 203-633-7836

Do not fill in

Contestant Number
Date Received

AMA Sanctioned Class C-Res.
Pre-Entry Required, USAF Rule
Please attach photo copies of AMA & SAM cards

Name
Address
City

State

Zip

FREE FLIGHT
Model

Event
Monday

July 2

AMA Numer
SAM Number
Phone
'Basic Events
Engine

Area

Min Weight

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

NiA
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

9 am - 5 pm

Small Cabin Rubber*
Class A Pylon*
Class C Cabin"
.020 Pylon Replica
Rubber Scale
Catapult O.T. H.L.G.
Baby R.O.G.-Mass Launch
Comprpssed Air
Tuesday July 3 9 am - 5 pm
Large Stick Rubber'
30 Second Antique'
Class B Cabin'
ignition Scale
GLO-Ingition Pylon
Nostalgia Rubber-Mass Launch
Compressed Air
s Wednesday July 4 9 am - 5 pm
Small Stick Rubber'
Class C Pylon'
Class A Cabin'
.020 Cabin Replica
Tow Line Glider
Twin Pusher-Mass Launch
Compressed Air
Thursday July 5 9 am - 4 pm
large Cabin Rubber'
Hand Launched Glider*
Class B Pylon'
Nostolgia Power
GLO-Ignition Cabin
Wakefield-Mass Launch
Compressed Air

N/A

*Basic Events counted for Free Flight Champion Award
Maximum of three events can be entered on any one day. Mass launch events do not count toward maximum.

Do not fill in

Name
Fill in address information on other side of form

Contestant Number
Date Received

RADIO CONTROL
Event

Freq
July 2

Model
9 am - 5 pm

*Basic Events
Engine

Area

Min Weight

Monday
1/2A Texaco*
Texaco*
O.T Flectrir:
,
Tuesday
9 am - 5 pm
July 3
.
Class B GLO CLEM*
Antique'
Class C Ignition (LER)•
Wednesday
July 4
9 am - 5 pm
Class A Ignition (LER)*
Pure Antique*
112A Scale Duration
' July 5
9 am - 4 pm
Thursday
Class A GLO (LER)*
Class C CLO (LER)*
Class B Ignition (LER)*
*Basic Events counted for Radio Control Champion Award

No on field entry send in by June 15, 1990
-

Membership in SAM required. Copy of 1990 card or $10 dues must
Dues $
accompany entry.
Total $
Entry Fee: $10 first event, $5 each additional event to $30 maximum.
Additional events may be entered on field $8 each.
Bean Feed: Sunday 7pm $8 per person. Number of Tickets
Total $
(cost including tax and tip $16. 50% paid by SAM)
Concours D'Elegance: Monday 8pm open bar (2 drinks) SAM Members and guest.
SAM Business Meeting: Tuesday 8pm SAM Members only.
MECA Collecto: Wednesday 4:30 - 10:00pm
Total $
Victory Banquet: Thursday 7pm $20 per person. Number of Tickets
Includes tax and tip.
Grand Total $

Refund of entry fee if no show. No refund of meal charges unless tickets are returned by June 23, 1990.

I (we) hereby release the "Society of Antique Modelers" and all persons connected with this meet from
any liability whatsoever for any accidents incurred while participation in this meet. I (we) also agree to
abide by all flying and field rules in force at this meet.

Signed
(Parent or Guardian if under 21)
Mail entry with remittance made out to George B. Armstead Jr. 89 Harvest Lane, Glastonbury, CT 06033

1. All models must meet S.A.M. fidelity to original plan rules. The
contestant is required to provide the building plans if requested.
2. All models are subject to weigh in by contest officials.
3. Model launching area will be defined by lined on runways. Models must
be launched on the field side of the lines. There will be NO
exceptions to this rule.
4. Engine running will not take place within 200 feet of the Contest
Director's tables.
5. Tree climbing Is PROHIBITED. Poles and lines are suggested methods of
recovery. S.A.M.-7 members will assist with recovery after 5 pm on
flying days.
6. Motorbikes are allowed, but Air Force Rules require helmets to be worn.
7. Models that overfly our assigned area will be recovered by Base
Security. Report all over flights to the F.F. C.D.'s Table. They will
radio for a Security Truck.
8. Non - contestants may not fly models at this meet.
9. If wind direction shifts to Northeast (rare) all Free Flight
activities will cease. Models must not overfly or land on full size
aircraft.
R.C. ASSIST FIELD RULES
1. All General Field Rules apply to R.C. contestants
2. All R.C. contestants must sign the A.M.A. form attesting to their
ability as a flyer and that their models have been previously flown in
similar modes to events at this contest.
3. For the Grand Champion Award only one, either glow or ignition, will be
counted in limited engine run events, classes A, 8, and C. The
contestant must choose which event will count before flying. If the
contestant neglects to provide his choice at registration, the lowest
score will count toward the Grand Champion Award.
4. In limited engine run events any flight over 40 seconds is an official
flight. Only three official flights are allowed.
R/C SPECIAL EVENT RULES
I/2-A Scale DurationModel shall be a replica of a reciprocating-engine powered, man carrying
aircraft of pre-1943 vintage. Model must be capable of R.O.G. Powered
Sailplanes are not acceptable. Althogh model shall not be judged for
scale, a reasonable effort should be made to realistically simulate scale
outline, color, and markings. Plan or 3-view peeded for confirmation.
Minimum wing loadings are 8 oz. per sq. ft. for monoplanes and 6 oz. per
sq. ft. for multiwing aircraft. Model shall be powered with a Cox .049
reed valve engine having a maximum fuel capacity of 8 c.c. No throttles
allowed. No diesels allowed. Max. propellor diameter is 8". Only
Commercially available glo fuel allowed. Model to be consructed of balsa,
plywood structure only. Foam may be used for details only. No foam
A.R.F.'s allowed. The bottom line is that the model must resemble a full
sized airplane of the era. All flying and scoring regulations pertaining
to the current S.A.M. 1/2-A Texaco event will also apply to this scale
duration event.
O.T. Electric:
Model:
Any S.A.M. recognized Old Timer model may be flown in this event.
Scaling, either up or down is permitted. There is no minimum or maximum
size or weight of model, but it must have a minimum wing loading of 8 oz.
per sq. ft. of wing planform area.
Batteries:
A
7 cell Nickel Cadmium rechargeable pack with a maximum rated capacity of
800 m.a.h. shall be allowed.
Motors:
Any D.C., permanent magnet electric motor that operates on 7 cells may be
used. Either ferrite or non-ferrite magnet motors may be used. (see LMR
Flight Rules) Motors may drive the propellor directly or indirectly via a
gear or belt reduction drive.
Propellors:
Fixed diameter/pitch integral props only. Folding props may be used as
long as they are restrained from folding in flight.
Limited Motor Run Flight Rules:
Staa-ird motor run shall be a continuous run time of 90 seconds, for
ferrite motors and 75 seconds for non-ferrite motors. There shall be four
attempts for three official flights. An attempt for an official may be
aborted only during a timed motor run. Maximum scoring flight time of
each shall be 7 minutes. Pilot must demonstrate ability to shut off motor
or will he charged with an overrun.

Rubber Scale:

See S.A.M Rule Book - Note model plan pre 12/31/42, hand launch, 3
flights of 6 attempts, over 40 secs.is official, 2 minute max.
.020 Replica:
Any .020 max displacement engine. Cabin, Pylon definition by S.A.M. 1990
Rules. 10 sec. engine run. R.O.G., 3 flights of 6 attempts, over 40
secs. is official, 2 minute max.
Catapult H.L.G.:
Any oldtlme (pre 12/31/42) H.L.G. Launched by catapult. Catapult supplied
by Contest Director. Catapult consists of 6' pole with a 30" loop of 1/4"
rubber and 12" loop of cord. (as in A.M.A. 1 142) The pole will be
erected away from the R.O.G. area for safety. No hand held catapult
launching will be allowed. Best 3 of 9 attempts, all times count. 2
minute max.
Baby R.O.G.:
Any under 20" wing span pre 12/31/42 baby R.O.G. with prop as shown on
plan. Free wheeling allowed. No scaleing allowed. Mass launch at C.D.'s
discression. Last one down wins.
Ign. Scale:
Any ignition powered scale model. Model plans to pre date 12/31/42. No
scale judging. 3 flights of 6 attempts, 18 second engine run, over 40
secs. is official. 2 minute max. Must R.O.G.
Glo-Igo Cabin + Pylon:
Any O. T. model that would qualify for class A, B, or C Ignition events,
but any power plant allowed. Engine runs as follows: Clio + 10 secs.,
Converted Ign. + 14 secs., Original Ign.
le secs. 3 flights of 6
attempts. Over 40 secs. is official. 2 minute max. Must R.O.G.
Nostalgia Rubber:
Any rub
ber powered model as per NFFS Nostalgia Rules. Mass launch at
C.D.'s discression. Model highest at 45 seconds wins. Judges appointed
by C.D.
Towline Glider:
Any pre Nordic (cross section rule) glider towed up with 50 meter (164.1
ft.) line. No poles. Launching area at C.D.'s discression to avoid
interference with other flyers. 3 flights of 6 attempts. Over 40 secs. is
official. 2 minute max.
Twin Pusher:
Any 0. T. Twin rusher. Mass launch at C.D.'s discression.
wins.

Last down

NosLalrila Power:
Any power model as per NFFS Nostalgia Rules. Engine runs: GI* + 9 secs.,
Converted lg.: + 12 secs., Original Ign = 16 secs.
Hand Launched. 3
flight of 6 attempts. Over 40 secs. is official.
Wakefield:
Any pre 12/31/42 Wakefield rule model. Mass launch at C.D.'s
discression. Highest at 45 seconds wins. Judges appointed by C.D.
Compressed Air:
Any compresses airS.A.M. allowed model. May be flown any day at flyers
discression. 3 flights of 6 attempts. Over 40 secs. is official. No
max.

Fly-Offs:
Ign Powered Events: Fourth flight engine run 14 secs., 5th flight 10
Secs., 61E-Tlight and any others 8 secs. 2 minute max.
Glo Powered Events: Engine runs drop 2 secs. per flight to 4 secs.
Continue at 4 secs. as necessary. 2 Minute Max.
Rubber Powered and Glider Events: Continue at 2 minute max until you drop.

Westover Air Force Base now requires an attendees list to be filed with
Base Security prior to the meet. This means there will not be any on
field registration. All entries must be recieved by June 15.

Motels Within 10 Miles of Flying Site:
Howard Johnson Motel, 1150 Riverdale Rd. West Springfield, MA 01089
Sheraton Inn, 1080 Riverdale Rd. West Springfield, MA 01089
Both the above at Intersection of 1-91, Rt 5, and I 90 (MA Pike)
Holiday Inn, 711 Dwight St. Springfield, MA 01103
Marriot Motor Inn, 1500 Main St. Springfield, MA 01103

Since we are doing only mail in registration all tickets (meals), flyers
nametegs, and timing slips will be mailed out prior to the meet, or may be
picked up Sunday evening prior to the bean feed.

Camping Areas:

Photo copies of S.A.M. membership card and A.M.A. membership card to be
supplied with your entry form means these will not have to be checked on
the field.

No Camping On Base.

Private Campgrounds: All off 1-90 (MA Pike) and within 25 miles.
Windy Acres, Northampton MA. (413) 527-9862
Sunny Side, West Springfield, MA (413) 568-3005
Sodom Mtn. Resort, Southwick, MA (413) 569-5291
Sunshine Farm, Monson, MA (413) 267-5269
Partridge Hollow, Monson, MA (413) 267-5122
Long-Vue, Sturbridge, MA (617) 347-9570
Quinebaug Cove, Sturbridge, MA (413) 245-9525

Consequently you may start flying as soon as you are on the field. There

will be no lines at the Free Flight or Contest Manager's desks. The R.C.
Flyers will still have to put transmitters in impound area, get frequency
timeslots, and sign A.M.A. safety sheet at the R.C. C.D.'s desk.
Foreign entries will hove to check in with Contest Manager to pay out of
country A.M.A. insurance fee of $10.00.

PLACES TO VISIT WHILE IN THE AREA

The Base Security Guards will allow the flyer and his in car guests on the
field. If a second car is needed the drivers name and address must be on
the attendees list.

Old Sturbridge Village, Sturbridge, MA. Recreation of 1050's New England
farming village
Mystic Seaport, Mystic CT. Shipbuilding and shipping community of mid 19th
Century, with a large collection of vessels including the
only remaining sailing Whaler_
Springfield Armory Museum. Springfield, MA U.S. Army long arms manufactory
1795-1955.
Springfield Museum, Springfield, MA Miller Zeta Aircraft. Granville
Brothers Display
New England Air Museum, Windsor Locks, CT Connecticut aviation collection

AWARDS
Trophies to five places will be awarded in all Basic. Events. Special
Events will have trophies to three places.
Free Flight Grand Champion will be determined by the most points scored in
Basic Events. 5 points for first, 4 points for second, through 1 point
for fifth.
Radio Control Grand Champion will be determined In a similar manner but
only one event in Antique and Class A, B, and C will be counted. (see
R.C. Assist Field Rules)

If you haven't been to New England before be sure to plan an extra week.
You Shouldn't miss Newport, RI, Boston's Freedom Trail, Salem's Houses, or
Gloucester's Fishing boats!

THE BEAN FEED
The bean feed will be held in the ballroom at the Comfort Inn at 6 per
Sunday evening. The meal will consist of salad and cold meat buffet as
well as the normal beans and franks. A cash bar will be available.
THE S.A.M. ANNUAL MEETING
The S.A.M. annual meeting will be held in the Lennox Room at the Comfort
Inn at 8 pm Tuesday evening.
VICTORY BANQUET AND AWARDS CEREMONY
The Victory Banquet and Awards Ceremony will be held In the ballroom at
the Comfort Inn. Cash bar at 6 pm. Buffet Dinner will be served at 7 pm.
The menu will include: Clam Chowder, Tossed Salad, Waldorf Salad, Chicken
Salad, Roast Sirloin of Beef, Sole Augratin, Southern Fried Chicken, Baked
Potato, Rice & Vegetables, Rolls & Butter, Desserts & Beverage.
WHERE TO STAY
S.A.M. !MAI/QUARTERS:
(413) 739-7311.
Comfort Inn 450 Memorial Drive, Chicopee MA 01020.
Site of Dean Feed, Annual Meeting, Awards Dinner, and H.E.C.A. Collect°.
Twin Double Bedded Rooms at $57.00 plus 9.7% MA tax. Mention S,A.M. to
recieve this rate. 90 rooms blocked for S.A.M. Reservations must be made
by June 11, and guranteed by a deposit or a credit card.
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PHOTO CAPTION CONTEST: Reader response to invitation for creative captions
to Bob Munn's photo above, featured in Jan./Feb. 1990 SAM SPEAKS, has been
excellent. Results are as follows:

THREE OLD FRIENDS FROM THE TORONTO AREA.
Roy Helder 11.1 and Bob Milligan (r.),
living in
formerly
of Toronto,
now
California, holding Bob's BOWER 1939
Wakefield. Both Ray and Bob used to fly
with Fred Bower, also from Toronto, in the
Bananoque
late 30's and early 40's.
Photo by Peter
Airport, Sept. 16, 1989.
Mann.

50th
The shadows of the people indicate that the sun is in the west,
therefore, Tom (Smith) is facing east. By kneeling on a rug with his arms
raised, it is obvious that he is of the Moslem faith, facing Mecca and
giving praise to Allah in the hope that Allah will give Eut (Tilestonl's Red
lancer a big thermal, (Charles Cortright, Easton, Pennsylvania'
This is the police! Drop that plane and get your hands up!' (Chris
Weinreich, Olympia, Washington)
I forgot to turn the radio on!"
(Bill Mitch,
"Hold it!
Hold it
Hebron, Indiana)
'YES! I'M SURE!'
(A paid commercial by "Breath of Spring" underarm
deodorant company.' (Dave Gilbert, Houston, Texas!
just
.
. and so, after 20 years, please let him win something . .
this once! . . . Amen.' (Karl Kusche, Brooklyn, New York)
said, NO TAXIING IN THE PIT AREA!! . . ." ( Karl Kusche)
▪

ANNIVERSARY

-

ROY

WELDER'S

MOFFETT WINS - Roy Nelder is the only
modeler to min the Moffett Trophy twice.
A postal contest is being held to
commemorate the event. Copies of Roy's
1940 Moffett winner are eligible to enter.
The contest runs to October 31, 1990.
Write to Peter. Mann for details.
There will also be a separate event
for this model at the Eastern Canada Open
at Sananoque, Ontario in September, and
there will be a mass launch event there
for Moffetts and Wakefields. Roy Helder
plans to be there too.

.

Mike Heatherington, SAM 35, with large Spitfire. Doubled Earl Stahl plans.

George Armstead - Contest Manager, 1990
SAMCHAMPS, Westover AFB, Chicopee, Mass.
Host Chapter - SAM 7

'YELLOW BIRD' - A 30-INCH WINGSPAN
SMALL RUBBER MODEL
This set of plans came by way of Abe
Gallas, SAM F/F Coordinator. Don
Garofalow, who was a designer for
Scientific Model Airplane Company, added
the wing ribs to the drawing.
The plane was designed by Peter Sega.
The original plans were drawn by Don
Garofalow and Scientific kitted the model
in 1940.
Although the directions refer to the
propellor pattern on the plans, it is not
shown. From a photograph, the propellor
appears to be about 10'-11" diameter.
Full-size plans and directions are
available frog SAM SPEAKS for $3 each,
including postage and handling.
OLD-TIMER EVENTS - 1990 CANADIAN NATIONALS
by Peter Mann
F/F Power and Rubber - all day,
Monday, July 2, Huron Park, Ontario.
R/C - same events as last year - noon
to 4pm, Tuesday, July 2 and Wednesday,
July 3.
Entry forms available from Nationals
Coordinator, 21 Chaucer Court, London,
Ontario N6K 1V1, CANADA.
F/F information: Peter Mann, 36
Sydenham St., Guelph, Ontario NIH 2W4,
CANADA. Phone: 15191 B22-9582.
R/C information: Vince 6avignon, 30
Kathyrn Crescent, Stratford, Ontario NSA
2Y7 CANADA.

(From the San Diego Union) - Memorial
contributions may be sent to the National
Free Flight Society, 2810 Chiles Rd. Suite B,
Davis. CA 95616 or the Acm-Space Museum, 2001 Pan American Plaza, Balboa
Park, San Diego, CA 92101 or the American
I leart Association P.O. Box 3625. San Diego, CA 92103.

SAM 52 - "SAAM" (Society of Alberta
Antique Modelers)
President - John Bortnak. 740 Lake Ontario
Dr. SE, Calgary, Alberta T2J 3J8, CANADA.
Phone: (403) 278-0507.
7th Annual Canadian SAM F/F Champs.
featuring all 13 basic SAM events plus .020
Replica, Gas Scale, Rubber Scale and Towline Glider, will be held August 18-19, 1990
at the CMAC F/F site, Glenmore Trail and
52nd St. SE. Awards to third place.
The 2nd Annual NosGas Champs featuring 1/4-A, 1/2-A, A.13, C and Ignition will be
held Sept. 1-2, 1990 at the same site.

SAM 55 -Vintage Technical Committee, Association of Vintage Aeromod ellers (AVA), New Zealand.
Contact Pat and Myrtle Clarke. 5 O'Rourke
Place, OTAKI, NZ. Phone: (069) 45975.

(From Paul Lagan's column, "Vintage
News".) The New Zealand Nationals were
held end of December 1989. (Ed. Note:
Summer there, you know.) In many ways,
the Wigram Nationals was a 'Vintage" affair.
Not only was the Nats held at one of NZ's
historic sites, but the Vintage events also
enjoyed an excellent entry and some excellent flying. There were many new (and old)
faces in the various Vintage events illustrating the rapidly increasing interest in this
aspect of our hobby.
Vintage Free Flight events were flown at
Yaldhurst apart from Chuck Glider, which
was flown on the Wigram airfield. As usual.
Vintage F/F Precision was the best entered
and most popular event with 22 contestants. There were Simplex's and Tomboys
galore plus many other types and it was
obvious that one had to make three mazes
to have a chance. Ian Henry with his
I layseed led the way from John Poletti - each
using ignition engines. Paul Lagan used an
Irvine Mills in his reduced scale 1934 Lanzo
RC-1 for 3rd. Ian Henry also won Power
Duration again with a spark engine in his
Red Ripper. A good performance from Ian
whose models arc works of art.

SAM 56 - Wichita Historical Airplane
Modelers (WHAM)
Pres. - Jack Phelps, 5149 Armstrong, Wichita, KS 67204, (316) 838-8144.
Editor - "SAM 56 SEZ", Ernie Linn, 3505
East Mt. Vernon, Wichita, KS 67218, (316)
687-9552.
THE PREZ SEZ - The members have approved the most ambitious schedule of meets
In SAM 56 history. Apparently the announcement that three members would
apply to become AMA Contest Directors
stirred the desire to put them to work before

they could back out. Our thanks to those
who stepped forward to become CD's: Jim
Kutkuhri, Greg Peters and Ed Salyer°.

SAM 62 - "SAM Italia"
Contact: Ferdinando Gale'. Via Marconi 10.
28042 Baveno (No), ITALY. Phone: 0323922089.

Contest dates are:
May 19-20 Fun-Fly
June 9.10 Contest
July 21-22 TEM
Aug. 18-19 1/2.A Tex_ R/C Postal
Sept. 8-9 SAM WHAM 11AM

JUNIORS are out there foraging around,
looking for something to get hooked on. We
can do our bit to see some of them latch onto
something positive, and fora nominal price.
Last year, we had "Model Aviation" sent to
Freeman Junior High School. Before renewing the subscription, we asked the librarian if the magazines were getting any
response. Shc said that if the number of
student requests for copies of pages of MA
was an indicator, then MA was definitely
one of the most popular items in their
periodical rack.
Model Aviation can be a welcome addition
to any public school library for the low price
of just $9 per year. Just check with the
librarian of the school(s) you choose and get
their mailing address. That and a check for
$9 to Model Aviation, c/o AMA Hdq. at
Reston, VA will get 12 issues sent to the
school. Check the index page of Model
Aviation for detailed instructions.

SAM 58 SAM 58 is pleased to announce the Fourth
Renewal of their R/C Assist, Old Timer &
Antique Model Aeroplane Contest of Central
New York at Grenadier Flying Field,
Caughdenoy, NY - 10 miles northwest of
Syracuse, NY on June 9-10, 1990.
The contest site, the Grenadiers R/C flying
field, covers about 200 acres in a rural area
with open farmland surrounding it. It also
has a paved runway.
Events per SAM rules include: Saturday,
June 9, - Texaco. Class A & B glo, Class A &
B Ign, 1/2-A Texaco, 90-second Cabin.
Sunday, June 10. - Antique glo & Pure
Antique, Class C gin & (gm 050 Electric.
Pm-registration entry fee is $6 for first
event, $3 each additional with $15 max.
Field registration is $6 per event. Trophies
will be awarded first thru third place.
For additional information, write or call:
Dick Sargent. 105 Chestnut Heights Dr.,
Liverpool, NY 13088. Phone: (315) 4573375 after 6pm eastern time.

SAM 59 Editor - "I lot Air". John Peterson, 1121 Rue
Toulouse, Slidell, LA 70458, (504) 6414216.
WHERE ITS AT - (probably)
Jun. 9.107 Fiesta of Five Flags Pensacola, Ft,
July 7.8? Florida State FP' Champs Melbourne. FL
July ?
Jabberwock & pre-52 Wake Melbourne, FL
Oct ?
Jim Sloth Memorial & Pensacola, FL
Gathering of the Turkeys

(Ed. Note: SAM 59 membership appears to
be scattered over several states and they
have long distances to drive to their monthly
meetings. However, they are working out
ways to overcome this handicap and keep
Old Time acromodeling alive and active.)
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Effective January 1. 1990, SAM Italia has
a new Board of Directors which includes:
Roberto Marzoli - president. Alberto Del
Chicca - vice-president, Cesare De Robertis
- secretary. Franco Pianigiani - treasurer,
and Ferdinando Gale' - public relations.
As of the end of February 1990, membership is over 250 and is growing steadily. In
June 1986, when Chapter 62 was founded
at the Pavullo pre-war gliderport, just 20
showed up.
The schedule of activities for 1990 includes:
& R/C Assist Contest. Moitnelis. Bologna.
F/F & R/C Assist Fun-Fly
Quargnento, Alessandrta.
R/C Prertaton
MAY 26/27 F/F & R/C Assist
Ishnilar to Vintage R/C mental. and
Annual General Meeting Pavullo, Modena.
JUNE 17 F/F & !VC Metal Fun-Fly, 0/T Control line
Lonate Pozzolo,
JUNE 30/JULY
F/F & R/C Assist Contest. Cortata
(at the border with Yugoslavia)
AUGUST F/ F a R/C Assist. Contest, Salerno Id.ates TBA)
AUGUST 18 or 19
R/C Mutat International 1/2-A TEXACO Foetid
Challenge Contest, Meld TBAI
SEPr. 2
R/C Assist National Contest
Mollnella, Bologna.
SE1'r. 16 F/F - National Contest, Orentano, Pisa
APRIL 29
MAY 13

Needless to say. foreign modelers are wclcomc!l Our meets and contests are always
relaxed and definitely low key so they arc
carried out in the true spirit of the SAM
preamble.
SAM Italia has two information media:
"L'Aquilone" (The Kite), a newsletter similar
to SAM SPEAKS, published six times a year
and edited by Cesare De Robertis. The other
is "Oldtimers Gazette" a column written by
Ferdinando Gale' and published in "Modellistica", the only Italian model magazine.
Any SAM chapter willing to exchange newsletters is kindly requested to write to Ferdinando Gale'. SAM Italia decals are also
available for sale or exchange.
Specifications for LARDS R/C Assist Glider
as shown in B-Squared Streamlines ad:
Wingspan - 2.14 meters (approx. 7 ft).
Aspect Ratio - 14:1, Length - 1 meter (approx 40 in.).

SAM 64 - "Slow Pursuit Squadron"
Contact - Bob Bingaman, RD 2, Box 348-K,
Sunbury, PA 17801. Phone: (7 17) 286-9926.
We are one of the "new kids on the block"
and we call ourselves "The Slow Pursuit
Squadron". Our name is an indication as to
how our chapter will pursue SAM's Preamble: ". . casual, enjoyable and interesting." Although we will attend other clubs'
contests, we will not hold any contests of
our own. This does not mean that we are not
going to be active - far from it - but we arc
going to start out as our name indicates.
We invite all SAM members to join us on
October 21, 1990 to a get-together called
SAM In Slow Pursuit" for R/C models only.
We will be using the field of an R/C club
called the "Sky-High Flyers" which should
give you some indication of the field's location. The view from one end of the field will
-

give you the sensation of being the pilot
inside your SAM model.
The only rules that will apply will be the
SAM Preamble, AMA Safety Rules and the
Sky-High Flyers field rules.
We will have drawings for merchandise
prizes during the day, including a SAM
model kit. Each participant will receive a
pale blue circular patch designed by Bob
Bingaman. It has an orange and yellow
Buzzard Bombshell in the center, with the
words, "Slowmotion Commotion" in white
on the outer edge.

SAM 66 - "The Golden Era Flyers"
Editor - 'Wing Bear, John Scott, 1408
Carson Rd., Wilmington. DE 19803. Phone:
(302) 478-6576.
SAM 66 presents a Golden Age flyoff, June
24, 1990 at Fort Mott State Park on the
banks of the Delaware River. All events are
R/C Assist and consist of 1/2-A Texaco,
Fuel Allotment (combined glow and ignition), Limited Engine Run - (combined class
A, 13, C, ignition), (combined class A, B. C
glow) and 05 Electric 7-cell LMR (no folding
props). Awards thru third place.
The meet will run from lOam until 4pm.
Entry fee is $5 for the first event and $2 for
each additional event. CD Is John Scott
listed above.
Bill 13renchley has been promoting 1/2-A
Texaco Scale Duration events and several
events are scheduled by local SAM chapters
this year. Good work, Bill.
Hurst Bowers. curator of AMA's museum
has most of C het Lanzo's collection of models
and is preparing them for display at the
museum. John Scott is restoring Chet's
original 1938 Puss Moth.
LOCAL CALENDAR OF OLD.T1MER EVENTS (rev. 3/4/90)
MAY 8
SAM 11 0/T Eagles' Contest, Fairlawn, NJ.
1/2-A Texaco R/C & 1/2.A Texaco Scale R/C
MAY 20
SAM 78 Content. Hatfield, PA
MAY 27 SAM 7 Spring Rally
JUNE 3
SAM 12 Contest. Egg Harbor, NJ
JUNE 9-10 SAM 68 • 4th Annual R/C Amsted. Old Tinier &
Antique Model Aeroplane Content of Central
NY. Grenadier Flying Field, Caughdenoy. NY
JUNE 17 SAM 100 Fun-Fly lane TBA)
JUNE 24 SAM 68 - (Contest described above.)
JULY 1-5 SAMCHAM PS, Westover AFB, Chicopee, MA
JULY 8
SAM 36 JAM Contest, Bridgewater. NJ
JULY 15 SAM 76 C.ontest, Hatfield, PA
JULY 18-20 SAM 86 Great Grape Gathering III
Gananoque Airport, Gananoque, Ontario
(Details listed under SAM 861
JULY 29 SAM 100 0/T Convention site TEA)
No engine-powered events.
AUG. 5
SAM TS Contest. Calvertork U
AUG. 11-12 SAM 48, Hamburg, NY
AUG. 18 or 19
International R/C Amnia 1/2-A Texaco
Postal Challenge Your Field
AUG. 26 SAM 100 Harty Moyer Memorial F/F Meet,
Myeratown Field, Myerstown, PA
SEPT. 1-2 SAM 7 East Coast 0/T F/F
SEPT. 9
SAM 15 "SPOT' Content Bridgewater, NJ
SE-17. 18 SAM 76, Warminster. PA
SEPT. 30 SAM 66 Contest (same as June 24.)
OCT. 16,20 SAM 57. NITS. FAC US Outdoor F/F Champs
Lawrenceville, IL This in the BIG ONKI
NOV. I I
AM 100 orr Convention. All SAM R/C events.
Myeretown Field, Myerstown, PA

SAM 67 - "Svenska Modellflygares
Oldtimersallskap" (Swedish Modelflyers Oldtimers Society - SMOS)
President - Sven-Olov Linden. Hovstavagen
15, S-703 63 Orebro, SWEDEN.

ing at Sven-Olov Linden's home recently
where they planned their upcoming championships. It will be held in the southern
part of Sweden in Skane, east of Malmo.
Sven-Olov is the editor of "Oldtimer" and
will soon publish their next edition. In it he
has explained to SMOS members what SAM
is and translated SAM'S rules for free flight
rubber.
One of SMOS's more famous members.
Anders Hakansson (three times second place
in Wakefield - twice for himself and once
flying proxy for Herb Kothe), who is now
retired, is planning to visit his daughter
living in Boston, Massachusetts. Anders
would like to fly "Old Time Rubber" when
visiting the USA and is taking a box full of
models with him. If there is some SAM
North America member who would like to
contact Anders, his address is: Anders
I lakansson, Goodtcmplarvagen 7, S-230 30
Oxie, SWEDEN.

SAM 70 - "Association Des Amatuers
D'Aeromodeles Amiens" (AAAA)
President - Jean-Marie Piednoir, 23 Allee
Herold. 93340 Le Rainey. FRANCE.
Sec'y./Editor - "Bulletin", Jean Champenois, 1 Ave. Jean Bart, 91650 Breuillet,
FRANCE.
(Ed. Note: 1 have in hand a copy of SAM 70's
"Bulletin" but my French has deteriorated
to the point that I have only a rough idea of
the text of the articles. It is every bit as well
done as England's "SAM 35 SPEAKS" and
you will soon be seeing material from it in
SAM SPEAKS - as soon as I can find a
translator.
As SAM continues to grow world-wide, this
problem is getting worse. Are there any SAM
North America members out there who would
be willing to transcribe selected articles for
SAM SPEAKS from French, German, Italian, Swedish or Czechoslovakian? Take your
pick.)

SAM 75 - "The Long Islanders"
Pres. - Larry Davidson, 1 Salisbury Dr. N..
East Northport, NY 11731. Phone: (516)
261-1265.

Three meets for 19901 All R/C Assist.,
!Sunday. May 27 10am - 4pm
• 1/2-A Texaco Lee Renaud)
• Furl Allotment (All Chosen)
• LER. A15 Glow Combined
• LEN. ABC Ign. Combined
$7 first event, $3 each additional event.
%.„1....
'ermfleld Middle School. Hatfield, PA

fl;tinday, July IS. 101am 4pm
Dave Ritchie Memorial Fun Fly
• All SAM-type model.
• 1 /2•A Texaco (Lee Renaud)
• 1/2-A Texaco Stand-off Scale
87, all everita.
\,),.....
4raifield Middle School, Hatfield. PA

Sunday. Sept. 16th
• Electric Ltd. Motor Run, lOarn - 3pm
2•A Texaco (Lee Renaud'
• Lit-Tex. Noon to 5pm11/2-ATexaco Stand•ofT Scale of preWW2 mul tt-vel ng aircraft I Anew event with Cox radio* and
enOnea as special prtzesi Sponsored by Cox and Today's
Hobbies & Toy Stores at King of Prussia Plaza and llamilton
Mall, Atlantic City.
87 first event. $3 each additional event.
NADC NAS Wanninater, PA

Considering that SAM 76 has only about
ten members, the above is a very ambitious
schedule of events.
BI-TEX (A "new" Old-Timer special event)
Submitted by Peter Van Dorer P.O. Box
26794, Elkins Park, PA 19117. Phone: Work
- (215) 957-1047, Home - (215) 635-0486.
In order to have even more fun at SAM
contests, we propose another variation on
the 1/2-A Texaco R/C event. All 1/2-A
Texaco rules would apply with the following
exceptions:
The aircraft must be a scale model of a
biplane, or triplane, which was manufactured prior to 1942. Fidelity to scale to be
judged from a distance of about six feet by
the CD and two other SAM members. No
drawings or other documentation required.
Any model not meeting the "spirit" of the
event will be stepped on or disqualified.
Deviations from scale may be stabilizer
area, airfoils, dihedral and landing gear.
I land launch OK. Maximum wing area - 360
sq. in. Minimum weight - 16oz.
At the discretion of the CD, extra points
may be awarded for aerobatics performed
during the last minute of a max flight.

SAM 86 The Long Island R/C Society (LIRCS) Is the
host club for the 2nd Annual R/C Old Timer
& Antique Contest at the LIRCS club field in
Calverton. Long island, August 5, 1990
from 10am-4pm.
Registration will begin at 9:30am. Preregistration entry fees are $6 for 1st event,
$4 each additional, $15 max. Field registration fee is $6 per event. Make checks
payable to LIRCS. AMA license required.
A total of six events will be held including:
1/2-A Texaco, Texaco, Class ABC Glow.
Class ABC Ign., Antique "C'', and Pure Antique.
Trophies to 3rd place. Food and drinks
available on the field.

SAM 76 Contact - Fred Quedenfeld, 34 Albert St.,
Feasterviller PA 19047.
CD - Ralph I3iddler 2156 Street Rd., Warrington. PA 18976. (215) 343-6245.

The SMOS Board of Directors held a meet-
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Editor - "SAM 86 SPEAKS", Mr. A. Wale, Box
403, Cumberland, Ontario KOA 1S0, CANADA. Phone: (613) 833-2499.

The Model Craft "Hornet" may not be particularly intriguing or appealing as our logo,
but to see one "in the flesh", or even to
examine a kit plan - either the original or the
re-issue by Easybuilt, is a different matter.
The elliptical lines of the wing and tailplane,
the flowing curves of the fin and the rounded

turticdeck all give it an appealing and graceful look. Even Bruce Mathews approves and
he will not even consider a model without an
interesting outline and plenty of curves!
The Hornet dates from 1939 and Easybutit
has reprinted the original plan and added
an insert for the port wing. The plan is pure
nostalgia! The model was designed and
drawn by Ray Smith and tested by Vern
Anthony. who is still around to southern
Ontario.
The engine shown on the plans is the
Atwood Phantom which was advertised in
the October 1938 Model Airplane News. It is
a very light engine because of its magnesium alloy crankcase. The displacement is
not given. but it must be about a .23 because its bore and stroke are the same as
the Ohlsson, only reversed. It weighs 3.5oz.
and produced 1/7hp. at 6500rpm. The
standard propellor was the same I I -Inch
job as used on the Ohlsson. The Phantom
had exposed points and inverted front rotary induction. The mixture control does
not appear to be a threaded needle valve
type, though It is difficult to tell from the
photo. It appears to be very well made.
One of our group, Mike Ilughson. built the
only I Cornet I've seen about three years ago.
He covered it with one of the plastic films
and powered it originally with an AIV115
diesel which proved to be far too much
power to control reliably. We then tried an
Indian Mills 1.3cc Mk.II diesel and eventually got it trimmed to fly very consistently.
The plastic film never stuck to the wing's
undercarnbercd section at rest, but may
have conformed on the glide. The latter was
quite fast, but very flat. It turned in some
very good flight times and placed second in
A Gas at the 1987 Canadian SAM Champs.
Unfortunately, Mike lost that one, but he
has built another this winter and powered It
with a Frog 1.49cc Vibramatic diesel. I
think I am just as anxious as he to see it
perform at the club field this spring.
The Hornet makes a first-class sport model
and. if built lightly, could be a potent contest
ship also. It is similar In several respects to
the Answer, a ship flown by England's Mark
Hinton with Mills 1.3 power to win A Cabin
at several US SAM Champs a few years
back. I hope to see several more Hornets
about soon. The Easybutlt kit number is
FFP-I. if you are interested. I do not own
stock in Easybutlt. I'm simply very happy to
see some of these old gems available again!
GREAT GRAPE GATHERING III
-Wednsay.Jul18,Otim-5p
R/C Assist - 1 /2-A Texaco. Texaco
Free Flight - 30sec. Antique, 1113
Thursday. July 19. Sam - 4pm
R/C Avast - Antique C. Pure Antique.
A/11 Glow. A/B ignition
Free Flight - A/B Pylon. C Fuselage
Lrg Rubber Cabin. Soil Rubber Stick
Friday. July 20. Sam - 4pm
R/C Assist - C Glow. C ignition
Lrg Rubber Stick, Soil Rubber Cabin
Entry fee: $6 first event. $3 each add.. $15 max.
Prizes: Wine to 3rd place or 1 less than entry.
Motorcycles permitted.

For further information, contact: Don Reid,
7 Pinepoint Dr., Nepean, Ontario K2H 6B1.
CANADA. Phone: (613) 828-2467.

SAM 100 "The Second Chance Squadron"
Editor - "Old Time Plane Talk" - John Delagrange, 1822 Longview Dr.. Lancaster. PA
17601. Phone: (717) 569-7243.
The following thoughts and observations
on Free Flight by lovely 8-year-old Jodie
Shaw - daughter of England's Barrie Shaw,
Alex Imries flying buddy - are reprinted
here for all those timid souls who think that
Free Flight is difficult!
"Freeflight is much easier than controlinc
is not ease at all. Freeflight is case because
all you have to do Is make the plane, then
you trim it and then fly it straight. It took a
year to fly it properley. Daddy lets me fly his
now."
Come on fellas - I hope you're not going to
be outdone by an 8-year-old! Thanks, Jodie,
for your words of encouragement to those
who fly only R/C or U-Control.

SAM 1066 Contact: David Baker, 26 PInctrees Terrace,
Weston !raven, Northampton NN3 3ET,
ENGLAND (from Eldon Breazier, SAM 56,
Wichita. KS)
David just sent me this calendar for the
SAM and Shuttleworth (flying museum of
antique/old timer full-size aircraft at Old
Warden Aerodrome. Biggleswade) activities
of this summer:

a well-controlled and compact administrative package. It may be necessary to adjust
this approach in the coming year . . .
provide more for the "Fun Fly - aspect of our
less competitive members.
As to the year ahead, we have many challenges. Our goals are simple:
1. Continue to promote peace and unity
among members.
2. Ensure that we recognize and provide
for all reasonable aspects of our hobby. (We
must make sure we are even-handed in our
approach so as to maintain a balance between competition and fun-flying.)
3. Move to consolidate the growth of Old
Timer flying in Australia by helping to develop an organizational structure that is
able to cope with the rapid expansion of
membership now and in the future.
Constructive feedback of members' attitudes to our work is always valuable and we
welcome your participation in this way. I
take this opportunity to express my appreciation of the efforts of the other members of
the executive and of those who have given
assistance when asked.
You only get out of this hobby as much as
you put in.

SAM DUES
ARE DUE!

AUG 5

Shuttleworth - Battle of Britain
1917/18 as well as planes from WW IL
AUG 12
Middle Wallop (60 ml. west of London)
50th Anniversary Wakefield, 4 & 8 ox.
50th Anniversary Battle of Britain using Earl
Stahl models: Hurricane, Spitfire & Me-I09
AUG 18/19 Old Warden - Old Time and Vintage Weekend
A-framer main Wakefield, etc. The BIG ONEI
AUG 25/27 Barksion RAE Station 11 10 ml. N. of London!
BC Nationals, but lots of rubber scale and Fr
of all types.
SEPT 2
Shuttleworth Monthly flying of the collection.

(See Page 15)

ADAPTOR
THROWA WAY YOUR COLLETS.
CHUCK & WRE9CH. USE OUR
ADAPTOR & I KEYLESS CHUCK
TOO? CAP.] ON AU
DREMEL POWER TOOLS.
RUNS 100% TRUE IL
CONCENTRIC AT FULL R Pit

SAM 1788 - "SAM Australia"
President - Mike Pettigrew, P.O. Box 72,
East Doncaster, Victoria 3109 AUSTRALIA

NO.501- ADAPTOR + KEYLESS CHUCK -S18.95

(From - Duration Times". SAM 1788's newsletter) - The SAM Championships will be
held at Canowindra. April 13-16, and will
include a full slate of SAM events. Action
and results will be reported in a later edition
of SAM SPEAKS.
President's Report - 1989/90 - This past
year has been one of quiet, steady work by
your committee. We've taken over a wellestablished organization and our greatest
challenge has been to step in and bridge the
gap between the serious competition side of
our hobby and the "Fly For Fun" group. A
rift was developing over a lack of support for
the less serious side caused. in my view, by
the initial lack of recognition of just how
strong that faction is.
Over the last several months, much has
been done to provide for a more even spread
of interest and I'm sure our efforts In this
direction have been well received.
We did not appoint a newsletter editor this
year, nor did we appoint a rules Committee.
No major rules Issues arose and by dealing
with any minor matters that required attention within the committee itself, we provided
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PREMEL 8150. 385 DO NOT NEED ADAPTOR

TO USE KEYLESS CHUCK!

STEEL SAW AND ARBOR
HARDENED, GROUND 4 POUSHEO STEEL
USED FOR CUTTING PLASTIC, W000,. SOFT
NETALS, LCAAN, PLSOGLASS & ETC.
AVAILABLE IN :006..003..010, .012, .014,
.016, 011..020, .023, .025.
.029, 032 THICIOIESS:

I' CUTS/DE DIAMETER fi 18.75 EA

NO.502 • ARBOR •
$6.00
NO. 503•1' X .014 X114' SAW $6.00
MOLAR SAWS ONLY WORN WITH OUR ARBOR

PIN VISES
SUPPLED WITH 2 REVERSIBLE COI-LETO
0 TO IfIr CAP. LARGE *CRIED WOE.
STNNLESS STEEL THROUGICUT. HOLDS
TAPS UP TO 6-32
No 504 — 4' — 4 4.00I SET OF
No 506— 6'— 11.00
ALL 4
Na 506 — — 11.75
138.00
No 507 — 15' — 19.00

EASTERN TOOL & SUPPLY CO.
1 49 GRAND ST. - N.Y.C., N.Y. 10013
WARE FOR CATALOG

$3.00 ORDERS: 2124251001
WHEN ORDERING PPD ADO 43.00 OFFICE: 212.226470
212925-1010
OM ADO $5.00 FM .

VINYLWRITE CUSTOM LETTERING
STOP HAND CUTTING YOUR SAM & AMA NUMBERS - GET TO KNOW US AND SAVE SOME MONEY TOO!
Take advantage of this special offer. Send us $6.00 (CA ros $6.41) & we will send you
2 strips 1" high & 1 strip 2" high with SAM or AMA + your number all pro-spaced, aligned
and ready to applyt Choose black or white. You will also receive our complete info package
PROTICRYL s4:401C
describing all of the custom lettering options available to make your life easier!

• EZ TO APPLY •

Priced right with no minimum charge!

.

— - —
PEACE ON FOUR SURFACE
_
ARO ROO

All orders processed upon receipt
And shopped ass Rrst class miff

PHI OH "RE CARRIER TAPE

-'AMA g

VINYLWRITE CUSTOM LETTERING
16043 Tulsa Street
Granada Hills, CA 91344
(818) 363.7131 (Noon to 6 PM haf
ict • Mail order only! (.4 res add tax. •
ELECTRIC R/C OLD TIMER RULES COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS
by Frank I leacox, SAM N1727
The following comments and suggested
changes to the proposed special event rules
- as reported on page 14 of the Jan./Feb.
issue of SAM SPEAKS - are based on my
experience as the SAM 49 representative to
the Taft Electric Rules Committee. This
group developed the rules that were used
successfully during the 1988-89 flying seasons. I have 17 years experience flying
electric powered models exclusively. I am
also one of the founders and past president
of SEAM (Society of Electric Aircraft Modelers). SEAM was the first electric power
organization recognized as a special Interest
group by the AMA.
To save space and keep this short as possible, my comments and suggestions will
refer only to certain sections, paragraphs or
lines as written In the proposed rules named
above.
Section 11 - Equipment - Paragraph A. Batteries, line (2). The method of testing
battery capacity should be specifically described.
Section II - Equipment - Paragraph B. Motors, tine (1). Just as with "gas", (i.e.,
internal combustion recipmcating) engines.
electric motors should be classed by size
(armature displacement) and by fuel type
(battery capacity and number of cells).
A direct comparison between electric motors and gas engines for model airplane
power can be made as follows: Both convert
energy, from an on-board container, into a
rotating mechanical force to turn a propellor, which provides thrust. Both are limited
as to their maximum power output by certain physical, measurable dimensions.
Gas engine power output is limited, if all
other specifications are equal, by the cubic
volume of air displaced by the piston during
180 degrees rotation of the crankshaft.
Electric motor power output is also limited,
if all other specifications are equal, by the
cubic volume of the armature stack. The
armature stack is the cylindrical-shaped
iron core around which the armature windings are placed.
Measurement of displacement is now, and
has been for many years, the most commonly accepted standard for determining
classes for gas engine - powered competition. Electric motors should be classed in
the same manner.

MLR 4 4051141 YOUR NM
YOU RE 004f

44cr 9r69/

The model numbers currently assigned to
electric motors by manufacturers worldwide have no common basis from which the
electric power enthusiast, especially one
new to the hobby, can make even the most
basic comparison. Armature stack displacement will not tell you everything you
want to know about an electric motor, Just
as piston displacement does not tell you
everything about a gas engine. However, it
does tell what "ball park" you're in so far as
the motor's potential power.
Using a fixed number of battery cells to
determine classes for electric flight is similar to telling gas engine flyers that their
competition classes will be determined by
fuel tank volume containing fuel that has a
given percentage of nitrornethanc. The amphour rating of batteries in a given pack
compares directly with the volume of fuel in
a gas engine tank. The number of cells in a
battery pack compares with the percentage
of nitro. The greater the number of cells
(higher voltage) in the pack, the greater the
power available to the motor.
In addition to armature displacement, other
design features, such as the type of magnet
material and the number of armature poles
are also vital in determining the class of an
electric motor - just as spark ignition, glow.
sideport, schnuerle, etc. arc necessary
considerations in determining fair classifications for gas engines.
Considering the above information, I recommend that the "05" class designation be
eliminated. In its place and for all other
classes to follow, the class designation will
be as In the gas classes, I.c., A, B, C. Those
classes will be based on armature stack
displacement, plus number and amp-hour
capacity of cells in the battery pack. Further
class separations could be based on special
design features.
The oldest and most common electric motor
for aircraft power is the under lOcc, barium
ferrite magnet, 3-pole armature motor.
Literally hundreds of thousands of these
"antique" electric motors have been and still
are being sold for aircraft use. They should
be in a class by themselves.
Section II - Equipment - Paragraph C Power Control, Line (l). Electronic speed
controls should not be permitted in Class A,
7-cell competition, as they are not necessary to the normal operation of this size
motor, are a considerable added expense,
and could provide an unfair advantage in
the Texaco event.
Section II - Equipment - Paragraph D
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Be sure to print clearly.
Indicate which number you
want in each height & color
choice. We only use 3M
Premium Vinyl! Not a decal

Custom Letter Today
The

VINYLWRITE
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Propellors, Line (1).
Folding propellors
should not be permitted for electric classes,
just as they are not permitted forges classes.
No special treatment for electric classes Is
necessary with regard to props and gearboxes.
Section IV - Limited Motor Run
Flight Rules
Paragraph A. Motor run time should be
limited to 60 seconds for Class A. During
the past two years, almost every LMR electric event has had "flyoffs" due to the high
number of mazes.
Section IV (Should be V) - Texaco (Energy
Allotment) Flight Rules - Paragraphs 13. and
C. As In LMR, the last two years have seen
too many flyoffs in Texaco. I suggest two
attempts to make one 30-minute maximum
flight. Class A ferrite motors can now run
nearly 10 minutes on a fully-charged 7-cell
800mah battery pack, which makes 15
minutes a fairly easy max. One 30-minute
max flight will tie up a frequency for less
total time than two 15-minute flights because of lost time between flights, and the
probability o f a 30-minute max will be much
lower.
Finally, I believe that SAM should form an
Electric Flight Committee made up of experienced and knowledgeable electric fliers.
To avoid possible conflicts of interests,
members who arc affiliated with commercial production should serve as consultants
in an advisory capacity only.

05 ELECTRIC MOTOR EXPLAINED
by Roland Boucher, Vice President - SAM 49
President - Leisure Electronics
Over the years. we have had requests to
explain the "05" motor designation. This is
how it happened. My first demonstration of
electric R/C was in April 1971. After this
demonstration at the MACS show in
Anaheim, California and further demonstrations in England in May of 1971, I set
out to develop what was to become the Astro
Flight Electric Power product line.
The first Astro motor sold to the public had
a 10.5cc displacement armature and produced a torque of 10 in.oz. at 10,000rpar
(0.1 hp). My second motor was the Astro 2.5
which had an armature displacement of
15cc and produced 25 in.oz. of torque at
10,000rpm (.25hp). Both these motors
required battery voltages over 12 volts requiring expensive charging set-ups.
I felt then as I do now that the mission of
electric power is to open (cont'd. page 14)

E VERYTHING FOR THE VINTAGE AdOpf LER
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ARGO - U.S.A.

Jim Bohash original 1939 design "U.S. Standard
Wakefield". Ship flew on U.S. Wakefield team 1938 &
1939, Paris, France and Bendix, New Jersey. Bohash
also won 1940 Canadian National Championship and
Michigan State Championships - 1939 & 1952. Plans
never published nor in kit. Approved by SAM as
authentic Antique. Full-size plans $5.00 U.S. - $10.00
outside U.S. Post paid. Order from: Jim Bohash,
20721 Millard St., Taylor, MI 48180.

by I tartan f lakes & Bill Vandcrbeek
We have thought that It would be a good
thing to have a consistent set of SAM 7-cell
electric rules and have been working toward
that end for some time. The set of rules
(proposed - Ed.) which was published in the
Jan./Feb. issue 1193 of SAM SPEAKS needs
at least a heavy edit and further thought on
a couple of issues.
A SAM 7-cell electric rule set should logically be part of the SAM R/C rules, not separate from it. 7-cell LER and 7-cell Texaco are
two separate events and should be so treated.
When this is done, a much clearer, simpler
set of rules emerges.
We enclose a copy of the simple rule set
which will be presented to the SAM membership for a vote at the end of the R/C rules
freeze. The intent of these rules is to provide
for competition among Old Timer models
which look and perform as they did originally although powered by an electric motor.
7-CELL. LIMITED MOTOR RUN
sEtrnoN 1 - MODEL: As In Section I of the R/C
rules except:
A. The motor may be fully cowkd in the manner
of an inverted engine Installation although the
plans may not show this option.
SECTION II • EQUIPMENT
A. BATTERIES - Any 7-cell N1-Cad rechargeable
pack with a capacity of 800mah.
B. MOTORS - Any electric motor may be used.
C. PROPELLORS - Any propellor may be used.
Propellors must not fold during flight. (The intent
of this wording is to allow propellors which may
fold on impact to minimize damage to the prop
shaft.)
SECTION III - FLIGI TT RULES: Flight rules conform to Sections IV and V of the SAM Radio Control

;0 ,0

.t

4 9551 • ck'st•2b11 • V‘1A41'.34 • N1E.C.s sr al

3229 Dianora Drive
Palos Verdes Peninsula, CA 90274

Fine Products From

"BUILD THIS SMOOTH FLYER"

ELECTRIC RULES

• ElliS 249 ...DIEM. ENGNES
• ORW1CK ENCEVES
IGNT1101+; DIESEL. GLOW
• RATTLEAXF. • DIESEL. ENGINES
• SPARK PLUGS
• TRANS.IGNITION MILS
• POUR STROKE • GLOW F—NGENT
• GLOW PLUGS
• MOTOR MOUNTS • GLASS FULLED

CUSTOM KITS
GIANT SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT
ANTIQUE MODELS
SHORT KITS
2301 Sonata Drive, Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 • (916) 635-4588
VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Old Timer rules except:
A. The motorrun shall be a single continuous run
of up to 90 seconds.
B. Four attempts shallbe allowed for three official
flights. An attempt may be declared only during
the first 90 seconds of the flight.
C. Maximum flight shall be seven minute-s. Score
shall be the sum of official flights.
I). Motor shut-off shall be demonstrated to the
timer prior to flight.
7-CE,LI. TEXACO: Same as 7-Cell LMR except:
SECTION II - Add: riai tery packs with unmarked
capacity ratings must be tested and determined to
have a maximum capacity of 800mah.
SECTION III - Same astliift except change:
A. The motor may be started and stopped at the
fliers discretion for as long as the battery will allow.
B. Three attempts shall be allowed for two official
flights. (Need to define "attempt" - Ed.)?
C. Maximum flight shall be fifteen minutes.
Score shall be the sum of official flights.

SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES:
Motor Cowling: Many Old Timer plans show
no cowl or a cowl with a large cutout for the
engine cylinder. Electric motors are shaped
differently from an original engine, need less
cooling and look strange on an Old Timer.
Recognizing this, most fliers are cowling
their motors in the manner of an inverted
engine. This practice should be permitted
without additional air scoops.
Wing Loading: The majority of SAM electric
ships flying today have wing loadings of
10oz. or more. Many of these ships nuax
easily, so power in the 7-cell class is no
longer an Issue. Therefore, there Is no
reason to exempt electric-powered ships
from the 10oz. wing loading used in SAM
Radio Control.
LER Ferrite Advantage: A 90-second motor
run for ferrite magnet motors and 75 seconds for others has been suggested. With a
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gas engine, one can lower the total propulsion energy by shortening the engine run
because the engine runs at full power
throughout the run. Not so an electric
motor. An electric motor is loaded by propellor choice so as to just drain the battery in
the allotted motor run time (or to the point
that it burns up its brushes whichever
comes first). Non-ferrite motors can sustain
the current necessary to drain the 7-cell,
800rnah battery in 75 seconds. The propulsion energy is undiminished by the shorter
run time. in effect, 7-cell 1.ER is similar to
gas fuel allotment. So the suggested ferrite
advantage comes down to 15 seconds longer
to hunt thermals during the climb, and 15
seconds shorter glide time to the max,
When the 75/90-second distinction was
tried In some west coast events. there was
no evidence that non-ferrite motors were
superior in performance, but there was some
misplaced concern about their potential
power advantage. The effect of the rule was
mainly to drive the non-fcrrites from competition.
However, ferrite motor brushes arc very
marginal to handle the current necessary to
drain the battery in 90 seconds. Because
competitors tend to push performance to
the limit, frequent maintenance of ferrite
motor brushes became the rule. The effect
of the suggested 75/90-second difference
would simply be a situation where LER
competitors would have to maintain their
motors after almost every flight.
The fact that non-ferrite motors are relatively new. are somewhat more expensive,
and are virtually maintenance - free seem to
be perverse reasons to handicap them. The
suggested ferrite advantage is not a good
idea.

iLik\iag
ITALIAN VINTAGE GLIDER REDRAWN FOR
RADIO - ASSISTANCE BY THE DESIGNER,
FERDINANDO GALE - SAM ITALIA
FULL SIZE PLANS ARE AVAILABLE,
SHOWING ALL RIBS AND FORMERS,
COMPLETE WITH DOCUMENTATION,
$17.00 POSTAGE PAID.
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05 Electric
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(cont'd. from pg. 12)
new flying fields just as the development of
thermal soaring did in the 1960's.
I then started the development of what was
to become the Astro "05". I started with a
motor of about 7.5cc displacement, but
changed to a low-cost motor of 3.3cc displacement. This motor produced 5 in.oz. of
torque and, at 10,000rpm. produced .05hp.
The "05" was an immediate success.
In 1975, after leaving Astro Flight and
starting Leisure Electronics, I used a 35turn version of this motor in our first electric
car. At first, the car people ignored our
efforts, but In a few months, when we started
to beat the gas cars, and when our sales
became a significant portion of the market,
the car association asked that we help develop the specifications on -05- electric
motors.
Working with RO.A.R. experts, the specifications developed called out a can size of
35mm diameter and 49mm length. The
armature dimensions were specified, as was
the 3-bar commutator and the use of ferrite
magnets, no cobalt. A stock motor was to be
wound with 35 turns of 22 gauge wire and
to have plain bronze bearings. It could cost
no more than $15 retail and must be sold
through normal distribution channels.
Modified motors were to allow dual ball
bearings, any wire size and any number of
turns could be used.
Fixing the size of the motor and allowing
manufacturers to compete to build the best

they could under a fair set of rules led to
amazing performance improvements. The
first Astro 05 produced 37 watts of output
power. The first Leisure ''05 - airplane motor
produced twice that power. Today, our best
Gold Label "05- motor produces 300% of the
power of the original Astro 05.
The establishment of stable rules would
encourage similar Improvement of all motor
sizes. Fifty years ago, the AMA recognized
displacement as the method of choice for
classifying model airplane gas engines.
Electric motors of approximately the same
power as existing classes would have armature displacements of lOcc for Class A, 15cc
for Class B, and 30cc for Class C. We could
even have a 1/2-A Class at Sec. Is SAM
ready to lead the way?

"...
ONLY 35 COPIES LEF'll SAM 35 (England) Year...A
book No. 5. After those are gone, there will be no
more. Numbers 1 through 4 are already collector's
items, Get yours while they last. Only $8.50 each
ppd. to SAM North America members. Jim Adams.
t„2
...538 N. Spurgeon St.. Santa Ana, CA 92706

4100 EXPENSE MONEY and use of a Honda 90 at
Lawrenceville, II. SAM meet Oct. 16-18 if you will
low my lioncla 90 to LE/WI-Cr/CC/A Ile from Las Vegas.
The bike is on a trailer in Las Vegas. Contact Henry
S. Williams after Opin eastern time at (301) 3988018. (Ed. Note: Mr. Williams won the bike at the
SAMCHAMPS Raffle in Jean, NV. Ills address is
\..1..06 W. Village Rd., Elkton. MD 21921.1

(WAN :D
EVENT DIRE:CTOR: AMA
Vintage Event (701) at the forthcoming AMA Nationals. I f you are Interested in directing thLs event,
contact Joe Beshar. 198 Merritt Driver Oradell, NJ
\„07649. Phone: 1201) 261-1281.

(URGENT NEEDI) - ATOM: Lower steel cam folloZA
mg timer piece (or complete timer assembly ► . Jack
Whittles. SAM *136. P.O. Box 1976, Orleans, MA
02653. Collect: (508) 255-5460.

Jim Wood, with R/C Assist Megow
Cornmander. Silk covered, Aero Gloss
doped. OS .25 FP with Futaba radio.
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DRESS UP YOURWMHOP
RIC
color reproductions ofortgjnal 1930S vintage model
magazine covers suitable for framing. Flying Aces,
Bill Barnes Air Trails. Model Airplane News - All
three for $10 ppd. Richard E. Lyons, SAM 77. 552
‘..C.armtno Concordia, Camarillo. CA 93010.
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37
52

47

61

BALSA PLANKS
3/4 3. 36
112136
1.3(135
1.4136
242.95
243.95
244195
343135

314136

176

161
2.30

112 K 12 x 12
19.12.24
le
1,2 4.

102

48'

40

.27

.36
40

3/32 .3
1141 x 3
306 K 3
114 x 3
5116 K 3
30.3
172 x 3

53
58
70

I n6 x6,412
1(16 x 12x 12
irte x 121 24

.50
1.17
234

1.19 x 12148

• SS

38'

2
2
3132 x 2
116 x 2
3116 K 2
11. 2
311 41 2
112x 2

44
.49

119 -

33
40
35
48
41
54
46
60
34
72
63 84
77
103
1. 13
150

132 11
1/16 K

180
303
220

36-

.57
.53
.72
05 to

24
29
37

1.19
2.37
473

349 x 12 x 12
319 x 12 1 21
3/8 x 12 4148

1/32.3
1/16 K 3

.37

INCH

111 174 1 36
381 x 379 c 36
19 1 112. 35
374 3t4 36
1K 1 A 36

40

3.1NCH

AI

TRIANGULAR
CUT BALSA

114 .6x15
1411x 12x 12
14 1 12 a 24
IN at 12. 46

48'

.30

49
70

1.62
364
7.251
29 12

30'

33

112 x 3i4

3/16•1NCH

1184. 121 12
144 x 12 x24
1184 x 12 x 48
1064.441148
11332• ex 12
192 A 12 x 12
1132 x 12 K 24
1732 x 12 • 118

BALSA SHEETS
I.INCH

43
42
03

95
.64
1 12
1.03
134
120 190
1.50 233

(L1NCH

1732 x6.12 91
372. 12 x 12 1.81
372 K 12 x 24 362
392 x 12 x 48 723

SS'

36•

1/32 1 4
11.161 4
3132 • 4
118 x 4
3116 K 4
114 414
301 4
112 1 4

•

BIRCH PLYWOOD

AVAINGIONat
..IMMInglardiMEMSOMMIN
1/13.1NCH

-

x 6. 12
18 1 12 x 12
139 x 12 24
1 /6 . 12 x 48

87
1.01
109
126
1.14
1 51
1. 31
193
1.62 271
216 325

AS
.73
12

74
Lai

213
5419

409

SAS

LITE PLYWOOD
19 x 12 x 12
116. 12 x 24
149 12 x 44

61

in
244

100
1.59
3.97 TAPERED TRAILING
7.94
EDGE
36' 41'
.74 171 11/
22
30
1.46 016 x 314
.29
40
2.03 174 X 1
42
55
44
5.86 5716 x 1%
61
93 • 1'•
‘.2

. 9 41 12
306 12 x 12
306 • 12 x 24
3/16 12 x 91
.1116

* OPEN TO THE PUBLIC *

303
230
329

Superior Aircraft Materials

4.64
4.90
6.60

Handling Charge - S5.00 • Add $3.00 for C.O.D. • Minimum Order $20.00 plus U.P.S.
We accept Personal checks and C.O.D. • California Residents add 6 144'0 Sales Tax

12020-G Centralia • Hawaiian Gardens, California 90716 • (213) 865-3220

_,-DON'T LOSE
__
YOUR NEXT MASTERPIECE
INSTALL THE
SCREAMER BEEPER
Super loud audio Beeper, 96 decibels at a frequency
where the ear is most sensitive. Audible up to 1500 feet
when the model is airborne or 300 to 400 feet on the
ground. The sound will direct you immediately to the lost
model whether in trees, corn, tall grass, brush, ravines,
etc.
The Screamer-Beeper is ready to mount in your plane
complete with 16 hr. battery and DT trigger switch. Total
installed weight: 19 Grams-little over 1/2 Oz.

NEED OLD TIMER "GOODIES"?
HERE THEY AM

Great for Wakefield size rubber or any power ship.
$19.95 Post Paid. (US Only) Check or M.O.

sawed prop blanks,
A 1930's MODEL SHOP 1
balloon/WWI/Streamline balsa wheels, Hinoki wood,
colored nitrate dope, thrust buttons & bearings, bamboo, silver Jap tissue, prop hardware, special washers,
winders, rubber, hundreds of old Scale/Contest plans
& more! Shop from our illustrated catalog. Send$2.00
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Bill Turner, 3027 Rutgers Ave., Long Beach, CA 90808
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Learn why the best
lessons in electric R/C are
taught by oldediners.
Playboy or Lanzo Bomber
Leisure
Building and flying a
Old-timer can teach some valuable electric R/C lessons.
Like building light. Fundamental to good electric flight
performance is a lightweight airframe. Leisure's Playboy and
Lanz° Bomber Old-timers both feature lightweight airframes
that combine powerful takeoff and climb capabilities with
minimum sink rates - for long flights and slow landings.
toy

ar

: 576 sq. Ia.

38 c
Weigh*: 32-a.
2.5.Passer: 1.rism6r 05 Woe asartsi

her lesson is how to build-in stability for easy flying.
original layboy and Bomber designs suuted
Anot
P two old-timers fly hands off too.
Consider that the
ig
life as free flhts. Ourmake the perfect R/C trainer.
out
really do
That's why they
Maybe the most important lesson the Leisure Playboy an
Bomber Old-timer kits can teach you is how to open up and d
more R/Cflying sites_ You see, because they're electric
keep
flpractically silent. You can fly them almost
powered they're
anywhere, anytime.
See your local R/C hobby dealer and pick up a Leisure
Playboy or Rio Bomber kit and an inexpensive Leisure 05
flight system. You're in for some good lessons - take it from
an old-timer.

LAX:0 Baader
Wingspan:
Wing Arra: 630 sq. IA.
ot.
F6ing Weight , 35-40
MAW gram, 2.3,1
P.19-fr: Leiairs 05

For more inthrettotion cm the
WW1,
Old-rusher Kits,
IA-ismer
and
NiCd&marries. chargersstamped.
acctuories send a
Wats
self addressed bashers,
sited
Electronics,
orrelmpe rs: Law, thiii B,
Way.
22971 Tat ton
lAtinpul

Hills. CA 92633.

4

-41/_CI

Leisure Electronics offers a 25% discount to all paid-up SAM mem hers. They will also take Visa/Master Card over the phone.
SAM SPEAKS is the official publication of the
Society of Antique Modelers and is published 6
times/year. Unless specifically stated. SAM does
not endorse any product or service mentioned
herein. Editor. Bill Darkow, 1237 S. Grant St.,
Tacoma. WA 98405 Phone: (206) 272-6395
Commercial advertising rates (per issue):
$3/e01. in.. 1/3 pg. wide. $6 minimum.
$5/col. In., 1/2 pg. wide. $10 minimum.
I /2-pg. maximum on any page. Placement in last
4 pages at editor's discretion or as agreed with
advertiser. SAM members and regular advisers
have placement priority.
Personal ad rate: 10 cents/word with $2.50 minimum. Name, address and SAM number are free.
Phone no. counts as one word. Abbreviations will
count as whole words and may be spelled out at
editor's discretion.
Please submit payment with camera-ready ad
copy or clearly printed text to editor. Make cheeks
payable to SAM SPEAKS.
Officers - Society of Antique Modelers
President: Jim Adams, 2538 N. Spurgeon St.,
Santa Ana, CA 92706
F,antern VP: Mike Gnulieri, 3 Dryden Rd.. Box 78.
Potteno•lle, NJ 07979
Midwest VP: Bob Tamil, 45 S. Whitcomb Ave.,
Indianapolis. IN 46241
Rocky Mtn. VP: Bill Schmidt, 4647 Krueger. Wichita, KS 67220
Western VP: Bob Angel. 1001 Pa tterston Rd.. Santa
Marla, CA 92755
F/F Coordinator: Abe Gallas. 28 Rustling Wind.
Irvine, CA 92715
R/C Coord Ina tor: 'Woody" Wood man, 233 Longview
Dr., Bayvilk, NJ 08721
See.y./Treas.: Bob Dodds, 209 Summerskie Place.
Encinitas, CA 92024

IFFFICiAL BALLOT - SAM OFFICERS -1990-19971
(Vole for one person for each office. Space is
provided for write-tn candidates)
PRESIDENT - JIM ADAMS (incumbent)
WESTERN V/P - BOB ANGEL (incumbent)
ROCKY M'IN. V/P - ART GROSHE1DER
MID-WEST V/P - BOB LAPSE (incumbent)
EASTERN V/P- MIKE GRANIERI (incumbent)0
SECY./11REAS. - BOB DODDS (incumbent)

❑

Signature.
SAM number:
All ballots must be postmarked before June 15.
1990. Mall to: Karlilatrak. 3825 West 144th St..
121twthorne. CA 90250.

SAM SPEAKS
Official Publication
Society of Antique Modelers
1237 S. Grant St.. Tacoma, WA 98405

Address Correcl ion Requested

1383
;t. W. &RIEiiTAD
1640 NORTH KELLOGG ST.
GALESBURG, IL 61401

SAM PRF.AMBLE: The competition flying of free
flight and radio-controlled model aircraft of vin rage
design is intended to be casual, enjoyable and
intermsti rag for both competitor and spectator alike.
It is neither desired to advance the state of the art
of aeromodeling per se, other than to increase participation in the sport generally, nor to reprove
again that which Is already recorded In aeromodeling history books.
The intent of the rules is to categorize the basic
types of vintage models and to establish an equitable and simple framework of regulations for
competition purposes. Therefore, model designs
that revolutionized free flight competition and
necessitated the formation of two basic classifications, "ANTIQUE" and "OLD TIMER", are expected
to compete in the Old Timer events.
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COVER STORY - "THE RED ZEPHYR"

ABOUT THE ARTIST - Hollace C. "Bud" Gordinier is a free-lance
advertising artist of 37 years experience. Ills interest in model
aircraft art began with his interest in aeromodeling a few years ago.
This interest soon found expression in his work. He has done several
covers for Model Builder magazine including Walt Good and the
'Guff' (Aug. '88), Joe Elgin's 'Playboy" (Dec. '86) and Sal Taibi's
'Pacer' (Sept. '86).
Bud says, "I personally believe that aeromodeling is not only an art
form, but also the perfect synthesis of that age-old quest to combine
art, science and philosophy. I dare say other hobbies or activities
might make the same claim, but I would have to give the principle of
flight the edge philosophically. As the late philosopher and teacher,
Joseph Campbell states in his book, The powcrs2f/slyth The flight
of the airplane is in the imagination as the release from earth.'
To Bud, "Painting models provides pretty much the same thrill as
building them. There is also the added kick of putting an airplane into
a permanent thermal without fear of an 00S."
Ile does only vintage models and modelers and would like to do some
more nostalgia-type portraits of the "Old Pros", both models and men.
but needs some good photo references. Is there anyone out there who
would be willing to share some photos with him?
If you arc Interested to prints of the cover or the original drawing,
contact "Bud" at: 4318 Stonewall Ave., Richmond, VA 23225 or (804)
233-1485. You can also commission him to do an original drawing
based on your photos.

Al3OUT'llIE MODEL - The 'Red Zephyr', designed by SAM flail of
Fame member, Herb Greenberg, was introduced by Scientific Model
Airplane Company in the November 1936 issue of Model Airplane
News. The cover drawing by 'Bud' Gard Mier is based on the illustration for their splashy, full-page ad which read:
- l'he Big News is Herd Scientific's new Gas Model Kit, the 'Red
Zephyr' at a new low price level of $5.95 postpaid complete. 6 ft.
Wingspan . 56 in. Long . Weight (with motor) 3-1/2 lbs.. Full shockabsorbing Landing Gear.'
in announcing this new 'Red Zephyr', Scientific makes history in
the gas model field. On test flights, the model has performed
beautifully, taking off the ground unassisted in about 25 feet."
'This new Scientific Gas Model has many distinctive features that
you would expect to find In kits selling at much higher prices. The
aerodynamic design is simple but effective and the model is easy to
construct.'
Features include: Vibration absorbing motor mounts, extra strong
nose and low wing loading. It is easy to dismantle and is therefore
ideal for contest or pleasure flying. Both the initial cost and upkeep
arc economical. The model is beautifully colored: White with red and
black trim. It Is an exceptionally good-looking ship and is GUARANTEED TO FLY!"
The "Red Zephyr' kit Includes: 1 pair pneumatic rubber wheels;
complete printed out wood including ribs, bulkheads, wing tips, etc.:
all strip wood of finest quality accurately cut to size: bamboo paper
for covering; rubber: hard wood propellor blank; complete set of hardware; heavy landing gear wire; new type landing gear brackets;
battery wire; 1/32 3-ply birch veneer for nose covering; strip spruce
for parts needing added strength; large can of gas model cement;
streamline tail wheel; complete assortment of numerals, lettering
and "Red Zephyr' insignia; 2 giant full-size detailed plans giving every bit of information needed for building and flying the
'Red Zephyr'.
(From listorical Model Aircraft" by John Pond - written when
SAM had, according to John. 'close to one hundred members1 I I)
'Last month we featured a well-known modeler with a little"(e. x "'A +—es,
'rot 1 44 Toe As.../Z
known model. This month we pull a switch and describe the
s "At. 22.Art SPLCL
well-known 'Red Zephyr" designed by Herbert Greenberg. a
'/4 3/4 T.%
sssee.
short-lived star in national publicity.'
,2".4 ac
11•2.%
in discussions with Joe Wagner, Frank Ehling, Ben Sheres haw and Ed Franklin, the author attempted to seek pertinent
information about Herb's background. All the fellows agreed
4 64 a "AG. T. fr.
I I erb was a fine madder who was primarily interested in rubber
SPAIZ
models, principally indoor models."
lerb first gained national attention by setting records in indoor stick and cabin models. In this line, Frank Ehling relates
P..../SE ta.C7
an interesting anecdote. Herb had a fine flying stick model that
*is
seemed to lack the duration it was capable of. Frank imposed
`-o-n...r•t....cwoo
on Herb to look the model over. Upon discovering that it was
'AMA-Q. u0ses
powered with a loop of 3/32 rubber, Frank immediately in1.1070rt •ACAJNT
stalled a loop of I /8 flat with the net result that the model flew
to a new national record.'
1 lerb designed the 'Red Zephyr" based on his Indoor experiences. For its day, the model was rather radical with its long fuselage. The model was built light, making it a natural for Scientific Model Airplane Co. to adapt to kit form. This kit, with its
low price, was one of the best sellers Scientific ever made."
'Greenberg flew the model for several seasons, finally wiping
baowNi Jct. NN
Va.
(aiuN
it out at the '37 Nationals. For some unknown reason, while
71Atiourrutt)
flying fine at about 200 ft.. the model suddenly peeled off and
reduced itself to matchsticks.'
'From a structural standpoint, the "Red Zephyr's' long nose
section was its weak point. In all models built from this design
(including the author's), it was noted that the nose would come
off just ahead of the cabin in any sort of a hard crash.'
'Although the "Red Zephyr" was a simple, good-looking model
that flew well, it never had any reputation as a contest winner.
About the only claim to fame that Scientific could come up with
was when Maurice Levy of the Aero Club de France won the
French Championships in 1937 with a flight of one hour and 20
minutes over a distance of 25 miles. The model was recovered
and returned unharmed although it landed in the middle of a
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TOM McLAUGHLAN'S
"BIG OLD PLANE"
- A SAM SPEAKS EXCLUSIVE
by Olin Tisdale
Since I was eight years old, my ambition to
build planes that I saw in magazines has
been getting me Into trouble. I would get one
finished, only to find out that it didn't fly as
advertised,
I had little to no opportunity to fly competitively until 25 years ago when 1 returned to
Pensacola and became involved with Norman Byrd and Tom McLaughlan. The relics
in Tom's basement intrigued me more than
did the magazine pictures when I was a
'younger kid'; especially what everyone affectionately referred to as 'McLaughlan's Big
Old Plane'. Tom built and flew it in 1940 and
'41 with more than just reasonable success.
It took considerable encouragement to persuade him to lend it to me. Although the
plane was mostly still intact, I spend considerable time searching and reviewing notes,
sketches and photos only to learn that there
were actually two (2) versions of it. One had
a single retractable gear which operated by
Tom McLaughlan with reproduction of 1940 "Big Old Plane". Full-size plans
use of an Austin timer. The other had a
and directions available through SAM SPEAKS for $10.
conventional two-wheel spring wire gear.
Both, at one lime or another, used experimental folding propellors. I chose to resurrect the one with conventional dual gear.
Since I had the advantage of the finished
project to work from, I simplified the formers
from the front part of the fuselage by unifying the pylon and fuselage formers. I also
mounted the wing with a nylon bolt "shear'
system instead of rubber bands as was the
style in 1940.
Since it rains quite a bit in Pensacola, I
covered it with Itflicafllm instead of tissue. I
have found that the Micafilm has less tendency to allow warpage than some of the
other coverings. The slightest warp in that
big six-foot plus parasol wing could be disastrous at the speed a Super Cyclone hauls her
up.
Tom still has the original 'Super Cyke" that
he flew in the original plane, but 1 couldn't
(L. to R.) Olin Tisdale with repro "Big Old Plane", Norman Byrd, Torn
talk him into using it for a maiden flight.
McLaughlan with original "Big Old Plane", Frank Mock.
Believe me, this one flew right off the drawing board. I'm still having trouble
getting my engine to run like it
should, but I know that "youse
guys" are much better mechanics
than I am.
The plans have been turned over
to SAM SPEAKS for reproduction
and distribution in ordcr to perpetuate a publication of Old Timer
interest. If anyone is interested in
information on the experimental
package that Tom once used on the
original package, I'm sure he would
be glad to accommodate you.
(Editor's Notes): The full-size plans
consist of two sheets plus a set of
building instructions. It's an excellent package for only $10. The
plane first flew in 1939 and became successful competitively in
1940-41, winning the Southeastern Champs In 1941. Span is 76 - .
in., chord 10-3/8 in., wing area 790
The "SATYR", a 1942 Czech design built by Jaromir Pipek, B. Nemcove 861, 399-01
sq. in. and overall length is 44 in.
Milevsko, Czechoslovakia. Original engine. Photo from Ferdi Gale' of SAM Italia.
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SAM HALL OF FAME - 1990
by Jim Adams. SAM President

by Art Christensen

The Society of Antique Modelers has voted to honor the following
persons by inducting them into the SAM Hall of Fame at the Annual
Meeting on Tuesday, July 3 at the Comfort Inn in Chicopee. Massachusetts. The presentation is in conjunction with the running of the
1990 SAMCHAMPS that will be held at Westover AFB.
David Baker
Joe Beshar
William L. Brown
Frank Ehling
Joe Elgin
Mike Granteri
Charles II. Grant (deceased)
Herbert J. Greenberg
Joe Kovel
Irwin Polk
Nathan Polk
Ben Shereshaw
Earl Stahl
Henry Struck
Elbert J. Weathers (deceased)
Presentations will be made to those present at the Annual Business
Meeting on Tuesday evening at the Comfort Inn, located in Parwick
Centre. 450 Memorial Drive, Chicopee, MA 01021. Those not in
attendance will receive their awards in their homes directly from SAM
representatives. Posthumous awards will be to the next of kin.

Edward Heinemann (seated) receives SAM Life Member
Plaque from Jim Quinn.

NEW SAM LIFE MEMBER
by Jim Adams
Mr. Edward Heinemann, former Chief Engineer at the Douglas
Aircraft Company, was presented with a Life Membership in the
Society of Antique Modelers at a reception in his honor. Former employees and executives of the Douglas Aircraft Company also honored
Mr. Heinemann at the Rancho Santa Fe Inn.
Mr. Heinemann was responsible for Douglas designs from 1936
until 1960. Those included the A3D, FAD, A4D, the Skyraider and
many others.
Mr. Jim Quinn, well-known International Wakefield flyer and SAM
Life Member, presented the award to Mr. Heinemann.

FIFTY-FIVE YEARS! In some instances, 55 years may not seem to
be a very long time, but in the average life-span of a model airplane
club, it represents a milestone. The Chicago Aeronuts held a reunion banquet on May 12 and once again renewed acquaintances with
veteran builders and flyers from California, Texas, Georgia, Michigan, Indiana, Wisconsin and Illinois. The 84 people in attendance are
a testimonial to the relative importance of their relationships with
fellow Acronuts.
Some of the well-known Aeronuts enjoying the evening were: AMA
I tall of Earner. Ed Lidgard; Wally Simmers. president of K&S Engineering Co. and designer of the Gollywock and Jabbeiwock: Frank
Garcher, president of MiclWest Products: Bob Reder, founder of
Monogram Models: Pete Sotich, former AMA president. and many
other free flight pioneers. I joined the Aeronuts 41 years ago. Otto
Curth, our current president, became a member in 1938.
We missed our good friend and fellow member, Jim Cahill, the
Wakefield Champ, due to illness. Get well soon Jim, as we know you
enjoy your association with the Aeronuts.
Flying at Bong Field this season has been a problem due to our cool,
wet spring. At our first contest on June 3rd, many new, untested
models will be flown. The best solution for now is to crank up the old
stuff and hope all the adjustments haven't changed. I'm anxious to
try the new FAI tan rubber as I now have three new Lanzo stick models
ready to fly. In the next issue of SAM SPEAKS, IT give an opinion as
to the relative merits of FM tan.
Although long distances now separate our members, the club still
has about 30 active members in the Chicago area. About half the
members still fly the Old Timers for nostalgic reasons.
Speaking of the merits of flying Old Timers, I would like to refer to
page 180 of the July, 1990 issue of 'Model Aviation' where Larry
Kruse describes the sentiments of Firer Mark Valerius, a competitor
from Texas. Fly something simple without all the nerve-wracking
gadgets that are so prevalent today. Mark is winning with a 'Starduster 900' that was designed thirty years ago! Willard Smitz
recently won a national competition with my favorite model, the 1940
Lanzo stick. My pet expression regarding free flight is to follow the
"KISS' formula which everyone should know.

THE "BUNGLE-0" A TRUE "CABIN" MODEL
by Ivan Treen, SAM New Zealand
The late Brian Barrett designed the "Bungle-0' when he was a
member of the Hutt Valley Modelers. The model was built as a joke
and flown at the New Zealand Nationals at Masterton in 1951. A
photo of the model is in the April 1952 issue of Aeromodeller with
Brian's wife posing with the model.
Brian worked as an Air Traffic Controller after flying Spitfires and
Mosquitos during World War H. I worked with him from 1949 for a
few years.
I well recall Brian telling me about the model. The wing and tail were
from an Orbit Gas Buggy, a fairly popular model at that time, which
would give the model a span of about 60 inches. Not apparent in the
photo, was a piece of mirror glued to the top of the fuselage and little
toy ducks were glued onto this to represent ducks on a pond. Brian
did say the model was very stable.
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FLYING WINGS GET "FAIR SHAKE"
by Jim Adams, SAM President
(in response to Jim Kyncy)
For an answer to your flying wing question,
I went to Frank 7..aie's book, 'Model Glider
Design' dated 1943. Frank's recommendation is that the outer 1/6 of the span of the
wing be considered as the stabilizing area.
By outer portion, he means the area included in the section of the wing at the tip. If
the wing is tapered, the total area will be
somewhat less than 1/3 of the wing. If the
wing is of constant chord. the area will be
exactly 1/3 of the total wing area.
For the time being. I think that this would
be a very fair ruling. Since most of our conventional models have stabilizers that are
approximately 1/3 of the wing area, this
would give flying wings a 'fair shake' and yet
not give them give them any advantage.
If the outer tip portion of the wing is separated from the wing by a vertical plate or
rudder, and the tip portion is set at a negative angle of attack in relation to the rest of
the wing, then all of the tip portion is considered to be a stabilizer.
(Editor's Comment): I am a flying wing
enthusiast and believe this type has long
been unfairly handicapped under rules that
insisted on counting the entire horizontal
surface as 'wing area, that is, contributing
to lift, while the horizontal stabilizer on
conventtal models is considered as not contributing to lift. Most model airplane designers, such as Frank laic, believe both statements to be false.
There is historical precedent for the "1/3
rule'. Both the AMA and the FAI at one time
recognized this unique quality of flying viings
and provided for it in their rules. Unfortunately. flying wings Ml from competitive
favor and the rule was dropped as irrelevant.
however, I have been unable to locate a set
of AMA or FAI rules containing this provision. Maybe someone out there can help.
The first successful gas-powered flying wing
in the United States was designed. built and
flown by Andrew Borysko in the fall of 1935
(see Model Airplane News, Dec. '36, "Gas
Lines', page 17 and read the letter from
Andrew Borysko on page 45 carefully. Plans
for the model were published in Model Craftsman in January 1937.

Vern McIntosh of Michigan with his
rubber-powered Bleriot.

J. Eut Tile sto n (JET) with 1/2-Aversions of his Gross Flying Wing and Lancer.
Plans are available for both at $5 each from But at 1800 Carmelo Dr.,
Carmichael, CA 95608.
THE "FAIRY FACULA" FARCE
by Jim Adams
After a design known as the 'Fairy Facula"
won the rubber scale event at the Jean,
Nevada SAMCHAMPS, a protest was submitted. The protest claimed that the design,
which originally appeared in a 1940 AEROMODELLER, was not a model of a full-scale
airplane, but was a joke perpetuated by an
English modeler. It was alleged that the
design was a thinly disguised endurance
model and that the Fairey Aircraft Company
had never produced such an airplane.
The protest was referred to Bob Larsh,
chairman of SAM's Design Review Committee. Bob did considerable research and his
conclusion upheld the protest Note that the
spelling (Fairy) as given on the original plan
is a clue as to the authenticity of the model.
The literal translation of the name "Facula.'
means a bright shining light or a fairy.
The Executive Board voted to allow the flyer
to retain the trophies won with the model at
Jean, It was felt that an honest mistake had
been made and that the flyer was convinced
the model was SAM-legal because a member
of the British Wakefield contingent had flown
one at Taft in 1988.
(Editor's Coalmen* Sounds like the notorious Earl Stahl "P-47 Thunderbolt' hoax.
This might be a good time to remind all
scale flyers that there is a small, but important, difference in the SAM rules between
rubber and gas F/F scale you should be
aware of.
A rubber-powered scale model is one that
has been built up from rubber model scale
plans published before the SAM cutoffdates.
Gas power F/F scale rules state that the
model must be a replica of a full-size air-
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plane built prior to January 1943.
The reasoning is that there are hundreds of
Old -rime rubber-powered scale model plans,
but the number of gas-powered F/F scale
model plans before 1943 is considerably
smaller. The rules writers believed that gas
modelers should be allowed to scale plans of
their own in order to give them as much
variety of choice as possible.
With R/C Scale arriving on the scene, we
may have yet another set of scale rules. This
is not necessarily something to ge t distressed
over, but is a healthy sign that SAM is
designing events to please as many 'Old
Timers' as we can.

NEW "OLD TIMER" R/C ASSIST HITS
From Bob Peru. SAM #433, of Balsa Products Engineering conic three new R/C Assist
kits - Playboy Sr., Buzzard Bombshell, and
the Brooklyn Dodger. Each kit features fullsize rolled plans, shaped leading edges,
machine cut parts and other custom touches.
They are each intended for R/C Assist with
.30 to .35 size engines.
The Playboy has an 80" wingspan with 830
sq. in. area. A cabin version Is also shown on
the plans. The Buzzard Bombshell has a 71"
wing with 820 sq. in. The Brooklyn Dodger,
which is 30% larger than the original, also
has a 71" wingspan, but with 788 sq. in.
The kits retail for $100 with the Dodger at
$110, however, if you are a SAM member in
good standing, you are eligible for a 30%
discount! Just send a photocopy of your
1990 SAM membership card along with your
order to: Balsa Products Engineering, 122
Jansen Ave., Iselin, NJ 08830 or give Bob a
call at (201) 634-6131. Another good reason
to be sure you arc a paid-up member of SAM!

RULES! RULES! RULES!
As we get deeper Into the year of rules
change proposals, the following poem might
help us keep our sense of perspective:

THE BLIND MEN & THE ELEPHANT
A !Undo° Fable
It was six men of Indostan,
To learning much inclined,
Who went to see the Elephant
rho. all of them were blind),
That each by observation
Might satisfy his mind.
The First approached the Elephant
And happening to fall
Against its broad and sturdy side.
At once began to bawl:
"God Bless Mel But the Elephant
Is very like a 36Lajr
The Second feeling of the tusk,
Cried, "Ito! What have we here.
So very round & smooth & sharp?
To me 'Us mighty clear.
This wonder of an Elephant
Is very like a spear?'
The Third, approached the animal.
And happening to take
The squirming trunk within his hands,
Thus boldly up and spake:
1 see,' quoth he, the Elephant
Is very like a snake!"
The fourth reached out an eager hand,
And felt about the knee.
What most this wondrous beast Is like
Is mighty plain,' quoth he:
"-Iris clear enough the Elephant
Is very like a tree,'

HOW TO BEAT THE RULES
WITH A COX REED VALVE .049
(from Jim Kyncy & Nick Nicholau)
There is a SAM member who is making Cox
Texaco .049 reed valves thicker to increase
the engine run. Jack Alien and I have known
about this for some time and thought it's
about time to get a ruling on this problem
before it gets out of hand.
(response from Jim Adams):
I wrote a letter to the Cox Company when
they released their new Cox Texaco .049
engine insisting that they keep the engine
'stock' or as near the previous models as
possible.
The reason for this decision was that SAM
was under a 5-year rules freeze at the time,
and I did not think it would be appropriate
for SAM to be approving new and possibly
improved equipment at a time when the
rules were frozen.
The immediate problem of controlling the
use of modified Cox engines in SAM contests
should be controlled by the CD. If the CI) has
reason to believe that the engine In question
is not stock, then the CD has the authority
to request that the engine be disassembled
and the parts checked. On the question of
the thickness of the reed valve, it should be
no problem to compare the reed with a stock
part using a micrometer.
In the 1990-91 SAM Rule Book, R/C 0/T
Rules, Section II - Engine Definitions, Section 1, paragraph E., it states (in part), The
only modifications allowed are as follows:
Moving the fuel pick-up from the middle to
the bottom of the tank; addition of a muffler,
and/on addition of a needle valve extension.'
When the rules were written for 1/2-A Texaco, the object of the competition was to have
an event where the engines would all be the
same, providing a common power plant for

everyone's models. This is sufficient reason
to justify checking questionable engines.
(Editor's Comment): As long as we allow the
need to prove we can fly models better than
the other guy(s) and/or win expensive prizes
at contests to be more important than enjoying our shared interest and pleasure in
flying classic Old Tinier models together,
problems like this will continue to bedevil
U3.

SAM LIBRARY
Jim Adams, SAM President, announced
recently that a library is being established
for the use of SAM members.
When ready for operation, the library will
contain a complete collection of all preWorld War 11 model magazines published by
Model Airplane News. Air Trails, Flying Aces
and Model Craftsman. Plans for the library
have been underway for some time, but lack
of a volunteer to staff this service has delayed the operation.
As soon as his arm heals, Mr. Gene Wallock
will begin cataloging the collection. When
this is finished, announcements will be published in SAM SPEAKS giving details on how
to order services from the library.
The plan is to provide SAM members with
photocopies of any plan or article contained
in the magazines. The charge for this service
will be minimal. Our goal is to provide
members with valuable information, not to
make a profit. In time, we will also be able to
supply copies of all of Chet L.anzo's plans
that were left to SAM from his estate.
Please bear with us and be patient. Do not
flood Gene with requests for material until
the announcements appear in SAM SPEAKS.
This should happen as soon as the catalog is
complete and photocopying equipment is in
place.

The fifth who chanced to touch the ear,
Said: 'E'en the blindest man
Can tell what this resembles most:
Deny the fact who can,
This marvel of an Elephant
Is very like a fan?'
The sixth no sooner had begun
About the beast to grope,
Than, seizing on the swinging tail
That fell within his scope,
1 see,' quoth he. 'the Elephant
Is very like a roper
And so these men of Indostan
Disputed loud and long.
Each in his own opinion
Exceeding stiff and strong.
Tho' each was partly in the right,
And all were in the wrong?
The Moral:
So oft in thcologic wars.
The disputants, I wccn,
Rail on in utter ignorance
Of what each other mean,
And prate about an Elephant
Not one of them has seen?
- John Godfrey Saxe

Roger Laudati took "Best of Show" with his Miss Philadelphia IV at a SAM 88.
Tampa, Florida meet. This 1935-vintage design also won many trophies for
her famous designer, Maxwell Bassett.
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The World Record
Fuselage Contest Model

By

Drawings by
Frank Zaic
long vigil of sky-staring alter that failed
to reveal its faint outline again. We finally gave up and started back to the port, a
little disappointed at losing the plane and
with decidedly stiff necks, but quite sure
that we had watched a good flight.
The shortest route back to the airport
was a little under nine miles, and when
we got back to the airport we found that
the other timers for the group had been
out for over half an hour on a long flight
by Vernon Boehle. Soon after, they came
in to report a flight of twenty eight and
a half minutes made starting soon after
my flight. All of which goes to show
that conditions at that time were just
right for a long flight.
Several weeks later I received word
from the airport manager that the plane
had been found by a farmer living some
twenty-eight miles from the airport. There
was not much left, but I did manage to
salvage the wing and the prop and a
part of the tail, and they are still flying
as parts of an outdoor tractor.

How the World Record Was Captured and instructions
to Build the Plane That Accomplished This Feat
THE day of the 1935 National Contest
in St. Louis, as anyone who was there
knows, was an ideal one for outdoor
models. The Indianapolis group was the
first to arrive at the field in the morning
and we were soon giving our models the
final touches. At about ten o'clock the
flights started and there was a rush to
get the flights for the Moffett eliminations off. By noon, I had made two
flights; the first poor, the second about
three minutes with what appeared to be
the right adjustment. Reports began
pouring in about the good times being
made. and it soon becanie evident that the
low elimination times of the previous year
were much out of order.
At about one o'clock, offering a prayer
to the thermals, I wound the ship up for
the final try. Having put on a few more
turns than I should, I hurried over to the
concrete runway to get the plane off. She
started off smoothly and seemed to be
away to a good flight.
hopped onto the
waiting car and started across the airport. At about a minute and a half, the
power kicked out, but the plane had
climbed beautifully all the
time and was up high enough
for a good chance to get into
a current. At three minutes
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Construction
In the construction of any model, the
first thing to be considered is the approximate size. In this case the model of approximately 125 sq. in. area was made because of previous experience with this size
model. The model was originally

I
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she was gaining altitude slowly and I
knew that we were in for a chase.
We soon left the airport and started
across country alter the rapidly climbing
ship. It became quite a task to see even
the black covering on the bottom of the
ship against the light sky. Several times
it was necessary to stop the car to be sure
that both timers had the ship located.
At times we would be traveling at top
speed along one of the roads trying to
keep up with the speck in the sky, only
to find that it had reached a different
stratum of air and was going in the opposite direction, necessitating an about face
and top speed back in the other direction.
At about twenty-three minutes. the
model started coming down rapidly and
I though for a while I would soon have
it. But just as the different parts were
becoming easily discernible, another thermal caught it and away it went back to
the clouds. We kept as close to it as
possible, but it soon started off in a direction in which we could not travel
because of lack of roads. At thirty-three
minutes we lost complete sight of it, and a
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PLANEUR Vol de PENTE
de Hermann HAP 1➢
de STRASBOURG
Record clAilemagrie 1941
Vat depart main 24m.18s.

qq

5s F.c".10*

translated by Roger Morrell from an article by Jean Champenois in the March 1990 'Bulletin de Liaison de 'Association
des Amatuers d'Aeruntodeles Aneiens" - official newsletter of
4A (SAM 70) - FRANCE.

THE FRENCHMAN WHO BEAT
A GERMAN RECORD IN 1941
The - RAO' - Hermann Rapp's Slope Soarer
I lermann Rapp was a modeler who lived in Strassbourg and
specialized in gliders. lie used techniques from the two countries, Switzerland and Germany, that were the most advanced
in the period before the Second World War. In addition to these
two countries being next to each other. they shared the same
language. making the exchange of ideas easier.
In June 1940, the politicians, under the influence of the
events of the period, decided that the part of France where Hermann lived should be called Germany, just as tt had been 25
years earlier.
In a series of circumstances that resembled the story of The
Good Soldier Schweik", Hermann took part in a number of
glider contests and was chosen In 1941 to take part in the
National Final. That was held on the Wasscrkuppe, a 950meter high mountain above the Rhone to the northeast of
Frankfurt.
Hermann flew his own - 12.40 - design. It was hand launched
and was immediately taken by the rising air currents. After 24
minutes, 18 seconds, it disappeared into a cloud immediately
above the launch point. This beat the existing German hand
launch record by more than 4 minutes. Unfortunately, the
model was lost, so no more flights could be made in the contest.
The plan of the glider was given to 4A (SAM 70) by Mr. Linseln
of Schwalbach in the Sarre through our good friend, Jean
Wantzcnriether. (Many readers will recognize this name as an
internationally known Coupe and Wakefield flyer.) The original plan was published by Otto Maier of Ravensburg. Linseln
bought it in 1942. He built it as a glider, made it into a motor
glider, added R/C gear, then removed R/C.
The glider was originally intended for thermal flying as can be
seen by the hook. If you are interested in reproductions of the
plan, contact Jean Champenois on the subject. His address is:
1 Ave. Jean Bart, 91650 Breuillet, FRANCE.

0100 1=t....72)s ion_
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1990 INTERNATIONAL 1/2-A TEXACO POSTAL
CHALLENGE

The Challengers: SAM 51 - Back Row (1. to r.) Tileston, McRea,
Allen, Black, Bohunck, Cash and Fulton. Front row (1. to r.)
Clements. Grice. Muzzillo.
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1. Contest dates: August 18th or August 19th.
2. North American members must conform to the 1990-91
SAM official rule book.
3. Affiliate members (outside North America) may use models
having design dates as provided in their own rules and by- laws
(Sec. 2 Chapter Function, page 18 of Rule Book). Otherwise,
affiliate members and North American members must conform
to the same rules.
4. Only the top 5 scores apply but there is no limit on the
number of contestants.
5. Team managers may accept mall-In results from members
too far away from team flying site. Managers must carefully
coordinate and control this privilege.
6. Extracts from the 1990-9 I SAM Rule Book will be provided
to the affiliate chapters.
7. Mailing instructions are on the entry form.
8. The winning chapter will receive the perpetual trophy and
have the honor of managing next year's contest.

THE REST OF THE STORY
translated by Selma Muller from 'Deutsche Luftwacht Modellflug" (German Airwatch Modelllight), Vol. 7, Berlin, Feb.
1942. Editor: NSFK - Attack Leader Horst Winkler.

SUCCESSFUL FLIGHT MODELS OF THE YEAR 1941
by NSFK - Chief Attack Leader. Wilhelm Haas. Berlin.
SEGELFLUGMODELLE (Sail Flight Models)
To these belongs next the Sail Flight Model by Hitler Youth
member W. Probst, Uhingen, which finally surpassed the
almost 5-year existing High Starting time of 55 minutes by
Kummer of Duben on Oct. 1, 1940, as recorded in the List of
German Model Flight Peak Performances, with a time of
1:06.15.
A further successful Normal Sail Flight Model is the design
"240' of the NSFK Captain Ito-mann Rapp. The record time
he was aiming for and reached, 1 hour and 7 minutes,
however, does not represent any officially recognized top performance, since the guidelines for winning had not been established.
On the other hand, building this Flight Model, that was
entered by a number of participants in the Reich's competition
on the Wasserkuppe 1941 by NSFK-Mann &herr ofStrassburg,
the Hand Start duration record by Bellaire of Mannheim. of 20
minutes 13 seconds, which had held firm more than five years
against all attacks, was improved to the record 24 minutes 18
seconds.
The Flight Model of Probst, as also that of Rapp, can be designated as model examples of good aerodynamic shape.
Information regarding plans for these models can be obtained from: Fried helm Mink, President - SAM 85 - Ira Weisengrund. 9 - BRD-5778, Meschede 12, GERMANY.
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"FIFTY YEARS OF FREE FLIGHT"
by Bob Hatschek (from FLYOFF, the quarterly newsletter of the Brooklyn
Skyscrapers. est. 1936, Round 10, Summer 1990.)

Selma Muller, age 90, is a well-known Berman
translator in the Tacoma area. Selma was recently
honored by the state of Washington for her
contributions to inter-cultural understanding. She
has translated more material from "Deutsche
Luftwacht Modellflug" which you may be seeing
occasionally in SAM SPEAKS.

Alan Abriss has produced a superb 50-minute videotape in VI IS format
telling the free-flight story to people who have never heard of model
airplanes. Previewed at the May Skyscraper meeting, the tape is expected
to be especially useful for anyone seeking permission to use real estate for
free-flight activities (or for promotion at shows - Ed.). Not surprisingly. It
depicts the activities of the Skyscrapers, some of which were filmed in 193940, some in 1957, and some in 1989,
Overall, It's a thoroughly professional job - from the very innovative
opening sequence (you'll have to see itf) right through the descriptions and
demonstrations of virtually all types and classes of free-flight models - even
though the "actors" are all amateurs. Actually, the "amateurishness" of the
expert modelers explaining their models is particularly refreshing and
engaging.
Demonstrators include such notables as henry Struck, a Hall of Fame
member, showing viewers some of the fine points of Wakefield, and the
Gagliano brothers (Matt and Charlie), both of whom went to Poland in 1989
for the FAI Junior World Championships, demonstrating the fine art of
Nordic glider flying.
The last 18-minute segment of the tape is on the 1947 Plymouth International meet filmed by General Motors. Although done by professionals, it
is not as good as the rest of the tape because it lacks the modeler's perspective.
This new VHS videotape is available for $25 from: Alan Abriss, 94-20 66
Ave.. Forest I 'ills, NY 11374. Please add $3 for shipment via UPS.
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WELCOME TO THE 1990
SAM CHAPTER 57
VARIETY OLD TIMERS MEET

Oct. 15-18, 1990
MID AMERICA AIR CENTER
LAWRENCEVILLE, ILLINOIS
AMA SANCTIONED

FF MANAGER

R/C MANAGER

Don Sachtjen
RR5, Box 56B
Bloomfield, IN 47424
(812) 384-3102

Bill Brenchley
101 Cohee Lane
Elkton, MD 21921
(301) 398-4611

FF CONTEST DIRECTORS

R/C CONTEST DIRECTORS

Oct. Louis Merlotti
St. Louis, MO
16
Oct. Russ Timmons
Chattanooga, TN
17
Oct. Ken Wilson
Evansville, IN
18

Larry Davidson
East Northport, NY
Fred Mulholland
Tampa, FL
Ken Hopkins
Battle Creek, MI

ENTRY FORM

See reverse side for list of events
Early entry will save us time and you money. Please mail entry with check
47424
SAM 57. c/o Don Sachtjen, RR5, Box 56B, Bloomfield, IN
$15.00 first event, ($10.00
Entry fee:
$5.00 each additional event . . . ($3.00
($25.00
$40.00 Maximum
Juniors free. Entry fees refunded if no

to:

if preregistering),
if preregistering),
if preregistering),
Total
show

SAM Chapter 57 Dinner, Tuesday night, Oct. 16,
$2500.00+ in door prizes to entrants including
Limited seating.
three life memberships in SAM.
$10.00 per person, under 16 $5.00. . . . Total
Total enclosed
NAME

SAM #

AMA #

ADDRESS

YEARS IN MODELING
STATE

CITY

ZIP

WAIVER: I(We) hereby release SAM Chapter 57, The National Free Flight Society,
the Bi-State Authority and all persons connected with this meet from any
liability whatsoever for any accidents incurred while participating in this
meet. I(We) also agree to fly safely and abide by all Flying and Field Rules
in force at this meet. AMA Safety Rules and Field Rules will be posted near
the score tables.
Signature (parent or guardian if under 21)
Note: The National Free Flight Society will host a Banquet Friday, Oct. 19th.
Send a SASE to Jim O'Reilly, 4760 N. Battin, Wichita, KS, for the
NFFS contest entry form and information.
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1990 SAM CHAPTER 57 VARIETY OLDTIMERS MEET
NAME

CONTESTANT NO.

DATE RCVD

PLEASE CHECK EVENTS AND FILL IN THE BLOCK INFORMATION
TUESDAY, i6 OCTOBER
LARRY DAVIDSON — R/C
CD'S:
8:30 AM TO 4:00 PM
LOUIS MERLOTTI — FF
EVENT
MODEL NAME
WING AREA
REQ WT
FREQ
ENGINE
R/C C ANTIQUE
R/C PURE ANTIQUE
R/C A/B IGN LER
R/C 1/2A SCALE
FF A/B PYLON
FF C FUSELAGE
FF LG RUB FUSE
(2)
(3)
(4)

FF
FF
FF

SM RUB STICK
COMP AIR
0/T CAT GLIDER
SPIRIT OF SAM
WEDNESDAY, 17 OCTOBER
8:30 AM TO 4:00 PM
EVENT
MODEL
R/C TEXACO

I

NAME

1

CD'S: FRED MULHOLLAND — R/C
— FF
RUSS TIMMONS
REQ WT
FREQ
WING AREA
ENGINE

R/C C GLOW LER
FF C PYLON
FF A/B FUSELAGE
FF LG RUB STICK
FF SM RUB FUSE
FF RUB SCALE
THURSDAY, 18 OCTOBER
8:30 AM TO 4:00 PM

CD'S

KEN HOPKINS — R/C
KEN WILSON — FF

REQ WT
WING AREA
FREQ
EVENT
ENGINE
MODEL NAME
R/C 1/2A TEXACO
R/C A/B GLOW LER
P/C I3N Luz
FF 30 SEC ANT
FF .020 REPLICA
FF PRE 37 WAKE
FF HL GLIDER
(1) ONLY ONE ANTIQUE EVENT MAY BE ENTERED.
(2) COMPRESSED AIR MAY BE FLOWN ANY DAY(S) BEST 3 OF 6 FLIGHTS >20 SEC.
(3)
(4)

OT CATAPULT GLIDER WILL HAVE THE BEST OF THREE FLIGHTS ON EACH OF
THREE DAYS TOTALED FOR FINAL SCORE.
AN OFFICIAL FLIGHT
SPIRIT OF SAM MODELS MUST FLY AT LEAST ONCE.
IN ANY EVENT WILL MEET THIS REQUIREMENT.

TROPHIES TO THIRD PLACE AWARDED AT 4:30 PM EACH DAY.
(6) HIGH POINT AWARDS FOR RUBBER, FF GAS AND R/C TO BE PRESENTED AT 4:30
AWARDED AS FOLLOWS: ONE POINT FOR AN OFFICIAL SCORE
PM ON THURSDAY.
PLUS ONE POINT FOR EACH LOWER OFFICIAL SCORE IN A BASIC EVENT.
(5)

(7> COMPRESSED AIR, OT CATAPULT GLIDER AND SPIRIT OF SAM AWARDS. TO BE
PRESENTED AT 4:30 PM ON THURSDAY.
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1990 SAM CHAPTER 57 VARIETY OLDTIMERS MEET
Dedicated to Carl Fries and Chester Lanzo.
MASTER SCHEDULE

October 19
FRIDAY

October 16
TUESDAY

October 17
WEDNESDAY

October 18

SAN
R/C C Antique
R/C Pure Antique
R/C AS Ignition LER
R/C 1/2A Scale
FF AB Pylon
FF C Fuselage
FF Large Rubber Fuselage
FF Small Rubber Stick
FF Compressed Air
FF OT Catapult Glider

SAM

SAM

R/C Texaco
R/C C Glow LER
FF Rubber Scale
FF C Pylon
FF AS Fuselage
FF Large Rubber Stick
FF Small Rubber Fuselage
FF Compressed Air
FF OT Catapult Glider

R/C 1/2A Texaco
R/C AB Glow LER
R/C C Ignition LER
FF 30 Second Antique
FF .020 Replica
FF Pre '37 Wakefield
FF HL Glider
FF Compressed Air
FF OT Catapult Glider

AMA
0
0

AMA

AMA

0
1/2A Gas
JSO Payload
JSO FIG (Coupe d'Hiver)
JSO Catapult Glider

JSO

0

A Gas
P-30
Cargo
HL Glider

THURSDAY

0
JSO
JSO
JSO
JSO

B Gas
F1A Towline
CO,
Rubber Speed
F1J Sm FAI Power

MFFS

MFFS
JSO 1/4A

Nos Gas

JSO
JSO
JSO
JSO
0

1/2A Nos Gas
Rubber Helicopter
Autogyro
Team HL Glider
Pet Wee 30

AMA
0

JSO
JSO
JSO
JSO

October 20
SATURDAY

C Gas
F1B Wakefield
F18 (A - 1 Towline)
A Electric
Ornithopter

MFFS

JSO
JSO
JSO

B Nos Gas
Nos Gas Ignition
Nos Gas Payload

AMA
0

D Gas
JSO F1C FAI Power
0
Mulvihill
JS Mulvihill
JSO B Electric
J
1/2A Gas
S
1/2A Gas
JS
ABCD Gas
J
HL Glider
S
HL Glider
J

P-30

FAC
Embroyo
Peanut (High Wing)

S

P-30

Jumbo Scale
WW II Mass Launch
Thompson Mass Launch

JSO
JS

MFFS

JSO
JSO

MFFS

JSO

JSO A Nos Gas
JSO Korda Open Rubber
JSO 7-11 Distance

FAC
JS

FAC events must be
handled directly with:
Lin Reichel

AMA t MFFS events must be

FAC

handled directly with:
NFFS - Jim O'Reilly
4760 North Battin
Wichita, KS 67220 (large SASE please)

WW I Mass Launch
Greve Mass Launch

FAC Peanut
FAC Scale

C Was Gas
Pee Wee 30
Team Mulvihill
Rubber Biplane
Sig Mini-Maxer

0

Peanut
AMA Peanut
AMA

3301 Cindy Lane

Erie, PA

16506

(large SASE please)

Golden Age Scale

******* General Rules *******
AMA membership is required. SAM membership is encouraged. Test flying may be
permitted Monday afternoon, check before flying. Enter the field through the
access gate shown on the map. Park in assigned areas. Porta potties will be
available on the field. A food concession stand will be on the field.
Restrooms, drinking water and telephone are available in the airport
Do not use the taxiways to go to the administration
administration building.
building. Official flying will begin at 8:30 AM and end at 4:00 PM each day.
Trophies will be awarded at about 4:30 PM each day. The FP Gas Events will fly
with a 16 second motor run band launched and 20 second rise off ground (ROG).
FF Antique will fly 25 second motor run R.O.G. Rubber powered models will
increase maximum times by an additional minute per flight after three maximums
have been scored. All rubber powered fuslage models will R.O.G. Entrants are
expected to have their scores posted in a timely manner to preclude the last
minute rush and afford fellow entrants decision making information. Engine run
times, maximum flights and flyoff rules will Pe posted/announced at the score
desks. AMA and airport safety rules will be enforced. This is a time one - fly
AS WE HAVE IN THE PAST, LET'S LEAVE THE
one meet. Bring your stopwatch.
AIRPORT CLEANER THAN WE FOUND IT, BY PICKING UP AFTER OURSELVES, AND OTHERS IF
NEED BB. Retrieval by motorbike is permitted. Youngsters on motorbikes are to
be closely supervised. DO NOT RIDE BIKES THROUGH CROPS. CROP DAMAGE IS NOT
PERMITTED.
******* SAM Chapter 57 Dinner *******
Tuesday night, 16 October, 5:30 PM -No Host Cocktails, 7:00 PM - Dinner, at the
Elks Club, Lawrenceville, IL. The menu will include chicken, beef, fish,
veggies, salad bar, dessert and other goodies. Before the dinner the "SPIRIT OF
SAM" Concours entries will be on display. Entrants are asked to fill out their
ballots and turn them in at the dinner line. After the dinner, door prizes will
be awarded to the meet entrants in attendance. The prizes will include 3 life
memberships in SAM, a Futaba 1991 radio, and many, many kits and other hobby
related items. There is limited seating. Dinner tickets, map and ballots will
We ask that smoking be done in the
be mailed upon receipt of entry forms.
lounge area only, during the dinner and drawing.
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SPECIAL EVENTS — 1990 SAM 57 VARIETY OLDTIMERS MEET
******* 1/2A SCALE DURATION ******
Model shall be a replica of a reciprocating-engine powered, man carrying aircraft of
pre-1943 vintage. Model take off shall be ROG. No scale judging, however a reasonable
effort should be made to realistically simulate scale outline, color and markings. The
contestant shall provide plans or three-view to the C.D. upon request. Minimum wing
loadings are 8 oz./ft. sq. for monoplanes and 6 oz/ft.sq. for multiwing aircraft. Model to
be constructed of balsa/plywood structure. Foam may be used for details. The intent is
that the model resemble a full-sized airplane of the era. In general, regulations
pertaining to the current SAM 1/2A Texaco event will also apply to this Scale Duration
event.
******** "SPIRIT OF SAM" CONCOURS *********
Any model which qualifies under SAM rules as an Antique or Old Timer may be entered in this
event, including electric powered. No documentation, formal judging, or timed flights. The
aircraft entered in this event shall fly at least once during the general contest, be timed
and recorded on the provided scorecard. An official flight in another event will meet this
requirement. All entrants in the general SAM contest, are invited to vote for this event.
The aircraft entered will be on display at the SAM 57 Banquet, (Tues. Oct 16, 1990), and
votes may be cast at that time. In making the choice, such factors as use of appropriate
materials of the era, construction techniques, uniqueness and special interest of design,
complexity, general workmanship, etc. should be considered. Each participant should choose
the subject aircraft which best represents his/her concept of the "Spirit of SAM". There is
NO entry fee. Awards to be presented for first through fifth place.
***** ***** CATAPULT OLD TIME GLIDER **********
Any SAM legal Old Time HAND LAUNCH glider design may compete. No auto surfaces, FOLDING
WING, slider modifications are allowed. The glider shall have a maximum weight of 1.5 ozs.
Launch device shall be a six inch dowel with a nine inch single loop of 1/4 inch flat
rubber, provided by the entrant. A tow hook/ arrangement must be provided to the bottom of
glider fuselage to facilitate launching (a location anywhere from LE of wing to nose of
fuselage works well). Each contestant shall be allowed a maximum of three models in this
event. He/she may use any or all to complete flights. The three models may be of different
designs. ALL FLIGHTS ARE OFFICIAL FLIGHTS, regardless of duration. Flights during which any
part is dropped shall be declared an official flight with zero time. Flight Maximum is two
minutes. Each contestant shall be allowed a total of three official flights per day on each
of three days. The highest time from each day will be totaled to determine the winner. In
the event of a tie a single flyoff flight of unlimited duration shall determine the winner.
********** .020 REPLICA
Must be a scaled-down of full size replica of an Old Timer or Antique Design. May be glow
powered with a maximum displacement of .020 cubic inches. No minimum flying weight
requirement. Engine run will be 10 seconds and will be hand launched. Flight limit will be
two minutes. If three maxes are obtained, the motor run will be cut to seven seconds which
will be used until a max flight is missed. Models must be constructed of wood and not
carbon rod or other hi-tech material. Plastic covering OK.
*********-4, RUBBER SCALE **************
Model must be of a pre-1943 aircraft and pre-1943 plan from a national kit or publication.
Scale points will not be awarded. Models may :oe hand launched or flown ROG. Five flights
over 40 seconds will be permitted with the best three being totaled for the score. Flight
limit will be two minutes. If a max score is achieved, the max limits will be increased by
one minute each flight thereafter until a max is missed. The propeller on the plans may be
used or if undersized, the diameter may be increased up to 1/3 of the wingspan and changed
to free-wheel if fixed. Props must be made of wood.
COMPRESSED AIR **************
Six flights over twenty seconds will be permitted with the best three totaled for the score.
The contestant has the perogative to fly official flights on any of the three days of his
choosing and/or elect to make flights on different days.
**** ***** * PRE '37 WAKEFIELD ***************
The rules for the 1936 Wakefield class will be followed, i.e., 200 Sq. In. wing area, plus
or minus 10 Sq. In., minimum flying weight of 4 oz., cross section of overall length
squared divided by 100. No restriction on stab area. Models must have existed prior to 1937
and must be a faithful reproduction. Models are to ROG, wind permitting, and the flight
limits are the same as Old Timer Rubber. Bring proof of design.
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Museum Executive Director, Bob Ellis (1.) and Bill Good (r.) with the replica of the "Guff' on display at the museum.
KALAMAZOO
AVIATION HISTORY MUSEUM
by Gerard Pahl, Education Dept.
There is a different kind of "zoo" in SW
Michigan that provides entertainment and
education for the whole family. It houses
some big cats, a cobra, hawk and pigeon even a grasshopper and a bird dog. However, these are notyour usual animals - they
are names for planes in one of the finest collections of World War II aircraft in the United
States at the Kalamazoo Aviation History
Museum.
For the vintage R/C enthusiast, there is a
unique exhibit now on display. What is
generally agreed upon as the first truly successful radio-controlled model airplane was
built in Kalamazoo by twin brothers, Walter
and William Good. A replica of this model,
the "Guff'. is the core of this exhibit at this
"zoo".
The "Guff" was first demonstrated at the
1937 Kalamazoo College Science Fair by the
Good brothers. Walt built model airplanes
and Bill built ham radios. They combined
their skills to build the first R/C model
airplane - the original of which is in the
Smithsonian Air & Space Museum.
Many of the parts for the replica came from
the brothers "junk box". In the original,
most of the electrical components, relays,
escapements and the control box had to be
scratch-built. Even the propellor had to be
hand-carved.
On March 22, 1937. at what was then Lindbergh Field in Kalamazoo, the Good brothers
made history with their first radio-controlled

flight. They soon learned that building the
plane was only half the challenge. Each
brother would take a turn at the controls
while the other would assist the model In
launching.
They won the R/C event at the Nationals
four times, retiring the prestigious Edward
Roberts Trophy. At one time, they gave a
'command' performance for Henry Ford at
his airport near Detroit.
The R/C model was only the first of their
many achievements. They went on to have
distinguished careers in the electronics industry.
The replica "Guff" was built by Kalamazoo
aviation and R/C enthusiast. Walter A.
Pompey. It is on display along with the
transmitter, biographies, magazine covers
and a videotape ofthe Good Brothers achievements.
There are two ways to get to this unique
"zoo-. By plane, simply fly to the Kalamazoo
County Airport and taxi to the Museum's
flight deck at the SW corner of the airport.
By car, take 1-94 to exit #78. Then follow the
Portage Road south two traffic lights to Milham Road. Turn left (east) and follow Milham to the museum. For more information,
write:
Kalamazoo Aviation History Museum
3101 East Wham Road
Kalamazoo, Ml 49002
Phone: (616) 382-6555
(Editor's Notes): My thanks to Gerard Pahl,
who generously provided the material for
this article. There's a lot more 'good stuff
about this museum that lack of space doesn't
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permit me to publish. so drop him a line or
give him a call.
This is the first in what we hope will be a
series of articles on museums that feature
model aviation in their displays. To date,
there are three more scheduled: the Smithsonian Air & Space Museum, the AMA
Museum and the San Diego Air & Space
Museum. If you know of any others, please
let SAM SPEAKS know.

Walter Pompey, "Guff' replica builder
and the "Guff' display at the
Kalamazoo Aviation History Museum.

CHAPTER REVIEW
SAM 00 "Second Time Around Squadron"
Pres. - Howard Osegueda, 7000 Utica Ct.,
Dublin, CA 94568. Phone: (415) 829-6914.
Editor - 'The Quaker Flash', Dale Bowers,
2582 Abaco. Way. Fremont, CA 94539. Phone:
(415) 656-2367.
EDITORIAL MUSINGS - Seems as if the
Lost Hills site has a wind problem. Some of
the Lost !fills flyers report that while everyone down at Taft was flying their faces off,
the guys were sitting in their cars at Lost
[tills hoping that the wind would go away.
Some of them gave up and moseyed down
to Taft, only to find ideal conditions. This
has happened more than a few times and
some are rethinking the whole situation.
It also seems as if the referendums arc
really flying now as everyone and his dog has
one foryou to sign. These are good only if you
really read, and bother to think the rule
change out before signing the darn thing.
Some are good and needed, while some arc
just attempts to create more layers of needless rules. Read 'cm carefully. The rule you
change can hurt you later on, so be careful
out there folks.

SAM 1 "Model Museum Flying Club"
President - Mike Fields, 2435 Overlook Dr.,
Broomfield, CO 80020.Ph:(303) 465-5723.
Editor - Art Grosheider, 2045 S. St. Paul,
Denver, CO 80210. Phone: (303) 756-1331.
IGNITION SYSTEMS being the main reason
for my premature and permanent hair loss,
I've been going to do an article on this topic
for a long time. My recent frustrating experience with my Forster .99-powered Dallalre
finally prompts me to do it.
Most of us have had a life-long love/hate
relationship with the friggin' things. I still
find it fascinating to get an old sparker running no matter how many I've run. It somehow borders on magic.
No matter how good you are or how much
experience you have, these little buggers will
do a number on you. I've seen world-renowned experts walk off the field on a given
dayl
With the old engines, there are a lot of
things that can ruin your day besides the
ignition, but it's a major factor.
As if we didn't have enough problems, we
have to go and stick them in R/C ships. (If
you shoot yourself in the foot, the hole is bad
enough - you don't need lead poisoning too.)
There is nothing worse than getting It all
together, showing up on a perfect day and
spending all your time flipping and cussing
in front of your friends.
Frankly, I will go on record right here and
say, "Don't use spark ignition!" You may
have gotten away with it for years. That's
fine. Be a purist - what the hell. But ifyou're
like me and you want it to be as fail-proof as
possible and spend your time flying instead
of muttering, then read on.
The original spark ignition system was invented in 1908 by Charles F. Kettering for
the Cadillac automobile. It is simple and

inefficient and crappy at high speeds. It is
merely a set of contact points operated by a
cam, a spark coil, battery and a capacitor. It
requires careful installation and frequent
maintenance.
When applied to model engines, there are
some common problems. Dry AA cells don't
have the capacity for starting, requiring
booster batteries, All the prlm.-uy current
(about 3 amps) must flow through the points
and they are inefficient. Without a lengthy
explanation. it is enough to say they are
replete with things to drive you nuts!
Because the primary current must flow
through the points, engine. etc., resistance
is the boogcr. Oil, poor connections, wire
size and type and all kinds of things conspire
to screw it up. Good current flow is critical in
a spark ignition set-up and anything that
causes resistance, no matter how small, is
enough to ruin your day.
Thus the case for transistorized ignition (T1)
systems. This system uses a transistor as a
current amplifier (or switch if you will). The
points are only required to pass about 24
mll1iarnps, or 1/20 the current of the basic
system. With the transistor boost, all the
resistance caused by oil, dirty points. poor
grounding, etc. will not degrade system
performance. This is Its advantage. It does
not provide a hotter spark.
It is especially effective at cranking speeds
and eliminates most hard starting problems. There are several Ti systems on the
market and also plans for those who fancy
themselves electronic engineers. I advise
you to buy one from a reliable source. (See
end of article.)
It also takes less current to work and is
easier on batteries. You can start with a
couple of AA's and probably fly all season
with the same set.
1. Batteries - You may use Alkaline AA's or
NiCads. If you use NiCads. use 3 to get 3.6
volts. NiCads are more trouble since you
have to charge them and can't cary a box full
to the field. Whatever you use, make sure
they're fresh or fully charged.
2. Battery Box - Most on the market are
junk. Whatever you use, make sure you
have good contact. Make your own or modify
what you buy.
3. Wiring - Use nothing smaller than 20
Ga., preferably 16 Ga. stranded copper wire.
Make good so Iderjoin is connections and use
electronic solder, not acid core. Keep wires
as short as possible - long wires cause resistance.
4. Points - Make sure they are clean and
properly adjusted. A gap the thickness of a
business or playing card is not bad. Be sure
they are secure. Many timers are cleverly
designed so that when you put a wire on it
and tighten it, the point loosens. Use a small
wrench to hold the bottom nut while you
tighten the top one.
5. Coil - Use a new one or one you know Is
good. There isn't a really good coil test other
than putting it in the circuit and seeing if it
works. The solder lugs are the primary and
the button for the hi-tension lead wire to the
spark plug Is the secondary. With an ohmmeter, you should measure less than one
ohm between the primary terminals. The
secondary (between a primary terminal and
the button - check them both) should read
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about 4000 ohms. However, this only means
the coil is not shorted or fried. You can also
have one that will give you a neat spark
visually, but won't do it under compression
inside the engine. They are subject to goo
getting inside too; seal it with epoxy.
6. Capacitors - If you use a transistor ignition (TI) system, forget it - you don't need it.
However, if you insist on doing it the way it
was done in the "good old days', get a mylar
or film type of about 0.22 mid at 50 volts.
None arc immune to oil seepage. Testing
isn't practical. They're cheap. When in
doubt, replace it. Cut the leads short and
solder on lengths of good quality, flexible
stranded copper wire.
7. Spark Plug - You should use a decent
spark plug, properly gapped. However, they
can give grief even while looking fine and
sparking like mad. Too large or too small a
gap can cause problems. A lot of old ones
have loose center electrodes that can climb
up on you. Sonic, like Stilts, won't work in
an Ohlsson .23, but work fine in an Atwood
.60. I loppe's *9 Solvent (gun shop) will clean
carbon off.
Stick all this junk in an R/C ship and there
are still more things to look out for . . .
8. I II-Tension Lead - Generally, you need a
resistor at the spark plug side to squash
interference with the radio. A 10K resistor is
recommended. If you make your own, solder
it in and use about three layers of heatshrink tubing to keep it from falling apart.
9. Servo and Radio Placement - The ignition
should be as far forward as possible - servos
behind that and receiver as far back as
possible. Use Nyrod to connect the kill
switch to the servo. Don't mount the servo
and the kill switch together. The servo wires
can pick up interference - so can the servos
- so can your receiver battery - so can everything' FM radios are more sensitive than AM
to Interference. If you're getting any glitching on the ground, don't fly' Get as much
separation as possible between the ignition
and all the R/C gear. Conventlional wisdom
has it that you should place the coil crosswise, not lengthwise, in the fuselage.
10. Odds & Ends - Some spark plugs produce more interference than others. I connected a jumper to the points and, with the
plug out and grounded, pulled the jumper
across the fins and could sec the servos
glitch with a brand new Champion V. ditto a
new NGK, but not a twitch out of several Autolites. Also, make sure your ignition wiring
isn't touching something and grounding out
- especially hi-tension lead - which will do so
right through the insulation. If your Junk
won't start or run right, you could have any
one or a combination of the problems listed
above. including bad karma. You could also
have a fuel problem such as the hole in the
needle valve body facing the wrong way. You
could also be an idiot for messing with spark
ignition In the first place!
GOOD ADVICE - Use good quality stuff!
Saving a nickel and using a system that isn't
the best or junk of questionable quality is
inviting frustration at the least and disaster
at the worst. Think out what you're doing in
placement of components. Do a quality job
of hooking things up and soldering. Make
sure the thing works right at home on the
bench and on the field in the plane. I hear

that TI systems are much more popular with
R/C'ers than Firers. Why subject yourself
to the limitations of stone-age technology/?
TI systems arc very light weight, so that's no
excuse.
SPECIAL TI IANKS - To those whose material I swiped and brains I picked:
Phil Bernhardt of 77 Products at 17119 S.
Harvard Blvd., Gardenia, CA 90247. Phone:
(213) 329-0273;
Joe Klause of Kustom Kraftsmanship at
P.O. Box 3010, Fallbrook, CA92028. Phone:
(619) 728-4365.
Floyd Carter of Aero-Ply Research Co. at
2029 Crist Drive, Los Altos, CA94022. Phone:
(415) 968-4246.
and Jack Albrecht of Airtronics at 1809
Portofino Drive, Oceanside, CA92054. Phone:
(AIRIRONICS) - (714) 830-8769. (HOME) (619) 757-6168.
Phil, Joe and Floyd make and sell spark
Ignition goodies and Jack has a reputation
par excellence in spark ignition R/C flying.
One of the neat things about Old Time flying
is that any one of these people will take the
time to help with a problem - I bear witness
to that!
ONE LAST ITEM - -The Colorado High
School Free Flight Invitational", sponsored
by Dave De app, was a big success. Several
of us turned out to help, kibbitz and learn
how to fly rubber models too. The kids were
neat and fun, the models flew well (lots of
DOS's) and a good time was had by all. Dave
had truly nice trophies and medals too. Way
to go, Dave . if we had more teachers like
you there would be no education crisis in
this country.

BEFORE & AFTER - Jim Alaback's PT-11 Consolidated Trainer originally
appeared in Flying Aces magazine, Nov. 1937. Ken Hamilton, who drew the
plans, is still an active modeler. He gave Jim several tips on the model's
construction and design. With a 24" wingspan, the model is 3/4"=1' scale.
Jim used blue and yellow tissue with plasticized clear dope.
Although Jim has not yet been able to get a biplane to fly well, he hopes
this will be a "first" biplane flyer for him. First test flights were promising
although the prop seemed to have too high a pitch and gave too much
torque for the rather low dihedral angle of this design. Jim has finished a
new, lower-pitch prop (as called for on the original plans!).

SAM 10 - "Capital Area Antique
Modelers Association" (CAAMA)
President 11 urst Bowers. 1649 Birch Road,
McLean, VA 22101. Phone: (703) 356-1320.
Sec'y. /Treas. - Martin Schindler, 304
Roosevelt Ct. NE, Vienna, VA 22180. Phone:
(703) 620-1138.

Happy 79th Birthday, Bill Brown!
SAM 21 - "The Blackjack Club"
President - Dave Lewis, 4709 Malcro Pl.,
San Jose, CA 95129. Phone: (408) 2462257.
Editor - "The Clipper", Steve Roselle, 933
Barbara Ave., Mt. View, CA 94040. Phone:
(415) 969-172 I .

MADERA MIRACLE MEET - It didn't rain which was only one of the miracles. This
year, the club decided to radically revamp
our annual contest by insistingon merchandise prizes instead of trophies, and by relocating the site to attract a lot of the Southern
California flyers. Well, I have some good
news and some bad news regarding those
premises.
The good news is that our club secretary,
Dan Earl, succeeded in rounding up merchandise far in excess of my wildest dreams.
The total prize value exceeded $1300.001
Had I realized this at the time I concocted the
contest flyer, I would have called the contest,
the Madera MERCHANDISE Meet. In this
regard. the meet was truly a miracle' Take a
look at the prize list included in this issue

and the next time you see Dan, thank him a
whole bunch)
Now for the bad news. The attendance was
waaay down! Normally, we can count on 30
to 40 contestants providing 80 to 100 entries. This year, 18 contestants made 55
entries. If we had purchased the traditional
trophies (about $303), the club would have
lost big bucks. As it was, with the donated
merchandise, and several waived expense
items, SAM 21 made a grand total of $40.
That's OK by me, since the club is in business to provide an opportunity to get together with fellow modelers for some satisfying flying, BS'ing, etc. And that happened;
those who were there, know.
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SAM 26 - "Central Coast Chapter"
President - Ron Doig, 1029 N. Lupine,
Lompoc, CA 93436. Phone: (805) 937-9840.
Editor - Bob Angel, 1001 Patterson Rd.,
Santa Marta, CA 93455. (805) 937-5145.
OHLSSON TUNING TIP #3 - LEAKS; 08t12
prevented any possibility of a head gasket
leak with their blind cylinder design, but
they do leak Mother places. I once found one
that wouldn't seal at the spark plug. It
turned out that the plug scaling surface atop
the cylinder was not square with its threads.
1 had to "touch up" the top surface with an
end mill to square it. But that was a rare (I
hope) one-time occurrence.

If your Ohlsson bucks, snorts, backfires,
and especially if it bangs unmercifully on
your starting finger, first check that the
spark is retarded with the points opening
about 10 degrees or has before the piston
reaches Top Dead Center (TDC). Then check
for a crankcase leak. The surest way to find
a leak Is to attach a fuel line and squeeze
bulb to the spraybar intake fitting, plug the
intake and exhaust openings, Immerse the
whole thing in water, squeeze the bulb and
find where the bubbles are coming from.
Don't leave a ring in Mama's sink.
Two of the Ohlssons favorite leaks are at
the frontplatc gasket and the cylinder-tocrankcase seal. I f you see not bubbles there,
check the sideports's intake tube for looseness by trying to rotate it in the case.
If the frontplatc seal leaks, check the gasket
first. These gaskets are commonly available
from engine collectors and such, but you can
make an acceptable one yourself from appropriate material. Sometimes
you'll find that even a new gasket doesn't
seal the case. That's usually due to distortion around the case screw mounting holes
from overtightening or a frontplatc fit that's
too tight in the case. The frontplate is often
a tad oversize in diameter where it enters the
case, so don't ovcrtorque the screws to get a
lit. A friend had his nice new O&R case crack
in this area, and It showed signs of an
interference fit with the frontplate. A machinist would turn down the frontplate in a
lathe. But, working carefully, you can do an
acceptable job with a fiat, fine cut "safe' file.
A 'safe' file is one having no teeth along its
edges, so it's salt to file with the edge In light
contact with the surface.
You'll sometimes find small leaks around
the spraybar-to - intake tube joint. These
should be sealed with tiny fiber gaskets.
Silicone 'goop" may help solve the problem if
the spraybar is actually loose and wiggily.
Now, let's talk about the really tough one the cylinder- to-crankcase gasket. I've heard
it said that using glow fuel destroys these
gaskets and, while I have some doubts,
there's no use tempting fate. This leak is
most often in the bypass area because that's
where the case casting is the thinnest. The
lk is usually easy to spot with the engine
running by observing fuel bubbles oozing
out there. It sometimes doesn't seem to
cause any real problem if it doesn't worsen.
One of the strongest 23's 1 ever saw ran with
a constant stream of bubbles oozing out the
front. The problem Is that it will not cure
itself and should be fixed.
I IELPI I'll toss out some things I've tried
and heard, and if anyone reading this can
help, I'd like to hear from you for a follow-up
article. I've cleaned the gasket edge and area
with gasoline, then methanol, and applied
Locktite. I've even tried to force in some thin
Hot Stuff, forced in a bit with a pin point.
However, I've never run these engines extensively enough to see tithe fix was permanent.
I've never tried it, but that method can be
enhanced by wrapping the gasket area with
fine silk thread before applying the scaler.
Nylon thread
► or dental floss might do as well.
I suspect that if you removed the piston,
flushed out the bypass insides thoroughly,
inverted the cylinder and injected the right
"goor with a hypodermic through the ex-

haust and bypass openings, you would get a
good seal at the bypass.
The 'proper" fix, of course, is to remove the
cylinder, install a new gasket, and replace
the cylinder. Anyone got a good suggestion
as to how this can be accomplished? Please
respond.
Meanwhile, Bob Boles has found a fellow.
whom Bob recommends as an excellent machinist, who will fix some standar O&R problems, Including the cylinder gasket. lie is:
Bill Van Leeuwcn
12296 Falcon Place
Chino, CA 91710
Phone: (after 5pm) (714) 628-8073
Bill will remove and reseal the cylinder to
the case with a new gasket for $45 plus $5
handling. He'll also install a lower rod
bearing for S35, or a main bearing/timer
bushing for $50. A word of eau tion about the
cylinder reseal - it's apparently a one-time
permanent job - never to be removed again.
For more on this subject, SAM SPEAKS editor refers you to Joe Wagner's article. 'About
Those Engines' in the June 1990 issue of
Model Airplane News. In a section on 'Restoring Ohlssons", Joe says:
'I have good news for O&R owners: practically all the parts they might need to keep
their Ohlssons perking are available - and at
reasonable prices - from an old- time modeler
friend of mine, Vic Didelot.'
'Vic not only supplies parts for O&R's; he
does all kinds of restoration work too. Ills
address is: 4410 Lorna Lane, Erie, PA 16506. While we're at it, original parts for OK engines are available from the manufacturer.
Send SASE fora catalog to: OK Engines, P.O.
Box 355, Mohawk, NY 13407. Attn: T.R.
Brebeck, Director.

SAM 39 President Robert J. "Bucky' Walter, 5807
Cambridge Circle, Sandusky, OH 44870.
Phone: (419) 625-9078.
Secy./Treas. - Thad Kusak, 10991 Westborough Rd., Parma Hgts., 01I 44130. Phone:
(216) 884-1317.
(from 'SAM 39 SPEAKS', their excellent
newsletter.) The 39th National Model Plane
Show - Randall Park Mall - Cleveland, Ohio.
For years, this show was the nation's largest
static model contest. Chet Lanzo and George
Reich put on the first one. Unfortunately,
the show has declined, but it's still a great
place to display your models (and promote
SAM - Ed.).
Winners from SAM 39 included: Stu Warner.
Howard Robinson, Wayne Jenkins. Lynn
Cole, Jim Beats, Thad Kusak, Bucky Walters, and Ralph Turner.
After the 36th Annual Toledo, Ohio R/C
Expo in April, Wayne Jenkins was getting
his Leon Shulman-designed 'Skyrocket"
ready for its first flight when he discovered a
business card stuffed inside the fuselage.
On the back of the card was written, W.
Jenkins - My compliments - mine never
looked this good) - Leon Shulman"'
Wayne's first flight with this I /2-A Texaco
version was a 15-minute max.
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SAM 56 - "W.H.A.M"
President - Jack Phelps, 5149 Armstrong,
Wichita, KS 67204. Phone:(316) 838-8144.
Editor - Ernie Linn, 3505 E. Mt. Vernon,
Wichita, KS 67218. Phone:(316) 687.9552.
HERE IT IS AT LASH Thanks to Jim
O'Reilly, Ed Salgucro and Daniel Walton of
the Logo Committee for their efforts. Ed was
a prime mover in all parts of the process,
from selection and design to final photo
reduction and printing. Thanks also to Dan
Walton for his large color drawings of the
logo.

SAM 65 - ALASKA
Contact: Van Wilson. 127 Briarcliff Ct.,
Soldotna, AK 99669.
(or) Bob Stephens, 4760 Pine Valley Ct.,
Anchorage, AK 99508, (206) 337-8319.
ALASKA STATE SAM CHAMPS - 1990
by 'Sourdough" Bob
SAM 65 - ALASKA held its first Alaska State
SAM Championships on March 3-4, 1990. It
was held at Summit Lake on the Kenai
Peninsula of Alaska.
SAM 65 is a new chapter formed thru the
efforts of Dave Unruh and Van Wilson. Dave
and Van are sort of the leaders, but they
insist that there is no formal organization.
There is no Board of Directors, club officers,
or annual dues except to SAM North AmerIca. Meetings are held whenever two or more
SAM 65 members get together. Politics, and
high pressure R/C model competition are
not the goals of this outfit. We do have model
flying competition in the spirit of SAM - laid
back flying that doesn't feel like normal R/C
competition flying.
Some of you may be wondering why in the
world have a state championship in Alaska
in the middle of winter? Well, Van and Dave
- the contest directors - know that you need
a lot of wide open space to have a SAM meet.
In Alaska, most of the land is raw, wild, and
full of trees and things. Being the clever
fellows that they are. Van and Dave noticed
that trees don't grow in lakes - furthermore,
in the winter time, the water in the lakes gets
hard enough to stand on - and land on.
Van and Dave chose Summit Lake because
of the favorable weather in this area and its
location - halfway between Anchorage and
Kenai - and because there is a nice little
lodge on the shore which serves great food hot coffee and loves Old Timer pilots.
I don't think we could possibly have had
more fun. No world records were threatened
because there was no lift to be found. Twenty
flyers participated. Here are the results:

July 8 St. Andre dc l'Eure
National 4A contest for
R/C Assist power models
and gliders.
Aug. 31 Saintes (tentative)
Sept. 2 National 4A F/F contest
ilekl in conjunction with
the French Championships
In F1A, FIB, and F IC.
Oct. 7 Person-Beaumont
4A meeting with both R/Cand F/F.

SAM 100 "The Second Chance Squadron"
Editor - "Old Time Plane Talk' - John Delagrange, 1822 Longview Dr., Lancaster, PA
17601, Phone: (717) 569-7243.

Reeves Lippincott and Kathy
Thompson with Reeves' Scientific
Mercury. Reeves is an FAI-rated
pattern flyer who enjoys Old Timers.
If you look close, you may see a HITech APC prop on the front of the OS
.40 FS - some habits are hard to
break.
R/C Assist Cl. A glo
Dave Unruh
Quaker 54
R/C Assist CL B glo
Mike Wilson
Trenton Terror
R/C Assist Cl. C glo
Bob Edison
DaHaire
Antique
Bill Toppa
Turner Special
1/2-A Texaco
Mike Wilson
Fox
Unlimited/Outlaw•
Reeves Lippincott Scientific Mercury
'This event is for those without SAM-legal
Old Timer ships or Old Timers that do not
conform to SAM rules in some way. Great
entry-level event.
That takes care of winter flying for SAM 65
this year. There is a float fly in the works for
when the lakes go "soft' In the summer. No
date yet, but we will keep you posted.

SAM 70 - "Association des Amatuers
d'Aeromodeles Anciens" (4A)
President - Jean-Marie Piednoir, 23 Alice
Herold, 93340 Le Rainey, FRANCE.
Seey./Editor - Jean Charnpenols, I Ave.
Jean Bart, 91650 Breuillet, FRANCE.
(translated by Roger Morrell)
Calendar of French "Old Timer' events
The 4A lists a number of events throughout
the year that are of specific interest to 'Old
Timers". If you are vacationing in Europe
this summer, you might be able to get to one
of these events. Confirm the date and exact
location with the 4A beforehand.

OUR FIRST 1310 EVENT OF 19901
SAM 100 & LASS (Lancaster Area Soaring
Society) present an Old-Timers Convention
& Fun Fly at Hummers Sod Farm, Sunday,
July 29th from lOarn to 4pm. It's an ALL
FREE- FLIGI fl' get-together with prizes in all
categories. Events are:
0/TIILG. 0/T Catapult HLG. 0/TTowline
Glider, Peanut, Rubber Scale, .020 & .049
F/FScalc, Small Cabin Rubber, Large Cabin
Rubber. Small Stick Rubber, Large Stick
Rubber, Twin Pusher. .020 Replica. Electric
& CO-2, P-30.

SAM 1788

-

AUSTRALIA

President - Mike Pettigrew, P.O. Box 72,
East Doncaster, Victoria 3109 AUSTRALIA.
Sec'y. - Dave Brown, 52 Outer Crescent,
Lithgow, NSW, 2790 AUSTRALIA.
(from 'Duration Times' No. 47, May/June
90. Official Newsletter of SAM 1788.)
Well, another Canowindra has come and
gone - our biggest and best yet. Let's take
stock:
I) Over 70 entrants in both Texaco and
Duration events.
2) Big entries in 1/2-A and 2cc.
3) First Vintage R/C Glider event.
4) Bigger & better Control Line Rally.
5) First "Indoor Night' a huge success.
6) Many overseas visitor/participants.
7) Strong attendance from OLD and South
Australia once more.
8) Acceptable weather for free flight
9) No protests.
The list could go on with very little to
complain about except perhaps the damp
start. The only item of debate/dispute was
where to go next year.
It was one of the most enjoyable SAM
Champs I've been to. It left me with the
feeling that a lot of people had a good time
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and I know, without qualification, that the
bonds between Old Time flyers around
Australia Is stronger now than before.
Was it because in our next stage of growth
we've stepped out of the rut and offered a
better variety of events, or have we found the
secret of keeping Old Time flyers happy? We
must never lose sight of how this whole thing
happened or of the motivation behind a
considerable number of our members - a
motivation based on the pleasure of building
and flying this type of model.
What do we do next? We've talked about a
second Duration class and there's a few
versions of how that can be done. Our dilemma in R/C will be coping with the sheer
number of entries and even the practice of
offering "either/or choices o f even ts doesn't
fix that problem. Certainly R/C Vintage Glider
will be bigger next year, so where does it fit
in the program?
On the Free Flight side, we possibly need
some re-vamp of categories and rules, and
we need some participation by R/C flyers.
Free Flight can be very satisfying and it's not
that difficult There is a need to strengthen
this side of the Old Timer program as it
would certainly be a great shame to sec it
dwindle into insignfficance.
It was pleasing to sec the interest In the
Twin Pusher event conducted on the R/C
take-off strip. Perhaps It's time for you to see
a demonstration of a Playboy or Record
Breaker actually fly without Radio! Let us
hope that the next SAM Champs can be as
productive as those just gone, as the level of
cooperation and enjoyment seen at these
champs sets a standard to be aimed at in the
future.
RESULTS Free Flight
Vintage Rubber (8)
0/T Rubber (10)
1. D. Parker
1. W. Gordon
2. D. Parker
2. W. Gordon
3. V. Clarke
3. M. Stanch
0/1' Power (9)
Vintage Power (7)
1. D. Parker
1. M. Pettigrew
2. C. Pearson Jr.
2. A. Pearson
3. L. Kellsall
3. K. Murray
Vintage Glider (9)
1. W. Gordon
2. V. Clarke
3. D. Parker
RESULTS - Radio Control
Texaco (36)
McCoy .60
1. A. Kennedy Playboy
McCoy .60
2. C. Thornton Pylon B
OS .32
3. D. Southwell Playboy
•Enya 450X
4. L. O'Reilly
VESPA
5. P. Smith
Playboy
McCoy .60
OS .61
6. D. Reilly
Playboy
7. T. Boundy
Albatross Saito .65
8. M. Collins
S. Quaker McCoy .60
9. E. Tileston
lancer 45 Saito .65
10. T. Watson Bombshell Dooling .61
•Plans available from SAM SPEAKS - $5.
Standard Fuel Texaco (32)
1. D. King
Taibi P.H. Anderson .65
2. R. Brown
MG-2
Enya .46
Lanzo R.B. Enya .60
3. L. O'Reilly
4. A. Mowat
Liurzo Bbr. Enya .60
5. J. Borril
lanzo R.B. Enya .40
6. S. White
Long Cabin OS .40
Ms. AmericaOS .61
7. S. Boundy
8. 13. Rowe
Lanzo Bbr. 05 .60
9. D. Brown
Ehling
OS .40
10. G. Shaw Sr. T. Terror
OS .40

VINYLWRITE CUSTOM LETTERING
STOP HAND CUTTING YOUR SAM & AMA NUMBERS - GET TO KNOW US AND SAVE SOME MONEY TOO?
Take advantage of this special offer. Send us $6.00 (CA ros $6.41) & we will send you
2 strips 1" high & 1 strip 2" high with SAM or AMA + your number all pre-spaced, aligned
and ready to apply! Choose black or white. You will also receive our complete info package
IACOIMG
describing all of the custom loitering options available to make your life easier!

• EZ TO APPLY •
nu

PROI(CTIVE

Priced right with no minimum charge!

gd7: 2f L==7,11111111B

-AMA

All orders prof eased upon receipt I
and shipped via Ara class road

Be sure to print clearly.
Indicate which number you
want in each height & color
choice. We only use 3M
Premium Vinyl! Not a decal

PM. COP 1ME CARRIER IAPI

— —
KAU ON TOWI AIMACI
AND NUS

VINYLWRITE CUSTOM LETTERING
16043 Tulsa Street
Granada Hills, CA 91344

STEP BACK 6 ADITREIE

TULA 1VORX
YOU HE 00 ■11

AMA 9/6'91

Custom Letter Today
The V1NYLWRITE Way

9318) 363-7131 (Avon to 6 PM Panfici • Mad order oak° CA res add tat •

K&B ENGINES--BLUEPRINTED AND
MODIFIED BY CLARENCE F. LEE

SILK

# 7901
# 8550
# 8918
# 8500
# 8600
# 9140
# 9060
# 9100
# 512

$7.95* / YARD
LIMITED SUPPLY

'PLEASE ADD 25¢ PER YARD FOR POSTAGE.
CALIF. RESIDENTS ADD
SALES TAX.

ESAKI — LIGHT WEIGHT — ORANGE ONLY
GAS MODEL — RED, BLUE, GOLD, ORANGE,
GREEN, PINK, SILVER, FUSCHIA,
LIGHT BLUE, TURQUOISE, & BLACK

K&B-COX
K&B
K&B
K&B
K&B
K&B
K&B
K&B
TORPEDO

.15 C1
3.2SCC
3.5CC
4.9CC
5.8CC
6.5CC
6.6CC
7.5CC
.35C1

FF/CL
FF/CL
FF/CL
FF/CL
FF/CL
FR-FF/CL
RR-FF/CL

FR-FF/CL
FR-SERIES 1961

ORIGINAL IGNITION ENGINES:
BANTAM, FORSTER, MCCOY, OHLSSON, TORPEDO
MANY OTHERS

SILRON — RED, BLUE, ORANGE, PINK,
FUSCHIA, TURQUOISE, & BLACK

JAKE OURIEL
315 RUTGERS STREET
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14607
716-461-9405

603-B SAN MICHEL
COSTA MESA, CA 92627
f

SEND SASE FOR PRICE LISTING

Me (714) 64641864

1/2-A (16)
1. T. Prosser
Coronet
2. T. McGuffIn Kerswap
3. P. Werezyk M. G.
4. J. Abbott
Playboy
5. E. Ttleston
Gross F.W.
6. A. Mowat
Banshee
7. G. Shaw Jr. Playboy
8. R Malloy
Red Ripper
2 cc. (20)
1. H, Stevenson Gas Bird
2. P. Tilley
Dallaire
3. T. Watson
Bombshell
4. D. Foster
Dallaire
5. A. Trinder
Dallaire
6. G. SheckIcton Dallaire
7. G. Sinclair
Miss America
8. R. Johnson Dallaire
9. R. Jury
Dallaire
10. G. Burford Viking
Vintage Glider (5)
1. L. O'Reilly
1948 Thunderking
2. J. McGuffin 1937 Thermic 100
3. V. Clark
1949 Frog Prince
Alan Pearson (Fin, John Abbott (U/C) and
Basil Healy (R/C) did a great Job of reporting.

ALL ENGINES READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY !

Jim Deats, SAM 39, Ohio, & helper Lynn Cole with his 12ft. Lanzo Racer at the Western NY "SAM Champs". 2216 sq.
in. wing. weighs 10 lb. 2 oz. Powered by Magnum 120 4/S.
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YE RY THING FOR THE VINTAGE 4400E E R

98I9 - LLE(CIZ )3un1fd

ARGO — U.S.A.

Jim Bohash original 1939 design 'U.S. Standard
Wakefield". Ship flew on U.S. Wakefield team 1938 &
1939, Paris, France and Bendix, New Jersey. Bohash
also won 1940 Canadian National Championship and
Michigan State Championships - 1939 & 1952. Plans
never published nor in kit. Approved by SAM as
authentic Antique. Full-size plans $5.00 U.S. - $10.00
outside U.S. Post paid. Order from: Jim Bohash,
20721 Millard St., Taylor, MI 48180.

sErrms ER
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SAVI*2611

111A1.14 •

MECA

3229 Dianora Drive
Palos Verdes Peninsula, CA 90274

Fine Products From

"BUILD THIS SMOOTH FLYER"

58

• Fl FIN 10 cc DIESEL ENGINES
• ORWICK ENGINES
IGNITION - DIESEL • GLOW
• EATTLEAXE • DIESEL ENGINES
• SPARK PLUGS
• TRANS. IGNITION COILS
• POUR STROKE • GLOW F-NGINE
• GLOW PLUGS
• MITTOR MOUNTS GLASS FILLED

CUSTOM KITS

••••■••••••

GIANT SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT
ANTIQUE MODELS
SHORT KITS
2301 Sonata Drive, Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 • (916) 635-4588
VISAJMASTERCARD ACCEPTED

MODEL AIRPLANE NEWS

1-9—f — f

FIRST ANNUAL
E11 47'T WEST SHOOT OUT
S.A.M. R.C. FUNFLY
Sponsored by Blythe Outlaws
OCTOBER 27 AND 28, 1990

■••

4'

Ft PING HOURS:
Saturday-can 'til can't
Sunday- can 'til 2:30
AMA LICENSE REQUIRED

We will fly all basic SAM
events and any special events
with three or more entries.
Dinner will be the Blythe
Outlaws Carne Asada Blowout.
Blythe on I 10 to Lovekin
offraetp. 7 112 mile north.
Follow signs to field. Dry•:arw
at the field.

V D H Gas-Powered
PLASTIC PLANE
$25" Complete

eh, atanly at. faa0orbootleg. &Wt.
oohtlat Yeti Plan. that w.11
.taio =ado of dor•bill al•a.", to rodve• craelcu•
von7.4.
IS1577mt olm-A/tA
rtak. SO•mcb wins
A mal firing sonnattoo

hono•o.... motor with cm7I. Nat ascrolt7.
Remo.. a !root tattoo .d!.w

a a.

♦ ITI4 I if N. P. 1141T6R

•1, ;a

A.. alkwatan You can't to
• Frooar on dile ono ...
eompleto ie 11.77 4•m11. rrocir to 57 m ao Sutlawt coot
ttioo • =ode! 1.IL No :ors .1 raft* or saloombling cOlfroltios.
We .M1. M 141 d000•It. !mamma
C•rp omdloi filevi-tosted
&mad& Ehmolarre

lovas for partAor 4.4.7romtiora.

FEES:
$20.00 for flying and Dinner
Saturday night
$ 7.50 for dinner only
Children under 12 free

VDH CORP. Dept. A. 1117 1111 Vereetoat Ave., TOLEDO, OHIO
-

ANTIQUE FREE FLIGHT ARFI - First it was plastic covering
(Planefilin) in 1938. Now its a plastic free-flight ARF in
1939. Is nothing sacred? Can anyone out there fill in the
details about this ad?

CALL OR WRITE:
(619) 922-4685
Mike HOOd
P.O. Box 1067
Blythe, CA 92225

v1

DRESS UP YOUR WORKSHOP!!! Beautiful full-color reproductions o
original 1930's vintage model magazine covers suitable for framing. Flying
Aces, Bill Barnes Alr Trails, Model Airplane News - All three for $10 ppd.
+,,,iLichars E. Lyons. SAM 77. 552 Camino Concordia. Camarillo, CA 93010.

WANTED,- EVENT DIRECTOR: AMA Vintage Event (7011 a t the forthcoming AMA Nationals. I f you are interested in directing this event. contact Joe
lieshar, 198 Merritt Drive. Oradell. NJ 07649. Phone 1201) 261-1281

ENGINES WANTED: ELF ENGINES, Ii &l I .45, M&M• G-9, 1939 FORSTER
.99. I tawkins Horn. 818 Momingside Drive, MiLbrae, CA 94030. Phone:
C(4 15) 692-6410. SAM 1713.
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AERO
GRAPHICS

ITALIAN VINTAGE GLIDER REDRAWN FOR
RADIO - ASSISTANCE „BY THE DESIGNER,
ERDI NAND° riALE
SAM I TAL I A

sA im

2490

CUSTOM LETTERING

FULL SIZE PLANS ARE AVAILABLE,
SHOWING ALL RIBS AND FORMERS,
COMPLETE WITH DOCUMENTATION,

PERSONALIZE YOUR AIRCRAFT
MODEL OR FULL SCALE — LETTERS, NUMBERS, NAMES
Pre-spiced - Heady to apply - 20 colors - 11 typestyles including Military Block

$17.00 POSTAGE PAiD•

Also otalatable in painting stencils

•
•
•
•

N(NC Numbers
HAM Call Numbers
Easy to apply
Fuel Resistant

• AMA/IMAA Numbers
• Static Display Cards
N.A.X.XWAlik.NLAR.‘ • Premium Quality
• Great Looking
c.a.- WAS rar see Rreeteure& limple

CNI%'%.01k.

5207 Freedom Mill Rd. • Gastonia, NC 28052
(704) 864-2035 - 4-11 p.m. Eastern Time
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Super Cyclone Engines
P.O. Box 1809
Show Low, AZ 85901

P.O. Box 976 Olalla, WA 98359
OTHER SA11 AND NFFS "IIOSTALG I A"
DESIGNS ARE AVAILABLE, SEND SASE
FOR CATALOG •

NI-CAD KNOWLEDGE

(from 'Flying Circuits' newsletter, June 1990)
SAM 28 - The Old Fort Flyers'
Contact: Dick tirace, Editor, 6121 N. Hampton PI., Fort Wayne, IN
46815. (219) 485-8673.
Currently, there are three classes of Ni-Cad cells generally available
for use with our electrics. The difference in the cells is basically in
the internal resistance and construction. This in turn affects the discharge curves or rates and thus how you can use the batteries.
The most commonly used cells are the standard Sanyo yellowwrapped cells (or the GE. SAFT, SR, etc. equivalent). Those cells
come in all sizes, but the most commonly used sizes for electric
models are the 800rnah and the 1.2mah sizes.
I am really generalizing here, but I class these as medium resistance
cells and thus good all around general purpose cells. I will used these
as the basis for discussing the other cells and how they may be bet ter
suited for specific applications.
The yellow cells can easily handle about a 20 amp draw, and can
be pushed to 25 amps, but will get quite hot when they arc
discharged at this rate. This current draw would be what you would
see with an 8-4 direct drive or a 12-7 gear drive on an 05 size motor.
The next most common cells used for electrics arc the SCR redjacketed cells (sometimes called cutoff cells). These have a much
lower internal resistance and thus can be discharged at a much
higher rate than the standard cells.
Competition flyers are using these cells with a discharge rate as
high as 35 to 40 amps. Drawing this much current will give the
model a tremendous climb, but for a much shorter period than the
standard cells.
Do not, however, try to draw these high currents with your 540 or
Leisure motor. They arc designed for 15 to 20 amps max, and
drawing such high current rates would destroy the motor in a few
runs.

These batteries arc very useful with the cobalt high performance
motors for competition use where maximum climb is desired. My
electric Old Timer uses these cells and I am drawing 30-35 amps with
a 13-inch prop on my 05 cobalt gear drive. In this application, I almost
empty a 7-cell 900rnah pack in one minute.
The down side of using these cells is that they have less capacity
(mall) than the other cells of the same weight and size.
The third type of cell that is now becoming quite popular for clectries
is the the so-called high capacity or SCE (SR Max Pack, etc.) cells. At
first glance, this seems like a really good deal, and it might be for your
application, but not for all applications.
These cells have special Internal construction which increases the
usable cicx-trode area and thus the capacity of the cell. However, this
construction also increases the internal resistance of the cells. Thus,
they cannot be operated at current draws much over 15 amps without
damaging the cells.
These cells are great for use in an 05 sport model such as an
Eke triCub or a 2-meter electric glider that is used for fun rather than
competition. If your model falls into this category, you can increase
your engine run time by approximately 50% without adding weight
or hurting the performance of the model.
By the way, Just as a recommendation from me. if you can afford It,
buy yourself a cobalt 05. The performance difference between the
cobalt and the can type engines is unbelievable. Many times, the
increase in performance of the cobalt motor makes the difference
between a model that is flyable and a model that is really fun to fly.
Try one, you'll like it.
(8100 EXPENSE MONEY and use of a lIonda 90 at Lawrenceville, IL SA;i\ii
metOc.16-8IfyouwilmHnda90toLwrecvilfma
Vegas. The take is on a trailer In Las Vegas. Contact Henry S. Williams after
6pm Eastern time at (3011398-8018. (Ed. Note: Mr. Williams won the bike
at the SAMCIIAMPS Raffle In Jean, NV. !Its address is 106 W. Village Rd.,
lkton. MI) 21921.1
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12020-G Centralia • Hawaiian Gardens, California 90716 • (213) 865 - 3220
Handling Charge - 55.00 • Add $3.00 for C.O.D. • Minimum Order 520.00 plus U.P.S.
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DON'T LOSE
YOUR NEXT MASTERPIECE
INSTALL THE
SCREAMER BEEPER

GAllirito.

11

Super loud audio Beeper, 96 decibels at a frequency
where the ear is most sensitive. Audible up to 1500 feet
when the model is airborne or 300 to 400 feet on the
ground. The sound will direct you immediately to the lost
model whether in trees, corn, tall grass, brush, ravines,
etc.

Ken Si kora's

P.O. Box

7334 • Van Nuys, CA 91409

The Screamer-Beeper is ready to mount in your plane
complete with 16 hr. battery and DT trigger switch. Total
installed weight: 19 Grams-little over 112 Oz,

:ZED OLD TIM "COODIES"?
MI TRH ARV

Great for Wakefield size rubber or any power ship.
$19.95 Post Paid. (US Only) Check or M.O.
Make checks payable to Bill Turner
(CA residents add 6.5% Sales Tax)

.. sawed prop blanks,
A 1930's MODEL SHOP'
balloon/WWI/Streamline balsa wheels, Hinoki wood,
colored nitrate dope, thrust buttons & bearings, bamboo, silver Jap tissue, prop hardware, special washers.
winders, rubber, hundreds of old Scale/Contest plans
& more! Shop from our illustrated catalog. Send$2.00

rn

Bill Turner, 3027 Rutgers Ave., Long Beach, CA 90808
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Learn why the best
lessons in electric R/C are
taught by old-tiniers•
Playboy or Lanzo Bomber
Leisure
Building and flying a
OW-timer can teach sonic valuable electric R/C lessonflight
electric
building light. Fundamental to
good's Playboy and
ure's
Like
performance is a lightweight
airframe.
Leis
timers both
feature
lightweight airframes
-
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sr
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05 Motor
1.11:1111t

anz°
Bomber
Old
Lhat
combine
powerful
takeoff and climb capabilities with
tminimum sink rates - for long flights and slow landings.
for easy flying.
Another lesson is bow to build-in stability r esign
Consider that the original Playboy
andfly
Bombe
timers
bands ds
off started
too.
free flights_ Our two old
the
perfect
R/C
trainer.
out life as
make
really do
That's why they
Maybe the most important lesson the Leisure Playboy and
Bomber Old-timer kits can teach you is bow to open up and
keep more R/C flying sites. You see, because they're electric
powered they're practically silent. You can fly them almost

3F41

anywhere, anytime.
See your local R/C hobby dealer and pick up a
Leisure
05
LetiStIft
take
it from
Playboy or Lanz* Bomber kit and an inexpensive
for some good lessons
in
flight system. You're
an old-tirner•
For mart 6Vorncaton on thr
mators.
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Leisure Electronics offers a 25% discount to all paid-up SAM members. They will also take VisarMastereard over the phone.
SAM SPEAKS is the official publication of the
Society of Antique Modelers and is published 6
times/ye..•tr. Unless specifically stated. SAM does
not endorse any product or service mentioned
herein. Editor 13111 Darkow. 1237 S. Grant St..
Tacoma, WA 98405 Phone: (206) 272-6395

Commercial advertising rates (per issue):
83/col. in.. 1/3 pg. wide. $6 minimum.
$5/cal. In.. 1/2 pg. wide, $10 minimum.
/2-pg. maximum on any page. Placement In last
4 pages at editor's discretion or as agreed with
advertiser. SAM members and regular advertisers
have placement priority.
Personal ad rate: 10 cents/word with 82.50 Minimum.

Name. address

and

SAM number are free.

Phone no. counts as one word. Abbreviations will
count as whole words and may be spelled out at
editor's discretion.
Please submit payment with camera-ready ad
copy or clearly printed text to editor. Make checks
payable to SAM SPEAKS.
Caters - Society

of Antique Modelers

President: Jim Adams, 2538 N. Spurgeon St..
Santa Arta. CA 92706
Eastern VP: Mike Granicri, 3 Dryden Rd.. Box 78,
Pottersville. NJ 07979
Midwest VP: Bob Larsh. 45 S. Whitcomb Ave.,
Indianapolis. IN 46241
Rocky Mtn. VP: Bill Schmidt. 4647 Krueger, Wichita. KS 67220
Western VP: Bob Angel, 1001 Patterston Rd..
Santa Maria. CA 92715
F/F Coordinator: Abe Gallas. 28 Rustling Wind.
Irvine, CA 92715
R/C Coordinator: -Woody- Woodman, 233
Longview Dr., Bayville, NJ 08721
Secy./Treas.: Bob Dodds, 209 Summerside Place,
Encinitas, CA 92024

(714) 581-1198

NEW SERVICE TO MEMBERS
SAM has Instituted a reminder date. printed
on your address label, for those who pay
their dues in advance.
If you choose to pay two or three years
ahead ($20 or $30). the expiration date will
be printed on your mailing label as a reminder of when your membership expires.
Wc still have over 300 people who have not
paid their dues for 1990. Just because you
get SAM SPEAKS, do not assume that you
art paid up. Please check your records.
We will send you one more issue of SAM
SPEAKS before notifying you that your dues
are delinquent.

SAM PREAMBLE: The competition flying of free
Hight and radio-controlled model aircraft of vintage design is intended to be casual enjoyable and
interesting for both competitor and spe:ctatoralike.
1t is neither desired to advance the state
of the art of acromodeling per ac. other than to
increase participation in the sport generally, nor to
reprove again that which Is already recorded In
ace mIxieling history books.
The intent of the rules is to categorize
the basic types of vintage models and to establish
an equitable and simple framework of regulations
for competition purposes. Therefore, model designs that revolutionized free flight competition
and necessitated the formation of two basic cLis ,,sifications, "ANTIQUE" and "OLD 'TIMER". are
expected to compete In the Old Timer events.
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SAMCHAMPS 1990: If the idea is to have fun, these two chaps seem to get
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Borthwick, who'came from Queensland Australia to the 'champs.
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THE 'CHAMPS
AS I SAW IT
by Bob Angel

The first poor guy to haul his airplane out to the R/C
flight line looked up and thought he was being attacked.
People converged from all directions, cameras in hand to
record this historic moment. It had taken a while for the
fliers to decide that "yes the wind really is going to blow
like this most of the time, so might as well get on with it".
As things progressed the photographer to flier ratio improved some, but not a whole lot.
A lot of time was spent at the R/C site, because for
spectator-helper-photographers, the action there is concentrated in a smaller area. Besides we got to meet most
of the free flighters one by one as they came over to
retrieve their ships on a couple of the days.
In addition to standard events, the R/C'ers flew just
two special events, electric and the new 1/2A scale duration. The scale ships were exceptionally well built and
finished. When they started flying though, it became
readily apparent to us kibitzers that most of the guys
were using the maximum allowed 8" prop and were over
propped, especially for the wind. About then, along
came Bucky Walters with a more reasonable sized prop
and we placed our bets on him. Bucky got airborne in
much better style, but had one slightly mischievous engine run and placed second overall. I didn't get a fix on
what prop winner Armand Cote used.
The free flight guys, by contrast, flew as many or
more special events as regular events. Never saw so
many plaques in my life! But this did give the contest a
boost during the high winds, because most of the special
events were rubber and glider, where the fliers seem a bit
more willing to risk the winds to get in their flights.
Contest Manager George Armstead did an excellent
job, along with the two Contest Directors, Bill Brenchley
(R/C), and Jack Chilmark (FF). Traditionally a bit harder
to manage due to frequency control; the R/C side seemed
to operate smoothly, with lots of workers contributing.
To keep things in order, each contestant became a "number" for the week. The only mild complaint I heard was
that you couldn't look at the scoreboard and see how
everyone was doing, because there were no names on the
board, just numbers. Th C.D. noted this could be easily
fixed in the future, by providing room on the board to add
the names, along with the numbers. A reminder: the

Repeat R/C grand champ Jim Reynolds starts Orwick .29 in his
Bomber. His pit crew, Nina assisted him to 2nd place in "B"
L.E.R. ignition.

only "pay" received by the many folks who worked so
hard putting on a large contest, is an occasional word of
thanks So why not let them know their efforts are
appreciated by a good word for them in person, or maybe
by a postcard later.
The Bean Feed broke with tradition by NOT running
out of food. the banquet meeting facilities were excellent, with good lighting, air conditioning, acoustics, sound
system, and food service. The collecto was so-so. I
noted a few instances where you could pay the year
2019's prices today. The Hall of Fame Awards seemed
to exude an even wanner feeling then last years inaugural event. Probably due in part to so many awardees and
folks who knew them who are concentrated near that
geographical area.
Besides the contest manger's brief report, we have a
couple of other well written views of this year's event
from John Delagrange and Art Grosheider. Both John
and Art are "crossover" fliers, who enjoy both free flight
and R/C, so we get good coverage of both sides. We can
also thank John and Art for a good portion of our photo
coverage.

Mickey D'Angelis left, designed the Miss Fortune X free flight
built by John Delagrange.
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1990 SAM CHAMPS
By John C. Delargrange
The wind blew! The planes flew! We lost a few! We
smashed a few! Made friends anew! Talked until blue!
The SAM Champs. Four solid days of old-time model
flying.
Was I dreaming or was I really there — walking with
Sal Taibi across a beautiful Free Flight Field of high
grass?
We were each carrying Rubber Powered Cabin Models and as we walked we talked about S.A.M. and the
old-time modeling, the Good Old Days.
Sal talked about how he gets up at dawn and rides 15
miles on his bike, then home to breakfast. This great
model designer, builder, flyer, who is twelve years my
senior, keeps himself in the peak of condition. A shining
example of how to live you life and proof that you never
really grow old if you have a hobby like modeling to
keep you young!
The plane Sal was carrying was not his! Here he was,
at age 70, the Old Master, shagging after Free Flight
ships for other modelers so they could get in all their
flights in the high winds.
Keep in mind that Sal lives in California, and drove
clear across this great county so he could spend most of
his time helping other modelers have a good time. Is that
the spirit of S.A.M. or what?
On Tuesday evening at the S.A.M. General Meeting,
a group of S.A.M. old-time modelers were inducted into
the S.A.M. Modelers Hall of Fame. Before us at the
Head Table were the Guests of Honor. Could this be
another dream?
There sat Henry Struck, Ben Shereshaw, Herb Greenberg, Joe Koval, Joe Elgin, Joe Beshar, Mike Granieri
and Sal Taibi men whose names were legend to this
modeler as a kid in 1940.
Listening to these men reminisce and exchange anecdotes of days long gone bye was a heartwarming trip into
the past.
Mickey DeAngelis was sitting next to me. Mickey
rose to his feet and asked Ben Shereshaw if he remembered the Bantam engine that Ben had given to him back
in the late 30's, and that it had no number on it, as it was
one of the first Bantams out of Ben's garage workshop.
Ben asked who it was that was asking him, to which
came the reply, "I'm Mickey DeAngelis."
With a look of almost disbelief, Ben said, "Micky!!!!
How long has it been 45 years Where have you been?

JULY / AUGUST 1990

It's so good to see you after all these years..."
You could have heard a pin drop and I don't believe
there was a dry eye in the whole room!
Carl Hatrak spoke up and verified the fact that the
Bantam engine truly did not have a number on it. (That
particular engine is presently in Carl's possession.)
After the induction of Hall of Famer's, they all gathered in a corner of the room as cameras clicked and flashbulbs flashed. Video cameras "video'd. It was almost as
much commotion as a Presidential Press Conference, and
a once in a lifetime event!
Herb Wahl was the "Red Flash" Free Flight retriever
on a Honda Trail Bike. Herb spent most of this time, as
Sal did, helping retrieve Free Flight planes for others,
that traveled almost a mile downwind in 90 seconds (the
planes, not Herb).
Herb saved me a long walk as my 60 inch Miss
Fortune X with Ohlson 23 maxed and dethermalized just
a few yards away from the R.0 Flyers area.
I could go on and on and on about the grand four days
of flying, but there's not enough time or room to continue! All I can say is, if you weren't there, "you should
have been!"
I do want to add my sincere thanks to George Armstead, Jack Chilmark, Bill Brenchley, Don Sachtjen, Mike
and Dorothy Granieri, Jim and Marian Clark, and all the
Free Flight and R.C. helpers who made this S.AM.
Champs a big success (even if the wind did not cooperate).
Looking forward to Jean, Nevada and the 1991 S.AM.
Champs.

Larry Jenno Wearing his multi-badged Campaign hat readies
his RiC Elfin Powered Kerswap. Model was slowly backed up
into trees by stiff winds. Jim Adams observes. (Grosheider
Photo)
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1990 SAM CHAMPS HERE'S YET ANOTHER VIEW

1990 SAM CHAMPS
MANAGERS REPORT

by: Art Grosheider

by: George Armstead

Chicopee is like they said — small with lots of trees.
The ever present wind was a pain and caused a lot of
flyaways, crashes and heartburn. It was especially tough
on free fighters but the RC guys were eating it too (I got
to see Larry Jenno's Kerswap ease back into the forest in
spite of frantic efforts to keep the nose down and bring it
back.) Even last years' FF Champ John Bortnak resigned himself to trying to just have fun. The last hour
and a half of the last day got calm and, boy, was there
ever a lot of activity then! The Air Force guys were
pretty nice helping to retrieve models and giving rides to
guys both out and back. Eut Tileston lost some weight
by sticking his hand in his screaming Scorpion, and his
buddy from down under, Colin Borthwick unearthed a
nefarious sock theft ring at the Chicopee Inn. Saw a lot
of MG's since it's Granieri country . Watched Walt
Geary's pink Flamingo disappear (He forgot to turn the
RX on — I ain't the only one). Joe Beshar chases on a
Girl's bicycle (gotcha). Jim Adams get lost easily in the
dark (scared me), and Sal now has 613,()00 miles on his
'56 Chevy. The collecto was kind of a dud but not so bad
that I wasn't able to get rid of some surplus cash) (burning a hole in my pocket as my mother was would say)
Pinned Herb Wahl right there on the floor of his room
until he sold me one of two Bunches he brung. Bert Pond
brought and demoed a new compressed air motor now
available — the thing works right nice and looks like a fun
little dooda. Flies about a 36" model. I shared a room
with Bob Angel the west coast VP. Bob has class —
sleeps in pajamas unlike myself who sleeps in whatever I
happen to be wearing at the time, a time honored Naval
tradition. Certainly, the best part of any Samchamps are
the people, my face hurt from four days of smiling and
talking. The Champs are to modelers as chocolate is to
chocloholics. I know without a doubt who had the most
fun and that was John Delagrange who I quoted above. I
never saw John the whole time where he wasn't in hog
heaven. John is a crossover flier, so he was all over the
place grinning form ear to ear. He even sang stupid
' songs at the bean feed and got the whole place doing it.
Now there's a guy who's the spirit of SAM.
1
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The 1990 SAM CHAMPS went off with only one
hitch. No one could find the wind on-off switch. The wind
blew 15-30 MPH and kept shifting around. Monday the
drift was south, Tuesday it was southeast directly across
the main runway. When a C-5A pilot reported a model
crossing in front of his cockpit we shut down Free Right
for the day. Wednesday and Thursday the wind was
dropping models east of the launch site, into the woods and
swamp. Monday we could operate Free Flight at a 2
minute max but from Tuesday on, 90 seconds was a Max.
The RC assist flyers had similar troubles. "I ain't got it"
meant the model was blown out of sight.
Every other aspect of the CHAMPS went off very
well. The hotel did a great job. The meals were good and
well organized. The continental breakfasts were standing
room only and the staff was most helpful.
The afternoon off on Tuesday allowed those who
wanted to to visit the Musket Collection at the Springfield
Armory and the Granville Brothers Collection in the
Springfield Museum.
There were two trophies awarded to the wrong contestants and both have been notified. There were 178
actual entrants 10 additional pre entrants did not show up.
907 models were entered, but obviously all did not fly.
H.L.G. and Catapult Gliders had the highest percentage of
entrants who turned in times. They were 62% and 72%.
The Rubber Model events averaged about 50% fliers. The
power and special events were in the 30% range. Even
with this low activity, 17 models were lost.
Mark Twain said "if you don't like the weather in New
England wait an hour, it will change." On that basis we'll
invite you all back. The next time could be OK.

SPECIAL NOTE:
Since Tuesdays flying was cut short by wind, Tuesdays events were finished on either Wednesday or Thursday. Tuesday the max was 120, Wednesday and Thursday
the max was 90 seconds. To compensate for this variation,
all Tuesday event times turned in on Tuesday were discounted 25%. 120 became 90, 60 became 45 etc. Tuesdays events flown on Wednesday and Thursday were
scored exactly as they were submitted. •
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1990 SAM CHAMPS
FREE FLIGHT RESULTS
Free Flight Grand Champion was Bob Edelstein
SMALL FUSELAGE (CABIN) RUBBER
Model
P l ace Name
1
Ed Konefes
Crusader
2"
Don Ried
Dynamoe
Boxcar
Stan Colson
3'd
4th
Dynamoe
Ed Wallenhorst
5th
Peerless Red Bird
John Bortnak
CLASS A PYLON
Place Name
Ted Dock
Joe Beshar
2"
Sal Taibi
3'd
4th
Gene Bowers
5th
Gene Martha

Mode(
Kerswap
Fox
O.O.S.
Ranger
Ranger

Engine
Hornet 19
Arden 19
0+R19
0+R19
0+1R19

CLASS C FUSELAGE (CABIN)
Model
Place Lame
r Bud Romak
Playboy
2" Tom Lucas
Playboy
Albatross
3rd Hans Ochsner
4th Bob Edelstein
Clipper MK I
George Armstead Bombshell

tine
720
539
425
360
252

Time
340
270
266
260
240

Engine
Cyclone
Atwood
Atwood
Cyclone
0+R 60

020 PYLON REPLICA SPECIAL EVENT
Model
Place Name
1 51
Interceptor
Gene Martha
Gerry Persh
Zipper
2nd
Interceptor
Wayne Cain
3'd

CATAPULT H.L.G. SPECIAL EVENT
Model
Place Name
Huguelet
°
Bill Colish
Zoomer
Joe Konefes
2"
Pete Bowers
Henry Hill
3'd

Time
241
240
234

Lima
191
162
158

BABY R.O.G. SPECIAL EVENT MASS LAUNCH
Ott Sky Flyer
Last Down John Stott
LARGE STICK RUBBER
Place Name.
1st
Ed Konefes
2nd
Jim Fiorello
John Ried
3ra
41h
Ed Wallenhorst
5th
Stan Colson

Lae
ir
269
262
228

RUBBER SCALE SPECIAL EVENT
Model
Skylarer
1s'
Stan Colson
Bill Bell
Monocoupe
2nd
Comet Curtiss Robin
Chet Bukowki
3rd

place Name

Time
264
258
247
246
22

Bill Bell with his Brown Jr. powered Trenton Terror free flight
entry. Decals add interest.

Model
Lanzo
Lamb Climber
Lanzo
Lanzo
Lanzo

692
615
540
450
360

30 SECOND ANTIQUE
Time
Engine
Model
laace Name
Atwood
260
1 5, Tom Lucas
Rambler
Bunch Tiger 246
Clipper MKI
2" Herb Wahl
225
3rd John Delagrange Miss Fortune X 0+R 23
206
e Bob Edelstein Clipper MKI Cyclone
51h
194
Bill Bell
Trenton Terror Brown
CLASS B FUSELAGE (CABIN)
Time
Engine
Model
Place Lama
K&B 29
1"
John Lessig
Dodger
360
2nd
John Bortnak So-Long
0.5.25
270
249
0+R 23
Bob Edelstein So-Long
3rd
4",
0+R 23
244
Gene Martha So-Long
Mal Maclean Cloud Chopper OSAM 3.2 240
5th

Another beautiful rubber ship— "The California Champ." This
time we missed the builders name and picture.

IGNITION SCALE SPECIAL EVENT
Mode(
Engine Time
Place Name
1'1
163
Karl Spielmaker Corbin Super Ace Vivell 35
AM 10 DeiseI71
2nd
Jason Youck
BE-2C
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3fd
41h
5th

1990 SAM CHAMPS
FREE FLIGHT RESULTS

Tom McCoy
John Rice
John Delagrange

251
248
241

Lanzo Classic
Korda D/T
Korda D/T

HAND LAUNCHED GLIDER
GLO-IGNITION PYLON SPECIAL EVENT

P lace Nama
1°'
2"
3'd

Bob Edelstein
Gerry Persh
Tom Lucas

Engine
Forster 29

Model
Alert
Zipper
Playboy Sr.

Time
250
237
235

Atwood

NOSTALGIA RUBBER SPECIAL EVENT

Place
Time
1 st
2"

SMALL STICK RUBBER

5th

Name
Bill Passarelli
Bob Moulton
John Rice
Bud Romak
Stan Colson
,

Model
Gollywock
Korda Stick
Gollywock
Korda
Gollywock

Time
450
362
360
275
270

3rd

4th
51h

2nd
ard

4th
5th

Model

Engine

Gene Martha
John Bortnak
Bob Edelstein
Jim Walston
John Carbone

Alert
Wasp
Wasp
Playboy Sr.
Zipper

0+R33
O.S. 30 Coy.
Forster 305
Atwood
Forster .305

265
260
260
180
161

020 CABIN REPLICA SPECIAL EVENT

Engine Time
270
205
193

2n d
3rd
4'h
5th

Name
Sal Taibi
Gene Martha
Bob Edelstein
Jim Walston
Hans Ochsner

E ngine
Model
Elfin 2.9
Dodger
So-Long
& R 19
So-Long
Arden 19
Cab-Ruler Arden 19
Cornet
& R 19

Name
Bob Edelstein
Jim Walston
Gene Martha
Bud Romak
Hans Ochsner

Model

Engine

Wasp
American Ace
Ranger
Zipper
O.O.S.

Forster 29
Torpedo 29
0+R 23
0+R 23

325
270
265
82
76

GLO IGNITION CABIN SPECIAL EVENT

Model
Engine
Place Name
1 ,,
Mal Maclean Stokes "C" Owat 301
Playboy
Atwood
Tom Lucas
3rd
Gerry Persh

Time

270
218
52

WAKEFIELD SPECIAL EVENT MASS LAUNCH

Highest at 45 Seconds Bob Moulton Cleveland Wakefield

1990 SAM CHAMPS
RADIO CONTROL
RESULTS

CLASS A FUSELAGE (CABIN)
place

Time
270
244
170
154
132

Rae
Engine
Model
Place Name
Powerhouse Cox .049 Reed 270
1st
Gerry Persh
254
Fox 35
2"
Bob Edelstein Spacer
3rd
250
0.S..09
Gene Martha Y-Bar

Name

Place Name
Model
1°'
Gene Martha Dodger
2nd
Jim Onofri
Dodger
r
Jason Youck So-Long

Model
Hervat
Zoomer
Wallerstien
Pete Bowers
Hervat

NOSTALIA POWER SPECIAL EVENT

CLASS C PYLON

Place
Time

5th

blame
Jim Fiorello
John Bortnak
Gerry Donahue
Henry Hills
Ed Novak

CLASS B PYLON

Highest at 45 secs. Stan Colson Jasco Traveller

Place
1 ,,
2"
314
40

Place
V'
2"
3rd
4th

Time
270
266
247
233
224

TOWLINE GLIDER SPECIAL EVENT

Place
1st
20
3'd

Name
Jason Youck
John Stott
Stan Colson

Model
Beaumont Soarer
Model Craft Soaring Glider
Floater

Time
261
246
185

TWIN PUSHER SPECIAL EVENT

Last Down Bob Moulton Zaic

Streamliner

LARGE FUSELAGE (CABIN) RUBBER

P lace Name
10
2"

Ed Konefes
Bud Romak

Model
Korda D/T
Korda

Time
540
540

Bucky Walters stays alert as he releases his own Forster
powered "Kerswap". Placed 5th in "B" L.E.R.
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1990 SAM CHAMPS
RADIO CONTROL RESULTS
R/C GRAND CHAMPION WAS JIM REYNOLDS
TEXACO

Place
1 8'
3rd
41"
5111

Model
Name
Jim Reynolds Bomber
Robert Walter RC Stick
Bomber
Joe Percy
Steve Boucher MG-2
Bomber
Ed Schilen

Engine
0S61FS
Orwick
0S61
OS 60 4S
SPIT. 65

Score
2325
1980
1861
1633
1493

1/2 A TEXACO

Place
1 5'
3'd
4'6
5th

Name
Armand Cote
Larry Davidson
Fred Mulholland
Steve Boucher
Buck Zehr

Model
Dailaire
Anderson
Sailplane
MG-2
Playboy Jr.

Engine
Cox
Cox
Cox
Cox
Cox

Score
1800
1492
1374
1325
1317

CLASS A GLOW

Place
1 Si
2 nd
3rd

4th
511.1

Name
Tom Acciavatti
Fred Mulholland
Larry Davidson
Eut Tileston
Walt Geary

Model
Playboy
Bomber
Bomber
Scorpion
Playboy Jr.

Engine
Veco 19
OS 20
K&B 3.25
K&B 3.25
OS 15

Score
1090
1089
1024
948
704

CLASS B GLOW

Place
1 8'
2"
3 rd

41h
5111

Name
Arthur Peterse
Eut Tileston
David Robinell
Murvil Lipsey
Walt Geary

Engine
Model
Swoose
K&B 29
Torp
Scorpion
Bomber
OS 28
RC-1
OS 29
Fox 29X
MG-2

Score
1252
1210
1178
1119
1095

Thad Kusak fires up Elfin in Wasp (A Ignition R/C). Cigar stays
unlit around Diesel Fuel, doubles as a "Chicken Stick."
(Grosheider Photo)

CLASS C GLOW
Place Name
Larry Davidson
1 5'
2"
Arthur Peterse
3rd
Fred Mullholland
4111
Richard Huang
51h
Peter Rafferty

Model
Playboy Sr
Swoose
Bomber
Nomad
Cumulau

Engine
ST 35
K&B 40
OS 50
ST 40 RR
Fox 50

Score
1163
1131
1107
823
723

CLASS A IGNITION
Place Name
Larry Davidson
1 St
Walt Geary
3rd
Jim Reynolds
4 111
Eut Tileston
51h
Thad Kusak

Model
Playboy Jr.
Playboy Jr.
Bomber
Westerner
Wasp

Engine
Elfin 249
Elf in 249
Elfin 249
Elfin 249
Elfin 249

Score
1158
1118
1084
999
964

CLASS B IGNITION
Place Name
Fred Mulholland
1 S7
Jim Reynolds
2""
3141
Murvil Lipsey
4 Ih
Joe Percy
5th
Robert Walter

Engine
Model
Playboy Sr. Torp 29
Orwick 29
Bomber
Playboy
Torp 29
Torp 29
Bomber
Forester
Kerswap

CLASS C IGNITION
Place Name
Peter Rafferty
lv
Jim Reynolds
2"
3rd
Larry Davidson
415
Arthur White
5111
Fred Mulholland

Model
Bomber
Bomber
Bomber
Bomber
Bomber

Engine
Super CYC
Orwick 64
Orwick 64
Hornet 60
Spitfire

Score
1886
1875
1798
1785
1663

Model
Cumulus
Bomber
Cumulus

Engine
Rossi 60
Orwick 64
OS 60 IGN

MG-2

McCoy 60

Score
1800
1800
1692
1575
1513

Score
1260
1093
1093
1026
973

ANTIQUE

Larry Davidson readies his Elfin-Playboy for a ignition R/C.
Larry placed second in overall R/Championship points.
(Grosheider Photo)

Place
1"'
2nd
34°
416
5th

Name
Joe Percy
Larry Davidson
Jim Reynolds
Ed Shilen
Steve Boucher
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PURE ANTIQUE

Place Name

Model

1"
2nd
3rd
4th

MS DEL
Bomber

5th

Charles Thuet
Fred Hu!holland
Eut Tileston
Walt Geary
George Muphy

Ermine
Spitfire
Spitfire

Westerner Spitfire
Bomber
Bomber

Spitfire
Spitfire

1/2 A SCALE DURATION SPECIAL EVENT
place Name
Model (Engine)
Aeronca Chief
Armand Cote
2^4
Robert Walter
Cessna 37
3rd
Pat Harrison
Piper Cub
4th
Piper Cub
Arthur Peterse
0. T. ELECTRIC SPECIAL EVENT
f1/4±1(Idel
Place Name
1$'
Fred Mulholland
Bomber
Peter Rafferty
Bomber
2r4
Bomber
Tom Acciavatti
4th
Edward Goretzka Playboy
5th
Bomber
George Chaplick

Engine
05 Astro
05 Astro
05
05 Astro
05

Score
1543
1521
1464
1424
1328
Score
682
362
223
12

Score

1230
1190
1056
960
752

1991 SAMCHAMPS
ANNOUNCEMENT
Art Orosheider, SAM's Rocky Mountain Vice President, has announced that the 1991 SAMCHAMPS will be
held at Jean Nevada. Tentative date is the week of October
6-11,1991. Art has appointed Mike Fields of SAM Chapter #1 in Denver as Contest Manager, and Ed Hamler of
Napa California will be the R/C Contest Director. The F/
F C.D. has not yet been named. Arc selected the Jean NV
site as being superior to any know available site in the
Rocky Mountain area. Since it's far from home for the
Rocky Mountain guys, Art is also enlisting lots of help
from SAM's Western Region, including the Las Vegas
chapter, and some California chapters. The 1989 Champs
were held at Jean, with the largest attendance ever. A new
Motel-Casino with larger meeting room has been built,
and should be able to accommodate everyone for the
banquets, etc. this time.

GIANT SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT
ANTIQUE MODELS
SHORT KITS
2301 Sonata Drive, Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 • 916) 635-4588
VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Don Sachtjen and Bill Brenchley look over some finely built

flying scale rubber jobs at the Spirit of SAM concours.

RULES CLARIFICATION
Two rules in the SAM rule book have presented
recurring interpretation problems. Both were voted into
the rule book the last time R/C rules were changed. For
uniform future interpretation, both rules are going to be
reworded administratively. The SAM Board of Directors
has reviewed the proposed wording, and believe it more
accurately reflects the original intent of both the authors of
the rules, and of the voters at the time they voted.
First is the "no foam structures" rule, which is sometimes being interpreted more stringently than the author
and the voters originally intended. For example; by
placing strong emphasis on the words "wood construction
materials called for on the original plans", some C.D.'s
have called into question the substitution of spruce for
balsa, or vice-versa. Reading the original argument in
favor of this rule, checking with the original argument in
favor of this rule, checking with the original author, etc. it
appears the intent was clearly jut to ban foam. The
proposed administrative fix should clarify this by eliminating the problem phrase.
The second fix is to clarify a perceived vagueness in
the four cycle 60% rule, which has resulted in at least two
instances of members attempting to use engines of later
construction and/or other brands than the rule intended
when it was voted in. By checking with a cross section of
knowledgeable members, and the original author of the
(Continued on page 10)
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(Continued from page 9)

RULES CLARIFICATION
CONTINUED
rule change, there is no doubt that the original intent was
to limit the 60% rule to just the four named engines, and
to just those models which had first been produced at the
time the rule was conceived. The last person to interpret
this rule more liberally was Mr. Neil Markee, whom we
can thank for his persistence, which resulted in this fix
being originated. The proposed fix should provide a more
foolproof interpretation.
Here is the text of the clarification
• Change R/C Section I, Para. 7 to read: "An models
may be modified in the following ways: Minorchanges to
the thrust line, i.e.; upright instead of inverted engines;
strengthening or lightening of structures and provision for
control surfaces. Foam plastic may mot be used as a
structural material. Outlines, areas
(etc.)...."
• Remove Section I, Para. 8, and renumber the remaining section I paragraphs.
• Change R/C Section II, Para. ID to read: "Four cycle
engines are classed as cross scavenged glow engines if
glow ignited, or they may be converted to ignition and
grouped with other converted ignition engines. Four cyc le
engines having exposed rocker arms., and originally
manufactured by OS, Saito, Enya, or Kalt prior to 1986
will have only 60% of their actual displacement used for
classification purposes. Also, all pre 1950 fourcycles will
use the 60% rating. All other four cycles will be rated at
100% of their displacement."
These reworded rules should be considered a part of
SAM rule book, effective immediately. They are planned
for incorporation into the next reprinting. Although we
feel most of the arguments pro and con have been heard,
I invite you to make any final comment of these administrative fix, prior to the next rule book printing.

John Stott's compressed air entry, a favorite at the contours,
being readied for flight.

EDITOR RETIRES
Bill Darkow resigned as editor a few weeks after
publishing issue #95 of SAM Speaks. Bill has been going
into freelance writing as a primary means of income, and
feels he can no longer do justice to SAM Speaks because
of time requirements. He did offer to continue as editor on
a compensated basis; however a long standing SAM
policy is that SAM officers and Editor serve only in a
voluntary capacity, and receive no monetary compensation. Bill started with issue #87 in early 1989, and edited
nine issues of the publication during his year and a half
tenure. During that time, he expanded commercial advertising and enlarged the publication from 12 to 16 pages.
The membership would like to thank Bill for a job well
done, and we wish him the best of luck in his new
endeavors.

Adams, President

Modern Stuff! Mal Maclean flew his Racket! (a Czech design)
in nostalgia free flight. Fox .15 powered,

111111111tillibt
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An enthusiastic Armand Cote about to put a winning flight on his
1/2A R/C Scale Aeronca. Armand also won 1/2A TEXACO.
(Grosheider Photo)

Canadian John Bortnak poses with battle scarred Brooklyn
Dodger. John is a frequent previous winner of overall FF
Championship. (Grosheider Photo)

THE 1933 LANZO RUBBER
MODEL

Ir‘,
Brooklyn Sky Scrapers member Mal Maclean with his diesel
powered free flight "cloud Chopper."

This months featured plan is the 1933, 30" span,
Chester Lanzo rubber job. This model is an excellent little
model for competition in the small rubber evens that are
featured at many of the SAM chapter fun-fly contests. The
size of the ship would allow it to be entered in the SAM
Commercial rubber event.
The story goes that this is the model that first attracted
Dick Korda into modeling. Chet was flying the model one
day and it was lost to a thermal. The young man who found
the model and returned it to Chet, was Dick Korda.
Previous to this time Dick had been interested in model
railroads, but switched to competition rubber model flying
after meeting Chet Lanzo and this little beauty.
If you would like a full size copy of this months Sam
Speaks feature plan, send five $5.00 to Bob Angel, Sam
Speaks, editor, 1001 Patterson Road, Santa Maria, CA.
93455. Be sure and enclose your return address!!!

TURN THE PAGE
"BUILD THIS SMOOTH FLYER"
Jim Bohash original 1939 design "U.S. Standard
Wakefield'. Ship flew on U.S. Wakefield team 1938 &
1939, Paris, France and Bendix, New Jersey. Bohash
also won 1940 Canadian National Championship and
Michigan State Championships - 1939 & 1952. Plans
never published nor in kit. Approved by SAM as
authentic Antique. Full-size plans $5.00 U.S. - $10.00
outside U.S. Post paid. Order from: Jim Bohash,
20721 Millard St., Taylor, Ml 48180.
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EDITOR WANTED
Bob Angel, SAM's Western V.P., and newsletter
editor for SAM 26, has agreed to serve as interim editor
until we can locate a more permanent volunteer. Jim
Adams, SAM President, and past editor has agreed to
assist Bob by serving as publisher during this interim. So
here's a call for volunteers for the SAM Speaks editor job.
To you folks out there who can write (most of you know
who you are), here are some of the job benefits: A) You'll
receive interesting newsletters, correspondence and calls
from fellow modelers all over the world. B) You'll play
a key role in the SAM organization, set the tone for current
events, and record SAM history as it's happening. C)
You'll become better known, and will come to know many
more of your fellow SAM members than you otherwise
would. D) Should you have an interest, in doing even
more for SAM, the job could lead to greater things in the
future (Ask former Editor Jim Adams — currently SAM
President). E) You direct expenses for performing the job
will be reimbursed, and much of the labor of typesetting,
publishing and mailing will be arranged to be done commercially.
Job requirements: Other than reasonable command of
the English language and ownership of at least a typewriter, the primary requirement is to be able to deal fairly
with submitted ideas, some of which may occasionally
conflict with your own.
Don't be bashful about applying for this free job. We
don't expect flocks of applicants, and we'd like to make
the selection by the end of the year. Write or call Jim
Adams, or Bob Angel if you're interested, or want to know
more.

New Editor, Bob Angel, assisted by Ron Doig, SAM 26.

JULY / AUGUST 1990

Meanwhile please direct all editorial correspondence,
newsletters, etc., to Bob Angel, at 1001 Patterson Rd.,
Santa Maria, CA 93455. Phone (808) 937-5145. Also
please continue to direct dues and address changes to Bob
Dodds, but send SAM Speaks delivery inquiries, etc to Jim
Adams. The respective addresses are listed on the contents page.

UPCOMING RULE CHANGES
By Bob Angel
We're going to try to take advantage of past "lessons
learned" during our rule change process to help insure that
all proposals are fairly considered at voting time. The July
31 deadline for submission of rule change proposals has
passed, and the submissions are in the hands of the two
rules coordinators, who in accordance with SAM by laws
will "screen all proposals based on redundancy, impracticality, or conflict with present rules... etc." Those changes
which qualify for vote will be printed in SAM Speaks
beginning in the next issue, along with any statements by
their authors supporting their merit. Then, in coming
issues, arguments pro and con, will be accepted from
members for publication. We hope to publish most of the
letters, but if volume is too great, we'll print just the best
representative ones, or extracts. For best odds of publication, make sure your comments are prepared in good taste;
that is, stick to the merits and logic to make your point.
Try; to present your case without calling into question the
motives, intelligence, or ancestry of those holding opposing views; otherwise your comments will be either heavily
edited, or simply not published.
The last arguments and rebuttals will probably be
republished in the March-April 1991 issue of SAM Speaks,
with the following issue to be the balloting issue. In the
past we've sometimes published the changes and their
authors supporting rationale in the final voting issue of
Sam Speaks. This might have introduced some bias
among those whose "heads were not already made up."
This time around, we plan to publish a short synopsis of
the arguments both pro and con, along with each change
on the ballot. We'll also recommend that by "gentlemen's
Agreement," you consider voting on only those issues that
will directly affect your own flying. Results of the vote
will then be presented in the next SAM Speaks, and new
rule books will be printed and distributed before the end of
1991.

(Continued on page 21)
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MINUTES OF 1990 ANNUAL
SAM EXECUTIVE BOARD
MEETING
Recorded by: Art Grosheider.
President Jim Adams convened the meeting at 3 P.M.
Tuesday July 3,1990 at Chicopee, Mass. Board members
present were Jim Adams, Bob Angel, and Art Grosheider,
plus Everett Woodman, the R/C ru les coord i na tor. Absent
were Bob Dodds, Bob Larsh, and Mike Graneri.
Bob Angel read the minutes of the 1989 meeting. Jim
Adams reported on the progress of the SAM library. Gene
Wallock has volunteered to run the library. Plans are to
buy a Xerox machine for about $3,000 to print plans and
articles, and make file masters. The purpose is to provide
a mail service for the members to supply early articles and
plans on a self-supporting, non profit basis.
The financial report was the next item of business. As
of 6-13-90, the bank balance was $34,480, a net decrease
of $165 from 9-24-89. It was noted that number of
members (370) were not yet renewed for the year. Adams
read the breakdown of current SAM Membership (see
Annual Business Minutes for details) for a worldwide
total of 4,101 members. This represents a 28% increase
over 1988, and 10.8% in 1989. We are adding members
at about 50 per month; however, we also lose a few who
fail to renew each year. The board recommended a midyear cutoff of members who fail to renew in a timely
manner.
Bob Angel discussed some minor by-law changes for
board approval prior to presenting for membership vote.
See the Annual Business Meeting notes for details.
In other discussion, the board recommended that the
Secretary and the SAM Speaks editor, advertise availability of SAM decals and patches to the membership. The
board also recommended that SAM Speaks carry a notice
regarding what is or is not appropriate rules for debating
and voting on upcoming rule changes. See the membership business meeting minutes for details (general discussion item by Bob Angel).

1990 ANNUAL
FINANCIAL REPORT
Submitted by: Bob Dodds Secretary/Treasurer
This report covers the period from 9-24-89 to 6-13-90 (not
a full year), due to using the 1989 and 1990 SAM Champs
meetings as cutoff points.
Bank Balance as of 9-24-89
Less net 1989 SAM Champs expense

$43,490.00
$5,010.00

Income as of 6-13-90
Membership renewals and SAM 35 sales
Interest income on Bank balance
Total income

$20,395.00
60.00
,
$21,702.00

Expenses as of 6-13-90
Trade shows
Life placques engraving
Postage, phone, misc.
SAM Champs 1990 advance
SAM Speaks
1990-9! Rule books, printing & postage
New SAM patches purchase
Total expense

$237.00
60.00
2980.0()
1,000.00
11,850.00
4,563.00
1.177.00
$21,867.00

Net Income (less expense)
Bank balance as of 6-13-90
Net decrease from 9-24-89

$38,315.00
-165.00

Delinquent members
Delinquent members as of 6-13-90

370

A brief discussion was held on order of business for the
upcoming annual membership meeting, and the Board
meeting was adjourned at 4 P.M.
Classic shot of a rubber scale Corbin Ace being wound. Ship
belongs to Larry Fair who is cranking-in the turns.
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SAM OFFICERS
FOR 1990 — '92

SAM APPROVED
DESIGNS LIST

Results of the balloting for officers for the coming two
years were announced at the annual meeting at Chicopee.
As anticipated there was no undue excitement at the polls
and light voter turnout, because all nominees ran unopposed this year, and all officers are returning incumbents
except for Art Grosheider, the new Rocky Mountain V.P.
The elected officers constitute the SAM Board of Directors. They are:

Some advance "proof" copies of the new SAM approved designs list were distributed at the Chicopee
SAMCHAMPS meeting on July 3rd.
President Jim Adams asked members who took copies, to please make additions or corrections to the book and
send them to; Ernie Linn, 3505 E Mt. Vernon, Wichita,
KS. 67218. Ernie is getting the book into final form for
printing later this year.
If you would also like to help, and have sufficient
reference material, time, and desire, write to Jim Adams,
2538 N. Spurgeon St., Santa Ana, CA. 92706. for a copy
of the Pre-release document. A limited number of copies
are available, so please do not request a copy unless you
intend to help complete the listings.
The completed book will be mailed to all SAM
members when it is finished. Anticipated publication is
November 1990.

President: Jim Adams
Secretary/Treasurer. Bob Dodds
Eastern Vice President: Mike Graneri
Midwest Vice President: Bob Larsh
Rocky Mountain Vice President: Art Grosheider
Western Vice President : Bob Angel
All other committees, and the SAM Speaks Editor, are
appointed by the President.

FULL SIZE PLANS
SAM LEGAL & NFFS NOSTALGIA DESIGNS

Joe Kovel (right) sets up his KG (Kovel-Grant) built for the AMA
Museum. Jim Adams talks to Joe, while Doug Koch (stripped
shirt) and friend admire the detailed workmanship.

FREE FLIGHT AND RC ASSIST
GAS & RUBBER, PLUS GLIDERS
SEND 45 CENTS POSTAGE FOR CATALOG
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ILLUSTRATED CATALOG OF 20
AND HUNDREDS
OF PLANS; $2.50. KITS COME WITH FINEST GRADE
BALSA, JAP TISSUE, VACUUM FORMED WHEELS AND
CANOPY, PROP, RUBBER AND DECALS. P.O. BOX
1685, ANDOVER, MA 01810
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1990 SAM MEMBERSHIP
RENEWALS DUE
by Bob Dodds, Secretary/Treasurer
If you have not already sent in your dues for thist year,
they are due now for January thru December 1990. Dues
are $10.00 per calendar year. You may pay up to three
years in advance or buy a Life membership for $100. All
Life Members are authorized to put an "L' after their SAM
number, i.e. 150 L. All paid-up members will receive a copy
of our newsletter, SAM Speaks, every two months.
All new members will also receive a SAM decal and a
copy of the SAM Rule Book. Decals are 50 cents each large or small. (Large 4 x 2 1/2, small 2 x 1 1/4) SAM
patches are $2 each - large. Rule books are $1 each

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUE MODELERS
Membership Application

SAM HALL OF FAME
INDUCTIONS, 1990
Joe Elgin
Joe Kovel
Herb Greenberg
Ben Shereshaw
Mike Graneri

Henry Struck
Joe Beshar
Earl Stahl
Frank Ehling
Charles Grant

Elbert Weathers
David Baker
Irwin Polk
Nathan Polk
Bill Brown

Jim Adams presented the awards to: Messrs. Kovel,
Greenberg, Shereshaw, Graneri, and Beshar.
George Armstead then presented the award to Mr.
Struck, and Art Grosheider presented the award to Mr.
Elgin. Arrangements were made to present the remaining awards to the other inductees who were unable to
attend.
At the conclusion of the awards, members crowded

around the nominees to shake hands, get autographs,
and take pictures. Suffice to say, it was an emotional
event for all present.

I hereby apply for membership in the Society of Antique
Modelers.

Name
Address
City
State

ZIP

AMA No.*
Circle:

SAM No.
New

SAM Chap. No.

Renewal

I agree to follow the rules of the Society of Antique
Modelers and uphold the principles stated in the SAM
Preamble.

Signed
'Note: Full Membership in SAM requires membership in
the Academy of Model Aeronautics or equivalent national
organization.
Be sure to put your SAM number on your membership
renewal check. Send $10. to:

SAM Hall of Fame. Here are the 1990 inductees at the
presentation ceremony. Seated L. to R. are Joe Kovel, Joe
Beshar, and Ben Shereshaw. Standing L. to R. are Mike
Graneri, Sal Taibi (inducted 1989), Joe Elgin, Henry Struck,
and Herb Greenberg.
EltERY1141VG FON THE VINTAGE MODELER

ARGO - U.S.A.
• ELFIN 2.0 cc DIESEL ENGINES
• ORWICIK E.NOINES
knmnon MEL. - GLOW
• RATTLEAXE DEM. ENGINES
• SPARK MUM
• TRANS. IONMON COLS
• POLAR MORE OWN WOMB

• GLOW MUMS

Bob Dodds
209 Summerside Lane
Encinitas, CA 92024

• MOTOR MOUNTS GLASS FILM
• ACC ESSOR/ES

3229 Dianora Dr. Palos Verdes, CA 90274
Phone (213) 377-6186
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MINUTES OF 1990 SAM
ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING
Recorded by: Art Grosheider

The meeting was convened by President Jim Adams at
7 P.M., July 3 in the Lennox room of the Comfort Inn in
Chicopee, Mass. A roll call of SAM officers was conducted. Present were Messrs. Adams, Angel, Graneri, and
Grosheider. Messrs. Dodds and Larsh were absent. Mr.
Adams then introduced the officers, 1990 Hall of Fame
inductees (listed elsewhere, and special guests. Special
guests were Cole Palen of the Old Rhinebeck Aerodrome,
and Colin BorthwicK from Australia.
Minutes from the 1989 meeting held in Jean Nevada
were read by Bob Angel and were approved by the
membership. The text of those minutes was published in
SAM SPEAKS #91.
Jim Adams read the financial report (attached) as
prepared by Treasurer Dodds. Jim noted that the report
was for less than a full year, since the last meeting was held
in October 1989. Mr. Adams then noted current membership totals as follows:
SAM North America 2372
Overseas Members 415

(receive SAM Speaks)
Overseas affiliates 1314 (do not receive SAM Speaks)
World Wide Total 4101
Jim Adams then gave the presidents report, noting that
1989-90 has been a very good year, reflecting a 28% gain
in membership, 10.6% of which occurred over the past 9
months. We are currently printing 3,000 SAM Speaks
each issue. We have received excellent coverage in the
major model magazines and have added chapters in both
Sweden and Czechoslovakia.
Mr. Adams advised that he had 150 advance proof
copies of the SAM book of approved model aircraft
designs available at the meeting. He requested those who
picked up copies to review them for corrections or additions and send changes in writing to Ernie Linn. The book
will be revised, and later in the year, copies will be sent to
each SAM Member.
Mr Adams then announced that a SAM Library is
being established whereby members can obtain copies of
old magazine articles and plans at nominal cost. It will
include all the Chet Lanzo's material, magazine articles,
and plans. Cost will be set as reasonable as possible, yet
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be self sustaining. Watch SAM Speaks for the announcement of availability.
The Area Vice Presidents then gave their reports.
Mike Graneri, Eastern V.P. welcomed everyone to the
Eastern SAM Champs and introduced George Armstead,
the contest manager. George in turn, discussed current
contest matters and revisions as things progressed. He
noted that there were 185 registered entrants, 115 in free
flight, 70 in R/C, although the totals include some crossover fliers flying in both FF and R/C. George then
reviewed the rest of the week's schedule.
Art Grosheider, Rocky Mountain V.P.announced that
present plans were to hold the next SAM Champs in Jean
Nevada in October 1991, with SAM 1 of Denver and SAM
25 of Las Vegas as co-hosts. He noted that Leadville
Colorado (altitude 10,200 ft.) had been briefly considered
as a challenge, but a suitable site was not found there.
Bob Angel acknowledged a relatively thin turnout
from the Western area, presumably due to travel distances.
He then briefly explained SAM area V.P.'s duties, noting
that much of each V.P.'s job is performed for all the
membership, and not necessarily tied to just area related
affairs. Bob then gave more information about the Jean
Nevada site for those unfamiliar with it, and noted that the
Western area would be offering major help for the SAM
Champs.
The V.P. reports were moved to be accepted, seconded, and passed.
Mr. Meredith Chamberlin, acting for Bob Larsh,
Midwestern V.P., announced (proposed) that the 1992
SAM Champs be held at Vincennes, Ill. The proposal was
moved on, seconded and passed.
Carl Hatrak was then called upon to announce results

Fred Quedenfield (top) confers with SAM President Jim Adams
at his field office. No appointments necessary.

JULY / AUGUST 1990
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of the election of SAM officers for the coming two years.
They are.
Jim Adams
President:
Secretary/Treasurer:
Bob Dodds
Western Area V.P.:
Bob Angel
Rocky Mountain V.P.: Art Grosheider
Bob Larsh
Midwest V.P.:
Eastern V.P.:
Mike Graneri

Everett (Woody) Woodman, Chapters Chairman, and
R/C Coordinator announced that there were presently 92
chapters in SAM, the latest ones added being #67, Sweden; #68, Ohio; #75, Long Island, N.Y. #78 Czechoslovakia and #200, North Carolina.
Bob Angel then discussed some other areas of interest,
including some philosophy on rules change voting, abiding by the by-laws, etc. There were known to be about 10
rules changes in work, with a deadline of the end of July
to submit properly prepared change proposals. After
review by the Rules Coordinators, valid proposals will be
printed in SAM Speaks, along with their basis for proposal.
In subsequent editions, arguments pro and con will be
presented. Arguments for publication must be presented
in good taste, otherwise they will be heavily edited, or
simply not published. The June 1991 issue of SAM Speaks
will be the voting issue, and at that time a short summary
of pro and con arguments for each proposal will be
published with the proposal. It will be suggested that
members vote only on those issues that affect their own
flying activities. (R.C. or F.F.)

annual membership meeting during the week of the Old
Timer Championship.".
ARTICLE DC, Section 2, Para. A: Change "Contest Rules
Coordinator" to President" (for consistency with the first
line of section 2).
The By-Laws changes were unanimously approved,
and will be reprinted in the next rule book change.
Mr. Murvil Lipsey made a proposal from the floor that
SAM consider buying land for a permanent flying site. A
brief discussion was held on some examples of where it
might be. Mr. Adams agreed to investigate the proposal.
Mr. Sheelds noted that the growth of SAM to a world
wide movement makes it apropos to consider an international SAM event.
Another comment came from the floor regarding
overuse of the title "SAM Champs" for regional events. It
was noted that this was covered at the last meeting, and in
SAM Speaks, and the problem seems to be mostly resolved.
Carl Hatrak then announced the names of members
deceased since the last meeting, and called for a moment
of silence. The members were:

Ery Acker, CA
John Nogy, CA
Carl Hermes, CA
Carl Fries, CA

NEW BUSINESS:
Bob Angel proposed the following minor "cleanup"
By-Laws changes, which had been reviewed by the Board
of Directors and recommended for acceptance.
Motion to amend SAM By-Laws in accordance with
Article X:
ARTICLE VII, Section 2, Para. A (order of business):
Change the paragraph to read "Roll call of Board of
Directors.".
ARTICLE VII, Section 3: Delete the words "in their
absence".

Walt Mooney, CA
Walt Schroeder, NY
Tom Dennard, TX
Larry Schaeffer, WY
Leonard Chester, NV
Bill Layne, CO

ARTICLE VII, Section 4: Delete the entire second line
The Business Meeting was then adjourned, for the
and replace with the words "at a time proximate to the Hall of Fame inductions.
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1924 Dormoy "Bathtub" 1/2A scale duration by Bill Brenchley,
SAMCHAMPS R/C Director. Sara Brenchley, age 10 holds.
(Jim Adams Photo)

Robert "Bucky"Walters shows his 2nd place 1 /2A scale Duration
Cessna C-37. (Jim Adams Photo)

Woody Woodman with his "Crazy Horse"; a scaled Zipper with
cobdul big decal of Chief Crazy Horse on wing. Spectacular

looking model.
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Ted Patrolia poses with his immaculate R/C Sailplane. K&B 4.9
powered.

The I ew Californians and Aussies had to pool resources. Cohn
Bothwick starts, Ken Kullman holds, Eut Tileston flies, Bob
Angel watches.

Larry Davidson toasts his winning Orwick-Bomber combination.
Beautifully silked & doped, it won Spirit of SAM concours d'
elegance: also flew 2nd in Antique, 3rd in "C" ignition.

SAM SPEAKS
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(Continued from page 14)

UPCOMING RULE CHANGES
CONTINUED

.

George Murphy runs up his Ohlsson 60 in Struck "New Ruler."
George won "Feather Merchant: trophy for best running original
ignition engine.

Any new rules will go into effect Jan. 1, 1992. It's
strongly recommend that in fairness to all, no club hold
major events by the new rules, even on a so called "test
basis" until that time. The reason is that it often takes some
time to make and test necessary changes to aircraft,
engines, run times, etc. and some folks will have an advanced start on this over their competitors. Also such
action would violate our by laws by not providing everyone the agreed-to two full years of flying under the previous rules.

_Jame
Jack Archibald prepares his Comet Interceptor for 1/2A
TEXACO. (Grosheider Photo)

Joe Beshar flies his own design free flight- the "Fox", powered
by a Bantam .19.

LOST VIDEOTAPE
At the 1989 SAM Champs in Jean, NV., a videotape
belonging to Irwin Ohlsson was loaned to Don Bekins,
who in turn loaned it to someone to copy and return. It was
Irv's original and contained some early footage of his
models and his engine production. The tape has not yet
been returned to either Don or Irv. Would the borrower
please see that it is returned to:

The traditional mass launch of twin pusher rubber ships gels
underway despite high winds. Our very earliest model designs
fly in this classic event.

Mr. Irwin Ohlsson
27437 Eastvale Rd.
Rolling Hills, CA 90274

NGK SPARK PLUGS ME-8 1/4 X 32
3 to 10 (3 Min. Order)
$7.00 ea.
11 to 19
$6.75 ea.
Box of 20
$6.50 ea.
HAVE APPROX. 100 AVAILABLE
CLARENCE H. BULL JR.
3193 ALYNDALE DR.
EUGENE, ORE. 97404
(503) 688-3533 NO COLLECT CALLS

AFRO
GRAPHICS
CUSTOM LETTERING

PERSONALIZE YOUR AIRCRAFT
MODEL OR FULL SCALE — LETTERS, NUMBERS, NAMES
Pre.spaced • Ready to apply - 20 colors - 11 typestyles including Military Block
Also emailohle in

# 7901
# 8550
# 8918
# 8500
# 8600
# 9140
# 9060
# 9100
# 512

K&B-COX
KU.
K&8
K&B
K&B
K&B
K&B
K&B
TORPEDO

.15 C 1
3.25CC
3.5CC
4.9CC
5.8CC
6.5CC
6.6CC
7.5CC
.35CI

/X14714 ,7AY Atenrilr

• NINC Numbers
• HAM Call Numbers C...XMCnk

• AM A/IMAA Numbers

• Static Display Cards
"4&Xt•Wa • Premium Quality
XXXXX..
• Great Looking

• Easy to apply
• Fuvl Resistant

K&B ENGINES--BLUEPRINTED AND
MODIFIED BY CLARENCE F. LEE

SA/4 2490

Call or write for free ilvathiare • Sample
Gnalimila, NC 28052
(704) 8l1.4-20.'18 - 4-11 p.m. Eastern Time

5201 Pre 4 amMill Rd •

FF/CL
FF/CL
FF/CL
FF/CL
FF/CL
FR-FF/CL
RR-FF/CL
FR-FF/CL
FR-SERIES 1961

ORIGINAL IGNITION ENGINES:
BANTAM, FORSTER, MCCOY, OHLSSON, TORPEDO
MANY OTHERS

JAKE OURIEL

Super Cyclone Engines
P.O. Box 1809
Show Low, AZ 85901

315 RUTGERS STREET
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14607
716-461-9405
SEND SASE FOR PRICE LISTING

ADAPTOR

ALL ENGINES READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY !

courrs,

THROWA-WAY YOUR
CHUCK 6 WRENCH. USE OUR
ADAPTOR I1 KEYLESS CHUtgl
TO sra.
ON ALL
IDREMELI Fovea; TOOLS.

RUNS 100% TRUE
CONCENTRIC AT FULL R PM.

SILK
$7.95* / YARD
LIMITED SUPPLY
'PLEASE ADD 254 PER YARD FOR POSTAGE.
CALIF. RESIDENTS ADD 61/4% SALES TAX.

ESAKI — LIGHT WEIGHT — ORANGE ONLY
GAS MODEL — RED, BLUE, GOLD, ORANGE,
GREEN, PINK, SILVER, FUSCHIA,
LIGHT BLUE, TURQUOISE, & BLACK
SILRON — RED, BLUE, ORANGE, PINK,
FUSCHIA, TURQUOISE, & BLACK

603-B SAN MICHEL
COSTA MESA, CA 92627

(714) 646-8864

NO. 501 'ADAPTOR r KEYLESS CHUCK • $18.95
{DREMEL NO, VS DO NOT NEED ADAPTOR
TO USE KEYLESS CHUCK)

STEEL SAW AND ARBOR

REPRODUCTION PARTS
for your Vintage Spark
Ignition Engines. For full
information on parts available and prices, send
S.A.S.E. to:
D.P. Wilke,
Metal Casting Lab.
P.O. Box 188
Dept. S.S.
Idyllwild, CA 92349-9988
Ph. (714) 659-2460

HARDENED, GROUND 8 POUSHED STEEL
USED FOR CUTTING PLASTIC, W0013, SOFT
METALS, MAN, PLINGLASS 6 ETC.
AVAILABLE IN .006, .006, .010..012 .014,
.016 .015..020. 023, .025,
.028, .032 THCKNESS:
CUTSCE DIAMETER %58.75 EA,

N0.502 • ARBOR • S8.00
NO. 503 • 1' X .014 X 114' SAW • $6.00
{ OUR SAWS CNLYWCRK WITH OUR ARBOFQ

PIN VISES
SUPPLED WM 2 REVERSIBLE COLLETS
0 TO 1/8' CAP. LARGE KNURLED RANDLE.
STAINLESS STEEL. THROUGMUT. HOLDS
TAPS UP TO 6-32.
No. 504 — 4.-0 4. 00 I, SET OF
No. 505 — r- 11.00
ALL 4
No. 506 — 10' — 16.75
63600
No. 507 — 15' — 16.00

EASTERN TOOL &SUPPLY CO.
149 GRAND ST. - N,Y.C., N.Y. 10013
WRITE FOR CATALOG
$3.00 CODER& 212.925100$
WHEN ORDERING PPO ADO $3.00 OFFICE 2122264749
COO ADO $5.00 I FAX
212.925-1010

BALSAWOOD

TAIBI

BIRO4 PLYWOOD
i/64 12 12
1184 4 12 x 24

tree 1. 12 a 40
1 164 46 x 46

ArS'q".1.

"the standard of EXCELLENCE"

SJQ

1.6•1NCH

48

3.6.114CH

48

36

3•NCH

BALSA SHEETS
x 116
145 x 3716
ire x 114
16 A 313
19x 172

BALSA WOOD
STICKS'

■

1,16•1 401
• .'79
1116
1 /16.3132
1716 118
1118 3116
1116. 114
1116 x 318
1716 x 12
1/166 3/4

313241C31
Y32 K ace
3132 • 10
112 a 5116
3132 • 114
302x378
372. 112
3132 K 314

49 -

38 06
07
09
10
11
14
17
22

19 0

3.4

3116-11404
12
14
16
18
21
30

3116 x 3116
3116 x 174
3116 x
3116 x 12
3116 A 314

41'

'OS-INCH

09
10
II
14
.15
17

.12
14
IS
17
20
n

174.104
$14. 318

25

33

36'

174
112
111.34

Vie-INCH
517645/15
511911 39
5/16 11 1/2
5/ 1 6 < '34

• 1:10ubk, 98188 W003
Prom For SPA°
ond 04.344006 60cks

00

12

12

79

IA

10

17
76
25

.22
26
35

36
14
.15
17
21
30
36'
¶7

19
22
34
33•
.23
26
30
42

99.

10
.20
22
27
41

39 a 30
378.172
378 a 3.0
1/2•1NCH

45

46"
.29
32

44

47

64

36'

1•/401

1118 x 1
302 x 1
19 x 1
3119 • 1

48•

40

52

1/2 x 314

56

.75

TRIANGULAR
CUT BALSA
1..4x1141,36
316.318,36
1/2 x 1/2 36

114 A 1
39x1
12. 1

24004
27
31

40
65

314.3.36

ta2x36
1 a3a36
• 36
2a 24E6
21/3.36
2.4.38

30
'III

3.3,36

43

1/16 x 3
302 a 3

.46
66
64

.20 .30
1/8 x 3
32
.43
3/16 a 3
.36
.47
52 114 x 3
38
$1 16 x 3
44
.6t
318x3
57
.77
112x3
70
94

1.90
1.76

12.2

2.48

48' 4-INCH

36'

32

30
.44
49

1M 2
3/18 4 2
Ill s 2
39 . 2

BALSA PLANKS

98'

36• 46 - 102 a 3

1/32x2
1118 X 2
392x 2

.90

314x3W436
1.1.36

.27

31

40

33

x 12

48'
22

29

1132 a 6 x 12

47
1 21

.43
51

1132.4
7119.4

.68
64
77
90
110
1 61

3132.4
116 • 4
340 • •
161

316 a 4
121 4

48'

.57
62
73
.66

77 1 02
90 1.20
tO
1. 28
1 . 61
38•

1.43

1

1$

2.14
48'

70 93
76 108
1 17
102 1-35
122 162
1.40 207
1.95 290
234 34

1132 it 12x 17
1/32 12 24
1/32 4 12 4 48
1116 a 6 12
1116 x 12 a 12
x 12 a 24
1/16x 12.46
362 x 6 x 12

392 x 12 a 12
3132 x 12 21
3132. 12 a 48
ire . 6 x 12
s 12 x 12
103 . 12k 24

1.96
3.89
801
3204

104.6.12
104.12.12
104.12.24
M.12.48

77
158
3.11
5.26

64
1 27
2. 57
506

12 K 12
39x 12 a 24
316 • 12 x 48

196
7.70

.63
1.25
250
5.00
.97
t 94
3$7
774

16,12,12
12x 12. 24
12,12 . 0

2 16
4 33
8 65

LITE PLYW000
19 . 12 12

62
t ea
328

161 12 x 24
12 x 43

$9 • 12 x 48

1.07
2.13
426
850

3716 a 6 x 12
396 s 12 x 12
3/76 w 12 x 24
3116 12 x 48

118 a 10
156 316 x 314
3,14 1.14 1
626 5116. 1.1/4

TAPERED TRAILING
EDGE
36• 46 -

39 . 1-1/2

24
31
42

32
43
58

47
66

.65
77

* OPEN TO THE PUBLIC *
Superior Aircraft Materials
12020-G Centralia • Hawaiian Gardens, California 90716 • (213) 865-3220

3..24
2.46
352
496
524

Handling Charge • 55.00 • Add $3.50 for C.O.D. • Minimum Order $20.00 plus U.P.S.
We accept Personal checks and C.O.D. • California Residents add 61/2% Sales Tax

e
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Super loud audio Beeper, 96 decibels at a frequency
where the ear is most sensitive. Audible up to 1500 feet
when the model is airborne or 300 to 400 feet on the
ground. The sound will direct you immediately to the lost
model whether in trees, corn, tall grass, brush, ravines,
etc.

Ken Srkora's

101111111114 MODEL SUPPLY
0

--,---_
DON'T LOSE
,,--YOUR NEXT MASTERPIECE
•
INSTALL THE
SCREAMER BEEPER

1?!1/4

P.O. Box 7334 • Van Nuys, CA 91409

The Screamer-Beeper is ready to mount in your plane
complete with 16 hr. battery and DT trigger switch. Total
installed weight: 19 Grams-little over 1/2 Oz.

IUD OLD TIMID "GOODIES"?
Iii VE=T EMI

Great for Wakefield size rubber or any power ship.
$19.95 Post Paid. (US Only) Check or M.O.
Make checks payable to Bill Turner
(CA residents add 6.5% Sales Tax)

A 1930's MODEL SHOP!
sawed prop blanks.
balloon/WWI/Streamline balsa wheels. Hinoki wood,
colored nitrate dope, thrust buttons & bearings, bamboo, silver Jap tissue, prop hardware, special washers.
winders, rubber, hundreds of old ScalelContest plans
& more! Shop from our illustrated catalog. SendS2.00

Bill Turner, 3027 Rutgers Ave., Long Beach, CA 90808

VINYLWRITE CUSTOM LETTERING
STOP HAND CUTTING YOUR SAM & AMA NUMBERS - GET TO KNOW US AND SAVE SOME MONEY TOO?
Take advantage of this special offer. Send us $6.00 (CA res 56.41) & we will send you
2 strips 1" high & 1 strip 2" high with SAM or AMA • your number all pre-spaced, aligned
and ready to apply) Choose black or white. You will also receive our complete info package
49C11115
describing all of the custom lettering options available to make your life easier?
Priced right with no minimum charge!

• EZ TO APPLY •
P6016(11117

•1I■

4 Iv
AN Orden processed u pals Iwo,'
and shopped V1,8 Am dais mail

1411 011 I111
714(1

oil roux

101

SMOAK! ,

A110 (8.11

5117 BUS 4 6044787 you. orOli.
IOU 91 00111.

AMA

VINYUNIUTE CUSTOM LETTERING
16043 Tulsa Street
Granada Hills, CA 91344
(818) 363-7131 Wow rei 6 PM Pacrf0 • Med order o,n4.' C4 III. add xis •

, 1 .v

'4
AA44 NON

Be sure to print clearly.
Indicate which number you
want in each height & color
choice. We only use 3M
Premium Vinyl! Not a decal

Custom Letter Today

The VINYLWRITE Way

Learn why the best
lessons in electric R/C are
taught by old-timers.

boy
rest: 576 sq. %IL
Flying Weighs: 3248 as.
2. 4.1
1.eisere OS Miami' Geared

somber
Building and flying a Leisure Playboy or Lanzo
electric
R/C
arc
some valuable
flight
Old- timer can teach
Like building light. Fundamental to good electric f
performance is a lightweight airframe. Leisure's Playboy and
Old-tirners both feature lihtweight airframes
c apabities
with
il
BorribCf
Lanzo
that combine powerful takeoff and climb g
minimum sink rates — for long flights and slow landings.
o build-in stability for easy flying.
Another les on is howPtlayboy and Bomber designs started
Co nsider that the original two old-timers fly hands off too.
C
out life as free flights. Our make the perfect R/C trainer.

really do
IllThat'swye
Maybe the most important lesson the Leisure Playboy and
Bomber Old timer kits can teach you is how to open up and
keep more R/C flying sites. You see, because they're electric
almost 1111
powered they're practically silent. You can fly them
anywhere, anytime.
See your local R/C hobby dealer and pick up a Leisure
Playboy or Lanzo Bomber kit and an inexpensive Leisure 05
ht system. You're in for some good lessons — take it from
ftig
an old-timer.
For more information on motors.
Leisure Old-rimer Kits. motors,
NiCel batteries. chargers and
a stamped.
other accessories Wild sized

b r addresser, business

The Leisure Lento Bomber
Wingspan: NM"
Wing Arta:630 sq. es.
Flying Weight: 35-40 or geared 2.5:1
rnaffr

envelope to: Leisure Electronics.
Unit B.
22971 Triton Way.
C.4 92653Lagn .

Power: Ltisant 05

Leisure Electronics offers a 25% discount to all paid-up SAM members. They will also take Visa/Mastercard over the phone. (714) 581.1198
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AMA Eliminates Insurance Liability Coverage!
And an editorial message to AMA leadership
By Bob Angel
With no prior warning, and with no input from the
general membership, the AMA has quietly announced that
beginning January 1, 1991, member-to-member & memberto-family member liability benefits have teen eliminated
from our insurance coverage. The stated reason is "to
combat soaring litigation expenses". At the same time,
AMA accident/medical coverage for all members is being
increased from $7,500 to $100,000. Presumably this second
item has been analyzed, and will increase AMA's insurance
costs very little, because most injuries (SAM's most frequent being hand-in-prop) do not exceed $7,500; plus the
fact that most people already have regular medical insurance which must first pay before AMA's "secondary" insurance takes effect.
So what is the net effect on us? Most of our events
are held in locations where over 90% of the people gathered
are AMA members. If a model cracks your windshield, it's
no longer insured by AMA. If like me, you drive older
wheels and carry only liability insurance, you will have no
coverage against the most likely type of property damage
from model flying.
But that's not our major concern. Insurance should
take care of the unusual, rare, and expensive surprises,
which we couldn't afford to cover within a normal budget.
Keep in mind how television, our most powerful schooling
medium, is systematically altering our national character,
via lawyers commercials; teaching us that any kind of
accident is akin to winning a lottery. It's rare, but models
sometimes kill people, or worse yet (for litigation purposes)
can permanently disable a healthy breadwinner, or a spouse
or child. Does anyone believe that all AMA members are
automatically such "pals" they would neversue one another
under such a circumstance? Under pressure and guidance
from counsel, children and parents sue each other!
AMA membersare more likely than mostpeople to
have a job, own valuable property, have a bank account,
etc.; all prime targets for legal action. You can very suddenly
become liable for a string of exorbitant legal fees, inflated
medical bills, court costs, "pain and suffering", lost earning
power, possible punitive, or exemplary damages, etc. If the
AMA can't afford this risk, or the defense costs, can a lone
AMA member afford it? And viewing it from the reverse
side, if our society hal decided that someone need always
be compensated for a serious accident, should a person be
denied this recovery right simply because he has paid his
AMA dues?
The predominant reason most people belong to
AMA is for the insurance protection. Clubs "protect"
themselves and their flying fields by requiring membership.
Competitors belong out of necessity, in order to fly in
sanctioned meets, which again ties right back into insurance
reasons. Still, there are thousands of model fliers who
should, but do not belong to AMA, simply because they

consider the cost/benefit ratio too high. All this adds up to
a warning to those of you heading up the AMA: Ladies and
gentlemen, you've simply got to do better! You've got to
reduce unnecessary costs in other areas, such as travel and
administration; plus eliminate some major unnecessary
programs and undertakings, and get back to providing the
real basics; i.e., an adequate insurance program at reasonable cost. AMA, consider this an urgent and very serious
plea for immediate restoration of ourlost insurance! If you
must cut insurance costs, consider a higher deductible
clause, but you have to remove the major risk, or we have
to consider ourselves no longer insured by AMA!
The AMA member to non-member liability and
medical coverage was retained at $500,000 each, but this
coverage was also reduced by removing protection from
punitive or exemplary damages. Nosane person deliberately
causes an accident, but many jurors still perceive model
flying as a childish, reckless activity; and you can still be
held liable for huge sums of money, for which your protection
has just been removed.
Many of us remember a few years ago, when a
major magazine editor, sensing the members' discouragement with AMA's bureaucracy, made a serious attempt at
a "coup d'etat", aimed at replacing AMA. His plan was to
set up a good insurance program at a reasonable cost. That
particular coup attempt failed, probably because we felt
that if the existing democratic system wasn't working, why
would a dictatorship do any better? But what if one or more
of AMA's special interest groups joined together, came up
with a reasonable cost insurance program, and invited
others to associate? There have already been rumblings,
and I believe it's quite possible. Any of several magazines
could fill in the communications gap. I'm not eager tq see
that happen, but over the years we've all watched the AMA
bureaucracy grow unchecked until it is becoming impossible
to support financially.
AMA, you're pursuing too many self-interest activities of little or no benefit to those paying the bill. Despite
our growing dissatisfaction, we're trying to stay with you;
but you can't keep emulating your neighbors in the federal
government much longer, because of a critical difference in
the two bureaucracies: Federal income taxes are mandatory;
AMA dues are not!
EVE RYTNEVG FOR THE VINTAGE MODELER

ARGO - U.S.A.
• ELFIN 2.49 cc DIESEL ENGINES
• ORWICK ENGINES
IGNITION • DIESEL • (LOW
• BATTLEAXE - DIESEL ENGINES
• SPARK PLUGS
• TRANS. IONMON COILS
• POUR STROKE • OLOW ENOINE
• GLOW
• MOTOR MOUNTS • CLASS FILLED
• ACCESSORIES

rums

3229 Dianora Dr. Palos Verdes, CA 90274
Phone (213) 377-6186
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SAM 66 team: Jim Schlapfer, 011ie Moses, Charlie Thuet, Jim Davenport, Bill Brenchley, Skip Williams, and John
Submitted by Jim Scott
Scott. They placed 8th in a field of 21 teams.
RESULTS OF THE 1990 INTERNATIONAL 1/2A TEXACO POSTAL CHALLENGE
1. SAM 51 "The Nifty One"
Fair Oaks, California
Team Manager. Tom Vincent
Craig Barton
R. C. Cuff
V es pa
John Fulton
Tom Vincent
Giant Borsht°
Art Cummins
Dallaire
Bob Crice
Brigadier
2. SAM 21 "The Blackjack Club"
San Jose, California
Team Manager. Dave Lewis
Henry Smith
Simplex
Jack Alton
Playboy Jr.
Dan Earl
Comwando
Dave Pruner
F. Westerner
Dave Lewin
Playboy Sr.

7. SAM 26 "The Central Coast Chapter"

247
288
283
310
296

1800
1800
1800
1 512
1481
8413
.

Santa Maria. California
Team Manager, Bob Angel
Hardy Robinson
RC-1
Lanao R. Bkr.
Don Bishop
Monti Farrell
RC-1
Mike McClaughlin
Playboy Sr.
Bob Angel
Roll

1.08
290

408
110
400

320
330
360
290
288

1800
1800
1702
1387

12172

Wilmington, Delaware
Than Manager. John Scott
Jim Davenport
Playboy Jr.
Korswap
Skip Williams
Coronet
Bill Brenchley
Commodore
John Scott
Commodore
Jim Schlapfer

285
30D
27D
270

A.
B.
A.

9. 1AM 56 W. H. A. Pi."

237
312
238
288
270

1800
1800
1565
1553

1166

Wichita.Kansais
Team Manager. LaM oine 1ch•oo1.
Stratoatreak
LaMoine Schrock
Jack Phelps
Playboy
Alert
Bill Schmidt
Dan Walton
Rickard *ling
B. Bombshell
Jlw Katkuhn

290 1770
1623
zae
277 1376
225 1198

290

304
304
304
285
312

1800
1646
1475
1366

1336

10. 1AM 41 "San Diego Aeroneers"
San Diego, California
Team Manager. George Wagner. sr.
Lanao R. Bkr.
Ken MacLean
B. Ridge Hike
Jim Alaback
Playboy
Dick Muns
Ehling
Ron Falk
Playboy
L. D. Coy

288

1602
1580
1386
1188

288

1147

305
320
288

6903

762 3
5. SAP 82 "SAM Houston 62"

Houston, Texas
Team Manager, Jim
Mexvil Lipsey
Arthur Milam
Lou Feaerman
Jim Horner
Charles Hill

Horner
MO-2
BC -1
Pixie
Interceptor
Playboy

300
288
276
268
288

1800
1800
1106

1782
1190
7378

6. SAM 29 "The Planeemen"

Ft. Worth, Texan
Team Manager. Joe
L. A. Johnnton
Daryl Rogers
Ed Trice
Dick Huang
Joe Percy

Percy
Karnwap
Bomber
Playboy
Playboy Cab.
Sailplane

203
288
306
300
277

1655
1727
1679
1199

_790
7250

111

7121

7884

4. SAM 39
Sandusky, Ohio
Team Manager, Robert Walter
Robert Walter
Bomber
Bomber
Thad Kusak
Art White
Bomber
Viking
Ralph Turner
M. C.
Jack Ross

1569
1439
1435
137 5
7172

8066

D.
C.

1.01.!t,

7186
B. SAM 66 "C olden Bra Flyers"

3. SAM 84 "The Vintagents"

Queensland Australis
Team Manager. Colin Borthwick
Slattery
Banshee
1937 Ehlina
Borthwick
Mowat
Banshee
Kerswap
Dent
French
Ply. Quaker

1800
1763
1459
1123

11. SAM 77 "Sun Coast SAM"
Tampa, Florida
Team Manager. Roger Laudmti
Kerewap
Romer Laudati
Kerawap
Ed Simpson
Russ Preston
Miss America
Stratostroak
Arnie Hemnendez
Bomber
Bruce Horvath

258
330
310
266
300

1512
1361
1329
1307
lata
6816

12. 3AM 40
Taylor, Michigan
Team Manager. • Tenon J. Josaltih
310 1649
Playboy
Lee Seeligson
Lanza B. Bkr. 300 1436
Ken Hopkins
Anderson Pylon 292 1402
Bob Erpelding
Supr Buccaneer 330 12 4 5
Mick Leaker
950
Th•mal Thurber 362
Joe Schooley
6682
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RESULTS continued

13. SAM 1836 "The Alamo Chapter"
Corpus Christi. Texas
Team Manager, Wayne Belcher
Nervy Duck
Old Reliable
Roy Fox

Playboy

Wayne Belcher
Lee Cranberry
George Klamo

Turner Spl.
Turner Spl.
Stratostreak

14. SAM 65 "SAM Alaska"
Soldotna, Alaska
Team Manager, Van Wilson
Robert Kaiser
PB-2
Van Wilson
Playboy Sr.

315
315
305
305
288

?.9.2
6;523

John Novak

Playboy

288
288

/455
1371

320

T. D. Coupe

280
280

15. SAM 1 "Model Museum Flying Club"
tenver, Coloradp
Team Manager, Jack M. Warkina
Jim Lang
Bomber
125
Art Grosheider
Playboy
315
Art Grosheider
Brigadier
Sao
Art Hills
Playboy
285
Jack M. Warkins
B. Ridge Mike 318

126A

1193

1600
1211
981
961

280
280

286
290
296

1401
1290
1129
1091
920

5831

17. SAM 59

310

288
350
288
312

18. SAM 57 "The Variety Croup"

290
288
)10
)10
115

1800
1742
841

693
462
5538

1500
11g 65

907
264.
5352
THE 1990 INTERNATIONAL 1/2A TEXACO POSTAL
CHALLENGE
from Bob Grice, Postal Match CD., Sept., 1990:

20. SAM 00 "Second Time Around Gang"
Dublin, California
Team Manager, Howard J. Onegueda
Don Parmenter
Anderson Pylon 295
Dave Steins!
B. Ridge Mike 305
Anderson Pylon 29',
Nick Panaglotou
George Gissendane
340
Commando
Howard J. Osegueda
Diamond Demon 308
21. SAM 55
Otaki, New Zealand
Team Manager, Pat Clarke
Terry O'Meara
Diamond Deamon
Bernard Scott
Playboy "ir.
Rower Left
Wigdor Wanp
Interceptor
Pat Clarke
Ivan Treen
Simplex

808

315
-.)38

240
288
300

1420
720
705

626
634
4105

1219
1800
898
50

3967
in the same cool maritime air mass prevailing in northern
California at the time.
Third placing Australians obviously can fly 1 /2A
Texaco, and could very well take the trophy "down under"
in 1991.
Hardy Robinson of SAM 26, California's Central
Coast Chapter, flew his 23 ounce, 408 square inch Lanzo
RC-1 to a double max. He did the most with the heaviest.
We had five more chapters participate than last
year. SAM 65 Alaska did their flying on the Kenai Peninsula in "rain, hay and weeds". One member or their team
is a grandmother. Cheers and thanks to all of you.
Ed note: If any overseas or domestic chapter didn't receive
rules and entry materials for the 1990 event, and would like
to participate in 1991, please make sure SAM 51 has your
correct address by writing:
Bob Grice
4351 Greenvale Rd.
Fair Oaks, CA 95628 USA

CustornIngineWork

The 1990 Postal Challenge is history. Colin
Borthwick's Australian "Vintagents", and Pat Clarke's New
Zealand team represented the international aspects, and we
were delighted to see their participation.
SAM 51 will keep the trophy for another year. We
attribute our win to excellent chapter participation (12 entries) and flying in early morning buoyant air. Cool winds
from the south at about 12 knots, and scuddy low clouds
proved not to be a serious factor.
The SAM 21 boys were close behind and flew well

999
997
921
869
4594

4-6
5

5948

16. SAM 27

Vincennes, Indiana
Team Manager, Don Saohtjen
Wayne Jenkins
Interceptor
John Schifko
Kerswap
John Bell
Miss America
Frank Roales
Miss America
Gene Miller
B. Ridge Mike

318

Playboy 48"

1507

Fox 107

Slidell, Louisiana
Team Manager, John Peterson
Al Gisevius
Miss America
To Lindholm
Brigadier
John Peterson
Dallaire
Al Gisevius
Brigadier
Tom Lindholm
Bomber

B. Ridge Mike

Jack Conrad

311

Jo Clack
Gary Clack

Napa, California
Team Manager, Ed Healer
Gino Ferrari°
Red Zephyr
Sky Greenawalt
Playboy Sr.
Ned Nevels
Bomber
Ed Healer
quaker Flash
Park Abott
Bomber

Jerry Hoffman

1035

288

Mike Wilson

T. D. Coupe

1800

1475

19. SAM 100 "The Second Chance Squadron"
Lancaster. Pennsylvania
Team Manager, J1121 C. Delagrange
Andy Philipczak
Kerswap
288
Mickey DeAngelis
Miss Fortune X 330

OPS & VS Repair & Pan..

GEORGE M AEDRfCH
A.M.A. & S.A.M. Life Member

AA.I.A.RaV

ALDRICH 11111Una MODELS
MAIL ORDER SlePPLIFS
KIT Of SIGN &L.41/
CONSUL TING & R
Over SO Year% ficperterrie
O. ;CA .. PATTERN

r.

12112? TARRYTOWN
SAN A %/TOMO. TX 7823
(512) 656-ZOZT
RACING FRI (-FIR -MY DUST I S
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THE INTERNATIONAL 1/2A TEXACO POSTAL
CHALLENGE continued
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Dave Unruh. Dave had so many other things going that he
didn't get his own 1 /2A ship built in time, but he did find
time to help a great deal with the contest. He brought the
portable club house (his motor home) and acted as timer,
coach, spotter pilot, rules guide and coffee maker.
Bill Toppa, an FAA executive, and avid modeler,
brought his famous Playboy Sr.- Famous because of all the
Playboys, his is the only one I know of that spent the first
few months of it's life away from home, sitting in the top of
an Alaskan spruce tree. Lost on it's maiden flight in February
two years ago, it was found months later, full of water. The
finder carefully restored the model and returned it to Bill at
Christmas that year. Bill had then trounced us with it at
Summit Lake this past spring. I knew he was a threat when
I saw him drive up.
While this went on, I knew another real threat was
a quiet kid in our midst. You know the kind. Doesn't say
much, but always watching and listening. Well in this case,
he's been in the periphery for 16 years. He's my kid, Mikey,
who took us all by surprise last year at the Summit Lake
Alaska SAM Annual, when he took high honors in 1 /2A
Texaco and class C. Here he is again with that Fox 107 and
a Golden Bee that's been known to run 8 minutes. Having
tromped us at Summit Lake with his dad as pit man, he was
put on notice here, that he had come of age and was on his
own. He did well, and made us all proud.
We appreciated the invitation to compete, and if
invited again next year, we promise to have a good time again.

We usually receive lots of contest reports and photos
from chapters, but oddly enough, there were few extensive
reports received on this year's 1 /2A Texaco Postal event.
One of the most interesting came from SAM 65 news editor
Van Wilson, and here is a slightly condensed version:
Well we did it. It's the first time we've competed in
a specific old timer event. Generally we hold a multiple
event affair. Since SAM 65 is new and doesn't have a field
of it's own, we fly at host fields around the state, or find a
lake and do a float fly. However, for this event most of the
fields wouldn't do because of proximity to controlled airspace having 300 to 400 ft. height restrictions. So the Peninsula Modelers Assn. offered their assistance.
With the size of the state of Alaska, you'd think
IT DOESN'T ALL FIT IN
there would be lots of open area to fly models. Not so! First
Letters to the editor, and some editorial comment.
there is little road access to most of the state. Then the
At this time of year, more material than we have
tundra is difficult to walk on, particularly when carrying a
delicate model and flight box. Then we add the various room for gets submitted to SAM Speaks for publication.
federal and state parks, wildlife reserves and sanctuaries, That's good, because we can pick the most interesting and
forest service preserves, native land claims, and a little timely items. But it's also bad, because someone is disapprivate land, and there ain't no place left. We finally located pointed when their letters, photos, or contest reports aren't
a small field near Soldotna Alaska on the Kenai Peninsula. used; which might discourage them from future submisSo in the rain, with low ceilings and visibility, light sions.
wind, uncut hay and weeds, we held our first 1 /2A Texaco
There are four letters here, none planned for full
Postal Challenge. We flew to the bottoms of the clouds, into publication, but which I'd like to at least acknowledge.
the clouds, and finally learned that we could do quite well They average a couple of typewritten pages apiece and
between the clouds. I got the only max of the event, but lost would take quite a bit of space. All are concerned with what
to "Rathfull Robert" Kaiser and his dreadful PB-2. Jo Clack, the flying rules "ought to be", and all four have at least some
our very own flying grandmother was the first to let me suggestions with which your current editor personally
know that my hoped for title would be hard earned at best. disagrees. But none of this is the reason they aren't included
I overheard her tell the assistant C.D. that she didn't care in their entirety. The problem is mostly bad timing. They
about winning the contest, she just wanted to beat "him"! I might be appropriate about a year ago, or a year from now,
wasn't sure if she was referring to me or her husband Gary, but right now we have passed the deadline for "real" rules
but I took it as a compliment and a challenge. Anyway, she change submissions, and we'll be dealing with just those
took off with her T.D. Coupe and was soon showing us a qualified changes which will be coming up for vote in mid
thing or two about finding lift, applying body english to R/ 1991. Many people will get tired of hearing about rules
C flying, how to have fun in the rain, and, and—I knew it during this time, so a lengthy discussion of rules which
was a fight to the finish.
aren't even in the hopper for vote is untimely.
Gramps (Gary Clack)- Jo's husband of many years,
A couple of the letters were submitted several
was in the act with vigor. Gary and Jo have mirror image months back, but only 2n1 of the letter writers went on to
T.D. Coupes, one in brown and tan, the other in tan and submit his suggestions as a qualified rules proposal, so
brown. Each has the owners name on it, craftily done by we'll be hearing more from him. Anyway, I'd like to thank
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Elmer Jordan, Dick Haung, Neil Markee, and Dave Gilbert
for their letters, and we'll go ahead with a very abbreviated
review of each. Elmer is a free flighter, while Dick, Neil, and
Dave are concerned with the R/C rules. Elmees letter
concentrates on the theme that converted glow engines
should be banned from free flight, but if this can't be done,
then their run time should at least be reduced relative to
original ignition engines. Dick doesn't want to see any
changes to the rules. His letter is humorous and has a few
good one liners, as he moves on to disagree with several
previously enacted rules changes, most of which have
banned, or restricted certain equipment.
Neil takes an opposite view from Dick and believes
we should (quote) "stir the pot" because "Who will place in
the top five of any major contest is fairly predictable". He
would like to "obsolete many winning combinations" and
believes "change should become an accepted way of life
within SAM".Dave addresses the perceived problem of too
many maxes in RC duration, with a new (old) approach,
suggesting a sudden death condition if one achieves a max.
Any flightshort of a max would get the actual time recorded,
but a max, or anything over would receive a zero score; with
an intended end result of fewer fly-offs.
Possibly these writers can use some of their commentary in response to specific rules proposals. If not, such
letters might come closer to being useful several months
(say about Nov-Dec 1991), before the next rules cycle begins.

French "Griffon" sets Speed Records 4 Decades apart!
Written by Bob Angel from information supplied
by Jean-Marie Piednoir
Dateline: Oct. 7, 1945. During a record trials day in
France, A. Gladieux and Max Plan (there's a real designees
name) set a world record for free flight speed at 48.958 Km /
h.(30.5 mph). Flying their Griffon, powered by a Micron 5cc
fixed compression diesel engine, their speed was an average of two required passes from opposite directions over a
100 meter course.
Dateline: Oct. 14, 1989. Pierre Dupin and Michel
Pierrard set a new French record at 69.362 Km /h.(43.1 mph)
for R/C straight line speed. Their model was a Griffon,
powered by a vintage Micron 5cc diesel. Messrs. Dupin and
Pierrard are two of the founders of the Association des
Amateurs d'Aeromodeles Anciens (4A-SAM 70).
How did this come about? Well obviously there
was a lot of planning and work involved, plus an element
of circumstance and fortunate timing. Oddly enough there
was no French R/C speed record prior to this attempt,
despite some attempts made in the mid-sixties. Pierre and
Michel had dreamed of making the attempt for some time.
During 1987, sketches of an R/C Griffon had been made,
and finally in June 1989, construction began. Meanwhile, a
team consisting of Jean-Pierre Marie, Guy Venerus, and
Jean-Marie Piednoir had organized an official speed record
attempt for the 14th of October. They were aiming at a speed
in the 300 Km/h. range with a modern model being devel-
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The Griffon, a French design that set two national speed
records more than 40 years apart!
oped. By a chance conversation, the two groups got together, and the rest is history. After the Griffon made its
record flight, the "modern" group proceeded to break the
newly established record later that same day, with a speed
of 277Km / h. So even though the record lasted only a few
hours, the flight of the Griffon will go into the history books
of the Federation Francaise d'Aeromodelisme (FFAM) as
the first French R/C straight line speed record.
Jean-Marie Piednoir has prepared a most interesting feature article for the British Aeromodeler magazine,
giving the story of both the 1945, and 1989 record flights in
full detail; including the hurried time schedule, the efforts
at getting the vintage engine running properly, the flight
attempts and problems encountered in flying in a 20 mph
crosswind for the record, etc. We won't try to scoop
Aemmodeler here, but if this tale whets your appetite, and
you have access to Aeromodeler, my best guess is the article
might appear about now.
MIDDLE WALLOP AND ALL THAT
A report on the 50th Anniversary Wakefield contest held
in England during August 1990
By Peter Michel
All things considered, the SAM 1066 Middle Wallop bash was nothing short of a triumph which ever way
you look at it. But in one respect - and more of this anon, it
transcended every large vintage meeting since the great
renaissance over a decade ago.
The best weather of the entire summer.
Sunny, hot, but with enough breeze to keep things
bearable and to make a three-minute max a realistic attainment - if you could get one, that is. There were some
pretty experienced Wake flyers in that big entry, but only a
handful achieved full houses and they were mainly from
Italy!
A truly magnificent airfield at our disposal.
For some reason, beyond recall, I had never flown
at Middle Wallop, not even in the old days . This field is
effectively as big as Barkston and is, unlike the Lincolnshire
blasted heath, surrounded by the most pleasant hills you
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could wish to be distracted by while piling 900 turns on 12
strands of 1 /4in. Tan F.A.I.
The organization.
Dave Baker has to my certain knowledge come up
megatrumps twice in world league handling of people and
materials: Firstly on the SAM group visit to the States in
1986, and now at Middle Wallop. The logistics of getting
everybody and everything- Italians, the many Americans,
tables, chairs, score-sheets, scoreboards, prizes, programmes
- together at one and the same time is no light task in itself.
To have secured the security-conscious airfield at all has
been beyond the scope of anyone else for donkey's years.
But to have arranged many months previously all this to
coincide with idyllic weather takes the proverbial biscuit.
Those "three cheers" at the end of the prize-giving were as
well-deserved as they were spontaneous. David, of course,
delegated many tasks and responsibilities and each chosen
official slogged at it throughout the day with a cheerful
efficiency that could be copied elsewhere with advantage.
But the buck stopped with DB.

Reg Parham (UK) readies his own design for launch. Reg has
been a regular competitor for many years

Response from On High
Our cup ranneth over at the announcement that
we've got Middle Wallop for next year - with a full
programme of rubber, glider, power, and control-line! Just
goes to show that The Authorities Are amenable to pure
aeromodelling practised by responsible people- again, an
example that could be copied elsewhere.
Lindsey Smith
What would we have done without him, quietly
liaising and moving mountains as if they were molehills?
Here's a (minor) example. I thought I had lost my Lanzo
Duplex, or at least was in for the very devil of a retrieve,
when it caught a huge riser and refused to come down on
DT in under five minutes. It was a real speck-in-the-distance job. However, who should appear on the horizon,
AWOL Lanzo in hand, as I was half-way down the field in
pursuit? Yes, you've guessed it - Major L.G. Smith in
person. Wheeling his bike across the grass, with CB radio
gear in the front basket, he explained that he had seen it
down while attending to some problem or other at the
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extremity of the field. Then, with a smile, he was off somewhere else. What more can you say?

Abe Gallas (USA) displays his 1936 Coplan, in the 4 oz. class
The Americans and the Italians.
Frankly, they made the meeting. If the Italians
showed us how to fly Wakefields, which they did, then the
Americans - by no means eclipsed in the contests - showed
what a wonderful thing friendly participaton is at a big
gathering of aeromodellers. I don't know what they think,
but we think that the expense of their trip to Britain was
more than worthwhile. And this, bear in mind, is written
before Old Warden and all its associated jollifications. The
Italians, of course, were handicapped by the language
barrier in the social stakes, and to that extent we were all the
poorer, but their leader made up for it with his most
friendly approach, mixing happily with everybody, and, in
fact, made the best speech at the prize-giving.
So what, you say, was that other matter which
transcended all others at the meeting? In my opinion it was
the compulsory use of the take-off board. One was used at
Warwick, but not nearly to such effect. The fluttering banner of SAM 1066 - was there ever such a brave device? - with
the triangular SCIFS flag on the same pole- provided a
heraldic setting against the backdrop of the hills. Nothing
more concentrates the attention of spectator and competitor
than a take-off board. Whether for the thrill of the spills or
for the beauty of the perfect R.O.G., everybody knows this
is for real. It creates its own tensions, which is-the only
explanation for the one incident marring the day. One
competitor, obviously under some nervous strain but not
having as yet wound, actually moved the large board "to
line it up with the wind" while another competitor, fullywound, was preparing to launch from it. The launcher was
distracted by this amazing behaviour and almost came to
grief, his model swooping dangerously low to the right.
Words were exchanged and, later, an apology extended
and accepted. Just goes to show what passions are engendered by the competitive flying of toy aeroplanes!
I have to say that I almost disgraced myself at the
take-off board. My Aries tail-slid on R.O.G., went inverted,
and then came straight back at me so fast that all I could do
was to throw myself flat on the board itself. I am told that it
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Middle Wallop continued
missed me by a matter of inches. Oh, the shame of it! And to think that it was all recorded on one of the many camcorders
clustered around...
Never mind. It was a great day, and as I see it there is now just one cloud on the horizon. And that is that no matter
how optimistic we might be, surely it is stretching optimism too far to expect a repetition of this, the definitive example
of what vintage aeromodelling is about, in a perfect setting, among friends from three nations, and all on a perfect
summer's day? David, please assure me, quickly, that I'm wrong.
Editor's Note: Peter Michel edits the very interesting SAM 35 Yearbook series available here in the U.S. Besides the
Middle Wallop event, most of the participants also attended the "Old Warden" vintage day, and the British Nationals.
I hear that Bill Darkow, our former editor, won the Control Line Concours award at Old Warden.

Jim Persson (USA) displays the Lanzo Duplex that he used to
B. Tomei (Italy) releases his geared ELLILA on the boards
cop second place
SAM INTERNATIONAL VINTAGE WAKEFIELD COMPETITION AUGUST 12th 1990 held at Middle Wallop;
The Museum of Army Flying

13,e s u 1 t s : 8 Ounce Class
Gialanella
I. Turner
A. Beals
R. Parham
R. Alban
V. Pecorari
J. Ralph
R. Oldbridge
J. White
S. Willis
J. Meaney
B. Tomei
G. Rogosky
M. Kemp
P. Michel
A. Heinrich
D. Beals
P. Vittori
P. Snodin
J. Pool
A. WAtkins
C. Blyth
M. Hethrington
L. Barr
B. Aslet

Italy
G/B
G/B
G/B
G/B
Italy
G/B
G/B
G/B
G/B
GIB
Italy
USA
G/B
G/B
USA
G/B
Italy
G/B
G/B
USA
G/B
G/B
G/B
G/B

39 Ellila
39 Korda
Zombie
Gutteridge
Voodoo
Cahill2
Clipper
Mc Kenzie
Isis
Contestor
39 Korda
39 Ellila
Flying Cloud
Hereward
Aries 3
Wakefield Gull
North
Zeffiro
J. Loon
43 Bell
37 Korda
Lockton Park
Isis 2
Vanstead Flying Minutes

2.30
2.30
2.27
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
1.34
1.15
2.30
2.11
2.30
2.30
2.30
1.32
1.13
2.30
2.30
2.26
1.50
0.57
1.39
1.15

3.00
3.00
2.48
2.22
3.00
1.47
1.43
3.00
1.48
1.55
1.34
1.26
1.52
1.36
2.14
2.05
0.20
0.05
1.01
0.49

-

3.00+
3.00+
300=
3.00=
2.07=
2.56=
2.34=
1.55=
3.00=
1.25=
2.00=
1.24=
0.53=
1.01=
1.19=
1 42=
1.42=
1.23=

8.15
7.52
7.37
7.13
6.47
6.29
6.03
5.50
5.45
5.23
5.15
5.07
5.05
5.00
4.32
3.58
3.27
1.50
1.46
1 39
1.15
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SAM INTERNATIONAL VINTAGE WAKEFIELD COMPETITION AUGUST 12th 1990 held at Middle Wallop

C. Blyth
J. Perrson
Barr
B. Aslet
P. Michel
A. Gallas
R. Alban
K. Cooper
M. Hethrington
R. Bellamy
D. Beals
B. Martin
R. Rolls
C. Spencer
A. Watkins
R. Shermanttt
A. Heinrich
S. Willis
M. Mickleson
A. Faykum
B. Hadland
J. Meaney
T. Rees

G/ B
USA
G/B
G/B
G/B
USA
G/B
G/B
G/ B
G/B
G/B
G/B
G/B
G/B
USA
USA
USA
G/B
USA
USA
G/B
G/B
G/B

Lanzo Duplex
Lanzo Duplex
Lanza Duplex
Lanzo Duplex
Lanzo Duplex
36 Copland
N/ Arrow
Lanza Duplex
B.Jeffery
36 Copland
Judge
Lanza Duplex
36 Copland
36 Copland
B.Jeffery
36 Copland
Ying
Eagle
36 Copland
judge
36 Copland
Ying
36 Copland

ftqults: 4 Ounce Class
/30
3.00
2.49
2.06
300
230
1.52
2.38
2.30
1.37
1.06
3.00
1.18
2.30
1.33
1.53
1.42
2.36
L04
1.26
1.43
1.24
1.37
1.34
1.31
1.44
1.20
2.30
1.29
1.16
2.30
1.26
1.26
1.21
1.01
0.57

2.46=
2.42=
205=
3.00=
3.00=
2.36=
2.46=
3.00=
1.58=
2.50=
1.46=
1.28=
0.58=
0.43=

8.16
7.37
7 35
7.30
7.07
6.42
6.34
6.26
6.16
5.20
4.53
4.39
4.13
3.50
3.28
2.30
126
1.26
1.21
1.01
0.57

tttProxy flown by Don Knight, G/B, actual flight time was 7+ minutes, model lost in trees.
Note: Max times set as follows....
1st flight to max of 2.30 minutes.
2nd and 3rd to max of 3.0 minutes.

Errata, Excuses, Alibis, and a few Reasons from the
Editor

Some people believe you should never apologize. I
don't particularly agree, but nonetheless I'll skip the
apologies and get to the point. SAM members deserve to
know why SAM Speaks #96 was quite late and contained so
many typo and punctuation errors.
Shortly after the July SAM Champs, I learned I
would be editor for a few issues. Before the end of August,
and with help from Jim Adams and others, all the written
text, photo captions, SAM Champs results, etc., for issue #96
were ready for typesetting and the photos were ready for
half-toning. A past SAM Speaks editor, Jim had volunteered
for the publisher's job, assuming it would flow almost as
smoothly as it had a couple of years ago when he published
his last issue. Wrong! It was soon apparent Jim had inherited the slowest, toughest part of the job. The pace of the
contracted typesetting and photo work went slowly.
Working back and forth by mail and telephone, I rushed the
proofreading, caught most of the typos, but still missed too
many.
Somewhere during all this, we came to realize the
photo-ready advertising material was locked in Bill
Darkow's house, while he and his wife had departed for
England. That detail was corrected within a couple of days
after Bill's return. After three weeks, the printer seemed

quite willing to sit on the job even longer, till Jim went in to
discuss moving the work elsewhere, then it got finished.
Then there's the matter of the mailing list, which was
transferred from Bill back to Bob Dodds, our treasurer.
Murphy became involved. The clearest explanation is that
we did it with computers. By Nov. 3, I received my "advanced" copy of the issue "hot off the press". Finally on
Nov. 20, I was, hopefully, one of the last to receive my
regular copy from the mailing list. The only defense 1 can
offer for all this is that our interest is in "vintage" aircraft, so
what's wrong with vintage news?
For this issue (#97) we're changing a few arrangements, and hope to regain some lost ground. If it goes as
planned, our new editor may be working on issue #99 when
you read this, while I complete #98. God willing, and if the
creek don't rise, by spring we should be back to at least the
"traditional" SAM Speaks schedule of only a couple months
behind.
Errata; In issue #96, the editor's telephone area
code on page 14, at top-right was incorrectly listed as 808.
The correct number is (805) 937-5145. The lower photo on
page 8 has the wrong caption. Shown facing us is Dick
Haung with his Hollinger "Nomad", being assisted by Joe
Percy. Those were, I hope, the most serious bloopers, and
aside from that I refuse to help you find any others.
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proximately 3 ounces each. The Czech must travel to west
Germany (which they can now do) to obtain one of the
extremely expensive German-made sets with hard currency.
That is almost an impossibility for Czechs, with their very
low wages and restriction on the amount of cash they can
take out of the country for travel ($50). Somehow they do
obtain radios, for I saw two !Crafts (very old) and a Futaba
on 72 Mhz. That frequency is useable there, but, like our 27
Mhz, there is a lot of interference from police, fire and other
communication equipment, making 72 not of much use to
aeromodelers. There is no citizen band radio in Czechoslovakia.
What the Czechs really can use is all our old,
discarded, broadband 27 Mhz equipment. I'm trying to
figure out a way to get our cast-off 27 Mhz radios to them
without the Czechs paying the horrendous 20 to 30% duty,
based on new equipment costs. What SAM, as an organization, can do is try to collect discarded broadband 27 Mhz
R/ C equipment as donations, rather than throwing the old
sets out as 1991 approaches. Then we can try and work out
some way to get the donated R/C gear to our new SAM old
timer enthusiasts.
No- Please call or write Don Bekins, P.O. Box 722, Tiburon,
CA 94920, Phone: (415)435-1535, if you have or know of any
old sets that are being discarded.

With 1952 vintage models in the background, a pair of fun
birds attended this German event. Walter Kreuzer designed
and built the "Bussard" in foreground, and the lighter colored
"SnowBussard" beside it.

Needed for Eastern Europe: Old 27 Mhz R/C Sets
by Don Bekins

We have just returned from eastern Europe. SAM
is alive and well there — in fact, thriving. The Czechs had
their first OT contest September 18th near Prague. Earlier
in the year, the Czech OT enthusiasts drove some 750 km to
southern Germany to attend their first ever OT contest.
With the borders opened up there is a breath of freedom in
the air that pervades everything one sees and hears. For
those who have always had freedom, it is somewhat hard to
comprehend, bu t after a 10 day visit with two Czech families
and travelling some 2,000 km through the countryside, my
wife and I came to appreciate what freedom really means
from those who have not had it for so many years.
The Czechs fly on 27 Mhz (broadband) and 35 Mhz
(narrow band). However, there is no narrow band available
in the state controlled stores. There is Czech made R/C set
available in stores on 27 Mhz that is roughly equivalent to
a 1968 Heathkit, with large linear servos weighing ap-

FULL SIZE PLANS
SAM LEGAL & NFFS NOSTALGIA DESIGNS
FREE FLIGHT AND RC ASSIST
GAS & RUBBER, PLUS GLIDERS
SEND 45 CENTS POSTAGE FOR CATALOG
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AULES PROPOSALS FOR 1992
There were 4 free flight, 12 R/C, and 3 R/C Electric rules submissions made in compliance with SAM by-laws.
A fourth electric proposal was received without the required 25 supporting signatures, and was disqualified. The third
electric proposal submitted by Roland Boucher was almost identical to that submitted by Jack Alten, and is considered
as combined into that proposal. Here is an abbreviated list, including the submitting member.
FF#1
FF#2
FF#3
FF#4

Reduce engine runs for replica diesels.
Add special event, AMA #70I, FF & RC.
Reduce engine runs for glow & conversions.
Use wooden props for safety.

Bob Larsh
Joe Beshar
Elmer Jordan
Bob Angel

RC#1
RC#2
RC#3
RC#4
RC#5
RC#6
RC#7
RC#8
RC#9
RC#10
RC#11
RC#12

Add special event, 1 /2A Texaco scale,
Allow alcohol in ignition fuel.
Add special event, "Foxaco" endurance.
Reduce 1 /2A Texaco Tank size to 4cc.
Reduce LER runs for ignition engines.
Add special event, AMA #701, FF & RC.
Reduce engine runs in LER and Antique.
Re-rate modern 4 cycles to 80% displacement.
Add new "Pure" Texaco event.
Use wooden props for safety.
Increase 4 cycle run times.
Reduce 4 cycle area/displacement loading.

Joe Beshar
Phil Bernhardt
Ralph Turner
Joe Beshar
Joe Beshar
Joe Beshar
Don Bekins
Ed Ham ler
Robert Walter
Bob Angel
Eut Tileston
Eut Tileston

RCE#1
RCE#2

Add electric events for LMR & Texaco.
Add nine new electric events/classes.

Jack Alten
Frank Heacox

FRECEDEKE. CONFLICTS AND RULES COMMITTEE ACTIONSz

-41

Article VIII, Section 1 of the SAM By-Laws provides for the President to appoint a Rules Committee, and /or Rules
Coordinators. Among other duties, it empowers the Coordinators to "screen all proposals based on redundancy. impracticability, or conflict with present rules." Based on this, President Jim Adams and the Committee decided that we
presently have sufficient, if not too many basic SAM events. if all the proposals were voted in, we would have to add 4
new special events, plus 10 or more new basic events/ classes to the rule book. This would be impractical, if not impossible
to administer, and to provide for trophy funding at each SAM Champs. Therefore, no new basic events will be added to
the rule book during this rules' cycle. Any added events voted in will become special events, which are riot required to
be flown at the SAM Champs .
The two electric proposals conflict with each other, and should both pass, the one with the highest number of votes
will prevail.
R/C proposals #8, 11, and 12 all address restoring some previously lost competitive advantage to the 4 stroke
engines. Numbers 11 & 12 can both be adopted, but number 8 conflicts with either or both of 11 & 12. We'll vote on them
independently, and if more than one should pass, then thepiie with the highest number of votes will prevail. Should both
11 & 12 pass, And with more votes than #8, then both may be adopted.
R/C proposal #5 conflicts with part of #7. In the event both pass,
#5 should receive more votes, then the
provisions of #5 are to be inserted into #7, just as they could be inserted into existing rules.
We'll publish the above proposals beginning in this issue, along with their authors supporting rationale. We'll
then open the next few issues of SAM Speaks to arguments in support of, or in opposition to the proposals.
Submitted by Bob Larsh
Free Flight ProposaI# 1
Change Section III, "Power and Classes", Para. 2 to read: "For basic SAM events, ignition engines shall be limited to
original ignition engines, diesels manufactured prior to January 1, 1950, and reproductions thereof, and approved glow
engine conversions to spark ignition."
To Section III, Para. 9, "Power and Classes", add the following sentence: "Reproduction diesels are classified separately
for engine run requirements."
Change Section VI, Para. 3, " night rules", to read: "The allowable engine run for eligible reproduction diesels shall be 75%
of the amount allotted to original ignition engines. Fractions shall be rounded off to the next higher number."
Change Section VI, Para. 4 to read: "Where practical, engine run times for old timer models by-engine types shall be as
follows:

September / October
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Spark Ignition &

Repro

Launch Method:

Original Diesels

Diesels

A. Hand launched
B. Rise off ground

20 seconds
25 seconds

15 seconds
19 seconds

Supporting Rationale for Proposal FF# I
The present replicated diesels have alarmingly dominated class A Free Flight events in recent SAM Champs.
Competing with the diesels have put the spark ignition engines at a distinct disadvantage as evidenced by diesels taking
first place in both A pylon and A fuselage at the '88 Cham ps,and placing in 3 out of the top 5 places in both A pylon and
fuselage at the '89 Champs, winning first again.
This can be compared to original ignition engines having to compete with glow engines on an equal basis. We
should once again look to the preamble and make adjustments necessary to once again encourage the use of the old
sparkers which are truly more representative of the era SAM is supposed to emulate. Diesel engines were not in use before
1942. The glow converted to ignition engines have taken their toll also. These engines managed to walk off with four of
the class A trophies at the 1989 Champs, making almost a clean sweep for diesels and converted glows.
The old excuse of original ignition engines not being available is no longer valid. These engines are more and more
in evidence at collectors' swap meets and in the MECA and other swap sheets. Most prices will be below the cost of the
repro diesels and very competitive with the glow conversions. New SAM members can locate a good ignition motor with
a little diligent sleuthing. These engines are already possessed by many of the older members who would use them if they
could compete on a more equitable basis.
It should be noted that the engine breakdown for different motor runs to make the competition more equitable
in R/ C assist has been working well and should work well for Free Flight. It should also be noted that a number of SAM
members who have always opposed regulating the diesels and the glow converted ignition engines are doing just fine at
contests blowing the doors off the true spark ignition flyers. You will also find that many of the diesel flyers also have good
sparkers to compete with. This change is to benefit Free Flight and will not affect R/ C assist. If you have the spirit of true
Old Timer Free Flight, please vote YES and put the fun back into SAM.

Free Flight Proposal #

Submitted by Joe Beshar

Add AMA Vintage event #701 as a SAM Special event.
To conserve space, we will not print the full text of the AMA event here, but will simply refer the reader to page 128 of
the AMA 1990-1991 Competition Regulations, where the rules appear in their entirety. Briefly, this is an LER event for Old
Timer (pre-'43) designs using ignition engines only. Radio Control may be used (optional) only during the engine run,
and to shut off the engine, and to activate de-thermalization.

Author Toe Beshar's supporting rationale for Proposal FF# 2:
Free flight and RC assist can be flown one on one. It's time to get together.

Free Flight Proposal # 3

Submitted by Elmer Jordan

Proposal: "That the engine runs of approved glow engines converted to ignition be limited to 75% of original ignition
engines."

Author's supporting rationale for the proposal:
Current rules allow converted glow engines the same engine run as the old spark ignition engines. Many of these
engines have been re-worked and run on pressure and alcohol (glow) fuel. The performance of these engines far exceeds
that of original ignition engines.
Converted glow engines are in direct violation of the SAM preamble which says "It is neither desired to advance
the state-of-the-art of aeromodeling, per se, etc." Old time engines in old time airplanes is what it's all about. The 75%
rule has been in use in many parts of the country for years and is a fair equalizer.
At the last SAM Champs only nine of 30 winners were original ignition engines. If old time flying is to survive
as we know and love it the horsepower race must end. Think about it and vote for its preservation.

free Flight Proposal # 4

Submitted by Bob Angel

Add the following paragraph to FF Section I, Definitions and Basic Regulations: "Internal combustion engine powered
models may use only natural wood propellers, except for .051 and smaller engines, which may optionally use plastic or
composite propeller materials."
The author's supporting rationale is based on reducing severity of propeller injuries. To conserve space here,
please refer to RC proposal #10 for the complete rationale.
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Submitted by Joe Beshar

Add a special event, "RC 1/ 2A Texaco static scale and flight." The event is for pre-1950 designs.
1. Scoring is by the total of points for static judging, plus the total flight points.
2. Static scale score is judged by two judges. a. Fidelity-based on a point range from .1 to 1 (one is best). b. Craftsmanshipbased on a point range from .1 to 1. Each judge's scores for a & b are totalled and averaged (divided by two). Then both
judges scores are totalled and averaged again, then multiplied by 900 for the official static scale score.

3. Flight score , is per the regular SAM 1 /2A Texaco R/C rules, except the two flights are totaled and divided by two for
the final flight score. At least one flight is required for qualification.
Joe Beshar submitted no additional supporting rationale for this proposal.

Ra5lio Control Proposal # 2

Submitted by Phi! Bernhardt

Change Section III, Para. 1 to read: "Spark ignition engines may use any fuel that does not contain nitromethane,
nitroethane, nitropropane, or nitrobenzine."

Author Phil j3 e rn hard t's supporting rationale for Proposal. RC# 2:
A rule similar to the one proposed here has been in effect in O.T. F/F since 1988. The justification given when that
rule was first proposed was simply that alcohol (methanol) burns at a considerably lower temperature than gasoline,
which translates to reduced engine wear and longer engine life—a valid argument, and just as valid for R/C as for F/ F.
Unfortunately the rule only applied to the latter, and so for the past 2-1 /2 years the F/F fliers have had a choice as to what
fuels they use, while the R/C guys have been forced to stick with gasoline/oil concoctions.
It's time the R/C rules were amended to include the same kind of rule as F/F, and for the same reason. Spark
ignition engines, whether originals, replicas or conversions, aren't getting any cheaper. And some of the excellent replica
engines that were being made as recently as a year ago are now in either very short supply or out of production altogether.
It makes only good sense to try and prolong the useful life of our existing engines, and using an alcohol-based fuel instead
of gasoline is one easy and effective means of doing just that.
What about increased power output of alcohol as compared to gasoline? The proposed rule bans specific
additives, as does the existing F/F rule, to keep the alcohol fuel's power output equal to about that of gasoline. A straight
methanol / oil mix is pretty tame stuff. If you have visions of it making your tired Brown Jr. perform like an Edco Sky Devil,
forget it. You will probably realize a bit more power from any engine when going from gasoline to alcohol, but what you
are more likely to notice are steadier, more consistent engine runs.
What about fuel availability? No problems here. Sig, K&B, Red Max and other companies sell pre-mixed 0% nitro
glow fuel—some even offer a choice of lubricants. Some hot rod and speed shops sell raw methanol and a variety of oils,
for those who want to mix their own.
What about enforcement of the 0% nitro requirement? Well, obviously, there's no way to tell just by looking
whether your competitor is using 0% or 50% nitro fuel. The rule is admittedly not enforceable. But then, neither are the
two we have right now—one restricts ignition engines to gasoline/oil fuel only, the other prohibits gasoline-based fuels
in 1 /2A Texaco—and there have been no real problems to date with either, at least as far as this writer is aware.
The rule allowing alcohol fuel in spark ignition engines has been given a thorough test in O.T. F/F competition
over the past 2-1 /2 years, and no real problems have surfaced because of it. On the contrary, it's been quite successful and
well-received. There is no reason to believe it wouldn't work just as well in O.T. R/C.

radio Control Proposal # 3

Submitted by Ralph Turner

Add a special event, "Foxaco" Old Timer endurance.
1. Model must qualify as a SAM legal old timer.
2. Model must be original size; no scaling.
3. Engine must be an unmodified Fox .35 stunt engine of any age, and must use the correct Fox needle valve assembly.
4. Throttling devices may not be used, and the required engine cutoff device must not regulate fuel or air during the run.
5. Maximum fuel tank size is 2 oz. (59 cc). Tank size, or fuel will be measured by a contest official.
6. The number and definitions for attempts, official flights, and scoring is the same as for the basic 2ATexaco event.
7. The C.D. will set a max time for the conditions.
8. The .225 square inch per .01 cubic inch power loading rule does not apply.

Author's supporting rationale is keyed to the proposal paragraphs;
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2. Requiring original size will bring out some new and different designs so it will not turn into another MG and Bomber
event. Original size will also allow some choice whether to overpower and trade altitude for poor thermalling or go
underpowered and trade less altitude for better thermalling.
3. Fox .35 stunt is a readily available engine. Everybody has one or can get one easily. One engine only makes a more
equalized event like the 1 /2A Texaco. This still leaves props, fuel, glow plugs, and head shims to experiment with for those
who so desire. Requiring the original Fox needle valve eliminates what could be in effect a pseudo throttling device
because the size of the replacement N.V. body may be larger or smaller and thereby effectively act as a throttle.
4. No throttle eliminates another possible inequality.
5. A 2 ounce fuel tank will run the Fox .35 about 5-6 minutes. This is equivalent to the average engine run we get from the
Black Widow in 1 /2A Texaco. I suppose some will squeeze another two minutes out of it somehow but it will still be in
the ball park with the 1 /2A Texaco models. Of course the C.D. can always limit the fuel allotment further, if necessary.
7. Max times are necessary to eliminate frequency conflicts and will allow those with similar frequencies to better take
advantage of prevailing lift conditions.
Submitted by Joe Beshar
Radio Control Proposal # 4
"Reduce the present 8cc fuel tank requirement in 1/2 A Texaco to 4cc (Cox Baby Bee tank)."

Author toe Beshar's supporting rationale for Proposal RC# 4:
Models
have
been
developed to the point where they climb out of sight, making it a sight test event.
1.
Why
tie
up
radio
frequencies
for an extended time when the competitive value is just as effective with shorter
2.
flights which free up the frequency sooner.
Conversion is very simple for any reed engine:. 1) Obtain Cox #399 conversion kit containing 4cc tank. reed valve,
reed valve cage, and "o" ring (List $9.95). 2) Shorten 4 tank screws to 11/16". 3) Assemble to engine.
Submitted by Joe Beshar
Radio Control Proposal # 5
In LER events, reduce original ignition engine run times from 45 seconds to 20 seconds, and reduce converted ignition to
15 seconds.

Author toe Beshar's supporting rationale for PrQp9sal RC# 5;
It's ludicrous to run ignition engines 45 seconds. Some don't have this much fuel capacity.
Submitted by Joe Beshar
Radio Control proposal # 6
"Add AMA Vintage event #701 as a SAM Special event." This proposal combines RC and FF competition and is identical
to free flight proposal #2. Please refer to that proposal.
Submitted by Don Bekins
Radio Control Proposal # 7
Reduce engine run times in LER and Antique events as follows:
LER-seconds
Antique-sec/lb.
From: To:,
From: To
Fine:
10
8
Original ignition
45
35
7
30 28
8
Converted ignition
7
6
Cross scay. glow
25 23
Schnuerle glow

20 18

Reduce fuel allotment for the Texaco event from

6

5

either 5 cc or 4 cc per lb, to 4cc/lb for All engines.

Author Don Bekins' supportin& rationale for proposal RC # 7:
In recent articles appearing in SAM Speaks entitled "Lessons Learned from the 1989 SAM Champs" there was a
discussion about the desirability of reducing the engine run times of various SAM R/ C events. The premise of the article
was that the best pilot, with the optimum model, and most powerful allowable engine should not be able to make a max
flight every time in dead calm no lift conditions. He should be able to consistently do a best time of 6:59 minutes in the
LER events and 9:59 minutes in the Antique events. In the Texaco event his model should not be able to fly out-of-sight
overhead on the fuel allotment provided.
In other words, because the pilot can control his model with a radio, he should only be able to "max-out" if he is
skillful in consistently seeking out and staying in thermals.
At the SAM Champs in Jean Nevada, we experienced nearly laboratory conditions of calm air, almost no lift, and
the most and best pilots participating. By studying the competition results, one can deduce that nearly 25% of all
competitors "maxed out", that is obtained 3 max flights, in nearly zero lift conditions in the limited engine run type events
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(LER and Antique). In the fly-offs to determine the winners, there were only seconds between the first and 5th places in
the no lift conditions of the early morning, and, nearly every finalist exceeded the allowable max in his fly-off flight.
If we use the assumption of no maxes without finding lift, then we can conclude the current engine run times are
too long.
In polling past SAM Champs winners and contest directors, we came up with a number of statistical means to
determine what the engine run times should be. In some cases these formulas produced radically short run times (eg 25
seconds for antique ignition engines and 15 seconds for schneurle glow). A compromise has been reached which is
recommended herein as the best possible solution to provide fair handicaps for all types of engines and reduce the number
fly-offs that seem to presently plague contestants and contest directors.
In the fuel allotment Texaco event it is felt that a return to single allocation of 4 cc per pound for all types of
engines will make the job of a CD much easier, and reduce possible errors. Over the past 5 years of the rules freeze, there
has been no clear advantage or disadvantage to having a 20% greater allotment for original ignition engines, but it is more
complicated. Texaco is a pure thermalling event that depends largely on pilot skill, and making the event easier to manage
is advantageous to all concerned.
Submitted by Ed Homier
Radio Control Proposal It 8
Change Section II, Para. 1D to read: "Four cycle engines are classed as conventional glow engines, if glow ignited, or they
may be converted to ignition and grouped with other converted ignition engines. Four stroke engines with open rocker
arms, as originally manufactured by U.S., Saito, Enya, Kalt, and those manufactured before 1950 will be rated at 60% of
their actual displacement for classification purposes. All enclosed rocker arm engines will be rates at 80% of their actual
displacement for classification purposes. Supercharged or turbocharged engines are prohibited."
Author Ed Hamler submitted no further supporting rationale, other than to note that changed areas, and the
added sentence are in bold type.

Editor's note: We also have an administrative change pending to this paragraph, but it should not conflict with the intent
of Mr. Hamler's proposal.

Radio Control Proposal It 9

Submitted by Robert Walter
Add a new special event, "Pure Texaco."
1.A Pure Texaco model and its engine must meet the same criteria as a Pure Antique model, ie; original ignition, no scaling,
etc.
2. Fuel allotments, flight procedures, etc., are the same as for regular Texaco.

A note on the author's rationale:,
Prior to the contest board's decision of "no added basic events", Mr. Walter's intent was to divide Texaco into two
sub-classes, similar to that of Antique/Pure Antique. He further intended that the Chester Lanzo Perpetual trophy be
awarded at the SAM Champs for the Pure Texaco event. However, with the Board's decision, should this proposal be voted
in, it would now be considered as an "extra", or special event only. Basic Texaco would remain unchanged.
Radio Control Proposal # 10
Submitted by Bob Angel
Change R/ C rules Section 1, Paragraph 12, to read as follows: "Internal combustion engine powered models may use only
fixed pitch, non-folding two bladed propellers made of natural wood, except for .051 and smaller engines, which may
optionally use plastic or composite propeller materials."

Rationale for the Proposal:
Intent is to reduce severity of propeller injuries. We averaged almost one trip to the hospital for every two major
contests I attended last year. At the 1989 SAM Champs, one freshly bandaged victim leaving the emergency room met the
next case walking in with his hand still wrapped in the bloody rag. For over two years, I've taken an informal poll, and
find these injuries come overwhelmingly from plastic, as opposed to wooden props.
A plastic prop does more damage than a wooden prop because (1) its heavier and carries more kinetic energy at
the same RPM, and (2) its stronger and more likely to deliver it's full momentum at impact, because it won't shear off as
a wooden prop will, and (3) on impact with bone or tendon, the plastic prop is harder and will not crush and deform itself;
it will slice, crush and deform bone instead.
We'll use some basic high school physics; not to impress or snow anyone, but to try and explain what happens in real terms.
The prop doesn't care whether you're an anti-intellectual or a physics professor. When your hand gets in it's way, it's going
to strictly follow the laws of physics, whether you happen to believe in them or not.
Put a hand in a moving prop, and you'll get a free demonstration of Newton's second law of motion; a variation
called "the conservation of momentum". Hand and prop meet in what the texts call a mostly "inelastic" collision. ie; they
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don't bounce away from each other as would a couple of steel balls. Most of the momentum from the prop transfers itself
to the hand, in the form of damage (slicing, crushing, friction, heat, etc.). The formula for linear momentum is MV, which
just means momentum is proportional to the mass of an object (propeller) multiplied by its velocity. The formula for
angular momentum (rotation) is slightly more complex, but since we're just going to make a rough comparison of two
props, we can fudge a little, use the linear formula, and assume RPM equals velocity.
By weighing a couple of plastic props and their wooden equivalents, I found my big "meat slicer" plastic 14-6
weighs 53.2 grams, vs just 27.8 grams for a Rev Up wood 14-6. A Taipan 9-4 plastic weighs 16.6 grams, vs 8.9 grams for
a Rev Up 9-4 wood. Each plastic prop weighs 1.9 times, or nearly double the weight of its wooden equivalent. If weight
distribution between hubs and tips is similar, then at the same RPM, the plastic prop has 1.9 times, or nearly twice the
momentum (destructive power) as the wood prop. But plastic props are often a little more efficient and turn higher revs
than their wood counterparts. So when you multiply the higher mass of the plastic prop by a higher velocity (RPM), its
destructive power gets higher yet.
But the momentum contained in a spinning prop isn't the whole story. Plastic props seldom break on body
contact, but wooden ones usually break on solid contact at high speed. Compare what happens: First, let's say your hand
meets solidly with the leading blade of a wood prop, and the blade shears. Your hand absorbs the blow needed to shear
off the prop blade, p_lja the momentum from just the blade that shears off. Don't relax yet, you've still got another whack
coming from the second blade; but its velocity is reduced by the force used in shearing the first blade, and its mass is
reduced by the loss of the first blade. So both multipliers in the MV equation are reduced and the second hit is (relatively)
a piece of cake. The second blade may or may not shear off, due to it's decreased momentum.
Now at the same RPM, consider solid contact with a plastic prop, which doesn't shear because it's tougher. Your
hand absorbs the full momentum from both the heavier blades, not just part of one lighter blade. But the prop is bolted
solidly to the crankshaft, and unless that breaks, the momentum of all the moving parts inside the engine are added also.
And, if the engine happens to be on its firing stroke, that additional impulse must be added in too, and now you've got
one nasty whallop, and probably a trip to the emergency room.
Some folks believe wood props won't take high REV's. I've had plastic props separate near the hub from high
RPM, but ;lever a sound wooden prop. I doubt we turn more REV's than the R/ C Formula 1 racers, and they've gone to
all wood props, probably for the same reasons proposed here.
Plastic props are harder on our engines. The crank and wrist pins simply see more shock each time the engine fires
against the stiffer, heavier resistance.
Okay, so why don't I just use wood props and let the rest of the world use whatever it wants to? Couple of reasons.
First, the plastic props are often a little more efficient, and we are talking about competition where people will use
something less safe, if it's necessary to keep up with the others. Second, it isn't always the owner that gets hit, it's sometimes
his timer, helper, or occasionally a bystander on say, a "radio off" launch. In an extreme case, if a running engine hits
someone around the head or neck, prop selection could make the difference in a possible fatality.
,

Submitted by Eut Tileston
Radio Control Proposal # 11
"Change Section IV, Paragraph 6 to give four stroke engines the same engine run times as converted ignition engines,
ie; presently 30 sec. in L.E.R. and 8 sec./lb. in antique."
Mr. Tileston submitted no further rationale with the proposal.

Submitted by Eut Tileston
Radio Control Proposal # 1Z
Change Section 1, Paragraph 6 to read: " All two stroke glow and converted ignition engine powered models must have
a minimum of 225 square inches of wing area per .1 cubic inches of engine displacement. Four stroke engine powered
models must have a minimum of 135 square inches of wing area per .1 cubic inches of displacement."
Mr. Tileston submitted no further rationale with the proposal.

R/C Electric Proposal # J

Submitted by Jack Alten

Add a new set of special event electric rules as follows:
A.
Any Society of Antique Modelers (S.A.M.) recognized Old Timer model may be flown in this event.
B.
There is no minimum or maximum size or weight of the model for this event, but it must have a minimum wing
loading of 8 oz./sq. ft. of planform wing area.
SECTION II
Battery, Motor, Power Control, & Propeller Requirements:
A. BATTERIES
1. A 7 cell Ni-cad rechargeable pack with a (manufacturer marked) maximum rated capacity of 800 MAH shall
be allowed.
2. Packs with unmarked rating must be tested for capacity for the 05 electric Texaco event.
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B. MOTORS
1.Any direct current, Permanent magnet electric motor that operates on 7 cells up to and including any production
05 motor may be used.
2. Motors may drive the propeller directly, or via a gear or belt speed reduction drive.
3. Ferrite magnet motors, or non-Ferrite motors (ie: Cobalt) may be used.
C. POWER CONTROL
1. Power flow from the batteries to motor may be controlled by any method.
2. Power shut off must be demonstrated to timer.
D. PROPELLERS
1. Folding props may be used as long as they are restrained from folding in flight. The intent is to provide
protection for the motor/gearbox in the event of a noseover, while neutralizing any aerodynamic advantage.
2. Prop hubs which are partially cut through (in order to protect the gearbox in the event of a noseover) are NOT
allowed. This procedure creates an operational safety hazard and is not permitted!
SECTION III GENERAL FLIGHT RULES - ( LMR & TEXACO )
Flight time shall begin upon start of forward motion of the model (for release) and ends when the model touches
A.
the ground or ground based object.
B.
Compliance to motor, battery packs and propeller rules in Section III (of these rules) shall be the responsibility
of the contestant.
SECTION IV LIMITED MOTOR RUN - FLIGHT RULES
A.
Standard motor run shall be a single continuous run of:
1. Ferrites: 90 seconds
2. Non-Ferrites: 75 Seconds
B.
There shall be four attempts allowed for three official flights. An attempt for an official flight may be aborted only
during the motor run time.
Maximum scoring flight time of each flight shall be 7 minutes.
C.
SECTION V
A.
B.
C.

TEXACO (Energy Allotment) - FLIGHT RULES

Motor may be started and stopped one or more times (at the discretion of the pilot) until the battery pack is
exhausted.
Three attempts are allowed for two official flights. Both scores count. An attempt may be declared only during
first 2 minutes of the flight.
Maximum flight time for scoring purposes shall be 15 minutes.

Author lack Alten's supporting Rationale:
About seven years ago, Old Timer clubs in California started using these competition rules for R/C 05 L.M.R.
events. More recently, we added a second event called R/C 05 Electric Texaco. Both events, at least in California, have
become increasingly popular to the point where both of these events have more entries than many standard R/C events.
About three years ago we were experiencing serious problems with some California clubs using different rules
for electric competition. Does this sound familiar to the past problems with standard Old Timer class rules?
To solve this problem, most California Old Timer clubs agreed to meet and, with the help of Don Bekins as
chairman, agreed to a set of electric rules that would be used for all California club contests. These rules remained
unchanged for two years. The rules were also used at the 1989 Sam Champs held at Jean, Nevada. During the Sam Champs
at Jean, a meeting was held to review these rules for possible changes. There were, however, two significant changes that
should be noted.
CHANGES
1) Allow proportional motor speed controls in both classes.
2) Eliminate all references defining an 05 electric motor or the number of turns of wire on each armature segment.
REASON FOR CHANGES
1)Futaba now offers R/C radios with motor speed controls integrated with the receiver just for electrics. I personally had
three requests asking me to make an exception to the 1989 Rules used at Jean and allow speed controls.
2) I think defining the size of a legal 05 electric motor is a good idea. But, it is not practical to control or enforce at a contest.
How would you feel about someone disassembling your motor and unwinding the wire on your armature to see that you
have the correct number of turns per segment?
The Jean Sam Champs meeting was represented by members of SAM 00, SAM 02, SAM 21, SAM 26, SAM 27, SAM
30, SAM 41, and SAM 49. All R/C electric rule changes for the 1990 year were unanimously approved by all present. No
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representative from SAM 51 was able to attend, but their club has since adopted these Jean Rules for their contests. The
Jean Electric Rules were also used at the 1990 Sam Champs.
I am aware of at least two other sets of R/ C electric rule proposals that are being submitted to the Sam Competition
Committee in hopes of being included on the SAM 1991 Rules Change Ballot. To my knowledge, as of July 1990, none of
these electric rule proposals have ever been used in a contest to prove them out.
As with any set of competition rules, some people don't agree with what we have and would like to change them.
These rules work and have been proven out over years and many, many contests.

Submitted by Frank Heacox

C Electric Proposal # 2

Editorial notes: Mr. Heacox' proposal provided specific wording to insert into the SAM rule book as a basic event. The
Rules Board decision not to allow any more basic events at this time substantially alters the proposal. The wording
presented here has been extracted and condensed as accurately as possible from the original. Should the proposal be
enacted as a special event, we'll confer with Mr. Heacox on final rule book wording. The proposal also provides for an
electric motor committee to be established. Since this is already provided for in the SAM by-laws, it is not considered an
appropriate part of a rules change. However, should the proposal be accepted, the Board recognizes a need for such a
committee, due to the complexity of it's administration.

PROPOSAL: 1. Add the following new electric classes to the SAM rule book.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Class A
Class B
Class C
Class A
Class B
Class C
Class A
Class B
Class C

O/T
O/T
0/T
0/T
0/T
0/T
0/T
0/T
0/T

LMR
LMR
LMR
LMR
LMR
LMR
LMR
LMR
LMR

electric-iron magnet
electric-iron magnet
electric-iron magnet
electric-special magnet
electric-special magnet
electric-special magnet
electric-Texaco combined
electric-Texaco combined
electric-Texaco combined

2. 102 magnet motors are defined as those containing barium ferrite magnet material exclusively.
3. Specialynagnet motors are those containing magnet material of any type other than barium ferrite.
4. Motors must be permanent magnet type, readily available through the national hobby trade.
5. Armature stack displacement (class size) is determined by the length and outside diameter of the laminated magnetic
core around which the armature windings are placed.
6. Electric motor classes are based on the following armature
stack displacements:
DISPLACEMENT
CLASS
Cu. Cm. Cu. In,
9.5
.58
A iron magnet **
A special magnet
10.5
.64
B iron magnet
.92
45 *
B special magnet
15 *
.92
30 "
1.83
C iron magnet
C special magnet
30 *
1.83
*Suggested only. To be determined by motor committee.
** Class A iron magnet motor must have 3 pole armature.
-

7. Batteries must be nickel cadmium type only. Any unmarked battery or pack may be tested to conform to the MAH rating
required by the class, using a test procedure to be established by the motor committee.
8. Battery packs shall not exceed the following:

CLASS

NUMBER OF CELLS

CELL CAPACITY

A iron magnet
A special magnet
B iron magnet
B special magnet
C iron magnet
C special magnet

7
7
14
14
28*
28*

800 MAH
800 MAH
800 MAH
800 MAH
1200 MAH*
1200 MAH*
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*Suggested only. To be determined by motor committee.
9. Electric LMR motor runs will be 60 seconds. for all classes.
10. For electric Texaco, the motor may be started and stopped one or
battery pack is exhausted. Proportional speed controls are not allowed
official flight, with a 30 minute max.
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more times at the discretion of the pilot, until the
in class A. In Texaco 2 attempts are allowed for one

More editor's notes., Mr. Heacox' proposal did not state the formula for armature stack displacement, but we assume it
to be the standard formula for the volume of a cylinder, or 3.1417 X (radius squared) X length. The proposal also did not
address number of flights, or a max time for LER, but we assume that to be 3 official flights, with 7 minute coaxes, per
standard LER practice.

1991 SAM MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS DUE
-Bob Dodds, Secretary/Treasurer
If you have not already sent in your dues for this year,
they are due now for January thru December 1991. Dues are
$10.00 per calendar year. You may pay up to three years in
advance or buy a Life membership for $100. (Your expiration
date will be printed on your SAM Speaks label if you have or are
going to pay for 2 years or more.)
Life members are authorized to put an "L" after their
SAM number, i.e. 150L. All paid-up members will receive a copy
of our newsletter, SAM Speaks, every two months.
All new members will also receive a SAM decal and a
copy of the SAM Rule Book. Decals are 50 cents each, large or
small. (Large 4x2112, small 2x1 1/4) SAM patches are $2 eachlarge. Rule books are $1 each.
Society of Antique Modelers
Membership Application
I hereby apply for membership or renewal in the Society of
Antique Modelers:

ANNOUNCING the S.A.M. LIBRARY
S.A.M. is now in possession of a large number of Chet
Lanzo's original model drawings. S.A.M. plans to establish a plan service with these drawings. The list that
follows gives the names, sizes, and prices for the drawings available at this time
MODEL
PRICE
Lanzo RC-1 (antique cabin gas)
$750
84" span, 1 sheets
RACER 12ft. Antique gas R/C
2 sheets 36"x74"
$12.50
BOMBER(Antickue gas pylon) 96" span
$10.00
2 sheets. 34"x 48
CLASSIC 1938-1939 rubber cabin &
Wakefield, 1 sheets. 25"x56"..$7.50
DUPLEX 1936 rubber cabin & stick
2 sheets. 18"x 48"
$7.50

Name

RECORD HOLDER 1940, 300 set. in.
rubber stick
$7.50

Address

1944) RUBBER CABIN, 300 sq,in
$7.50

City

1933 RUBBER CABIN, 30" span
$5.00

State

Zip

AMA No.

SAM No.

Circle:

New

SAM Chapter No.
Renewal

Please answer: (4,1
121 I am sending in $10 for this year's Dues (1991)
❑ I am indicating my intention to continue the following
year by sending $20 now.
❑ lam indicating my intention to continue on as a
member for additional years by sending in $30 now.
I agree to follow the rules of the Society of Antique Modelers and
uphold the principles stated in the SAM Preamble.

Signed
Note: Full membership in SAM requires membership in the Academy
if Model Aeronautics or equivalent national organization. Be sure to put
your SAM # on your membership renewal check.
Send to:
Bob Dodds

209 Summerside Lane, Encinitas, CA 92024

1/2 size RACER, 72" span
2 sheets 22" x 38"
$7.50
Ideal 1/2A Texaco R/C
To order these plans: send your check made out to
S.A.M. and list the plans you want. Send your order to
Jim Adams, 2538 N. Spurgeon St. Santa Ana, CA. 92706.

All plans arc sent post paid.

Paid Advertisement:
Reproduction engines for sale:
REMCO .29 new
$70.00
Simplex Hornet .19 new
$130.00
Original Cameron .23 new $80.00
Robert D. Strang, SAM #386
36 Richards Rd.
Watertown, MA 02172
(617) 924-1240
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Attention SAM HAMS-Want to communicate?

1991 SAM Champs Announcement

We received a note fmm John H. Edris jr., of Bluffton
IN, (WAQIRH), who is a HAM radio operator interested in
locating and communicating with other HAMS. Not being
a HAM, I put in a phone call to my friend Ernie Payne
(KA 6RCP) (T), who lives in Mt. Mesa, by Lake Isabella.
Ernie says he'll volunteer to list and keep track of any SA M
HAMS who'd like to communicate with others. If you can't
raise Ernie on 10M, try his friend Bob Tibbits (WB6BOW)
(G), who lives nearby and is a modeler, although not a SAM
member. OK Ernie and John, you have the ball, so run with
it and remember to send in a reminder to SAM Speaks every
year or so, to keep the list alive.

Mark your calendar now for the '91 Champs, which
will again be held at beautiful downtown Jean Nevada from
October 6 through 11, 1991. The meet will be hosted by SAM
I (Denver) and SAM 25 (Las Vegas). Contest director will be
Mike Fields, R/C events will be directed by Ed Hamler and
FF by Art Hillis. Larry Jenno, Phil McCary, and SAM 25 will
be doing much of the logistics to make this one the best ever.
"Great fun in ninety one". See you there. -Art Grosheider

Plans Available
Plan collection available from deceased SAM
member Bill Layne. Over 750 plans available including
M.A .N., Air Trails, Cleveland, Comet, Berkeley, Scientific,
Peerless, Model Builder, Megow, Golden Age, Hobby
Helpers, Flyline, Whitman, etc. Note: These are mostly (8590%) scale plans. $2.50 will get you an 18 page list. Send to:
Judy Lane, Thom Thumb Hobbies 10718 E. Colfax Aurora
CO 80010 (303) 361 6159

New Editor/Associate Editors:

By Bob Angel
Jim Adams thought up the idea, I seconded it, and
the more we talked, the more sense it seemed to make.
Every few years or so an exhausted editor expires, and SAM
begins a frantic search for anew one. As I write this, we have
four basically qualified applicants for the editor's job, and
while we know them all personally, we still can't be certain
how they might do the job until they actually do it. So in the
future, why not put things on a more businesslike basis, and
recruit some associate editors to contribute to SAM Speaks
regularly, say at least every other issue, and from whose
ranks we could select an editor with some experience at
almost any time.
The new editor may possibly be selected by the
time you read this. If so, I'd hope the remaining applicants
would consider an associate editor job. Consider this a
recruitment notice for associate editors. You may or may
not aspire to the editors job to become an associate, but it's
a way to get acquainted with the "business" while contributing to the SAM organization.
SAM Membership Rosters Available
Any SAM member who would like a print out of
the SAM membership roster with addresses for the U.S. and
Canadian, plus a few overseas members, can obtain one for
the estimated cost of printing and shipping, $10.00. Send to
Jim Adams, whose address is listed on the contents page.

"BUILD THIS SMOOTH FLYER"
Jim Bohash original 1939 design 'U.S. Standard
Wakefield'. Ship flew on U.S. Wakefield team 1938 &
1939, Paris, France and Bendix, New Jersey. Bohash
also won 1940 Canadian National Championship and
Michigan State Championships - 1939 & 1952. Plans
never published nor in kit. Approved by SAM as
authentic Antique. Full-size plans $5.00 U.S. - $10.00
outside U.S. Post paid. Order from: Jim Bohash,
20721 Millard St.. Taylor, MI 48180.

Fins Products From

CUSTOM KITS
GIANT SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT
ANTIQUE MODELS
SHORT KITS
2301 Sonata Drive, Rancho Cordon, CA 95870 .19110 6364588
VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

ILLUSTRATED CATALOG OF 20 KITS AND HUNDREES
OF MANS: 52.50. KITS CCM WITH FINEST MAZE
BALSA. JAP TISSUE, VACUUM FORM WHEELS AND
CANOPY, PROP, RUBBER AND DECALS. P.O. BOX
1685, ANDOVER, MA 01810

NGK SPARK PLUGS ME-8 1/4 X 32
3 to 10 (3 Min. Order)
$7.00 ea.
11 to 19
$6.75 ea.
Box of 20
$6.50 ea.
HAVE APPROX. 100 AVAILABLE
CLARENCE H. BULL JR.
3193 ALYNDALE DR.
EUGENE, ORE. 97404
(503) 688-3533 NO COLLECT CALLS

K&B ENGINES--BLUEPRINTED AND
MODIFIED BY CLARENCE F. LEE
# 7901
# 8550
# 8918
# 8500
# 8600
# 9140
# 9060
# 9100
# 512

K&B-COX
K&B
K&B
K&B
K&B
K&B
K&B
K&B
TORPEDO

.15 C 1
3.25CC
3.5CC
4.9CC
5.8CC
6.5CC
6.6CC
7,5CC
.35C1

AFRO
GRAPHICS

AM

CUSTOM LETTERING
PERSONALIZE YOUR AIRCRAFT
MODEL OR FULL SCALE — LETTERS, NUMBERS, NAMES
l're-spaced Ready to apply - 20 colors - I I typestyles including Military Block
61.0 available is poittii..te stencill
• N/NC Numbers
• AM AnMAA Numbers
• HAM ('all Numbers CVO LA
• Static Display Cards
• Easy to apply
NIX`VC..R.X'cl.C.,. • Premium Quality
• Fuel Resistant
• Great Looking

Ceti & wnte far free Brochure & Swap/.
5207 Freedom M ill Rd. • C.Adnis . NC 25052
I 704) 664.2038 • 4-11 p m. EueLern Tume

FF/CL
FF/CL
FF/CL
FF/CL
FF/CL
FR-FF/CL
RR-FF/CL
FR-FF/CL
FR-SERIES 1961

ORIGINAL IGNITION ENGINES:
BANTAM, FORSTER, MCCOY, OHLSSON, TORPEDO
MANY OTHERS

JAKE OURIEL

Super Cyclone Engines
P.O. Box 1809
Show Low, AZ 85901

315 RUTGERS STREET
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14607
716-461-9405
SEND SASE FOR PRICE LISTING
ADAPTOR

ALL ENGINES READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY !

THROW-A-WAY YOUR calm
CHUCK I WRENCH. USE OUR
ADAPTOR & :KEYLESS CHUCK)
p TO UV CAP) ON All
DREMEL POWER TOOLS.
RUNS 100% TRUE &
CONCENTRIC AT FLU R PM.

SILK

NO. 501 -ADAPTOR+ KEYLESS CHUCK • $18.95
(ORDAEL NA 39500 NOT NEED ADAPTOR
TO USE KEYLESS CHUCK)

STEEL SAW AND ARBOR

$7.95* / YARD
LIMITED SUPPLY

'PLEASE ADD 25E PER YARD FOR POSTAGE.
CALIF. RESIDENTS ADD 61/4% SALES TAX
.

ESAKI — LIGHT WEIGHT — ORANGE ONLY
GAS MODEL — RED, BLUE, GOLD, ORANGE,
GREEN, PINK, SILVER, FUSCHIA,
LIGHT BLUE, TURQUOISE, & BLACK

.
A

SILRON — RED, BLUE, ORANGE, PINK,
FUSCHIA, TURQUOISE, & BLACK

,

/ _,

603-B SAN MICHEL
COSTA MESA, CA 92627

\ tie Me (714)646-8864

REPRODUCTION PARTS
for your Vintage Spark
Ignition Engines. For full
information on parts available and prices, send
S.A.S.E. to:
D.P. Wilke,
Metal Casting Lab.
P.O. Box 188
Dept. S.S.
Idyllwild, CA 92349-9988
Ph. (714) 659-2460

HARDENED, GROUND & POUSHED STEEL
USED FOR CUTTING PLASTIC, WOOD, SOFT
METALS, LEW( PLEO3LASS & ETC.
O& AYATLASLE IN .006. 005..010 .012, .014,
.016. .010...320. .023, .025,
.028, .032 THICKNESS:
1' OUTSIDE DIAMETER ri, 56.75 EA.

I

NO. 502 • ARBOR • $6.00
NO. 503.1•x .014 X 114' SAW • S6.00
IOUR SAWS ONLY WORK WITH OUR ARBOR)

//0„

PIN VISES

SUPPUED WITH 2 REVERSIBLE COLLETS
/ 0 TO 111' CAP. LARGE KNURLED HANDLE.
' STAINLESS STEEL THROUGHOUT. HOLDS
TAPS UP TO 6-32.
No. %a — 4. — s 4 CO 1 SET OF
NO. 505 — 6' — 11.00
ALL 4
NI 506 — 10' — 16.75
$36.00
No. 507 —15' — 19_03

EASTERN TOOL & SUPPLY CO.
149 GRAND ST. - N.Y.C., N.Y. 10013
WRITE FOR CATALOG
83.00 MORS: 212.925-1006
WHEN ORDERING • PAD ADO SICO OFFICE 212.225-3749
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DON'T LOSE
--YOUR NEXT MASTERPIECE
INSTALL THE
SCREAMER BEEPER

Super loud audio Beeper, 96 decibels at a frequency
where the ear is most sensitive. Audible up to 1500 feet
when the model is airborne or 300 to 400 feet on the
ground. The sound will direct you immediately to the lost
model whether in trees, corn, tall grass, brush, ravines,
etc.
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The Screamer-Beeper is ready to mount in your plane
complete with 16 hr. battery and DT trigger switch. Total
installed weight: 19 Grams-little over 1/2 Oz.

IUD OLD TIMEX "GOODIES"?
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Great for Wakefield size rubber or any power ship.
$19.95 Post Paid. (US Only) Check or M.O.
Make checks payable to Bill Turner
(CA residents add 6.5% Sales Tax)

A 1930's MODEL SHOP!
sawed prop blanks.
ba1100n/WWI/Streamline balsa wheels, Hinoki wood.
colored nitrate dope, thrust buttons & bearings, bamboo, silver Jap tissue, prop hardware, special washers,
winders, rubber, hundreds of old Scale/Contest plans
& more! Shop from our illustrated catalog. Send$2.00

Bill Turner, 3027 Rutgers Ave., Long Beach, CA 90808
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lessons in electric R/C are
taught by old-timers.
Building and flying a Leisure Playboy or Lanzo
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Old-timer can teach some valuable electric R/C l ectric flight
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performance is a lightweight airframe, Leisure's Playboy and
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AMA Insurance and Letters to SAM Speaks
The editorial message about AMA insurance appearing here last issue (#97) was part of a text that was
"frozen" for publication before the end of November.
Due to an unprecedented barrage of mail and phone
calls, AMA held an emergency Executive Council
session by telephone on December 17 and reversed
much, but not all of their faulty decision. They actually
had little choice, because the organization was about
to come unglued had they not exercised those minimum "damage control" measures.
The theme of our editorial message was partly
outdated by the time you read it. But the message was
still timely in expressing some of our basic needs from
AMA, as well as concerns with headquarters operations. It was also a "sanitized" sample of the kind of
mail that forced the reversal of the flawed insurance
decision. Many of the messages contained much
stronger language. SAM President Jim Adams wrote
an official letter to AMA on behalf of our organization,
and I'm sure that letter was one of the many that
helped get most of our insurance restored.
An interesting sidelight was the reaction of
many of AMA's chartered clubs to the whole insurance problem. While many individuals and clubs
joined into the intense effort aimed at correction,
many more clubs and newsletters coin pletely ignored
the whole mess, apparently willing to "let George do
it". That attitude is understandable in one sense. Our
hobby is supposed to be purely a fun activity, and
having to deal with distasteful politics is part of what
we're trying to leave behind.
We elect unpaid "professionals" who presumably want to do volunteer work for us; and they in turn
hire "paid professionals" to run headquarters in our
best interest. Having done this, we should be able to
mail in our dues, kick back and fly airplanes and not
have to worry about it. But unfortunately, the real
world just doesn't work that way. Our leaders need
continual guidance and signals from below and; as
has just happened, an occasional "whack up alongside the head" with a two by four.
The job is not over. There is still a very important and high risk area ofourAM A insurance (punative
damages) which has not been restored, and which
headquarters does not plan to restore. Meanwhile,
they still have plans to spend large amounts of our
money (much of it from our insurance reserves) to

develop real estate. A dues increase is being planned
for next year. But for the sake of those who find this
harangue to be tedious, we're going to shelve the rest
of this discussion until next issue and probably move
it to the back pages of our journal, where anyone who
is not interested can continue to ignore the whole
thing.
We received lots of messages against AMA's
recent insurance actions and none in support. But we
did receive the following "patriotic" and inspiring
letter from Mr. Hainen in support of the organization
itself:

To the Editor:
I have read your article on member to member
insurance and as you know that has already been
resolved. I would however like to make further comment concerning the Academy of Model Aeronautics.
I disagree with you that there is a growing dissatisfaction by the membership of the Academy over the
management of the Academy. AMA has become a
very large organization with many responsibilities
and I am sure that every full time employee is wearing
at least two hats and some three or four. We members
are getting a bargain at forty dollars. We get a first
class magazine valued at thirty dollars, insurance,
rules unification, professional lobbying for RC frequency space and air space, public relations management, etc. How much do you want for your forty
dollars?
I have belonged to another organization called
the United States Yacht Racing Union. They manage
the affairs of sailboat racing much as AMA manages
the affairs of aeromodeling. However there is no insurance, no magazine, little else for the sailor except
rules for racing and sanctions. The fee is similar. In
many instances, racers sail boats costing less than an
RC pattern ship. When the racer goes to the host club
fora race he is usually required to furnish a certificate
of insurance. How would you like to pay your AMA
dues and still carry a special liability policy in addition
for your models? How would you like it if every
contest or fun fly you attended would require a certificate of insurance?
Your AMA is doings fantastic job for you, give
it all the support you can.
Sincerely,
Jim Hainen, SAM #2564
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Letter to the Editor
Regarding the Mystery Man
Dear Sir:
1 noticed that Elbert Weathers has been inducted into the SAM Hall of Fame. However, when
contest directors are approached about the possibility
of flying an exact reproduction of his Mystery Man, I
am told I cannot fly It in its original configuration, i.e.
taking off from its dolly.
SAM Rule# 9states, "No modifications may be
made which would prevent the model from making
normal unassisted rise off ground (R.O.G.) takeoffs.
Therefore no dropping gears, no V.T.O. and no catapult devices are approved. Now if the Mystery Man is
modified so it does not take off from the dolly then I
have broken rule #7, "All changes must be in the
character of the original ship."
I cannot believe
that since we are trying to
duplicate models from the
early days of model aviation that one model can be
singled out to be banned from
flying as it originally did. We are
trying to recreate models
of the era, not just models
that were legal to fly in
contests.
The fol I owi ngquote
is from Elbert Weathers article
on the Mystery Man in the June 1938 issue of Air
Trails. "The fact that this idea has shown a loophole in
the N.A.A. rules in regard to dropping parts in flight
has come about since its completion, and its designer
had no intention whatever of attempting to sneak
around this rule in developing it."
If the Spirit of SAM still exists and we intend to
honor Elbert Weathers, then we should be allowed to
fly his most famous creation as it was designed to fly.
Si cerely,

CC26L
Bradford H. Allen

Wm*

-

Var%

SAM President Comments on
Mystery Man
I agree with Brad Allen. I think that we modelers have held a grudge against the Mystery Man for
too long. The decision to outlaw this ship from A.M.A.
competition was made at the pre-war NATS in 1939.
That's over fifty years that this beautiful model has
been excluded from model competition.
In all fairness to the memory of Elbert Uoe)
Weathers I think that it is about time that we accepted
Joe's definition for the little two wheel drop off gear as
a "dolly". No-one has ever challenged U-control speed
flyers rights to drop the dolly from their models, once
they have left the ground, why should we continue to
disagree with Joe's right to use a dolly in free flight.
The problem seems to stem from the fact that
when Joe first employed the
dolly, U-control hadn't been
CT.." thought of yet. Add to this
the fact that in his article in
the June 1938 issue of Air
Trails, he pointed out that his
idea had shown a loophole in the
N.A.A. rules, this no doubt caused
the rules comm i ttee some embarassm ent
which resulted in them hurriedly enforcing the rule which outlaws dropping of parts. The rule
about dropping parts goes back many years earlier
and was intended to forstall flyers from adding weight
to meet the weight rule and then have the model drop
the weight "accidentally" and thereby improve the
glide.
It is important that should we decide to allow
the Mystery Man to enter SAM events that we verify
the weight of the model (without the dolly of course).
The model was designed to be flown with the stationary
wheel installed in the bottom of the fuselage and that
is the configuration that I would expect it to be in when
it is presented at the CD's table for processing.
The model currently is listed as an approved
design in the SAM "legal design" handbook and I plan
to bring the question of it's legality to a vote before the
next meeting of the SAM Executive Board. I would
like to hear from as many of you as would care to write
and express you opinion. Your opinions will have a
great deal of affect on the outcome of our vote.

(03

- Jim Adams, SAM President
Jim Adams about to launch his O&R .60 powered Playboy
cabin at '89 SAM Champs, Jean, Nevada
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SAM and Scale Modeling
Scale modeling hasn't historically been a large
part of the SAM movement, but that's changing. As
yet, we have no basic scale events, and only a couple
of F /F special events on the books. Rubber scale has
been flown regularly at the SAM Champs as a low key
special event. Free flight power scale has been flown at
the last couple of 'Champs. Then 1990 saw a firm
beginningby the R/C fliers, when many chapters held
1 /2A Scale Duration events, and it was featured for
the first time as a SAM Champs special event. That
event will also be flown at the 1991 'Champs.
Last September, SAM 76 held an even more
specialized scale event at Warm inster PA, for pre-WW
II biplanes, called "Bi-Tex" 1/2A Texaco. They had a
good first time turn out with eight nice little bipes. The
1/2A scale event has had very strong support by
many of the eastern US SAM chapters, and on the west
coast has been spearheaded by SAM 41, who are also
pushing for scale events for larger size ships.
But right now, 1/2 Scale Duration seems to be

:

•

Doug Payne of SAM 48 won 1/2 A scale with this Focke Wulfe
- Fred Lord photo
56 Stosser and perfect flying score.
-

In any case, scale in some form seems to have
arrived in SAM. I've long felt that any reproduction
scale ship of the proper era and built to SAM specs
should be allowed to enter any of our competitive
power events. After all, what is a full scale ship other
than a very large model which "was first designed, or
had plans published prior to—" etc. Our rules don't
seem to address this subject, but neither do they
appear to prohibit such an entry. But for peace in the
family, it would probably be best to clari fy this through
a rules change before trying it.
-R.L.A.

THE DRIFTING BALLOONA PUZZLING LITTLE DIVERSION
Jim Alaback's immaculate 1/2A Scale of the Taylor Cub J-2. Jim
used a meg= rubber plan scaled down to 45", correcting in
places for authenticity. Jim made the finely detailed scale engine
from balsa, with fins from aluminum cans. Stab was enlarged
slightly forbetterflying characteristics. It won it's event first time
out, and bested the "regular" 1/2 A flight times as well.

the one catching on, because you can enter the arena
with a modest investment of building time. It's usually flown to the 1/2A Texaco rules. The subject of
scale judging seems to be about our only sti cki ng point
on rules. The ships I've seen have been so neatly
finished that I'd hate to come onto the field with a
shabby looking entry, yet the majority of people I've
talked to don't seem to want to get into the "hassle" of
judging. A decision will have to be made soon though,
because even though the event is usually being flown
without ju d gi ng (SAM Champs included), the only '92
rules change (R/C) submitted includes judging as half the
weight in the event with flying as the other half.

If you always hated "word problems" in arithmetic class, you'd best skip past this to the next item.
But i f you are fascinated with a puzzle that's itching to
be solved, give this one a try. It's a straight forward
mix of logic and arithmetic, with no tricks. However,
I guess it could lead to a lengthy discussion of upwind
and downwind turns.
-R.L.A.
At a model air show, one pilot flew a precision

balloon intercept demonstration with his big slow
flying R/C Lanzo Record Breaker. He first took a
readingof wind speed; made some calculations, started
his Forster "99" and adjusted it for a nice steady 5800
R.P.M. He then took off from an "X" mark in the center
of the runway towing a balloon. He leveled off at 100'
and headed toward a flagman who was stationed
directly upwind a measured 1/4 mile away. As he
reached the flagman, the flag dropped, and the pilot
immediately turned 180°, as he released the balloon.
He flew back downwind for exactly one minute, then
turned and flew straight back toward the balloon,
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intercepting it right over the big X in the center of the
runway.
Assuming that balloon and aircraft both maintain a constant 100' altitude, that there is a constant
wind speed, constant aircraft speed, and instant 180°
turns, what was the wind speed on this particular
day?
If you're having trouble solving this after an
honest 10 minutes of head scratching, there's a clue on
page 9, and then the answer on page 19.

Technical Help From the National Air
And Space Museum
By Robert C. Mikesh, Senior Curator

When building scale models, the craftsman generally has a good idea of what to build, how it should
be configured, and what marking format to use. But
some important facet may be missing, or something
needs to be confirmed. Surely that information rests
somewhere, but how can one locate the material and
tap that source? How the National Air and Space
Museum (NASM) can be of service is the thrust of this
story.
Requests from model builders are not new to
the staff at NASM, in fact modelers perhaps form the
largest segment of our inquiries. For the builder to
know how to draw upon these resources will make the
task easier for the modeler, as well as the museum
staff.
The purpose of this article is not to solicit more
work for our relatively small staff. That workload
continues to rise, and were it not for qualified volunteers helping our paid staff fill requests, only a small
fraction of the requests could be satisfied. The response time now ranges from two to four weeks,
depending on the complexity of the request. This
suggests that the less research you ask of our staff to
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fill your needs, the better. Do not accumulate several
requests for one letter, but instead, limit your needs to
one or two aircraft at a time, and space your requests,
so as to give others a chance.
When asking for help, be direct with regards to
what the material will be used for. Requests from
"closet" modelers" are not hard to spot. Reasons for
wanting material are frequently fabricated, avoiding
at all costs stating that the purpose is for model building. But to state the true reason right up front makes
the task much easier for the NASM staff. Many of our
staff are, or have been modelers as well, and therefore
can relate to the true nature of the request if clearly
stated. No telephone requests, please. This is asking
the staff member to put aside other requests, and
handle yours first. Instead, a written request is more
likely to get better results, allowing time to clearly
interpret your needs and determine the availability of
material.
Either of two facilities may contain the information you want. Together they comprise the Archives Division of NASM. One is the downtown
museum on the Mall, adjacent to the museum library,
and is known as the Archives Division, Building 3100.
The other location is the Archives Building 12, located
at the Garber facility on the outskirts of Washington.
It is commonly known as "where the airplanes are
stored". You may save time with your request by
addressing it to the source location for the material
needed. If your needs will come from both locations,
because of diverse material, two letters would be
appropriate, however the staff is geared to coordinate
with the other facility to combine the answer to your
request. This takes a bit longer. Above all when sending more than one letter of request to the museum, do
not duplicate your needs in two or more letters. These
will eventually end up on the same desk, and unpleasant thoughts are sure to be generated. So you'll know
where to address specific requests, here is a description of what is contained in the two locations.
The Archives, Room 3100 maintains the aircraft
photographs and other descriptive material by aircraft manufacturer, and sub-divided by type. Search
for any photographs you may request is first viewed
and located on videodisc. There are seven videodiscs,
each capable of containing up to 100,000 photographs
that can be brought up by file number that relates to
the manufacturer and aircraft type. These reference
videodiscs can be purchased for private use through
the Smithsonian Institution Press. Videodisc equipment may be purchased through commercial sources.
A videodisc player is the only unique item required; a
standard television can be attached for reviewing.
Thermal printers are also available. When requested, a sample print (4X4, of varying resolution)
can be obtained at 20 cents each. Also available are
Polaroid prints at $1.25 each. Researchers may bring
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their own Polaroid film. This is cheaper, and assures
one of getting the right picture, rather than paying the
current $10.00 for each 8X10 print, then possibly finding it is not what was expected. Photographic slides
can also be made directly from the videodisc, but
researchers must provide their own slide film. You
may contact the Photo Archives staff at (202) 357-3133
for additional information on how to obtain this material.
The NASM Branch Library maintains published books and magazines that may be referred to in
researching questions of a historical nature. Requests
for this type information and photos should be addressed to:
Archives, Room 3100
National Air and Space Museum
Smithsonian Institution
Washington, D.C. 20560
The archives, Building 12 at the Garber facility
is where the wealth of aircraft drawings are maintained. These range from simple three views to structural detail drawings that were used in the manufacture of the aircraft. You can see why your needs forany
given drawing must be explained so the staff can
determine what drawings on file may be suitable.
Some drawings in the collection were specifically created as model drawings, yet all are filed
alphabetically by manufacturer and model with the
aircraft company structural drawings. Therefore be
specific in your request as to manufacturer and model.
The archives staff will respond with a listing of available materials, cost quotes to duplicate, and ordering
instructions. A lot of this material is also contained on
microfilm. Either the entire roll of microfilm can be
purchased (no portions) for personal review, or selected frames can be printed to a size of the purchaser's
choice.
This facility also maintains a large assortment
of technical manuals pertaining to particular aircraft,
as well as general instruction manuals. Usually these
are military T.O.'s (Technical Orders) but some civil
aircraft manuals are also available. Many aircraft types
are covered by separate manuals on structural repairs,
erection and maintenance, etc.; each type often illustrating details essential to model detailing. The staff
can duplicate selected pages or entire manuals on
request. Please provide specific manufacturer, model
designation, and type of manual desired, ie; flight,
maintenance, parts catalog, etc.
Prices change frequently, and your needs will be
a major factor, so when ordering drawings be as
specific as possible. Stating what size or scale model
you plan to build is very helpful for the staff member
to determine what material might be suitable. We'll
write you stating the cost of reproduction to fill your
needs. At this writing, photocopies are 20 cents a page
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and drawing prints are 25 cents per square foot. Some
orders for aircraft drawings can only be filled by
duplicating the entire roll of microfilm so the requester can make the search for the structural details
needed. These are currently priced at $13.50 and $7.00
per reel for 35mm and 16mm microfilm respectively.
All orders must be prepaid. There is no charge for
research time, but there is a limit to the amount of time
that can be spent on any one request. Duplicate microfilm, drawing prints, and large volume photocopy
orders are shipped by UPS, with the charges passed on
to the customer.
A catalog or listingof complete holdings is not
available, but some lists are available of the more
popular prints, as well as computer data bases for
some collections, from which printouts can be provided. To utilize this source of technical material,
write to:

Charles Lindbergh's original "Spirit of St. Louis" hangs in the
Milestones of Flight hall of the N.A.S.M. along with the Wright
Brothers' 1903 Flyer and the Apollo 17 moon flight command
module. On April 30th, 1928, nearly one year after his historic
trans-Atlantic crossing, Lindberg flew the Spirit from St. Louis
to Washington, D.C., where he presented the aircraft to the
Smithsonian Institution.

National Air and Space Museum
Archives Building 12
3904 Old Silver Hill Road
Suitland, Maryland 20746-3190
The foregoing article was prepared for SAM by Robert
Mikesh who is the Senior Curator, Aeronautics, for the
National A ir and Space Museum. Robert began his museum
profession there in 1970 after a career of 21 years as a pilot
in the U.S. Air Force. Having been an avid model builder for
most of those years, he has an understanding of modeler's
needs for technical research materials. Groundwork for this
article was begun by former SAM Speaks editor Bill Darkow.
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Notes From Our Overseas SAM Chapters

A January 1991 letter from Jaroslav Rybak,
President of our new SAM 78 Chapter in Czechoslovakia tells us that they now have 126 members (our last
report was 70) and they are growing, despite difficult
economic conditions within their Republic. They met
in the city of Kladno in late September, during their
biggest competition to date, and elected officers for
the coming year.

Spring in Sweeden! It's April with a little snow left. SvenOlov Linden holds an Al glider and a P30 rubber job

Mr. Rybak mentions that Eldon Breazier (from
Kingman, Kansas) visited them and joined as the first
U.S. member, and that they would welcome other U.S.
members. I understand they have a very nice newsletter, and they plan to publish it in French, German,
English and Czech as well.
President Klubu:
Jaroslav Rybak
kp. Nalepky 45
568 02 SVITAVY
Ceskoslovensko
And Cesare de Robertis, Secretary of SAM
Italy wrote to say that Ferdi Gale has resigned as the
contact for SAM Italia public relations. Cesare will
now be our Italian contact, while Roberto Marzoli will
be their contact between the European and Australian
chapters. Cesare states they are struggling to keep the
spark alive, and would welcome correspondence:
Cesare de Robertis
Via F.M. Poggioli, 24
00139 Rom a
Italy

And in further news about the Italian chapter,
we hear from Peter Michel that the 1992 international
vintage Wakefield event is scheduled to be held at
Gorizia in northern Italy.
From England, Peter Michel also reports that
this years vintage Wakefield event will take place at
Middle Wallop on August 11. Peter sent along an
interesting writeup on these events, which if we can't
fit into this issue, should appear next time.
I'd also like to acknowledge earlier letters that
were passed on to me from the German Chapter, SAM
85. One was from Friedhelm Mink, the other unsigned. Their news was not too current by the time I
received it, but we did manage to get a couple of the
pictures run in a recent SAM Speaks issue. Also, I have
a little difficulty with their English, although I'm sure
it isn't nearly as bad as they would have with my
German.
And Jim Adams passed us a letter from Sweden with photos of some nice looking rubber models
and a glider. We'll try to fit one or more into the next
issue. The letter was signed, I believe by Sven-Olov
Linden, but I'm not 100% sure (sorry). I'd encourage
all writer's to type or print their name, as well as sign it.

What is a Tambe??
By Leon Shulman

Finally the story has to be told! Through the years,
I have seen pictures, read articles, and had numerous
conversations about the name "Tambe" being tagged
to one of my early designs of the mid to late 30's. The
plane dubbed the Tambe is actually the Skyscraper!
The sequence goes this way: I designed the airplane in
1937 after reading Charles Hampson Grant's articles
expounding the concept of having a low center of
gravity and center of lateral area, resulting in a deep
bellied fuselage model with a long tail moment, etc.
Theoretically, this caused the model to have extremely
good spiral stability, albeit looking slightly "pregnant".
The original version of this model featured an
elliptical wing with a modified McBride B-7 airfoil
and was made of sheet balsa with no spars, and used
a double ellipse planform. The wing was silked with
a minimum of dihedral, and then upon being shrunk
with water and dope, it was suspended by the wing
tips with weight on the center section. When dried it
formed the elliptical dihedral that made the plane
unique for its time. The original version was flown
with a Trojan engine, and then later versions used a
Husky, Baby Cyclone, Gwinn Aero, and finally Brown
Jr. B, C, and D models.
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stir at the time.
club name. The
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Many other
winning name,
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modelers folwhich earned me
lowed that lead, "THE 4KYS (KAFFIR"
the grand prize-a
since I was winspark plug!- was
ning many contests, and that was "where it was at"- "Skyscrapers". I believed the name to be symbolic of
then.
our New York City area and the club adopted it
Frank Zaic contacted m e in 1937 to include the unanimously. The insignia for the club logo was the
plans in his annual yearbook. I had named the air- next decision, and the wings with triangle in the center
plane the "Skyscraper" since it really got up high with won out. It was similar to the logo I had used in the
the limited engine run allowed. When I gave the M.A.N. articles I had written.
pictures and sketches to Zaic, I asked him to publicize
To this day, the Skyscraper club logo is in use,
the club I belonged to. The club's name was "The and although the membership has turned over dozens
Airplane Model Builders Exchange", in short- of times, the club is still active in free flight, and
T.A.M.B.E. Upon publication by Zaic, the model's real remains one of the pioneer free flight clubs in the
name was deleted, and "TA MBE" was inserted along- country. I am proud to have been part of it's foundaside the title block of the design's identification as a tion and development. I hope this information sets the
favor to me.
record straight on the model erroneously called the
Evidently the single wheel configuration was Tambe.
the main design feature of this model, especially since
M.A.N. featured the "Single Wheel" in their title also,
when they published the model. As contest rules
changed, I used larger more powerful engines to get
the model as high as possible. During these years,
CLUE TO BALLOON PUZZLE
rules were frequently changed to cut down on the
allowed motor run, so we used more power to climb
The balloon and airplane are drifting in
faster during the motor run portion of the flight.
I went from a sick 19 to a Brown Jr. 60 in this
the same air, so their airspeed relative to one
quest for altitude. With the larger engines and props,
another is the same as if they were in still air. If
the model picked up weight, and although the one
the plane flew away from, then directly back to
wheel design saved many broken props (we carved
the balloon in still air, each leg of the flight would
our own), I developed the break-away mounts which
pivoted by shearing a matchstick to help save even
take the same amount of time.
more props. Along the way I made design changes to
harness the increased power. The culmination of this
design, Skyscraper, (not Tambe) was the article that
appeared in Model Airplane News in November1938.
Frank Zaic's yearbooks won out over M.A.N. and
( from pages 5 & 6)
stood the test of time. Many old timers saw these Zaic
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Membership Comments on
RULES PROPOSALS
Here are the first of the comments on the rules
proposals presented in the order they were received.
The first comes from Art Grosheider, who was wearing his SAM 1 Editor's hat. The item is fresh from the
SAM 1 newsletter:
At the risk of offending somebody, I will give
you my opinion on the rules proposals, and you can
bounce that off what you see in SAM Speaks.
FF Proposal #1 - To reduce engine runs on repro diesels. If you want to win in class A you about have to
have a diesel-old sparkers just can't cut it under present
rules. This one makes sense to vote yes.
FF Proposal #2 - Add special event, AMA #701 in FF &
R/C. This is an event that combines FF & R/C and
from my understanding it has been a flop. Also, SAM
doesn't need any more "special events" on account of
we get too many now and it dilutes the basic events.
Vote NO.
FF Proposal #3 - Proposes to reduce engine runs of
converted glow engines to 75% of original ignition
engines. You may want to consider this one as there is
a difference.
FF Proposal #4 - Proposes the use of wooden props
only as a safety measure except on .051 and smaller
engines. The rationale is that plastic and composite
ones are dangerous in that they do more damage if
you get hit by one. This is true. The other side is that
"it's my hand so it's none of your business" (except
somebody else has to deal with it usually). I'm inclined to vote yes on this one but you decide.
R/C Proposal #1 - Proposes to add a 1/2 A Texaco
Scale event. This is ok except the proposal to be voted
on contains STATIC JUDGING as well as flying. Unfortunately, the guys who support the event with NO
STATIC JUDGING forgot to submit their proposal.
For a lot of reasons, I think static judging would foul
up an event that is supposed to be fun ala regular 1/
2 A Tex. Vote no on this one.
R/C Proposal #2- Allows alcohol in ignition fuel. This
is a GOOD one. It is already in place in FF and there is
NO GOODREASON R/C should be any different and
a lot of reasons why it would be ok. Vote yes twice on
this (like Chicago).
R/C Proposal #3 - Proposes an event (special) called
Foxaco which would be similar to 1/2 A Tex only
using Fox 35's. This is an event to my understanding
that hasn't even been tried anywhere yet. Also and
again we have too many special events already. Let
those interested try it for awhile to see if it works and
there is any interest before they try to put it in the rule
book. Thumbs down.
R/ C Proposal #4 - Reduce 1/2 A Tex tank size to 4cc.
(Baby Bee size). 1/2 A Tex is just fine as is - if it ain't
broke don't mess with it. Vote NO.
R/C Proposal #5 - Reduce LER runs for ignition en-
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gines from 45 secs. to 20 secs. Why not 10 seconds and
then you wouldn't have to fly at all. NO to this one!
R/C Proposal #6 - Same as FF proposal #2 and still a
loser. Vote NO.
R/C Proposal #7 - Reduce engine runs in LER and
Antique. The basic premise on this one is that too
many people are maxing out and causing flyoffs. (Not
around here they ain't). This seems to be a "big problem" on the west coast where all the experts live. And
where the contests draw a lot of people. I also doubt
the present rules are any major problem to 95% of the
SAM membership who aren't experts. It's also true
that a Contest Director can change engine run times
based on local conditions or desires. This one was well
thought out and researched by the author and he
certainly has a point based on where he is active. I
don't really know if it reflects something EVERYBODY has a problem with though. You decide.
R/C Proposal #8 - Would re-rate 4 cycle engines to
80% displacement. Yea! Under present rules you'd be
a dummy to use a 4 Cycle and they're too nice to stick
in the trash. Vote YES (Twice).
R/C Proposal #9 - Add a new pure Texaco event. I
don't have an opinion on this one except under the
present scheme of things this would have to be a
"special event" and you know by now how I feel about
special events. Nah.
R/C Proposal #10 - Same as FF proposal #4 regarding
wood props only. Same recommendation.
R/C Proposal #12 - Reduce 4 cycle displacement loading to 135 sq. in. per .1 cu. in. Whatever, only one of #
8, 11, and 12 ought to pass although a combo of 11 and
12 could pass. Whichever gets the highest number of
votes will be in. Personally, I think #8 would be the
easiest to adm inisterbut you decide. RCE#1 -This has
to do with electric old timers. God what a thicket of
arcane hucky-puck! RCE #2 also has to do with electric
rules and has nine classes and a lot of other stuff. I
would certainly advise that unless you fly electric OT
you refrain from voting. If you do, hire a Philadelphia
lawyer to figure it out. Editorially speaking, I can't
figure out what the heck this stuff is doing in SAM to
begin with. Granted I understand why some like it
(Quiet, not slimey etc.) but electric old timers is an
oxymoron. There were never any electric old timers. I
guess that puts me squarely in the camp of the society
against progress but then go read the preamble. I have
argued to no avail that we ought to be voting if we
even want this stuff first before we vote on a bunch of
rules. (That ought to offend somebody!) How about a
device so they sound like a model? I.E.; a playing card
stuck in the prop like we used to do with our bicycles.
Next they'll want electric nostalgia, using motors
from 50's Sunbeam Mixmasters. Seriously, I don't
want to demean the electric fliers, God love 'ern. The
idea is to have fun and if they're having fun, that's the
name of the game. Don't foul up what they do by
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it the same for all; the engines would run faster thus
overall performance would be advanced. 2.) Extensive R&D this past year has convinced me, beyond any
doubt, that the use of 70 wt. oil in our old engines, is the
primary reason we have so many original engines in
excellent condition. Of all the engines I've worked on
and repaired, the engines that were in the poorest
condition, were those run on alcohol fuel. This fact is
primarily due to the lubricants that one can use that
are miscible with alcohol. We did not use alcohol fuel
universally in our engines before the glow plug, we
ran gas n'oil. Why "advance" the state of the art.
Increasing performance only takes us closer to the
high competition A.M.A./F.A.I. F.F. events.
The analogy of making a Brown run like a Sky
Devil is not valid. What alcohol fuel does is allow
engines like the domed piston McCoys, Sky Devils,
Hornets, and converted glows to really come alive.
These engines run much better proportionally on
Don Blackburn of Amarillo, Texas, in fornt of his unusual Cyke methanol than they do on gasoline.
powered GHQ Sportster at previous S.W. Regionals.
RC#9 Against
RC#3 For
-Don Bekins Photo
RC#10 Against
RC#5 Against
Rc#11 Against
RC#6 Against
RC#12 Against
RC#7 For Long overdue.
The next letter is from
ROM Against
George Aldrich of San Antonio, TX
I would also point out that manufacturers
The following is my rebuttal /comments on have invested no small amount in the production of
the latest proposals. Rest assured that next go, I'll have the products we enjoy. Let's not be too eager to elimia proposal to eliminate methanol and pressure sys- nate anymore. Rule changes in the past have eliminated
more than one manufacturer.
tems.
George Aldrich
FF#1 I can not bri ng myself to support this proposal as
written. The only difference between an original dieThe next comment is from
sel and a replica diesel is the price. This rule would
Louis Faerman, of Houston, TX
give the advantage to a person with the most money
and /or good luck to obtain an original, which has
I would like to put my two cents of input to the
extra collector value. Example: A replica Elfin .15
rules.
Regarding
the proposal to use the Baby Bee
Diesel is equal in power to an original Elfin .15 except
tank,
it's
not
true
as
having 4cc capacity. It is actually
the original will cost up to $100 more. It is my feeling
too
much
difference.
Also theproposal to
6cc.
Not
that all diesels should be included in this proposal for
have
static
points
in
1/2A
Texaco
Scale seems to
reduced motor runs.
any
of
negate
the
original
idea
of
having
stand
off scale. It is
FF#2 Against - I have no desire to put a radio in
difficult
enough
to
get
one
to
fly
right
without
making
my models or to compete in any R/C events as they
slight
mods
to
stab
and
rudder
areas.
Why
make
the
the
present
rules.
exist under
rules
more
complex
by
having
the
outcome
decided
FF#3 This ruleislongoverdue. (Reduceglow and cony. runs)
FF#4 Against. 1.) Our props have always been danger- by judges? I have seen quite a few planes that did not
ous. Most accidents could be eliminated by always perform, because they were built nearly scale. Is this
having a helper, I.E. not trying to start and launch your what we want? Certainly not.
Regard i ng deas to shorten motor runs to limit
model by yourself. 2.)1 could agree with this proposal
i f it was for glow engines only. I quit using wood props flight times seems not a good solution. I would sugof any kind in 1969, when I had too many fly apart gest 1 /2A ships to have a 10 oz. wing loading, class
while testing racing engines, (as used in O.T. glow A&B to have a 12 oz. loading, and other classes to have
events albeit R/C LER). Ignition engines, running on a 16 oz. loading. I know this would be unpopular as
gas n'oil, as our preamble states it should be, do not several people have said they would have to build
new planes. So what, no big deal. This would make the
turn fast enough topose such a threat.
RC#2 Against 1.) Allowing the use of alcohol fuels meets more interesting, and would stop all those
goes directly against our preamble, I.E. advancing the maxes. It would also allow the planes to fly better in
state of the art. This proposal, if passed, would make adverse winds.

voting on their proposals unless you have some idea
of what it's about. Ditto, don't vote on anything that
you're aren't involved in just to be onery.
-Art Grosheider

-

-
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Regarding new events at the big meets, yes we
have entirely too many events now. Why not look at
past participation and eliminate those events that are
not popular. Substitute, say 1/2A Scale. I hope this
letter will give the fellows something to think about.
-Louis Faerman
These comments are from
Mike McGlaughlin of Lancaster, CA.
RC#5 - Reduce LER runs for ignition engines:
The proposed times of 20 and 15 seconds are
too short. This proposal would make it impossible to
conduct combined ignition/glow events. Proposal
RC#7 is an excellent and more balanced proposal.
RC#6 - Add special event, #701, FF & RC:
Since most of our events are AMA sanctioned,
I don't know of any reason why an AMA event can't
be flown at an AMA contest without cluttering up the
SAM rule book with a duplicate event. In my opinion,
the enjoyment of SAM RC flying comes in the
thermalling part of the flight. RC should be used
during thermalling, not powered flight.
RC#8 - Re-rate modern 4 cycles to 80% displacement:
The AMA's decision to de-rate 4 cycle engines
years ago changed their events forever, let us not
make the same mistake. Four cycle engine technology
is growingby leaps and bounds and may soon meet or
pass 2 cycle performance. This same phenomenon
happened to motorcycles a number of years ago where
4 cycle performance passed 2 cycle performance and
kept going. It should not be necessary to buy every
new engine that comes out at $350+ just to be competitive. At the current rate of change of technology we
may have to de-rate 2 cycle engines someday.
RC#10 - Use wooden props for safety:
About 5:30 one Saturday morning my wife
was awakened by an awful commotion out front and
the front door being slammed open. "Honey, I almost
cut my little finger off in the propeller! Quick get
dressed and take me to the hospital." We rushed to the
emergency room with blood dripping from the oily
rag I had wrapped the finger in. My wife almost
fainted when she saw the m angled mess. I had a finger
that was in a losing battle with a "meat slicer" plastic
prop and it was not a pretty sight. It required so many
stitches to sew it back together that I lost count. Plastic
props are just too sharp with too much momentum. If
you have any reservations about voting for this proposal, have my wife talk to your wife and I'm sure they
will convince you.
Rc#11 - Increase 4 cycle run times:
We need to try to keep the rules as simple as
possible with minimal exceptions. With recent improvements in 4 cycle performance this rule change is
not necessary.
Rc#12 - Reduce 4 cycle area/displacement loading:
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This would give an unfair advantage for 4
cycle engines. Using the 80% rule the loading should
be 225 X .8 or 180 not 135.
RCE#1 and RCE#2:
I realize that SAM electric events have been
flown for som e years with good success. However, the
rules are incredible. I nearly fell out of my chair when
I saw these two proposals. Rules of such complexity
are not necessary and are impossible to enforce. We
are supposed to build models the way they did in the
old days, simple and enjoyable. We should use all the
existing RC rules, including 10 oz / sq. ft. Class
should be set by one item, such as number of battery
cells. This would make it easy for the modeler as well
as the contest director. Neither of these proposals are
ready for incorporation. We must simplify them and
try again in a couple of years.
-Mike McGlaughlin

- • The Southwest Regionals, at Buckeye, Arizona, in January.
Here's Bob Angus of host club SAM 31 with his Onoick/Bomber.
-Don Bekins photo

Electric Rule Added to Proposal List
Roland Boucher restated his case and convinced us that there is enough difference to include
his electric proposal as a separate ballot item from
that of Jack Alten ' s . Accordingly, Jack' s proposal is
being re-numbered from RCE#1 to RCE#1 A, and
Roland's proposal will be numbered RCE#1B. The
only significance to the "A" and "B" designations has
to do with their setup on the ballot for voting. They
represent no preference for one over the other.
Roland 's and Jack 's proposals have similar
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origins . Over the last few years a number of clubs on
the west coast have been using and refining these
rules. They have been tested at a number of large
contests. They were used at the 1989 SAM Champs at
Jean Nevada . During the week of that contest, an open
meeting was held for the purpose of discussing and
updating those rules. Roland's proposal represents
the rules as they were flown at the SAM Champs in
1989. Jack 's proposal represents the same rules, but
with the changes voted in at that meeting, and which
have been since tested in competition . For short, we
may refer to either version; RCE#1 A, or RCE#1 B as
the "Jean" rules.
The other set of electric rules, RCE#2; submitted by Frank Heacox have not been tested in competition. But it should be pointed out that Frank is a very
competent electric pilot, and a frequent winner of
electric events as flown under the rules presented in
both the other proposals.

The reason for this complex discussion is to
point out why the electric rules will be set up on the
ballot in a special way. To put them head to head
might not result in the true will of the majority. In fact,
it's possible that all three could lose, even though the
majority wanted some kind of new electric rules . It'
s a matter of "vote splitting" and numbers . If 1/3 the
voters each favored one of the three rules, and if each
voted for their favorite and against the other two, all
three could lose by a 2 to 1 margin against. And this is
before considering there are some voters who do not
feel electrics belong at all, and might vote against all
three. Since the "Jean" rules have a distinct following,
and RCE#2 probably has it's own fans, the ballot will
first ask a vote on RCE#1 and RCE#2. Then there will
be a sub-ballot for RCE#1, asking which version, "A"
or "B" of the Jean rules are preferred. This sub-ballot
will only be counted, if RCE#1 wins over RCE#2. No
one ever said life was simple.

Submitted by Roland Boucher

R/C Electric Proposal #1B
SECTION 1 MODEL
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Any SAM recognized old timer
Scaling wing loading 8 Oz./Sq. Ft. is permitted

SECTION 2 POWER PLANT
A - Batteries
B - Motors
C - Throttle
D - Prop

- 7 cells @800 MAH (marked by mfg)
- Any production 0 5 motor *
- On off method only
- Prop may not fold in flight

- LMR
SECTION 3 GENERAL FLIGHT RULES
A - Motor run - 90 sec. for production "05" motors *
- 75 sec. for cobalt motors
- 7 minute max
B - Flt time
- 4 attempts for 3 official flights
C - Scoring
SECTION 4 GENERAL FLIGHT RULES
A - Min. Wt.
Flt time
C - Scoring
B

-

- Texaco
- 5 oz . per cell ( 35 oz . @ 7 cell)
- 15 minute max
- 3 attempts for 2 official flights

- Production "05" motors as supplied by Astro Flight, Associated. Diamond, Kyosho, Mabuchi,
Leisure, Sagami, Trinity, etc. shall be allowed a 90 sec. motor run. All cobalt motors shall be allowed
a 75 sec. motor run.
A SAM electric motor committee shall provide a list of approved "05" motors for SAM competition.
Technical
Specifications are:

Frame size - 35 mm diameter X 49 mm long
Armature displacement - 9 . 5 cc max
Commutator - 3 bar type
Magnet material - Barium ferrite ceramic
Supporting rationale for Proposal RCE#1B

We the undersigned recommend the adoption by SAM of the following electric rules which
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have proven to work well in numerous SAM
contests held in California and Arizona over the
past 9 years. These rules were evolved by a democratic process in which a number of clubs voted on
proposed changes prior to a working session in which
differences of opinion were resolved.
These rules were used by Don Bekins and Jack
Alten at the very successful 1989 SAM Champs at Jean
Nevada.
Still More Editorial Notes on Electrics
The main differences between the two variations of the "Jean" rules are: 1) RCE#1A allows any
method (including variable speed control) of power
control. RCE#1B permits an on/off switch only. 2)
RCE#1A controls Texaco battery pack energy by it's
rgirg
i (800 MAH); RCE#1B also specifies a minim urn
aircraft weight (35 oz. max.). 3) RCE#1A relies on
Manufacturer's specifications for an "05" motor,
RCE#1 B provides internal construction specifications.
4) RCE#1B was written as a skeleton outline, and it's
recognized that some language from the more detailed RCE#1A would have to be incorporated into it
to provide complete wording for the rule book, should
it prevail.
The existing special electric event rules in the
SAM rule book are not directly addressed by any of
the proposals, but it is assumed they will be completely replaced by any proposal passed. RCE#1B, as
well as RCE#2 doesn't specifically state the armature
displacement formula, but it can be inferred that the
standard formula for the volume of a cylinder is
intended.
RCE#1B and RcE#2 each specify formation of an Electric Motor Com mittee. Our by-laws
already provide for such a committee. However, we
hereby revise an earlier position to delete mention of
the comittee from the proposals. Reason: RCE#1B
assigns a specific technical task to such a committee,
and RCE#2 specifies some details of committee operation, and restricts membership to "knowledgeable electric flyers with no commercial hobby involvement".

Movers and Shakers
By Bill Schmidt
Ed note: This article was featured in Bill's "home"
chapter SAM 56 newsletter. It also ran as part of an
O&R tuning series in the SAM 26 newsletter, and in
other newsletters as well. Bill feels it is valuable enough
to share, and we agree. Here's Bill:
Many of the old spark ignition engines were
real vibrators and really shook your m odel. I've talked
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to many older modelers and mentioned this fact to
which they replied, "We didn't know the difference;
we just flew them!"
One of the worst examples of this poor internal
balance is the Bantam .19. This engine is beautifully
and lightly built except for the piston. This is turned
from iron bar stock and is paradoxically heavy by
comparison to the other parts of the engine. The
counter balance on the tiny crank is miniscule and
cannot be increased due to clearance requirements of
the rotary valve and rod. I once tried to fly a Bantam
.19 in an "A" Ignition Playboy. The plane became a
blur whenever the engine was running. I tried
everything to correct the out-of-balance condition but
gave up when the spot welds shook loose on the nicad
battery pack and it crashed. The Bantam looks nice on
the display stand.
Have you looked at a new O.S. or Enya engine?
Even though the piston is light aluminum or iron in
the small sizes, the crank counterweight is quite large.
We are told that a single cycle engine cannot be truly
balanced, but a formula exists that comes as close as
possible to the physics involved. Take 1/ 8 the weight
of the rod and 1/4 the weight of the piston and put it
on the crank counterweight. This states it in general
terms.
Now, the 0 & R .60 is another example of a
vibrating engine. This is because it has a cast iron
piston and a large displacement. A lot of power is lost
in this shaking and vibrating. I have found that by
adding solder to the outside edge of the counterweight of the crank on an Ohlsson .60,a much smoother
engine is obtained as well as a couple of rpms (250).
This applies to side port and FRV models. Put only
about 1 /8" of solder on the crank and check for piston
clearance on bottom dead center.
The other Ohlssons have light weight drawn
sheet steel pistons and do not have the same problem.
I found it necessary to use muriatic acid to properly tin
the crank to securely accept the solder. Be sure to clean
up after the job is complete to prevent corrosion. Do
not overdo it and put some on the back side of the
counterweight. You will exceed the amount required
and end up overbalanced as bad or worse. Stick to the
1/8" on the edge and enjoy your new engine. I consider this modification the single most important
change you can make to an Ohlsson .60.
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Errata

We revisit the 1990 SAM Champs

Carl Fries was one of SAM's members who
died during 1989, and who was honored at the 1990
annual membership meeting. John H. Schifko wrote
to inform us that "The late great Carl Fries was a
resident of St. Louis Missouri, not California-". Thank
you John.
And apologies to Mike Granieri, SAM Eastern V.P., and 1990 SAM Hall of Fame inductee, whose
name was mispelled throughout SAM Speaks #96.
This was solely my fault, and I'd like it known that it
was someone other than Mike who brought it to my
attention.

When the smoke cleared, just a few of the minidramas that made up the 'Champs had been told. But
one more story deserves telling. When an award is
made in error, and has Lobe corrected later, it's usually
tough on everyone, and a sort of nightmare for the
contest director. I can vouch for that, having been on
both sides of the situation at some time or another.
That unfortunate event occurred at the 1990 SAM
Champs, and was properly noted in SAM Speaks,
with little fanfare in the contest manager's report. Our
R/C Contest Director shouldered full responsibility

-

Old Timers Who Made Their Mark

-

R.L.A.

Input needed

We received a call from "Wiggy" Wigdor,
formerly of England, and now residing in New Hampshire. Mr. Wigdor spoke of early modelers who went
on to become prominent "movers" in the full scale
aircraft business. Burt Rutan for example. It sounded
so interesting that while we talked, we proposed a
future article for SAM Speaks. While we wait for a
possible submission from Wiggy, here's a call for
input from readers for names & addresses, plus any
information, up to and including a complete biographical sketch of any ex-modeler who became
prominent or made significant contributions to the
aircraft, missile, or related industries. Thanks. Reprints of articles would also be useful, but please make
note of the source.
Send your nominations to the current SAM
Speaks editor. Incidentally, Mr. Wigdor has had some
model designs published. You'll find his "Firebird"
gas design on page 50 of the '38 Zaic Yearbook.

Ralph Turner of Avon, Ohio, SAM 39 member fires up his
MG-2 on glow. Hearing protection is a good idea.
-Fred Ford photo

Larry Davidson, of New York, prepares his Playboy, Jr. for
an R/C class "A" flight

for the incident, and has been duly forgiven.
But it's usually the reaction of the unlucky
contestant who has received the award and had it
rescinded, that sets the tone for clearing up the incident. His attitude often determines whether or not the
contest director decides "never again- find somebody
else next time". In this case, no less than the R/C
Grand Championship was incorrectly awarded at the
Champs, with the error not being discovered until
later. As it turned out, the first recipient was a true
gentleman, Larry Davidson, who minimized the
trauma by gracefully relinquishing the trophy to Jim
Reynolds and accepting second place. In fact, it was
Larry who discovered the suspected scoring error
after returning home from the 'Champs, and who
raised the question to the Contest Director. Overall the
R/C championship was so close it could easily have
gone either way, depending on a slight gust of wind,
or the selection of which event to fly for championship
points. Larry Davidson's sportsmanship makes it clear
that he didn't finish in second place, but as the second
winner of the 1990 R/C Grand Championship!
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A Gift to SAM
At the last big SAM chapter 57 Variety Old
Timers Meet, there were four life memberships in
SAM awarded during their Banquet ceremonies. One
of the winners was Lisa Moment of Urbana Illinois.
Don Sachtjen tells us that Lisa's dad, Stu Moment later
informed him that Lisa was already a SAM life member, but their wish was that the $100 still be sent to the
SAM treasury as a gift from her. Thank you Lisa, Stu,
and SAM 57.
A Letter to the SAM Treasurer
Dear Mr. Dodds,
Your organization promotes the kind of Model Airplanes I want to fly. Today's sport model airplanes
may have sparkle, speed, and maneuverability beyond belief, but most often they lack charm, elegance,
or genuine class. Enclosed is my ten dollar check for
membership. Please send me the SAM rules, location
of SAM chapters, and any information that will lead
me to free flight and radio control plans or kits that are
SAM legal.
Both Flying Models and Model Builder magazines
feature A variety of model airplanes that I want to read
about, and it was from them that I learned of your
organization.
Thank you,
Gerry Gavin
11562 Rowesville
Cuba City, WI 53807

A Plea From SAM Secretary/Treasurer Bob Dodds
Greetings from your Sec. /Treas. for a great '91
building and flying season! I'm writing to ask a favor.
My wife Nan and I have been Sec. /Treas. now for four
years, and we prided ourselves in answering all dues
payments and correspondencepromptly. With SAM's
rapid growth, we can no longer do this. A helpful
solution would be that all continuing SAM members
pay for a two year ($20), or three year ($30) renewal. It
takes us the same amount of time as a $10 renewal, but
effectively eliminates attention to that account next
year. We can then take care of the 50 per month new
members joining SAM. The advantages to you are
fewer checks to write, plus a notice on every issue of
your SAM Speaks of when your present membership
expires. We can only do this for 2 or 3 year memberships. Your prompt attention to this matter would be
greatly appreciated.
Thank you,
-Bob and Nan Dodds.

Ed note: I've been dealing more closely with the
Dodds' lately and have come to better appreciate the
large amount of time they spend on behalf of SAM. It's
amazing just seeing how many people move every
month! Bob and Nan here's a big thanks from all the
membership!

NEWS RELEASES
SAM Hall of Fame
Nominations are now in order for the 1991
SAM Hall of Fame. Members are invited to send your
nomination and a short write-up on your favorite old
time modeler to Jim Adams, Chairman of the selection
committee. Send your letters to; Jim at 2538 N. Spurgeon
St. Santa Ana, CA 92706.
The Sam Hall of Fame that was initiated for the
first time at the 1989 Jean SAMCHAMPS is now in it's
third year. We usually select ten famous old timers to
honor at our yearly meeting. The meeting this year
will be held again at Jean, Nevada during the week of
6-11 of October.
Qualifications for the Sam Hall of Fame require that the nominee be an old time modeler and be
known for hi s contribution to old time modeling.
Nominees will be invited to be our guests at
the SAMCHAMPS meeting in Jean where they will be
presented with their awards and a lifetime membership in the Society of Antique Modelers.

SAM 35 Yearbook #6 is Published
For those who haven't seen one, the SAM 35
yearbooks are handbook sized publications somewhat like the Zaic Yearbooks, with a slick soft cover.
They are strictly SAM (England) oriented, and recall
lots of history, with tales of people, aircraft, engines,
organizations, etc. Many interesting photos, sketches,
and plans will be found throughout the 156 pages.
This year's edition opens by calling on "the
founding SAM organization in the 'States to produce
its own yearbook series"while many of the
aeromodelling greats are still around to help record
the history. Lots of technical "nuts and bolts" are
discussed. But don't expect to see just early FF power
planes. The English SAM folks are in some ways
beyond us in scope, by being firmly into vintage
control line flying, in addition to gliders, and of course
rubber, free flight, and radio control.
There is a comprehensive article about vintage
C/ L team racing, which is apparently enjoying a
resurgence. Another C/ L article concentrates on biplanes with lots of 3 views. There are articles on
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gliders, early English engines, and model shops
remembered. The last 50 or so pages are devoted
to nicely reproduced scaled down plans of all
types. Many of these are available full size, at
reasonable prices, through several listed individuals.
Ronald Knight has the yearbooks available at 4.50 pounds for #6. He also has #5 still
available at 4.00 pounds. Postage is extra, but
Mr. Knight didn't quote it. However, for our
convenience Stateside, Jim Adams has again
ordered a supply of #6, and will have them
available for $10 postpaid. Jim's address is
listed in the officer listings of this edition, and
should you want to contact Mr. Knight, his
address is:
Ronald Knight
14A, Enmore Gardens,
East Sheen
London SW14 8RF
Phone 01-878-7041
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1991 SAM MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS DUE
Bob Dodds, Secretary/Treasurer
If you have not already sent in your dues for this year,
they are due now for January thru December 1991. Dues are
$10.00 per calendar year. You may pay up to three years in
advance or buy a Life membership for $100. (Your expiration
date will be printed on your SAM Speaks label if you have or arc
going to pay for 2 years or more.)
Life members are authorized to put an "L" after their
SAM number, i.e. 170L. All paid-up members will receive a
copy of our newsletter, SAM Speaks, every two months.
All new members will also receive a SAM decal and a
copy of the SAM Rule Book. Decals arc 50 cents each, large or
small. (Large 4x2 1/2, small 2x1 1/4) SAM patches are $2
cachlarge. Rule books are $1 each.
Society of Antique Modelers
Membership Application
-

I hereby apply for membership or renewal in the Society of
Antique Modelers:
Name

FO SALE,. O&R .049 Mite Glo NIB; Mills
.075 Diesel (India) NIB; ME .15 Diesel R/C
NIB; Taplin twin MK III R/C .49 Diesel
(India) NIB; K&B .35 Green Head Ignition
(conversion) Excellent. For info send SASE
to C.H. Stumpf, 1040 SE 43 St, Cape
Coral, FL 33904.

Address
City
State
Zip
AMA No.

ANSWER TO BALLOON PUZZLE
(From pages 5 & 6)

The clue tells us that with balloon
and airplane sharing the same air, the plane
takes the same time to return to the balloon
as it took to fly away from it. That is; I
minute flying away, and 1 minute flying
back to the balloon. During this same
elapsed two minutes, we know the balloon
drifted 1/4 mile to the center X on the
runway. The balloon drifts at wind speed,
therefore the wind is also traveling 1/4
mile in 2 minutes. To translate into miles
per hour, we just divide miles by hours.
Two minutes is 2/60, or 1/30 hour, so we
have 1/4 mile divided by 1/ 30 hour, or 7.5
miles per hour wind speed.

Circle:

SAM No.
New

SAM Chapter No.
Renewal

Please Answer: (V)
t=li I am sending in $10 for this year's Dues (1991)
C1 I am indicating my intention to continue the following
year by sending $20 now.
❑ I am indicating my intention to continue on as a member
for 3 years (including 1991) by sending in $30 now.
I agree to follow the rules of the Society of Antique Modelers
and uphold the principles stated in the SAM Preamble.

Signed
Note: Full membership in SAM requires membership in the
Academy if Model Aeronautics or equivalent national organization. Bc sure to put your SAM # on your membership renewal
check.
Send to: Bob Dodds
209 Summerside Lane, Encinitas, CA 92024 /.
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ANNOUNCING the S.A.M. LIBRARY

S.A.M. is now in possession of a large number of
Chet Lanzo's original model drawings. S.A.M. plans
to establish a plan service with these drawings. The
list that follows gives the names, sizes, and prices for
the drawings available at this time.

November / December

AMA Library Announcement
A new library service from AMA initially offers two reprints from the 1940's from the Cleveland

LANZO RC-1 (Antique cabin gas)
84" span, 1 sheets
$7.50

Model Press. Both were written as instruction booklets for young modelers, with "how to" instruction on
rubber models, gliders, etc. The second listed publication contains 9 model plans along with the text. "The
Junior Aviation Manual" sells for$5.95, and the "Model
Aviation Manual" sells for $7.95. Both bought as a
package cost $12.00. Add $2.50 for postage whether
buying one book or two.

RACER 12 ft. Antique gas R/C
2 sheets 36" x 74"
$12.50

SAM Decals Available

MODEL

PRICE

BOMBER (Antique gas pylon) 96" span
2 sheets 34" x 48"
$10.00
CLASSIC 1938-1939 rubber cabin &
Wakefield, 1 sheets 25" x 56" ..$7.50
DUPLEX 1936 rubber cabin & stick
2 sheets 18" x 48"
$7.50

A third, or "medium" sized SAM decal is now available. These are red, white, and blue water transfer
decals of the SAM logo as appears on the cover of SAM
Speaks. They will transfer to the outside of an airplane, or the inside of a car window. They come in
small, medium, or large sizes, with a "wingspan" of
1", 2", or 3" respectively. Cost is 504 each, plus a
S.A.S.E. to Bob Dodds our secretary/ treasurer, whose
address is listed in the front of this issue.

RECORD HOLDER 1940, 300 sq. in.
rubber stick
$7.50
1940 RUBBER CABIN
300 sq. in.

$7.50

1933 RUBBER CABIN
30" span

$5.00

RACER, 1/2 size, 72" span
2 sheets 22" x 38"

$7.50

BOMBER, 1/2 size, 48" span
2 sheets 20" x 28"

$6.50

80% size BOMBER, 80" span
2 sheets 30" x 48"
$9.00
(legal for SAM R/C events)
YELLOW BIRD, 30" rubber
Garafallow
$5.00
BABY BIRD, 37" span, Class A (Bomber)
2 sheets 16" x 23"
$6.00

Current Addresses:
Bucky Walter informs us that his friend Dick
Korda is in a nursing home and would probably like
to hear from some of his old friends. Dick has trouble
writing however, so he may be unable to answer. Dick
was among the first group of old timers inducted into
the SAM Hall of Fame.
Dick Korda
C/O Mentor Way Villa
8903 Schaefer
Mentor, OH 44060
And we have a similar message gleaned from
John Pond's column regarding Frank Ehling. Frank
also happens to be a SAM Hall of fame member,
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known for famous model designs. Frank has suffered a
serious stroke, and would appreciate mail directed to:
Frank Ehling
C/O Joe Harris
Box 282C, Harding Road,
Laurel, Md 20810
Send to AMA headquarters % the Library.

Hotel Reservations
Nevada Landing Hotel & Casino
800-628-6682
Alternate: Gold Strike Hotel
800-634-1359

SAM Champs Entry Packets Available
As we go to press, the 1991 SAM Champs entry packets are being finalized, and should be available by
the time you read this. Due to the "in between" timing, and the need to make early hotel reservations, we're not
going to publish the entry forms themselves in SAM Speaks this year. We ask instead that those planning to
attend send a business size S.A.S.E. to any of the four people listed below for the complete information packet
with entry forms. We will publish all details of the SAM Champs, except the entry forms in the next edition of
SAM Speaks. Those shooting for the overall championship in either FF or R/C should note that you will not have
to fly every event this year for the championship. You must pre-select 8 of 13 available basic events for free flight,
and 6 of 10 for R/C for the championship.

R/C Contest Director

Contest Manager:

Asst. Contest Manager

Free Flight C.D.

Mike Fields
420 So. Dover
Lafayette, CO 80026
(303) 665-2376

Art Groshcidcr
2045 So.St Paul
Denver, CO 80210
(303) 576-1331

Art Hillis
Ed Hamler
4134F S. Fraser Way 3379 Crystal Court
Aurora, CO 80014 Napa. CA 94558
(303) 693-4616
(707) 255-3547

SAM headquarters will be at the Nevada Landing Hotel & Casino. The Address there is P.O. BOX
19278, Jean, Nevada 89019. There are 200 rooms reserved beginning Sunday October 6th, 1991. Please make
your reservations directly with the hotel. Tell them that
you are with S.A.M. There will be special parking for
RV's at the hotel.

Reading clockwise: 1990 SAM Champs revisited- Bob
Edelstein displays his Forster .29 powered Alert. (Harold
Johnson photo) Jim Blum's double sized Thermic 50 built
from plans scaled up by Don Bekins. It's great for the "Olde
Tyme R/C Glyder" event. Mik Mikkelson (USA) holds the
jumbo Spitfire model that he won first place with at the Middle
Wallop Anniversary meet.
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Jonathan_

Horn

STARTS EVERY TIME!
QUIET AS A MOUSE &
THE FUEL IS FREE!

hobby specialties

THIS IMPORTED MODEL
IS ARTF IN A FEW
MINUTES. Worth
flew one indoors
for 90 seconds.
% Only $67.50 +15.50
UPS Inured
s
in USA.

MIDWAY MODEL CO.
Old Timer Kits for R/C AND FF
The Hobby Horn discount prices for the MMC FULL KITS
are listed. -Full Kits Include cut parts, plan, strip and sheet
wood, wire and window material. Kits marked with an ""'
have the wire landing gear pre-bent.
1936 Flying Quaker 84'
567.99
1938 Powerhouse 50'"
$35.96
1937 Long Cabin 78'
$49.52
1939 A. T:Sportster 50'*
$35.96
$47.84
1937 Quaker Flash 67'
1940 Buzzard Bombshell 50' span kit*
$35.96
1937 Air Chief 61'
$37.76
1940 New Ruler 74'..
74.72
1939 Thermic 100 Glider
(10t1' .SPiri 518 Yliner
Sailplane-modifications shown for R/C)
$86.23

P & W MODEL SERVICE
Old Timer kits for FF or R/C. The following is
the discount price on full kits. The full kits ni
clude all cut parts, plan, stick and sheet
wood, wire and windshield material ,
1935 Miss America 84'
1936 Buccaneer 84'
1937 Dallaire 108'
1938 Clipper Mk I 72'
1938 Kloud King 63'
1938 Powerhouse 84'
1938 Record Breaker 96'
1938 Trenton Terror 72'
1939 Korda Wake 44'
1939 Mercury 72'
.
1939 Zipper 54
1940 Ranger 46'
1940 Sailplane 78'
1940 So Long 50'
1941 Brigidier 56'
1941 Super Quaker 78'
1941 Playboy Jr. 54'
1941 Playboy Sr. 78'
1941 Brooklyn Dodger 56'

$75.56
$62.96
579.92
S55.96
$44.48
$56.24
$73.04
$42.80
$20.12
$61.28
$56.24
$33.55
589.00
$31.88
$42.79
576.40
$32.72
$53.72
$44.48

SHIPPING & HAND! INQ
82-ell.MisatGAIALQaUE
Up to $8.00 add $2.50 - $2 pp/1st Class, or free when
$8.01to2ad
requested on 1st order.
$3.00; $20.01 to $45.0
add $3.75; $45.01 to
Hobby . Horn
$70.00 add $4.25; Over
15173 MOAN ST.ISS]
570.00 add $5.00
P.O. BOX 2212
Calif. add 6.0096tax. Send
MO, VISA/MC (0 & Exp) or WESTMINSTERCA 92684
(714) 893-8311
Check (allow up to 30
days for clearance on
(714) 895-6629 (FAX)
checks.)
Hours: Mon-Fri 9AM - 5PM

own rrfici
. *t: I• a

2: ..d

• 1 f . 136i. "

unit from the Jonathan complete with tank
& hand pump $44.95 + $3.75 UPS to you.
3. Deluxe engine & propeller unit with cap for your one
liter soda pop bot t le & you provide your own pump and
save 1$ only $31.75 plus $3.25 UPS insured to you.
4. Economy engine & propeller unit (no cap
nor valve) Special 127.95 + $2.75 / UPS.
5. Book "Expanzion Engine Powered Model. Ailteltaiit"
Over 200 pages of plans of planes & engines you
can make. Fully illustrated Bi x11 size $22.95 ppd.
B. Scale model plan full size & detailed of ship
Torn Nallen flew a Geneseo Flying Aces meet.
Agreat flier with Jonathan free power only $4.95
See page 91 in Model Aviation October 1990 "Worth"
Bert Pond 12B Warren terrace Longmeadow A. 31106

FVFAYTIOVG FOR THE MT AGE MODELER

ARGO - U.S.A.
• ELFIN 2.49 cc DIESEL ENGINES
• ORWICK ENCRNES
IONTTION • DIESRI. • (LOW
• RATTLEAXE • DESEL ENGINES
• SPARK PLUGS
• TRANS. IGNITION COILS
• KAM STROKE - GLOW ENGINE
• GLOW PLUM
• MOTOR MOUNTS • GLASS FILLED
• ACCESSORIES

3229 Dianora Dr. Palos Verdes, CA 90274
Phone (213) 377-6186

Epco "SKY DEVIL
RAFFLE PRIZE!

11.1114 f • II

A•p

glUP,G$,

e
(9 ,011.
OP PO CITY[ ottr
0.11PIARN/POW
JO MP 'NOM 11/101
MIV n fowl, P.•:
-.4

SAM 27 is raffling a NIB Falco "Sky Devil", s/n 17, one of the hottest running ignition 60's
available. This premier reproduction engine was orginall y purchased at 5280 and has nut been
run. The "Sky Devil" qualifies as a SAM antique, but is no longer in production.
The "Sky Devil" will be awarded to the holder of the winning ticket from a drawing to be
held in conj unction with SAM 27's annual Crash d• Bash Old Timer Contest on September
7th & 8th, 1991 at the Schmidt Ranch in Elk Grove, CA. In 1988, SAM 27 raffled a running
CHQ which was won by MECA member Don Belote (1007-09) of Perrysburg, Ohio. You
need not he present to win the "Sky Devil".
Al Other raffle items include an Ohlason 23 FRV, mechandise, and balsa. These goodies will
1.

only be available to those present at the drawing.
liacts arc $1 each, twelve tickets for S10. Make your checkout to SAM 27 and mall to:
John Carlson, Secretary/Treasurer, SAM 27
353 Las Casitas Court
Sonoma, CA 95476

Custom ingine Work

OPS & Y5 Repair & Part%
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CEORGL M. ALDRICH
A M.A. & S.A.M. Life Member
A M.A. H.0 F.

ALDRICH 4111110M1111 MODELS
MAIL ()REAR S(IPPLIFS
121177 TARRYTOWN
KIT DESIGN & DIV
SAN ANTONIO, TV 711233
CONSULTING & R. & D
612) 656.2021
Over SO Year, lipertem e
q. r. 1GN ... PATTERN RACING FRII-FE 'CAT DIFS1IS

FULL SIZE PLANS
SAM LEGAL & NFFS NOSTALGIA_DESIGNS
FREE FLIGHT AND RC ASSIST
GAS & RUBBER, PLUS GLIDERS
SEND 45 CENTS POSTAGE FOR CATALOG
"BUILD THIS SMOOTH FLYER"
Jim Bohash original 1939 design "U.S. Standard
Wakefield". Ship flew on U.S. Wakefield team 1938 &
1939, Paris, France and Bendix, New Jersey. Bohash
also won 1940 Canadian National Championship and
Michigan State Championships - 1939 & 1952. Plans
never published nor in kit. Approved by SAM as
authentic Antique. Full-size plans $5.00 U.S. - $10.00
outside U.S. Post paid. Order from: Jim Bohash,
20721 Millard St., Taylor, Ml 48180.

B

2 r.
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P.O. Box 976 • OiaIla, WA 98359-0976

Fhe Products From

GIANT SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT
ANTIOUE MODELS
SHORT KITS
2301 Sonata Drive, Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 • (916) 6364688
VISAMASTERCARD ACCEPTED

ILLUSTRATED CATALOG OF 20 KITS AND HUME=
OF FLANS; $2.50. KITS OCHE WITH FINEST GRACE
BALSA. JAP TISSUE, VACUUM FORMED WHEELS AND
CANOPY, PROP, RUBBER AND DECALS. P.O. BOX
1685, ANDOVER, MA 01810

Gerry Persh's red suspenders add to
the old timer image as he moves his
"Ritz Stick" to the flight area at
Westover AFB SAMCHAMPS.

AERO
GRAPHICS

CHUCK GILL

CUSTOM LETTERING

THE AEROPLANE WORKS
CUSTOM CUT KITS • OLD TIMERS
GIANT SCALE • PARTIAL KITS
2134 Gi!bride Road
Martinsville, N.J. 08836

908-356-8557
908-469-0990

sA r4 249 0

PERSONALIZE YOUR AIRCRAFT
MODEL OR FULL SCALE — LETTERS, NUMBERS, NAMES
Pre-spaced - Ready to apply 20 colors - 11 typestyles including Military Block
AN° available in onintinir mud,:

•
•
•
•

N/NC Numbers
HAM Call Numbers
Easy to apply
Fuel Reximant

• AMMMAA Numbers
• Static Display Cards
X.XXXXX<MkVs. • Premium Quality
• Great Looking

McgICAk

Call or write fot &ern Brcrhun & Rom*

K&B ENGINES--BLUEPRINTED AND
MODIFIED BY CLARENCE F. LEE
# 7901

# 8550
# 8918
# 8500
# 8600
# 9140
# 9060
# 9100
# 512

K &B-COX
K&B
K&B
K&B
K&B

K8113
K&B
K&B
TORPEDO

.15CI
3.25CC
3.5CC
4.9CC
5.8CC
6.5CC
6.6CC
7.5CC
.35CI

5207 Freedom Mill Rd. • Onstonis. NC 28052
(7041 844.2038 • 4-11 p.m. Enittorn Time

FF/C L
FF/CL
FF/CL
FF/CL
FF/CL
FR-FF/CL
RR-FF/CL
FR-FF/CL
FR-SERIES 1961

ORIGINAL IGNITION ENGINES:
BANTAM, FORSTER, MCCOY, OHLSSON, TORPEDO
MANY OTHERS

JAKE OURIEL

Super Cyclone Engines
P.O. Box 1809
Show Low, AZ 85901

315 RUTGERS STREET
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14607
716-461-9405
SEND SASE FOR PRICE LISTING
ADAPTOR

ALL ENGINES READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY !

THROWA WAY YOUR GOUTS.
CHUCK & WRENCH. USE OUR

ADAPTOR ref1..Ess ()vac!
to M
CAPIONAll
[DREMEL . POWER TOOLS.
RUNS 100% TRUE &
CONCENTRIC AT FULL 11 PM.

SILK
$7.95* / YARD
LIMITED SUPPLY
•PLEASE ADD 256 PER YARD FOR POSTAGE.
CALIF. RESIDENTS ADD 61/4% SALES TAX.

ESAKI — LIGHT WEIGHT — ORANGE ONLY
GAS MODEL — RED, BLUE, GOLD, ORANGE,
GREEN, PINK, SILVER, FUSCHIA,
LIGHT BLUE, TURQUOISE, & BLACK
SILRON — RED, BLUE, ORANGE, PINK,
FUSCHIA, TURQUOISE, & BLACK

603-B SAN MICHEL
COSTA MESA, CA 92627

NINE (71 4) 646-8864

NO. 601 • ADAPTOR +KEYLESS C HUCK • S1 B.95
(MEWL NO, 315 DO NOT NEED ADAPTOR
TO USE KEYLESS CHUCK}

STEEL SAW AND ARBOR

REPRODUCTION PARTS
for your Vintage Spark
Ignition Engines. For full
information on parts available and prices, send
S.A.S.E. to:
D.P. Wilke,
Metal Casting Lab.
P.O. Box 188
Dept. S.S.
Idyllwild, CA 92349-9988
Ph. (714) 659-2460

HAMMED. GROUND & POUSHED STEEL
USED FOR CUTTING PLASTIC. W000. SOFT
NErus, LE(AN. PLEGGLASS I ETC.
AVAILABLE N .COS, .008, .010..012_014.
.016, .010. .020, .023..025.
.021,0712 THCKNESS:
OUTSIDE CMJAETER @ it 75 EA

/

NO. 502 • ARBOR • $8.00
NO. 503. I ' X .014 X 114' SAW • S8.00
[OUR SAM OILY WORK WITH OUR AMOR)

PIN VISES
SUPPLIED WITH 2 REVERSIBLE COLLETS
0 TO I' CAP. LARGE KNURLED HANDLE.
STN/LESS STEEL THROUGHOUT. HOLDS
TAPS UP TO 642
No 504 — 4' — 1 4.00 I SET OF
Na 508— B — 11.00
ALL 4
No. 5011— 10" — 18.75
*3&O0
No. 507 — IS' — 11.00

EASTERN TOOL& SUPPLY CO.
149 GRAND ST -NYC,N Y.10013
WRITE FOR CATALOG
1300
WHEN OPOERING PAO ADD $3 CO
COD ADD 34 CO

ORDERS 212.92540011
CFFICE. 212 2284741
2129261010
FAX
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BALSAWOOD
"the standard of EXCELLENCE"
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* OPEN TO THE PUBLIC *
Superior Aircraft Materials
12020-G Centralia • Hawaiian Gardens, California 90716 • (213) 865 - 3220
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5 24
720

Handling Charge - $5.00 • Add $3.50 for C.O.D. • Minimum Order $20.00 plus U.P.S.
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INSTALL THE
SCREAMER BEEPER

4
11.

1571,1P99 901'

-DON'T LOSE
YOUR NEXT MASTERPIECE

. §t aartvet ,

Super loud audio Beeper, 96 decibels at a frequency
where the ear is most sensitive. Audible up to 1500 feet
when the model is airborne or 300 to 400 feet on the
ground. The sound will direct you immediately to the lost
model whether in trees, corn, tall grass, brush, ravines,
etc.
The Screamer-Beeper is ready to mount in your plane
complete with 16 hr. battery and DT trigger switch. Total
installed weight: 19 Grams-little over 1/2 Oz.

44ovas•A$10

Great for Wakefield size rubber or any power ship.

HERZ TRAY Alr:

$19.95 Post Paid. (US Only) Check or M.O.
Make checks payable to Bill Turner
(CA residents add 6.5% Sales Tax)

A 1930's MODEL SHOP!.. _ ..sawed prop blanks.
balloon/WWI/Streamline balsa wheels, Hinoki wood,
colored nitrate dope, thrust buttons & bearings, bamboo, silver Jap tissue, prop hardware, special washers.
winders, rubber, hundreds of old Scale/Contest plans
& more! Shop from our illustrated catalog. Send$2.00

Bill Turner, 3027 Rutgers Ave., Long Beach, CA 90808

VINYLWRITE CUSTOM LETTERING
STOP HAND CUTTING YOUR SAM & AMA NUMBERS - GET TO KNOW US AND SAVE SOME MONEY TOOT
Take advantage of this special offer. Send us $6.00 (CA res $6.41) & we will send you
2 strips 1" high & 1 strip 2" high with SAM or AMA 4 your number all pro-spaced, aligned
and ready to apply! Choose black or white. You will also receive our complete info package
POLL 0110111180 116(.181G
describing all of the custom lettering options available to make your lifo easier!

• EZ TO APPLY •
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0

Priced right with no minimum charge!
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VINYLWRITE CUSTOM LETTERING
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(818) 363-7131 (Noon to 6 PM Partite) • Mad order ooh:' C4 res. add tax.
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Be sure to print cloarly.
Indicate which number you
want in each height & color
choice. We only use 3M
Premium Vinyl! Not a decal
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Learn why the best
lessons in electric R/C are
taught by old-timers.
Building and flying a Leisure Playboy or Lanzo Bomber
Oki-timer can teach some valuable electric R/C lessons.
Like building light. Fundamental to good electric flight
performance is a lightweight airframe. Leisure's Playboy and
Bomber 01d-timers both feature lightweight airframes
; dclimb capabilities with
Lanzo
that combine powerful takeoff
minimum sink rates — for long gs and slow landings.
Playboy
67-

era: 514 sq. IA.

Flying Wright: 32-38 a:. Grated 2. 3:
Power: 1.rismrt 03 Motor

Another lesson is how to build-in stability for easy sflying.
des ign started
Consider that the original Playboy and Bomber nd s off too .
out life as free flights. Our make
two old-timers
ha trainer.
the perfectfly
R1C

really do

That's why they
layboy and
Maybe the most important lesson the Leisure`
Bomber Old-timer kits can teach you is how to opreup
and
electric
keep more R/C flying sites. You see, because they' almost
powered they're practically silent. You can fly them
anywhere, anytime.
Leisure
05
See your local R/C hobby dealer and pick up a
or Lanzo Bomber kit and an inexpensive Leisure
i from
in for some good lessons — take t
PittybOy
flight system. You're
an oki-tinter.
the
For more trtformation on
Leisure Old-Timer Kits. motors,
and
kiCd hatteries , chargers
send a stamped•
other arces.sories
essed tautness sized
envelope to: Leisure Electronics.
22971 TTriton Wkr. Unit B.
',aorta Hills, CA 92653.

,
The Leaner Lamm gawk
Ih'ingspan: 70q"
res:
630
sq.in.
Wing A
Flying Weight: 35-40 es.
gelred 1.5: /
Fewer: Leisure OS MOW

Leisure Electronics offers a 25% discount to all paid-up SAM members. They will also lake Visa/Mastercard over the phone. (714) 581-1198
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sure to send Secretary Bob Dodds your new address.
Where the Heck is My SAM Speaks?
by Bob Angel
Catch Up Efforts for SAM Speaks:
The perceptive reader with a keen instinct for the
To get back on track, we're going to have to do a
obvious will notice that SAM Speaks continues to run
late. It's been taking almost a month from receipt of one couple of things. Issues #99 and 100 will each be three
issue, to complete and "freeze" the basic written text month issues, instead of two. Our advertisers will reand photo captions for the next issue. But it's taking ceive their full number of issues promised, and membetween two to three months to get it published and bers will have to consider the list of approved gas model
distributed. Since it's a bi-monthly publication we seem designs recently received (you did receive one, I hope)
to have a little arithmetic problem. Here's a quote from as one issue, to complete their six issues for 1991. Also,
a recent letter Jim Adams wrote to a member which for the first time, the Editor will have to do it like the
sums it up: "You were right in saying that we appear to "professional" magazines do and completely write each
have our hands full here at headquarters, it has been issue "in the blind", that is before seeing or getting any
absolutely swamp city here for the past six months. We feedback from the previous issue.
have had a comedy of errors since Bob and I took over
Status of the SAM Speaks Editorship
the newsletter. In all the years that I ran it alone, I have
We have several volunteers for the job of SAM
never seen so many things go wrong. Currently we are
Speaks Editor. Maybe we'd be better off had only one
having trouble with the post office."
When you analyze the problem though, it becomes person applied, because as I write this, President Jim
clear. Former editors Jim Adams and Bill Darkow did Adams has still not made the selection. I pester him
the whole thing pretty much by themselves, and seldom regularly about this, because I'm just as serious about
got more than a couple of months behind their publica- passing this opportunity along, as I am in keeping SAM
tion dates. Jim used a regular old typewriter and the Speaks going during my shift. One job at a time in SAM
"cut and paste" method of publication. Bill used SAM's is quite enough!
desktop publishing program on his own computer.
When the selection is made, we'll pass the word as
On the other hand, I have help. I do the script editing quickly as possible, but the turnover will probably occur
and photo captions using a word processor. But my over a matter of months. Jim and I expect to work with
processor doesn't talk to the desktop publisher's com- the new editor for some time for continuity, not only in
puter, so we have the worst of both worlds, with new preparing the editorial content, but to smooth out the
opportunities for typos and errors to creep in at every area that has been the bigger hang-up, the desktop
step. For final typesetting, desktop editing, photo half- publishing, printing, and mailing.
toning, printing, computerized labeling, addressing,
I'll be mailing packets of paper to the new editor on
and mailing, there are at least six people, three comput- a regular basis for some time, so no one, especially you
ers, and the U.S. government involved! Had I accepted overseas members need worry about sending your
some volunteer assistance that was generously offered, materials to me and having it get lost in the shuffle.
you probably wouldn't be reading this for another three
And to all domestic and overseas chapter newsmonths! Still, this isn't a complaint. I'm grateful for the letter editors, please keep (or add) the SAM Speaks
help, and feel we're somewhere on the outer fringe of editor on your mailing list. We recognize that relatively
getting things organized. Let's just hope the learning little club letter material has been republished lately due
curve doesn't reset itself to zero when the new editor to space requirements for the rules, etc. But in time we'll
comes aboard.
probably get back to extracting a few more things from
I've had to answer relatively few letters explaining club newsletters. The amount and flavor of this will
what happened to the publication. Most inquiries came depend on your new editor's preferences. Even when
from new members concerned that they might not have your material isn't quoted directly in SAM Speaks, all
been put on the mailing list. All were quite courteous, your letters do get read, and serve to keep the editor
and for that I thank you.
better informed, which will help bring you a better
Right now it's tough to tell when you're missing an publication.
issue, but when one is missing, let Jim Adams, or the
-RLA
editor know by phone, mail, or carrier pigeon, and your
issue will be replaced at no cost to you. If you move, be
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Person To Person in Europe

By Eldon E. Breazier
Eldon's story, told below, is typical of many visits recounted by those US modelers fortunate enough to have the
time and wherewithal to make a planned visit with overseas
modelers and to attend some of their events.
I contacted Jim Adams in early spring 1990 to obtain
names and addresses of European SAM Members in
order that I might visit with a few during our planned
trip. This is to thank Jim for that assistance and to report
briefly our experiences.
We traveled independently and without reservations for 90 days, staying generally in private homes in
smaller communities and putting 11,535 miles on the
VW Jetta we purchased. We attended model contests in:
England :50th Anniversary Wakefield, Middle Wallop.
Germany: Sailplanes at Wasserkuppe (R/C, tow, scale).
Austria : European R/C Pattern Champs at Salzburg.
: Kossen Club R/C pattern contest, Kossen.
Italy :SAM Italia National OT R/C at Molinella.
Czech : Regional CL pattern contest at Svitavy.
Additionally we "happened on" to quite a variety of
modelers flying, and lots of hang gliding action near the
Alps. We attended the "Battle of Britain Commemorative" flying day at Old Warden, Biggleswade, England.
We also visited the museum there, as well as four other
aviation museums in England, plus aviation museums
in France, Belgium, Germany, and Czechoslovakia.
Below, the"Wasp", a British design by L.S. Wigdor as seen at
Old Warden. This one was flown by Andy Brough. Plans
appeared for this model in the May-June 1989 SAM SPEAKS.

Gialnella (left), first place winner at Middle Wallop 50th
anniversary Wakefield His helper holding the second "Ellila"
was not identified Aarne Ellila, from Sweden, placed firstat the
international Wakefield in 1949 and '50.

Everywhere I went I wore my bright red baseballtype cap with a SAM patch sewn on the front - immediate recognition where modelers were flying, of course,
but this also led to quite a number of contacts with
modelers in other places.
It was not unusual for the local modelers at a contest
to communicate some apprehension relating to the expensive models and modeling equipment that they
assumed I was bringing to the contest. When ! explained
that I was not there to compete but only to look and
learn, I was accepted most warmly, asked to assist with
starting and launching, handed transmitters to fly their
planes, etc.
I took along a number of Cox .049 TD's and the
newer Cox Texaco engines (complete with spare props,
Parts kits, starting clip, wrenches) which were given to
individuals (most of them in Czechoslovakia) as gifts.
Several were given to clubs sponsoring the contests with
the instruction that they be used as prizes for the youngest contestant entered (this was done in the name of
SAM 56, in which I am active). I also distributed quite a
bunch of SAM decals, patches and pins.
Highlights: Meeting and talking with Bob Copeland
in England, Walter Ricco and Oscar Piccini in Italy, and
Rad oslav Cizkk in Czechoslovakia The hospitality shown
by Jaroslav Rybak in Czechoslovakia and by Roberto
Marzoli and Cesare de Robertis in Italy. My expanded
address book contains easily 50 new names of men of 16
to 75 years of age who I am proud to say are new
modeling friends.
As to full scale aircraft, the biggie was seeing the

January • March 1991
WWI planes in flying display at Old
Warden-seeing a Bristol F2B cutting
grass is truly an experience for this
old P-38 pilot.
Some Opinions: The idea for "international" SAM meets is great, but,
it would be a great mistake to impose USA SAM contest rules on SAM
activities of other nations (there are
significant differences of culture and
of model airplane development that
do need to be respected. But what
great international Fun Flys (demonstrations) we could- and shouldhave.
We should "knock ourselves
out" assisting our modeler colleagues from the "East" to get their
lives back in the order that they seek.
This is not telling, advising, etc.; but
asking, listening, and being responsive to the circumstances that they
face. Guys like Rybak and Cizek do
not need to be lectured on the merits
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of democracy etc.- they have been learned a lot of new words, we acwaiting for 50 years for this oppor- quired a lot of new modeling ideas
tunity that has finally come. Czecho- and airplane plans, and we came in
slovakia needs resources- substan- a good 15% under budget at under
tial resources because of the sub- $90 per day for two people, excludstantial problems that have accumu- ing initial cost of auto and air fare.
lated over those 50 years (billions of
dollars in czech finished goods were
taken by Russia to send to Cuba with Top left: A Bowden "Satellite" caught
practically no repayment to the in mid-air at Old Warden on Old Timer
Czechs). Cizek (see pg 115 of Zaic's day, 1990. The ship was flown by Paul
1955-56 year book) has been invited Lidster.
to judge a scale contest in the USA
this coming year (for which he is
exceptionally well qualified), but Bottom Left: The RIC pits at Old Warthere are probably no Czech model- den on Old Tinter day. Many Americans
ers with the cash to travel even to were present to enjoy the relaxed activities. Notice the beautiful paint job on
England for a model contest.
As you may be able to tell, we the RIG glider in the foreground
had a grand time; the food was great
almost everywhere, the people were Right:David Baker, SAM 1066
great everywhere but in the 140 mph (ENGLAND),sparkplug, readies his
lane on the Autobahn. We never had twin pusher for the mass launch at Old
to sleep in the car even one night, we Warden.
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Update on SAM CZECHOSLOVAKIA

by Don Bekins

January

♦

March 1991

Christmas (1990). This magazine will come out once every
two months. It will be in French, German and English."

Since December I have had considerable correspon- (Czech as well)
Rybak goes on to say that he is starting a hobby
dence with my friends in Czechoslovakia, and thought
it might be timely to update what is going on in the new business to manufacture and sell model supplies, specializing in old timer U-control. He is now completing
Eastern European world.
First I want to thank those who have responded to the testing of a prototype reproduction diesel engine,
my request for "R/C sets for Czechs." To date, I have "Super Atom" 1.8 cc from 1946, and in a few months he's
received three sets, and have sent off one that was in going to start cooperating with the MVVS model engine
pretty good working order. It had bad Tx batteries, factory in Brno for the reproduction of an old timer
which I replaced to insure that things were in working ignition gas engine called the IPRO IKAR 6.3cc.
At some point he will need to import spark plugs,
order. Then I broke the components up into three
packages and sent them off airmail to Radoslov Cizek, coils and condensers from the USA. Rybak's problem is
the aeromodel designer who lives near Prague. I still how to pay for the imports. In his words; "I'm interested
need some old Futaba servos to complete one set ("G" in opening a market for my products (these repro engines).
type connectors).
Then I can have my own foreign currency. I could use it to pay
Rado reports that the packages arrived in good off some imports. I will be very happy if you could help me find
order and he did not have to pay duty- because they somebody in the USA who would be interested in my products."
looked like Christmas gifts and I showed no value for
them on the declaration certificate.
Cizek has plans and building instructions for a neat
Fall Events in Italy
hand-launch glider project he designed. FLYING MODFor anyone contem plating a trip overseas, Cesare
ELS has promised to publish the plans and building
de Robertis, secretary of SAM Italia sent us notice of
article. That is one way the Czechs can earn some hard upcoming SAM Italia national events.
currency. I am helping with the English translation to -September 15, 1991-Free Flight National contestput the wording into a format that modelers in the U.S. Orentano (Pisa)
will more easily understand.
-October 6, 1991-U Control National Contest in Prato
Then I heard from Jaroslav Rybak, who formed the (Firenze).
first chapter of SAM in the Eastern Bloc countries. Sixty
Cesare offers to send further information, and to
letters went out, and seventy two replies were received. help anyone traveling to Italy with information about
SAM 78 of Czechoslovakia had its first contest and logistics, accomodations, etc.
organizational meeting.
Write:
Cesare de Robertis
Via F.M. Pogglio, 24
I'll let Rybak tell the story:
00139 ROMA
"On September 20th I established myself in another
ITALY
contest at the airport Kladno (a private field for gliders and
sport aircraft), where I won, and my 25 year old model flew
away, and to this day I still can't find it! (Free Flight, no
Olin Tisdale Donates "Big Old Plans"
dethermalizer.) Taking this opportunity to tell you that the
A while back, Olin Tisdale donated to SAM a set of
biggest contest in old timer in Czechoslovakia officially estab- plans for the then newly approved "Big Old Plane", as
lished our club, SAM CZECHOSLOVAKIA! (SAM 78) I designed by Tom Mclaughlan. Olin recently asked "what
had been nominated president of the club and was voted in. happened?", when they didn't appear on the list of
After your visit, I had hosted Eldon Breazier (SAM 56, plans available through the new SAM Library. Well
Wichita) who has become the first foreign member of the club.
we're correcting that oversight, and the plans are availAs of now our club has 112 members!"
able for $10 and will be listed through the library. Refer
"The first meeting of our club established the temporary to SAM Speaks issue #95 for Olin's article and pictures
rules for the first year. These rules will be a part of "0 number" of the "Big old Plane". Thank you Olin for the donation,
(issue #1) SAM 78 Speaks Magazine, which came out around and for the reminder.
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50th Anniversary Wakefield at Jean
by Jim Adams
The annual running of the 50th Anniversary
Wakefield event is being held in conjunction with the
SAMCHAMPS at Jean, Nevada, on Monday, October 7,
1991. Three events will be staged. One is for the 1934
thru 1936 models (previously called pre- 1937) designs
that must weigh a minimum of four (4) ounces. The
second is for eight (8) ounce minimum weight models
that were flown from 1937 thru 1950. And the new event
added this year will be for models designed and flown
from 1928 thru 1933. This new event will be for those
models designed in the early years, when there was no
weight rule.
This event, that started as a challenge between two
rival SAM free flight chapters in Southern California
and SAM 35 in England, has continued to grow each
year. We now have heavy participation from SAM 1066
and several of the Canadian and mid-west and east
coast SAM chapters.
The rules: Models must be replicas of published
Wakefield designs from 1928 thru 1950. They shall be
rubber powered. Early models prior to 1934 have no
weight rule. The 1934 thru 1936 models must weigh a
min. four ounces, the 1937 thru 1950 models must weigh
a min. eight ounces. All models must conform to the
original plans. External dimensions, airfoils, propellers,
and internal structure shall be as per plan except as
follows. The following deviations will be allowed: Addition of a dethermalizer, accommodations for a winding tube and stooge attachment. Laminated outlines
may replace bamboo or sheet wing and stab tips. Materials should be the same as the original if possible.
Models must R.O.G. under their own power. Six attempts will be allowed to make three (3) official flights.
Flights under 20 seconds are attempts. Five (5) minutes
is a max. Your score is determined by averaging each
entrants three official flight times. If ties result from two
or more modelers having the same score, a fly-off will be
held. Fly-off flights will be flown simultaneously and
there shall be no max. on the time.
The 50th Anniversary Wakefied competitions are
based on the pre-war (WWII) rules. The very early
Wakefield models did not have weight rules and were
not as strict as to size and weight. In 1934 the most
important rule changes were adopted. Minim um weight
was set at 4 ounces and the wing area was set at 200 plus
or minus 10 square inches. In 1937 the weight was
increased from 4 to 8 ounces, in 1938 the maxim urn area
of the stabilizer was limited to 1/3 of the wing area. To

avoid the need for a forth event we have decided to
allow the 1937 models to fly in the 8 ounce event.
All serious rubber flyers are invited to attend and
join in on the FUN. Registration can be made at SAM
headquarters on Sund ay, October 6 at the Nevada Landing Hotel or you may enter on Monday morning at the
flying field. Entry fee is $5.00 per model. Flying starts at
8:00 AM and closes at 4:00 PM. Proxy flying will be
allowed by persons holding AMA or equivalent license.
Proof of membership in foreign national associations or
AMA license is required or entrants will be required to
pay $10.00 for a temporary membership in the AMA in
order to comply with insurance requirements. If you
have paid this fee to enter the SAMCHAMPS, it is not
required again for this event.
At last report we have 14 SAM members attending
from England. Among those attending are;
Chapman,Hetherington, Baker, Smeed, Michel, Stagg,
Culf, Webb, Tomlinson, and Andrews. We expect a
large contingent of Canadians and several members
from Australia. The very latest news is that the Italians
are going to stage the 1992 meet at Goriza, Italy.

Fred Chapman flying one ofhis own designs at the English 50th
Anniversary Wakefield meet. Ship is his "Northern Arrow."
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1991 International 1/2A Texaco R/C Postal Challenge
The date(s) this year are either Saturday August 17,
or Sunday August 18, whichever date your club elects to
fly. Entry packages are being sent to each club who
participated last year. Any SAM chapter who missed
out last year, and would like to participate this year
should write or phone John Fulton (of host chapter SAM
51) for an entry packet. SAM 51 (the nifty one) is the host
club this year by virtue of winning the perpetual trophy
last year.
Models must meet the construction criteria, and
fly by the official SAM 1 /2A Texaco R/C rules, a copy
of which is included in the entry packet.
Direct any inquiries to:
John V. Fulton
5701 Angelina Ave.
Carmichael, CA 95608
Phone 916-485-9266
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An Associate Editor Responds:
Several people have made initial inquiries about
becoming either The Editor, or an Associate Editor for
SAM Speaks, but Jim Coffin has gone a step farther and
submitted a first article with promise of more to come.
To those of you who have made that initial contact
regarding an Associate Editorship, I'd urge you to follow Jim's lead and submit something of interest. It may
take two or three accepted and published articles to get
named as an "Associate Editor", depending on the
whim of the Editor at the time, but if you're seeking a
rewarding and very non lucrative writing career, persevere!
-RLA

A Note From SAM 10 (CAAMA)
By Jim Coffin
Dear SAM,

In issue 97 Bob Angel solicited for volunteers to be
Availability of Tomy Toy Timers
Tom y Toy wind-up mechanisms have often been Associate Editors of SAM Speaks. This hit a responsive
used as a source of timer mechanism for free flight chord in my personal interest in writing for fun, so I
models. But they have apparently been discontinued offered my name for Bob's consideration. I have been a
from manufacture. From the SAM Chapter 57 Newslet- member of SAM for about 23 years and was coerced into
ter, "Wing Beat", Edited By John Scott, comes word that joining by John Pond in 1968 at the AMA Nationals in
they are available through K Mart under the "Playskool" Olathe, Kansas (that was before RC Assist, folks!). After
brand name in a series of three toys called "Pop Overs". this long in the organization, perhaps it's about time 1
Look for a jumping Kangaroo, Gorilla, or Mouse, priced contributed something more than contest entry fees to
at about $2.28 each. The name "Tomy" is molded into the promotion of the Old Timer movement.
I do have definite ideas about where we have been
the base of the toys. The March 1987 issue of Model
and
about some of the things we should be doing to
Aviation (pg. 56) has an article on how to convert them
improve
our section of the model aviation sport. Bob
for timer use by adding lead to the escapement to slow
stated that he would print my comments on the rules
the speed down.
proposals elsewhere in this issue which should show
how I feel on some subjects. One other subject that is
dear to any free flight flyer's heart are flying sites.
The success, failure or direction of m ost model clubs
depends on the availability of a good flying site over a
long period of time. In my part of the East, flyingsites for
free flight, especially for engine powered models, are
few and far between. Our local club, Capital Area Antique Modelers Association (CAAMA), SAM Chapter
10, was formed shortly after and partly because a site
was found by one of our more illustrious members,
Ernie Greene and his son, Ken.
This field is about 70 miles southwest of Washington, DC, in Culpeper County, Virginia, which makes it
a bit more than a spur of the moment decision to go
flying. The field itself is fairly small, about 300 acres, but
The entire Italian team at Middle Wallop 1990 50th anniverwe have full access to all of the surrounding fields for
sary Wakefield meet sponsored by SAM 1066. That's the first
chasing. This helps when it is a little breezy and sends
place winner, Gialnella, in the front row center.

even 90 second flights over the fence. So far, we have
held two AMA sanctioned meets, which included SAM
and nostalgia events, on this field and have another one
scheduled for the last weekend in April (it will be
history by the time you read this). We also have the use
of a smaller field in the area which we share with an RC
club. The ground rules for our primary field (by agreement with the owners) exclude "heavy duty" RC flying
but RC Assist Old Timers are fine.
Even farther from the Capital area is a farm roughly
25 miles northwest of Richmond Virginia. This farm is
owned by one of our CA AMA members, Bill Saunders.
I have not flown there yet, but those that have been there
feel it is a better field than the Culpeper site. We plan a
midsummer contest there, so will have a chance to judge
for myself. More on this later.
Earlier, I mentioned Ernie Greene as one of our key
organizing members. His hospitality in hosting club
meetings and otherinformal model aviation get togethers
has contributed considerably to the successful formation of CAAMA. I am sorry to report that he recently
suffered a "Heart Arythma and is slowly recovering at
home from the effects of this disorder. Ernie may be
more identifiable to those interested in model engine
collecting and is quite the local authority on the subject.
He has been involved with the AMA Museum, spending considerable time helping Hurst Bowers (curator of
the AMA Museum and past CAAMA president) prepare many of the model engine displays. We all wish
him a speedy recovery.
I am personally loolcing forward to the AMA /NFFS/
USOC SAM 57 Variety Old Timers (and whatever else
goes on there) contest this summer. Glad to see that
Abram VanDover (of the Hampton, Virginia
Brainbusters Club) was selected to be overall Contest
Director, a distinct honor and a lot of work. He and his
fellow club members have been the stalwarts for free
flight in the Middle Atlantic states and have sponsored
at least two meets each year in the Richmond and
Petersburg environs for as long as I have been on the
East Coast (and for a long time before that!).
If anyone is interested in more information about
our flying sites and CAAMA, please contact the Secretary- Treasurer, Marty Schindler at (703) 938 2975, 304
Roosevelt Court, N.E., Vienna Virginia, 22180.
In future reports, I hope to cover items of interest
beyond our own CAAMA club activities, but for now,
its time to leave. "Keep 'em flying!"
Regards, Jim Coffin

___
MR IMO*
Steve Boucher, extends his antennaprior to aflight atChicopee.
Not to be confused with the two electric motor manufacturers,
Steve was the editor of the Old Timer column in Flying
Models.

1I2A RIC scale "Gee Bee" canard at Chicopee SAM Champs,
The ship was entered in the event, but suffered a crack-up. The
builder is Hale Wallace of Rock Hill, South Carolina.

"Fairchild 24 "112A Radio Scale in yellow and green by Walt
Geary. Picture taken at the Westover SAM Champs.
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Brief History of Old Timers and SAM
by Tim Danneis
As near as I can tell, and the Californians would
probably disagree with me, the beginnings of what we
call the Old Timers started in Salt Lake City. At least as
far as magazine records indicate, the SLC club threw an
.020 powered Old Timer event. Sailplanes, Bombshells,
Playboys, Yogis and several others were entered.
Shortly thereafter, the old Martin Model Masters,
now the M3 club, also held an .020 event which was a lot
of fun. The Pee Wee and Torp .020 were the only engines
of that size then. Some very interesting models showed
up including a rather large Sailplane by George Batiuk
with a geared .020.
For my own part, and since I had already started a
magazine library to go with my engine collection, and
also because I could never do any good in the regular
AMA events, I decided tobuild a full size Old Tim erand
see if I could get it to fly. I found an original Buzzard
Bombshell plan while searching for engines and built it.
I took it to contests just for fun. It would fly despite my
lack of trimming expertise. Several other fliers thought
it was neat and asked where they could get plans.
By this time John Pond
had started his plans service and I had put in a
stock of them. At this time
no one wanted to know
what was a hot model,
everyone wanted to
know what someone else
wasn't building! As a result quite an assortment
of unusual models were
on the building boards.
In the fall of 1962,
Harley Elmore, Jerry
Slack, Keith Sheel, Dave
Walton, Ed Snowdon and
myself met in my garage
to form the Model Museum Flying Club. The
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name was decided on because I called my engine collection and associated acquisitions The Model Museum.
Naturally, much time was spent discussing rules
because there were only scattered groups around the
country flying OT's, each with their own rules. The rules
we decided on were really quite simple.
(I) Age of model determined by having Ignition on the
plans.
(2)Only modifications allowed was for DT and landing
gear. If a plan showed two wheels, the model would
have two. If the plan showed a single wheel you could
use one or two.
(3) Ignition, glow and diesel competed together with
ignition getting a 5 second advantage. Runs of 10, 15, 20
and 25 being the times. That was it!
Everyone realized the desire for authenticity. We
did divide models by Pylon and Cabin and also split
engines into 2 displacement classes, land II with the cut
off at .280, yes .280!
Our 1st Annual OT Meet was held in May of 1963 at
East Colfax Airpark. Names of the winners will reveal
few names here now; Glen Menu, Stan Haugarth, Al
White, Bob Lynch, Norm Roglitz, Gordon Rogers, Bob
Seibert, Ed Snowdon, Geo.
Batiuk and myself. It was
more successful and better
attended than the AMA
meets in this area. So much
so that it was decided to hold
a fall meet, which was also
very successful.
The following year, 1964,
two more big contests were
staged with even more attendance. During the Fall meet
of '64 a group of SCAMPS
showed up at 6 A.M. the Saturday morning before the
meet and planted their banner in my front yard. This
included Sal Taibi, Jim

'The Cleveland Croudster For 1/291 Texaco
This month's good looking centerfold plan is a famous antique design, scaled down and engineered for
1/2A Texaco competition by Bob Oslan. Bob has had several of his designs /adaptions published in the
pages of Model Aviation magazine. The ship is very clean, and at 17ounces total, it performs very well with
a good strong Cox Black Widow engine. Full size plans for this model are available from: Bob Sliff at Hobby
Horn, P.O. Box 2212, Westminster, CA. 92684. Price is $5.00 plus $2.00 postage and handling.
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Adams, Bud & Kit McNorgan. Also showing up was
John Pond and Larry Boyer. Quite a turnout for another
highly successful meet.
It was during this Saturday bull session in my basement that discussion for the concept of the SAM Champs
was formed. First to come, though, was the formation of
a National group. This was originally called the Antique
Model Association. You can imagine the problems another AMA would cause. Lee Freeman, in California,
was the organizer. Bud McNorgan followed Lee Freeman. A contest was run for a better name and SAM was
chosen.
John Pond's first project was getting the old Timers
into the NATS as an unofficial event. He was successful
and there was a week long OT bash at the 1965 Nationals
at Willow Groove, PA. This was followed in 1966 at
Chicago and the NATS Old Timers Event has been a
fixture since.
The first SAM Champs was held in Denver at the
East Colfax Airpark on May 28 - 30, 1967. The turnout
was spectacular! Paul Kastory from Pittsburg was the
most distant contestant. I don't have a record of the
number of entrants, but there was a large group from
California and Chicago and all points in between. The
weather wasn't the best, but there was plenty of good
flying. Harley Elmore was the C.D. ,
The Second Annual SAM Champs was July 29- 31,
1968, also at East Colfax Airpark with Harley Elmore
again C.D.'ing. Dropping a few names that maybe more
familiar; Bud Warren, Al White, Bob Schliem, Don
McGhee, Art Hillis, Bill Bruninga, Bill Baldridge and
Doc Nichol were among the local entries.
It might be interesting to note here that SAM Chapter #9 was in Boulder! Bud Warren, Wally Leiper, Bob
Tarpening and several others formed their own Chapter.
The Third Annual SAM Champs was held July 4 6, 1969 At Bong as a joint effort of the Chicago Aeronuts
and GRIMES (Grand Rapids Ignition Model Engineers).
Fourth Annual SAM Champs was held June 23 - 25,
1970 at Taft, CA. The Fifth Annual SAM Champs was
again held in Denver, August 10, of 1971. The rotation
continued with the Sixth Annual at Bong in 1972 and 7th
Annual at Taft in 1973.
The Eighth Annual, 1974 edition departed from the
established rotation by going to the east coast. Staged July
2 - 4, 1974 at Lakehurst, New Jersey.
July 28 - 30, 1975 marked the Ninth Annual SAM
Champs. This was the last "big" OT contest held in Denver
and was also the last contest held at the East Colfax Airpark.
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Want More (SAM) History Lessons?

The author of the foregoing article, Tim Dannels,
was one of many modelers who can be considered a
founder of present day SAM. In recent years, Tim is
better known to engine collectors as the publisher of the
Engine Collectors Journal. He has recently re-joined
SAM 1 in Denver, and may again become a more active
flier. Tim admits privately that his viewpoint on SAM
beginnings may be "a bit one-sided", but then whose
isn't? For those of you who may feel you, or your group
were also an important part of SAM's beginnings, if
you'll write up an interesting, readable story similar to
Tim's we can publish these in future issues, and bit by bit
add permanently to the knowledge of SAM's beginnings.

A bunch of the "good guys" pose for a picture at the
Chicopee SAMCHAMPS L-R John Pond Bill Bowen, and
Chuck Schooley. Chuck hails from SAM 40.

Charlie Yost, San Diego, California, with Elfin 2.5 powered
Shulman "Wedgy" at the SCIFS kick-off at Taft, March '90.
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Notes on the 1991 SAM Champs:
If you plan to attend the 1991 SAM Champs, even as a spectator, write or call one of the four officials now, for the
complete entry packet, so you won't be left out of the Bean Feed, Banquet, etc.
Early entries postmarked by Sept. 1, 1991, will be given reduced entry fees at $10 for the first event, $5 for added events,
with a $35 maximum. Later entries will be a straight $10 per event.
Note that for both the Free Flight Grand Champion, and the R/C Grand Champion, you don't (can't) enter all the basic
events to be in the running for the Championship. You must pre-select 8 basic events for FF and partially select 6 basic
events for R/C. In R/C, you must select either glow or ignition in each of the three LER classes, plus all the other regular
events to complete your maximum of 6 events. You may, of course, still compete for fun, and for regular awards in events
other than those you pick for the Championship.
Contest Manager
Mike Fields, SAM 1

420 South Dover
Lafayette, CO 80026
(303) 665-2376

Asst. Contest Manager
Art Grosheider, SAM 1
2045 South St. Paul
Denver, CO 80210

(303) 756-1331

FF Contest Director
Art Hills, SAM 1
4134F South Fraser Way
Aurora, CO 80014
(303) 693-4616

R/C Contest Director
Ed Hamler, SAM 27
3379 Crystal Court
Napa, CA 94558
(707) 255-3547

SAM DUES INCREASE
Effective July 1st, 1991 the Dues for the Society of
Antique Modelers increased to $15.00 per year. The
reason for this increase is the spiraling cost of producing
the newsletter.

Bob Edelstein, Past Nationals Champion, poses with his
Radio assist Lanz° "Bomber" at the Chicopee SAM CHAMPS.
PRIZE DONATIONS REQUESTED FOR
SAM CHAMPS

Mike fields, SAM 1 Pres. & CD for the 1991 SAM
Champs, is asking both SAM Chapters and individual
members to consider contributing such items as unbuilt
OT kits, and appropriate engines in good condition to
the prize fund at the 'Champs. While SAM continues to
spend a large amount on prizes, it would be a real help
to get good stuff from chapters and members in addition
to what we can get from the hobby industry, and what
we can purchase. Naturally, recognition will be given,
both at the 'Champs and in SAM Speaks to those who
contribute items. If you or your SAM chapter are interested, contact Mike by mail at 13860 W. 75th Pl., Arvada,
CO, 80005, or via phone at 303-420-5693.

For the past two years we have tried several solutions in the hopes of avoiding this increase. We have
changed printers and mailing services and even mailing
methods. Pending post office approval, we hope to be
sending this newsletter by second class mail. Second
class will be quicker, slightly cheaper, and is more
positive than the third class that we have used for
several years.
As an incentive to get you to pay your dues in two
and three year increments we are offering a new dues
schedule. One year is $15.00, two years is $27.00, and
three years is $40.00. Life memberships are increased to
$150.00. The reason for the discount is to try and make
the job of our treasurer, Bob Dodds a little easier. Bob
and Nan, his wife, are doing a tremendous job with
SAM's finances, but give a little thought to how tough it
is on them when your dues come in late added to the
effort of handling the hundreds of checks that have to be
processed in normal SAM operations.

Jim Adams
SAM President

General Schedule of Events and Activities

1991 SAM Champs
6-October
after 12 noon
12 noon - 6 PM
12 noon - 6 PM

Sunday

7-October
9 AM - 3 PM
9 AM
9:00 AM
after 12 noon
6:30 PM - 7:30 PM
7:30 PM - 9 PM
9 PM - 10 PM

Monday
Contestant Registration
Wakefield Contest at the flying site
Annual Northrop Flying Wing Contest at the flying site
(contact Carl Hatrak, 3825 W. 144th St. Hawthorne, CA 90250)
Hotel Registration and check-in
No Host Cocktail Party
Annual SAM Champs Bean Feed
Contestant Orientation Meeting

8-October
7:30 AM - 4:30 PM
6 PM - 9 PM

Tuesday
Flying events - See Events Schedule on back of entry form.
Spirit of SAM Concours Event in the Banquet Room

9-October
7:30 AM 4:30 PM
10 AM - 12 noon
7 PM - 9 PM

Wednesday
Flying events - See Events Schedule on back of entry form.
Ladies Slot Tournament - check Contestant Entry form
SAM Hall of Fame Awards and Annual SAM Business Meeting

-

Hotel Registration and check-in
MEGA Collecto $2 ($10 table fee) Dick Dwyer (408) 377-2421
Contestant Registration

10-October

Thursday

7:30 AM - 4:30 PM
Free Evening

Flying events - See Events Schedule on back of entry form.
Do your own thing

11-October
7:30 AM 3:30 PM
6 PM - 7 PM
7 PM - 9 PM
9 PM - 10 PM

Friday
Flying events - See Events Schedule on back of entry form.
No Host Cocktail Party

-

Awards Banquet
Awards Presentations

Headquarters will be the NEVADA LANDING HOTEL AND CASINO, POB 19278, Jean, NV 89019. Call direct:

1(800)628-6682 to reserve. Tell them you are with SAM. We have 200 rooms beginning Sunday, October 6. There's
special parking for RV's. Nearly all rooms have TWO QUEEN sized beds. Rates are $16/night, Sunday thru
Thursday, $29/night, Friday and Saturday. CALL EARLY! There's a 4500 ft airstrip with tiedowns near the hotel
elevation 2833 122.9 monitored. No fuel, no lights.
Other hotel options:
GOLD STRIKE HOTEL and CASINO, POB 278, Jean, NV 89019, (800) 634-1359 ('89 headquarters)

Whiskey Pete's Hotel, FOB 93718, Stateline, NV 89193, (800) 367-7383 (12 miles South of Jean)
Circus Circus Hotel, 2880 Las Vegas Blvd. S., Las Vegas, NV 89109, (800) 634-3450 (Las-Vegas strip)
Hacienda Resort Hotel, 3950 Las Vegas Blvd. S., Las Vegas, NV 89109, (800) 634-6713 (Las Vegas istrip)
Add'l notes: There will be NO Nostalgia event this year. RC transmitters MUST have Gold Sticker! ALL fifty 1991
narrow band channels will be in use. Amateur license required for Ham RC channel operation. All protests must
be in writing. Eiectric event rules SAM Speaks #93. West Coast Old Time Glider Rules. 1/2A Scale Duration RulesSAM Speaks#94 (Chicopee'90). Questions? Call Ed Hamler RC/CD (707) 255-3547
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1991 SAM Champs Special Free Flight Rules
Event
LARGE Rubber
Small Rubber
Compressed Air
.020 Replica
Hand launched glider
Pre-1937 Wakefield
Rubber Scale

Max Flight
5 minutes
3 minutes
5 minutes
3 minutes
2 minutes
5 minutes
3 minutes

The following events require R.O.G.:
Fuel Allotment, 30 second Antique, Commercial Rubber, .020 Replica,
1/2 A Texaco, Pre-1937 Wakefield, 1938-1950 Wakefield
Pre-1937 Wakefield - Models 1936 vintage or older. Proof of design required. Minimum flying weight including rubber = 4 ounces. Min
fuselage cross section = L2/100. Wing area = 2(X) sq.in. +/- 10 sq.in .
1937-1950 Wakefield - Models kitted or published - 1937 to 1950. Minimum flying weight including rubber = 8 ounces. Min fuselage
cross section = 12/100. Wing area = 200 sq.in. +/- 10 sq.in. Max stab area = 33% of wing area.
Rubber Scale - Official time is the best three of six attempts.
Other Free Flight Notes:
Free flight processing will be done at the field.
Binoculars are not allowed for free flight events.
An official flight must be launched within 5 minutes of securing your timer and flight card. No waiting for thermals. After each official
flight or attempt, your flight card must be returned to the desk for posting before another flight is launched. If two consecutive flights arc
made, then only the first will be posted as an official flight; the second will he recorded as an attempt. Free flight Fuel Allotment and Gas
Scale Events must he flown between 7:30AM and 1:30PM on Friday, October 11.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON FREE FLIGHT RULES Send a SASE to:
Art Hillis, FF/CD, 4134F South Fraser Way, Aurora, CO 8(X)14
telephone number: (3(13) 693-4616.

1991 SAM Champs R/C Special Event Rules
1/2 A Scale Duration - same as 199(1 Chicopee SAM Champs. See SAM Speaks issue #94 for details.
Electric Events - See SAM Speaks issue #93 for details.
Ohlsson Sideport - same as 1989 Jean SAM Champs.
Antique models only, NO scaling. Minimum 10 ounce wing loading. Ohlsson sideport engine (.19, .23, or .60) spark ignition only. No
pressurized fuel systems. 45 second engine run. Four attempts for three official flights. 7 minute max flight.
Ohlsson 23 - same as 1989 Jean SAM Champs.
Any old timer model, scaling OK, but minimum Wing Area = 450 sq.in . Minimum 10 ounce wing loading. Ohlsson 23 engine (sideport
or front rotor valve) spark ignition only. No pressurized fuel systems. Engine run = 35 seconds for sideports, 25 seconds for front rotors.
Four attempts for three official flights. 5 minute max flight.
Old Time Glider - same as 1989 Jean SAM Champs.
Any glider model or model of full scale glider/sailplane designed, kitted, or published prior to December 31, 1946. Nordics and hand
launched gliders are excluded. Maximum wingspan 120 inches. Scaling OK. No minimum wing loading. All appropriate and applicable
SAM R/C rules apply except: R.O.G. not required, timing begins at towline release and stops at touchdown; each launch and release is
an official flight, no attempts; three, or fewer, official flights are permitted with a target total time of 20 minutes (1200 seconds); each
second over a 1200 total is deducted from 12(X) for a final score. At least one Hi-Start launching device will be provided with a pull scale
to measure towline tension at launch. Contestants may provide additional launching devices provided other competitors are allowed access
to them. For this R/C event, consecutive flights arc permissible and encouraged; all flights must he completed between 7:30 and 10:30
AM Friday, October 11.
Other Radio Control Event Notes:
Fifty 1991 Aircraft Only Channels (11 through 60) accomodatcd; GOLD STICKER narrow band transmitters only; narrow band
DUAL conversion receivers are highly recommended. Even numbered 50 mliz HAM channels: RC 02, RC 04, RC 06, RC 08. Also: 53.100,
53.200, 53.3(X), 53.400, 53.5(X), 53.600, 53.700, and 53.800 nillz HAM channels OK. Current FCC Ameteur licence required.
An official flight must be launched within 5 minutes of securing your frequency pin, flight card, and tinier. "On deck" contestants will
be announced and arc expected to respond as "ready" or "pass," in which case their channel pin will be dropped a notch in the flight order
(not to the bottom of the order, unless requested).
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THE REGISTER ARRIVES !!!
A review from the U.K. by Ron Moulton
Years of planning on the part of several SAM (U.S.A.)
members have produced the 1990-91 edition of the SAM
Approved Designs List of Gas Models. Edited by Ernie
Linn with guidance from SAM Prez. Jim Adams the
project involved Dee Mathews and Jack Phelps at the
start then brought in George Arm stead Jr.,John Pond &
Bob Larsh to check and re-check validity and detail. And
what super detail! Split into 4 sections, the listing covers
Gas model Kits & Designs that are eligible as pre 1943
Old Timers or pre 1939 Antiques. The reasoning behind
the division of the 4 sections is to divide scale kits and
designs from non-scale and then to list both under
manufacturer or publisher and also alphabetically by
design name. From the register one can locate date of kit
issue, or publication plus span and area in most cases.
Altogether a vital Dollar's worth (plus postage of course).
Now lets see when that Taibi class C Pacer appeared!
There it is, Feb 42 MAN, span 60", area 574- it works!
Just a trifle short on Euro,Oz,Cannuck or Kiwi types but
maybe someone else has this info to pass on?

John Delagrange, multi-talented modeler from SAM 100,
cranking the turns into the motor ofhis large rubber cabin at
Westover CHAMPS, 1990

Newly Approved Model Designs for SAM Competition
Model Name
Blitzkrieg
Blitzkrieg
Whizzawing
Whizzawing
Whizzawing
Diamond Demon
Yehudi
Diamond T23
Seeger
Excaliber
"D" Contest Model

Desianer
Hal DeBolt
Hal DeBolt
Hal DeBolt
Hal Debolt
Hai DeBolt
Jerry Stoloff
Jerry Staloff
Otto Curth
Otto Curth
Jim Adams
Earl Stahl

Model Types:

Date/Type
1939/OT/F
1939/OT/F
1940/0T/P
1940/OTIP
1940/OT/P
1938/A/F
1939/0T/F
1940/OT/P
1940/OT/P
1941/LR/F
1939/LR1F

Soap
46,5
60
38
42
67
48
44
46
53
46
41

Area
330
5509
280
332
850
327
300
338
490
200
183

Plans Source
NA
MAN 11/89
NA
F.A.12/43
NA
Pond Plans
J. Stoloff
0. Curth
0. Curth
J. Adams
MAN 2/44

OT=Old Timer, A=Antique, F=Fuselage
P=Pylon, LR=Large Rubber
Plans Availibility:

John Pond Plans
P.O. Box 90310
San Jose, CA 95109

Jerry Stoloff
9330 Lime Bay Blvd.
Tamarac, FL 33321

Otto Curth
2107 Center St.
Northbrook, IL 60062

Jim Adams
2538 N. Spurgeon St.
Santa Ana, CA 92706

You May want to pencil in the new gas designs in your official SAM Gas Model "Approved Designs List". The

design approval committee, Chaired by Bob Larsh, failed to accept two other designs, and is awaiting more
documentation on one other design.
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More Comments on

the Rules Proposals
So far we've been able to fit in some, and usually all
of every letter received offering comments on the rules.
Next issue will be the rules vote issue. We will still
accept member comments for publication in that issue.
We'll also publish a short synopsis of the arguments for
and against each proposal, plus the text of the proposals,
and of course the ballot.
In some letters the writers introduced themselves,
and many have great credentials and background. But
we've omitted those introductions, because we feel the
merit of the ideas themselves is more important, and we
can also use the space saved for more comments.
The First letter comes from John Sattler of San Diego, CA:
This is not intended to doubt Mr. Jordan's veracity
or motives, however, if anyone truly believes FF proposal #3 would end the power race he is sadly mistaken.
All it would really do is severely reduce the participation of Ignition engine conversion owners in SAM contests, and we don't need that! The rationale fails to
mention that converted engines are already handicapped
by the displacement rules. A class A converted engine is
limited to .15 C.I. displacement, and must compete
against "hot" engines such as the Arden .19 and the
Bantam .19. Class B conversions are limited to .25 C.1.
and must compete against such as the Torp .29 and the
Forster .29. Class C conversions are limited to .40 C.I.
and must compete against engines such as Dooling,
Hornet, McCoy, Hassad, Anderson Spitfire, and Orwick
The rationale statement regarding the use of alcohol
& pressure is erroneous. Anyone fortunate enough to
own one of the aforementioned original ignition engines can have it modified and "hopped up" so it puts
out more power than a converted glow engine. Also, try
to find a good running original ignition engine such as
Arden .19 or Orwick .64 for less than $300-400 price
range. Sure, you can find an occasional one for $100-200,
but they are usually "over the hill". Good to excellent,
even NIB glow engines (plain bearing, non schnuerle
port) can be had for $30 to $70, and can be converted to
ignition by engine specialists such as "77 Products" for
approximately $50.
As to the claim that "at the last SAM Champs only 9
of 10 winners were original ignition engines", I refer to
pages 6 & 7 of the July-August 1990 issue of SAM Speaks
(issue #96). Please keep us less fortunate fliers who can't
afford $500 original ignition engines in the ranks of
contest competitors by voting no on FF proposal #3.
Thank you. John Sattler
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And from Jim Reynolds of Universal City, Texas:
The rules committee should be congratulated on
their action not to add to the number of basic SAM
events. The following are my comments about RC rule
change proposals numbers 2, 8, 11, and 12:
• RC-2: The last (rationale) paragraph of this proposal is
contradicted by FF proposal #3.
• RC-8: An example of the 80% rule might make this
proposal more understandable. For example, this proposal would allow a .45 four stroke glow to compete
with a .36 two stroke glow in the same size and weight
aircraft.
• RC-11 If this proposal is accepted, then there is no
advantage fora fourstroke engine converted to ignition.
• RC-12: This proposal also needs an example. This
proposal would allow a .60 four stroke glow to compete
with a .36 two stroke glow in the same size and weight
aircraft. It probably should be pointed out that this is a
60% engine rule stated as a wing area rule.
No, I have not decided what I'm going to vote for or
against. Best Regards, Jim Reynolds
From Jim Kyncy, of Onyville, CA (& occasionally Hawaii):
Aloha, Bob
I see it's rules time again, my how time flies. After
viewing with great care, I really liked and will vote yes
on RIC#4, limiting the 1 /2A Texaco event to a 4cc tank.
And I would like to see a 8 minute max.
As for R/C #s 8-11-12, I would vote no. Reason has
it that with the new surpass 4 cycles, we would have to
vote on this issue again down the line. You can as of now
out powerby sheer thrust, any two cycle (non Schnuerle)
on the market today. P.S. I own a few.
Mahalo, Jim Kyncy, SAM 30
MikeMclaughlin ofIancaster CA, sends a secondinstalbnent
Re: RC #2-Allow alcohol in ignition fuel: Phil has listed
most of the advantages of replacing gasoline with alcohol. I have compiled a list of possible disadvantages to
the proposal.
1. Lowering the combustion temperature will not
significantly increase engine life. Once an engine is
properly broken in on gasoline it will last a lifetime. I
have engines that have been running gasoline based
fuels for 50 years and still run strong. Many scale and
sport fliers have converted 4 stroke engines to ignition
engines running on gasoline and have experienced no
problems with engine life.
2. Many engines could require replacement of the
piston and cylinder to regain proper internal clearances

SAM SPEAKS
Engines broken in to run on gasoline have internal
clearances for the higher temperatures of gasoline combustion. If you run the same engine with alcohol the
piston to cylinder clearances will be too large. Power
and reliability may be reduced. New reproduction engines would have an unfair advantage over original
engines.
3.Needle valve assemblies may have to be modified
or replaced to accommodate the higher fuel flows. With
gasoline, an air/ fuel ratio of about 14:1 is good, while
alcohol requires a ratio of 8:1. This means you need
almost twice as much alcohol as gasoline.
4. Alcohol bums slower than gasoline, requiring
more ignition advance. Some engines will have to be
modified to allow more ignition advance.
5. Spark plugs will carbon up and short out due to
the lower combustion temperatures. Spark plugs like
the early Stitt M80 are designed for the high combustion
temperatures of gasoline and may not perform satisfactorily with alcohol.
6.Tanks may not be large enough with the increased
fuel flow requirements. As Joe Beshar points out in
proposal RC#5: some engines run out of fuel before
completing a 45 second climb.
7. The plastic tanks used on most ignition engines
dissolve with alcohol and will have to be replaced with
metal tanks.
8. Nitrate dope finishes are not compatible with
alcohol, and would require a sealer coat, which could
make an already heavy airplane even less competitive.
In the spirit of SAM, I feel we should continue to run
ignition engines the way they were run in the 30's and
40's. This proposal could require considerable work and
expense to have a competitive engine. There will always
be a few fliers that will be able to take advantage of this
rule change and the rest of us will struggle to come up
to the new standards. I'm happy with the current rule.
If it ain't broke, don't fix it. We don't need this change.
-Michael J. McLaughlin
From Leon R. Robinson of Stevens, PA:
With regard to the rules change proposal to eliminate plastic (Fiberglass, carbon fiber, nylon etc.) propellers I am 100% in favor of wood props. Another reason
for using wood vs "more modern" props is crankshaft/
connecting rod failure after collision with the ground. In
40 plus years of modeling I have spent too many dollars
replacing broken crankshafts. I can buy a lot of wood
props for what a new shaft costs. Leon Robinson
-
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From George Patrick, of Pinehurst Texas:
My ideas concern proposal RC#1, 1 /2A Texaco Scale.
I am against judging scale models. I suggest we follow
the scale rules of the San Diego Aeroneers.
Without the scale judging, contests would be much
simpler. Scale judging would make postal contests very
difficult to compile.
Best regards, George Patrick„ SAM 82

Bud Romak hails from northern California. He is shown here
holding his "Foote Westerner" at the S.C.I.F.S. opener at Taft
(March 91)
And from Simon Blake of Alberta Canada:
I strongly object to proposal FF#3. There used to be
a great equalizer between genuine ignition engines and
converted glow engines, namely gas and oil. Ignition
engines run fine on gas and oil, while converted glow
engines used to put out similar power. Anyone who
understands alcohol fuels knows they require a higher
compression than gas and oil. My Brown Junior and
Merlin Super B, for example, won't run on alcohol. My
Ohlssons run so-so and my McCoys run super, just like
modem converted glow engines such as my ignition
converted Fox 25.
It doesn't take a genius to figure out that a converted
glow engine is going to make more power on alcohol
than a low compression engine. The solution is to reject
FF#3 and go back to gas and oil in a future rules cycle.
When converted glow engines were forced to run on gas
and oil, their performance was similar to that of original
ignition engines and many of us were a lot happier.
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My last point is that our chapter, SAM 52, will never
have the necessary 25 members to make a rules change
proposal, so if there is interest in returning to gas and oil
in free flight, it will be up to some other chapter to do so.
Best wishes, Simon Blake.
Ed. Note: Simon, here's a hint for future rules proposals: If
60% of a club agreed with a proposal, you'd still need a club
about 42 members strong to gather 25 signatures. Not too
many SAM groups are that large. Last year several clubs, or
even individuals, mailed out copies of their proposals to other
clubs or individuals to gather the necessary signatures. You
need to "overkill" a little on these mailings and do it early,
because some won't respond.
The "25 signatures" requirement for proposal submissions is to insure that a proposal writer is reasonably serious,
and to provide feedback from other members when the proposal is still in formative stages. Expect routine differences of
opinion, but if your proposal seems too flaky, hopefully several
folks won't sign it, and will do you the favor of telling you why.
-RLA.

"Well, there SHOULD BE a special category
AND a national event for it!"

These comments from Jim Coffin of Annandale, Virginia:
FF#1-"Reduce engine runs for replica diesels". I
disagree with the changes suggested. The proposal is
based entirely on the situation in class A where one
specific reproduction diesel, the Dunham Elfin 2.49
(now out of production) has dominated recent SAM
Champs. The change as written unduly handicaps other
reproduction diesels such as the Irvine Mills .75 and the
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Aurora "K" (Indian) Mills 1.3 that are relatively tame
and comparable to what an early ignition engine in that
size might have been.
While I think there is some validity to the concern
about the superior power of the Elfin, this could also be
applied to the Morrill Simplex Hornet .19. Perhaps a
better approach is to have the engine committee rereview the Elfin 2.49, both an original and a replica, to
determine SAM eligibility as an "original ignition."
There is also a contradiction between the proposed
wording change and the rationale. While the wording of
the proposed changes to Section III, para 2 does not
prohibit the use of ignition converted glow engines, Bob
Larsh's rationale seems to indicate he meant it that way.
FF#3-"Reduce engine runs for glow conversions".
Concur, even though the reduced engine displacement
for glow engines converted to ignition was supposed to
take care of the difference. I have used a 77 Products
converted OS 15 in class A for some years, and while a
good performer, I believe it is on a par with an Arden 19
or a hot Bantam, rather than 25% better. Perhaps an 80%
engine run figure would be more reasonable.
R/C#7- "Reduce engine run times in LER and Antique. I agree with the thought that engine runs should
be reduced, but the proposed changes here are out of
proportion, with original ignition engine runs being
reduced by 22% and Schnuerle glow reduced by only
10%. It seems that a reduction to 35, 24, 20 and 15
seconds respectively would be a more balanced engine
run limitation.
-Jim Coffin
Don Bekins writes from Belvedere, California:
Since I do not fly free flight (other than Gollywocks), I'll
only comment on R/C proposals.
It/ C #1: "Add 1 /2 a Scale Texaco event". My recommendation is to vote "NO", not only because of the
complexity of the proposal, but because the rules should
evolve further with experience gained in the many
contests held during 1991.
In general, I feel a combination of the SAM 21 and
SAM 48 rules is best: ie, pre-1943 designs, scaling allowed from either rubber or gas powered man carrying,
fixed wing, heavier than air, internal combustion powered aircraft, using 1/2A Texaco flight rules, and, a
separate concours-style beauty event where the model
must fly to qualify.
R/C #2: "Allow alcohol in ignition fuel". I personally have burnt up a perfectly good Ohlsson 60 running
it too hot before it was broken in. Alcohol based fuels
run cooler. The free fl ighters have used these fuels for
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two years now with no problems or major criticism. Use
only metal tanks with FAI fuels, and be sure to purge
and clean them before switching. I recommend a "YES"
vote on the use of alcohol fuels.
R/C Proposal #3: Special Foxaco Old Timer Endurance event. An interesting idea, but another special
event. Has it been tried anywhere yet? Why plug it in
as another special event until it has had some competition trials somewhere in the country. To my knowledge,
it is not scheduled in any of the 22 West Coast contests
in 1991. Let's see if there is some interest before an
official SAM vote. Vote "NO"on R/C #3.
R/C Proposal #4: Reduce size of 1/2A Texaco tank
to 4 cc from current 8 cc. Having relatively poor eyesight
and nearly losing sight of my 1 /2A Texaco model in
nearly every contest, I have great sympathy for this
proposal. However, the very basis for the most popular
1 /2A Texaco event is its SIMPLICITY! Buy a stock 1 /2A
Cox engine, stick it in any old timer, fill the tank and fly.
Finding 4 cc Baby Bee tanks will be difficult at best, and
many of the models already flying will have be modified
to fit the much smaller tank. KISS! — Keep It Simple
SAM! — Vote "NO" on 4 cc tanks in 1/2A Texaco.
R/C Proposal #6: Vintage event combining R/C and
freeflight, similar to Free Flight Proposal #2. This event
has been tried and has received little interest on the East
Coast. Its proposer, Joe Beshar, has succeeded in getting
AMA to make this event part of their special events
(AMA #701). Why not let AMA sponsor this one and
leave it out of SAM. We have enough special events.
Vote "NO" on combining R/C and freeflight in a special
event.
R/C Proposal #7: Reduce engine runs for LER and
Antique events. The proposed engine run times were
tried at our annual Crash & Bash with success. Per the
intent of the proposal, we did indeed cut down on the
flyoffs. One thing this proposal does that was not
originally intended, it makes the glow engine powered
models more competitive with ignition powered models when glow and ignition are combined in local contests. The percentage reduction in the glow time was
less than ignition time, taking away some of the edge
that ignition had before. Vote "YES" on reducing engine run times.
R/C Proposal #8: Rate enclosed rocker four cycle
engines as 80% of their actual displacement. (Open
rocker 4 cycles remain at 60%). All quiet-running,
reliable 4 cycles should be a part of SAM competition.
The old rules excluded the new, technologically improved 4 cycle engines. Their manufacturers have been
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touting their power to be 80% of 2 cycle engines for some
time. That power differential seems to have stabilized
(with the exception of the turbo-powered 4 cycles which
are excluded in this proposal). To encourage newcomers into the Old Timer Movement, we need to have all 4
cycle engines qualified. Vote "YES" on the 80% closed
rocker 4 cycle qualification.
R/C Proposal #9: "Add a 'Pure Texaco' special
event." Though I like that idea and practice that policy
myself whenever I fly in a Texaco event (actually won
once with a GHQ powered, unscaled Bomber at Taft
where thermals abound!), I don't feel we need another
special event to have "purity" in the Texaco event. Try
competing "purely" — it's a real challenge! Instead,
vote "NO" on a "pure" Texaco special event.
R/C Proposal #10: Use only wood props for SAM
competition. I have been cut up by both plastic and
wooden props through my own stupidity in sticking a
hand into a running engine. I have had two wooden
props shed portions of blades, one going through the
wing of my plane and the other through my shirt into
my shoulder. Ask Ed Solenberger. He pulled out a prop
sliver that had buried itself a 1/2 inch into my flesh.
Fortunately, it was only a puncture wound requiring no
stitches. Think what that would have done to an eye! I
have never had a plastic prop fly apart running at the
rpm antique ignition engines run at. I almost never fly
glow, but have heard (never seen) of those screemers
sheddingblad es. With the technology of the new plastic
composite props today, the chances of that happening
are growing slimmer and slimmer. However, wooden
props by their very nature, are carved out of a block of
non-uniform wood. That is why we have to balance
every wooden prop we buy. It is true they are softer, and
they might not slice as cleanly when a modeler stupidly
sticks his finger in a spinning prop. Whether it's wood
or plastic, "el stupido" is still going to get himself
chewed up when spinning prop meets stationary hand.
The new plastic composite props are computer designed and made for ultimate aerodynamic efficiency.
The better wooden props available are generally well
made too, but cannot match the aerodynamics and
strength of the plastic composites. Why outlaw the
better props in the name of the questionable safety of
softer, less efficient wood? Vote "NO" on the wooden
props proposal.
R/ C Proposal #11: Increase 4 cycle engine run times.
A different approach to accomplish what Proposal #8,
the 80% rating, sets forth.
R/C Proposal #12: Establish a special 4 cycle area/
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displacement loading at 135 sq.in . per .1 cu.in . Both
Proposals #11 & #12 are intended to accomplish the
same thing as #8: legalize the use of all 4 cycles in old
timer flying. The author of the proposals gave no
justification or explanation as to the actual application
of his proposed formulas. They will be difficult to
understand and administer. Is there a hidden loophole
here which might give a great advantage to the modern
4 cycles? Proposal #8 is easy to administer and understand. Its rating is what the manufacturers claim. Vote
"NO" on proposals #11 and #12.
R/ C Electric Proposal #1: Formalize .05 electric rules
established at the Jean SAM Champs meeting in 1989.
Art Grosheider of SAM 1 (Denver) advised that unless
you are particularly interested in flying electric OT
refrain from voting. With the on-going loss of places to
fly, the silence of OT electric will continue to gain in
popularity. Like computers, it is another art-form and
technology that must be learned. I helped moderate and
organize a previous meeting of all interested parties
establish the preliminary .05 electric rules at a meeting
some years ago in Taft. Though I have flown electric, I
don't purport to know or really care much about the
wranglings that have gone on among those who do
appreciate the electric technology. Vote yourconseience
on R/C Electric Proposals #1 and #2 - Don Bekins
From Martin Schindler of Vienna, Virginia:
FF#1 . In his supporting rationale for FF#1, Bob
Larsh states that diesel engines were not in use before
1942. This may generally be true in the United States, but
not necessarily in the rest of the world. I have a mock-up
of a third model French diesel produced in 1939. Also, a
friend described am ysterious modeler who would show
up at the club field in New Jersey in the late 1930' s and
would start his engine without batteries and it made the
kind of noise we generally associate with the diesel
engine. The mysterious modeler spoke only Italian, and
my friend spoke only English, but my friend was convinced the fellow was using a diesel engine. Since some
diesels were apparently in use prior to 1942, I recommend that reproduction of pre-1950 diesels be placed in
the same category as reproductions of ignition engines.
Since reproductions of ignition engines do not have
reduced engine runs when compared to original ignition engines, I believe that reproductions of pre-1950
diesel engines should have the same engine runs as
originals. I urge defeat of FF proposal #1.
FF#3. When the decision was made as to size and
type of glow engines that could be converted to ignition
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ANNOUNCING the S.A.M. LIBRARY
S.A.M. was given most of Chet Lanzo's original model
drawings, plus other donations, and has established a plan
service with these drawings. Here are the names, sizes,
and prices for the drawings available at this time.
PRICE

MODEL

LANZO RC-1 (Antique cabin gas)
$7.50
84" span, 1 sheet
RACER 12 ft. Antique gas R/C
2 sheets 36" x 74"
$12.50

BOMBER (Antique gas pylon) 96" span
2 sheets 34" x 48'
$10.00
CLASSIC 1938-1939 rubber cabin &
Wakefield, 1 sheet 25" x 56" .... $7.50
DUPLEX 1936 rubber cabin & stick
2 sheets 18" x 48"
$7.50
RECORD HOLDER 1940, 300 sq. in.
rubber stick
$7.50
1940 RUBBER CABIN
300 sq. in.

$7.50

1933 RUBBER CABIN
30" span

$5.00

RACER, 1/2 size, 72" span
2 sheets 22" x 38"

$7.5

BOMBER, 1/2 size, 4.8" span
2 sheets 20" x 28"

$6.50

80" span BOMBER
2 sheets 30" x 48"

$9.00
(legal for SAM R/C events)

YELLOW BIRD, 30" rubber
Garafallow

$5.00

BABY BIRD, 37" span, Class A (Bomber)
2 sheets 16" x 23"
$6.00
BIG OLD PLANE, McLaughlan. Pylon old
timer, 1940.76" span, 2 sheets+
instructions
$10
To order these plans,Send your check made-out to SAM
and list the plans you want. Send your order to: Al! Plans
are sent post-paid SEND TO: JIM ADAMS
2538 N. SPURGEON
SANTA ANA, CA 92706
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for the SAM FF events it was thought that original
ignition engines would be on an equal footing with
these converted ignition engines. We in SAM Chapter
10 did not consider this to be the case and so last year and
this year we use engine runs of 16 seconds for original
ignition and 12 seconds for converted ignition engines.
(Note the enclosed flyer for our next contest )
Since we in Chapter 10 ( currently we have 60 members
) already follow FF Proposal #3, I strongly recommend
that this proposal be approved.
Sincerely, Marlin H. Schindler.
From John Targos of Palos Verdes, CA:

FF#1: The advantage of a diesel engine over ignition
engine model flying is weight. Class "A" models can fly
three to four ounces less weight with diesel engines
because no battery, coil and condenser is needed...not
because a diesel has more power! Therefore it's weight
advantage and not power that is the big factor.
The idea of penalizing repro diesels by reducing the
engine run, over an "original" diesel is unrealistic and
not in keeping with the preamble of SAM. Diesels are
more reasonable costwise than ignition engines. When
is the last time you saw a Bantam or an Arden class A
ignition at a MECA collecto that was affordable and in
good condition?
Above all, do you know of a contest director that can
tell when an "original" diesel is original? Even the
engine committee has not spelled out when an "original" is not an original. To date, SAM has approved over
170 pre-1950 diesel engines! What better way to start a
youngster into modeling, with lower costs and
uncomplicated diesel installation? I recommend a NO
vote on FF Proposal #1. - John A. Targos
These comments are from Jim Persson of Plesanton, CA:
Some of the new proposals fall into the "if it ain't
broke don't fix it" category. Why change something that
seems to have been working quite well with no apparent
problems? I am mainly responding to the free flight
proposals but it appears that most of the radio control
proposals fall under the same umbrella
Starting with proposed R /C vintage event, Proposal
#2. Do we really need another R/C event?
Re: FF#4, banning plastic props. Probably 95% of all
model airplane related injuries are a direct result of the
flier sticking some appendage into the prop. Most of the
time, this is due to poor operating habits, or carelessness! The number and kind of accidents/injuries won't
change because you ban plastic props. Plastic may or
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may not cause a more severe wound; I have seen evidence of both. As to all the examples of weight, mass and
collision forces...does this mean that a prop turning
10,000 RPM will do more dam age than one turning 7,000
RPM? Probably, but do we then limit RPM? I think not.
Next, FF #1 and #3 will be addressed collectively.
The diesel and glow motors are supposedly dominating
the contests. If you take a closer look at the results from
the last couple years contests, the real truth emerges. It
is the fliers who are dominating. Winning fliers will do
what is necessary to win. If we passed a rule that limited
everyone to candle powered steam engines, the winners
list would still read Taibi, Bortnak, Edelstein,
Myerscough etc., etc. If you want to win, you use what
is competitive! A well used example is that repro diesels
and converted glos have more power. The truth is that
many original diesels (pre 1950) run as good or better
than the repro Elfins, etc... and they are available, but it
may take some effort to find them. Another point made
is that the converted motors can be modified, pressurized and use alcohol fuel. Are you aware that you can do
the same thing with many original ignition motors?Few
do it; why? EFFORT! Yes, effort. It's the same old story;
to be competitive you must put in the time and energy.
None of the proposed changes will make a 20th place
flier into a winner. Only you yourself can do that!

- Jim Persson
Bruce Agustus of Sun Valley Idaho writes:
The free flight rules require no change. They work
just fine the way they are. If it ain't broke, don't fix it. In
particular, don't vote for FF#1, the renewed effort to get
rid of replica diesels. Yes it's true most of the class A
fliers are using diesels. They run better, and the airplanes fly better, so it's more fun. And yes, most of the
diesels are replicas. Because there are almost no original
diesels left and the few remaining are beat up and cost
too much.
Presumably the intent of FF#I is to make replicas
more competitive with the other engines. What other
engines? There are practically no decent class A sparkers out there. Most of them weren't any good when they
were new, and they are junk now. Very few original
diesels either. The collectors keep the good ones. That's
why we allow replicas. That's why we should encourage people to build replicas. Lets face reality - if you
want to make a class A model fly smartly you just about
have to put a replica diesel in it. And it's no secret either:
Have you noticed how participation in class A has
increased in the past 5 years? Let me sum up some facts:
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1. The whole issue relates only to class A, and to a
much lesser extent to class B. The vast majority of diesels
on the planet are smaller than 2.5cc. Diesels were built in
2.5cc, 3.5cc, and 5cc sizes. The 3.5cc engines are rare.
Larger sizes are almost nonexistent, very heavy, and
they don't run as well as equal size sparkers.
2. There is a shortage of class A engines, diesel and
spark
3. Replicas are a low cost alternative which allows
worry free flying. After all, we are a flying club, not a
collectors club, are we not?
4. Replicas, both diesel and spark should be encouraged, so that we will have a ready source of engines to
fly with. No one has suggested that spark replicas
should be penalized with a shorter engine run. We have
always encouraged builders of spark replicas even
though they run better (than originals). What is the
difference?
5. There already is a built in handicap to using a diesel.
There are no .19 size diesels; the largest class A diesel
known is 2.49cc. That's .152ci, so diesel fliers have 23%
less displacement than a .199 sparker. Seems to me
handicap enough. In class B it's even more. Diesels were
built in 3.5cc (.21ci), and 5cc (.30ci) sizes. Nothing in
between. So using a 3.5 in class B results in 29% less
displacement than a .299 sparker. Even worse using a
5cc in class C against .60 sparkers which weigh about the
same.
I have some original diesels, and fly them. Most are
high mileage units, and I can't get parts. So why not buy
a new replica and have a good time flying? It's more
relaxing to know if I lose or break an engine I can buy
another before the next contest.
Let's give FF proposal #1 such a resounding defeat
that the message will be unmistakable. First, we do want
to encourage replica builders, and second, we don't
want to arbitrarily handicap engines after they have
been approved by the SAM Engine Committee and are
in production and use. Don't open the door to a similar
attack on spark ignition replicas.
Sincerely, Bruce Augustus.
Proposal RC#5 is Withdrawn: An inequity existed
in proposal RC#5, in that it reduced engine run times for
ignition engines only. This would have made it impossible to combine ignition and glow in smaller contests.
Author Joe Beshar recognized the problem and attempted to correct it by amending his proposal to in-
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clude further reductions to both glow classes also. Unfortunately, there is no provision, nor would it be fair to
accept such a substantial modification to a proposal
after the submission deadline. Therefore Mr. Beshar has
graciously agreed to withdraw his proposal.
The committee had to deny one other request to
modify a proposal after submission, but the author
decided to let it stand rather than withdraw it. There are
a couple of reasons for not allowing substantive late
changes to submitted proposals. First, the altered proposal is not what those who signed it agreed to. Second,
permitting after the fact changes could lead to purposeful submission of hastily thought out or incomplete
proposals, just to "hold the door open", with details to
be worked out or maybe changed later.
Revision to "conflicts in proposals": R/C proposals #8, 11 and 12 all deal with restoring part of the
previously lost competitive advantage for four stroke
engines. Someone pointed out, and the rules committee
agrees, that all three of the proposals are in conflict, or
cover the same ground. Therefore if more than one
passes, only the one with the most votes will be incorporated into the rules.
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First, Second, and Third in old timer "C" cabin at the 1990
AMA NATS in Lawrenceville. Power was two O&R .60s for
second and third place, and an O.S. ,glow conversion in first
place. Winners were Myerscough (1st), Taibi (2nd), and
Adams (3rd).
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Our best wishes to Buck Zehr
May 17th, 1991
Dear Friends,
I was enjoying such good health and I thought
that it was going to last forever. But I guess
some things have to come to an end.
Last month, I was diagnosed as having lung
cancer and started taking chemotherapy treatments on May 1st. I will have a treatment every
four weeks and spend five days in the hospital.
Help me create a miracle so I can come see all
of you again.
I sure want to thank you all for being the
"greatest bunch" of guys in the whole world
and especially for letting me call you my friends.
As Chet would say:
'Thermals"
Willard "Buck" Zehr
1381 TimberLane Drive
St. Joseph, MI 49085
(616) 429-5815

Classified: Jr. Birdmen T—shirts.
Blue with red, white & gold emblem.
Sizes sm,med,lg, price $12.95 plus
$2.00 postage. X—large & XX—large,
14.95 plus postage. Danny Sheelds,
2318 Noonham Rd.,Woodlawn, MD 21207

1991 SAM MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS DUE
-Bob Dodds, Secretary/Treasury
If you have not already sent in your dues for this year, they arc due
now for January thru December 1991. Dues arc $15.00 per calendar
year. You may pay up to three years in advance or buy a Life membership for $150. (Your expiration date will be printed on your SAM
Speaks label if you have or are going to pay for 2 years or more.)
Life members are authorized to put an "L" after their SAM number,
i.e. 2171.. All paid-up members will receive our bimonthly newsletter, SAM Speaks.
All new members will also receive a SAM decal and a copy of the
SAM Rule Book. Decals are .50 cents each, large or small. (Large 4
x 2 1/2, small 2 x 1 1/4) SAM patches are $2 each.
Rule books are SI each.
SAM Membership and Renewal Application
Subscription rates include annual fee of SI.c* in the Society of
Antique Modelers. The balance of the fee in each category is for
subscription to SAM SPEAKS, the official publication of the Society
of Antique Modelers. Subscriptions are not available without
membership.
Membership fees and subscription rates (1,2, & 3 yr.)
Residents of Canada, Foreign countries, and the U.S.
❑ 1 yr. S15.00 (S1.00 membership plus $14.00 subscription)
❑ 2 yr. S27.00 ($2.00 membership plus $25.00 subscription)
❑ 3 yr. S40.00 (S3.00 membership plus $37.00 subscription)
Subscriptions arc not available without membership.
Fees arc clue on January 1 of the coming year.
❑ New member

❑ Renewal

❑ Address change

Current expiration date:

AMA #

Name

Address

City, State

Zip

Signed
Note: Full membership in SAM requires membership in the Academy of Model Aeronautics or equivalent national organization. Be
sure to put your SAM # on your membership renewal check.

John Webb, England, tunes the diesel in his scaled down
"cool" at Old Warden. The "Goof" is a post-war FIE designed
by Ted Etinap from the Pacific Northwest.

Make checks payable to the Society of Antique Modelers
Send to: Bob Dodds
209 Summerside Lane, Encinitas, CA 92024
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Fine Product., From

REPRODUCTION PARTS
for your Vinatage Spark Ignition Engines. For
full information on parts available and prices,
send S.A.S.E. to:
D.P. Wilke, Metal Casting Lab.
P.O. Box 188
Dept. S.S.
Idyllwild, CA 92349-9988
Ph. (714) 659-2460

GIANT SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT
ANTIQUE MODELS
SHORT KITS
2301 Sonata Drive, Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 • (916) 635-4588
VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Super Cyclone Engines
ENGINE RESTORATION
AND RE-WORK
My engines used by winners in SAM contests
including the SAM Champs. Transistorized
Ignition Systems, Coils, Hi-Tension Leads, Etc.
SASE for free list.
BLACKBURN AERO ENGINEERING
P.O. Box 15143, Amarillo, TX 79105

P.O. Box 1809
Show Low, AZ 85901
ADAPTOR
_.

THROW-A-WAY YOUR COLLETS,
CHUCK & WRENCH, USE OUR
ADAPTOR & KEYLESS CHUCK I
(0 TO 5/32' CAP.) OWAII
DREMEL] POWER TOOLS.
RUNS 100% TRUE &
CONCENTRIC AT FULL R PM.

9.%■•■■■

4e
..

NO. 501 • ADAPTOR + KEYLESS CHUCK • $18.95
(DREMEL 850, 395 DO NOT NEED ADAPTOR
TO USE KEYLESS CHUCK)

CATALOG CF 20 KITS AND HUNDRED
CF FLANS ; $2 . 50. KTTS CCME WITH F DIREST GRADE
BALSA. JAP TISSUE VACUUM FORMED WHEELS AND
CANCFY , FRCP RUBBER AND DECALS. P. 0 . BOX
1685, ANDOVER, MA 01810
2..LCSTBATED

,

I

SAW AND ARBOR

r

— • .
.•

HARDENED, GROUND
UND & POLISHED STEEL
USED FOR CUTTING PLASTIC, WOOD, SOFT
METALS, LEXAN, PLEXIGLASS & ETC.
AVAILABLE IN .006_008, _010_012_014,
.016, .018, .020, .023, .025,
028_032 THICKNESS:
1' OUTSIDE DIAMETER @ $6.75 EA.

.

NO. 502 •
ARBOR •
$6.00
NO. 503 .1' X .014 X 1/4' SAW • $6.00
(OUR SAWS ONLY WORK WITH OUR ARBOR)
MICRO SELF-STARTING TORCH
No need for flint or matches. Just
lilt! -1,-

4.."

,:r

-

g
q

,

•:*:.<

'
,

341
-,
....„..
*1

,
I
f

press the Piezo Self-Starting button
for a micro size adjustable flame that
burns at 2370•, for up to 3 hours
Operates on standard cigarette
lighter butane and is refillable. Tank
his comfortably in the palm of your
hand and is made of high-impact
rubber which allows for a safe nonslip comfortable grip Supplied with
can of butane.
MT770 Blow Torch

with

can el

wows

MT771 Butane 5 oz.

$35.00
WOO

EASTERN TOOL& SUPPLY CO.
AIR TRAILS PICTORIAL

149 GRAND ST. - N.Y.C., N.Y. 10013
WRITE FOR CATALOG
$3.00
WHEN ORDERING PPD ADD $3.00
COD ADD $5.00

ORDERS: 212-925-1006
OFFICE: 212226-3749
FAX:
212-925-1010
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Hobby Horn

GEORGE M. AI DRICH
A M.A. & 5.A.M. Life Member
A.M.A. H.0 f

Custom Engine Work
OPS & YS Repair & Parrs

hobby specialties
-

.

MIDWAY MODEL CO.
Old Timer Kits for R/C AND FF
The Hobby Horn discount prices for the MMC FULL KITS
are listed. Full Kits include cut parts, plan. strip and sheet
wood, wire and window material. Kits marked with an '•'
have the wire landing gear pre-bent.
$67.99
1936 Flying Quaker 84'
535.96
1938 Powerhouse 50"
$49.52
1937 Lon._a Cabin 78'
1939 A. TTSportster 50"
$35.96
$47.84
1937 Quaker Flash 67'
1940 Buzzard Bombshell 50' span kit'
$35.96
1937 Air Chief 61'
$37.76
1940 New Ruler 74'
$74.72
1939 Thermic 100 Glider (100' Span Old Timer
$86.23
Sailplane--modifications shown for RJC)

ALDRICH 1

111ATI114

MODELS

MAIL QRI)IR SLIJPIIts

1(1! DfSicN f4 in V

12R72 TARRYTOWN
SAN ANTONIO, IN 7112.11

CONSUL PING & R. & Li
Over

SO YPd/ •

Ixpenenti•

(5 L') 656.2021

0.1" IGN .. PA if RN R ACLNG

FREE-NICHT NUS, I S

CHUCK GILL

P & W MODEL SERVICE

Old Timer kits for FF or RIC. The following is
the discount price on full kits. The full kits include all cut parts, plan, stick and sheet
wood, wire and windshield material ,
1935 Miss America 84'
1936 Buccaneer 84'
1937 Dallaire 108'
1938 Clipper Mk I 72'
1938 /Cloud King 63'
1938 Powerhouse 84'
1938 Record Breaker 96'
1938 Trenton Terror 72'
1939 Korda Wake 44'
1939 Mercury 72'
1939 Zipper 54'
1940 Ranger 46'
1940 Sailplane 78'
1940 So Long 50'
1941 Brigialer 56'
1941 Super Quaker 78'
1941 Playboy Jr. 54'
1941 Playboy Sr. 78'
1941 Brooklyn Dodder 56'

$75.56
$62.96
$79.92
$55.96
$44.48
$56.24
$73.04
$42.80
520.12
$61.28
$56.24
533.55
S89.00
$31.88
$42.79
$76.40
$32.72
$53.72
$44.48
B2 Page 1991 CATALOGUE
SHIPPING & HANDLING
Up to 58.00 adc 52.50; $2 ppli st Class. or free when
58.01 to $20.00 add
requested on 1st order.
$3.00; $20.01 to $45.00
add S3.75; $45.01 to
Hobby Horn
$70.00 add $4.25; Over
15173 MOHAN ST.[ SS)
$70.00 add $5.00
P.O. BOX 2212
Calif. add 6.00%tax. Send
MO, VIS.A/MC (iv & Exp) or WESTMINSTER,CA 92684
(714) 893-8311
Check (allow up to 30
days for clearance on
(714) 895.6629 (FAX)
checks.)
Hours: Mon-Fri 9AM - 5PM

THE AEROPLANE WORKS
CUSTOM CUT KITS • OLD TIMERS
GIANT SCALE • PARTIAL KITS
2134 Gilbride Road
Martinsville, N.J. 08836

908-3568557
908.469-0990

FVF RYTI-iiIVG FOR THE VWI AGE MODELER

ARGO - U.S.A.
• P.LFIN 249« DISSEL ENGINES
• ORW/CK ENOINfis
IONTTION • DIESEL • MOW
• RATTLEAXE - OUiSFJ. ENGINES
• SPARK PLUGS
• TRANS. GNMON COILS
• FOUR SI MORE - GLOW ENGINE
• GLOW PLUGS
• MOTOR MOUNTS • GI.ASS FILLED
• ACCESSORIES

3229 Dianora Dr. Palos Verdes, CA 90274
Phone (213) 377-6186
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SAM 27 is rafilinga NIB Edco"Sky Devil". s/n 17, one of the hottest running ignition ars
available. This premier reproduction engine was orginal I y purchased at $280 and has not been
run. The "Sky Devil" qualifies as a SAM antique, but is no longer in production.
The "Sky Devil" will be awarded to the holder of the winning ticket from a drawing to be
held in conj unction with SAM 27'sannual Crash & Bash Old Timer Contest on September
7th & 8th, 1991 al the Schmidt Ranch in Ilk Grove, CA. In 1988, SAM 27 raffled a running
GHQ which was won by MECA member Don Bclotc (1007-09) of Perrysburg, Ohio. You
need not be present to win the "Sky Devil".
Other raffle items include an Ohlsson 23 FRV, mechandise, and balsa. These goodies will

only he available to those present at the drawing.
Tickets arc SI each, twelve tickets for 510. Make your checkout to SAM 27 and mail to:
John Carlson, Secrctaryfi'reasurer, SAM 27
353 Las Casitas Court
Sonoma, CA 95476
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STARTS EVERY TIME!
QUIET AS A MOUSE &
THE FUEL IS FREE!
THIS IMPORTED MODEL
IS ARTF IN A FEW
MINUTES. Worth
flew one indoors
for 90 seconds.
Only $67.50 +$5.50
UPS Insured in USA.

f

136;i&r

unit from the Jonathan complete with tank
& hand pump $44.95 + $3.75 UPS. to you.
3. Deluxe engine & propeller unit with cap for your one
liter soda pop bottle & you provide your own pump and
save $$ only $31.75 plus $3.25- UPS insured to you.

hen Sykora 's

MODEL SUPPLY
0

own_ "fli'dd

♦

P.O. Box 7334 • Van Nuys, CA 91409

4. Economy engine & propeller unit (no cap
nor valve) Special $27.95 + $2.75 / UPS.

TEED OLD TIMER "GUMS"?
XIII THEY UEI

5. Book "Expanzion Engine Poweked Model Aikcka6t"
Over 200 pages of plans of planes & engines you

.. sawed prop blanks,
A 1930's MODEL SHOP'
balloon/WWI/Streamline balsa wheels, Hinoki wood,
colored nitrate dope, thrust buttons & bearings, bamboo. silver Jap tissue, prop hardware, special washers,
winders, rubber, hundreds of old Scale/Contest plans
& more! Shop from our illustrated catalog. Send$2.00

B. Scale model plan full size & detailed of ship
Tom Nallen flew a Geneseo W.Y. flying Aces meet.
Agreat flier with Jonathan free power only $4.95

can make. Fully illustrated 8i x11 size $22.95ppd.

See pay 91 in Model Aviation October 1990 "Worth"

•

Bert Pond 128 Warren Terrace Longmeadow M A. 01106

SAM SPEAKS
Official Publication of the Society of Antique Modelers
1001 Patterston Rd.
Santa Maria, CA 93455
Forwarding & Return Postage Guaranteed
Address Correction Requested

Prepared & Mailed From:
2810 Chiles Rd.
Davis, CA 95616

APPLICATION TO
MAIL AT 2ND CLASS
POSTAGE RATES
IS PENDING AT
DAVIS, CA 95616

1383 L

R.W. FRIESTAD
RR #1 BOX 163

CAMERON, IL 61423
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Official Publication of the Society of Antique Modelers
Dedicated To Old Time Modelers Everywhere

Jim Reynolds (r.) of SAM 1836, the Alamo Chapter, who took five
firsts and two seconds to earn the title of R/C Grand Champion for
1989, accepts congratulations and trophy from SAM president, Jim
Adams.

John Bortnak (r.), F/F Grand Champion for 1989, who repeated his
1988 F/F Grand Champion victory with a Herculean effort - flying in
twelve events and placing in the top six in ten of them - accepts congratulations and trophy from SAM president, Jim Adams.

A CLASSIC SAM CHAMPS
by Bill Darkow
Yee-ah-hool Nearly everyone who participated In the 23rd annual SAM Champs at
Jean, Nevada could be forgiven an enthusiastic outburst of approval - western
style - expressing their pure pleasure at
being part of the best SAM Champs yet possibly the best ever.
It was a classic in every sense of the word.
The dictionary tells us that a classic is "of the
highest rank", "serving as an outstanding example of its kind', and 'having lasting significance and recognized worth."
Classic People Contest Manager Larry Jenno and his
crew of Phil McCary, Jim Persson, Don
Bekins and their support staffs helped this
SAM Champs set the standard of excellence
for many future Champs.
Who can forget meeting and seeing living
legends of model aviation in action? SAM
honored ten of them with Hall of Fame
awards, but five of them honored us with
their presence and participation. Once
you've had your model autographed by the
original designer or engine builder, will you
ever fly It again?
Classic Models The Spirit of SAM was much more than a
beauty event. It was also a display of a wide
variety of historic designs and the timeless
skills needed to build and fly them. No matter how much you might love classic cars,
you cannot easily recreate and drive one.
But if you love classic model airplanes, you
can build and fly them to your heart's content. There was a lot of that love represented
at the Spirit of SAM and the SAM Champs.

Classic Events Slow but steady-running original spark ignition engines pulling time-honored free
flight designs to altitude in 30-second Antique; stately Wakefields from the late 30's
cruising by in dignified silence; a flock of Aframe twin pushers from the distant past
whizzing skyward; these and many others
contributed to Classic Action The free flight area was a working time
machine - only better. Models were better
built and better flown than they ever were In
the "good old days". All you had to do was
turn your back on the cars, ignore things like
chase bikes and electric starters, and you
were back at any big free flight meet in the
late 30's or early 40's.
It was hard to decide where to look. I nearly unscrewed my head every time somebody
yelled 'Heads Up!" Models that I had seen
only in old magazines were spiralling
smoothly upward, gliding gracefully or floating in for landings.
It looked like Chicago's O'Hare International Airport on a holiday weekend. At one
time, I counted sixteen planes in various
stages of flight - with more waiting to take
their places.
i learned to use my ears too. The dreaded
'Death Howl' of a model spiralling In under
power was seldom heard. I also discovered
a unique feature of original spark ignition engines - they each have their own distinctive
sound. If you can't tell a Brown from an
Ohlsson or a Super Cyclone from an OS Ignition Conversion just by listening, you
aren't a real 'Old Timer".

Action in the R/C area was more carefully
coordinated and easier to follow. Watching
each contestant demonstrate his piloting
skills was a fascinating experience. The
models were similar to free flight, but the
power and glide patterns were decidedly different. The same high level of workmanship
prevailed. However, there was less variety
in design due to the overwhelming
popularity of Playboys and Lanza Bombers.
The SAM Champs was also an affirmation
of our success in living out SAM's
philosophy of 'participation above competition". Our officers were right out there flying
with the rest of the members. Approximately 1/7 of our membership was directly involved in the meet. If the AMA were to enjoy
a similar level of participation, they would
have approximately 20,000 people at the Nationals! Such are some of the penalties of
bigness.

SWEDEN JOINS SAM!
from Everett 'Woody" Woodman,
SAM Chapter Coordinator
The Swedish Oldtimer Society has
decided to become affiliated with SAM. At
their annual meeting, president Sven-Olov
Linden was directed to apply for and has
received a SAM charter for chapter 67. SAM
is pleased to welcome each of the 160 members of our newest chapter.
According to Sven-Olov, the Old Timer
movement began in Sweden near the end of
1960. Since 1971, they have published a
small newsletter called "Oldtimer", which is
also a Swedish word. Watch for bits from it
in SAM SPEAKS!

SAM HALL OF FAME AWARDS
Ten famous modelers were inducted into
the SAM Hall of Fame at the 1989 SAM
Champs in Jean, Nevada. Present were
Irwin Ohlsson, Dr. Walter Good, Bert Pond,
Sal Taibi and John Pond. Also honored were
Dick Korda, Maxwell Bassett, Frank Zaic,
Gordon Light and Chet Lanzo (deceased).
Bob Angel, SAM Western VP, read a brief
biography describing the accomplishments
of each inductee. SAM president, Jim
Adams, presented the awards consisting of
engraved plaques with a commendation of
each honoree's contribution to model aviation. Each man also received a life membership in the Society of Antique Modelers.
Joe Beshar, past president of SAM, read a
moving eulogy to the memory of Chet
Lanzo. The eulogy was written by John
Delagrange of SAM Chapter 100 in Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
The passing of Chester Lanzo has left a
deep wound in the hearts of model builders
the world over. This gentle, quiet-spoken
man who contributed so greatly to model
aircraft builders and flyers enjoyment will be
sorely missed.
He will be missed not only by those who
knew and loved him, but also the hundreds
and hundreds who have proudly announced
. • . I just built a Lanzo Bomber, or a Lanzo
Record Breaker, or a Lanzo Stick, or a Lanzo
.. • on and on and on.
Chet's spirit and memory will live on and
on and on, as long as there are modelers to
build his planes and carry on his pioneer
spirit and tradition.
Chet's death is a vivid reminder that SAM
is losing members every year to the one inevitable fact that our existence is temporary.
I would like to ask all SAM members
everywhere to stop, think and make this
promise in honor of Chester Lanzo.
I resolve to:
• reread the SAM Preamble and conduct my
modeling endeavors in its true spirit.
• support, rather than criticize.
* contribute, rather than take.
• encourage, rather than discourage.
• be a friend, rather than make an enemy.
*negotiate rules, rather than argue them.
• help my fellow modelers, rather than hurt
them.
* participate in meets to enjoy the gift of life
and friendship.
• put fun and fellowship ahead of winning
prizes and trophies.'

Irwin Ohlsson (r.), pioneer engine maker,
accepts SAM Hall of Fame award. Irwin
gave a moving acceptance speech about
the original Ohlsson .12 and how glad he is
that Ohlssons are still giving so much pleasure
to so many people over 50 years later.

Sal Taibi (r. above) and John Pond (r. below)
receive SAM Hall of Fame plaques from SAM
president, Jim Adams, and Bob Angel, SAM
Western VP who also MC'ed the presentations and read biographies.

WELCOME
JEAN

NEVADA
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Dr. Walter Good (I.), pioneer R/C experimenter, builder and flyer, receives congratulations and SAM Hall of Fame plaque
from SAM president, Jim Adams.

Bert Pond (r.), noted compressed air
powered flight expert, receives congratulations and SAM Hall of Fame plaque from
SAM president, Jim Adams.

"SPIRIT OF SAM" CONCOURS
A new special event, combining R/C and
Free Flight, was introduced at the 1989 SAM
Champs. It was initiated by Bob Munn at a
SAM 41 meet in San Diego and has been
gaining popularity among SAM chapters
around the country. That event is the "Spirit
of SAM" Concours.
Thirty-five works of art in the form of
model airplanes were entered. The models
were displayed in the banquet room of the
Gold Strike Hotel on Tuesday evening and
drew a crowd of over 200 people.
Requirements for the event are that the
models be replicas of SAM-legal designs
and that they represent the philosophy expressed in the SAM Preamble.
Each SAM member who attended the
show was given a ballot and asked to select
the top five models that he felt best represented the ideals of the Old Timer movement.
A gorgeous New Ruler free flight by
Clarence Bull of Eugene, Oregon was the
first place winner. Runners-up were Gene
Evenson's R/C Sailplane, Bob Chambers'
Boomer Bus F/F, Larry Davidson's R/C
Lanzo Bomber and George Niebauer's
Sailplane F/F.

In addition to the regular SAM awards
presented to those winners, a new Spirit of
SAM Concours perpetual award was
presented to Clarence Bull. It is a beautifully engraved silver tray donated by Jim
Adams, former editor of SAM SPEAKS and
current president of SAM.
Comment by Bob Munn The enthusiastic response to the Spirit of
SAM Concours event was most gratifying.
As the originator of the event, it is my hope
that this kind of event will bring forth a
variety of models which otherwise seems to
be missing from today's flying fields. Jim
Adams sponsorship of the event at the SAM

Champs brought forth exactly the kind of
talented products that are a delight to the
eye and a credit to craftsmanship.
In discussing the event with many of those
participating, two suggestions came out
which future contest directors might care to
consider. First, rather than attempting to
rank-order a number of models of such high
quality that it was extremely difficult to come
to decisions, it might be easier to vote for a
single Grand Champion plus a number of
Honorable Mention models comprising perhaps the upper one-third of those present.
This would also make vote tallying much
easier.

Second, to provide both improved photo
opportunities and a chance to see the
models in flight, it might be worthwhile to
have an early morning period for Concours
flights. Both radio and free flight models
could be flown from the same area. That
way everyone would have a chance to see
their favorite in the air, rather than wondering when and where each might be flown.
The whole idea is to obtain a new level of
pure enjoyment from our sport. I'm
delighted that so many people share that
same objective.

Clarence Bull (I.) accepts first annual Spirit of SAM award from
sponsor Jim Adams. Hard to tell who's the happiest.

Best of Show. Clarence Bull's gorgeous F/F New Ruler, a Henry
Struck design, won top honors in Spirit of SAM. Model is silked,
green & orange with red pin stripes. Super Cyclone powered.

AEROMODELING
AS AN ART FORM
by Art Grosheider, Newsletter Editor
SAM 1 - Model Museum Flying Club
Denver, Colorado
A recent newspaper article was headlined,
"Art World Shows Contempt For Society".
The author was reacting to the recent junk
that was displayed and funded by the National Endowment for the Arts.
He went on to say that, "One needs to
grasp the sorry moral condition of art today
to get a perspective on the history of art and
its meaning to society.
We have reached the point where it is just
about impossible to offend anyone
anymore, but every artist worth his salt
yearns to create something so offensive and
insulting as to earn him a clear judgement of
genius for his success at being
misunderstood. The 'art' display that involved walking on the American flag and the
crucifix in urine are cases in point.

When one looks back at the majestic
sweep of art in history and its awesome accomplishments, how nasty and puny are so
many of the products and so much of the
philosophy of contemporary art by comparison.
Art was once thought of as a service to
people and was measured by the degree to
which it was "ennobling". Art once achieved
greatness by embodying great ideas as well
as mastery of the medium.'
So, what does all this have to do with
model airplanes?
To me, the designing, building and flying
of model airplanes IS an art form - though
not recognized as such in this country.
I have done some painting, and it is far
easier for me to paint a picture than build a
decent model - and the painting just hangs
there.
Like sculptors, we work in three dimensions, fashioning material into a lovely and
functional whole. page 3

If you want to see mastery of our medium,
take a look at what is being flown at contemporary scale contests. These are better than
museum quality I've seen at the Smithsonian
- and they fly! I've seen models turned out
by our members that are so beautiful they
can bring tears to your eyes - yet the average
dweeb still thinks we "play with toy
airplanes".
Is what we do 'ennobling"? I don't know
about the rest of you, but I am plenty ennobled by seeing what we build and how it
flies.
I am ennobled by Joe Elgin's beautiful
Playboy every time I see one. I am ennobled
by the old engine and airplane designers
who have given us so much pleasure.
Are machines art? You bet they are. The
Italians know it and their designs show it.
Make no mistake - what we do is an art
form. It isn't recognized as such, but maybe
we're lucky at that because it hasn't been
corrupted by the public. (Ed. note: What
about the plague of plastic, cloned ARF's?)
Maybe what we do is a kind of kinetic
sculpture. In any event, it is an art form,
however obscure. Keep that in mind the
next time you're building and flying.
You have mastered the medium. You
have created a thing of beauty. Your creation soars with the birds and you have ennobled yourself and your friends in the
process. How many contemporary artists
can say the same?

THE R/C STORY
by Don Bekins, R/C CD
Well, It's over! The largest SAM Champs
in history is now a memory. All of us have
made our way home with our models; with
dust in our shoes, hair, clothes and car; with
our trophy plaques; with our door and raffle
prizes; with our memories of good times and
the comraderie of meeting more Old Time
modelers in one spot than we ever thought
existed.
And we all had an opportunity to meet and
talk with the most famous of those who
starred during the Golden Age of modeling
that we are now recreating within the SAM
preamble. Yes, they were all there - Irwin
Ohlsson, model engine pioneer; Dr. Walter
Good, R/C pioneer; Sal Taibi, model designer and freeflighter extraordinaire; Joe
Elgin, creator of the famous Playboy; Bert
Pond, creator of compressed air models;
and John Pond, founder of SAM.
Contestants came from all over the United
States as well as Canada. Australia, New
Zealand and England.
More Old Timer enthusiasts participated
than ever before: over 250 contestants
produced 1300 entries and 2000 official
flights. Free flight had 148 contestants and
R/C posted 109. It was by far the largest
SAM Champs ever!
The weather was perfect. The wind never
came up until mid-afternoon and then on
only the first two days. It brought some incredible, but fortunately very brief, dust
storms. The weather created a perfect
laboratory for testing a model's trim, comparing engines and demonstrating a pilot's
skill. It also created fair conditions for
everyone, no matter what time they flew.
Nearly all flights were flown in no wind and
almost no lift.
To a Contest Director, the lack of lift was
a blessing in disguise. I had visions of
flyoffs lasting late into the night. As it was,
we still had 10 people in the C Ignition flyoff.
The flyoffs took place at 7:30am and the winners were generally determined within 15
minutes. First. second and third place times
were separated by only a few seconds.

Frequency Control - (I. -

Frequency control went as smoothly as
can be expected with the number of contestants. At transmitter impound. we appreciated the patience and understanding of
competitors as we tried to give everyone an
opportunity to get In all their flights. The
newer frequencies that became available
around mid-1989 were far less crowded. It
was a good object lesson to all competitors
that they should have the capability to
change to at least one other frequency.
We had about thirty people helping out
and keeping things running during the week.
I would particularly like to thank Harry
Jencks of SAM 51 who manned the frequency control and monitored the frequency
scanner' with a tireless, calm demeanor that
set the tone for thoso-.• hectic periods when it
seemed that everyone wanted to fly at the
same time. He also built the frequency
carousel that worked flawlessly. Harry
donated his time for the whole week and did
not bring a model to fly.
Two others deserve special praise for their
creative efforts - Ed Hamler and Ned Nevels
of SAM 27. Ed designed the time card
reporting system. He also produced and
maintained the posting sheets throughout
the contest. He then spent hours tabulating
the results before and after the meet and assisted in presenting the awards. Ed also
flew in four R/C events, taking third in the
hotly contested Texaco event and winning
the special prize of a new Anderson Spitfire
for the longest flight with an original ignition
engine.
Ned Nevels, our resident desktop publishing expert, created the first daily SAM
Champs newsletter. It was distributed at the
end of each day of the meet and gave Interim results and brief articles about the day's
happenings. Ned wrote and edited the copy
each afternoon, then drove to Las Vegas,
had the letter produced on a laser printer
and returned to hand it out during the
evening's activities or at the field the next
morning. In addition, he did some photography, manned the frequency impound,
acted as Field Marshall and still flew in four
R/C events!

r.) Nod Novels, R/C CD Don Bekins, Harry Jencks.
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R/C RESULTS
1/2-A Texaco (77 entrants)
Anderson Pylon 45:50
1. Tom Smith
Anderson Pylon 45:19
2. Eldon Breazier
Sailplane
42:08
3. Bill Schmidt
Foote Westerner 29:48
4. Ken Kullman
29:34
5. Murvil Lipsey
MG-3
Playboy Sr.
28:06
6. Dave Lewis
Anderson Pylon 27:47
7. Jim Kyncy
Kerswap
27:23
8. L.A. Johnston
Lanzo Rcrd Brkr 27:20
9. Ken MacLean
26:57
10. Lamoine Schrock Strato-Streak
11. Fred Mulholland Playboy
26:24
Fox 107
25:19
12. Joe Beshar
Sailplane
24:32
13. Joe Percy
14. Courtney Clark Nimbus
24:26
Anderson Pylon 24:11
15. Danny Klarich
Lanzo Bomber 24:01
16. Art White
Sailplane
17. Dean Zongker
22:38
18. Don Blackburn GHQ Sportster 22:19
Lanzo Bomber 22:05
19. Robert Walter
Anderson Pylon 22:02
20. Stan Lane
Lanzo Bomber 21:41
21. Jim Reynolds
Miss America
21:24
22. Ray Chalker
Playboy
23. Art Grosheider
20:55
24. Don McClusky
Calif. Chief
20:33
Bay Ridge Mike 20:09
25. Steve Roselle
Quaker Flash
19:28
26. Ed Hamler
27. Dean Landreth Playboy Jr.
19:24
Lanzo Bomber 19:20
28. Thad Kusak
P.B. 2
19:03
29. Art Watkins
Anderson Pylon 18:10
30. Bob Holman
Playboy
16:56
31. Bob Boies
15:51
Playboy Sr.
32. Tom Empey
Zipper A
15:48
33. George Joki
Miss America
15:48
34. Ed Smull
35. Nick Panagiotou Anderson Pylon 15:34
Bzrd Bombshell 14:44
36. Ed Lamb
Ohlsson Sideport (24 entrants)*
1. Bob Angel
Schmaedig Stick20:09
2. Dale Tower
Lanzo Bomber 19:55
3. Howard Osegueda Scram
18:04
4. Ed Hamler
Lanzo Bomber 17:52
5. Jack Albrecht
Lanzo Bomber 17:21
6. Don Bekins
Lanzo Bomber 16:14
7. Dick Bringgold Lanzo Bomber 15:59
8. Art White
Kloud King
15:33
9. Thad Kusak
Air Chief
15:16
10. Don Blackburn GHQ Sportster 14:53
11. Gordon Davies Lanzo RC-1
14:16
12. Walt Geary
Clipper Mk I
11:59
13. Colin Borthwick Westerner
9:10
14. Gary Westland
Trenton Terror
7:13
15. Tom Empey
Lanzo Bomber 5:56
16. Ned Novels
Lanzo Bomber
5:14
Ohlsson .23 (25 entrants)
Anderson Pylon 12:51
1. Jim Kyncy
Anderson Pylon 11:03
2. Jack Albrecht
3. Howard Osegueda Lanzo Bomber 10:03
8:40
Zipper
4. Walt Geary
8:01
5. Walter Conrad Lanzo Bomber
7:40
Lanzo Bomber
6. Art White
Lanzo Bomber
6:30
7. Ed Hamler
6:14
Ensign
8. Don Bekins
9. Nick Panagiotou Anderson Pylon 4:50
4:49
Cruiser
10. Bob Holman
Anderson Pylon 4:34
11. Stan Lane
Interceptor
3:32
12. Bob Angus
Brklyn Dodger
3:02
13. Tom Empey
Lanzo Bomber
1:52
14. Harry Klarich

Electric Texaco (23 entrants)
Leisure Bomber 48:43
1. Tom Christian
2. Fred Mulholland Leisure Bomber 48:22
Leisure Playboy 47:30
3. Ray Westland
Leisure Bomber 46:31
4. Jack Albrecht
Leisure Bomber 29:36
5. Pete Rafferty
Leisure Bomber 29:11
6. Jack Atten
7. Roland Boucher Leisure Playboy 28:51
Leisure Bomber 26:06
8. Bob Boies
Leisure Bomber 23:27
9. George Joki
Leisure Bomber 14:36
10, Walt Geary
14:14
11. Jim Alaback
Astro Viking
Leisure Playboy 14:00
12. John Pond
Leisure Playboy 12:11
13. Murvil Lipsey
14. Gary Westland
Leisure Bomber 11:06
15. Dave Lewis
Wasp
8:00
16. Nick Panagiotou Leisure Bomber 6:43
Electric Limited Motor Run (21 entrants)
Leisure Bomber 29:11
1. George Joki
2. Dale Tower
Leisure Playboy 28:32
3. Fred Mulholland Leisure Bomber 28:27
4. Ray Westland
Leisure Bomber 28:10
5. Pete Rafferty
Leisure Bomber 27:12
Leisure Bomber 21:00
6. Tom Christian
7. Gary Westland Leisure Bomber 20:53
8. Dave Lewis
Wasp
20:37
9. Roland Boucher Leisure Playboy 20:23
Leisure Bomber 18:59
10. Jack Allen
11. Bob Sliff
Leisure Playboy 16:06
12. Tom Empey
Leisure Playboy 15:00
13. Dean Landreth Leisure Bomber 13:45
14. Jim Alaback
Astro Viking
13:17
15. Bob Boies
Leisure Bomber 12:39
16. Jack Albrecht
Leisure Bomber 11:03
Old Time Towline Glider (11 entrants)
1. Don Bekins
Thermic 50
20:00
14:42
2. Bob Sliff
Thermic 100
3. Ross Thomas
Thermic 100
8:25
Floater
3:16
4. John Pond
Soarer
2:16
5. Ron Doig
Gerald Martin
Lanzo Bomber 21:00
Note: Gerald Martin disqualified his score
after discovering that ballast needed to meet
weight requirement had been lost on one of
his plane's flights.

PERPETUAL TROPHY WINNERS
Ohlsson Trophy - Jim Kyncy
Compressed Air Trophy - Bert Pond
Ernie Shailor Trophy - Don Weitz
Richard White Trophy
High Time - C Cabin - Don Weitz
Danny Sheelds Trophy
Twin Pusher - Ed Wallenhorst
Ed Kelly Trophy
High Time - C Pylon - Don Weitz
Feather Merchant Award
Best Running Ignition Engine - George
Niebauer
Marquart Trophy
High Time - 30-sec. Antique - Walt
Johnson
Lanzo Trophy
High Time - R/C Texaco - Jim Reynolds
Roberts Trophy
High Time - R/C - Tom Christian

CONTEST DIRECTOR'S REPORT
by Phil McCary, Asst. CD
The biggest and best yet of all the Old
Timer contests, the 23rd annual SAM
Champs was held at Jean Dry Lake near
Jean, Nevada with official flying from October 10th thru October 13th. It was hosted
by SAM chapter 25 - the Vegas Antique
Model Airplane Society (VAMPS) and
managed by Larry Jenno with me as his assistant.
There were 256 contestants with over 1200
event entries and over 2000 official flights
recorded. Now that is one big contest!
The people who helped make this the best
SAM Champs yet are to be congratulated on
their hard work and monumental effort.
Without them, the meet couldn't have been
such an outstanding success.
You couldn't have asked for much better
weather, accomodations or food. We have
received a large number of compliments
concerning all aspects of the meet, Including how it was run.
The MECA Collecto, held Sunday, October 8th at the Gold Strike Hotel, was one
of the best ever. There was a large number
of both buyers and sellers. As usual, MECA
furnished the coffee and doughnuts.
The contest registration desk was also
open so entrants could pick up their flight
packets. At the height of the action, there
were about 200 people present and conversations centered on engines and airplanes.
It was a great opening day.
Jim Persson and his lovely wife, Caroline
ran the free flight portion of the SAM
Champs. They are an excellent team, their
performance was flawless and their expertise helped make the meet one of the best
ever. The VAMPS club and. I am sure,
everyone who flew free flight extends their
thanks for a massive job well done.
Monday, October 9th, was a day for test
flying and contestant registration. The Bean
Feed held that evening was followed by a
new activity, a Contestants Orientation
Meeting. This meeting was creatod by Larry
Jenno. Many questions were answered and
the parameters of the contest were restated.
The meeting was quite effective, not only for
the contestants, but also the respective CD's
and their helpers. Much time was saved
during the days of official flying because
everyone had been informed ahead of time.
Tuesday morning, the first day of official
flying, broke clear, warm and windless. It
was truly a great day for flying, with some
breezes coming up in the afternoon. The
high temperature was about 87 degrees. As
usual this time of year, the mornings were
cool and a light jacket was a welcome friend.
We received a number of comments about
the lack of thermal activity. In general, dry
lake beds generate few thermals since there
is little change in topography or foliage and
they heat uniformly.
Again on Wednesday, the weather was
cool with no wind in the morning. The flying
thus far had been fantastic. Weather conditions were about the same as Tuesday until
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the wind came up about 2:00pm and practically all flying stopped. Fortunately, this
was the only windy period during the meet.
A renewal of the beauty event. known as
the Spirit of SAM Concours, was held Tuesday evening at the Gold Strike Hotel. Sponsored by SAM president Jim Adams, the
event was a huge success with 35 models,
both Free Flight and R/C, on display. The
200 people who attended saw one fine show
of Old Timer and Antique models. The winner was Clarence Bull's beautiful Struck New
Ruler covered with silk doped green with
orange trim and red pin stripes complete
with cowled-in Super Cyke.
The annual business meeting was held
Wednesday evening and included the
presentation of SAM Hall of Fame awards to
some of the great people who have contributed so much to our great hobby.
The big SAM raffle was held Thursday evening for a Honda chase bike, engine and
kits. Over 8500 tickets were sold, which has
helped the SAM treasury. It was a super raffle with 25 original ignition engines and kits
given away.
Thursday and Friday were modelers
dreams for flying and weather.
It would take a book to tell about all the
great flying and beautiful models, and such
detailed coverage is beyond the scope of
this article. However, I will make an attempt
to describe some of the activity. Competition in rubber was hot and heavy. Many
times you could see five or six beautiful rubber models gliding gracefully in the still
morning air. Seeing so many well-trimmed
planes in the air at one time was truly a
memorable sight.
The gas events were also well represented
with a large number of super hot shot flyers
showing their skills with superbly trimmed
models. Class A pylon was the biggest free
flight event with 32 contestants making official flights. C Fuselage was next with 24,
then Large Rubber Cabin, .020 Replica and
C Pylon with 23 each.
Probably the most spectacular flyoff was
in C Pylon with Don Weitz and George
Niebauer fighting it out with their super hot
ships. Don's Playboy with pressurized OS
.40 conversion edged out George's beautiful
Sailplane/McCoy .60 combination by only
41 seconds!
The longest single official flight recorded
was in Scale Gas with Bob Dittmer's Curtiss
Robin posting 33:10.
When all the flying was over, 1989 Free
Flight Grand Champion was John Bortnak of
Canada - again.
The Victory Banquet and awards presentation was held Friday evening. Although it
was crowded, the food was good and
everyone appeared to have a good time. A
total of 186 trophy plaques were awarded,
not counting the perpetual and special
trophies.
Lee Renaud Memorial 1/2-A Texaco (28
entrants)
1. Jim Kyncy
2. Murvil Lipsey
3. Jack Warkins

Jim Reynolds of SAM 36, the Alamo Chapter, swept R/C with five
firsts and two seconds for 33 championship points. Joe Percy of
SAM 29, The Planesmen from Ft. Worth, took second place honors
with 19 points. Jim Kyncy of SAM 30 upheld California's honor with
13 third place points, but Texas ruled as Bruce Norman, also of SAM
29, took fourth with 11 points. Don Bishop of California's SAM 26
and Eut Tileston of SAM 51 each gathered 8 points.
Class C Spark Ignition (61 entrants)
Lanzo Bomber
1. Jim Reynolds
2. Don Bishop
Lanza Bomber
Lanzo Bomber
3. Joe Percy
4. Bob Angus
Lanzo Bomber
Lanzo Bomber
5. Jack Albrecht
6. Larry Davidson
Lanzo Bomber
7. Bruce Norman
Theoradical
8. Fred Mulholland Lanzo Bomber
Schmaedig Stick
9. Bob Angel
10. Don Blackburn
Playboy Sr.
11. Bill Schmidt
Sailplane
Lanzo Bomber
12. Walt Geary
Lanzo Bomber
13. Robert Walter
14. Dick Bringgold
Lanzo Bomber
15. Gerald Martin
Lanzo Bomber
16. Bob Boies
Playboy Sr.
17, Art White
Lanzo Bomber
18. Lamoine Schrock Dallaire
New Ruler
19. Ed Shilen
20. Pete Rafferty
Lanzo Bomber
Lanzo Bomber
21. Jim Lang
22. Ross Thomas
Sunduster
Playboy Sr.
23. L.A. Johnston
24. Ken Kullman
Super Quaker
Lanzo Bomber
25. Carl Gosch
26. Howard OseguedaRecord Hound
27. Eugene Evenson Sailplane
28. Dean Zongker
Nimbus
Lanza RC-1
29. Bob Holman
Playboy
30. Ray Westland
31. George Murphy Lanzo Bomber
Lanzo Rcrd Brkr
32. Gary Westland
Miss Fortune X
33. Don McClusky
Lanzo RC-1
34. Tom Goalie
T. Powerhouse
35. Ron Doig

Orwick .64
Ohlsson .60
Edco .65
Orwick .64
Anderson .65
Orwick .64
Ohlsson .60
Anderson .65
Ohlsson .60
Super Cyclone
McCoy .36
Anderson .65
Forster .35
Orwick .64
Anderson .65
McCoy .49
Ohlsson .60
Hornet .60
Super Cyclone
Anderson .65
Anderson .65
McCoy .60
Hassad .65
Ohlsson .60
Super Cyclone
Super Cyclone
Anderson .65
McCoy .60
Orwick .64
Atwood .60
Orwick .64
Edco .65
Madewell .49
Anderson .65
McCoy .60

34:50
32:24
32:23
31:22
30:51
30:50
30:28
29:52
27:12
21:00
20:59
20:19
20:06
19:27
19:25
18:14
17:40
16:47
15:27
15:13
14:43
14:00
13:5.8
13:12
12:47
12:33
12:26
11:21
10:38
9:08
8:26
8:06
8:02
7:52
7:00

Class C Glow Ignition (37 entrants)
Lancer
1. Eut Tileston
Playboy Sr.
2. Jim Reynolds
Playboy Sr.
3. Bob Munn
4. Joe Percy
Lanzo Bomber
Lanzo Bomber
5. Bruce Norman
Lanzo Bomber
6. Art White
Playboy Sr.
7. Tom Empey
Cruiser
8. Ed Smull
Playboy Sr.
9. Dean Landreth
Sailplane
10. Walt Geary
Sailplane
11. Larry Davidson
Anderson Pylon
12. Dave Lewis
13. Fred Mulholland Lanzo Bomber
Lanzo Bomber
14. Tom Jozwiak
Anderson Pylon
15. Jim Kyncy
Playboy
16. Joe Elgin
Dallaire
17. L.A. Johnston
Cumulus
18. Murvil Lipsey
Challenger
19. Danny Klarich
20. Arnie Hernandes Strato Streak

OS .40
Super Tigre .35
Super Tigre .35
Super Tigre .35
Super Tigre .35
K & B 6.4cc
K & B 5.8cc
FS .40
K & B 5.8cc
Super Tigre .40
Super Tigre .35
Super Tigre .35
OS .50
Super Tigre .35
K & B 6.5cc
K & B .35
Fox .60
OS .60
Super Tigre .40
Prof' .40

32:28
31:59
29:37
28:41
21:00
20:24
16:23
15:06
14:00
13:34
12:57
12:16
12:01
6:19
5:45
4:50
4:32
4:28
4:13
3:32

Class B Spark Ignition (39 entrants)
Lanzo Bomber
1. Jim Reynolds
Lanzo Bomber
2. Joe Percy
Kerswap
3. Bruce Norman
Playboy
4. Ed Shilen
Playboy Cabin
5. Murvil Lipsey

Orwick .29
Torpedo 29
Torpedo .29
Forster .20
Torpedo .29

Torpedo .29
Kerswap
Dale Tower
Ohlsson .29
Scorpion
Gerald Martin
Forster .29
Lanzo Bomber
Robert Walter
Torpedo .29
Soaring Eagle
Walt Geary
Torpedo .29
Viking
Ray Westland
Roland Boucher Lanzo Bomber Torpedo .29
McCoy .29
Playboy
Thad Kusak
Anderson Pylon McCoy .29
Jim Kyncy
Howard OseguedaLanzo Bomber Ohlsson .29
GHQ Sportster Torpedo .29
Don Blackburn
Schmaedig Stick K & B .29
Gary Westland
Circle .30
Sailplane
Bill Schmidt
Forster .29
Nimbus
Dean Zongker
Anderson Pylon McCoy .29
Bob Holman
Brooklyn Dodger Torpedo .29
Arne Carlson
Lanzo Bomber Torpedo .29
Art White
Megow Ranger Orwick .29
Bob Angus

19:46
19:04
18:08
18:02
16:42
14:08
13:49
13:49
11:19
8:06
7:03
7700
6:44
6:38
6:33
6:23
3:48

Class B Glow Ignition (33 entrants)
K & B 3.5cc
Playboy Sr.
1. Jim Reynolds
K & B 4.9cc
Kerswap
2. Jim Kyncy
Lanzo Bomber Super Tigre .29
3. Joe Percy
Lanzo Bomber K & B 3.5cc
4. Art White
Lanzo Bomber Super Tigre .29
5. Bruce Norman
Enya .29
Lanzo RC-1
6.
Murvil Lipsey
Fox .29
MG-2
7. Walt Geary
8. Fred Mulholland Lanzo Bomber OS .28
K & B .29
Playboy Sr.
9. Ned Novels
OS .28
Lanzo Bomber
10. Pete Rafferty
K & B 3.5cc
Gross F.W.
11. Eut Tileston
Lanzo Bomber Enya .40 4S
12. Gary Westland
Super Tigre .29
13. Nick Panagiotou Playboy Sr.
Playboy
OS .26 4S
14. Ed Smull
Enya .29
Playboy
15. Fred Smith
HB .25
Playboy
16. Sonny Soto
OS .25
Playboy
17. Jim Lang
K & B 4.9cc
Playboy
18. Tom Empey
Super Tigre .29
Playboy Sr.
19. Loren Schmidt
Playboy
K & B .29
20. Joe Elgin

30:00
29:44
29:34
22:46
20:49
20:21
19:59
18:11
17:15
14:08
12:47
11:27
9:45
9:22
8:02
7:51
6:52
5:01
3:01
2:30

Class A Spark Ignition (33 entrants)
Elfin 2.49cc
Playboy Jr.
1. Larry Davidson
Elfin 2.49cc
Lanzo Bomber
2. Jim Reynolds
Lanzo Bomber Ohlsson .19 RV
3. Bruce Norman
Lanzo Bomber Arden .19
4. Jack Phelps
Lanzo Bomber Arden .19
5. Gerald Martin
Elfin 2.49cc
Playboy Jr,
6. Bob Munn
Arden .19
Playboy Sr.
7. Bill Schmidt
Elfin 2.49cc
Lanzo Bomber
8. Art White
Elfin 2.49cc
Mercury
9. Thad Kusak
Elfin 2.49cc
Lanzo Bomber
10. Dick Bringgold
McCoy .19
Lanzo Bomber
11. Jack Albrecht
Elfin 2.49cc
Viking
12. Gordon Burford
Elfin 2.49cc
Playboy Jr,
13. Loren Schmidt
Megow Ranger Elfin 2.49cc
14. Bob Angus
Elfin 2.49cc
Playboy
15. Dale Tower
Elfin 2.49cc
Sailplane
16. Joe Percy
Elfin 2,49cc
Westerner
17. Eut Tileston
Lanzo Bomber Ohlsson .19 SP
18. Walter Conrad
19. Howard OseguedaBzrd. Bombshell Elfin 2.49cc
Elfin 2.49cc
Strato Streak
20. Dave Lewis

28:00
24:47
19:37
19:19
17:48
17:32
14:00
11:49
10:36
10:17
9:22
9:12
8:57
7:35
7:33
6:45
5:13
5:09
3;34
3:14

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

R/C RESULTS (109 entrants)

Class A Glow Ignition (28 entrants)
Playboy Sr,
1. Jim Reynolds
Kerswap
2. Jim Kyncy
Kerswap
3. Bruce Norman
Lanzo Bomber
4. Joe Percy
Lancer
5. Eut Tileston
Kerswap
6. L.A. Johnston
Lanzo Bomber
7. Art White
Playboy Jr.
8. Walt Geary
25:30
Lanzo RC-1
9. Murvil Lipsey
Megow Ranger
23:49
10. Gary Westland
Viking
20:26
11. Tom Empey
20:19
12. Tom Jozwiak
Playboy Sr.
Kerswap
20:01 page 13. Dale Tower
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K & B 3.25cc
K & B 3,25cc
Super Tigre .19
K & B 3.25ce
K & B 3.25cc
Oliver Tiger
K & B 3.25cc
OS .15 III
Fox .19
Conquest .15
Conquest .15
Veco .19
K & B .19

30:53
29:39
20:11
19:54
16:55
16:52
15:45
13:24
10:55
8:44
8:12
7:36
7:15

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Danny Klarich
Jim Lang
Fred Mulholland
Joe Elgin
Colin Borthwick
Loren Schmidt
Lamoine Schrock

Playboy Jr.
Playboy Sr.
Lanzo Bomber
Baby Playboy
Scorpion
Viking
Sailplane

Texaco (64 entrants)
Lanzo Bomber
1. Jim Reynolds
Anderson Pylon
2. Stan Lane
Lanzo Bomber
3. Ed Hamler
4. Arnie Hernandes Guff
Anderson Pylon
5. Jim Kyncy
Dallaire
6. John Pond
Lanzo Bomber
7. Gerald Martin
Lanzo Bomber
8. Tom Jozwiak
Lanzo Bomber
9. Ross Thomas
Lanzo Bomber
10. Ed Shilen
11. Tom Smith
Dallaire
12. Tom Gealta
Lanzo RC-1
13. George Murphy
Dallaire
Lanzo RC•1
14. Bob Holman
Lanzo RC•1
15. Keith Wilson
Lanzo Stick
16. Robert Walter
Lanzo Bomber
17. Larry Davidson
18. Ken Kullman
Lanzo Bomber
19. Fred Mulholland Lanzo Bomber
Dallaire
20. Loren Schmidt
Lanzo Bomber
21. Pete Rafferty
22. Bruce Norman
Lanzo Racer
Lanzo Bomber
23. Ned Nevels
24. Bob Angus
Lanzo Bomber
Dallaire
25. Danny Klarich
Flamingo
26. Walt Geary
Lanzo Bomber
27. Harry Klarich
Lanzo Bomber
28. Art White
29. Howard OseguedaScram
Miss America
30. Bob Hahn
Lanzo Rcrd Brkr
31. Bob Angel
Lanzo Bomber
32. Carl Gosch
Flamingo
33. Art Watkins
Lanzo Rcrd Brkr
34. Fred Smith
35. Lamoine Schrock Dallaire
Antique (30 entrants)
1.
Joe Percy
2. Jim Kyncy
Stan Lane
3.
4.
Eut Tileston
L.A. Johnston
5.
6.
Bruce Norman
Loren Schmidt
7.
Larry Davidson
8.
Ken Kullman
9.
10. Art While
11. Dean Zongker
12. Danny Klarich
13. Dave Lewis
14. Bob Holman
15. Ron Doig

Conquest .15
Enya .19
OS .20
K & B .19
K & B 3 25cc
OS .10
1< & B Torp .15

OS .61 4S Cony
OS .60 AS
Anderson .61
OS .40 4S
OS .60 4S
OS .60 4S
Anderson .65
OS .60 Ign Cony
Ohlsson .60
Anderson .65
OS .61 4S
Anderson .65
OS .60 AS
Orwick .64
OS .60 Ign Cony
Orwick .64
Orwick .64
OS .61 4S
Anderson .65
Enya .46 4S
Anderson .61
OS .60 4S
Ohlsson .60
Orwick .64
OS .60 4S
OS .40 4S
OS .60 4S
OS .60 4S
Ohlsson .60
Fox .40
OS .60 4S
Super Cyclone
Forster .99
OS .60 4S
OS .60 4S

Cumulus
Rossi .60
Anderson Pylon Rossi .60
Anderson Pylon OS .60
Lancer
OS .40
Fox Eagle I
Dallaire
Dallaire
Rossi .60
Dallaire
Super Tigre .60
Orwick .64
Lanzo Bomber
Super Tigre .60
Lanzo Bomber
Lanzo Bomber
K & B 6.5cc
Nimbus
McCoy .60
Super Tigre .56
Lanzo Bomber
Anderson Pylon Super Tigre .35
Lanzo Bomber
Orwick .64
Taibi Powerhouse McCoy .60

Pure Antique (37 entrants)
Lanzo Bomber
1. Gerald Martin
Lanzo Bomber
2. Don Bishop
Lanzo Bomber
3. Dick Bringgold
Lanzo Bomber
4. Pete Rafferty
5. Lamoine Schrock Dallaire
Lanzo Bomber
6. Jack Albrecht
Lanzo Bomber
7. Ned Navels
Lanzo Bomber
8. Walt Geary
Lanzo Bomber
9. Ed Shilen
Lanzo Bomber
10. Bob Angus
11. Fred Mulholland Lanzo Bomber
Lanzo Stick
12. Robert Walter

Orwick .64
Orwick .73
Orwick .64
Anderson .61
Hornet .60
McCoy .60
Hornet .60
Anderson .65
Anderson .65
Orwick .64
Anderson .65
Orwick .64

6:56
6:09
4:09
3:24
3:19
1:48
Att.

40:00
35:41
31:11
30:21
29:46
29:35
25:43
25:03
24:37
23:31
23:14
19:54
19:35
18:44
17:44
17:25
17:22
17:12
17:09
16:38
16:03
15:57
15:11
13:57
13:40
13:06
12:13
12:03
11:27
11:24
10:58
10:42
9:03
8:24
8:15

44:48
43:33
42:17
35:38
34:19
30:00
28:14
27:35
27:07
26:36
23:41
21:39
19:00
15:18
15:11

Anderson .65
Lanzo Bomber
13. Tom Empey
Ohlsson .60
Lanzo RC-1
14. Gordon Davies
Super Cyclone
Lanzo Bomber
15. Carl Gosch
Ohlsson .60
Lanzo Bomber
16. Ross Thomas
Orwick .64
Lanzo Bomber
17. Mike Hood
Brown Jr. !II
Flying Quaker
18. Dale Bowers
Lanzo RC-1
Anderson .65
19. Tom Gealta
Anderson .61
Lanzo Bomber
20. Ed Hamler
Note: No. 18 is not a mistake, misprint or joke. It's for real!

18:24
17:52
17:21
16:51
14:15
9:29
9:06
6:48

F/F RESULTS (148 entrants)
Free Flight Grand Champion - John Bortnak
30-second Antique (45 entrants)
Comet Clipper
1. Walt Johnson
Flying Midget
2. Tom Alden
Kloud King
3. Abe Gallas
Comet Clipper
4. Larry Boyer
T. Powerhouse
5. Bob Dittmer
8:05
6. Sal Taibi
6:53
Dick Lyons
8.
6:17
10 Larry Clark
5:35
12. Jim Quinn
4:50
14. Don McClusky
4:36
16. Jim Kutkuhn
4:12
18. George Murphy
2:15
20. Bud Warren
.020 Replica (47 entrants)
Interceptor
1. Chuck Atkinson
Strato-Streak
2. Jerry Rocha
Strato-Streak
3. Bruce Augustus
Kerswap
4. Dick Lyons
Foo 2-U-2
5. John Bortnak
8:08
6. Wayne Cain
7:39
Eldon Breezier
8.
7:30
10. Sal Taibi
7:00
12. Walt Bowers
6:42
14. Tom Keppler
16. Bob Shakespeare 6:40
4:05
18. Henry Hill
3:19
20. John Day
1:36
22. Dick Munz

Class A Fuselage (39 entrants)
So Long
1. John Bortnak
2. Mike Poorman
Westerner
3. Sal Taibl
Brooklyn Dodger
4. Charles Atkinson Bay Ridge Mike
So Long
5. Don Hannum
6. Bob Dittmer
7:25
Bruce Chandler
6:02
8.
10. Dick Lyons
5:34
12. Larry Boyer
4:43
14. Mitch Post
4:11
16. Ray Chalker
3:28
18. Jerry Rocha
2:44

Ohlsson .60
Ohlsson .23
Bunch Tiger .45
Orwick .64
7. Don Nordlund
9. Bob Dodds
11. Jim Robinson
13. Clarence Bull
15. Charlie Yost
17. Ron Dombrose
19. Mitch Post
21. Bud McNorgan

12:34
10:09
8:52
8:50
8:08
7:14
6:40
5:48
5:30
4:38
4:19
3:14
2:07

Cox .020
Cox .020
Cox .020
Cox .020
Cox .020
7. Gene Wallock
9. John Nogy
11. Bill Booth Sr.
13. Jim Quinn
15. Bud Romak
17. Tom Butler
19. Dave Ramsey
21. Abe Gallas
23. Tom Alden

14:07
10:23
10:15
8:33
8:14
7:48
7:39
7:13
6:50
6:41
5:58
3:25
2:14
1:15

OS .15 Cony.
Hornet .19
Elfin 2.49cc
Elfin 2.49cc
Elfin 2.49cc
7. Larry Clark
9. Clarence Bull
11. Leon Nadolski
13. Tom Alden
15. Jim Robinson
17. Bill Booth Sr.

12:47
9:39
9:36
8:56
8:01
6:17
5:57
5:32
4:26
4:09
2:57

Class B Fuselage (33 entrants)
1. John Bortnak
So Long
OS .25 Cony.
42:36
2. Mitch Post
Brooklyn Dodger Torpedo .29
40:26
3. Jim Belson
Brooklyn Dodger Forster .29
37:27
4. Ray Chalker
Brooklyn Dodger Forster .29
37:13
5. Tom Alden
Gladiator
Torpedo .29
28:37
6. Sal Taibi
7:15
7. Larry Boyer
26:39
8.
Walt Johnson
6:26
9. Jim Robinson
25:56
10. Bob Schafer
11. Ed Reuben
5:53
24:50
12. Bruce Chandler
4:50
13. Lester Douglas
23:22
14. Walt Bowers
15. Abe Gallas
3:49
22:45
16. Andy Faykun
17. Tom Hammond
3:38
21:50
19. Larry Clark
3:28
18:30 page 18. T.E. Bieber
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12:14
9:16
8:16
7:51
7:27
6:39
5:57
5:33
4:34
3:41
3:29
3:26

1/2-A Texaco (23 entrants)
Mik Mikkelson
Miss Fortune X
1.
T. Powerhouse
Sal Taibi
2.
Red Zephyr
Dick Lyons
3.
4.
Don Nordlund
Ehling
Lanzo Bomber
Clarence Bull
5.
34:31
John Day
6.
8.
Mike Valdrow
32:39
10. Gene Wallock
31:12
22:48
12. Walt Bowers
22:22
14. Bob Langdon
14:57
16. Bill Booth Sr.

Cox .049 Reed
Cox .049 Reed
Cox .049 Reed
Cox .049 Reed
Cox .049 Reed
7. Bob Dittmer
9. Sue Rocha
11. Eric Strengell
13. Charlie Yost
15. Gene Evenson
17. S.B. Maceluso

Class A Pylon (62 entrants)
Interceptor
Chuck Atkinson
1.
Strato-Streak
2.
Bruce Augustus
Strato-Streak
John Bortnak
3.
Playboy
4.
Sonny Soto
Strato-Streak
Bob Oslan
5.
Gas Bird
Bob Schafer
6.
Bob Dittmar
9:24
7.
8:17
Gene Wallock
9.
7:48
11. Abe Gallas
7:23
13. Jim Robinson
6:53
15. Walt Parker
6:44
17. Don Hannum
5:07
19. Ed Lamb
4:59
21. Al Corey
4:12
23. Bruce Chandler
25. Ed Tschernoscha 3:28
2:42
27. Jack Sheehan
2:09
29. Rudy Calvo
31. Dick Munz
1:34

Elfin 2.49cc
15:00
13:22
Elfin 2.49cc
OS .15 Cony.
13:18
11:10
Elfin 2.49cc
11:01
OS .15 Cony.
Arden .19
9:58
8:44
8. Bob Chambers
10. Larry Boyer
8:00
12. Tom Butler
7:27
14. Leon Nadolski
7:03
16. Sal Taibi
6:46
18. Jack Jella
5:28
20. Walt Bowers
5:01
22. Ed Reuben
4:35
24. Larry Clark
3:45
3:26
26. Joe Beshar
28. Tom Hammond 2:30
30. Bill Booth Jr.
1:46
32. Don Reid
1:24

Class B Pylon (56 entrants)
Swoose
1.
Don Weitz
Megow Ranger
2.
Bob Oslan
Jerry Rocha
Gas Bird
3.
Foo 2-U-2
4.
Larry Clark
Wasp
John Bortnak
5.
7:57
Bruce Chandler
6.
Dick Lyons
6:25
8.
5:32
10- Ed Reuben
4:39
12. Tom Alden
4:32
14. Leon Nadolski
16. T.E. Bieber
2:30

OS .25 Cony.
OS .25 Cony.
Ohlsson .23 RV
OS .25 Cony.
OS .30 Cony.
7. Jack Sheehan
9. Rochette Reinarz
11. Jim Robinson
13. Walt Parker
15. Eric Strange!
17. John Settler

Class C Pylon (52 entrants)
Playboy
Don Weitz
1.
George Niebauer Sailplane
2.
Sailplane
Bob Oslan
3.
Foo 2-U-2
Sal Taibi
4.
Wasp
John Bortnak
5.
13:38
Leon Nadolski
6.
11:58
Jack Sheehan
8.
10. Rochette Reiner' 11:55
12, Don Wilden
9:39
9:05
14. Clarence Bull
7:02
16. Jim Robinson
6:46
18. Jim Quinn
6:14
20. Bob Dodds
2:17
22. Art Hillis

24:27
OS .40 Cony.
23:46
McCoy .60
14:11
Atwood .60
13:51
Wahl Tiger .45
13:42
OS .30 Cony.
12:27
7. Bud Romak
11:56
9. Eric Strengell
10:16
11. Larry Clark
9:21
13. Dick Lyons
7:27
15. Al Richardson
17. Walt Bowers
6:54
19. Tom Hammond 6:22
21. George Murphy 3:13
23. Larry Nigh
1:38

Fuel Allotment (22 entrants)
Shereshaw Champ Ohlsson .60
Jim Kelly
1.
Anderson Pylon Anderson .65
Mitch Post
2.
Super Buccaneer Super Cyclone
Bud Warren
3.
Anderson Pylon Orwick .64
Leon Nadolski
4.
Ohlsson .60
Flamingo
Jim Robinson
5.
7. Gene Wallock
9:54
Bill Hanmer
6.
9. Bob Dittmer
7:44
Don Nordlund
8.
11. Larry Clark
5:19
10. Jim Adams
2:25
12. Bruce Chandler

47:31
45:12
45:00
39:41
36:35
34:02
32:35
25:03
22:46
22:03
13:15

19:45
14:56
13:53
12:20
11:51
7:10
5:36
4:59
4:36
3:24
1:46

13:01
12:543
11:19
11:06
10:22
9:10
7:43
3:21
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Pre-1937 Wakefield (25 entries)
1.
Tom Alden
10:10
Mik Mikkelson
3.
9:27
5.
Bill Gibbons
7:37
7.
Al Richardson
5:47
9.
Ed Konefes
5:28
11. Jim Quinn
5:17
13. Abe Gallas
4:30
15. Roger Gudahl
3:56
17. H.P. Clarke
2:20

2. Ed Wallenhorst
4. Jack Jella
6. Andy Faykun
8. Joe Macay
10. Gene Wallock
12. Joe Beshar
14. Tom Keppler
16. Sal Taibi

9:40
8:24
6:27
5:35
5:23
4:39
4:18
3:40

1938-1939 Wakefield (30 entries)
1.
Bud Romak
11:46
3.
Don Reid
9:51
Ed Wallenhorst
5.
8:52
7.
Bob Oslan
7:40
9.
Bill Gibbons
6:21
11. Andy Faykun
6:00
13. Jim Quinn
5:06
15. Ernie Wrisley
3:38
17. Larry Clark
2:48
19. Mike Poorman
2:32

2. Bill Cushenbery
4. Jack Phelps
6. Joe Macay
8, Al Richardson
10. Charlie Yost
12. Ed Konefes
14. Art Watkins
16. Roger Gudahl
18. Gene Wallock
20. Dick Munz

11:02
9:06
7:51
7:32
6:05
5:10
4:17
2:54
2:47
2:18

Small Fuselage Rubber (32 entrants)
Bob Dodds
17:53
1.
Jim Quinn
8:50
3.
Ed Konefes
8:27
5.
Don Reid
7:30
7.
Andy Faykun
6:34
9.
11. Dick Munz
5:20
13. John Bortnak
5:09
15. Bob Langdon
4:27
2:31
17. Bud McNorgan
1:37
19. Bud Warren

2. Mik Mikkelson
17:39
4. Bill Cushenbery 8:40
6. Bill Gibbons
7:36
8. Ed Wallenhorst
7:25
10. Joe Macay
6:07
12. John Oldenkamp5:11
14. Jim Alaback
4:43
16. Ed Smull
4:18
18. John Rogusky
2:08
20. Lisa Moment
1:27

Large Fuselage Rubber (45 entrants)
1.
Bill Cushenbery
14:55
Ed Wallenhorst
10:25
3.
Bill Gibbons
5.
9:40
9:31
7.
John Rogusky
Mik Mikkelson
9:16
9.
11. Bobby Ellington
8:17
7:11
13. Gene Wallock
6:58
15. Don Reid
17. Bob Dittmer
5:48
19. Jack Phelps
5:03
21. Jim Kutkuhn
3:08
1:35
23. H.P. Clarke
Small Stick Rubber (40
1.
Ed Konefes
John Rogusky
3.
Ed Wallenhorst
5.
7.
Bud Romak
Joe Macay
9.
11. Mik Mikkelson
13. I.E. Bieber
15. Bud Warren
17. Arne Carlson
19. Ernie Wrisley

entrants)
8:33
7:41
7:19
6:50
6:34
6:26
5:16
4:46
4:27
2:23

Large Stick Rubber (39 entrants)
13:18
1.
Dick Seifried
11:52
Ed Wallenhorst
3.
11:22
Ed Konefes
5.
10:15
Dean Landreth
7.
9:02
Jack Phelps
9.
8:24
11. Tom Hammond
13. Joe Macay
7:53
5:00
15. John Rogusky
4:27
16. Gene Wallock
4:18
18. Ed Lamb

2. Bob Dodds
10:56
4. Tom Alden
9:59
6. Ben Strauss
9:34
8. Ed Konefes
9:29
10. Al Richardson
8:53
12. Bud Romak
8:07
14. Joe Macay
7:04
16. Andy Faykun
6:34
18. Jim Quinn
5:04
20. Bob Shakespeare3:10
22. Dick Munz
2 - 08

2. Don Reid
4. Bill Cushenbery
6. John Bortnak
8. Ben Strauss
10. Gene Wallock
12. Bill Gibbons
14. Ed Smull
16. Dick Seifried
18. Dick Munz
20. John Day

8:17
7:26
6:59
6:35
6:28
6:11
4:58
4:35
2:42
1:44

2. Bob Dodds
13:00
4. Bill Gibbons
11:48
6. Bud Romak
10:52
10:04
8. Bob Langdon
10. Mik Mikkelson
8:51
12. Jim Quinn
8:05
14. Wally Lieber
5:13
15. Bill Cushenbery 5:00
17. Andy Faykun
4:25
19. H.P. Clarke
3:32

Commercial Rubber (33 entrants)
1.
Ed Wallenhorst
8:45
3. Bob Langdon
8:17
5. Mik Mikkelson
7:24
7. Andy Faykun
6:11
E.J. Buxton
5:49
9.
11. Bob McCormick 5:09
13. Al Richardson
4:06
15. Bob Dittmer
3:56
17. Dick Munz
3:31
19. Ernie Wrisley
2:35
21. H.P. Clarke
2:13
Scale - Rubber (19 entrants)
1. Ed Wallenhorst
7:18
3. Mik Mikkelson
4:41
5. Jerry Rocha
3:45
7. Don Garofalow
0:59
Hand Launched Glider
1. Jason Youck
3. Terry Mimert
5. Dave Ramsey
Henry Hill
7,
9. Damon Adcock
11. Clarence Bull

(16 entrants)
3:58
2:34
1:57
1:40
1:35
1:22

Scale - Gas (16 entrants)
33:10
Bob Dittmer
1.
28:02
3. Phil McCary
18:43
5. Bob Chambers
11:39
7. John Bortnak
6:49
9. Gene Evenson

2. Don Reid
4. Ed Konefes
6. Jim Alaback
8. Joe Macay
10. Bud Romak
12. Roger Gudahl
14. Bob Ellington
16. Jerry Rocha
18. Torn Keppler
20. Ben Strauss
22. Jim Kutkuhn

8:19
7:56
6:26
5:54
5:17
5:01
4:05
3:38
3:00
2:28
1:33

2. John Bortnak
4. Bud Romak
6. Lisa Moment

6:57
4:37
2:33

2. Jim Kutkuhn
4. John Bortnak
6. Ben Strauss
8. Mike Valdrow
10. Eric Strengell
12. Bob Langdon

3:53
2:28
1:46
1:35
1:24
1:19

29:10
2. Sal Taibi
4. Charles Atkinson 18:45
12:12
6. Larry Clark
8. Bruce Chandler 11:04

Twin Pusher A-Frame (16 entrants)
Ed Wallenhorst
1.
3:03
1:19
3. Tom Boyle
1:10
5.
Bob Dittmer
7. Gene Wallock
1:05

2. Mik Mikkelson
4. Fred Emmert
6. Loren Schmidt
8. Vic Cunningham

Class C Fuselage (49 entrants)
Don Weitz
Playboy Cabin
1.
Playboy Cabin
Sal Taibi
2.
Dick Seifried
3.
Rochette Reinarz Playboy Cabin
4.
Brooklyn Dodger
John Bortnak
5.
Bud Romak
6.
10:06
8. Mitch Post
8:39
8:14
10. Bob Schafer
7:14
12. Bud McNorgan
6:12
14. Walt Johnson
16. Jim Kutkuhn
6:05
18. Don Nordlund
4:55
20. George Murphy 4:01
22. Bud Warren
1:50
1:17
24. Henry Hill

Gene Wallock and legendary Korda. Fuselage insignia is logo of
Southern California Antique Model Plane Society.

2:47
1:15
1:08
1:00

OS .40 Cony.
Ohlsson .60

19:49
18:27
13:31
Super Cyclone
11:11
10:42
OS .30 Cony.
7. Larry Boyer
10:04
9. Ed Lamb
8:23
7:55
11. Jim Adams
13. Jim Robinson
6:13
6:09
15. Bob Dodds
17. Gene Evenson 5:57
4:26
19. Larry Clark
21. Don Wilden
3:27
23. George Niebauer 1:31

Vic Cunningham with Carl Friese designed twin pusher at Jean SAM
Champs. Oct."89. Note original NAA number.
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9 Curtiss Robin took third in Rubber Scale for Mik Mikkelson.

SAM Hall of Farrier, Bert Pond, preparing compressed air powered model for flight.

Bert Pond's compressed air powered model in flight.

It.
Howard Osegueda with striking red, white & blue R/C Record
Hound designed by Henry Struck. Note anhedral in stabilizer.

George Niebauer strains to hold howling McCoy .60/Sailplane combination. Plane took second in C Pylon flyoff and 5th place honors
in Spirit of SAM.

Al Richardson and 1936 Gordon Light Wakefield.

Asst. Contest Manager Phil McCary with his carefully-detailed F/F
Scale Curtiss Robin. 60-inch span model flew realistically with Cox .049.

Lanzo Bombers - who needs them? Dale Bowers' 1936 Flying
Don Nordlund with his Frank Ehling-designed 1937 Contest Gas
Quaker powered with Wahl Brown Special. It is one of only two nonModel. Anderson .65.
Lanzo designs to place in the top 50% of R/C Pure Antique,
page 10

I

Dick Bringgold and another Spirit of SAM contender. Engine is

Super Cyclone - you guess the name of the model - its a rare one.

Bruce Thompson admiring Frank Greco's beautifully-finished and
decorated Lanzo Bomber at SAM 48's 6th Annual Western New York
"SAM Champs".

a

Ed Konefes with Dietriech Convertible.

Frequent Flyer Bill Cushenbery with Lanzo Cabin.

•
Bill Booth with Valkyrie 60 In 1/2-A Texaco F/F. Cox Black Widow
.049. Bill was CD at Taft this year.

Don Reid of Ottawa, Canada and his Lanzo Stick.

I
Don McClusky does it the hard way. GHQ powers his 1938 Trenton Dick Lyons and unusual combination. Mickey DeAngelis 1938
Terror. Design by Mickey DeAngelis. Yes, it runs and flies. Brilliant Kloud King with Madewell .49. Note substantial amount of
red & white model competed in Spirit of SAM. page 11 downthrust. Fuselage Insignia is for Southern California Ignition Flyers.

253 years of modeling experience! (I.-r.) Jim Noonan of Milwaukee,
WI with 1930 Bob Burnham design, Vic Cunningham of Exeter, CA
with 1930 Carl Friese design, Don Lockwood of Chicago, IL with
original design, and Carl Friese, designer of Vic's model.

Taibi with Taibi. Sal adjusting the Orwick .64 in his Powerhouse.

And they fly! (I.-r.) Vic Cunningham, Jim Noonan, Don Lockwood.
Note less than unanimous decision as to which direction to launch.
Lawrenceville, June '89.

Jim Robinson applies calibrated eyeballs to alinement of his Forster
.29•powered Alert. No, the engine Is NOT running.

Jim Kelly took first in F/F Fuel Allotment with this Shereshaw ChamBob Munn, SAM 41, releasing Interceptor.

page 12

pion and Ohlsson .60 swinging a 20-inch prop!

ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING
The meeting was held October 11, 1989 in
the banquet room of the Gold Strike Hotel at
Jean, Nevada. Meeting was called to order
at 7pm by president Jim Adams. Secretary
Bob Dodds called the roll of officers.
Present were Mr. Angel, Mr. Granieri, Mr.
Schmidt, Mr. Dodds and Mr. Adams. Mr.
Larsh was absent.
President's report - The total SAM USA
membership is 2115, an increase of 332
since July 1988. 43 of which are life members. Life members have increased to a
total of 314. Overseas affiliated members
total 306. (Ed. note: now 466 with the addition of SAM Chapter 67 in Sweden.) Total
SAM USA members, including overseas affiliates, is 2421*. (Now 2581•.) This is a
20% increase since July 1988.
•Note: The total does not include independent overseas SAM members who do not
receive SAM SPEAKS. Those members
number approximately 875 for a world-wide
total of 3456.
The Society's finances are healthy, showing an increase from $28,000 in July 1988 to
S43,000 as of this date. SAM-approved
design books are nearly ready for release
and will probably be published and distributed by the end of December. Ernie Linn
is currently editing the book.
Mr. Adams introduced all the SAM officers
and their wives, Including SAM SPEAKS new
editor, Bill Darkow: R/C Coordinator, Abe
Gallas and F/F Coordinator, Woody Woodman to the members present.
Nr. Granieri, SAM Eastern VP, announced
that SAM 7 will host the 1990 SAM Champs
at Westover AFB near Chicopee, Massachusetts probably over July 4th or possibly Labor Day. He indicated they were waiting on approval by the Air Force before
finalizing the date.
Question from the floor The NFFS is planning a contest at the Lawrenceville, Illinois
Mid-America Air Center during the first week
of June. Is SAM coordinating with them?
Answer - Yes, Mr. Adams is working with Mr.
Italiano, NFFS president.
Question - Both the July 4 and Labor Day
weekends are heavy travel times and conflict
with many people's holiday plans. Can
those dates be changed? Answer - Probably not. Right now those are the only dates
the Air Force will let us have. Westover AFB
is an active training center and is closed only
a few days a year.
Mr. Schmidt, Rocky Mtn. VP announced
that a search was being made for the location of the 1991 SAM Champs. He explained
that two sites are currently under consideration - Denver, Colorado and Calgary, Alberta.
Mr. Angel, SAM Western VP. announced a
new chapter. SAM 65, in Alaska. He
described the method used by the west
coast chapters to coordinate their contests.
Mr. Jack Albrecht was introduced as the
coordinator and editor of the schedule
published quarterly. Mr. Angel asked that
any members in the west coast area who
would like to contribute items for his
"Western Roundup" column in SAM SPEAKS
to please contact him.

Mr. Adams read the New Chapters report
prepared by Mr. Woodman. SAM has added
ten new chapters since July 1988 eight in
the U.S.. one in Canada and one In
Queensland, Australia. A list of the new
chapters was submitted and will appear In
SAM SPEAKS. (Ed. note: Since that report,
SAM has added a new affiliate, SAM Chapter 67 in Sweden.)
Mr, Dodds submitted the Treasurer's
report for the period ending 9/24/89, noting
that this report does not contain all the financial activity associated with the 1989 SAM
Champs.
Bank Balance as of 9/24/89
$43,490
Bank Balance as of 1/1/89
$.23,2.61
Net Increase
$19,530
Income as of 9/24/89
SAM 35 (England) Yearbooks
Membership renewals
Raffle contributions
SAM Champs entries
Interest earned
Total Income

$1,133
$23,276
$7,855
$8,313
$991
$41,568

Expenses as of 9/24/89
SAM Champs
Raffle
Trade Shows
Life Plaque Engraving
Postage, Printing, Phone, Misc.
SAM 35 Yearbook purchases
SAM SPEAKS
Total Expenses

$6,227
$1,388
$710
$183
$3,306
$1,430
$8 879
$22,038

Larry Jenno, 1989 SAM Champs Contest
Manager. reported that we had 256 entries,
a substantial increase over the 205 at the
1988 Lawrenceville SAM Champs. (Ed.
note: There was an unseemly display of elation when it was announced that, even with
crossovers, there were about 50% more
entrants in free flight than in radio control.
They should be forgiven their outburst.
They have been told by so many for so long
that free flight is dead/dying that any news
to the contrary is a welcome relief.)
NEW BUSINESS Mr. Adams turned the chairmanship over
to Mr. Angel and took the floor to offer two
new amendments to the bylaws.
The first amendment read as follows:
Be it resolved that the bylaws of the
Society of Antique Modelers be revised to include a section describing the function and
purpose of individual SAM chapters in the
U.S. and other countries.
The rationale for this change is the need
to establish the relationship of the U.S. chapters to the parent organization and the
relationship of the overseas chapters to the
SAM North America organization.
It should be noted that several of the overseas chapters have their own rules and
bylaws. The overseas chapters shall have
the prerogative to establish their own rules
and may choose to fly by SAM North America
rules.

Chapters other than those located in the
U.S. and Canada shall be known as Affiliate
Chapters. page 13

The second amendment read as follows:
Be It resolved that the bylaws of the
Society of Antique Modelers be revised to
specify two types of membership be made
available to those joining the Society.
The first type would be known as a 'Full
Membership' and would replace the present
"Membership'.
The second type would be known as an
'Affiliate Membership".
The rationale for this change is based on
the need to differentiate between the members who belong to SAM North America (Full
Members) and those who belong to one of
the overseas SAM chapters (Affiliate Members). Full Members will have full voting
rights on U.S. rules and SAM officers.
Overseas members who belong to affiliated chapters who fly by their own rules
set up and governed by themselves will
receive SAM SPEAKS at a reduced rate to be
determined by our operating costs_ Overseas Affiliate Members shall not have voting
privileges on U.S_ rules or officers unless
they hold a Full Membership in SAM North
America. They will be eligible to hold a Full
Membership by applying to the U.S.
Sec'y/Treas. and paying the full dues as
specified.
It was moved that Article III, section 1. of
the bylaws, page 15 of the SAM Rule Book,
be revised to incorporate the changes outlined above. The definition of Full Membership shall also require membership in the
Academy of Model Aeronautics or the
equivalent organization In country of
residence.
Mr. Reid, SAM 2119, from Nepean, Ontaria, Canada, proposed an amendment to
the motions: that all references to SAM USA
or SAM U.S. be changed to SAM North
America.
This would include all Canadian members
in the parent organization. Also that the
wording of the motion with regard to AMA
membership be changed to read: Any person who is a member in good standing of the
Academy of Model Aeronautics, or the
equivalent organization in that person's
country of residence, shall be eligible for
Full Membership in the Society.
The amendment to the motion was
seconded and passed. The motion to
amend Article III, Section 1 of the bylaws was
passed. The motion to add a section to the
bylaws defining the function of SAM chapters was passed.
Carl Hatrak read the names of SAM members who have passed away since our last
annual meeting. They are:
Jim Beathards
John Bertanzel
John Burgess
Charles W. Brannon
Charles Brem
John Drobshoff
Art Dyke
Alexander Forrest
Walter Getsla
Bob Harrah
Joe Havlik
Robert Jelinek
Charles Kenney
Chet Lanzo
Ray Mahon
Darrel Martin
James E. McDaniel
Warren Nave
Ed Schnakenberg
Harry O'Hanesian
Paul Surber
John E. Stoops
Allan Tilton
Frank Tartaglia
William Wranski

MINUTES BOARD OF DIRECTORS
A meeting was held Monday, October 9,
1989 at Jean Nevada. Those present were
Jim Adams, Bob Angel, Mike Granierl, Bob
Dodds, and Everett Woodman. Absent were
Bob Larsh and Abe Gallas. The meeting was
called to order at 2pm by president Jim
Adams and the minutes of the 1988 meeting
were read by Bob Dodds.
Financial Report Bob Dodds. Sec'y./Treas. read a financial
report on the corporation. Current bank
balance stood at $43,000, an increase of
$28,000 from the balance at the July 1988
Board meeting. Mr. Dodds explained that
those figures were incomplete because of
large income and expenditures resulting
from the 1989 SAM Champs. A more complete report will be read at the annual business meeting Oct. 11, 1989.
Computerized Dues Billing Mr. Adams explained that the plan to mail
bills for dues, that had been planned for
December 1988, was not implemented due
to lack of computer facilities during the
transfer of SAM SPEAKS from California to
its new location in Tacoma, Washington.
Discussion followed detailing advantages
and disadvantages of the proposed computerized billing system. The Board unanimously agreed to a proposal by Bob Dodds
to postpone implementation of the plan.
Membership Directory The 1988 Board decision to withhold
general release and distribution of the SAM
membership list was reviewed. The Board
agreed to revise their earlier decision and
directed Mr. Adams to order an initial set of
membership directories to be made available for sale to members.
1990 SAM Champs Mike Granieri, Eastern SAM VP, reported
on the progress of the 1990 SAM Champs.
The proposed site is Westover AFB near
Chicopee, Massachusetts and the dates are
July 2-5 or possibly Labor Day weekend. Mr.
Granieri indicated that we are awaiting approval of the dates by the USAF which controls the field, an active base.
Use of term, 'SAM Champs" The practice of naming regional SAM
meets as "SAM Champs" was brought up by
Mr. Schmidt. The Board agreed that the
practice is confusing and detracts from the
status of the national SAM Champs. It was
noted that this practice was discouraged by
the previous Board of Directors.
Mr. Adams accepted the job of presenting
a written request to all future SAM Contest
Managers asking that the practice be discontinued. The request will be published in
SAM SPEAKS.
Plans Approval System Bob Larsh, chairman of the Design Review
Committee, was commended for the excellent job he did with the design approval system in 1988.
Mr. Angel requested that Chairman Larsh
provide the vice presidents with copies of
decisions regarding approval of new

designs as soon as they become known.
The present practice of printing them in SAM
SPEAKS to inform the membership will continue.
SAM SPEAKS The Board expressed unanimous approval of the work being done by Bill
Darkow, the new editor of SAM SPEAKS.
A report of SAM SPEAKS expenses for the
first nine months of 1989 was read. The
average cost per issue has risen to $2150.
The reasons given were an increase of four
pages to the newsletter and increased circulation in the U.S. and overseas.
The Board approved an expenditure of
$800 for desk top publishing software to be
used in producing SAM SPEAKS. The cost
is expected to be amortized by savings in
production costs within four issues.
Mr. Granieri and Mr. Woodman requested
that enough extra copies of SAM SPEAKS be
printed so an ample supply of the newsletter
will be available as hand-outs at trade shows
in 1990. Mr. Woodman noted that issues of
SAM SPEAKS are one of our best advertisements to recruit new members.
New SAM Chapters Mr. Woodman, Chapter Coordinator,
presented his annual new chapter report.
Ten new chapters have been formed since
July 1988. They are: #73 California, #88
Florida, #74 California, #10 Virginia, #28 Indiana. #12 New Jersey, #14 Pennsylvania.
#84 Queensland (Australia), #64 Pennsylvania, and #65 Alaska.
Status of Overseas Members/Chapters A discussion regarding overseas members and chapters was held. It was agreed
by the Board to submit new by-law
proposals to the membership to clarify the
relationship of those members and chapters
to the parent organization.
Mr. Schmidt, Mr. Woodman and Mr.
Adams will work on a definition of the
responsibilities of overseas chapters and in
the U.S. and Canada to the parent SAM organization for incorporation in the bylaws.
Future of SAM Mr. Angel and Mr. Schmidt expressed concern regarding the future development of
SAM. A discussion followed and it was
agreed that new special events with later
cut-off dates on the models should be initiated to stimulate interest among younger
modelers and increase their participation in
SAM.
Mr. Granieri expressed the minority
opinion and suggested that we should also
consider adding events with earlier cut-off
dates that would more accurately reflect the
Antique events now being flown at SAM
meets.
Miscellaneous The Board approved Mr. Adams request to
revise the logo on SAM membership cards
to display SAM's red. white and blue shield
in place of the current ignition circuit.
Mr. Granieri requested that ID badges or
jackets be provided to SAM officers for use
when they represent SAM at various activities. Mr. Adams accepted the job of obtaining them. page 14

The Board asked Mr. Adams to contact the
Academy of Model Aeronautics and ask that
SAM rules be returned to the AMA Rule Book,
The meeting was adjourned at 4pm.

Irk.14 #-

Bob Langdon launching full-size Pete
Bowers' Rebel with Cox Texaco .049 for 14th
place in 1/2-A Texaco F/F.

Bill Schmidt, SAM Rocky Mtn. VP, checking
controls on Sailplane in A Glow. Bill did better in A Ignition with Arden .19-powered
Playboy.

_ma*
Gary Westland tuning Atwood .60 for climb
in R/C Cabin Playboy . C Ignition. Pilot was
father, Ray Westland, who beat Gary's Lanzo
Record Breaker/Edco .65 by over a minute!

WESTERN NEW YORK
"SAM CHAMPS"
by Jack G. Brown
SAM 48, the Niagara Frontier Chapter,
held their 6th annual "SAM Champs" (Ed.
note: Now they'll have to find a new name.)
all R/C meet August 12-13 at the Hamburg
(NY) Model Airplane Field.
For the contest, we had probably the best
two days of summer - both over 80 degrees
with a two mph wind and thermals galore on
both days.
The field was in the best possible condition a flier could could ask for. This was
made possible by our sponsor, the
Aircrafters Model Airplane Club of Hamburg,
New York. It was cut like a golf course and
rolled to perfection. They even set up a concession with good food and drink for all. Almost all the contestants were impressed
with the beautiful field.
We had 34 contestants, 127 entries and
representatives from over a dozen SAM
chapters. Many beautiful models were
flown, several In silk and dope, including a
blushing pink Pink Flamingo by Walt Geary
of Absecon, New Jersey.
SAM officers, Mike Granieri and Woody
Woodman were there. So was former SAM
president, Joe Beshar and former MAAC
president, Vern Anthony of Toronto, Canada.
Our banquet was attended by 44 people,
the food and grog were excellent, and a
good time was had by all. Most everyone
stayed at the same motel, a lot of stories
were told, old friendships were renewed and
nobody was in a hurry to leave.
RESULTS:
1/2-A Texaco (26 entries)
1. Dan Schneider
Playboy
2714
Interceptor
2, Walt Lawrence
2707
3. Jack McGilivary Kerswap
1752
I/2-A Texaco Scale (5 entries)*
1. Woody Woodman Rearwin Spdstr. 446
2.
Jack McGilivary Taylor Cub
369
Bob Gordon
Farman 400
3.
320
0.50 Electric (5 entries)
1. John Fleming
Lanzo Bomber 1711
2.
Ron Kirk
Playboy
610
Fred Quedenfeld Playboy
3.
330
Texaco (15 entries)
1.
Larry Davidson
Lanzo Bomber 2601
2.
Buck Zehr
Lanzo Bomber 2333
Jack Ross
Lanzo Bomber 923
3.
90-second Cabin (16 entries)
1.
Buck Zehr
Playboy
1028
Playboy
2.
Bob Russell
1003
RC-1
Jack Ross
3.
923
Antique (10 entries)
1.
Art White
Lanzo Bomber 1077
Steve Boucher
2.
MG-40
1023
Jack Ross
RC-1
3.
924
Pure Antique (7 entries)
I.
Walt Geary
Lanzo Bomber 1710
RC-1
Lynn Cole
2.
1368
Larry Davidson
Lanzo Bomber 1049
3.
Class A LER (13 entries)
1.
Larry Davidson
Playboy
1250
Jack Ross
2.
Lanzo Bomber 1230
Art White
3.
Lanzo Bomber 1021

Class B LER (12 entries)
Soaring Eagle 1260
1. Walt Geary
Lanzo Bomber 1249
Robert Walter
2.
1220
Playboy
Buck Zehr
3.
Class C LER (18 entries)
1260
Playboy
1. Jim Deets
Robert Walter
Lanzo Bomber 1162
2.
1157
Sailplane
Buck Zehr
3.
* In 1/2-A Texaco Scale, we had five entries
for our first contest and I consider this good
under such short notice. All contestants had
great interest. Many said they would compete next year. Some said models they
started are not finished yet. Others are looking at what to build, but no one said they
weren't interested.
SAM 66 - 'Golden Era Flyers"
Editor - "The Communicator', John Scott,
1408 Carson Rd., Willmington, DE 19803
(302) 478-6576
October 1st Contest Report: Our good
friend, Mother Nature, smiled on us again.
While the weather man was predicting
gloom and doom, Mother Nature kept the
rains south of Elkton and we actually had a
very good day for the contest.
There was lift in the area, but the flyers
had to search for it. I found all the down air.
It was right over the field!
Bill Brenchley and his capable wife,
Donna, got the registration system functioning and we were flying shortly after 10:30. I
saw 14 names on the registration list.
1/2-A Texaco was the most popular event
by far. Fuel Allotment and Limited Engine
Run, Ignition and Glow, were the remaining
events for the day.
The flyers were busy right up to 4pm
trying to complete their official flights. One
1/2-A Tex blew away and Walt Geary saved
another flyer's aircraft from the same fate
with his sharp eyesight and nimble fingers
on the sticks.
Here is the line-up of winners:
1/2-A Texaco
1. Jack Van Dusan
Andy Philipczak
2.
Jim Schlapfer
3.
Fuel Allotment
1. Charlie Thuet
Doug Koch
2.
Bob Meili
3.
LER Ignition
1.
Doug Koch
John Delagrange
2.
LER Glow
Andy Philipczak
1.
Skip Williams
2.
Paul Vignone
3.
While the adults were playing with their
'toy airplanes", Bill Brenchley was running a
hand-launched glider contest for the kids 14
and under. In order of finish:
Jessica Keatley, Danny Lorden, Dave Keatley, Sara Brenchely, Andrea Scott, Jacqueline Scott. Bill arranged a prize for each
of the contestants. Congratulations to Bill
on a job well done and we all owe Donna a
big THANK YOU also.
page 15

SAISL1011 - "Second Chance Squadron"
Editor - "Old Time Plane Talk"
John Delag range, 1822 Longview Drive, Lancaster, PA 17601. (717) 569-7243
Fun Fly at New Field: It was difficult to
convince myself that it was October 15th
when the temperature rose to 90 and the hot
sun was beating down. However, aside from
the heat, a great time was had by all.
Hand launched gliders were zooming,
dipping and gliding all over the field; rubber
power ships of all sizes and designs - some
catching an occasional thermal to fly off and
dethermalize over the still-standing corn.
We thought it would be down by now - we
were mistaken.
Chasing free flight models that have
landed in the corn is not the most fun, but it
sure is good exercise. Several models were
lost in the corn and several is several too
many. The purpose of the Fun Fly was so
members could see the new flying field and,
of course. have some fun flying free flight. I
have to admit now that the free flight idea
was not a good one. I had assumed that the
corn would be down and you know what happens when you ass-u-me.
Flyers who turned out for the day are:
Jack Conrad, John Novak, Lionel (Bob)
Haas, Dick and Doris Bezzard, Dale, Carmen
and Jessica Bezzard, Bob Bennethum - his
wife Marianne and son Bob, Dick Shiffer,
John Wunderlich, Paul Vignone, Ed
Goretzka, Bill Brenchley, Skip Williams, Jack
Springer, Paul Murr. John Murr, Ray Sherman and I hope I didn't forget anyone. If I
did, I apologize.
The next Fun Fly will be scheduled for
sometime in January. I can guarantee that
it won't be as hot as this one.
SAM 1788 - Australian Chapter
President - Mike Pettigrew, P.O. Box 72. East
Doncaster, Victoria, 3109
SAM 1788's main focus right now is on the
SAM Australia Championships to be held
once more at Canowindra, home of the hot
air balloons, and regarded as "the" place in
Australia for light winds and fair weather.
After the last couple of years, it has some
catching up to do to restore that reputation!
Feature of the next Champs will be an increased emphasis on "Sportsman' type
events and a renewed push for members to
try their hands at Free Flight and our Control
Line Rally.
Australia's Texaco and Duration events
are unique to this country and have tended
to develop into highly specialized competitive events, and that isn't to the liking of all
members. As a result. less intense events
feature well in the next Championship
program, Including our 2cc event a standard fuel Texaco alternative and Vintage
Glider for pre-1950 models.
There is no doubt that every chapter of
SAM has, at some time, had to grapple with
growing pains, and SAM Australia is emerging from its own version of that problem.

More members means a more diverse
range of member interests and attitude. and
it's been necessary for this chapter to adapt
to that in its interpretation and creation of
rules and in the events it presents to its
members.
We look forward to 1990 with increased
enthusiasm as we watch this sport of Old
Timer flying go from strength to strength.
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ANOTHER 'GATHERING"
by Bruce Abell, 17 Ferguson St.. Cessnock,
New South Wales 2325. AUSTRALIA
It's on again! Because of unanimous request by all who attended the inaugural
Aeromodeling Veterans Gathering, the 2nd
AVG will be held on the weekend of May 1920. 1990!
During the first "Gathering", we asked the
participants to fill in a questionnaire indicating their thoughts about the format of the
event and requesting suggestions for improving any future ones, if they thought
them worthwhile.
The results exceeded all our expectations!
The requests to have it again were unanimous; the majority wanted it every year;
some wanted no changes in format at all,
while others offered sound suggestions that
will be implemented wherever practical.
The overwhelming opinion was that the
basic format of NO ORGANIZED COMPETITION was just right! There was complete
agreement that meeting old friends, making
new ones and just reminiscing about "The
Good Old Days' in a relaxed atmosphere
without the pressure of competition made
for a very enjoyable weekend.
We made a few mistakes arid omitted a
few things, the most important of which was
forgetting to make a photographic record!
However, we can assure you that our Candid
Camera will be present at all future 'Gatherings'. You have now been warned!
We have also arranged for a large hall to
be available on both days in the event of wet
weather. Hopefully, this will not be needed
as May is normally fine, mild weather.
All who attended the Inaugural Gathering
will be receiving bulletins between now and
the next "Gathering' to keep them up to date
with planning as it progresses. Anyone interested can be included on the mailing list
by contacting us at the following address:
Aeromodelling Veterans Gathering
P.O. Box 6. Musswellbrook,
New South Wales 2333, AUSTRALIA

Tom Smith launches Anderson Pylon, winning 1/2-A Texaco model.

Larry Davidson getting those last few rpm's out of his Super Tigre
.35 before turning Sailplane loose in C Glow.

SUPER CYCLONE
ENGINES
P.O. BOX 1809
SHOW LOW, AZ 85901

1

Karl Tulp (r.) fueling Walt Geary's OS .40 4S-powered blushing pink
Pink Flamingo in R/C Texaco. Rumor has It that Walt found the pink
silk in a ladies' lingerie shop. It looks, shall we say, very pretty even without the lace trim. page 16

40th ANNUAL S.W. REGIONAL
MODEL AIRPLANE CHAMPIONSHIPS

BEST SAM CHAMPS EVER
by Larry Jenno, Contest Manager
We had excellent weather for the four days
of flying, Oct. 10-13.
Accomodations at the Gold Strike and
Nevada Landing Hotel/Casinos were excellent. We had a few minor problems getting
rooms for everyone, but it finally worked out
OK.
The Bean Feed and Victory Banquet were
both sold out ahead of time as the banquet
room would accomodate only 300 people.
The food was excellent and we gave away
many door prizes.
In free flight, there was a total of 761
entries in 23 events. They flew a total of over
1200 official flights.
In R/C Assist, there was a total of 571
entries in 16 events. They flew over 800 official flights.
That's a combined total of 1332 entries in
39 events and over 2000 official flights. This
does not include all the test flights, attempts, crashes and fun flights by contestants and those who entered but did not fly.
I want to thank Phil McCary, my right hand
man, for his assistance in setting up this
great contest.
Many thanks to Jim Persson, Free Flight
CD, for the excellent job he did.
Many thanks to all the VAMPS members
who worked real hard in helping set up the
field layout and then pitched in at the free
flight site for four days. They then spent the
following weekend cleaning up the lakebed.

Many thanks to Don Bekins, R/C Assist
CD, and to all those individuals who helped
him at the R/C site. Don did a terrific job because things were really busy every time I
went over there,
My thanks to Ned Novels for all the work
he did in putting out a daily news sheet on
what went on the previous day at the field.
Thanks again, Ned.
All the SAM members would like to thank
the following companies and individuals for
their donations in helping make the 1989
SAM Champs such a rousing success.
Airtronics
Coverite
Astro Flite
Klotz Oil
FAI Model Supply
Peck Polymers
77 Products
Romoco Mfg. Co.
Emery Buckner
Dan Lutz
Howard Osegueda
Mike Poorman
Vinylrite
Satellite City
Bob Smith Ind.
Cox Hobbies
Model Electric Corp.
Byron Originals
A.J. Free Flight
Master Airscrew
Marvin Miller
Bob Chambers
Chuck Feulner
Don Bekins
Leisure Electronics
Ram Models Inc.
Harry Klarich Kits
Sherline Prod.
Midway Model Co.
Tower Hobbies
John Morrell
0/T Model Supply
Herb Wahl
Larry Jenno
Jim Adams
Joe Masias

AAA Contest ***• AMA Sanction #8 for 1990
February 10-11, 1990 "" Eloy, Arizona
Events for F/F, R/C Old Timers & R/C
Soaring. If you did not attend in 1989, write
to the event directors for specific site and
event information. If you did attend, the information will be sent to you before January
1, 1990.
Free Flight Event Director - Al Lidberg, 614
E. Fordham, Tempe, AZ 85283.
(602) 730-9180
R/C Old Timers Event Director - Dick
Bringgold, 937 E. Lois Lane, Phoenix, AZ
85020.
(602) 997-9303
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O
1941 GROSS FLYING WINQ
Plans

PrIce

$10.00
7.50

5.00

Pl ana

Span

41"
59"
70"

1938 LANCER
Area

230 sg.in
010 sq. In.
675 sq. l n.

Pr ice

$5.00
7.50

9.00

J. EUT TILESTON
1800 CARMELO OR
CARROCHAEL CA 9560P

Joe Macey and his 1939 American Standard Wakefield designed by
Jim Bohash. (See ad in this issue.)

"BUILD THIS SMOOTH FLYER"
Jim Bohash original 1939 design "U.S. Standard
Wakefield". Ship flew on U.S. Wakefield team 1938 &
1939, Paris, France and Bendix, New Jersey. Bohash
also won 1940 Canadian National Championship and
Michigan State Championships - 1939 & 1952. Plans
never published nor In kit. Approved by SAM as
authentic Antique. Full-size plans $5.00 U.S. - $10.00
outside U.S. Post paid. Order from: Jim Bohash,
page20721 Millard St., Taylor, MI 48180.
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VIDEOTAPE • 1989 SAM CHAMPS

ENGINE REVIEW •

by 2 ARTS PRODUCTIONS

by Allen Heinrich, Chairman
SAM Engine Review Committee

-

Grosheider & Hillis, SAM
Denver, Colorado
What began as a personal project turned
out so well that we were asked by many if
they could get a copy. After talking it over,
we decided that those who would like to
relive (or live) the 1989 SAM Champs should
have a chance at it.
WHAT IT IS: About 90 minutes of fast-paced
action. Most shots are from 6 to 12 seconds
of F/F and R/C Old Timers in action. With
over 250 contestants and one camera, we
didn't get everybody, but we did get a lot of
people doing their thing (s). It also contains
action shots of such greats as Joe Elgin,
John Pond, Eut Tileston and Sal Taibi. Further highlights are the Spirit of SAM display
and the winner in flight, the twin pusher
mass launch and scale free flight.
WHAT IT ISN'T: There is no background
music or narration, no story line, boring interviews or footage where nothing is happening - just the sound and fury of the
models we all love where they belong - in the
air!
When you watch it, it seems only half as
long as it really is, which says a lot about it.
It moves and, unless you're brain dead, it will
give you goose bumps.
(Ed. note: I've seen it and he's right. High
drama, low comedy and tragedy. If it
doesn't move you, maybe you should consider taking up some other form of recreation.)
We are not a business. It's only a coincidence that it just happens to be available
shortly before Christmas. If you want a
copy, we will make you one personally for
$25 and $2 for shipping. Send checks or
money orders only - with phone number - to:
Art Hillis
Art Grosheider
4134 "F' S. Fraser Way
2045 S. St. Paul
Aurora, CO 80014
Denver, CO 80210
(303) 756-1331
(303) 693.4616

FREE FLIGHT RULES CHANGES
Following are the results of the balloting
on the free flight rules change proposals for
1990.
Prop.#1 - 8oz. wing loading in 30-second Antique - PASSED - 546 to 259.
Prop.#2 - Eliminate diesels in 30-second Antique - PASSED - 354 to 330.
Prop.#3 - Eliminate diesels in all Basic
events - FAILED - 321 to 479.
Prop.#4 - Outlaw Thermal Detection Devices
- PASSED - 628 to 182.
Prop.#5 - Add 1/2-A Texaco rules to F/F
Special Events section of SAM Rule Book PASSED - 659 to 138.
Thanks go to Carl Hatrak for his work in
counting, tabulating and verifying the ballots.

ANDERSON SPITFIRE .65
Upon reviewing the Anderson Spitfire submitted by Marvin Miller. it appears to be a
faithful copy of the original and I understand
that it is being made using original tooling.
This makes it a continuation of production of
a SAM-legal engine which does not require
approval by the committee. However, I appreciate Mr. Miller submitting this motor for
review.
I did run the engine. It was very easy to
start, ran smoothly and turned a 14x6 Top
Flite prop at an average of 7100rpm. This is
similar to other Andersons that I have run.
Therefore, I recommend that it be accepted
without further testing.
from Jim Adams Marvin Morris of Fresno, California is
taking orders for the new Anderson Spitfire.
He is not requiring advance deposits. He
would rather simply accept letters of intent
to purchase and then notify customers when
he has engines available.
I do not know his exact price at this time.
If you will write him, he will put you on the
waiting list. His address is: Marvin B. Miller,
250 Bronco Rd., Soquel, CA 95073. Phone:
(408) 476-6858.

AUSTRALIAN DIESEL PRODUCTION
Gordon Burford was interviewed at the
SAM Champs about the upcoming production of several diesel engines that he and
Ivor F. have been working on.
Gordon stated that they are working on
replicas of the Elfin 1.49, the 1.8 and the
2.49. He asked that people who have sent
deposits to them be patient. The money has
been placed in trust and, hopefully, the engines will be delivered in 1990.
As we all know, manufacture of small
replica engines requires a great deal of time
because of the many problems that arise
when projects of this complexity are undertaken.
The SAM engine review committee has
just completed evaluation of a protype of the
Elfin 2.49 and all indications are that it will
be an excellent replica of the original.

ELFIN 2.49cc DIESEL
by Allen Heinreich, Chairman
SAM Engine Review Committee
I recently received an Elfin 2.49 repro from
Gordon Burford of Australia. The engine is
not an exact copy, but it is closer than the
Dunham.
The performance figures were slightly
below the Dunham and the original Elfin, but
I believe that was due to the engine not
being completely broken in.
I recommend that the engine be accepted
and allowed to compete as an 'original ignition' engine. (Ed. Note - except in Antique
F/F as per the new rule to take effect in
1990.)
page 18

AMERICAN DIESEL PRODUCTION
by John A. Targos, ARGO - U.S.A.
ARGO - U.S.A. is going to offer a replica
Elfin 2.49cc diesel at a special price.
The engine will be manufactured in the
United States by a well-known and reliable
California company. By sending in a
deposit of $50, you will give us an indication
of how many we should produce in the first
run. For those of you who send in a deposit,
the special price on the engine will be $80.
The price will increase after the first run.
A deposit is not essential, but it will insure
you early delivery at the special price. By
responding to this offer without a deposit,
your name will be added to a list for later
delivery with no guarantee that it will be at
the introductory price.
This offer is in response to hundreds of requests for this diesel over the past two years.
We will strive to provide an engine that will
be affordable to beginners as well as active
competitors.
This introductory offer - we would appreciate a response by Dec. 31, 1989 - will
enable us to make decisions that will be
economically feasible without delays. The
crankcase dies are being machined and we
will soon be ready to go into production. If
we get an overwhelming response - and we
think we will - our aim is to keep the price as
low as possible.
AUTOMOTIVE POINT SETS
FOR SPARK IGNITION ENGINES

Eng int.

Auto Points

Bluestreak
Edco Sky Devil
G.H.O.
Hornet .60
McCoy .60
Dooling .61
Pacemaker .59
Hassad

Echlin - CS-47
Niehoff - FF-5
Bluestreak FD-6768X
1949-52 Chevrolet
Delco DR 1855720
Echlin - CS-30
Autolite AL-5-33
1934-40 Ford V8
(Dual Distributors)
The Hornet, McCoy, and Dooling .61 point
sets work on all three engines. Pacer and
Hassad may work on all five engines.
These are all the older style 2-piece point
sets. Compare before you buy. Best sources are antique car parts dealers or flea
markets.
If anyone knows any other equivalent
automotive point sets for other spark ignition engines such as Atwood or OK Super
.60, etc., please let SAM SPEAKS know.

EDCO SKY DEVIL .65
John Targos of Argo - U.S.A. reports that
these magnificent spark ignition engines are
no longer being produced and prospects of
future production appear slim at best.
John still has a limited supply on hand,
but when they're sold out - that's all. Price
is $279 plus $5 postage and handling.
California residents add 6 percent sales tax.
Argo - U.S.A., 3229 Dianora Drive, Palos
Verdes, CA 90274. Phone: (213) 377-6186.
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Handling Charge - $5.00 • Add $3.00 for C.O.D. • Minimum Order $20.00 F.O.B. Factory
We accept Personal checks and C.O.D. • California Residents add 6wer• Sales Tax

_DON'T LOSE
YOUR NEXT MASTERPIECE

,r,slifee931'

INSTALL THE
SCREAMER BEEPER

7

hen

Super loud audio Beeper, 96 decibels at a frequency
where the ear is most sensitive. Audible up to 1500 feet
when the model is airborne or 300 to 400 feet on the
ground. The sound will direct you immediately to the lost
model whether in trees, corn, tall grass, brush, ravines,
etc.

Sykora 's

11111111(11/ MODEL SUPPLY
0

3 -M01
1132 a 3
1/19 a 3
3132 a3
1/6 x 3
3116 4 3
114 x 3
5116 x 3
34x3
112 x 3

1.1901

1854 x 12 . 12

P.O.

The Screamer-Beeper is ready to mount in your plane
complete with 16 hr. battery and DT trigger switch. Total
installed weight: 19 Grams-little over 1/2 Oz.

Box 7334 • Van Nuys, CA 91409

zEtr, eLi TIMER "GOODIES"?
Kill THY Lill

Great for Wakefield size rubber or any power ship.
$19.95 Post Paid. (US Only) Check or M.O.

A 1930's MODEL SHOP! . _ . . sawed prop blanks,
balloon/WWI/Streamline balsa wheels, Hinoki wood,

Make checks payable to Bill Turner
(CA residents add 6.5% Sales Tax)

colored nitrate dope, thrust buttons & bearings, bamboo, silver Jap tissue, prop hardware, special washers.
winders, rubber, hundreds of old Scale/Contest plans
& more! Shop from our illustrated catalog. Send$2,03
If you have not already sent in your dues
for next year, they are due now for January
thru December 1990. Dues are $10 per
calendar year. You may pay up to three
years in advance or buy a Life membership
for $100. All Life Members are authorized to
put an "L" after their SAM number, i.e. 150 L.
All paid-up members will receive a copy of
our newsletter. SAM SPEAKS, every two
months.
All new members will also receive a SAM
decal and a copy of the SAM Rule Book. Decals are 50 cents each - large or small.
(Large 4 x 2.1/2, small 2 x 1-1/4) SAM
patches are $2 each - large. Rule books are
$1 each.

Bill Turner, 3027 Rutgers Ave., Long Beach, CA 90808
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Learn why the best
lessons in electric R/C
taught by old-timers.

-11

"1"--

Building and flying a Leisure Playboy or Lanzo Bomber
Old-timer can teach some valuable electric R/C lessons.
Like building light. Fundament& to good electric flight
performance is a lightweight airframe. Leisure's Playboy and
Lanzo Bomber Old-timers both feature lightweight airframes
that combine powerful takeoff and climb capabilities with
minimum sink rates — for long flights and slow landings.

. Poe boy
:6r

Another lesson is how to build-in stability for easy flying.
Consider that the original Playboy and Bomber designs started
out lifs free flghts.
old-timers fly hands off too.
i Our two
e a
make the perfect RIC trainer.
really do
That's w hy they
Maybe the most important lesson the Leisure Playboy and
Bomber Old-timer kits can teach you is how to open up and
keep more R/C flying sites. You see, because they're electric
powered they're practically silent. You can fly them almost

era: 576 sq. int.
12-38 oz.
Flying Weight:

Power: Leisure 05 MotorGeared 2.511

anywhere, anytime.
See your local R/C hobby dealer and pick up a Leisure
05
from
ensive Lei sure
Playboy or Lanzo Bomber kit and an inexp
lessons — take it
flight system. You're in for some good
an old-timer.
on the
For more Wormation
OM-Timer Kits, minors.
LAMY
NiCd batteries, chanters and

other arassan'es send a
size
d
addressee, business sized
tardiest to: Leiser: Electronics.
22971 Triton Way. Unit 8.
Lagana Hais, CA 92653.

The 1.eisarre Lan:o Bomber
Wingspan: liVr"
in,
Wing Arta: 630 sq.
Flying Weigki: 35-10 o:.
Power: Leisure 05 motor geared 2.5:1

SAM SPEAKS is the official publication of the
Society of Antique Modelers and is
published 6 times/year. Unless specifically
stated, SAM does not endorse any product
or service mentioned herein.
Editor: Bill Darkow
1237 S. Grant St.
Tacoma, WA 98405
Phone: (206) 272-6395
Commercial advertising rates (per issue):
$3/col.in., 1/3 pg. wide, $6 minimum.
$5/col.in., 1/2 pg. wide, $10 minimum.
Top half outside back pg., $25 min., $75
max.

1/2-pg. max on any page. Placement in last
4 pages at editor's discretion or as agreed
with advertiser. SAM members and regular
advertisers have placement priority.

Officers - Society of Antique Modelers:
President: Jim Adams, 2538 N. Spurgeon
St., Santa Ana, CA 92706
Eastern VP: Mike Granieri, 3 Dryden Rd., Box
78, Pottersville, NJ 07979
Midwest VP: Bob Larsh, 45 S, Whitcomb
Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46241
Rocky Mtn. VP: Bill Schmidt, 4647 Krueger,
Wichita, KS 67220
Western VP: Bob Angel, 1001 Patterson Rd.,
Santa Maria, CA 93455
F/F Coordinator: Abe Gallas, 28 Rustling
Wind, Irvine, CA 92715
R/C Coordinator: 'Woody' Woodman, 233
Longview Dr., Bayville, NJ 08721
Sec'y/Treas: Bob Dodds, 209 Summerside
Place, Encinitas, CA 92024
Full membership dues: $10/yr. with up to 3
yrs. pre-paid. Life membership is $100.

SAM SPEAKS
Official Publication of the Society of Antique modelers
1237 S. Grant, Tacoma, WA 98405

R. W. FRIESTAD

Personal ad rate: 10 cents/word with $2.50
minimum. Name, address and SAM number
are free. Phone no. counts as one word. Abbreviations will count as whole words and
may be spelled out at editor's discretion.
Please submit payment with camera-ready
ad copy or clearly printed text to editor.
Make checks payable to SAM SPEAKS.

LAST CHANCE! Limited Edition! They're almost all gone! Jim Adams has only a few
copies left of the SAM 35 (England) Yearbook, issue no. 5. This 156-page book will
make an excellent Christmas present for
that dedicated modeler. Price is $8.50 each
ppd. to North American SAM members.
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